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In the Matter of
TRAUTMAN WASSERMAN & COMPANY, INC.,
GREGORY 0. TRAUTMAN,
SAMUEL M. WASSERMAN,
MARK BARBERA,
JAMES A. WILSON, JR.,
JEROME SNYDER,
and
FORDE H. PRIGOT

ORDER DISMISSING
CEASE-AND-DESIST
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST
BARBERA

On February 5, 2007, the Commission filed an Order Instituting Proceedings ("OIP")
against Trautman Wasserman & Company, Inc., Gregory 0. Trautman, Samuel M. Wasserman,
Mark Barbera, James A. Wilson, Jr., Jerome Snyder, and Forde H. Prigot (together,
"Respondents"). The OIP alleged that Respondents engaged in late trading and deceptive market
tirrllng practices that resulted in numerous violations of the securities laws. The OIP authorized
public admillistrative proceedings against Respondents pursuant to Section 15(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, Section 9(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and Section 203(f)
of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. 1/ The OIP also authorized cease-and-desist
proceedings against Respondents, which included cease-and-desist proceedings against
respondent Barbera under Section SA of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 21C of the Exchange
Act, and Section 9(f) of the Investment Company Act. 'J/

ll

15 U.S.C. §§ 7SQ(b), SOa-9(b), SOb-3(f).

'l/

15 U.S.C. §§ 77h-1, 7Su-3, SOa-9(f). The OIP seeks cease-and~desist relief under
Securities Act Section SA and Exchange Act Section 21C against Trautman Wasserman &
Company, Inc.; under Securities Act Section SA, Exchange Act Section 21C, and
Investment Company Act Section 9(f) against Trautman, Wasserman, and Wilson; and
under Exchange Act Section 21 C against Snyder and Prigot.
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Respondent Wilson is a defendant in parallel criminal proceedings in New York. Wilson
was indicted by aNew York grand jury on two counts of fraud and nine counts of falsifying
business records, based on essentially the same conduct at issue in this administrative
proceeding. On March 13, 2007, the law judge granted an application by the Attorney General of
the State ofNew York ("NYAG"), made pursuant to Rule of Practice 210(c)(3), 'Jj to stay the
proceeding until the conclusion of the criminal proceeding against Wilson.
However, the law judge lifted the stay by order dated March 23, 2007 in response to an
argument by respondent Barbera that Exchange Act Section 21C(b) provides that "[t]he notice
instituting proceedings ... shall fix a hearing date not earlier than 30 days nor later than 60 days
after service of the notice unless an earlier or later date is set by the Commission with the consent
of any respondent so served." ~ In her March 23 order, the law judge set a hearing date for all
respondents of April13, 2007, a date sixty days after Barbera was served with the OIP.
On March 28, 2007, the Division of Enforcement ("Division") notified the law judge by
letter that it intended to file a motion with the Commission to withdraw those portions of the OIP
that seek cease-and-desist relief against Barbera. On March 30, 2007, the law judge issued an
order following a preheating conference. ~ The law judge stated that, during this conference, all
Respondents except Barbera objected to commencing the hearing within sixty days and voiced
concerns that the April 13 hearing date would not allow them sufficient time to review the large
number of documents they expected to receive eventually from the NYAG and to prepare their
defenses.
After a series of motions before the law judge, on April 10, 2007, the Division filed a
motion before the Commission seeking to withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings against
Barbera, arguing that withdrawal of those proceedings would permit the Division to proceed
against all respondents at one hearing, thereby avoiding substantial prejudice to the Division's

'Jj

17 C.P.R.§ 201.210(c)(3). Rule 210(c)(3) provides that the Commission or hearing
officer may grant criminal prosecutorial authorities leave to participate in a proceeding on
a limited basis for the purpose of requesting a stay during the pendency of a criminal
investigation or prosecution arising out of the same or similar facts at issue in the
administrative proceeding, upon a showing that such a stay is "in the public interest or for
the protection of investors."

~

15 U.S.C. § 78u-3(b). Securities Act Section 8A(b), 15 U.S.C. § 77h-1(b), and
Investment Company Act Section 9(f)(2), 15 U.S.C. § 80a-9(f)(2), contain identical
requirements.

~

Pursuant to Rule 161 (c)(2), 17 C.F .R. § 201.161 (c)(2), the law judge also granted a joint
motion by the Division and respondent Snyder to stay the proceedings as to Snyder to
permit the Commission time to consider Snyder's recent settlement offer.

('
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case-in-chief. The same day, the law judge issued an order cancelling Barbera's April 13 hearing
and confirming that a hearing as to all respondents would commence on June 4, 2007.
On April17, 2007, we issued an interim stay of these proceedings to preserve the status
quo ante while we awaited the filing of any opposing and reply briefs. On April 20, 2007,
Barbera filed a timely opposition to the Division's motion to withdraw the cease-and-desist
proceedings against him; in that submission, Barbera also moved to dismiss the entire proceeding
against him. We now grant the Division's motion to dismiss the cease-and-desist proceedings
against Barbera for the reasons detailed below. Barbera's motion to dismiss the entire proceeding
will be addressed in a separate order.
In its April 10 motion, the Division argues that withdrawal of the cease-and-desist
proceedings is necessary to prevent prejudice to the Division's case that would result if the
Division were forced to conduct a bifurcated hearing because the two hearings would involve
common witnesses and documents. The other statutory provisions under which the Division is
proceeding against Barbera do not contain a requirement to commence a hearing within thirty to
sixty days of service of the OIP; therefore, the Division notes, the dismissal of the cease-anddesist proceedings against Barbera would eliminate the need for a bifurcated hearing. Moreover,
the Division points out that, although the result of dismissal of the cease-and-desist proceedings
would be that the Division could not obtain a cease-and-desist order as relief from Barbera's
alleged misconduct, "[a]ll other remedies would remain available, including revocation of
registrations, bars or suspensions, civil penalties and disgorgement."
We agree that it is appropriate in this case to dismiss those provisions ofthe OIP that
authorize the institution of cease-and-desist proceedings against Barbera. Barbera urges,
however, that the failure to comply with the sixty-day hearing requirement under the cease-anddesist provisions also mandates dismissal of the rest of the proceedings against him. Barbera
offers no explanation or support for this position. The remaining statutes under which the OIP
was authorized, namely, Exchange Act Section 15(b), Investment Company Act Section 9(b),
and Advisers Act Section 203(f), do not require that Barbera receive a hearing within a specified
time. As courts have long recognized, an agency's decision whether to prosecute or enforce is
generally within its absolute discretion. f2/
Barbera contends that the Division has abused its discretion by making false
representations to the law judge about its intent to withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings.
However, the record of prehearing proceedings in this case offers no support for Barbera's
allegations. The Division was consistent in its statements to the law judge that it would move the
Commission to withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings against Barbera if the law judge
believed the authorizing statutes compelled a hearing within sixty days. The law judge issued an
order on March 30, 2007, in which she postponed the hearing to June 4 despite Barbera's

fl./

See Board ofTrade v. SEC, 883 F.2d 525, 530 (7th Cir. 1989) (citing Heckler v. Chaney,
470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985)).
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protests. The order mentions that the Division stated its intent to withdraw cease-and-desist
proceedings against Barbera; however, that order does not clearly state that the law judge's
decision was premised on the Division doing so. The law judge herself recognized that her order
may have lacked clarity on this point, noting in her April 9, 2007 order, "I apologize to the
Division because my March 30, 2007 order was not clear that the cease-and-desist provisions
must be stricken at least as to Barbera." The Division promptly filed its motion to withdraw the
cease-and-desist proceedings after the law judge clarified her position.
Therefore, under the circumstances of this case, it is appropriate to grant the Division's
motion and dismiss the cease-and-desist proceedings against Barbera.
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the cease-and-desist proceedings against Mark
Barbera, as instituted by order dated February 5, 2007 and as authorized under Section 8A of the
Securities Act, Section 21 C of the Exchange Act, and Section 9(f) of the Investment Company
Act, be, and they hereby are, dismissed.
By the Commission (Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS, NAZARETH, and CASEY;
Chairman COX not participating).

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

s~~

~

J. Lynn Taytof
Assistant S&retafy

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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June 1, 2007

In the Matter of
TRAUTMAN WASSERMAN & COMPANY, INC.,
GREGORY 0. TRAUTMAN,
SAMUEL M. WASSERMAN,
MARK BARBERA,
JAMES A. WILSON, JR.,
JEROME SNYDER,
and
FORDE H. PRIGOT

ORDER
GRANTING
STAY

On February 5, 2007, the Commission filed an Order Instituting Proceedings ("OIP")
against Trautman Wasserman & Company, Inc., Gregory 0. Trautman, Samuel M. Wasserman,
Mark Barbera, James A. Wilson, Jr., Jerome Snyder, and Forde H. Prigot (together,
"Respondents"). The OIP alleged that Respondents engaged in late trading and deceptive market
timing that resulted in numerous violations of the securities laws. The OIP authorized public
administrative proceedings against Respondents pursuant to Section 15(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, Section 9(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and Section 203(f)
of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.1/ The OIP also authorized cease-and-desist
proceedings against Respondents under Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 21 C of
the Exchange Act, and Section 9(f) of the Investment Company Act. 2/

1/

15 U.S.C. §§ 78Q(b), 80a-9(b), 80b-3(f).

2/

15 U.S.C. §§ 77h-1, 78u-3, 80a-9(f). The OIP seeks cease-and-desist reliefunder
Securities Act Section 8A and Exchange Act Section 21C against Trautman Wasserman
& Company, Inc.; under Securities Act Section 8A, Exchange Act Section 21C, and
Investment Company Act Section 9(f) against Trautman, Wasserman, Wilson, and
Barbera; and under Exchange Act Section 21 C against Snyder and Prigot.
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Respondent Wilson is a defendant in parallel criminal proceedings in New York. Jj
Wilson was indicted by a New York grand jury on two counts of fraud and nine counts of
falsifying business records, based on essentially the same conduct at issue in this administrative
proceeding. On March 13, 2007, the law judge granted an application by the Attorney General of
the State ofNew York ("NYAG"), made pursuant to Rule of Practice 210(c)(3), 11 to stay the
proceeding until the conclusion of the criminal proceeding against Wilson.
On April 5, 2007, following a series of motions and orders, the NYAG notified the law
judge by letter that Wilson had pleaded guilty to one felony charge in New York State Supreme
Court and that sentencing was scheduled for June 7, 2007. The NYAG also noted that Scott A.
Christian, another criminal defendant related to the current proceeding as an anticipated witness
for the Division, had not yet been scheduled for sentencing. ~ The NYAG represented that it
would attempt to schedule Christian's sentencing "soon after defendant Wilson is sentenced" and
suggested a hearing date of June 25, 2007, "so that the NYAG can be sure that the criminal
proceedings will be completed in [their] entirety before the above matter is heard." Q!

•

On _April9, 2007, the law judge issued an order denying a request by the NYAG to
adjourn the administrative proceeding until June 25, 2007, when Wilson and Christian will likely
have been sentenced. In denying the NYAG's request, the law judge noted that, under
Rule 21 0(c)(3), the NYAG had standing only to request a stay of the proceeding, not an
adjournment of a hearing date. The law judge also required that the Division make its complete
investigative file available to Respondents, reasoning that, because Wilson had already pleaded
guilty, revelation ofthe Division's entire investigative file no longer posed a danger to the
NYAG's criminal case.
On AprillO, 2007, the NYAG filed a motion with the Commission requesting that these
proceedings be stayed pending the outcome of its criminal cases against Wilson and Christian.

Jj

See People v. James A. Wilson. Jr., Indictment No. 1488/2006 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y.
County, Crim. Term) .

.11

17 C.P.R. § 201.210(c)(3). Rule 210(c)(3) provides that the Commission or hearing
officer may grant criminal prosecutorial authorities leave to participate in a proceeding on
a limited basis for the purpose of requesting a stay during the pendency of a criminal
investigation or prosecution arising out of the same or similar facts at issue in the
administrative proceeding, upon a showing that such a stay is "in the public interest or for
the protection of investors."

~

See People v. Scott A. Christian, No. 03409-2005 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. County, Crim.
Term).

Q/

Court records indicate that Christian has now been scheduled for sentencing on June 21,
2007. See People v. Scott A. Christian, supra note 5.
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On April 17, 2007, we issued an interim stay of these proceedings to preserve the status quo ante
while we awaited the filing of any opposing and reply briefs. 7)
It then came to our attention that another case, Warren Lammert et al., ~ was pending
before a different law judge. In the Lammert proceeding, Warren Lammert, Lars Soderberg, and
Lance Newcomb ("Lammert Respondents"), who worked for the mutual fund manager Janus
Capital Management, are alleged to have facilitated improper market timing and frequent trading
in certain Janus mutual funds by the broker-dealer Trautman Wasserman & Company. In that
administrative proceeding, the Lammert Respondents sought access to documents in the
Trautman Wasserman investigative file. Party filings in Lammert suggested that the NYAG,
who had requested and received a stay of the Lammert case pending resolution of the criminal
proceedings against Wilson, may have already acquiesced to the release of at least some
Trautman Wasserman documents to the Lammert Respondents. To determine whether there was
any inconsistency between the. NYAG's position with respect to disclosure of documents from
the Trautman Wasserman investigative file in the two proceedings, we issued an order on
April 27, 2007 requiring clarification. 2/

In response to our order, the Division represented that it was "making available the same
documents to the Lammert Respondents and to the Trautman Respondents." The NYAG
clarified that it "does not object to the Commission's making available the majority of the
Trautman Wasserman investigative file" to both the Trautman Wasserman Respondents and the
Lammert Respondents. However, the NYAG stated, it wishes to protect temporarily from
production to either set of respondents a "small segment of documents that have not yet been
disclosed in the criminal proceeding or in either administrative proceeding," which "includes
statements by witnesses and other similar documents that have been identified and separated by
the NY AG and the Division."
Our understanding, therefore, is that the NYAG seeks a stay ofthese administrative
proceedings pending the final disposition of its criminal cases against respondent Wilson and
witness Christian. The NYAG, however, does not seek to stay the production to Respondents of
the Trautman Wasserman file except for the "small segment of documents" not yet made
available to any respondent, the revelation of which would prejudice its criminal cases.
Although the NYAG has styled its filing as a "Motion for an Emergency Stay and a
Petition for Review of Initial Decisions by the Hearing Officer" pursuant to Rules of Practice

11

See Trautman Wasserman & Co. et al., Order Granting Interim Stay, Admin. Proc. File
No. 3-12559 (Aprill7, 2007).

~/

Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-12386 (OIP filed July 31, 2006).

2/

See Warren Lammert, et al. and Trautman Wasserman & Co. et al., Order Directing
Additional Briefing, Admin. Proc. File Nos. 3-12386, 3-12559 (April27, 2007).
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400, 401, and 410, 10/ the NYAG bases its argument exclusively on the standards set forth in
Rule 21 0(c)(3 ), which permits criminal prosecutorial authorities to seek leave from either the
Commission or the law judge to participate in an administrative proceeding for the purpose of
requesting a stay. 111 We therefore consider the NYAG's motion to be a request for a stay made
to the Commission under Rule 21 0(c)(3). We grant the NYAG's motion for the reasons detailed
below.
Under Rule of Practice 210(c)(3), we may grant leave to the NYAG to participate in this
proceeding "[u]pon a showing that such a stay is in the public interest or for the protection of
investors." A request for a stay shall be evaluated considering the status of the administrative
hearing and shall be "based on a showing of good cause and be limited to a reasonable period of
time, balancing the need for delay against the need to bring the proceeding to timely resolution,
consistent with the public interest." 12/ The Commission promulgated Rule 210(c)(3) in order to
encourage "efforts to bring criminal prosecutions arising out of securities violations" and to
address concerns that the criminal prosecutions may suffer "substantial prejudice" ifthe
administrative action were not postponed . .1.1'
We find that good cause exists to postpone this administrative proceeding and that a stay
is in the public interest. "Federal courts and the Commission have repeatedly recognized that
civil or administrative proceedings may be stayed pending resolution of parallel criminal
proceedings where justice requires." 14/ The NYAG represents that "the criminal prosecution at

10/

17 C.F.R. §§ 201.400,401,410. These Rules govern Commission review of
interlocutory appeals, consideration of stays generally, and review of initial decisions.

111

Barbera argues that the Commission should refuse to consider the NYAG's stay request
because the request "appears as if the NYAG has taken exception with the ALJ's decision
to 'adjourn the hearing,"' noting that "the Rules of Practice reflect that petitions for
interlocutory review are disfavored." However, as noted above, the NYAG bases its
motion on Rule of Practice 210(c)(3), which permits the NYAG to seek a stay directly
from the Commission without necessitating review of prior decisions by the law judge.
The NYAG therefore has standing to seek our leave to participate for the limited purpose
of requesting a stay.

12/

Securities and Exchange Commission, Rules of Practice, 63 Fed. Reg. 63,404, 63,405
(Nov. 13, 1998) .

.1.1'

Id.

14/

Pryor, McClendon, Counts & Co., Order Postponing Proceedings, 54 S.E.C. 382, 386
(1999) (citing A.S. Goldmen, Order Postponing Proceedings, Admin. Proc. File No. 39933 (Sept. 1, 1998) p. 6 & n.7). See,~. United States v. Kordel, 397 U.S. 1, 12 n.27
(continued ... )
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issue here depends upon testimony and exhibits not yet disclosed to the respondents," and
expresses concern that "testimony of administrative hearing witnesses would be available for
impeachment purposes at a subsequent criminal trial." It appears that substantial prejudice could
result to the NYAG's prosecution ofWilson and Christian if the administrative proceeding
against Respondents were not postponed.
We also note that the duration of the stay should be brief and is not expected to unduly
delay the proceeding or prejudice the Respondents. Because the NYAG bases its stay request on
the need to complete the sentencing of Wilson and Christian, we anticipate that the stay will no
longer be necessary after June 25, 2007, when both defendants will likely have been sentenced.
Barbera argues that, because Wilson and Christian have entered guilty pleas, the NYAG
"has no need to present evidence or have witnesses testify; it has guilty pleas and there will be no
trial." However, as the NYAG has pointed out, a criminal defendant may withdraw his plea at
any time prior to sentencing, leaving open the possibility that Wilson and Christian could change
their minds and force the NYAG to go to trial. Barbera argues that this possibility is exceedingly
remote because both defendants have been promised that, in exchange for their guilty pleas, they
will serve no prison terms. 15/ The NYAG points out in its reply that pleading guilty to a felony
bears serious consequences even if no jail time is served.
The Commission has no basis upon which to judge the intentions of Wilson or Christian,
and we decline to premise our decision here on speculation about whether they are likely or
unlikely to withdraw their guilty pleas. Rather, our decision is based on our authority under Rule
210(c)(3), which permits us to prevent possible prejudice to criminal cases by imposing a stay
when that stay is in the public interest or for the protection of investors.

14/

( ... continued)
(1970) (noting that civil proceedings may be deferred pending resolution of parallel
criminal prosecutions when justice requires); SEC v. Chestman, 861 F.2d 49, 50 (2d Cir.
1988) (per curiam) ("The government had a discemable interest ... to prevent discovery
in the civil case from being used to circumvent the more limited scope of discovery in the
criminal matter."); In re Ivan F. Boesky Securities Litigation, 128 F.R.D. 47 (S.D.N.Y.
1989) (deferring certain civil discovery where there was a parallel criminal prosecution
involving the same subject matter); Kedar Gupta, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-9435 (Feb. 4,
1998) (postponing a Commission administrative proceeding under Rule 161 until
disposition of a pending parallel criminal prosecution).

15/

Barbera theorizes that the NYAG seeks a stay in order to prevent revelation of documents
that show how flimsy is its case against Wilson and Christian, or, in the alternative, to
"buy more time for the Division to prepare for its hearing." Barbera admits his theories as
to the NYAG's motivations for requesting the stay are unsupported conjecture.

6
Barbera has also renewed his argument that, under the statutes authorizing institution of
the cease-and-desist proceedings against him, he is entitled to receive a hearing within thirty to
sixty days of service of the OIP (i.e., by Aprill3, 2007). This issue has been resolved and more
fully addressed in our separate order dismissing the cease-and-desist proceedings against
Barbera. 16/
Respondents Wasserman and Prigot filed untimely oppositions to the NYAG's motion in
which they state no basis for their opposition except to note that they joined with Barbera in
opposing the motion in its entirety - a position they espouse despite having taken contrary
positions previously. Both Wasserman and Prigot represented to the law judge that they objected
to holding the hearing on April 13 because they required additional time to review discovery. 17I
A short delay in these proceedings appears to comport with the wishes of the majority of
respondents in this case who have sought more time to prepare for the hearing. To the extent
Wasserman and Prigot purport to join Barbera's objection to the impact of the stay on Barbera's
right to a hearing within sixty days, they have no standing to assert such a position.
Respondent Trautman also filed an untimely opposition, in which he argued that "[n]o
specific documents, testimony or other evidence is tendered or cited to support" the NY AG's
contention that its prosecutions would be jeopardized without a stay. However, requiring the
NY AG to support its argument by disclosing the very documents it seeks to protect with a stay
would be counterproductive. Trautman also argues that he and his family will suffer from the
'"lingering threat" of this proceeding if a stay of indefinite duration is granted. However, it is not
our practice to impose stays of indefinite duration, ll/ and we will again, in this case, limit the
duration of the stay.
Therefore, under these circumstances, we fmd that it is consistent with the public interest
to impose a stay upon all proceedings in this case- including any motions practice - while
criminal proceedings against Wilson and Christian are pending. We believe that granting a stay in
this case will prevent possible prejudice to the NY AG's case without introducing significant delay
to the administrative proceeding and without causing harm to Respondents. However, we are
sensitive to the desire to conclude these proceedings expeditiously. As noted above, we have

lQI

See Trautman Wasserman, Order Dismissing Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Against
Barbera, Securities Exchange Act Rei. No. 55848 (June 1, 2007), _SEC Docket_.

111

During a March 29 prehearing teleconference before the law judge, Prigot's attorney
specifically noted that "the short period of time that's been allotted us, not only for
supplying an answer to the OIP, but also for the hearing, would be prejudicial to my
client." Wasserman's attorney agreed, arguing that "substantive due process rights ...
would be obliterated if we were required to go to a hearing in two weeks having not even
received any discovery."

lll

See AS. Goldmen, Order Postponing Proceedings, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-9933
(Sept. 1, 1999).
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made clear in prior cases that such postponements cannot be open-ended, and we will therefore
order that the stay expire on June 25, 2007. 19/ The NYAG may file a motion under Rule
21 0(c)(3) to continue the stay beyond that date if it believes circumstances so require. Further, in
order to permit Respondents to continue preparing their defenses during the pendency of the stay,
we will require the Division during the pendency of the stay to continue to make its investigative
file available to Respondents, with the exception of the "small segment of documents" identified
by the NYAG that have not yet been disclosed and whose revelation may cause prejudice to its
pending criminal cases.
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the New York Attorney General's motion for leave to
participate in this proceeding on a limited basis for the purpose of requesting a stay pending the
completion of parallel criminal proceedings is granted; and it is further
ORDERED that the administrative proceedings authorized by order dated
February 5, 2007 be, and they hereby are, stayed until June 25, 2007; and it is further
ORDERED that discovery of those documents in the Division's investigative file already
segregated and identified as potentially prejudicial to theN ew York Attorney General's criminal
cases against Wilson and/or Christian is hereby stayed until June 25, 2007; and it is further
ORDERED that the Division otherwise continue to make its entire Trautman Wasserman
investigative file available to Respondents, with the exception of any documents in the Division's
investigative file that may be properly withheld from Respondents under Rule of
Practice 230. 20/
By the Commission (Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS, NAZARETH, and CASEY;
Chairman COX not participating).

NancyM. Morris
Secretary,

.. 89:, J. Lynn Tayfor
AssJstant

S~~;.retary

19/

We note that Rule of Practice 360(a)(2) provides, "If a stay is granted pursuant to
Rule 21 0( c)(3 ), the time period specified in the order instituting proceedings in which the
hearing officer's initial decision must be filed with the Secretary, as well as any other time
limits established in orders issued by the hearing officer in the proceeding, shall be
automatically tolled during the period while the stay is in effect."

20/

17 C.P.R. § 201.230.
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In the Matter of
WARREN LAMMERT,
LARS SODERBERG,
and
LANCE NEWCOMB

ORDER IMPOSING
PARTIAL STAY

Currently pending before an administrative law judge are proceedings instituted against
Warren Lammert, Lars Soderberg, and Lance Newcomb by order of July 31, 2006. On
February 15, 2007, the law judge granted a motion made by the New York Attorney General
("NYAG") seeking a stay of the proceedings pending the resolution of certain ongoing criminal
proceedings in New York state court. 1/ In her order, the law judge stayed the proceedings but
directed the Division of Enforcement to assist the Lammert respondents in obtaining access to
documents in the investigative file of a factually related case, Trautman Wasserman & Co.
("Trautman Wasserman"). 2/
On April 10, 2007, the NYAG moved the Commission for a stay of the Trautman
Wasserman case pending resolution of related criminal proceedings. To determine whether there
was any inconsistency between the NYAG's position with respect to disclosure of documents
from the Trautman Wasserman investigative file in the two proceedings, we issued an order on
April27, 2007 requiring clarification as to, among other things, which documents the NYAG
sought to protect from premature revelation. 'Jj In response to our order, the NYAG clarified that
it "does not object to the Commission's making available the majority ofthe Trautman

1/

Warren Lammert, Stay Order, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12386 (Feb. 15, 2007).

2/

Trautman Wasserman & Co., Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12559 (Order Instituting
Proceedings filed Feb. 5, 2007).

11

See Warren Lammert and Trautman Wasserman & Co., Order Directing Additional
Briefing, Admin. Proc. File Nos. 3-12386,3-12559 (April27, 2007).

boLv~ 3of <-/(,
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2
Wasserman investigative file" to both the Trautman Wasserman respondents and the Lammert
respondents. However, the NYAG stated, it wishes to protect temporarily from production to
either set of respondents a "small segment of documents that have not yet been disclosed in the
criminal proceeding or in either administrative proceeding," which "includes statements by
witnesses and other similar documents that have been identified and separated by the NYAG and
the Division."
On June 1, 2007, we granted the NYAG's motion for a stay of the proceedings against the
Trautman Wasserman respondents until June 25, 2007, but directed the Division to continue to
make the Trautman Wasserman investigative file available to the Trautman respondents.1/ We
specifically excepted from disclosure, until June 25, 2007, the "small segment" of documents in
the Division's investigative file already segregated and identified as potentially prejudicial to the
New York Attorney General's criminal cases.
In order to ensure the effectiveness of that order, it is necessary to protect that "small
segment" of documents from premature disclosure to the Lammert respondents. We are
therefore issuing this order to stay temporarily the discovery of those documents in the Trautman
Wasserman investigative file that the NYAG has identified as potentially prejudicial to its
criminal cases. ~

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that discovery of those documents in the Division's
investigative file already segregated and identified as potentially prejudicial to the New York
Attorney General's criminal cases against criminal defendants James A. Wilson, Jr. and/or Scott
Christian is hereby stayed until such time as the stay on the discovery of those documents is lifted
in the proceeding against the Trautman Wasserman respondents.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

.

,
·

.

\B~;. ].

Lynn .. lor

A~ ·sta

t Sea'etaf'~

See Trautman Wasserman & Co., Order Granting St~r,>..?Jmm.·9roc. File No. 3-12559
(June 1, 2007).
To the extent that the law judge's order ofFebruary15, 2007 contemplated the use of
confidentiality agreements to protect certain documents from inappropriate disclosure, we
intend this order to make clear that only a complete stay on any revelation of those
prejudicial documents will prevent harm to the NYAG's cases.

UNITED STATES OF Al\IIERICA
before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55842 I June 1, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2613 I June 1, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12646

In the Matter of

ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO RULE
102(e) OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES OF
PRACTICE, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

ROBIN R. SZELIGA (CPA),
Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted against Robin
R. Szeliga ("Respondent" or "Szeliga") pursuant to Rule 102(e)(3)(i) of the Commission's Rules
of Practice. 1

1

Rule 102( e )(3 )( i) provides, in relevant part, that:

The Commission, with due regard to the public interest and without preliminary hearing,
may, by order, ... suspend from appearing or practicing before it any ... accountant ... who has
been by name ... permanently enjoined by any court of competent jurisdiction, by reason of his
or her misconduct in an action brought by the Commission, from violating or aiding and abetting
the violation of any provision of the Federal securities laws or of the rules and regulations
thereunder.

•'

II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over her and the subject matter of these
proceedings, and the findings contained in Section III.3 below, which are admitted, Respondent
consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to Rule 102(e)
of the Commission's Rules of Practice, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions
("Order"), as set forth below.
Ill.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:
1.
Szeliga, age 46, ofLittleton, Colorado, was employed with Qwest
Communications International Inc. ("Qwest") from approximately 1997 to August 2003. Szeliga
was Qwest' s chief financial officer and executive vice president of fmance from March 2001 to
July 2002. Prior to that, she was Qwest's senior vice president of financial planning and analysis
and reporting. Szeliga was a certified public accountant ("CPA") licensed in Colorado at the time
of her misconduct.
2.
Qwest, based in Denver, Colorado, is a telecommunications and Internet
services company. At all relevant times, Qwest's common stock was registered with the
Commission pursuant to Section 12(b) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange
Act"). Qwest's common stock trades on the New York Stock Exchange.
3.
On March 15, 2005, the Commission filed a complaint against Szeliga in
SEC v. Joseph P. Nacchio, et al. (Civil Action No. 05-cv-00480-MSK-CBS) in the United States
District Court for the District of Colorado. On May 30,2007, the court entered an order
permanently enjoining Szeliga, by consent, from future violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities
Act of 1933, Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5, 13b2-1 and 13b2-2
thereunder, and aiding and abetting violations of Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2) of the Exchange Act
and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. Szeliga was also ordered to pay
$226,135 in disgorgement of ill-gotten gains, plus $100,917 in prejudgment interest, and a
$250,000 civil money penalty. The court further ordered that Szeliga be barred permanently from
acting as an officer or director of any issuer that has a class of securities registered pursuant to
Section 12 of the Exchange Act or that is required to file reports pursuant to Section 15(d) of the
Exchange Act.
4.
The Commission's complaint alleged, among other things, that from at
least April 1, 1999 through March 31, 2002, Szeliga and others at Qwest engaged in a massive
financial fraud that hid from the investing public the true source of the company's revenue and
earnings growth. The complaint alleged that to meet aggressive targets for Qwest's revenue and
earnings growth, Qwest fraudulently and repeatedly relied on immediate revenue recognition
2

from one-time sales of assets known as "IRUs" and certain equipment, while falsely claiming to
the investing public that the revenue was recurring. The complaint also alleged that Szeliga
fraudulently and materially misrepresented Qwest' s performance and growth to the investing
public, failed properly to account for IRU sales transactions in Qwest's financial statements, and
caused the company to report falsely approximately $3 billion in revenue. The complaint alleged
that Szeliga failed to make required accounting disclosures about IRUs to the investing public.
In addition, the complaint alleged that, to meet revenue targets, Szeliga caused the manipulation
of revenue associated with Qwest Dex, formerly a wholly-owned subsidiary of Qwest.
Additionally, the complaint alleged that Szeliga fraudulently lowered liabilities related to
employee vacations to increase artificially Qwest' s earnings to meet revenue and growth targets.
The complaint further alleged that Szeliga sold Qwest stock knowing that Qwest had issued
materially false information to the investing public in violation of the insider trading prohibition
of the securities laws.
IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanction agreed to in Respondent Szeliga's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, effective immediately, that:
Szeliga is suspended from appearing or practicing before the Commission as an
accountant.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

sg~

J. Lynn Taylor
. Assistant Secrem.rv
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55844 I June 1, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12647

In the Matter of
. LUIS M. CORNIDE,

ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO SECTION
15(b) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

· Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") against Luis M. Comide
("Comide" or "Respondent").
,
II.

In anticipation of the institution ofthese proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of these
proceedings, and the findings contained in Section III.2 below, which are admitted, Respondent
consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to Section 15(b)
ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions
("Order"), as set forth below.

.·
.'

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:
1.
From June 1999 to March 2005, Respondent acted as an unregistered brokerdealer in connection with the offer and sale of Pension Fund of America L.C. ("PFA") securities,
for which he received transaction-based compensation. During the relevant time period, he was
president of PFA and held a fifty-percent ownership interest.
2.
On May 21, 2007, a final judgment was entered by consent against Cornide,
permanently enjoining him from future violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and
Sections 15(a) and 10(b) ofthe Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 thereunder, in the civil action entitled
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Pension Fund of America L.C., et al., Civil Action No.
05-20863-CN -MOORE, in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.
3.
The Commission's complaint in the civil action alleged that PFA sold securities in
the form of retirement trust plans, raising approximately $127 million from more than 3,400
investors. The complaint further alleged that PF A, through its offering and marketing materials,
made false representations and omissions of material fact to investors relating to, among other
things, PFA's failure to disclose it used as much as 90% of investor funds to pay exorbitant
commissions to sales agents, administrative fees and other costs, PFA's failure to disclose all
pertinent mutual fund fees, and PF A's misrepresentations regarding its relationships with major
financial institutions and broker-dealers, falsely holding the institutions out as trustees or custodians
for investors' funds. The complaint charged Respondent and others with violations of the brokerdealer registration and antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws in cmmection with the offer
and sale of PF A securities.
IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondent Comide's Offer.

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED:
Pursuant to Section 15(b)(6) of the Exchange Act, Respondent Comide be, and hereby is
barred from association with any broker or dealer;
Any reapplication for association by the Respondent will be subject to the applicable laws
and regulations governing the reentry process, and reentry may be conditioned upon a number of
factors, including, but not limited to, the satisfaction of any or all of the following: (a) any
disgorgement ordered against the Respondent, whether or not the Commission has fully or partially
waived payment of such disgorgement; (b) any arbitration award related to the conduct that served
as the basis for the Commission order; (c) any self-regulatory organization arbitration award to a
customer, whether or not related to the conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order;
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and (d) any restitution order by a self-regulatory organization, whether or not related to the conduct
that served as the basis for the Commission order.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

B1: J. lynn Taylor

Assistant Secr~ry

t
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55845 I June 1, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12648

In the Matter of
ROBERT DE LA RIVA,

ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO SECTION
15(b) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 15(b) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") against Robert DelaRiva
("De la Riva" or "Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution ofthese proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of these
proceedings, and the findings contained in Section III.2 below, which are admitted, Respondent
consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to Section 15(b)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions
("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:

I

_;

1.
From June 1999 to March 2005, Respondent acted as an umegistered brokerdealer in connection with the offer and sale ofPension Fund of America L.C. ("PFA") securities,
for which he received transaction-based compensation. During the relevant time period, he was
senior vice president of PF A and held a fifty-percent ownership interest.
2.
On May 21, 2007, a final judgment was entered by consent against De la Riva,
permanently enjoining him from future violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and
Sections 15(a) and 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder, in the civil action entitled
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Pension Fund of America L.C., et al., Civil Action No.
05-20863-CIV-MOORE, in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.
3.
The Commission's complaint in the civil action alleged that PFA sold securities in
the form of retirement trust plans, raising approximately $127 million from more than 3,400
investors. The complaint further alleged that PFA, through its offering and marketing materials,
made false representations and omissions of material fact to investors relating to, among other
things, PFA's failure to disclose it used as much as 90% of investor funds to pay exorbitant
commissions to sales agents, administrative fees and other costs, PFA's failure to disclose all
pertinent mutual fund fees, and PFA's misrepresentations regarding its relationships with major
financial institutions and broker-dealers, falsely holding the institutions out as trustees or custodians
for investors' funds. The complaint charged Respondent and others with violations ofthe brokerdealer registration and antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws in connection with the offer
and sale ofPFA securities.

IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondent DelaRiva's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED:
Pursuant to Section 15(b)(6) of the Exchange Act, Respondent De la Riva be, and hereby is
barred from association with any broker or dealer;
Any reapplication for association by the Respondent will be subject to the applicable laws
and regulations governing the reentry process, and reentry may be conditioned upon a number of
factors, including, but not limited to, the satisfaction of any or all of the following: (a) any
disgorgement ordered against the Respondent, whether or not the Commission has fully or partially
waived payment of such disgorgement; (b) any arbitration award related to the conduct that served
as the basis for the Commission order; (c) any self-regulatory organization arbitration award to a
customer, whether or not related to the conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order;
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and (d) any restitution order by a self-regulatory organization, whether or not related to the conduct
that served as the basis for the Commission order.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

B9~
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J. Lynn Taylor
Assistant S#JCretary

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940
Release No. 2608 I June 4, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12650

In The Matter of
JUSTIN SCOTT
Respondent.

:ORDER INSTITUTING
: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
: PURSUANT TO SECTION 203(f) OF THE
:INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940,
: MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING
: REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 ("Advisers Act") against Justin Scott
("Scott" or "Respondent").
II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the
fmdings herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of
these proceedings, and the fmdings contained in Section 111.2 below, which are admitted,
Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to
Section 203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial
Sanctions ("Order"), as set forth below.
III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:

1.
Justin M. Scott, age 49, a resident of Marblehead, Massachusetts, was a
portfolio manager, managing director and chief investment officer of Putnam Investments
("Putnam"), a registered investment adviser. Putnam is the investment adviser for the Putnam
Family of Funds and is the sub-adviser to certain unaffiliated institutional portfolios. As of

September 30, 2003, Putnam managed assets of approximately $272 billion.
2.
On June 4, 2007, a final judgment was entered by consent against Scott,
permanently enjoining him from future violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers
Act, in the civil action entitled Securities and Exchange Commission v. Justin Scott and Omid
Kamshad, Civil Action Number 03-12082, in the United States District Court for the District of
Massachusetts. The final judgment provides that Scott is liable for disgorgement in the amount
of$489,439, plus prejudgment interest thereon in the amount of$159,475, and a civil penalty in
the amount of $400,000, for a total monetary obligation of $1,048,914. The final judgment
further provides that Scott shall satisfy his monetary obligation by paying $524,457 to the
Securities and Exchange Commission, together with proof of payment of $524,457 to the
Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in connection with a related action, In
the Matter ofPutnam Investment Management, Inc. et al., Docket No. E-2003-061.
3.
The Commission's complaint alleged that Scott engaged in inappropriate
trading of Putnam mutual funds shares in his Putnam-administered deferred compensation and
retirement accounts, including trading of shares of funds over which he exercised investment
authority, in violation of Sections 206(1) and (2) of the Advisers Act.
IV.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest
to impose the sanction agreed to in Respondent Scott's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED:
Pursuant to Section 203(f) of the Advisers Act, that Respondent Scott be, and hereby is
suspended for a period of twelve months from the date of this Order from association with any
investment adviser.
By the Commission.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940
Release No. 2609 I June 4, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12651

In The Matter of
OMID KAMSHAD
Respondent.

: ORDER INSTITUTING
: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
: PURSUANT TO SECTION 203(f) OF THE
: INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940,
: MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING
: REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 ("Advisers Act") against Omid Kamshad
("Kamshad" or "Respondent").
II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proce~dings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the
findings herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of
these proceedings, and the fmdings contained in Section III.2 below, which are admitted,
Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to
Section 203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial
Sanctions ("Order"), as set forth below.
III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission fmds that:
1.
Kamshad, 44 years old, a resident of London, England, was a portfolio
manager, managing director and chief investment officer of Putnam Investments ("Putnam"), a
registered investment adviser. Putnam is the investment adviser for the Putnam Family of Funds
and is the sub-adviser to certain unaffiliated institutional portfolios. As of September 30, 2003,
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Putnam managed assets of approximately $272 billion.
2.
On June 4, 2007, a final judgment was entered by consent against
Kamshad, permanently enjoining him from future violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) ofthe
Advisers Act, in the civil action entitled Securities and Exchange Commission v. Justin Scott and
Omid Kamshad, Civil Action Number 03-12082, in the United States District Court for the
District of Massachusetts. The final judgment provides that Kamshad is liable for disgorgement
in the amount of$57,157, plus prejudgment interest thereon in the amount of$13,709, and a
civil penalty in the amount of$400,000, for a total monetary obligation of$470,866. The final
judgment further provides that Kamshad shall satisfy his monetary obligation by paying
$235,433 to the Securities and Exchange Commission, together with proof of payment of
$235,433 to the Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in connection with a ·
related action, In the Matter ofPutnam Investment Management, Inc. et a!., Docket No. E-2003061.
3.
The Commission's complaint alleged that Kamshad engaged in
inappropriate trading of Putnam mutual funds shares in his Putnam-administered deferred
compensation and retirement accounts, including trading of shares of funds over which he
exercised investment authority, in violation of Sections 206(1) and (2) ofthe Advisers Act.
IV.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest
to impose the sanction agreed to in Respondent Kamshad's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED:
Pursuant to Section 203(f) of the Advisers Act, that Respondent Kamshad be, and hereby
is suspended for a period of twelve months from the date of this Order from association with any
investment adviser.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

B1; J. Lynn Tayh:lf

Assistant Socre~ry
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55858 I June 5, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2616 I June 5, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12652

CORRECTED

In the Matter of

ORDER INSTITUTING CEASE-ANDDESIST PROCEEDINGS, MAKING
FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING A CEASEAND-DESIST ORDER PURSUANT TO
SECTION 21C OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORPORATION,
Respondent.

I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that ceaseand-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), against International Business Machines Corporation
("IBM" or "Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over it and the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Ceaseand-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to
Section 21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.
III.

On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds 1 that:

•

Respondent
IBM, a New York corporation based in Armonk, New York, is a world-wide information
technology corporation. IBM's stock is registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act.
IBM stock trades on the New York Stock Exchange, Chicago Stock Exchange, Pacific Stock
Exchange, and on other exchanges in the United States and around the world.
Summary

This matter involves a misleading chart presented by IBM during an AprilS, 2005
conference call with analysJs, which was simultaneously webcast, and included in a Form 8-K filed
with the Commission, relating to the impact that the company's decision to expense employee
stock options would have on its first quarter 2005 ("1 Q05") and fiscal year 2005 ("FY05")
earnings results.
During the conference call, IBM announced that beginning in 1Q05 it would report stock
options as an expense in its financial statements and advised analysts to adjust their earnings
models to account for the change. At the time, IBM expected that its stock options expense for
1Q05 would have a $0.10 impact on first quarter earnings per share results and estimated a $0.39
impact on FY05 earnings per share results. IBM did not disclose this information during the
conference call or in its subsequently filed Form 8-K. IBM included a misleading chart in its
presentation which was understood by many analysts to indicate that the earnings per share impact
of the stock options expense would be $0.14 for 1Q05 and $0.55 for FY05, thereby causing
analysts to lower their 1Q05 and FYOS earnings per share estimates by these amounts. By
engaging in this conduct, IBM violated the reporting provisions of the federal securities laws.
Discussion

On AprilS, 2005, one week after the SEC staff issued SAB 107 (regarding the reporting of
employee stock options as an expense), and less than two weeks before IBM released its 1Q05
financial results, IBM announced that it would begin to report employee stock options as an
expense in its financial statements for 1QOS. During the presentation (the text of which was filed
with the Commission in a Form 8-K), IBM also advised analysts to update their 2004 models, for
comparability, and their 2005 models to reflect the change. IBM explained to analysts that they
should reduce their 2004 earnings per share figures by $0.14 for the first quarter and by $0.55 for
the year, which were the actual amounts of stock options expense that IBM had disclosed in its
2004 pro-forma disclosures. IBM also said "(t)his is an accounting change and does not impact
underlying business dynamics. Therefore, for purposes of your models, updated 2005 expectations
should reflect the same level of year-to-year profit improvement as current estimates."
Furthermore, IBM said that it had taken steps that would result in lower stock options
expense for 2005 compared to their 2004 pro-forma expense and that any savings would be used to
offset a previously announced $1 billion year-to-year increase in pension expense for 2005.
1

The findings herein are made pursuant to Respondent's Offer of Settlement and are not binding on any other
person or entity in this or any other proceeding.
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During IBM's January 2005 earnings announcement, IBM had said that for 2005 it expected a $1
billion year-to-year increase in its pension expense. This was approximately $200 million more
than the $800 million year-to-year increase IBM had anticipated for 2005 and had announced in
October 2004. IBM had also said in January that it would take steps over the course of 2005 to
overcome the $1 billion year-to-year increase in its pension expense. IBM identified "divesting the
PC business," "redesigning (its) equity program with premium priced options," and "globalizing
(its) business" as actions it would take to help overcome the increased pension expense.
During the April5, 2005 conference call, IBM's management did not make any statements
about the amount by which analysts should reduce their 2005 estimates to account for options
expensing. IBM did present a chart which many analysts read to indicate that the stock option
expense would reduce 1Q05 and FY05 earnings per share estimates by $0.14 and $0.55,
respectively. At the time, IBM expected that its stock options expense would have only a $0.10
impact on 1Q05 earnings per share results, or $0.04less than the first quarter 2004 pro-forma
expense, and IBM estimated that its stock option expense would have only a $0.39 impact on
FY05 earnings per share results, or $0.16less than the pro-forma amount for the full year 2004.
IBM did not disclose this information during the AprilS announcement or in its Form 8-K.
Although IBM considered disclosing that its 1Q05 stock options expense would be $0.03 to
$0.04less than the first quarter 2004 pro-forma expense, management rejected the idea due, at least
in part, to concern that analysts would add back the year-to-year reduction to their earnipgs per
share estimates instead of using the reduction to offset the increase in pension expense.
Management wanted to avoid this because it would have increased the expected growth rate that
analysts had set for IBM, which would have been difficult for the company to achieve because of
the year-to-year increase in pension expense. However, as discussed above, the amount of the
increase in IBM's pension expense for 2005 had been disclosed in October 2004 and updated in
January 2005 and, therefore, had been available for analysts to factor into their 2005 models.
After IBM's April 5 announcement, many analysts reduced their earnings per share
estimates for 2005 by the same amount as the 2004 pro-forma expense, $0.14 for 1Q05 and $0.55
for FY05. The average of analysts' earnings per share estimates was reduced to $0.90 for 1Q05
and to $5.07 for FY05. Many analysts' reports reflected that IBM's earnings per share estimates
were lowered by $0.14 and $0.55 per share for 1Q05 and FY05, respectively, to account for stock
options expenses.
On April14, 2005, after the market's close, IBM announced its 1Q05 financial results. The
announcement of 1Q05 results was formerly scheduled for April18, 2005. IBM disclosed
earnings of $0.85 per share, which was $0.05 less than the amount that many analysts were
expecting following the April 5 presentation. IBM also disclosed that its equity compensation
expense was $0.10 per share for 1Q05, or $0.04lower than what many analysts had understood
IBM's April 5 misleading chart to have indicated it would be. IBM's stock price dropped $6.94
the next day, or over 8%, closing at $76.33.

Violations
3
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Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13a-11 thereunder require issuers of registered
securities to file certain reports. 15 U.S.C. § 78m(a); 17 C.F.R. § 240.13a-11. Under Rule 13a-11,
issuers are required to file current reports on material corporate developments on Form 8-K. 17
C.F.R. § 240.13a-11. In addition, issuers may choose to file certain reports on Form 8-K, as was
done in this matter. Exchange Act Rule 12b-20 requires, in addition to information required to be
in a report, any material information "necessary to make the required statements, in the light of the
circumstances under which they are made not misleading." 17 C.F.R. § 240.12b-20. Information
is material if there is a "substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have
been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the 'total mix' of
information made available." Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224,231-32 (1988) (quoting TSC
Indus., Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 449 (1976)). Information regarding a company's
earnings is one of the most important considerations in making an investment decision.
IBM violated the above reporting provisions by filing with the Commission a materially
misleading Form 8-K. The filing contained materially misleading information about the amount of
IBM's stock options expense and the impact it would have on IBM's earnings per share. The
Form 8-K created the impression that IBM's stock options expense would be greater than what
IBM actually expected it to be for 1Q05 and FY05. In light of the statements made in the Form 8K, IBM should have also included in its Form 8-K additional information it knew at the time
relating to its stock options expense for 1Q05 and FY05, (i.e., that it expected the expense to have
a $0.10 impact on earnings per share in 1Q05, and that it estimated the expense to have a $0.39
impact on earnings per share for FY05). By failing to include this information in its disclosure,
IBM violated Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-11 thereunder.

IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondent IBM's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that:
Respondent IBM cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and any future
violations of Sections 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-11 thereunder.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary_
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR Parts 240 and 249b
[Release No. 34-55857; File No. S7-04-07]
RIN 3235-AJ78
Oversight of Credit Rating Agencies Registered as Nationally Recognized Statistical
Rating Organizations
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission").
ACTION: Final rule .
.

"

SUMMARY: The Commission is adopting rules to implement provisions of the Credit
Rating Agency Reform Act of2006 (the "Rating Agency Act"), enacted on September
29, 2006. The Rating Agency Act defines the term "nationally recognized statistical
rating organization," provides authority for the Commission to implement registration,
recordkeeping, financial reporting, and oversight rules with respect to registered credit
rating agencies, and directs the Commission to issue final implementing rules no later
than 270 days after its enactment (or by June 26, 2007). The rule and form prescribing
the process for a credit rating agency to apply for registration are immediately effective.
The remaining rules are effective on June 26, 2007.
EFFECTIVE DATES: [Insert date of publication in Federal Register] except that§§
240.17g-2, 240. t'7g-3, 240.17g-4, 240.17g-5, and 240.17g-6 are effective on June 26,
2007.
FOR FURTHER ~NFORMATION CONTACT: Michael A. Macchiaroli, Associate
Director, at (202) 551-5525; Thomas K. McGowan, Assistant Director, at (202) 5515521; Randall W. Roy, Branch Chief, at (202) 551-5522; Rose Russo Wells, Attorney, at
(202) 551-5527; Sheila D. Swartz, Attorney, at (202) 551-5545, Division ofMarket

Regulation, Securities and Exchange Commission; 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC
20549-6628.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

BACKGROUND
The term nationally recognized statistical rating organization ("NRSRO") is used

in federal and state statutes and regulations to confer regulatory benefits or prescribe
requirements based on credit ratings issued by credit rating agencies identified as
NRSROs. 1 The process of identifying NRSROs has historically been undertaken by the
Commission staffthrough the issuance of no-action letters where the staffhas
determined, among other things, that the credit rating agency is recognized nationally by
the predominant users of credit ratings as issuing credible and reliable ratings. 2 The

See, e.g., federal statutes: 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(41) (defining the term "mortgage related
security"); 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(A) (defining the term "small business related security");
15 U.S.C. 80a-6(a)(5)(A)(iv)(I) (exempting certain companies from the provisions of the
Investment Company Act of 1940"); Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102
(1999); Transportation Equity Act for the 2P1 Century, Pub. L. No. 105-178 (1998);
Reigle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No.
103-325 (1994); Department of Commerce, Justice, and State, The Judiciary, and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, FY2001, Pub. L. No. 106-553 (2000); Higher
Education Amendments of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-325 (1992); Housing and Community
Development Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-550 (1992); Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation Improvement Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-242 (1991); and Financial
Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, Pub. L. No. 101-72
(1989); Commission rules: 17 CFR 228.10(e), 229.10(c), 230.134(a)(14), 230.436(g),
239.13, 239.32, 239.33, 240.3a1-1(b)(3), 240.10b-10(a)(8), 240.15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(E), (F),
and (H), 240.15c3-1a(b)(1)(i)(C), 240.J5c3-lf(d), 240.15c3-3a, Item 14, Note G,
242.101(c)(2), 242.102(d), 242.300(k)(3) and (1)(3), 270.2a-7(a)(10); 270.3a-7(a)(2),
270.5b-3(c), and 270.10f-3(a)(3); and state rule: Cal. Ins. Code 1192.10.
2

See letter from NelsonS. Kibler, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation,
Commission, to John T. Anderson, Esquire, of Lord, Bissell & Brook, on behalf of Duff
& Phelps, Inc. (February 24, 1982); letter from Michael A. Macchiaroli, Assistant
Director, Division of Market Regulation, Commission, to Paul McCarthy, President,
McCarthy, Crisanti & Maffei, Inc. (September 13, 1983); letter from Michael A.
Macchiaroli, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation, Commission, to Robin
Monro-Davies, President, IBCA Limited (November 27, 1990); letter from Michael A.
Maccl)iaroli, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation, Commission, to David

2

Rating Agency Act replaces the no-action letter process -which has been criticized as
lacking transparency- with a registration program and Commission oversight of credit
rating agencies that choose to be treated as NRSROs. ·
The Rating Agency Act implements the program for NRSRO registration and
. oversight by adding definitions to Section 3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Exchange Act"), 3 creating a new Section 15E of the Exchange Act, 4 and amending
Section 17 ofthe Exchange Act. 5 Under these new statutory provisions, a credit rating
agency seeking to be treated as an NRSRO must apply for, and be granted, registration
with the Commission, make public in its application certain information to help persons
assess its credibility, and implement procedures to manage the handling of material
I

nonpublic information and conflicts of interest. . In addition, the Rating Agency Act
provides the Commission with rulemaking authority to prescribe: the form of the
application (including requiring the furnishing of additional information); the records an
NRSRO must make and retain; the financial reports an NRSRO must furnish to the

L. Lloyd, Jr., Dewey Ballentine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood (October 1, 1990); letter from
Michael A. Macchiaroli, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation,
Commission, to Gregory A. Root, President,Thomson BankWatch, Inc. (August 6,
1991); letter from Michael A. Macchiaroli Assistant Director, Division of Market
Regulation, Commission, to Lee Pickard, Pickard and Djinis LLP (January 25, 1999);
letter from Annette L. Nazareth, Director, Division of Market Regulation, Commission,
to Mari-Anne Pisarri, Pickard and Djinis LLP (February 24, 2003); letter from Mark M.
Attar, Special Counsel, Division of Market Regulation, Commission, to Arthur Snyder,
President, A.M. Best Company, Inc. (March 3, 2005); letter from Erik R. Sirri, Director,
Division of Market Regulation, Commission, to Neal E. Sullivan, Bingham McCutchen
LLP (May 21, 2007); letter from Erik R. Sirri, Director, Division of Market Regulation,
Commission, to Yoshihiro Saito, Perkins Coie LLP (May 23, 2007).
3

15 U.S.C. 78c.

4

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

5

15 U.S.C. 78q.

3

)

Commission on a periodic basis; the specific procedures an NRSRO must implement to
manage the handling of material nonpublic information; the conflicts of interest an
NRSRO must manage or avoid altogether; and the practices that an NRSRO must not
.· engage in ifthe Commission determines they are unfair, coercive, or abusive.

-11.

TIMING OF FINAL RULES
On February 2, 2007, the Commission proposed a package of rules pursuant to

these grants of rulemaking authority. 6 The rules published today incorporate many of
the proposed provisions but also include significant revisions based on the comments
received. 7 The Commission, in adopting these rules today, intends that Rule 17g-1 (17
CFR 240.17g-1); Form NRSRO, and 17 CFR 249b.300 be issued in final form and be
effective on the date of their publication in ~he Federal Register. The Commission
further intends that Rules 17g-2 (17 CFR240.17g-2), 17g-3 (17 CFR240.17g-3), 17g-4
(17 CFR 240.17g-4), 17g-5 (17 CFR 240,17g-5), and 17g-6 (17 CFR 240.17g..:6) be
issued in final form on June 26, 2007 and become effective on that date.

III.

EFFECTIVE DATE
Section 553(d) ofthe Administrative Procedure Act generally provides that,·

unless an exception applies, a substantive rule may not be made effective less than 30
days after notice of the rule has been published in the Federal Register. 8 One exception

6

See Exchange Act Release No. 55231 (February 2, 2007), 72 FR 6378 (February 9,
2007) ("Proposing Release").

7

These comments are available on the Commission's Internet Web site, located at
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-04-07/s70407.shtml, and in the Commission's Public
Reference Room in its Washington, DC headquarters.

8

5 u.s.c. 553(d).

4

to the 30-day requirement is an agency's finding of good cause for providing a shorter
effective date. 9
The Rating Agency Act provides that the new program for NRSRO registration
and oversight shall apply on the earlier of the date on which regulations are issued in
final form under Section 15E(n) of the Exchange Act, or 270 days after the enactment of
the Rating Agency Act, which will be June 26, 2007 .10 · The Rating Agency Act voids
existing Commission staff no-action letters on and after the effective date of the new
program for NRSRO registration and oversight, but creates a transitional measure
allowing credit rating agencies with existing no-action letters to continue to act as
· NRSROs "during Commission consideration of the application, if such entity has
furnished an application for registration." 11 Consequently, as noted above, the
Commission intends that Rule 17g-1 and Form NRSRO be effective immediately upon
. publication. Further, the Commission intends that the remaining rules, Rule 17g-2
through Rule 17g-6, be effective on June 26, 2007, the statutory deadline.
Immediate effectiveness ofForm NRSRO and Rule 17g-1 is necessary to allow
credit rating agencies that are currently the subject of staff no-action letters identifying
them as NRSROs to have a period of time to submit applications for registration as
NRSROs before the provisions of the Rating Agency Act and the recordkeeping,
reporting, and conduct rules issued under the Rating Agency Act become effective, and

9

Id.

10

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(p).

11

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(1).

5

thus before the no-action letters become void. This will avoid a gap in time when no
NRSROs exist, which would disrupt the regulatory use of that term in applicable statutes
and regulations, resulting in uncertainty in the marketplace for all persons that rely upon
credit ratings issued by NRSROs. Further, this result would be ine~;msistent with
Congressional intent in creating the transitional measure. Finally, the accelerated
effectiveness for the remaining rules, Rule 17g-2 through Rule 17g-6, is necessary to
meet the statutory deadline.
The primary purpose of the 30-day delayed effectiveness requirement is to give
affected parties a reasonable period of time to adjust to the new rules. Here, the existing
.. NRSROs would not be harmed by immediate effectiveness,. and would in fact benefit
from the opportunity to utilize the transitional measure Congress provided. Further, an
entity would not be required to comply with Rule 17g-2 through Rule 17 g-6 until its
voluntaryregistration has been approved.
The Commission acted expeditiously in proposing and· adopting these rules under
a very tight, statutorily-imposed deadline. The Rating Agency Act was enacted on
September 29, 2006. Just over four months later, on February 2, 2007, the Commission
voted to propose the new rules and form, which were designed to comply with the
statutory mandate to establish an entirely new regulatory regime for NRSROs. The
Commission voted to adopt these rules and Form NRSRO on May 23,2007, over a
month before the statutory deadline. In doing so, the Commission carefully responded to
industry, user, and investor perspectives to ease the transition to a new, Congressionallycreated registration and regulatory scheme.

6

Failure to accelerate effectiveness of Rule 17g-1 through Rule 17g-6 and Form
NRSRO could interfere with the goals ofthe Rating Agency Act. For these reasons, the
Commission finds that good cause exists for Rule 17g-1 and Form NRSRO to be
immediately effective upon publication, and for Rule 17g-2 through Rule 17g"-6 to be
effective on June 26, 2007.

IV.

REVIEW OF COMMISSION RULES
Section 15E(n)(2) of the Exchange Act requires the Commission to review its

existing rules using the term "NRSRO" within 270 days of its enactment. 12 The statute.
further provides that the Commission shall amend or revise the rules in accordance with
.Section: l5E(n)(2) of the Exchange Act. 13 The Commission has reviewed all of its rules
using the term "NRSRO." The Commission does not believe these rules need to be
amended at this time. The term "NRSRO" in each rule will refer to an "NRSRO" as that ·.
term· is defined in the Rating Agency Act when the statutory provisions become
effective. 14 For example, Commission Rule 15c3-1 (the broker..:dealer net capital rule}·
uses the term "nationally recognized statistical rating organization" to prescribe the
amou:ht a broker-dealer must haircut proprietary corporate debt securities when
computing its regulatory capital. 15 The rule does not otherwise define the term
"nationally recognized statistical rating organization." Consequently, after the effective
date of the NRSRO regulatory program, the term, as used in this rule, will refer to a
12

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(n)(2).

13

Id.

14

See Sections 3(a)(62) and 15E(l)(2) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62) and 15
U.S.C. 78o-7(1)(2)).

15

See 17 CFR240.15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(F).

7

credit rating agency that is an NRSRO as determined by the provisions of the Rating
Agency Act. 16
The Commission notes that several commenters raised potential concerns about
how other Commission rules may operate after the NRSRO registration and oversight
program takes effect. 17 These commenters suggested that requirements in Rule 2a-7 18
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, 19 which regulates the operation of money
market funds, may need to be modified depending on the number of credit rating

°

agencies that become registered as NRSROs. 2 For example, one commenter noted that .
Rule 2a., 7(c)(6)(i)(A)(2) requires a money market fund to re-assess the minimal credit
risk of its portfolio whenever it becomes aware that any unrated or second tier security
held by the fund has been given a credit rating by any NRSRO below the NRSRO's
second highest category. 21 Another commenternoted that Rule 2a-7 prescribes that
money market funds determine whether a security is eligible for purchase based on
whether it has received a credit rating in one ofthe two highest categories from any

16

See Sections 3(a)(62) and 15E(l)(2) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62) and 15
U.S.C. 78o-7(1)(2)).

17

See letter dated March 12, 2007 from Elizabeth Krentzman, General Counsel,
Investment Company Institute ("ICI Letter''); letter dated March 12, 2007 from Stephen
A. Keen, Attorney, on behalf of Federated Investors, Inc. ("FI Letter"); letter dated April
4, 2007 from Charles S. Morrison, Senior Vice President and Money Market Group
Leader, Fidelity Management and Research Company ("FMRC Letter").

18

17 CFR 270.2a-7.

19

15 U.S.C. 80a-l et ~-

20

21

See ICI Letter; FI Letter; FMRC Letter.
See FI Letter.
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NRSR0. 22 This commenter was concerned that this might lead to money market funds
filling portfolios that most NRSROs consider third tier. 23 One of the these commenters
also expressed concern that the proposal did not require that an NRSRO have a particular
number of credit rating categories or that the categories of one NRSRO might not
·correspond to those of another NRSR0. 24 Based on the uncertainty of how many credit
rating agencies ultimately will register as NRSROs, the Commission intends to monitor
for now how the NRSRO regulatory program impacts Rule 2a-7 and the Commission's
other rules using the term "NRSRO." As the program develops; the Commission will
evaluate whether modifications to these rules would be appropriate.

V.

THE FINAL RULES
A.

Rule 17g-l- Registration Requirements

The Rating Agency Act, through the enactment ofnew Section ·15E ofthe
.· Exchange Act, provides the Commission with rulemaking authority with respect to the
process for applying for registration as an NRSRO, keeping an NRSRO registration
current, and withdrawing an NRSRO registration. 25 The Commission proposed to
implement its rulemaking authority in these areas through a new rule, Rule 17g-1. The
provisionsofproposed Rule 17g-1 would have prescribed: how a credit ratingagency
must apply to be registered as an NRSRO; the form of the application; how an NRSRO
must make non-confidential information in the application public; how an NRSRO must

22

See FMRC Letter.

23

Id.

24

See FI Letter.

25

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

9

apply to be registered in an additional class of credit ratings; how an NRSRO must
update its application; how an NRSRO must annually certify that the information and
documents in its registration continue to be accurate; and how an NRSRO must provide
notice of the withdrawal of its registration.
As discussed below, the Commission is adopting Rule 17g-1 with certain
modifications that address issues raised by commenters, restructure the order ofthe
paragraphs, and remove text that was unnecessary. Any textual changes not specifically
discussed are non-substantive and designed to make the rule text more cohesive and
consistent both within the .rule and across the other the NRSRO rules published today.
1.

Paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph(a) ofRule 17g-1 provides that a credit rating agency
applying to register with the Commission as an NRSRO must furnish an application on
Form NRSRO. Section 15E(a)(l)(A) of the Exchange Act provides that a credit rating
agency applying for registration must furnish the Commission with an application in a
form prescribed by Commission rule. 26 Paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-1, as proposed,
similarly provided that a credit rating agency applying to be registered with the
Commission as an NRSRO must furnish the Commission with an application on Form
NRSRO that follows all instructions for the Form. The Commission did not receive any
comments on the proposed rule text of this paragraph and is adopting it substantially as
proposed with one modification. Specifically, there is no longer a reference in the text to
the "credit ratings described in section 3(a)(62)(B) of the [Exchange] Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(62))." This reference to a component of the statutory definition of"NRSRO" in
26

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(A).

10

the proposed rule was redundant and unnecessary. A credit rating agency, by statutory
definition, must apply to be registered in one or more of the classes of credit ratings
identified in section 3(a)(62)(B) of the Exchange Act. 27

2.

Paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-1 provides a mechanism for an NRSRO
registered for fewer than the five classes ofcredit ratings identified in the definition of ·
NRSRO to apply to be registered in an additional class. 28 Specifically, the NRSRO must
apply by furnishing an amendment on Form NRSR0. 29 This provision was proposed in
paragraph (e) of Rule 17g-1.
Section 15E(a)(l)(B) of the Exchange Act, prescribes certain minimum
information the credit rating agency must provide in its application for registration as an
. NRSR0, 30 This includes information regarding the classes of credit ratings set forth in
the definition of''NRSRO" in Section 3(a)(62)(B) of the Exchange Act with respect to ·
which the credit rating agency "intends to apply forregistration." 31 A credit rating
agency rriay apply to be registered for fewer than all five classes ofcredit ratings

27

See 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62).

28

See 15 U.S.C. 78c(3)(a)(62)(B).

29

This provision further implements Section 15E(a)(1) of the Exchange Act, which
requires the Commission, by rule, to prescribe the form of an application for registration
(15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)).

30

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B).

31

See Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(vii) ofthe Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B)(vii)).
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described in Section 3(a)(62)(B) of the Exchange Act. 32 Accordingly, this provision
provides a mechanism for an NRSRO to apply to be registered in an additional class. 33
The application to register for an additional class will be subject to the
requirements in Section 15E of the Exchange Act34 applicable to an application to be
registered as an NRSRO. This means the time periods for the Commission to act on the
application set forth in Sections 15E(a)(2)(A) and (B) ofthe Exchange Act also will
apply to an application to be registered in an additional class of credit ratings. 35
Finally, the provisions of paragraphs (c) and (h) respectively; regarding the
requirement to notify the Commission and amend the application prior to final
· Commission action and when an application is deemed to have been furnished to the
C~mmission

also apply to these. applications.

The Commission did not receive any comments on these provisions. The
Commission is adopting them substantially as proposed with several technical
· modifications. The rule text is modified to delete language instructing the NRSRO to
indicate where appropriate on the form the additional class of credit ratings for which it
is applying for registration. In its place, the rule text provides that the NRSRO must
follow all applicable instructions for the Form, which include an instruction to indicate
where appropriate on the Form the additional class of credit ratings for which

32

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)(B).

33

This provision further implements Section 15E(a)(1) of the Exchange Act, which
requires the Commission, by rule, to prescribe the form of an application for registration
(15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)}.

34

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

35

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(A) and (B).
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registration is sought. The Commission is adopting the provision with the modifications
discussed above;

3.

Paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-l provides that an applicant for
registration and an NRSRO applying to be registered in an additional class of credit
ratings must promptly furnish the Commission with a notice if information in the
application becomes, or is found to be, materially inaccurate before the Commission has
granted or denied the application. Thereafter, the applicant will be required to update the
application with complete and accurate information by submitting an amended
application on Form NRSR0. 36
These provisions were proposed in paragraphs (c) and (e) of Rule 17g-1 for
initiaLapplicants and for NRSROs applying to be registered in an additional class of
credit ratings, respectively. The notification provision is"designed to alert the
Commission as soon as possible that the application under consideration is materially
inaccurate. The intent is to avoid situations where the Commission continues to review
an application that is no longer materially accurate. The Commission has modified Form
NRSRO to further clarify how a pending application should be updated using Form
NRSRO. Specifically, the Form now has a check box for "Application Supplement" and
specific instructions about how to complete the Form in this instance. The Commission
did not receive any comments on these provisions and is adopting them with the
modifications discussed above.

36

This provision is being implemented under the Commission's authority in Section
15E(a)(l)(A) of the Exchange Act to prescribe the form of the application (15 U.S.C.
78o-7(a)(l)(A)).
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4.

Paragraph (d) ofRule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph (d) of Rule 17g-1 provides a mechanism for an entity that
has applied to be registered as an NRSRO, or an NRSRO that has applied to be
registered in an additional class of credit ratings, to withdraw the registration application
before the Commission takes final action on the application. 37 Specifically, it requires
the applicant to furnish the Commission with a written notice of withdrawal executed by
.a duly authorized person.
The application provisions were proposed in paragraphs {b)(2) and (e) of Rule
17g-1 for initial applicants and for applications to be registered in an additional class of
credit ratings, respectively. The requirement for execution by a duly authorized person
is designed to ensure ~hat the withdrawal notice reflects the intent of the credit rating
agency. The Commission did not receive any comments on these provisions and is
adopting them substantially as proposed.

5.

Paragraph (e) of Rule 17g-J

As adopted, paragraph (e) ofRule 17g-1 provides that an NRSRO updating its
application for registration pursuant to Section 15E(b)(l) ofthe Exchange Act38 must
promptly furnish the amendment to the Commission on Form NRSR0. 39 Section
15E(b)(1) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to promptly update its application
for registration if, after registration, any information or document provided as part of the

37

The withdrawal of a granted registration is discussed separately below.

38

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(1).

39

The Commission is implementing this provision under Section 15E(a)(l) of the
Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)), which requires the Commission, by rule, to
prescribe the form of an application for registration.

14

application becomes materially inaccurate. 40 The statute further provides that the
information on credit ratings performance statistics (discussed below) must only be
updated on an annual basis and that the certifications from qualified institutional buyers
(QIBs), discussed below, are not required to be updated. 41 This provisionwas proposed
in paragraph (f) of Rule 17g-1.
The Commission has added in the instructions to Form NRSRO a description of
this statutory requirement as a means to alert NRSROs that theymust promptly update
information or a document submitted on or with their Form NRSRO that has become
materially inaccurate..
The Commission is not defining the term "promptly'' as used in Section
15E(b)(1) of the Exchange Act. 42 The Commission, however, did express its view in the
proposing release that meeting the statutory requirement to update a registration when
information becomes materially inaccurate should not take more than two days. In
response, five commenters stated that it would be unreasonable to expect an NRSRO to
submit an amendment in two days. 43 Three commenters proposed that the Commission
40

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(1).

41

Id.

42

43

See letter dated March 12, 2007 from William G. Connolly, on behalf of A.M. Best
Company, Inc. ("A.M. Best Letter"); letter dated March 12, 2007 from Yasuhiro Harada,
President, Ratings & Investment Information ("R&I Letter"); letter dated March 12,
2007 from Jeanne M. Dering, Executive Vice President, Moody's Investors Services
("Moody's Letter"); letter dated March 12, 2007 from Kent Wideman, Group Managing
Director, and Mary Keogh, Managing Director, Dominion Bond Rating Service ("DBRS
Letter"); letter dated March 12, 2007 from Charles D. Brown, General Counsel, Fitch
Ratings ("Fitch Letter").

15

define the term "promptly" to mean 10 days. 44 One commenter suggested 20 days.

45

. Another commenter suggested the Commission use a facts and circumstances standard
for determining whether an amendment was "promptly" furnished.

46

The Commission

agrees that the analysis of whether an amendment is furnished promptly will depend on
the facts and circumstances. For example, if an NRSRO changes its principal business
address, it should not take more than a few days to complete Form NRSRO (inputting
the new information), have the Form executed, and furnish the Form to the Commission.
On the other hand, it may take a few days longer to complete the Form if the information
or documents in an Exhibit become materially inaccurate~
One commenter also stated that the rule should require an update of the
registration application only when the information in the current registration application
becomes "materially inaccurate.'.47 In response,· the Commission notes that the·
requirement to update an application arises from Section 15E(b)(1) ofthe Exchange Act,
which provides, in pertinent part, that an NRSRO shall promptly update its application
for registration "if any information or document provided therein becomes materially
inaccurate.'.48 As noted above, the instructions to Form NRSRO have been modified to
include a description of this statutory provision.

44

See R&I Letter; A.M. Best Letter; and Fitch Letter.

45

See Moody's Letter.

46

See DBRS Letter.

47

See Moody's Letter.

48

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(l).
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In all other respects, the Commission is adopting the provision substantially as
proposed.

6.

Paragraph (Q of Rule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph (f) ofRule 17g-1 provides that an NRSRO updating its
49

application for registration pursuant to Section 15E(b)(2) of the Exchange Act

(the

annual certification) must furnish the amendment to the Commission on Form NRSR0. 50
Section 15E(b)(2) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish the Commission
with an amendment to its registration not later than 90 days after the end of each
calendar year. 51 This section further provides that the amendment must (1) certify that
the information and documents provided in the application for registration (except the

Qffi certifications) continue to be accurate and (2) list any material change to the
information and documents during the previous calendar year. 52
This provision was proposed in paragraph (g) of Rule 17g:.1. A commenter
suggested that the proposed provision should be revised to permit the filing of the annual
certification within 90 days after the end of an NRSRO's fiscal year (if different than the
end of the calendar year). 53 However, as noted, the calendar year requirement is
statutory. The instructions to Form NRSRO have been modified from those proposed to

49

IS U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2).

50

The Commission is implementing this provision under Section 15E(b)(2) of the
Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2)), which requires the Commission, by rule, to
prescribe the form of the annual certification.

51

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2).

52

53

See Fitch Letter.
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include a description of this statutory provision. In all other respects,
the Commission
is
.
.
adopting the provision substantially as proposed.

7.

Paragraph (g) ofRule 17g-1

As adopted, paragraph (g) ofRule 17g-1 provides that an NRSRO withdrawing
its registration pursuant to Section 15E(e)( 1) of the Exchange Act54 must furnish the
Commission with a notice of withdrawal on Form NRSRO. The rule further provides
that the withdrawal becomes effective 45 calendar days after the furnishing of the form.
Section 15E(e)(1) ofthe Exchange A'Ct55 provides that an NRSRO maywithdraw from
registration, subject to such terms and conditions the Commission may establish as
necessary in the public interest or for the protection of investors, by furnishing the
Commission with a written notice of withdrawal. 56 The rule text references this statutory ·

This provision was proposed in paragraph (h)ofRule 17g-1 without specifying
the form of the notice or the conditions for withdrawal. A commenter suggested that the
withdrawal provision be modified to provide that the withdrawal of the registration
becomes effective within 90 days of the notice and that the notice be provided through
an amendment to registration furnished on Form NRSR0. 57 The Commission did note
in the proposing release that the conditions for withdrawal potentially could include a

54

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(e)(l).

55

56

Id.

57

See Moody's Letter.
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requirement that the NRSRO provide public notice that its credit ratings will cease to be
eligible for regulatory use.
The Commission agrees with the commenter that the notice should be furnished
on Form NRSRO. This provides for public notice ofthe withdrawal, since the current
Form NRSRO must be made publicly available pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3) of the
Exchange Act58 and Ru.le 17g-l(i)discussed below. The Commission also agrees with
the commenter that in the normal course an NRSRO's withdrawal of registration should
become effective within a prescribed time period. This will provide a degree of certainty
to the NRSRO as to when it will no longer be subject to the Commission's regulatory
program. It also will be con$istent with withdrawal requests by certain other regulated
entities. For example, a broker-dealer's request for withdrawal of its registration
becomes effective within 60 days ofthe filing of the appropriate form. 59 The
·Commission also believes users of credit ratings should have adequate prior notice of an
. NRSRO's intentto withdraw its application. This will give them notice that they will no
longer be able to rely on the entity's credit ratings to meet statutory or regulatory
requirements using the term ''NRSRO." It also will provide them with notice that the
entity will no longer be subject to the Commission's oversight, including requirements to
disclose information about its performance, methodologies, procedures, and
organization.
The Commission believes the 45 calendar day time period for the withdrawal to
become effective is necessary in the public interest or for the protection of investors for

58

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).

59

See 17 CFR 240.15b6-1.
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several reasons. First, as discussed below, pursuant to paragraph (i) ofRule 17g-1, an
NRSRO must make its current Form NRSRO publicly available within 10 business days
ofbeing furnished to the Commission. Consequently, notice of an NRSRO's withdrawal
will be made publicly available at least 30 calendar days before becoming effective.
This notice will provide users of credit ratings with time to prepare for the NRSRO's
withdrawal. Second, subject to certain limited exceptions, an entity acting as a "broker"
or "dealer" as defined in Sections 3(a)(4) and (5) of the Exchange Act60 respectively·
·must register with the Commission. 61 Conversely, an entity may act as a "credit rating
agency" as defined in Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act62 without being required to
· register with the Commission.. In this sense, registration as an NRSRO is more voluntary
than registration as a broker-dealer. Therefore, a shorter time period to withdraw an
NRSRO registration is appropriate.
Form NRSRO has been modified to include a checkbox to indicate when the
Form is being furnished to withdraw a registration and the instructions for the Form have
been modified from those proposed to include an explanation of how to complete the
Form in this case. Specifically, an NRSRO wouldcomp1ete each Item on the Form,
except Item 6, and have the Form executed.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the provision in Rule 17g-1
concerning a withdrawal of registration with the modifications described above.

8.

Paragraph (h) of Rule 17g-1

60

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(4) and (5).

61

See Section 15 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o).

62

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61).
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As adopted, paragraph (h) ofRule 17g-1 provides that a Form NRSRO submitted
to the Commission pursuant to any provision in Rule 17 g-1 will be deemed furnished to
the Commission on the date that the Commission receives a complete and properly
executed Form NRSRO that follows all applicable instructions for the form. 63 The
requirement for completeness comports with the requirements imposed on other types of
registrants under the Exchange Act. 64 In addition, Section15E(a)(2)(A) of the Exchange
Act requires the Commission to grant an application for registration as an NRSRO or
commence proceedings on whether to deny the application within 90 days from the date
the application is furnished to the Commission or a longer period if the applicant
consents. 65 Further, if proceedings are commenced, Section 15E(a)(2)(B) of the
Exchange Act66 requires the Commission to conclude them within 120 days of the date
the application is furnished to the Commission. 67 These statutory requirements make it.
necessary for the Commission to receive a complete initial application before the 90-day
and 120-day periods begin to run.
63

This provision is adopted under the Commission's authority in Section l5E(a)(l)(A) of
the Exchange Act to prescribe the form of the application (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(A)).

64

See, e.g., 17 CFR 240.15b1-1 and 17 CFR 240.15b3-1 (broker-dealers); 17 CFR
240 .15Ba2-1 (municipal securities dealers); 17 CFR 240.17 Ab2-1 (clearing agencies);
and 17 CFR 240.17Ac2-1 (transfer agents).

65

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(A).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(B).
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Under Section 15E(a)(2)(B)(iii) of the Exchange Act, the Commission can extend this
period for an additional 90 days for good cause or for such other period as the applicant
consents (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(B)(iii)). An applicant will be required to consent to
extend both the period for the Commission to make the initial determination and the 120day period to conclude proceedings; since the 120-day period begins when the
application is furnished to the Commission, not when the Commission determines to
commence proceedings.
·
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Rule 17g-1, as proposed, explicitly applied the standard described above for
when a Form NRSRO would be deemed "furnished" for submissions of the Form to
apply for registration and to add a class of credit ratings to an existing registration. The
Commission did not receive any comments on these provisions as proposed.
Rule 17g-1, as adopted, clarifies that the ''when furnished" standard also applies
to furnishings of Form NRSRO to update a registration, make the annual certification,
and withdraw a registration. As discus~ed above, amendments to update materially
inaccurate information must be furnished promptly, annual certifications must be
furnished within 90 days of the end of the calendar year, and withdrawals of registration
become. effective in 45 calendar days. Therefore, a Form NRSRO submitted for these
purposes will be deemed "furnished" upon the submission of a complete and properly .
executed form.
Rule 17g-l(h), as adopted, contains a provision stating that the Commissionwill,
to the extent permitted by law; keep confidential information that is furnished on a
confidential basis and requested to be kept confidential. As in any situation where a
person wishes to obtain confidential treatment for information provided to the
Commission, an applicant and NRSRO must comply with the requirements of the
Exchange Act governing confidential treatment. 68 This provision has been added to
highlight for credit rating agencies and NRSROs the fact that information required by
Form NRSRO includes information that will be furnished "on a confidential basis."69
Some of the information to be furnished to the Commission "on a confidential basis" in
68

See, e.g., Section 24 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78x), 17 CFR 240.24b-2, 17 CFR
200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.

69

See, e.g., Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(viii) of the Exchange Act.
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the Form is required by Section 15E(a)(1)(B) ofthe Exchange Act/0 and the
Commission will consider requests for confidential treatment for that information. In
addition, certain other information also is required in the Form and it may be appropriate
for the Commission to provide confidential treatment to some of this information. The
Commission will evaluate all requests for confidential treatment under the existing rules
governing confidential treatment for informationfurnished to the Commission. 71
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the provision in Rule 17g-1
concerning when a Form NRSRO will be deemed to have been furnished with the
modifications described above.

9.

Paragraph (i) ofRule l7g-1

As modified, paragraph (i) of Rule 17g-1 requires that an NRSRO make its
(

current Form NRSRO and information and documents submitted in Exhibits 1 though 9
publicly available within 10 business days of being granted an initial registration or
registration in an additional class ofcredit ratings and within 10 business days of
furnishing an update to amend information on the form, to provide the annual
certification, and to withdraw a registration. Section 15E(a)(3) ofthe Exchange Act
provides that the Commission, by rule, shall require an NRSRO, after registration, to
make the information submitted in its application and any amendments publicly
available on its Web site or through another comparable, readily accessible means. 72
The 10 business day period is intended to provide the NRSRO with sufficient time to
70

See Sections 15E(a)(l)(B)(viii) and (ix) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o7(a)(l)(B)(viii) and (ix)).

71

See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).
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make the information public and designed to ensure that users of credit ratings have
access to the information within a reasonably short timeframe.
This provision was proposed in paragraph (d) ofRule 17g-1, exceptthat the time
period to make the informationpublicly available was proposed to be five business days.
The Commission received three comments on the five business day time period. Two
commenters stated that five business days was not enough time to make their application
information publicly available, given the volume of'information. 73 They commented that
the time period should be 15 and 20 business days, respectively. 74 The third commenter
stated that the five business day time period should not be lengthened as the information
is an important way for users of credit ratings to become familiar with a new NRSR0. 75
The Commission agrees with the third commenter that making the information
· publicly available as soon as possible will be an important means for users of credit
ratings to understand the methodologies, procedures, and business models of new
NRSROs. At the same time, the Commission agrees vvith the two other commenters that
larger more complex NRSROs could have substantial amounts of information in their
applications, which may make it difficult to provide all this information in a publicly
available format in five business days. Therefore, the Commission is lengthening the
time period to ten business days. This is shorter than the 15 and 20 day periods
advocated by the two commenters. However, as discussed below, Form NRSRO has
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See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter.

74

See Fitch Letter and DBRS Letter, respectively.

75

See ICI Letter.
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been modified in ways that reduce the volume of information that must be made publicly
available. Consequently, the Commission believes 10 business days will be a sufficient
amount of time.
Finally, while Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Ace 6 does not address whether
an application to register as an NRSRO shall be made publicly available prior to
registration, this type of information typically would be made available by the
Commission to members of the public before the application is acted on by the
Commission. 77 Two commenters, both current NRSROs, stated that the Commission
should not make information in the application available to the public until after
registration was granted. 78 The Commission notes that an applicant can seek
confidential treatment for information in the application under existing laws and rules
governing confidential treatment. 79 The Commission will accord this information
confidential treatment to the extent permitted by law. This is consistent with how the
Commission treats applications of other entities. ·.

B.

Form NRSRO

The Commission proposed Form NRSRO to serve four functions: for a credit
.rating agency to apply for registration as an NRSRO; for an NRSRO to apply to be
76

15 u.s.C. 78o-7(a)(3).
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See 17 CFR 200.80(b)(4) and 17 CFR 200.80a. 17 CFR 200.80a contains a compilation
of records generally available at the public reference room in the principal office of the
Commission, including, for example, applications for registration as a broker-dealer or
investment adviser. •
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See DBRS Letter; A.M. Best Letter.
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See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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registered in an additional class of credit ratings; for an NRSRO to update public
information required to be disclosed and kept accurate on the Form; and for an NRSRO
to make an arn;mal certification. Proposed instructions for the Form described how an
applicant, and after registration, an NRSRO, should complete the Form in each of these
circumstances.
The Commission believes that having just one form (and one set of instructions)
will reduce the burden on applicants, NRSROs, and Commission staff For example, it
will reduce the complexity of having different forms for the application, amendments,
and annual certification. Using one form also will allow NRSROs to more quickly
.become familiar with the Form and its instructions, which will reduce the potential for
. making mistakes in completing the Form. It also· will assist users of credit ratings in
understanding the Form and public Exhibits and where to look on the Form for specific .
information.
As discussed below, the Commission is adopting Form NRSRO with substantial
modifications that address issues commenters raised and allow the Form to be used to
furnish a notice of withdrawal of registration. Much of the information elicited in the
Form is required to be submitted to the Commission pursuant to Section l5E(a)(l)(B) of
the ExchangeAct. 80 The Commission, ~der authority in Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(x), is
requiring certain additional information. 81 The Commission believes this additional
information elicited in the Form is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for
the protection of investors because, as discussed below, it will: (1) assist the Commission

80

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B).

81

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(x).
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in making the findings required in Section 15E(a)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act with
respect to whether an applicant should be granted registration as an NRSR0; 82 (2) assist
the Commission in making the findings required in Section 15E(d) ofthe Exchange with
respect to whether the Commission should censure, place limitations on the activities,
functions or operations of, suspend for a period not exceeding 12 months, or revoke the
registration of an NRSR0; 83 (3) assist the Commission in reviewing whether an NRSRO
is complying with Section 15E of the Exchange Act84 and the Commission's rules
thereunder; and ( 4) provide users of credit ratings with information that will assist them
in comparing NRSROs and understanding how a given NRSRO conducts its activities.

1.

Checkboxes indicating nature of submission

The first entry an applicant or NRSRO must make on Forni NRSRO is to
indicate, by checking the· appropriate box, the reason the form is being furnished: to
apply for registration as an NRSRO; to apply to beregistered in an additional class of
credit ratings; to supplement either type of application while the application is pending;
to update public information on the Form that has become materially inaccurate; to make
the annual certification; and to provide notice of a withdrawal of registration. If the
Form is furnished to supplement an application or update a registration, the NRSRO also
must identify by number the specific items or Exhibits on the form that are being
supplemented or amended. For example, ifthe NRSRO is furnishing an update to its
registration because its address and organizational structure have changed, the NRSRO
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(d) .
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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is required to enter "Item 1C" and "Exhibit 4" in the appropriate field on the Form. The
Form, as proposed, required a brief description of the nature ofthe amendment. This
requirement has been eliminated to simplify the process of completing the Form.
The Commission also has added two checkboxes that were not on the proposed
version ofthe Form. The first new checkbox- "Application Supplement"- is for when
a credit rating agency applying for registration as an NRSRO or an NRSRO applying to
be registered in an additional class of credit ratings must furnish an amendment to its
· application because information submitted in the application is or has become materially
inaccurate. As proposed, an NRSRO would have checked the more generic
"Amendment" checkbox. The Corinnission added a separate checkbox to distinguish
amendments relating to a pending application from other amendments, which will make
the reason for the furnishing ofthe Form more transparent.
Second, the Commission added a checkbox to indicate when the Form is being
furnished to withdraw a registration in light of the change to Rule 17g-1 requiring the
notice of withdrawal to be furnished on Form NRSRO.

2.

Item 1 (Identifying information)

As adopted, Item 1 requires an applicant and NRSROto enter on to Form
NRSRO identifying information about itself and its contact person. The instructions for·
Form NRSRO provide that the individual listed as the contact person must be authorized
to receive all communications and papers from the Commission and will'be responsible
for their dissemination within the NRSRO. One commenter suggested that Item 1
require the telephone number, fax, and email address of the contact person. 85 The

85

See DBRS Letter.
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Commission elicits the telephone number for broker-dealer contact persons. 86 The
number ofNRSROs will be substantially smaller than the number of registered brokerdealers. The Commission believes at this time it will be able to easily obtain the contact
information for the contact person without the necessity of having the information
disclosed on the Form.
The instructions to Item 1 of Form NRSRO indicate that the name entered on
Line A of Item 1 must be the "person" that is applying for registration or registered as
the NRSRO. The instructions further clarify through the definition of"person" that a
separately identifiable department or division of a corporation or company may, be
registered as an NRSRO. This clarification had been made because certain credit rating
agencies provide their credit rating services through operating divisions that may be a
part of a larger legal entity or encompass several different legal entities located
throughout the world. 87 In an effort to more narrowly tailor the requirements for
registration, the Commission believes it is appropriate in these circumstances to permit
the operating division to register as the NRSRO as opposed to the larger legal entity that
may engage in activities not intended to be regulated under the Rating Agency Act.
Similarly, the Commission believes it is appropriate that the registered operating division
include each separate legal entity that provides credit rating services, provided the
operating division treats the credit ratings of the separate legal entities as its own and has
global procedures, methodologies, policies, and controls that apply to the separate legal
entities.
86

See Form BD- Uniform Application for Broker-Dealer Registration.

87

See, e.g., letter dated March 12, 2007 from Vickie A. Tillman, Executive Vice President,
Standard & Poors ("S&P Letter"); DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; Moody's Letter.

The instructions to Form NRSRO now include a definition of"separately
identifiable department or division" that is designed with these goals in mind. 88 The first
component of the definition is that the operating division must be a unit of a ,corporation
or company that is under the direct supervision of an officer or officers designated by the
board of directors of the corporation as responsible for the day-to-day conduct of the
corporation's credit rating activities for one or more affiliates, including the supervision
of all employees engaged in the performance of such activities. The second component
of the definition is that all of the records relating to the operating division's credit rating
activities must be separately created or maintained in or extractable from its own
facilities or the facilities of the corporation, and such records mustbe maintained or·
otherwise accessible to permit independent examination for, and enforcement by, the .
. Commission of Section ·15E of the Exchange Act89 and rules and regulations
· promulgated thereunder.
In all other respects, Item 1 to Form NRSRO is being adopted substantially as

proposed.

3.

Certification

The applicant or NRSRO must have a duly authorized individual execute a
certification that the information and statements furnished in the Form NRSRO are
accurate in all significant respects. The Commission added the "in all significant
respects" language to the certification in response to comments that the certification, as
proposed, could have been construed to hold the certifying individual to an unrealistic
88

See 15 U .S.C. 80b-2 for a similar definition of separately identifiable departments or
divisions ofbanks.

89

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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standard ofhaving to ensure the Form did not include even trivial inaccuracies. 90 The
additional language is intended to allay these concerns. In light of this new language, the
instructions for the Form now clarify that the Chief Executive Officer or the President of
the applicant or NRSRO, or an individual with similar responsibilities, must execute the
certification. This is designed to ensure. that the person executing the certification has
responsibilities that will make the person aware of the basis for the information being
provided in the form.
ill all other respects, the language ofthe certification is being adopted

substantially as proposed.

4.

Item 2 (Legal status, place of formation, fiscal year end)

As adopted, Item 2 requires an applicant and NRSRO to enter on to Forni
NRSRO information about its legal status (for example, corporation or partnership), the
· place and date of its formation, and its fiscal year end. The information with respect to
the fiscal year end of the applicant or NRSRO is relevant because Form NRSRO requires
applicants to submit audited financial statements with the application and Rule 17g-3 ·
requires NRSROs to annually furnish the Commission with audited financial statements
covering the previous fiscal year. The Commission did not receive any comments on
this provision and is adopting it substantially as proposed.

5.

Item 3 (Credit Rating Affiliates)

As discussed above, commenters with global operations stated that a credit rating
agency with separate legal entities in different countries should be able to include them

90

See Letter dated March 26, 2007 from Vickie A. Tillman, Executive Vice President,
Standard & Poors ("S&P 2nd Letter"); Moody's Letter.
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in a single NRSRO registration. 91 The Commission agrees that permitting a single
registration is appropriate in that it will lessen the burden ofhaving a parent company
register multiple legal entities that make up the parent company's credit rating division.
Consequently, an applicant with affiliates that would be, or an NRSRO with affiliates
that are, a part of its registered separately identifiable department or division must
identify and provide the address of each such affiliate. The instructions to Fonn NRSRO
clarify that any credit rating issued by a credit rating affiliate will be considered a credit
rating issued by the NRSRO for purposes of Section lSE of the Exchange Act92 and the
· regulations thereunder. For example, the provisions in Rule 17g-5 with respect to
issuing or maintaining credit ratings while having certain conflicts of interest will apply.
The instructions also provide that an applicant and NRSRO in completing Form
. NRSRO must incorporate information about the credit ratings, methodologies,
procedures, policies, financial condition, results of operations, and organizational
structure of each credit rating affiliate identified in Item 3 in the other items and
Exhibits. For example, the description of the procedures and methodologies for
determining credit ratings in Exhibit 2 must include the procedures and methodologies
used by the credit rating affiliates.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Item 3 to Form NRSRO as
described above.

6.

Item 4 (Compliance officer)

91

See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter.
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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As adopted, Item 4 requires an applicant and NRSRO to provide the name and
address of its designated compliance officer required under Section 15EG) ofthe
Exchange Act. 93 This person is responsible for administering the policies and procedures
of the credit rating agency to prevent the misuse ofnonpublic information, to manage
conflicts of interest, and to ensure compliance with the securities laws and the rules and
regulations under those laws. The Commission did not receive any comments on this
· provision and is adopting it substantially as proposed.

7.

Item 5 (Method of making Form and Exhibits publicly
available)

As adopted, Item 5 requires an applicant and NRSRO to describe how it will
make, or makes, its current Form NRSRO and Exhibits 1 through 9 publicly available
pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act94 and Rule 17g-1(i) thereunder. As
discussed above, paragraph (i) ofRule 17g-1 is being adopted under Section 15E(a)(3)
of the Exchange Act, which provides that the Commission shall, by rule, require an
NRSRO, upon the granting of its registration, to make the information submitted to the
Commission in the initial application, amendments, or annual certifications publicly
avai1able on the NRSRO's Web site or through another comparable, readily accessible
means. 95 As discussed above, paragraph (i) ofRule 17g-1 requires an NRSRO to make
its current Form NRSRO and Exhibits 1 through 9 publicly available within 10 business
days after the date of the Commission order granting an initial application and an
application to be registered in an additional class of credit ratings and within 10 business
93

15 U.S.C. 78o-7G).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).
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days after furnishing the Commission with an amendment on Form NRSRO (including
an annual certification and withdrawal of registration). This information elicited in Item
5 will assist the Commission in reviewing whether the NRSRO is complying with this
requirement and assist the public in locating the information.
The Commission did not receive any comments on this provision and is adopting
it substantially as proposed.

8.

Item 6 (Classes of credit ratings for which registration is
sought and QIB certifications)

An applicant for registration as an NRSRO or an NRSRO applying to add
another class of credit ratings to its registration must complete Item 6 of Form NRSRO.
This item elicits information about the classes of credit ratings for which the applicant is
applying to be registered. It also requires the applicant to attach the requisite number of ·
QIB certifications (two for each class of credit rating for which registration is sought and
at least 10 with an initial application).
Item 6 elicits the approximate number of credit ratings issued in each class as of
the application date. Commenters objected to the requirement to provide the number of
credit ratings in a particular class because it could make it more difficult for new entrants
to obtain business. 96 The Commission believes that users of credit ratings will find this
information useful in understanding an NRSRO. For example, it will provide
information as to how broad an NRSRO's coverage is with respect to issuers and
obligors within a particular class of credit ratings.
Item 6 also elicits the date the applicant first began issuing credit ratings in that
class on a continuous basis without interruption. The Form, as proposed, required the
96

See, e.g., A.M. Best Letter.
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applicant to provide the number of years it has been issuing credit ratings on a
continuous basis. One commenter suggested that an NRSRO be required to provide the
date of first issuance, instead ofthe number of years, to avoid the necessity ofhaving to
frequently update the information. 97 The Commission agrees with the commenter that
this will make the information submitted on the Form less subject to change and reduce
the requirement to, and burden of, updating the Form. Consequently, the Commission
has modified Items 6 and 7 accordingly. The inforination on how long an NRSRO has
issued credit ratings in a particular class will assist users of credit ratings in assessing the
NRSRO's level of experience. 98 Section 15E(a)(l)(C) of the Exchange Act also requires
that the QIB certifications include a representation that the QIB has used the credit · ·
ratings of the applicant in the class of credit ratings for at least the three years
·immediately preceding the date of the application. The instructions provide that an
applicant cannot tack on periods when a credit rating affiliate issued credit ratings in the
particular class if the entity was not an affiliate during that time period. This provision is
designed to avoid the submission of misleading information by providing that only credit
ratings issued by, or on behalf of, the NRSRO are used in determining the start date.
Item 6, also elicits a brief description of how the credit rating agency issues its
credit ratings on the Internet or through another readily accessible means, for free or for
97

. 98

See letter dated March 8, 2007 from Majorie E. Gross ("Gross Letter") .
Because Item 7, discussed below, will not be filled out when the NRSRO applies for
registration, it will remain blank for a period of time between· the granting of an initial
registration and the time when the NRSRO furnishes a new Form NRSRO either as an
amendment or annual certification. Item 6, however, will have been filled out as part of
the application for registration. This item requires the same information as Item 7.
Therefore, users of credit ratings will have the access to the information through Item 6
until the NRSRO furnishes an annual certification. Thereafter, the information will be
located in Item 7 and updated annually with each new annual certification.
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a reasonable fee. The Commission will use this information to review whether the
applicant is in the business of issuing credit ratings on the Internet or through another
readily accessible means, for free or for a reasonable fee. 99 The Rating Agency Act does
not define "readily accessible." The information about how an applicant issues credit
ratings on the Internet or through another readily accessible means, for free or for a
reasonable fee also will inform the public about where and, if applicable, the cost to
. access an NRSRO's credit ratings.
Further, the Rating Agency Act does not define "reasonable fee." In the
proposing release, the Commission sought comment on whether it should define
"reasonable fee." In response, four commenters stated that the Commission should not
in any way regulate the fees an NRSRO charges for its credit ratings. 100 The
Commission has determined not to define "reasonable fee" at this time in order to gain
experience on the issue. Item 6 is designed to assist the Commission in gaining this
expenence.
One commenter stated that Item 6, as proposed,. does not elicit information that
would be helpful in understanding the fees charged for obtaining or accessing credit
ratings. 101 The Commission notes that, to the extent that several NRSROs indicate that
they make their credit ratings available for free, the Commission will have assurance that
regulatory users have ready access to NRSRO credit ratings. However, the Commission
99

Section 3(a)(61)(A) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61)(A)).
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See letter dated March 12, 2007 from Cate Long, Multiple Markets ("MM Letter"); letter
dated March 12,2007 from Lawrence J. White, Profe~sor of Economics, Stem School of
Business ("White Letter"); Letter dated March 12, 2007 from Alex J. Pollack, Resident
Fellow, American Enterprise Institute ("AEI Letter"); Gross Letter.
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See Gross Letter.
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believes the form should elicit more infonnation about fees so that the information will
be disclosed to users of credit ratings. This will improve price transparency, which may
lead to greater competition. Accordingly, the instructions for Item 6 and Item 7 now
provide that an applicant that charges a fee for accessing its credit ratings must describe
the fee or include a fee schedule in the form.
Finally, Item 6 requires the applicant to provide the QIB certifications mandated
pursuant to Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(ix) ofthe Exchange Act. 102 Under this provision, an
applicant must submit a minimum often QIB certifications. An NRSRO will not be
required to make the QIB certifications publicly available pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3)
ofthe Exchange Act 103 and Rule 17g-l(i) thereunder or update them after registration. 104
Sections 15E(a)(l )(C)(i), (ii), and (iii) further provide~ respectively, that: (1) the
certifying QIB must not be affiliated with the applicant; (2) the certification may address
more than one of the categories of obligors identified in the definition ofNRSRO; and

(3) at least two ofthe certifications must address each category of obligor. 105 Section
15E(a)(l)(C)(iv) provides that the QIB must state in the certification that it meets the
definition of a "QIB" in Section 3(a)(64) ofthe Exchange Act 106 and that the QIB lias
used the credit ratings of the applicant for at least three years immediately preceding the
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B)(ix).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).
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An applicant can request that this information be kept confidential to the extent
permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(C)(i), (ii) and (iii), respectively.
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15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(64).
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date of the application in the subject category or categories of obligors. 107 The Senate
report ("Senate Report") accompanying the Rating Agency Act explained that the term
"used" was intended to mean the QIB "seriously considered the ratings in some of[its]
investment decisions." 108 The Senate Report further explained that "a QIB whose
analysts regularly read and consider [a credit rating agency's] ratings in the course of
making investment decisions would have "used" them under the meaning of the bil1." 109
The required representation for the QIB certification is that the QIB "has seriously
considered the credit ratings of [the credit rating ag~ncy] in the course of making some
of its investment decisions for at least the three years immediately preceding the date of
this certification, in the following classes of credit ratings." In addition, as a measure
designed to ensure the impartiality of the QIB's representation, the QIB must certify that
it has not received compensation for providing the certification.
The certification must be executed by a person duly authorized by the QIB to
make the certification on behalf of the QIB. This is designed to ensure that the
certification is that of the QIB and not an employee of the QIB who may have an interest
(distinct from that of the QIB) in providing the certification to the applicant. The form
of the certification now requiresthatthe printed name and title ofthe person be provided
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1 )(C)(iv).
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See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
109th Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report"). The Senate Report further
explained that a Qffi whose employees subscribe to or regularly .receive the ratings but
do not read them or, if they read them, rarely or never consider them in making their
investment decisions would not be deemed to have 'used' the ratings."
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under the signature. This will clarify the identity and level of responsibility of the
person executing the certification.
The Commission did not receive any comments on the form of the QIB
certification and is adopting it substantially as proposed with the two modifications
described above.
Item 6 of proposed Form NRSRO also requires the applicant to indicate whether
it is submitting the QIB certifications and, if so, how many certifications are being
submitted or that the applicant is exempt from the requirement to provide the
certifications. Under Section 15E(a)(l)(D) of the Exchange Act, a credit rating agency is
not required to submit the QIB certifications ifit was identified as an NRSRO in a
Commission staffno-action letterissuedbefore August 2, 2006. 110
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Item 6 with the modifications
discussed above.

9.

Item 7 (Classes of credit ratings covered by current
registration)

As adopted, Item 7, requires an NRSRO to provide information about the classes
of credit ratings for which the NRSRO is currently registered, the approximate number
of credit ratings issued in each class as of the previous calendar year end, and the date
the NRSRO first issued credit ratings in that class on a continuous basis. The NRSRO
also must provide information about how the NRSRO makes its credit ratings readily
accessible. Item 7 has been modified from the proposed form to make the information
provided in the item less subject to change, which will reduce the frequency ofhaving to
furnish updated information. Specifically, as discussed above, the number of years the
110

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(D).
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NRSRO has issued credit ratings in a particular class is now indicated by having the
NRSRO provide the date it first issued credit ratings in that class. As proposed, the
NRSRO would have had to provide the number of years it had issued credit ratings in
that class, which would constantly change with the advance of time. Also, the number of
credit ratings issued in a particular class is now as of the end of the previous calendar
year. Therefore, this information will change once a year and only be required to be
updated on an annual basis. The instructions to the Form provide that this update can be
made with the annual certification and within the 90 daytime period for providing the
annual certification.

10.

Item 8 (Potentialstatutory disqualifications)

•An applicant and NRSRO will be required to disclose, if applicable, if it or any

person within its credit rating organization have been, or are, subject to certain legal
judgments or orders, or regulatory findings. As explained in the proposing release,
Section 15E(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II) ofthe ExchangeAct 111 directs the Commission to deny a
credit rating agency's application for registration as an NRSRO if the Commission finds
that the applicant, if granted registration, would be subject to suspension or revocation of
its registration under Section 15E(d) of the Exchange Act. 112 Section 15E(d) of the
Exchange Act 113 provides that the Commission, by order, shall censure, place limitations
on the activities, functions, or operations of, suspend for a period not exceeding 12
months, or revoke the registration of an NRSRO, if the Commission finds that the
Ill

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(d).
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NRSRO or a person associated with the NRSRO has committed or omitted any act, or is
subject to an order or finding enum~tated in Sections 15(b)(4)(A), (D), (E), (G), or (H)
of the Exchange Act, 114 has been convicted of any offense specified in Section
15(b)(4)(B) of the Exchange Act, ns or is enjoined from any action, conduct, or practice
specified in Section 15(b)(4)(C) ofthe Exchange Act.l1 6 The Commission also can take
these actions if the NRSRO or a person associated with the NRSRO h~ been convicted·
of any crime punishable by imprisonment for 1 or more years that is not described in
Section 15(b)(4)(B) of the Exchange Act 117 or a substantially equivalent crime in a
foreign court of competent jurisdiction, or if a person associated with the NRSRO is·
subject to any order of the Commission barring or suspending the· right of the person to
be associated with an NRSR0. 118 Item 8 of Form NRSRO requires an applicant or
NRSRO to answer whether the applicant or the NRSRO or any person within their credit·
rating organizations, is subjectto these acts, convictions, .or orders described .in Section
15E(d) of the Exchange Act. 119 ·
If an applicant answers "yes',' to a question, the credit rating agency is required to
provide additional information on a Disclosure Reporting Page (DRP) NRSRO as set
forth in the instructions for Form NRSRO. An NRSRO will not.be required to make the
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disclosure reporting pages publicly available pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3) of the
Exchange Act 120 and Rule 17g-l(i) thereunder. 121 If an ~pplicant answers "yes" to a
question in Item 8, the Commission will use the disclosure reporting pages to evaluate
whether the applicant's registration could be granted in light of the disclosure. After
registration:, if an NRSRO answers "yes" to one of the questions, the Commission will
use the disclosure reporting pages to evaluate pursuant to the process under Section
15E(d) of the Exchange Act whether it would be appropriate to issue an order censuring,
placing limitations on the activities, functions, or operations of, suspending for a period
not exceeding 12 months, or revoking the registration of the NRSR0. 122
Two commenters stated that Item 8, as proposed, was overly broad because, in
asking about any person "associated" with the applicant and NRSRO, it reached
employees in areas of a large conglomerate that performed functions wholly unrelated to
- credit rating services. 123 The Commission notes that its-authority under Sections
l5E(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II)

124

and 15E(d) 125 ofthe Exchange Act can be triggered by legal

judgments and orders, and regulatory findings involving persons "associated" with the
applicant and NRSRO. In considering these comments, the Commission evaluated when
-a disclosure would be more likely to trigger Commission action. The Commission
120
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permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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concluded that it would involve disclosures relating to the credit rating agency and the
persons directly involved in providing or supporting credit rating services. Therefore, to
·lessen the burden on applicants and NRSROs, the Commission believes it is appropriate
to narrow the scope of the disclosure requirement to "persons within the creditrating
agency," which the instructions define as the credit rating agency, any credit rating
·affiliates of the credit rating agency identified in Item 3, and any partner, officer,
director, branch manager, or employee ofthe credit rating agency or credit rating
·affiliates (or any person occupying a similar status or performing similar fw:ictions) ..
One commenter requested that the Commission clarify that the disclosures in
Item 8 do not include disclosures relating to accusations or arrests. 126 The Commission
notes that the disclosures are triggered by the provisions of Section 15E(d) of the
Exchange Act, 127 which refers to convictions (not arrests or accusations). A second
. commenter suggested that the disclosure item not include the name of the individual. 128
The Commission believes it has reduced this concern, in part, by narrowing the
disclosure item to persons within the credit rating agency and by providing that the
disclosure reporting pages are not required to be made publicly available pursuant to
Section 15E(a)(3) ofthe Exchange Act 129 and Rule 17g-l(i). 130 The Commission
believes the disclosure of the name of a person providing or supporting credit ratings·
126

See R&I Letter.
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permitted by law. See 17 CPR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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·

services will be important as these persons may seek to associate with another NRSRO if
they are terminated from or leave the reporting NRSRO. The Commission also notes
that the events triggering an Item 8 disclosure generally are matters of public record
(~,

convictions, regulatory orders) and, consequently, there may be a reduced

expectation of confidentiality.
Otherwise, Item 8is being adopted substantially as proposed.

11.

Exhibit 1 (Credit Ratings Performance Statistics)

Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(i) ofthe Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO contain credit ratings performance measurement statistics over
short-term, mid-term, andlong-term periods (as applicable).l31 An applicant and
NRSRO will provide this information in Exhibit 1 to Form NRSRO. The Exchange Act
does not otherwise define or identify the particular credit rating performance statistics to
be provided with the application. Credit rating agencies typically generate statistical
reports showing historical default and downgrade rates within each credit rating notch or
grade. 132 These types of statistics are important indicators of the performance of a credit
rating agency in terms of its ability to assess the creditworthiness of issuers and obligors
and, consequently, will be useful to users of credit ratings in evaluating an NRSRO.
The instructions to Form NRSRO provide that an applicant and NRSRO must
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15 U.S,.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(i).
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The credit rating categories of a credit rating agency generally are represented by
symbols, numbers or other designations that are used to distinguish the creditworthiness
of the obligors, securities and money market instruments the credit rating agency rates.
For example, some credit rating agencies use symbols such as AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB,
B, CCC, and CC to distinguish the creditworthiness of corporate debt securities. AAA
would be the highest rating and CC would be the lowest rating above the default or
regulatory supervision of the issuer.
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include in the Exhibit definitions ofthe credit ratings (i.e., an explanation of each
category and notch) and explanations of the performance measurement statistics,
including the metrics used to derive the statistics. One commenter requested that the
Commission clarify the instruction with respect to explaining "the metrics used to derive
the statistics.'' 133 The intent is that the NRSRO explain in general terms how it
calculates the default and downgrade rates. The Commission believes that requiring this
information is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors because it will assist users of credit ratings in understanding how the
measurements were derived and in making comparisons with the measurement statistics ·
of other NRSROs. 134
The definitions of the categories and notches will assist the Commission in
.. assessing whether the NRSRO's' credit ratings, as a practical matter, can be used for
certain Commission rules. For example, paragraph(c)(2)(vi)(F) of Exchange Act Rule
15c3-1 specifies lower haircuts for debt securities that are rated in one of the "four
highest rating categories" of at least two NRSROs. 135 This provision was designed·
based on the practice of many credit rating agencies to have at least eight categories for
their debt securities with the top four commonly referred to as "investment grade." If an
NRSRO uses less than eight categories, the Commission will be required to evaluate
whether, based on the NRSRO's definitions, securities included in the top four
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See DBRS Letter.
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Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(x) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission can require
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categories would be suitable for the lower haircuts specified in paragraph(c)(2)(vi)(F) of
Rule l5c3-1. 136
The Commission requested comment on whether the performance measurement
statistics should use standardized inputs, time horizons, and metrics to allow for greater
comparability. This request elicited numerous comments. 137

Three commenters

supported the use of standardized measures because it would make it easier to compare
NRSROs. 138 A number of commenters opposed the use of standardized measures for
several reasons, including that such measures would be impractical because credit rating
agencies use different methodologies to determine credit ratings and different definitions
of default and that the use of such measures could interfere with the methodologies for .
determining credit ratings. 139 In light ofthe varying approaches cited in the comments, ·
the Commission is not prepared to prescribe standard metrics at this time. The
Commission intends to continue to consider this issue to determine the feasibility, as
well as the potential benefits and limitations, of devising measurements that would allow
reliable comparisons of performance between NRSROs. As adopted, the Exhibit
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See letter dated March 12, 2007 from Richard M. Whiting,_ Executive Director and
General Counsel, Financial Services Roundtable ("FSR Letter"); letter dated March 12,
2007 from Herwig M. Langohr, Professor, INSEAD Business School, Patricia T.
Langohr, Professor, ESSEC Business School ("Langohr Letter"); letter dated March 22,
2007 from George P. Miller, Executive Director, American Securitization Forum ("ASF
Letter"); letter dated March 16, 2007 from Makoto Utsumi, President & CEO, Ratings &
Investment Information ("JCR 2nd Letter"); ICI Letter; Gross Letter; R&I Letter; MM
Letter; White Letter; DBRS Letter; A.M. Best Letter; S&P Letter; AEI Letter; Moody's
Letter.
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requires NRSROs to describe how they derive their statistics in sufficient detail to allow
users of credit ratings to understand the measures. This will provide users with some
basis to compare different NRSROs even if the statistics are not derived from similar
measures.
The Commission requested comment on whether other performance
measurement statistics would be appropriate as an alternative, or in addition, to historical
default and downgrade rates. For example, the Commission requested comment on
whether Exhibit 1 should require measurement of the performance of a given credit
rating by comparing or mapping it to the market value of the rated security or to extreme
declines in the market value of the security after the rating. Although the Commission is
not taking action in this regard at this time, the Commission intends to study these issues ·
and consider possible future action.
For these reasons, Exhibit 1. to Form NRSRO and the instructions for the Exhibit
are being adopted substantially as proposed.
12.

Exhibit2 (Procedures and methodologies for determining
credit ratings)

Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(ii) of the Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO contain information regarding the procedures and
methodologies used by the credit rating agency to determine credit ratings. 140 An
applicant and NRSRO will provide this information in Exhibit 1 to Form NRSRO. The
Exchange Act does not otherwise define or identify the procedures and methodologies
that must be provided under this section. 141 , However, the definition of "credit rating
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(ii).
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See 15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.
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agency" in Section 3(a)(61) ofthe Exchange Act provides that a "credit rating agency'' is
an entity that, among other things, "employ[ s] either a quantitative or qualitative model,
or both, to determine credit ratings." 142
Credit rating agencies may establish procedures and methodologies for
determining credit ratings in the following areas: the determination of whether to initiate
a credit rating; the use of public and non-public sources of information to perform credit
rating analysis, including information and analysis provided by third-party vendors; the
use of quantitative and qualitative models and metrics to determine credit ratings; the
interaction with the management of a rated obligor or issuer of rated securities; the
establishment of the structure and voting process of committees that review or approve
credit ratings; the notification of rated obligors or issuers ofrated securities about credit
rating decisions and for appeals of final or pending credit rating decisions; the
monitoring, reviewing, and updating of credit ratings; and the withdrawal, or suspension
of the maintenance, of a credit rating,
The list identifies areas where a credit rating agency may establish procedures ·
and methodologies for determining credit ratings. The applicability of certain areaS to a
particular credit rating agency will depend on whether-it uses subjective qualitative
· analysis, purely quantitative models, or a combination ofboth. 143 Consequently, a credit
rating agency might not establish a procedure or methodology in a given area if doing so
would not be relevant to how the credit rating agency determines credit ratings.
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See particularly, Section 3(a)(6l)(B) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(6l)(B)).
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See Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act defining the term "credit rating agency" (15
U.S.C .. 78c(a)(61)).
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In addition, credit rating agencies that issue "unsolicited" credit ratings may

establish procedures and methodologies in the areas described above that are unique for
such ratings. Credit rating agencies that use a subscription fee based business model
may only issue unsolicited ratings because that business model does not rely on fees
charged issuers, obligors, and underwriters to determine specific credit ratings (issuers,
obligors, and underwriters, however, may subscribe to receive the credit ratings of such
credit rating agencies). The procedures and methodologies these credit rating agencies
employ, in some respects, may be unique to this business model.
Credit rating agencies that are paid by issuers, obligors, and underwriters to
determine specific credit ratings sometimes also issue unsolicited credit ratings. This
practice has led to concerns that unsolicited ratings may be used to coerce issuers and
obligors into ultimately paying the credit rating agency to determine and maintain the
credit rating. Consequently, credit rating agencies that rely on fees from issuers,
obligors, and underwriters to determine specific credit ratings, but also issue unsolicited ·
ratings, often establish procedures and methodologies for determining unsolicited credit
ratings that are designed to address this concern and the fact that the issuer or obligor
may not have participated in the determination of the credit rating (as is most often the
case with a solicited credit rating).
The Commission believes that the information about any procedures and
methodologies established in the areas described above, including any with respect to
unsolicited credit ratings, will be useful to users of credit ratings. The information will
provide them with an understanding of the nature ofthe credit rating agency (i.e., a user
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of quantitative models, qualitative analysis, or a combination of both) and how the credit
rating agency produces credit ratings. This will provide a basis for comparing NRSROs.
Several commenters stated that the Exhi?it should require that an applicant and
NRSRO describe its procedures and methodologies rather than submit and disclose each
I

actual procedure and methodology.

144

These commenters pointed out that large credit

.rating agencies that issue multiple types of credit ratings generally have volumes of
detailed procedures that credit analysts must follow in the course of determining a credit
rating. 145 They noted that disclosing all this information would be burdensome and
could be difficult for users of credit ratings to parse. 146 They also noted that some of the
procedures and methodologies may involve the use of proprietary models. 147
The Commission agrees with these commenters that disclosing all the procedures
could be burdensome and could result in an overload of information that would be less
helpful to users of credit ratings. Therefore, the Commission has modified the
instructions to require that the Exhibit contain a description of the procedures and
methodologies (not the submission and disclosure of each actual procedure and
methodology). The instructions provide that the description must be sufficiently detailed
to provide users of credit ratings with an understanding of the processes the applicant or
. NRSRO employs to determine credit ratings.
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As discussed below, rather than have a credit rating agency submit its procedures
and methodologies in Exhibit 2, the Commission is adopting a requirement in Rule 17g2 that an NRSRO must document them internally. Moving this requirement from
Exhibit 2 to the recordkeeping rule is designed to reduce the burden on NRSROs, while
making these procedures and methodologies available to Commission examination staf£
These records are important to the Commission's oversight. For example, Rule 17g-6
prohibits,· among other things, an NRSRO from issuing or modifying or threatening to
issue or modify a credit rating contrary to the NRSRO's established procedures and
. methodologies. The Commission's ability to enforce this prohibition will depend on the ·
Commission staff being able to access an NRSRO's documented procedures and
methodologies. 148
Two commenters also suggested changes to the Commission's description of an
"unsolicited credit rating" in the proposed instructions to Form NRSRO as being a credit ·
rating that is not requested by the issuer or underwriter of the rated securities or the rated
obligor. 149 The commenters noted that issuers and obligors may consent to the issuance
and participate in the determination of a credit rating even ifthey did not specifically
request that the credit rating be issu~d. As discussed below, the Commission has
eliminated the prohibition in Rule 17g-6 relating to unsolicited credit ratings, in part,
because of difficulties with defining the term. Therefore, the Commission has removed
the definition from the instructions to Exhibit 2. The Commission wants to gain a better
148
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See letter dated March 12, 2007 from James A. Kaitz, President & CEO, Association for
Financial Professionals ("AFP Letter") stating the importance of monitoring whether an
NRSRO adheres to its stated procedures and methodologies for determining credit
ratings.
. See A.M. Best Letter; Moody's Letter.
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understanding throu~ its examination function of how credit rating agencies define
"unsolicited credit ratings" and the practices they employ with respect to these ratings.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 2 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

13.

Exhibit 3 (Procedures to prevent the misuse of material nonpublic information)

Section 15E(g)(l)ofthe Exchange Act 150 requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information in violation ofthe Exchange Act. 151 Section 15E(g)(2) ofthe
Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall adopt rules requiring an NRSRO to
establish specific policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic
information. 152 As discussed below, Rule 17g-4 requires an NRSRO's policies and
procedures established pursuant to Section 15E(g)(l) ofthe Exchange Ace 53 to include
certain specific types of procedures.
Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(iii) ofthe Exchange Act 154 requires thatan application for
registration as an NRSRO contain information regarding policies or procedures adopted
and implemented by the credit rating agency to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic
information in violation of Exchange Act 155 provisions and rules. An applicant and
150
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NRSRO will provide this information in Exhibit 3 to Form NRSRO. Specifically,
Exhibit 3 requires a copy of the policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of
material, nonpublic information established ptirsuant to Section 15E(g) of the Exchange
Act 156 and Rule 17g-4.
The Commission received tWo comments on this Exhibit, as proposed. 157 One
commenter stated that the policies and procedures should not have to be made publicly
available because they may contain proprietary information and disclosing them could
hinder their effectiveness. 158 The Commission agrees that disclosing certain components
of these policies and procedures could make it easier for persons to circumvent them.
Therefore, the Commission has modified the instructions to provide that the applicant or
NRSRO is not required to submit in the Exhibit any specific information in the policies
and procedures that is proprietary or would diminish the effectiveness of the policies and
·. procedures if such information is disclosed. The other commenter stated that the
procedures should be disclosed on the NRSRO's Web site without further elaboration. 159
The Commission notes that Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act 160 and Rule 17g-1
thereunder require an NRSRO to make its Form NRSRO and Exhibits 1 through 9
publicly available by posting them on its Web site, or through another comparable,
readily accessible means.
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For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 3 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

14.

Exhibit 4 (Organizational information)

Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(iv) ofthe Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO contain information regarding the organizational structure of
the applicant. 161 An applicant and NRSRO will provide this information in Exhibit 4 to
Form NRSRO. The Exchange Act does not otherwise define or identify the specific type
of organizational information that must be provided under Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(iv) of
the Exchange Act. 162 Companies typically create, as applicable, an organizational chart
showing ultimate and sub-holding companies, subsidiaries, and material affiliates; an ··
.organizational chart showing divisions, departments, and business units within the entity;
and an organizational chart showing the management structure and senior management
. reporting lines within the entity. Users ofcredit ratings will benefit from this
·information and, consequently, the Commission proposed that it be provided in this
Exhibit. One commenter disagreed that users of credit ratings would find the
information helpful in assessing or understanding the NRSR0. 163 For the reasons
discussed below, the Commission continues to believe these three charts will be valuable
to users of credit ratings and the Commission.
The first required organizational chart will show the ~redit rating agency's
ultimate and sub-holding companies, subsidiaries, and material affiliates, if applicable.
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This chart will reveal where potential conflicts of interest relating to the business
activities of related companies might arise. Also, the fact that a credit rating agency has
a holding company that potentially could provide financial support will be relevant to the
Commission's evaluation of whether an applicant or NRSRO has adequate financial
resources as required under the Exchange Act. 164 Onecommenter requested that the
Commission define the term "material affiliate." 165 At present, the Commission believes
it is more appropriate to rely on the judgment ofthe credit rating agency to define its
material affiliates, given that the size and complexity ofNRSROs could vary widely.
The second organizational chart will show the credit rating agency's divisions,
departments, and business units, if applicable. This information will assist users of
credit ratings and the Commission in understanding where potential conflicts of interest
relating to ancillary business activities might arise.
Thethird organizational chart will show the creditrating agency's management
structure and senior management reporting Jines and include in the chart its designated.
compliance officer under Section 15EG) ofthe Exchange Act. 166 The Commission will
benefit from this chart as it will assist in evaluating whether an applicant and NRSRO
. has adequate managerial resources as required under the Exchange Act. 167 Users of
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See Sections 15E(a)(2)(C) and 15E(d) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C)
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See Sections 15E(a)(2)(C) and 15E(d) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C)
and (d)).
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credit ratings will be able to use this information to compare the managerial resources of
different NRSROs.
Including the compliance officer in the chart will assist the Commission and
users of credit ratings in understanding the degree of the compliance officer's
independence from the business managers. 168 The compliance officer's reporting lines
are relevant in assessing the integrity of the credit rating process of a particular NRSRO,
since the officer is responsible for administering the credit rating agency's policies and
procedures required by Sections 15E(g) and (h) of the Exchange Act 16? and for ensuring
the NRSRO's compliance with the securities laws and rules and regulations
thereunder. 170 In carrying out these responsibilities, a compliance officer will be
required to review.activities overseen by senior business managers. The ability of the compliance officer to objectively review an area can be impacted by whether the officer
reported to the senior m'anager responsible for the area. Thus, the relative independence
of the compliance officer will be relevant in assessing the NRSRO's ability to ensure
compliance with its policies and procedures.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 4 and the instructions for
the Exhibit substantially as proposed.

15.

Exhibit 5 (Code of Ethics)

Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(v) ofthe Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO disclose whether the

app~icant

has a code of ethics in effect or
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See Section 15E(a)(1)(B)(x) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B)(x)).
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an explanation of why the applicant has not established a code of ethics. 171 Exhibit 5 of ·
Form NRSRO elicits this

informati~n by requiring an applicant and NRSRO to attach a

copy of any established code of ethics or an explanation of why it does not have a code
of ethics. The Commission believes the requirement to include a copy of any established
code of ethics in the Exhibit is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors. A statement that an NRSRO has a code of ethics but no further
disclosure would not be particularly useful to users of credit ratings. They would not be
able to review the code of ethics and use it as a means of comparing different NRSROs.
The Exchange Act does not otherwise define or identify the "code of ethics" that
should be provided under Section l?E(a)(l)(B)(v).172 The Commission believes each
credit rating agency must have the flexibility to establish a code of ethics appropriate for
· its business model and organizational structure and, consequently, the Exhibit does not
prescribe any specific elements that must be in the code of ethics, if any, furnished in
.this Exhibit.
The Commission received several comments on this Exhibit. 173 Most addressed
whether the Exhibit also should require the credit rating agency to disclose whether it
complies with international principles and codes of conduct related to credit rating
agencies. 174 One commenter suggested that the Exhibit not refer to a code of "ethics"
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(v).
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See letter dated March 12, 2007 from John Grout, Policy and Technical Director, The
Association of Corporate Treasurers ("AST Letter"); Gross Letter; DBRS Letter; S&P
Letter; Moody's Letter; Langohr Letter; JCR2"d Letter.
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A number of these commenters endorsed a requirement that the credit rating agency
disclose whether it has adopted a code of conduct consistent with the principles
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but rather to a code of"conduct." 175 Another commenter requested that the Exhibit not
require the credit rating agency to "certify'' that it is complying with international
principles and codes of conduct because some principles permit an entity to comply or
explain.
The Commission reiterates that Exhibit 5 does not prescribe any requirements
that must be in an NRSRO's code of ethics and that Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(v) of the
Exchange Act does not require an NRSRO to have a code .of ethics. 176 An applicant or
NRSRO can submit a statement of why it does not have a code of ethlcs. 177 The
Commission believes that the Exhibit should not require the inclusion of any particular
type of code of conduct. It could be the case that the code of ethics provided by an
applicant or NRSRO is part of a broader code of conduct. For the foregoing reasons, the .
Commission is adopting Exhibit 5 substantially as proposed.

16.

Exhibit 6 (Conflicts of interest)

Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(vi) of the Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO contain information regarding any conflict of interest relating
to the issuance of credit ratings by the applicant and NRSR0. 178

The Exchange Act

does not otherwise define or identify the types of conflicts of interest that should be
contained in the report: Statement of Principles Regarding the Activities of Credit Rating
Agencies, Technical Committee, International Organization of Securities Commissions
("IOSCO") (September 25, 2003). See also Code of Conduct Fundamentals for Credit
Rating Agencies, Technical Committee ofiOSCO (December 2004).
1.75

See Moody's Letter.
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disclosed under Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(vi) ofthe Exchange Act.

179

Exhibit 6, as

proposed, would,have required an applicant and NRSRO to describe in general terms
each type of conflict that arises, or may arise, from its business model and credit rating
activities. Thus, if an NRSRO receives payment from issuers to rate their securities, the
NRSRO would have been required to disclose that fact. It would not have had to make a
disclosure each time it received payment from an issuer. The purpose of the proposed
disclosure was to alert users ofcreditratings to the NRSRO's business model (subscriber
fee-based, issuer fee-based, or a combination ofboth), and to potential conflicts that
arise· from the business model.
The Commission continues to believe that disclosing the types of conflicts that
arise from an NRSRO's business model will assist the Commission in evaluating
whether an applicant has sufficient financial and managerial resources to comply with
the procedures for managing conflicts of interest required under Section 15E(h) ofthe
Exchange Act, 180 given the types of conflicts of interest identified by the applicant. 181 .

·

The information also will be useful to users of credit ratings in assessing an NRSRO by,
for example, comparing the types of conflicts disclosed by the entity in Exhibit 6 with
the procedures for managing conflicts of interest disclosed by the entity in Exhibit 7.
Exhibit 6 ofForm NRSRO, as adopted, requires an applicant and NRSRO to
provide a list describing in general terms the types of conflicts of interest that arise from
its business activities. The instructions to the Exhibit have been modified to include a
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See Section 15E(a)(2)(C) Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C)).
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list of 10 different generic conflicts of interest that may apply to a credit rating agency
based on its business model and activities. These conflicts were included in the
proposed instructions as examples of conflicts. These are the types of conflicts that
generally arise from the business of issuing credit ratings depending on the business
model ofthe credit rating agency. The instructions further provide that the credit rating
agency can use the descriptions provided in the instructions to identify an applicable
conflict of interest and is not required to provide any further information. Thus, the
credit rating agency can review each item on the list and determine whether it describes
an applicable conflict. This modification is intended to make it simpler for the credit
ratirig agency to create the Exhibit since it may rely on the language in the instructions to
· identify a conflict. A credit rating agency can choose to provide its own description of
the conflict or further explanation to one of the descriptions in the instructions.
Several commenters raised concerns with the Commission's identification as a
potential conflict the fact that a subscriber may use the entity's credit ratings for
regulatory purposes. 182 They argued that it would be impractical to determine how
subscribers might be using their credit ratings. 183 The Commission did not intend to
require NRSROs to actively monitor how their subscribers were using their credit
ratings. Rather, the intent is to require NRSROs to disclose that subscribers, while they
do not pay to have a credit rating issued, may have an interest in a specific credit rating.
Therefore, the fact that they compensate the NRSRO could give rise to a conflict of
interest. The instructions now describe the conflict as the fact that subscribers may use
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See, e.g., DBRS Letter; S&P Letter.
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the credit ratings for regulatory purposes. This means that any credit rating agency that
charges subscribers to access its credit ratings will be required to identify this conflict.
The credit rating agency is not required to determine whether, or how, the subscribers
are using the credit ratings to comply with statutes and regulations. The purpose ofthe
disclosure is to alert users of credit ratings to the fact that the NRSRO's business model
includes charging subscribers to access its credit ratings and that a subscriber may have
. an interest in a particular credit rating. For similar reasons, the Commission eliminated a
provision in the instructions requiring the identification of associated persons that use
credit ratings for regulatory purposes as this would have required an applicant and
NRSRO to monitor how another legal entity was using its credit ratings.
A commenter noted that subscribers who manage investment portfolios also may
have an interest in a particular credit rating. 184 For example, such a subscriber may be
· limited to investing in debt securities that have investment grade credit ratings and,
consequently, would be required to sell, perhaps at a loss, a debt security that is
downgraded below investment grade .. The Commission believes that, similar to
regulatory users, this type of subscriber could raise a potential conflict of interest.
Therefore, this type of conflict is specifically identified in the instructions to the Exhibit.
The instructions to the Exhibit, as proposed, also required an NRSRO to identify
a person associated with the NRSRO that underwrites securities or money market
instruments that are subject to a credit rating of the NRSRO. This type of conflict is
identified in Section 15E(h)(2)(D) of the Exchange Act. 185 The concerns raised by
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commenters with respect to monitoring how subscribers use their credit ratings also
apply in this context. For example, the provision, as proposed, could be interpreted to
require an NRSRO to monitor whether any person associated with the NRSRO is an
"underwriter" as that term is defined in Section 2(a)(ll) of the Securities Act of 1933. 186
The Commission believes this could impose a very difficult compliance standard in that
it would involve continuous monitoring of the securities trading activities of associated
persons and legal judgments as to whether they were acting as "underwriters" at any
given moment.
At the same time, the Commission believes.that where there is a potential
affiliation between an NRSRO and a securities underwriter that it is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors to require it to be
disclosed in this Exhibit. Specifically, an affiliation between an NRSRO and a broker or
dealer that is in the business of underwriting securities would raise concerns that the
NRSRO might be influenced by the affiliation to issue favorable credit ratings for these
securities. The Commission further believes that disclosing this type ofaffiliation does
not present the concerns discussed above since most persons associated with an NRSRO
likely are not broker-dealers in the business of underwriting securities. Therefore, the
NRSRO should be able to identify those associated persons. Further, the requirement to
identify these persons is based on being affiliated with such an underwriter that may
underwrite securities rated by the NRSRO. Thus, the NRSRO will not need to actively
monitor whether it currently has rated such securities and update the Exhibit each time
this changes. Consequently, the requirement to identify persons associated with the
186

15 U.S.C. 77b(a)(ll).
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NRSRO that underwrite securities rated by the NRSRO has been narrowed to'a
requirement to identify any person associated with the NRSRO that is a broker or dealer
in the business of underwriting securities or money market.instruments.
Finally, the Commission notes that the Exhibit contains a catchall provision
requiring the disclosure of any other material conflict of interest. Consequently, the
additional conflict added to the instructions is expected to reduce the potential conflicts
that must be disclosed under the catchall. With respect to the catchall, the instructions
note that a "material" type of conflict will include one that the NRSRO has established ·
specific policies and procedures to address.
Forthese reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 6 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

17.

Exhibit 7 (Procedures to manage conflicts)

An applicant or NRSRO. will be required to furnish in Exhibit 7 a copy of the

written policies and procedures it establishes, maintains, and enforces to address and
manage conflicts of interest pursuant to Section 15E(h) of the ExchangeAct. 1g7
Requiring inclusion of these policies and procedures in the Form is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors. 188 First, their
disclosure will assist the Commission in monitoring whether an NRSRO is complying
with Section 15E(h) of the Exchange Act. 189 Second, their disclosure will assist the
Commission in evaluating whether an applicant or NRSRO has adequate financial and
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managerial resources to materially comply with Section 15E(h) of the Exchange Act. 190
Third, their disclosure will allow users of credit ratings to compare an NRSRO's policies
and procedures for managing conflicts of interest with the types of conflicts disclosed in
Exhibit 7.
One commenter stated that these policies and procedures should not have to be
made publicly available because they may contain proprietary information and
disclosing them could hinder their effectiveness. 191 ·As with the Exhibit 3 policies and
procedures, the Commission has modified the instructions for this Exhibit to provide that
the applicant or NRSRO is not required to submit in the Exhibit any specific information
in the policies and procedures that is proprietary or would diminish the effectiveness of
the policies and procedures if such information were disclosed.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 7 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modification described above. ·

18.

Exhibit 8 (Credit Analyst Information)

Exhibit 8, as proposed, would have required an applicant and NRSRO to provide
certain background information (Sh&., employment history and education) with respect to
each credit analyst and credit analyst supervisor. Consistent with its reasons for
proposing this request, the Commission believes that the ability of a credit rating agency
to assess the creditworthiness of an issuer and obligor depends on the competence of the
personnel responsible for determining the entity's credit ratings. Further, the
Commission believes that information about the responsibilities, experience, and
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employment history of the credit analysts and supervisors is necessary or appropriate in
the public interest or for the protection of investors. The information will assist users of
credit ratings in assessing the competence of an NRSRO's credit analysts and, thereby,
provide a means for users to compare NRSROs. This information also will assist the
Commission in evaluating whether the applicant has adequate managerial resources to
consistently produce credit ratings with integrity and to materially comply with its
procedures and methodologies. 192
The Commission received numerous comments on Exhibit 8 stating that the
requirement to provide information on each credit analyst and credit analyst supervisor
. was unduly burdensome and unnecessary. 193 Several commenters suggested,· as an
alternative; that the Exhibit require general information about the education,
qualifications, and number of the credit analysts and their supervisors. 194 After
considering the comments and the potential burden associated with the proposed
requirement, the Commission has modified the Exhibit to only require aggregate
information about these employees. Consequently, the Exhibit, as adopted, requires the
following information:

•

The total number of credit analysts .

•

The total number of credit analyst supervisors.
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See Sections 15E(a)(2)(C) and (d) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C) and
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•

A general description of the minimumrequired qualifications of the credit
analysts, including education level and work experience (if applicable,
distinguish between junior, mid, and senior level credit analysts).

•

A general description of the minimum required qualifications of the credit analyst
supervisors, including education level and work experience.
Theinformation about the total number of credit analysts and their supervisors

will provide the Cqmmission and users of credit ratings with an understanding of the
human resources the credit rating agency devotes to determining credit ratings. This will
assist the Commission in assessing the-managerial resources of an applicant and
NRSRO. The information about the qualifications ofthe credit analysts andtheir
supervisors will be useful to users Of credit ratings in assessing the competency of an
·•· NRSRO. The Commission believes this modification strikes an appropriate balance ·
· between reducing burden and requiring necessary information. Nonetheless, the ·
Commission intends to monitor whether this aggregate approach to the credit analyst
·. information is sufficient to apprise users of credit ratings of the qualifications of a given
NRSRO's credit analysts.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 8 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

19.

Exhibit 9 (Designated Compliance Officer)

As adopted, Exhibit 9 requires an applicant and NRSRO to provide certain
background information on the entity's designated compliance officer. Section 15E(j) of
the Exchange Act requires every NRSRO to designate an individual responsible for
administering the policies and procedures of the credit rating agency to prevent the

66

misuse of nonpublic information, to manage conflicts of interest, and to ensure
compliance with the securities laws and therules and regulations under those laws. 195
The ability of the compliance officer to carry out these statutorily mandated
responsibilities will depend, in part, on the officer's experience and qualifications.
The Commission continues to believe that requiring information about the
experience and employment history of the designated compliance officer is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors. It will assist the
Commission in evaluating whether the applicant has adequate managerial resources to
consistently produce credit ratings with integrity and to materially comply with its

...

procedures and methodologies. 196 It also will be useful to users of credit ratings because
it would provide information regarding the resources an NRSRO devotes to ensuring,
.·. among other things, that credit ratings are determined in accordance with the procedures
and methodologies the NRSRO makes public in Exhibit 2~
The Exhibit, as proposed, also required information about the compliance
personnel responsible for assisting the compliance officer. Several commenters objected
to this aspect of the Exhibit as being unduly burdensome, unnecessary,· and intrusive. 197
After considering the comments and the potential burden associated with the proposed
requirement, the Commission has modified the Exhibit to eliminate the requirement to
provide information about the persons that assist the compliance officer. As with the
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modifications to Exhibit 8, the Commission believes this modification to Exhibit 9
strikes an appropriate balance between reducing burden and requiring necessary
information. Nonetheless, the Commission intends to monitor whether information
about the designated compliance officer alone is sufficient to apprise users of credit
ratings of how this statutorily required compliance function is being addressed by a
given NRSRO.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 9 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

20.

Exhibit 10 (List of large users of credit rating services)

Section l5E(a)(l)(B)(viii) ofthe Exchange Act requires that an application for
registration as an NRSRO include, on a confidentialbasis, 198 a list ofthe 20 largest
· issuers and subscribers that use the credit rating services provided by the credit rating
agency by amount of net revenue received by the credit rating agency in the fiscal year
immediately preceding the date of submission of the application. 199 This information
will be elicited in Exhibit 10 to Form NRSRO. An NRSRO will not be required to make
this information publicly available pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act 200
and Rule 17g-l(i) thereunder or update the Exhibit after registration. 201 An NRSRO will
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An applicant can request that the Commission keep this information confidential to the
extent permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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be required to update this informatio:n in an unaudited financial report that must be
furnished to the Commission pursuatit to Rule 17g-3.
Exhibit 10 also requires that an applicant disclose in the list large obligors (i.e.,
persons who are rated as an entity as opposed to having their securities rated) and
underwriters if they are determined to have provided at least as much net revenue as the
20th largest issuer or subscriber. Consequently, a credit rating agency will be required to
identify the 20 largest issuers and subscribers as required by Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(viii)
· of the Exchange Act 202 and include In the list any obligor and underwriter that meets the
above criteria.
The Commission believes that including large obligors and underwriters in the
list of the 20 largest issuers and subscribers is necessary or appropriate in the public ·
interest or for the protection of investors. The information will help identify persons that
· could potentially have undue influence on an NRSRO given the amount of revenue the
person provides the NRSRO. Obligors and securities underwriters may have as much of
an interest in potentially influencing a credit rating as issuers and subscribers. One.
commenter suggested that the list of 20 large clients be determined from the pool of
issuers, subscribers, obligors, and underwriters, rather than from only issuers and
subscribers, with obligors or underwriters being added only to the extent they meet the
above criteria. 203 In this case, the list would never exceed 20 persons. The Commission
notes, however, that the statute clearly refers to the 20 largest "issuers and subscribers"
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and not to obligors or underwriters. 204 Therefore, this provision of the Exhibit is being
adopted as proposed.
Section 15E(a)(l )(B)(viii) of the Exchange Act limits the persons required to be
included in the list to users of the "credit rating services" of the applicant and
NRSRO.Z05 The Exchange Act206 does not define the term "credit rating services." The
· Commission proposed to interpret this term to mean any of the following: rating an
obligor (regardless of whether the obligor or any other person paid for the credit rating);
rating an issuer's securities or money market instruments (regardless of whether the
issuer~

underwriter, or any other person paid for the credit rating); and providing credit

.ratings to a subscriber. The intent of this proposed interpretation is to include- along
with persons that pay for credit ratings and subscriptions - persons that are rated, or
whose securities or money market instruments are rated, but that did not pay for the
credit rating. Even though these persons may not have paid for the credit rating, they
potentially could have undue influence on the credit rating agency if they provide
substantial net revenue for other services or products.
One commenter suggested expanding the definition to include providing credit
ratings data and analysis to subscribers.Z07 The Commission agrees that the meaning of
"subscribers" should include persons who pay for credit ratings data and the analysis
behind credit ratings because it may be difficult to separate these subscribers from other
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subscribers. Additionally, the Commission notes that credit rating agencies that make
their credit ratings publicly available for free may offer subscriptions to receive feeds of
the credit ratings or to receive more reports detailing the analysis behind the credit
ratings. Consequently, the Commission is interpreting the term "credit rating services"
to mean any of the following: rating an obligor (regardless ofwhether the obligor ot any
other person paid for the credit rating); rating an issuer's securities or money market
instruments (regardless of whether the issuer, underwriter, or any other person paid for
the credit rating); and providing credit ratings, credit ratings data, or credit ratings
.analysis to a subscriber.
Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(viii) ofthe Exchange Act providesthat the determination of
the 20 largest issuers and subscribers is to be based on "net revenue" received from the
issuer or subscriber. 208 The Exchange Act209 does not define the term "net revenue."
The Commission proposed to. interpretthe term "net revenue" for the purposes of
Section 15E(a)(l)(B)(viii) of the Exchange Act210 to mean all fees, sales proceeds,
commissions, and other revenue received by the applicant and its affiliates for any type
of service or product, regardless of whether related to credit ratings, and net of any fees,
sales proceeds, rebates, commissions, and other monies paid to the customer by the
credit rating agency and its affiliates.
The Commission received several comments suggesting that this interpretation be
narrowed in certain ways to make it more practical to employ in determining the large
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users of a credit rating agency's services.

211

Commenters stated that tracking revenues

received by affiliates ofthe credit rating agency would be difficult. 212 Several
· commenters also stated that payables used to determine the "net revenue" should not
include, for example, monies paid to vendors for ordinary course goods and services
such as utility bills. 213 A commenter also sought clarification on how to realize revenues .
· (~,cash receipts, accrued receivables) for purposes of this Exhibit.
The Commission agrees with these commenters that the proposed definition of
"net revenues" created some practical difficulties in determining the list required in
Exhibit 10. Therefore, the Commission is refining the interpretation to make the
calculation of"net revenues" easier to compute but also more focused. Specifically, the
Commission interprets "net revenues" to mean revenue earned by the applicant or
NRSROfor any.type of service or product, regardless of whether related to creditrating
services, and net of any rebates and allowances paid or owed to the person by the
applicant or NRSRO. This definition excludes revenues received by affiliates that are
not partofthecredit rating organization. Also the intent in describing the netting
payables as "rebates or allowances" 1s to limit them to items that directly reduce a
payable on the revenue side and to exclude unrelated payables

(~,

payables for utility

bills). Finally, by using the term "revenue earned" the Commission intends that the
applicant and NRSRO apply its standard accounting convention for recognizing revenue.
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The Commission is incorporating these interpretations into the instructions for Exhibit
10 and, as discussed below, Rule 17g-3.
The Commission notes that one commenter stated that the Exhibit requires public
disclosure and that such disclosure is unnecessary because credit rating agencies
establish barriers between credit analysts and the business units. 214 In response, the
Commission notes that, as discussed above, an NRSRO is not required to make this
information publicly available under Rule 1Jg-1 (i). The information is intended to be
used by the Commission to· identify persons that could potentially exert undue influence
on an NRSRO. The Commission further notes that Congress specifically prescribed that
.an applicant and NRSRO provide the information with respect to the20 largest issuers
and subscribers in terms of net revenues. 215
For these reasons, the· Commission is adopting Exhibit 10 and the instructions for
. the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

21.

Exhibit 11 (Audited Financial Statements)

As adopted, Exhibit 11 requires an applicant to furnish audited financial
statements for the past three fiscal or calendar years immediately preceding the date of
the application. An NRSRO will riot be required to make this information publicly
available pursuant to Section l5E(a)(3) ofthe Exchange Ace 16 and Rule 17g-l(i)
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thereunder or update the Exhibit after registration. 217 An NRSRO will be required to·
provide audited financial statements to the Commission annually under Rule 17g-3.
The Commission continues to believe this financial information is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or [or the protection of investors because it will assist
the Commission in making the finding required by Section 15E(a)(2)(C) ofthe Exchange
Act. 218 This section directs the Commission to grant a credit rating agency's application
for registration as an NRSRO unless, among other things, the Commission finds that the
applicant does not have adequate financial and managerial resources to consistently issue
ratings with integrity and to materially comply with its procedures and methodologies
disclosed pursuant to Section 15E(l)(B) of the Exchange Act and established pursuant to
the Sections 15E(g), (h), (i) and (j) ofthe Exchange Act. 219 The financial statements will
provide the Commission with information as to the applicant's net worth and income,
which will assist the Commission in: determining whether the applicant has sufficient
financial resources. Financial statements for three years will assist the Commission in
reviewing whether the applicant has been in the business of issuing credit ratings for the
three years immediately preceding the date of its application for registration. 220 The
information also will alert the Commission to a significant downward trend in the
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applicant's financial condition, whi~h could be relevant to whether it has adequate
.;·:

financial resources.

'::<
..···.·::--.·

The requirement that the firi~'ncial statements be audited will provide the
... ,,.>

Commission with independent verification of the information in the statements.
However, the Commission anticip(lt~s that some applicants may not have been audited in
...

~~-

the past. Consequently, the instructions to the Exhibit provide that in this case the
applicant may provide an audited fiJancial statement for the fiscal year immediately
preceding the date of the application. The prior years can be covered by unaudited
financial statements. The instructions also provide that the applicant must attach a
statement by a duly authorized person that the unaudited financial statements present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial condition, results of operations, and the cash
flows of the applicant. This will provide a level of assurance that the information in the
financial statements has been review~d and verified by the applicant.
Finally, the Commission anticipates that some applicants wilLbe subsidiaries of
holding companies. In this case, the applicant may provide audited consolidated
fmancial statements ofthe parent company. Consolidated financial statements will
provide information on the financial strength of the credit rating agency's parent. The
parent is in a position to support the credit rating agency and, consequently, its financial
condition may be indicative of the financial resources of the credit rating agency.
Further, the information on revenues elicited in Exhibit 12 will augment the financial
statements by providing information specific to the credit rating agency.
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Several commenters sought c.larification on whether the financial statements
provided in Exhibit 11 must be prep(lred in accordance with Regulation S-X. 221 The
Commission's intent with respect tq:Exhibit 11 is that applicants, to the extent possible,
will be able to provide financial statements that have already been prepared for other
reasons.
Two commenters also requested that the proposed rule be modified to permit an
NRSRO to furnish a tax return prepared by an accountant in lieu of audited financial
statements. 222 The Commission believes a tax return will not provide sufficient detail
.about an applicant's financial condition. For example, it would not provide the
information that can be derived from a balance sheet, an income statement and statement
of cash flows, and a statement of changes in ownership equity. Moreover, as indicated
above, the Commission believes it is important to have an auditor provide independent
verification that all this information is presented fairly,' in all material respects.
· For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 11 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

22.

Exhibit 12 (Revenues)

As adopted, Exhibit 12 requires an applicant to provide information as to the
amount of revenue generated from yarious credit rating services and a separate
computation of total revenue from all other services. The instructions provide that this
information be for the most recently completed fiscal or calendar year and is not required
to be audited. An NRSRO will not be required to make this information publicly
221

See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; Moody's Letter.

222

See Letter dated March 12, 2007 from Sean Egan, President, Egan-Jones Ratings
Company ("EJR Letter"); LACE Letter.
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available pursuant to Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act223 and Rule 17g-1(i)
thereunder or update the Exhibit after registration. 224 An NRSRO will be required to
update this information in an unaudited financial report furnished to the Commission
under Rule 17g-3.
Two commenters stated that the Exhibit should be eliminated because it was
unnecessary given the submission of financial statements in Exhibit 11.225 The
Commission continues to believe that this information is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest or for the protection of investors. It will assist the Commission in making
the finding with respect to adequate financial resources required by Section 15E(a)(2)(C)
of the Exchange Act226 by providing detail as to the revenues generated by different
types of credit rating services. Financial statements alone may not separate out or
itemize revenues earned from credit rating services as opposed to other services. For
· ·example, an applicant that has earned less revenue from credit rating services than its
total credit analyst compensation may not be able to continue to support this business
line at levels consistent with the statutory mandate.
One commenter stated that the determination of the revenue amounts should be
made using a "net revenue" definition that permits flexibility in terms of how revenue is
recognized. 227 As with Exhibit 10 and Rule 17g-3, the Commission intends that the
223

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).

224

An applicant can request that this information be kept confidential to the extent
permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.

225

See S&P Letter; AEI Letter.

226

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C).

227

See Moody's Letter.
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ctedit rating agency apply its standard accounting convention for recognizing revenue as
this will make revenue calculations consistent across the various financial reports
required in Form NRSRO and Rule 17g-3 ..
Another commenter, with respect to Rule 17 g-3, requested the elimination of a
requirement to separately report revenues from determining private credit ratings (i.e.,
credit ratings that are not made readily accessible to the public). 228 The commenter
stated that it would be difficult to separate private ratings revenue from public ratings
· revenue. In an effort to reduce burden, the Commission has eliminated the requirement
to separately itemize revenue from private ratings. ·The private ratings revenue must be
included in the revenue item for determining or maintaining credit ratings.
Two commenters disagreed on the information that should be included in the
revenue item relating to subscribers. 229 One commenter. stated that the item should
include revenue from subscribers to an applicant's credit analysis in addition to credit·
ratings subscribers. 230 The other commenter stated that the item should only apply to
credit ratings subscribers. 231 The Commission intends the Exhibit to include both types
of subscribers. The Commission believes separating out revenues from these two types·
of subscribers could be difficult in that some credit rating agencies may offer
subscriptions that include access to credit ratings and credit analysis. Furthermore, some
credit rating agencies make their credit ratings available for free but charge subscribers

228

See Fitch Letter.

229

See Gross Letter; R&I Letter.

230

See Gross Letter.

231

See R&I Letter.
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for credit ratings data and credit analysis. The Commission believes there is no reason to
distinguish between a subscriber to credit ratings and a subscriber to credit ratings data
and analysis in this context.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 12 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

23.

Exhibit 13 (Analyst Compensation)

As adopted, Exhibit 13 will require an applicant to disclose to the Commission
the amount oftotal aggregate annual compensation paid to its credit analysts and the
median compensation. The instructions provide that the. information must be for the
most recently completed fiscal or calendar year and will not have to be audited. An
NRSRO will not be required to make this information publicly available pursuant to
. Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Ace 32 and Rule 17g-1(i) thereunder or update the·.
Exhibit after registration. 233 An NRSRO will be required to update this information ina
financi<ll report furnished to the Commission under Rule 17g.,3.
One commenter stated that the information may not be necessary given the
different sizes and business models of credit rating agencies~ 234 The Commission
continues to believe this compensation information is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest or for the protection of investors. It will assist the Commission in making
the finding with respect to adequate financial resources required by Section 15E(a)(2)(C)

232

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).

233

An applicant can request that this information be kept confidential to the extent
permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.

234

See AEI Letter.
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of the Exchange Act. 235

Similar to the revenue information, this information will

augment the financial statements that are required under Exhibit 11 because it provides
detail on the expenses necessary to retain the credit rating agency's credit analysts. The
Commission will compare this information with the revenues earned by the applicant for
credit ratings services to evaluate an applicant's financial condition.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting Exhibit 13 and the instructions for
the Exhibit with the modifications described above.

C.

Rule 17g-2 - Recordkeeping

The Rating Agency Act amended Section 17(a)(1) ofthe Exchange Act to add
NRSROs to the list of entities required to make and keep such records, and make and
disseminate such reports, as the Commission prescribes by rule as necessary or
appropriate in the public interest, for the protection of investors, or otherwise in
furtherance,ofthe Exchange Act. 236 The inclusion ofNRSROs on the list also provides
the Commission with authority under Section l7(b)(1) of the Exchange Act to examine
all the records of an NRSR0. 237
The Commission is implementing this rulemaking authority through Rule 17g-2.
This rulerequires an NRSRO to make and retain certain records relating to its business
and to retain certain other business records made in the normal course of business
operations. The rule also prescribes the time periods and manner in which all these
records will be required to be retained.

235

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C).

236

See Section 5 of the Rating Agency Act and 15 U.S.C 78q(a)(l).

237

See 15 U.S.C 78q(b)(l).
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Several commenters stated that Rule 17g-2 as proposed was unduly burdensome
or onerous. 238 The Commission believes the rule is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest or for the protection of investors and narrowly tailored to achieve its
purpose. 239 The Commission designed the rule based on its experience with
recordkeeping rules for other regulated entities.Z40 These other books and records rules
have proven integral to the Commission's investor protection function because the
preserved records are the primary means of monitoring compliance with applicable
securities laws. 241 Rule 17g-2 is designed to ensure that an NRSRO makes and retains
records that will assist the Coillrilission in monitoring, through its examination authority,
whether an NRSRO is complying with the provisions of Section 15E ofthe Exchange
Ace 42 and the rules thereunder. For example, examiners will use the records to review
whether an NRSRO is following its disclosed procedures and methodologies for
determining credit ratings, its disclosed policies and procedures for preventing the
238

See, e.g., FSR Letter; AEI Letter.

239

Section 15E(c)(2) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(c)(2)) requires that the
Commission's rules under the Rating Agency Act be narrowly tailored.

'240

See, e.g., 17 CFR 240.17a-3 and 17a-4 (broker-dealers); 17 CFR 275.204-2 (investment
advisers); 17 CFR 240.17Ad-6 and 17Ad-7 (transfer agents).
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See Electronic Storage of Broker-Dealer Records, Exchange Act Release No. 47806
(May 7, 2003), 68 FR 25281 (May 12, 2003); see also Commission order in Matter of
Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc. et al, Exchange Act Release No. 46937 (December 3,
2002) ("The record keeping rules are 'a keystone of the surveillance ofbroker-dealers"')
(citations omitted); Commission order in Matter of J.P. Morgan Securities Inc.,
Exchange Act Release No. 51200 (February 14, 2005); Electronic Recordkeeping by
Investment Companies and Investment Advisers, Investment Company Act Release No.
24991 (May 24, 2001) ("The recordkeeping requirements are a key part of the
Commission's regulatory program for funds and advisers, as they allow [the
Commission] to monitor fund and adviser operations, and to evaluate their compliance
with federal securities laws.").

242

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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misuse of material nonpublic infonnation, and managing conflicts of interest, and
whether it is complying with Rules 17g-4, 17g-5, and 17g-6 discussed below.
Nonetheless, the Commission is adopting Rule 17g-2 with modifications to
address issues commenters raised, to reduce burden, and to enhance recordkeeping
requirements with respect to the issuance of credit ratings on certain asset-backed and
mortgage-backed securities transactions. As a preliminary matter, the Commission notes
that several commenters raised concerns with how examiners would use the books and
records required under Rule 17g-2.243 One commenter requested that the Commission
clarify that examiners would not use their inspection of records to second-guess credit
rating opinions. 244 The Commission does not intend that Rule 17g-2 be used as a means
to substitute the Commission's judgment for that of an NRSRO with respect to the
NRSRO's credit rating opinion.
Further, Section 15E(c)(2) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission
may not "regulate the substance of credit ratings or the procedures and methodologies by
which an NRSRO determines credit ratings." 245 The purpose of the recordkeeping
requirements in Rule 17 g-2 is to allow examiners to review whether an NRSRO is
following its stated procedures and methodologies and otherwise complying with
Section 15E ofthe Exchange Act246 and the rules thereunder. It is important that users of
credit ratings be given the opportunity to understand how a specific NRSRO determines
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See DBRS Letter; Langohr Letter.

244

See DBRS Letter.
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(c)(2).
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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its credit ratings. Consequently, Sections 15E(a)(l)(B)(ii) and 15E(a)(3) of the
Exchange Act require an NRSRO to make this information publicly available. 247 The
Commission's role is to examine whether an NRSRO has accurately disclosed this
information so that users of credit ratings can assess its credit rating procedures and
methodologies. The Commission's role also is to examine whether an NRSRO adheres
to its credit rating procedures and methodologies.
A second commenter raised the concern that using records to examine whether an
NRSRO has accurately disclosed information about how it determines credit ratings
would result in the Commission's tacit endorsement of the credit ratings. 248 The
Commission reiterates that the purpose of examining these records is to review whether
an NRSRO has accurately disclosed information about, and adheres to, the procedures ·
and methodologies it uses to determine credit ratings. As noted above, the Commission
cannot "regulate the substance of credit ratings or the procedures and methodologies by
which an NRSRO determines credit ratings." 249 Users of credit ratings should not view
the fact that the Commission has examined whether an NRSRO has accurately disclosed
information about, and adheres to, its credit rating procedures and methodologies as an ·
endorsement of the credit ratings or the procedures and methodologies used to determine
the credit ratings. Users of credit ratings must evaluate a given NRSRO's procedures
and methodologies for themselves and reach their own conclusions as to the quality of
the procedures and methodologies. The Commission's role is limited to reviewing

247

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(ii) and 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).

248

See Langohr Letter.

249

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(c)(2).
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whether the information disclosed by an NRSRO is consistent with how the NRSRO.
conducts its credit rating activities. The Commission also notes that Section 15E(f) of
the Exchange Act bars an NRSRO from representing that it has been "designated,
sponsored, recommended, or approved, or that [its] abilities or qualifications .... have in
any respect been passed upori, by the United States, or any agency, officer, or employee
thereof. "

250

Finally, another commenter stated that the recordkeeping rule should be
principles based and permit an NRSRO to implement a recordkeeping system
appropriate for its organizational structure and business modet2 51 The Commission does
not intend that Rule 17g-2 require a specific form of record or recordkeeping system.
. An NRSRO will have the flexibility to implement a recordkeeping system that captures

the records required in Rule 17g-2 ina manner that conforms to the NRSRO's internal
processes. At the same time, as noted above, Rule 17g-2·is designed to ensure that an
NRSRO makes and retains records that will assist the Commission in monitoring,
through its examination authority, whether an NRSRO is complying with the provisions
of Section 15E ofthe Exchange Acr52 and the rules thereunder. The Commission
believes that a principles based recordkeeping rule would be difficult to administer. It
could lead to inconsistent recordkeeping by NRSROs and also create uncertainty for
NRSROs and Commission examiners as to the records that must be retained. The
Commission believes the better approach is to prescribe certain records that must be
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(f).
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See Moody's Letter.
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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made and retained at a minimum to provide for consistent recordkeeping requirements
across all NRSROs.
1.

Paragraph (a) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make and retain
certain books and records. The records required under paragraph (a) must be complete
and current and not contain inaccurate information. 253 With respect to the specific
records required under paragraph (a), the Commission has made several modifications in
light of comments that will ease the recordkeeping burden. The Commission believes
the records required in this paragraph are necessary or appropriate in the public interest,
for the protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance of the Exchange Act. As
described below, they will assist the Commission in monitoring whether an NRSRO is
complying with Section 15E of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder. 254

a.

Paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make records
of original entry into an NRSRO's accounting system, and records reflecting entries to
and balances in all general ledger accounts ofthe NRSRO for each fiscal year. Rule
17g-2, as proposed, contained a similar provision. The Commission believes these
fundamental business records are necessary for the preparation of the financial reports
required to be prepared under Rule 17g-3. In addition, they will assist Commission
examiners in reviewing the financial resources of an NRSRO and its revenue sources.

253

See, e.g., In the Matter of SG Cowens Securities Corporation, Exchange Act Release No.
48335 (August 14, 2003) ("Implicit in the Commission's recordkeeping rules is the
requirement that information in a required book or record be accurate.").
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See 15 U.S.C 78q(a)(l).
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The latter information will be important in identifying customers that provide an
NRSRO with significant revenues artd, consequently, could be in a position to exercise
undue influence over a credit rating decision.
One commenter stated that, while it alre.ady maintains these types of records, the
requirement to make them should be eliminated because the information inthe Rule 17g.. 3 financial reports will be sufficient. 255 The Commission believes it is important that an
NRSRO make and retain these records. They will provide Commission examiners w~th
the source information that feeds into the Rule 17g-3 financial reports. Further, those
financial reports are a snap shot of the NRSRO's financial condition as of its fiscal year
en:d. These .records will provide examiners with current financial information as of the
·. time oftheir.exam. Forthese reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(l) of
Rule

17g~2

substantially as proposed.

b.

Paragraph (a)(2) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(2) ofRule 17g-2requires an NRSRO to make the
following records with respect to each of the NRSRO's current credit ratings, as
applicable: the identity of any credit analyst(s) that participated in the determination of
the credit rating; the identity of the person(s) who approved the credit rating before it
was issued; whether the credit rating was solicited or unsolicited; and the date the credit
rating action was taken: This information will assist the Commission in monitoring
whether the NRSRO is following its procedures and methodologies for determining
credit ratings and whether the NRSRO is complying with procedures designed to prevent
the misuse of material ~onpublic information. For example, if questions arise about a
255

See Fitch Letter.
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particular credit rating, the record will provide the Commission staff with the names of
the credit analysts that participated

in determining the credit rating and the persons that

approved the credit rating. This will identify for the Commission staff the persons with
the best information as to how the credit rating was determined.
Rule 17g-2, as proposed, also would have required a record identifying the
procedures and methodologies used to determine the credit rating and the method by
which the credit rating was made publicly available. The Commission has eliminated
these requirements to reduce recordk:eeping burden and because Commission examiners
can ascertain the information through a less burdensome requirement. 256

Under

paragraph (a)(6) of Rule 17g-2, an NRSRO is required to separately document the
procedures and methodologies it uses to determine credit ratings. The Commission

•

examination staff will be able to refer to these records to understand how specific types
of credit ratings are determined by the NRSRO. Therefore, examiners will not need an
individual record identifying the methodology used to determine. each credit rating. For
similar reasons, the Commission has eliminated the proposed requirement to make a
record of the method· by which each credit rating was made readily accessible. An
NRSRO must disclose in Form NRSRO how it makes its credit ratings readily
accessible. Commission examiners can review this. disclosure to understand how a
specific credit rating was made readily accessible.

256

Several commenters requested that the Commission eliminate the requirement to make a
record identifying the procedures and methodologies used to determine the credit rating.
See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; Moody's Letter; Langohr Letter. These commenters
argued, among other things, that the requirement interfered with the process of
determining credit ratings, was not consistent with normal practice, and was
burdensome. Id.
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The Commission notes, however, that if an NRSRO materially diverges from its
stated methodology for determining a specific type of credit rating or for making credit
ratings readily accessible, it may violate the requirements to disclose in Form NRSRO
informatioii about credit ratings methodologies and how credit ratings are made readily
accessible and, in the former case, the requirement in paragraph (a)(6) to document the
procedures and methodologies for determining credit ratings. Consequently, an NRSRO
must include in its documented procedures any alternative methodologies for
determining a specific type of credit rating and when such alternatives may be used by a
credit analyst.
Finally, consistent with changes to Form NRSRO discussed above, the final rule
changes the requirement proposed in Rule J 7g-2(a)(2) to identify the credit analysts
''who determined" the credit rating to credit analysts ''who participated in determining"
the credit rating. In all other respects, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(2) of
· Rule 17g-2substantially as proposed.

c.

Paragraph (a)(3) ofRule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(3) of Rule l7g-2 requires an NRSRO to make an
account record for each person (for example, an obligor, issuer, underwriter, or other
user) that has paid for the issuance or maintenance of a credit rating indicating the
identity and address of the person and the credit ratings determined or maintained for the
person. This information will assist the Commission in monitoring whether the NRSRO
is complying with procedures for addressing and managing conflicts of interest as well
. as complying with the requirements in Rule 17g-5 prohibiting certain conflicts of
interest. For example, examiners can use this record to identify persons that have paid
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the NRSRO for a significant mtrnber of credit ratings

(~,

a regular sponsor of

structured products). These persons, given the large volume ofbusiness they provide the·
NRSRO, may be in a position to exert inappropriate influence on the NRSRO to issue
favorable credit ratings.
One commenter pointed out that by using the term "solicits" the rule could be
construed to require a record of each person that asks the NRSRO to issue a credit rating,
regardless of whether the person ultimately pays for the credit rating or the NRSRO
ultimately issues the credit rating. 257 The Commission agrees that the rule text, as
proposed, contained a degree of ambiguity. Further, the Commission believes it could
be difficult and unduly burdensome to create a record of each person who approaches the
NRSRO about having a credit rating issued. For example, some contacts between the
NRSRO and a person may never progress beyond initial inquiries. For these reasons, the
Commission modified the rule to clarify that the requirement is limited to persons who
pay for credit ratings that are issued publicly.
The Commission also modified paragraph (a)(3) of Rule 17g-2 by eliminating the
requirement to provide the customer's "principal" address. The term "principal address"
has a legal meaning in some contexts and, accordingly, could unduly complicate the
process of creating the record. The rule now requires the customer's "address" without
regard to whether it is the principal address.

In all other respects, the Commission is

adopting paragraph (a)(3) ofRule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.

d.

257

Paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-2

See Fitch Letter.
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As adopted, paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make an
account record for each subscriber to the credit ratings and/or credit analysis reports of
the NRSRO indicating the identity and address of the subscriber. This information will
assist the Commission in monitoring whether the NRSRO was complying with its
procedures for addressing
and managing conflicts of interest and the handling of
.
.

material, nonpublic information as well as complying with the requirements in Rule 17g5 prohibiting certain conflicts of interest. The Commission did not receive any
comments on this provision. For the reasons discussed above with respect to paragraph
(a)(3) ofRule 17g-2, the Commission has modified the provision to eliminate the
reference to a customer's "principal" address; In all other respects, the Commission is
. adopting paragraph (a)(4) of Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.
e~

Paragraph (a)(S)ofRule l7g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(S) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make a record
listing the general types of services and products offered by the NRSRO. This record
will provide the Commission with details of the ancillary business activities of the
NRSRO and, therefore, will be useful in identifying potential conflicts of interest that
arise from such activities. Commission examiners then will be able to review whether
the NRSRO has implemented procedures to manage these potential conflicts.
One commenter pointed out that the rule text as proposed could be construed to
require a record each time the NRSRO made an offer to provide a service to a
customer. 258 This was not the intent of the proposed requirement. Rather, it was to
require a record listing the general types of services the NRSRO offers. The record is

258

See Fitch Letter.
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designed to provide Commission examiners with a way to quickly understand the
· NRSRO's business model based on the types of services and products it provides to
persons. The record does not require an entry for each offer to a person or transaction
with a person. The final rule has been modified to clarify that the provision only
requires a list of the types of services offered by the NRSRQ; In all other respects, the
·Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(S) of Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.

f.

Paragraph (a)(6) ofRule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(6) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make a record
documenting the established procedures and methodologies used by the NRSRO to
determine credit ratings. This provision is being added to Rule 17g-2 in response to
comments regarding Exhibit 2 to Form NRSRO, which, as proposed, required an
NRSRO to attach the procedures and methodologies to the Form and make them publicly
available after registration. As discussed above, Exhibit 2 has been modified so that it
now requires a description of the procedures and methodologies as opposed to each
procedure and methodology. The intent is to require sufficient information in Exhibit 2
to allow users of credit ratings to develop an understanding of how the NRSRO
determines credit ratings without imposing the burden of making a voluminous
submission to the Commission and public disclosure. It also is designed to avoid the
public disclosure of proprietary information.
Accordingly, rather than require these procedures and methodologies to be
attached to Form NRSRO and disclosed publicly, the Commission is requiring that they
be documented internally. This will permit Commission examiners to review the
procedures and methodologies in order to review whether the NRSRO has disclosed
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sufficient information about them in Form NRSRO to permit users of credit ratings to
understand how the NRSRO determines credit ratings. It also will permit Commission
examiners to review whether the NRSRO is adhering to its procedures and
methodologies and complying with other rules.Z 59 For example, Rule 17g-6 prohibits,
among other things, an NRSRO from issuing or modifying, or threatening to issue or
modify, a credit rating contrary to the NRSRO's established procedures and
methodologies. The Commission's ability to enforce this prohibition will depend in part
on the NRSRO having fully documented its procedures and methodologies. As
discussed below, these records also w~ll be an important means for the Commission to
gain a better understanding of the procedures and methodologies used by credit rating
agencies to treat the credit ratings of other credit rating agencies when determining the
overall credit rating for securities or money market instruments issued by asset pools or
as part ofany asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transactions ("structured
products") .
.As noted above, to the extent a credit rating agency permits credit analysts to
diverge from the procedures or methodologies it has established, the NRSRO must
document the circumstances under which such a divergence will be permitted and the
alternative procedure or methodology that must be used. In effect, documenting the
divergence in this manner will make it part of the NRSRO's established procedures and
methodologies and, therefore, the NRSRO will be adhering to the requirements of
paragraph (a)(6) of Rule 17g-2. Failing to document when the divergence will be

259

See AFP Letter.
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permitted or required will expose the NRSRO to potential violations of Rules 17g-1,
17g-2, and 17g-6.
For the foregoing reasons and the reasons discussed with respect to Exhibit 2 of
Form NRSRO, the Commission is eliminating the requirement that an NRSRO attach to
Form NRSRO and make publicly available its procedures and methodologies for
determining credit ratings. Instead, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(6) ofRule
17g-2 to require that the procedures and methodologies be documented internally.

g.

Paragraph (a)(7) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(7) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make a record
that lists each security and its corresponding credit rating issued by an asset pool or as
part of any asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transaction where the NRSRO in
determining the credit rating for the security treats assets within such pool or as a part of
such transaction that are not subject to a credit rating of the NRSRO by one or more of
four ways specified in the rule to determine a credit rating for the security. This
provision was not proposed but is being added because of modifications to paragraph
(a)(4) of Rule 17g-6, which prohibits anti-competitive practices relating to determining
credit ratings for structured products. As discussed below with respect to paragraph
(a)(4) of Rule 17g-6, the Commission believes this provision is necessary or appropriate
in the public interest or for the protection of investors because it will assist the
Commission in monitoring practices in the structured product area that many
commenters believe are anti-competitive.

2.

Paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-2
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As adopted, paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain certain
records (excluding drafts of documents) that relate to its business as a credit rating
agency. 260 The records required to be retained in paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-2 are those
an NRSRO makes or receives as a matter of business practice but are not records an
NRSRO is required to make. The Commission believes the records required to be
retained under paragraph (b) are necessary or appropriatein the public interest, for the
protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance ofthe Exchange Act because, as
described below, they will assist the Commissionin monitoring whether an NRSRO is
complying with Section l5E of the Exchange Act261 and the rules thereunder.
Since these records are not required to be made, an NRSRO will not have to
update them. Rather, the NRSRO is required to retain the original record in an unaltered
form or a true copy of the original record for the prescribed retention.period .. The
Commission notes, however; that, under Section 15E(b)(l) oftheExchange Act, 262 an
NRSRO must update, as provided in that section, certain information in the Forms and
Exhibits that are required to be retained under paragraph (b)(9) of Rule 17g-2 (discussed
below).

a.

Paragraph (b)(l) of Rule 17g-2

260

As discussed below, several commenters sought clarification as to whether the record
retention requirements in paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-2, as proposed, would apply to
drafts of documents. The Commission did not intend these requirements to apply to
drafts and has added language the introductory text of paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-2
excluding drafts of documents.
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As adopted, paragraph (b)(l) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain all
significant records underlying the information included in the NRSRO's annual financial
reports required pursuant to Rule 17g-3. This includes bank statements, bills payable
and receivable, trial balances, and records relating to the determination of the largest
customers. These records will assist Commission examiners irt understanding and
reviewing the basis of information provided in the financial reports the NRSRO will be
required to annually furnish to the Commission. For example, examiners can use the
records relating to the list of the largest customers to review whether the NRSRO has
identified such customers in accordance with Rule 17g-3.
The Commission received one comment on this provision. 263 The commenter
stated that, while it retains these records, the requirement should be eliminated because
the financial reports required in Rule 17g-3 provide sufficient information in these areas.
Similar to the records required in paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-2, the Commission
believes it is important that an NRSRO retain these records. They will provide
Commission examiners with the source information that feeds into the Rule 17g-3
financial reports. Further, as noted above, those financial reports are a snap shot of the
NRSRO's financial condition as of its fiscal year end. These records will provide
examiners with current information as ofthe time of their exam. For these reasons, the
Commission is adopting paragraph (b)(l) ofRule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.·

b.

Paragraph (b )(2) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted paragraph (b)(2) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain internal
records, including nonpublic information and work papers, used to form the basis of a
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credit rating. These records will include, for example, notes of conversations with the
management of an issuer or obligor that was the subject of the credit rating and the
inputs and raw results of a quantitative model used to determine the credit rating. The
retention of this information, and other internal records used to determine a credit rating,
will assist the Commission in reviewing whether an NRSRO is adhering to its
established procedures and methodologies for determining credit ratings and for
preventing the misuse of material ilonpublic information. It also will assist the
Commission in gaining a better understanding of the practices used by credit rating
agencies to incorporate the credit ratings of other credit rating agencies into the overall
credit rating of a structured product.
The Commission received several comments on the rule text in this paragraph as
proposed. 264 The comments generally were similar in that they sought clarification that
the provision does not require the retention of every record that somehow relates to the
·.. credit rating. 265 In response, the Commission notes that it did not intend the rule to be·
interpreted that broadly. The provision only applies to internal records and documents
that are used to form the basis of the credit rating. The provision explicitly excludes
publicly available information and the introductory text to paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-2
excludes drafts of documents from its provisions. The rule does not require an NRSRO
to retain internal documents that a credit analyst reviews but that do not factor into the
determination ofthe credit rating. For the foregoing reasons, the Commission is
adopting paragraph (b)(2) of Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.
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!.

c.

Paragraph (b)(3) ofRule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(3) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain credit
analysis reports, credit assessment reports, and private credit rating reports and internal
records, including nonpublic information and work papers, used to form the basis for the
opinions expressed in these reports. These reports - which credit rating agencies
commonly create and sell as an ancillary service to the issuance of credit ratings generally provide a detailed analysis of the information and assumptions underlying a
credit rating. In developing these reports, the credit analyst may receive material
nonpublic information about an issuer or obligor. For example, an issuer may request a
private credit rating report to understand how a contemplated transaction would impact
the current publicly available credit rating of its debt securities. Consequently, the
retention.ofthese reports and internal records used to formthe basis of the reports will
assist the Commission in monitoring whether the NRSRO is complying with its policies
and procedures for preventing the misuse of material nonpublic information.
The Commission received several comments on the rule text of this paragraph as
proposed. 266 Similar to the comments regarding paragraph (b)(2) ofRule 17g-2, the
comments sought clarification that the provision does not require the retention of every
potentially relevant record such as records that do not contain information that the credit
analysis used to form the basis of conclusions in the report. 267 In response to these
comments, the Commission notes that it does not intend the rule to be interpreted to
apply to internal documents that a credit analyst reviews but that do not factor into the
266
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conclusions in the final report. Further, the provision explicitly excludes publicly
available information and the introductory text to paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-2 excludes
drafts of documents from its provisions. Consequently, the Commission is adopting
paragraph (b)(3) of Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.

d.

Paragraph (b)(4) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(4) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain
compliance reports and compliance exception reports. The retention of these reports will
identify activities of the NRSRO that its designated compliance officer had determined
raised, or did not raise, <;ompliance and control issues. Commission examiners will then
be able to review how the NRSRO addressed the compliance issues. This can lead to
more focused examinations, which also will decrease the burden on the NRSRO. The
reports also will provide information as to whether the NRSRO is complying with its
established methodologies, procedures, and policies.
The Commission received two coilllilents on this provision.268 One commenter
statedthat it should be narrowed to exclude compliance reports that do not find any
deficiencies. 269 The commenter stated that Commission examiners might use reports
that do not contain deficiencies to second-guess the designated compliance officer. 270 As
noted above, compliance reports that do not contain deficiencies will be useful to
examiners in terms of focusing exams. This commenter also stated that the provision
should not apply to whistleblower reports. The Commission understands the concern
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that including whistleblowerreports with the provision's scope could have a chilling
effect on an employee's willingness to report violations, particularly in smaller
organizations. For the purposes ofthis rule, the Commission does not view a
whistleblower report as a final compliance report or a compliance exception report. It is
an allegation made by someone within the organization about inappropriate or unlawful
conduct. However, any final report of the NRSRO's compliance officer resulting from
the allegations or disclosures contained in the report of a whistleblower will be a
· . compliance report subject to this provision. The compliance officer's final compliance
.report on the matter can be drafted in a manner to protect the whistleblower by not
identifying the person.
The other commenter stated that the Commission should clarify that the rule does
not require the retention of draft reports. 271 In response, the Commission notes, as
discussed above, that it did not intend the rule to be interpreted to require the retention of
draft reports and other interim work product. The Commission has clarified this by
adding introductory text to paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-2 that excludes drafts of
documents from its provisions. For the foregoing reasons, the Commission is adopting
paragraph (b)(4) of Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.

e.

Paragraph (b )(5) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)( 5) of Rule 17 g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain internal
audit plans, internal audit reports, documents relating to internal audit follow-up
measures, and all records identified by its internal auditors as necessary to perform the
audit of an activity that relates to its business as a credit rating agency. The retention of
271
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these records will identify activities of the NRSRO that its internal auditors had
determined raised, or did not raise, compliance or control issues. They also will assist
.the Commission in reviewing whether the NRSRO is complying with its established
methods, procedures, and policies.
The Commission received two comments on this provision. 272 The first
commenter requested that the provision be deleted because it would chill NRSROs from
establishing robust internal audit departments. 273 The Commission continues to believe
these are important records thatwill assist the Commission examination staff in
understanding a given NRSRO's internal operations and activities. As noted above, one
of the Commission's oversight roles is to review whether an NRSRO is accurately
disclosing information about, and adhering to, its procedures and methodologies for
determining credit ratings. Reports of an NRSRO's internal auditors can provide highly
·useful information to assist the Commission in performing this regulatory function. The
Commission notes that the provision requires an NRSRO to maintain internal audit
records for three years. This retention period is designed to provide Commission
examiners with the opportunity to review them. Finally, the Commission staffs
experience with reviewing supervised entities such as broker-dealers and broker-dealer
holding companies has not indicated that having access to internal audit reports chills the
robust functioning of their internal audit departments.
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The second commenter requested that the Commission clarify that the provision
only requires the retention of final internal audit reports and not interim work product. 274

In response, the Commission notes that it does not intend the provisions to apply to
drafts of internal audit records and, as noted above, has added introductory text to
paragraph (b) of Rule 17 g-2 that excludes drafts of documents from its provisions. The
commenter also requested that the provision permit an NRSRO to tailor its internal audit
records to its business plan. 275 In response, the Commission notes that the provision
only requires an NRSRO to retain internal audit records. It does not specify the types of
. audit records that must be made. An NRSRO is free to establish an internal audit
process that is tailored to its business model. Finally, this commenter requested that the
Commission clarify that the provision does not require an NRSRO that is a public
company to retain financial reporting internal auditing reports beyond those required ·
under the Exchange Act. 276 The Commission notes that Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO
to retain internal audit reports that relate to its business as a credit rating agency. The
NRSRO must determine whether an internal audit report created under a statutory or
regulatory requirement is one that relates to its credit rating business and, therefore, must
be retained under this provision.
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (b)(S) of Rule
17g-2 substantially as proposed.

f.
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Paragraph (b)(6) of Rule 17g-2
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As adopted, paragraph (b)(6) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain copies
of marketing materials that are published or otherwise made available to persons that are
not associated with the NRSRO. Section 15E(f) of the Exchange Act prohibits an
NRSRO from representing that it has been designated, recommended, or approved, or
that its abilities or qualifications have been passed upon by any federal agency or
officer. 277 The retention of marketing materials will assist the Commission in reviewing
whether the NRSRO is complying with this statutory provision.
The Commission received two comments on the provision. 278 One commenter
. sought clarification that it does not apply to internal documents of the marketing
department. 279 The second commenter requested that the Commission provide guidance
on the meaning of "marketing materials. " 280 The Commission intended that the
provision only apply to materials that are actually used to market the NRSRO's credit
rating services. The Commission has modified the rule text to clarify that the
requirement only applies to marketing materials that are published or otherwise made
available to persons who are not associated with the NRSRO. The Commission does not
intend that the provision be interpreted to apply to records that are used by the marketing
department for internal purposes. This modification is designed to provide greater
clarity on the marketing materials that must be retained. In response to the second
commenter, the Commission notes that marketing materials, generally, will include any
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written documents that an NRSRO publishes orprovides to persons that explain or
describe its credit rating services and are designed to induce persons to purchase the
. services.
In all other respects, the Commission is adopting paragraph (b)(6) of Rule 17g-2

substantially as proposed.

g.

Paragraph (b)(7) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(7) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain external
and internal communications, including electronic communications, received and sent by
the nationally recognized statistical rating organization and its employees that relate to
initiating, determining, maintaining, changing, or withdrawing a credit rating. The
Commission received several comments on the proposed rule text ofthe paragraph. 281
· ·The commenters all stated generally that the requirement was overbroad and should· be
.narrowed. 282 One suggested that it only require external communications? 83 Two
suggested it only require communications used bya credit analyst to form the basis of a
credit rating. 284 Another commenter suggested the provision should have a materiality
threshold. 285
In response to these comments, the Commission notes that the retention of
written communications has played an important role in assisting the Commission in
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identifying legal violations and compliance issues with respect to other regulated
· entities. 286 The Commission believes that internal communications will play an
important role in assisting the Commission in identifying legal violations and
compliance issues in its oversight ofNRSROs. For example, paragraph (a)(4) ofRule
17g-6 prohibits certain practices if they are undertaken with anti-competitive intent. The
ability of the Commission to prove intent will be difficult absent communications that
demonstrate why an NRSRO engaged in a particular act. Further, the Commission
believes that narrowing the provisionto communications used by a credit analyst to form
the basis of a credit rating would carve out highly relevant communications, including
communications that could be relevantto compliance with Rule 17g-4 (nonpublic
information), Rule 17g-5 (conflicts of interest), and, as noted above, Rule 17g-6
(prohibited practices). Finally, the Commission believes that a materiality threshold
would be very difficult to comply with and enforce. The degree of materiality of a
·. communication viewed in isolation may not be apparent. In some cases, a seemingly
innocuous communication may in fact be highly material when placed in the context of
related events and other communications.
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (b)(7) of Rule
17g-2 substantially as proposed.

h.
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See, e.g., Commission complaint in Commission v. Citigroup Global Markets Inc., 03
CV 2945 (WHP) (S.D.N.Y.) (April 28, 2003); Commission complaint in Commission v.
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 03 CV 2941 (WHP) (S.D.N.Y) (April28,
2003); Commission Order in Matter of Columbia Management Advisers, Inc. and
Columbia Funds Distributor, Inc., Securities Act Release No. 8534 (February 9, 2005).
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As adopted,paragraph (b)(8)ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain internal
documents that contain information, analysis, or statistics that were used to develop a
procedure or methodology to treat the credit ratings of another NRSRO for the purpose
of determining a credit rating of a security or money market instrument issued by an
asset pool or a8 part of any asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transaction.

287

This provision was not proposed but is being added because of modifications to
paragraph (a)(4) of Rule 17g-6, which prohibits anti-competitive practices relating to
determining credit ratings for structured products. As discussed below with respect to
paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-6, the Commission.believesthis provision is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors because it will assist
the Commission in monitoring practices in the structured product area that many
commenters believe are anti-competitive.
i.

Paragraph (b)(9) of Rule l7g~2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(9) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain for each
security identified in the recordrequired under paragraph (a)(7) of Rule l7g-2, any
document that contains a description of how any assets within such pool or as a part of
such transaction not rated by the NRSRO but rated by another NRSRO were treated for
the purpose of determining the credit rating of the security. This provision was not
proposed but is being added because of modifications to paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-6,
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As proposed, paragraph (b )(8) required an NRSRO to retain a record required to be
made under paragraph (b) of proposed Rule 17g-6. The record required under paragraph
(b) of proposed Rule 17g-6 would have documented when an NRSRO refused to issue or
withdrew a credit rating for a security or money market instrument issued by an asset
pool or as part of any asset-backed or mortgage backed securities transaction. This
proposed provision in Rule 17g-6 has been eliminated and, therefore, the requirement to
retain this record in Rule 17g-2 also has been eliminated.
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which prohibits anti-competitive practices relating to determining credit ratings for
structured products. As discussed below with respect to paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-6,
the Commission believes this provision is necessary or appropriate in the public interest
or for the protection of investors because it will assist the Commission in monitoring
practices in the structured product area that many commenters believe are anticompetitive.

j.

Paragraph (b)(lO) ofRule 17g~2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(lO) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain Form
NRSROs (including Exhibits and accompanying information and documents) submitted
to the Commission. This provision will make the Forms and Exhibits subject to the
retention and production requirements in Rule 17g-2. For example, NRSROs will be
required to retain them in a manner that makes them easily accessible to the NRSRO's
principal office. This will assist Commission examiners, p~icularly examiners in
regional offices, in accessing the records on site during an examination.
The Commission did not receive any comments on the proposed rule text in this
paragraph (proposed as paragraph (b)(9)) and is adopting it substantially as proposed.

3.

Paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-:2 requires an NRSRO to retain the records
identified in paragraphs (a) and (b) for three years after the date the record is made or
received. The Commission believes the three-year retention period is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors because it is designed
to ensure that the records are preserved for at least one internal audit or Commission
exam cycle.
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The proposed rule, however, articulated different retention periods for the records
identified in paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3); namely, for three years after the NRSRO's
business relationship with the person ended. The Commission received a number of
comments on this proposed retention period all of which stated that it was either too long
or unclear. 288 The Commission believes there has been some confusion regarding the
retention requirement for these records. The proposed rule was designed so that an ·
NRSRO would retain the last version of an account record for three years after the
account was closed; The Commission believes the simpler and clarified text in the ·
adopted version of the rule is designed to ensure this record is retained for this period.
In other respects, paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-2 is being adopted substantially as
proposed.

4.

Paragraph (d) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (d) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to maintain an
original, or a true and complete copy of the original, of each record required to be
retained pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) ofRule 17g-2 in a manner that, for the
applicable retention period specified in paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-2, makes the original
record or copy easily accessible to the principal office of the NRSRO and to any other
office that conducted activities causing the record to be made or received. The
Commission believes this rule is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors because it is designed to facilitate Commission examination of
the NRSRO and to avoid delays in obtaining the records during an on-site examination.
The rule does not specify the format in which the records must be retained.
288
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Consequently, NRSROs may retain them in, for example, paper form, on microfilm or
microfiche, or electronically.
The Commission did not receive any comments on this provision and is adopting
it substantially as proposed.

5.

Paragraph (e) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (e) ofRule 17g-2 provides that an NRSRO can use the
services of a third-party record custodian to make and retain the records identified in
paragraphs (a) and (b), provided the NRSRO furnishes the Commission with a written
undertaking ofthe custodian. The rule prescribes the form ofthe undertaking; namely,
that the third-party must represent that the records are the exclusive property of the
NRSRO, will be produced promptly to the NRSRO or the Commission or its
representatives at the request of the NRSRO, and will be available for inspection by the
Commission or its representatives. ·The rule also provides that an NRSRO remains
responsible for complying with the Commission's books and records rules,
notwithstanding the fact that a third-party is making and/or storing them. The
Commission believes this rule is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors because it is designed to ensure that storing the records with a
third-party does not make them less accessible than records stored at an NRSRO's
offices.
The Commission received three comments on this provision. 289 One commenter
stated that the form of the undertaking could conflict with certain foreign business
practices and, therefore, suggested that the NRSRO be required to provide the
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undertaking. 290 The Commission notes, however, that the undertaking is designed to
ensure that a third-party custodian is under a direct obligation to produce the records to
the Commission and its representatives. An NRSRO already is obligated under Section
17(b)(l) ofthe Exchange Act and Rule 17g-2 to produce these records. 291 This
obligation is in no way diminished because a third-party custodian is holding the records.
The undertaking establishes a direct obligation on the third-party to produce the records
to the Commission and its representatives. This direct obligation will be particularly
important in situations where the NRSRO is unable or unwilling to requestthat the thirdparty produce the records.
The second commenter requested that the form of the undertaking be modified in
a manner that would obligate the third-party to only comply with "reasonable" requests
for records and only to the extentthat producing the records was permitted by local
law.292 While the Commission is not codifying this suggestion into the rule, the
Commission and its representatives make every effort to work with regulated entities on
the scope and timing of record requests to lessen the burden and establish a production
schedule that is practicable, given the circumstances.
The fmal commenter stated that an NRSRO should not be required to use a thirdparty to store its records. 293 The Commission notes that the rule does not require an
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NRSRO to use a third-party custodian to store its records. Rather, it provides the option
for an NRSRO to use a third-party record custodian.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (e) ofRule 17g-2
substantially as proposed.
6.

Paragraph (f) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (f) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to promptly furnish
the Commission or its representatives with legible, complete, and current copies, and, if
specifically requested English translations, of those records of the NRSRO required to be
retained under Rule 17g-2, or any other records of the NRSRO subject to examination
under Section 17(b) of the Exchange Act 294 that are requested by the Commission or its
representatives. As discussed in the next section, the proposed rule has been modified to
incorporate a provision that the produced records be translated ifnecessary. The
Commission believes this rule is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors because it is designed to facilitate Commission examinations of
NRSROs.
The Commission received one comment on the provision. 295 Specifically, the
commenter stated that the provision should not require an NRSRO to produce
compl~ance

and audit reports because doing so could adversely impact deliberations

related to these functions and chill whistleblowers. The Commission explained above
how the retention of compliance and audit reports under paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) of
Rule 17g-2, respectively, will assist Commission examiners in reviewing NRSR9s.
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However, the retention of these records without the corresponding requirement to
produce them would prevent the Commission and its examiners from using the records
for these purposes. Therefore, the Commission believes they must be produced upon
request to the Commission and its representatives.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the provisions in paragraph (f) of
Rule 17g-2 substantially as proposed.

7.

Non-resident NRSROs

Rule 17g-2, as proposed, contained provisions in two paragraphs (paragraphs (f)
and (h))designed to address the fact that credit rating agencies not located in the U.S.
may become NRSROs. After consideration ofthe comments and for the reasons
discussed below, the Commission is eliminating these provisions from.Rule 17g-2, as
adopted, except for the provision concerning translating records.
Paragraph (f) of proposed Rule 17g-2 would have required that a non-resident
NRSRO must undertake to send books and records to the Commission and its
representatives upon request. The undertaking would have been required to be attached
·. to an initial application for registration as an NRSRO. The Coriunission explained in the
proposing release that the undertaking was designed to provide a mechanism for the
Commission examination staff to inspect records maintained overseas without having to
travel to the location. In addition, because some non-resident NRSROs may maintain
original records in a language other than English, the proposed undertaking would have
required a translation if the Commission requested it.
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The Commission received four comments on the proposed rule text in this
paragraph.Z 96 Generally, the commenters objected to various representations in the form
of the non-resident undertaking297 or to the requirement to provide the undertaking
altogether. 298 After considering the comments, the Commission believes the
requirement for non-resident NRSROs to provide a special undertaking is unnecessary.
As NRSROs, they are subject to the production requirements of Section 17(b) ofthe
Exchange Act299 and Rule 17g-2(f). Therefore, the Commission and its representatives
will not require the non-resident undertaking to compel a foreign NRSRO to produce the
records. Moreover, Rule 17g-2(f), as adopted, requires the records to be "furnished" to
the Commission. Thus, an NRSRO located outside the U.S.- is required to send the
records to the Commission upon request.
However, the Commission continues to believe that the representation in the
proposed undertaking to provide translated records is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest or for the protection of investors. Providing un-translated records to the ,
Commission could significantly delay and hinder its oversight function. Consequently,
this provision has been moved into the provisions of paragraph (f) ofRule 17g-2. In all
other respects, the provisions of paragraph (f) of proposed Rule 17g-2 have been
eliminated from the final rule.
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.The provisions of paragraph (h) of proposed Rule 17g-2 would have defined the
term non-resident rating organization for. the purpose of specifying the type ofNRSRO
that would have been required to provide the non-resident undertaking. The definition is
no longer necessary and has been eliminated from the adopted rule.
For these reasons, the Commission is eliminating the provisions in Rule 17g-2
relating to non-resident NRSROs except for the provision concerning the translation of
records.

D.

Rule 17g-3 -Annual Financial Reports

Section 15E(k) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish to the
Commission, on a confidential basis300 and at intervals determined by the Commission,
such financial statements and information concerning its financial condition as the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors. 301 The statute also provides thatthe Commission may, by
rule, require that the financial statements be certified by an independent public
accountant. 302 Rule 17g-3 requires an NRSRO to furnish the Commission on an annual .
basis certain financial reports. The furnishing of these reports will serve two important
functions in the NRSRO regulatory program.
First, Section 15E(d) ofthe Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall, by
order, censure, place limitations on the activities, functions or operations of, suspend for
a period not exceeding 12 months, or revoke the registration of an NRSRO if, among
300
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other things, the NRSRO fails to maintain adequate financial and managerial resources
to consistently produce credit ratings with integrity. 303 The financial reports will assist
the Commission in monitoring the NRSRO's financial resources and the resources it
commits to management to evaluate whether the Commission must take action under
· Section 15E(d) ofthe Exchange Act. 304
Second, Section 15E(b)(i) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to promptly
amend its application for registration, as prescribed in that section, if any information or
document provided in the application becomes materially inaccurate. 305 Form NRSRO
requires the following financial information: a list oflarge customers in terms of net
revenues; audited financial statements; information about revenues; and information
· about credit analyst compensation. This information is required to be as of, or for, the
NRSRO's previous fiscal year. Accordingly, the information only will become
materially inaccurate and, therefore, be required to be updated on an annual basis. In
addition, the information will be submitted with Fon:il NRSRO on a confidential basis to
the extent permitted by law306 and will not have to be made publicly available pursuant
to Section 15E(a)(3) ofthe Exchange Ace07 and Rule 17g-l(i) thereunder. Therefore,
because the information only will be disclosed to the Commission, it is more appropriate
to require that it be updated through the Commission's authority under Section 15E(k) of
303

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(d).
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An applicant can request that the Commission keep this information confidential. See 17
CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.
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the Exchange Act and Rule 17g-3 thereunder than through annual furnishings ofForm
NRSR0. 308
After consideration of the comments, Rule 17g-3 has been modified in several
ways. Inparticular, the rule has been restructured to prescribe that the audit requirement
only applies to the financial statements. The proposed schedules to the financial
statements are now separate financial reports that are not required to be audited. For the
reasons discussed above and below, the Commission believes Rule 17g-3, as modified, is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection ofinvestors. 309
1.

Paragraph (a) to Rule 17g-3

As adopted, paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-3 requires anNRSRO to.annually furnish
the Commission four, or in some cases five, financial reports. The reports must be
.furnished not more than 90 days after the end of the NRSRO's fiscal year and the ·
information in the reports must be as of the most recently ended fiscal year. The reports

will consist substantially of the same information that would have been in the financial
statements and schedules required under Rule 17g-3, as proposed. The Commission
received numerous comments requesting that the proposed schedules to the audited
financial statements not be subject to the audit requirement. 310 The comments stated
generally that obtaining an audit of the information in the proposed schedules would be

308

The Commission notes that some NRSROs may have fiscal year ends that are not on
December 31. Therefore, if the Commission required that this financial information be
updated through furnishing Form NRSROs, these entities would not be able to furnish
the update with their annual certifications, which- pursuant to Section 15E(b)(2) of the
Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2))- must be furnished on a calendar year basis.
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See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k).
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See DBRS Letter; A.M. Best Letter; Fitch Letter; AEI Letter; Moody's Letter.
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difficult and unduly expensive. After consideration of these comments, the Commission
has modified Rule 17g-3 to eliminate the requirement that the information that would
have been provided in the schedules be audited. This will lessen the burden of preparing
the information for submission to the Commission. Moreover, Rule 17g-3 no longer
requires that this information be submitted in schedules to the NRSRO's financial
statements. Instead, the information must be furnished in separate financial reports.
This is intended to clarify that the independent auditor that certifies the NRSRO's
financial statements is not required to include the other unaudited financial reports in the
opinion covering the financial statements.
As noted above, Rule ·17 g-3 requires that the financial reports be furnished within
90 days after the end of the NRSRO's fiscal year. One commenter requested that the
·period be lengthenedto 120 days for non-resident NRSROs. 311 The Commission notes
that paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-3 provides a mechanism for an NRSRO to seek an
· extension of the time to furnish the financial reports. An NRSRO that cannot provide its
financial reports within 90 days will be able to request an extension under this provision.
Therefore, the Commission does not believe it is necessary to create a different standard
for non-residentNRSROs, particularly since Rule 17g-3 has been modified to make the
preparation ofthe financial reports less burdensome.

a.

Paragraph (a)(l): Audited Financial Statements

The first report, required under paragraph (a)(l) of Rule 17g-3, must contain
audited financial statements of the NRSRO. Rule 17g-3, as proposed, also required the
submission of audited financial statements
and, as noted
above, certain schedules to the
.
.
311

See R&I Letter.
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financial statements. The schedules are now separate financial reports that are not
required to be audited. Two commenters stated that an NRSRO that is a separately
identifiable department or division of a public company should be permitted to furnish
audited financial statements of its parent.

312

As noted above with respect to Exhibit 11,

the Commission believes that, in this case, the financial statements of the parent provide
information from which it can assessthe financial resources of the NRSRO. The
Commission believes, however, that certain financial information about the NRSRO
must be furnished as well.. For these reasons, the rule has been modified to permit an
NRSRO to furnish audited consolidated financial statements of its parent; however, the
. NRSRO also will have to furnish unaudited consolidating financial statements under
paragraph (a)(2} of Rule 17g-3 discussed below.
The audited financial statements must include a balance sheet; an income
statement and statement of cash flows, and a statement of changes in ownership equity.
They must be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in
the jurisdiction where the NRSRO or its parent is incorporated, organized, or has its
princip~l

office. Finally, the audited financial statements must be certified by an

accountant who is qualified and independent in accordance with 17 CFR 240.210.201(a), (b), and (c)(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (8). In addition, the accountant must give an
opinion on the financial statements in accordance with 17 CFR 21 0.2-02(a), (b), (c) and
(d). The first financial report is how an NRSRO will update the information initially
provided in Exhibit 11 of Form NRSRO.

312

See S&P Letter; Moody's Letter.
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The requirement to have the financial statements audited will provide the
Commission with an independent verification that the information in them is presented
fairly, in all material respects. The Commission received numerous comments on these
audit requirements. Several commenters stated that non-resident NRSROs should be
permitted to provide financial statements prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles of the jurisdiction where the NRSRO is incorporated or has its
principal place ofbusiness. 313 The commenters stated that preparing them according
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles could be very expensive. 314 Similarly,
several commenters stated that complying with certain provisions ofRegulation S-X (17
CFR210.1-01- 12-29) would be unduly burdensome fornon-resident.NRSROs and nonreporting companies. 315
The Commission notes that the financial statements will be prepared to assist the
· Commission in carrying out its oversight responsibilities with respect to monitoring the
financial resources ofNRSROs and not as a disclosure item for public consumption.
The Commission staff will have the opportunity to discuss the financial statements with
a non-resident NRSRO to gain an understanding of any material divergences from U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles. Accordingly, the Commission believes that it
is appropriate to permit the financial statements to be prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles in the jurisdiction where the NRSRO or its
parent is incorporated, organized, or has its principal office. This will lessen the burden
313

See Letter dated March 12, 2007 from Makoto Utsumi, President & CEO, Japan Credit
Rating Agency, Ltd. ("JCR Letter"); R&I Letter; DBRS Letter.
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See JCR Letter; R&I Letter; DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter.
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for non-resident NRSROs and still provide the Commission with the financial
information necessary to carry out its oversight responsibilities.
For these reasons, the Commission also agrees that applying many provisions of
Regulation S-X would be unnecessary and, therefore, has eliminated most of this
requirement from the rule. The Commission does believe that certain provisions of
Regulation S-X relating to the qualifications and independence of the auditor and the
auditor's attestation and the scope of the auditor's opinion are appropriate for all
NRSROs, including non-residents and non-public companies.

Con~equently,

Rule 17g-

2; as adopted, eliminates the proposed requirement to comply with all the provisions of
Regulation S-X. Instead; the rule requires the auditor to be qualified and independent in
accordance with 17 CFR 240.210.2-01(a), (b), and (c)(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (8). 316
These provisions are designed to ensure that auditors are independent of their audit
clients. 317 In addition, the accountant must give an opinion on the financial statements
in accordance with 17 CFR 210.2-02(a), (b), (c) and (d). The retained provisions of
Regulation S-X are appropriate for any audit as they relate to general standards of
competence, independence, and audit work and are not specifically designed for public
companies. Accordingly, the audited financial statements in Rule 17g-3 must be
prepared in accordance with them.

316

The Commission notes NRSROs that furnish consolidated audited financial statements
of parents that are public companies should furnish those statements as they are prepared
in accordance with all applicable reporting requirements for public companies, which
may include adhering to all provisions of Regulation S-X.

317

See Final Rule: Strengthening the Commission's Rules Regarding Auditor
Independence, Securities Act Release No. 8183 (January 28, 2003), 68 FR 6005
(February 5, 2003).
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As noted with respect to Exhibit 11, two commenters also requested that the
proposed rule be modified to permit an NRSRO to furnish a tax return prepared by an
accountant in lieu of audited financial statements. 318 One of the commenters suggested
that this lesser requirement only apply to smaller entities (less than $5 to $10 million in
asset size) and could be augmented with a requirement to include with the tax return a
balance sheet and income statement signed by an accountant. 319
As discussed with respect to Exhibit 11, the Commission does not believe a tax
return will provide sufficient information. Further, the Commission notes that the
financial responsibility rules for broker-dealers require audited financial statements for
small broker-dealers with a minimum capital requirement of $5,000. 320 The accountants
performing an audit of a small NRSRO will tailor the audit and audit report to the size·
. and complexity of the entity's business. This will keep costs for smaller NRSROs lower.
This is especially true in light of the changes discussed above with respect to eliminating
requirements with respect to Regulation S-X and the proposed requirement that the
information proposed for the schedules be audited. Moreover, in response to the second
cortnnenter, it is unclear to the Commission in what capacity an accountant would sign
financial statements short of performing an audit of them. For the purposes of Rule 17g3, the Commission believes that the only appropriate review of the financial statements
is an audit by an independent accountant. The audit, as noted above, is designed to
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See EJR Letter; LACE Letter.·
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See LACE Letter.
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See 17 CFR 240.17a-5.
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provide a reasonable level of assurance that the financial statements are free of material
misstatement.
The Commission believes that the annual audit will be integral to its ability to
effectively monitor the financial resources of an NRSRO as required under Section
15E(d) of the Exchange Act, since it provides an independent verification of an
NRSRO's financial condition. For these reasons, Rule 17g-3, as adopted, requires
audited financial statements on an annual basis. 321
Finally, one commenter suggested that the requirement that the audited financial
statements be "certified" by the accountant is inconsistent with accounting practice
because financial statements are either "audited" or "certified."322 The Commission
notes that the authority to require that an auditor "certify" the audited financial
statements is set forth in Section 15E(k)ofthe Exchange Act. 323 Moreover, this
provision is consistent with other Commission financialreporting requirements. 324
Consequently, the final rule retains the provision.
b.

Paragraph (a)(2): Consolidating Financial Statements

As adopted, paragraph (a)(2}ofRule 17g-3 requires an NRSRO furnishing
audited consolidated financial statements of its parent to furnish a second report
containing unaudited consolidating financial statements of its parent that include the
NRSRO. This will provide the Commission with information about the financial
321

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(d).
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See DBRS Letter.
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k).
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See, e.g., Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78m(a)) and the rules
thereunder; Section 17 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78q).
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condition of the NRSRO as distinct from the financial condition of its parent. One
commenter requested that this information not be subject to the audit requirement if the
audited consolidated statements include operating segment reporting in accordance with
Regulation S-X. 325 As noted above, this financial report is not required to be audited.

c.

Paragraph (a)(3): Revenue Information

The third report, required under paragraph (a)(3) of Rule 17g-3, must contain the
following unaudited information aboutthe NRSRO's revenues: (1) revenue from
determining and maintaining credit ratings; (2) revenue from subscribers; (3) revenue
from granting licenses or rights to publish credit ratings; and (4) revenue from all other
services and products offered by the NRSRO. This financial report will be how an
NRSRO updates the information initially provided in Exhibit 12to Form NRSRO. This
information would have been required in the first schedule to the financial statements
. required under Rule 17g-3, as proposed.

-

This information will augment the audited financial statements by providing
detail as to the revenues generated specifically from credit rating services. The revenue
information will assist the Commission in monitoring whether an NRSRO maintains
adequate financial resources to consistently produce credit ratings with integrity. 326 As
discussed with respect to Exhibit 12, one commenter requested the elimination of a
requirement in the proposed rule to separately report revenues from determining private
credit ratings (i.e., credit ratings that are not made readily accessible to the public). 327
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See Moody's Letter.
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The commenter stated that it would be difficult to separate private ratings revenue from
public ratings revenue. The Commission agrees and the requirement to separately
itemize private ratings revenue has been eliminated. This revenue must be included in
the revenue item for determining or maintaining credit ratings.
The Commission is adopting this provision with the modifications discussed
above.

d.

Paragraph (a)(4): Credit Analyst Compensation

The fourth report, required under paragraph (a)(4) of Rule 17g-3, must contain
the total aggregate and median annual compensation of the NRSRO's credit analysts;
The information in this report is not required to be audited. This financial report will be ·
how an NRSRO updat~s the information initially provided in Exhibit 13 to Form
NRSRO. This information would have been required in the second schedule to the
financial statements required under Rule 17g-3, as proposed.
The information on analyst compensation will augment the audited financial
statements by providing detail as to expenses necessary to retain the credit rating
agency's credit analysts. This information collectively will assist the Commission in
monitoring whether an NRSRO maintains adequate financial resources to consistently·
produce credit ratings with integrity. 328 As discussed with respect to Exhibit 13, one
commenter requested that the Commission clarify how an NRSRO should treat deferred
compensation. 329 The Commission believes an NRSRO should have the flexibility to
include or exclude deferred compensation in making the calculation. If deferred
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See Fitch Letter.
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compensation is excluded, the rule requires the NRSRO to make a note of that fact in the
financial report. The Commission also believes that an NRSRO must be consistent in its
approach of either including or excluding deferred compensation.
The Commission is adopting this provision with the modifications discussed
above.

e.

Paragraph (a)(S): List of Large Customers

The fifth report, required under paragraph (a)(S) of Rule 17g-3, must contain a
list ofthe NRSRO's 20 largest issuer and subscriber customers in terms ofnet revenue
earned from the customers and, include in the list, any obligor or underwriter customers
that are as large as or larger than the 20th largest issuer or subscriber customer. The
information in this report is not required to be audited. This financial report will be the
mechanism that an NRSRO uses to update the information initially provided in Exhibit
10 to Form NRSRO. This information would have beenrequired in the third schedule to
the financial statements required under Rule 1 7g-3, as proposed.
The largest customers will be determined applying the same definitions of"net
revenues" and "credit rating services" used for Exhibit 10, including the changes to those
definitions discussed above with respect to Exhibit 10. In addition, just as with Exhibit
10, obligor and underwriter customers must be added to the list to the extent they are as
large as, or larger than, the 20th largest issuer or subscriber customer.
The list will assist the Commission in identifying conflicts arising from any
influence a person may have on the NRSRO given the amount of revenue the person
provides the credit rating agency.

124

2.

Paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-3

Paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-3 requires that the NRSRO attach to each financial
report provided under paragraph (a) a statement by a duly authorized person of the
NRSRO that the information in the report presents fairly, in all material respects and as
applicable, the financial condition, results of operations, income, cash flows, revenues,
and analyst compensation of the NRSRO. This information will provide a level of
assurance that the information in the financial reports has been reviewed by the NRSRO.
Further, the requirement parallels Commission Rule 17a-5(e)(2), which requires a duly
authorized officer of a broker~dealer (or, in the case of a general partnership, the general
partner) to attach an oath or affirmation stating the financial statements and schedules
required under that rule are true and correct. 330 . This requirement was proposed in
paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-3.
One commenter suggested that the Commission eliminate this requirement
because it was unnecessary given the NRSRO's legal exposure for furnishing an
inaccurate report. 331 The commenter stated that the requirement could dissuade a credit
rating agency from registering with the Commission. The Commission believes it is
important that a person within the NRSRO be responsible for reviewing the information
in the financial reports and stating that they are a fair representation of its financial
condition, results of operations, income, cash flows, revenues, and analyst compensation.
This provision is designed to enhance the accuracy of these reports insomuch as the
individual within the NRSRO will perform some level of due diligence before executing
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17 CFR 240.17a-5(e)(2).
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See A.M. Best Letter.
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the statements. Moreover, since only the information in the first financial report will be
audited, the Commission believes a person within the NRSRO must be responsible for
the information in all the reports. For these reasons, the Commission is retaining the
requirement in the final rule.

3.

Paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-3

Paragraph (c) of Rule 17g-3 provides that the Commission may grant an
extension of time or exemption from any requirements in the rule either unconditionally
or on specified terms and conditions on the written request of an NRSRO, if the ·
Commission finds that such extension or exemption is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, and is consistent with the protection of investors. This provision was
proposed in paragraph (d) ofRule 17g-3. The Commission did not receive any
comments on this provision and is adopting it substantially as proposed.

E.

Rule 17g-4- Procedures to Prevent the Misuse of Material;
Nonpublic Information

Rule 17g-4 will require an NRSRO to establish procedures to address three areas
where material, nonpublic information could be inappropriately disclosed or used.
Section 15E(g)(l) of the Exchange Act332 requires an NRSRO to establish, maintain, and
enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent the misuse of
material, nonpublic information in violation ofthe Exchange Act. 333 Section 15E(g)(2)
of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall adopt rules requiring an
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NRSRO to establish specific policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent the
misuse of material, nonpublic information. 334

1. ·

Paragraph (a)(l) of Rule 17g-4

Paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-4 requires procedures reasonably designed to
prevent the inappropriate dissemination within and outside the NRSRO ofmaterial
nonpublic information obtained for the purpose of developing a credit rating. Some
credit rating agencies, as part of their analysis, contact senior management ofthe
obligors and issuers subject to their credit ratings. In the course of these contacts, an
issuer or obligor may provide the credit rating agency with nonpublic information
including contemplated business transactions or estimated financialprojections. 335
Credit rating agencies have commented that this confidential information greatly assists
them in issuing credible and reliable ratings. 336 In fact, the Commission's Regulation
FD, which governs the disclosure of material, nonpublic information by issuers, contains
an exception that permits issuers to intentionally disclose such information to a credit
rating agency without making a simultaneous public disclosure of the information. 337
The selective disclosure to the credit rating agency, however, must be solely for the
purpose of developing a publicly available credit rating. 338
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(2).
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See Proposed Rule: Definition of Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization,
Securities Act Release No. 8570 (Aprill9, 2005), 70 FR 21306 (April25, 2005).
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One concern that has been raised in the past is that subscribers to a credit rating
agency's more detailed credit reports also may be granted direct access to the credit
analysts. 339 If the credit analyst is in possession of material, nonpublic information,
· there is a risk the information may be inappropriately disclosed to the subscriber during
the course of communications with the credit analyst.

340

. The rule does not prescribe specific procedures that must be established.
Therefore, NRSROs will have flexibility to develop procedures tailored to their
organizational structures and business models. An NRSRO may have procedures
requiring credit analysts to receive training in the laws governing the misuse of material,
nonpublic information; defining the persons within the NRSROwith whom the credit
analyst can share the information; prohibiting the credit analyst from disclosing the
. information to.any other persons; and requiring the credit analyst to take steps to
safeguard documents containing the information, An NRSRO that does not use
management contacts as part of its methodology for determining credit ratings may
prohibit credit analysts from contacting rated issuers or obligors~
The Commission received one co1:nment on this provision. 341 The commenter
stated that an NRSRO should be permitted to disclose material, nonpublic information in
aggregate form

339

(~,

through usage in models) in a manner that does not identify

See Commission 2003 CRA Report and Commission 2003 Concept Release, Securities
Act Release No. 8236 (June 4, 2003), 68 FR 35258 (June 12, 2003), noting the concern
raised by some that subscribers may have preferential access to credit analysts and, as a
result, may inappropriately learn material nonpublic information in the possession of a
credit analyst.

340
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individual issuers. 342 The Commission notes, however, that the rule, by itself, does not
expressly prohibit any types of disclosures. As discussed above, Section 15E(g)(l) of
the Exchange Act343 requires an NRSRO to establish, maintain, and enforce written
policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic information in
violation of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder. 344 Rule 17g-4 requires an
NRSRO to address the inappropriate disclosure of material, nonpublic information when
establishing these procedures required by statute.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-4
substantially as proposed.

2.

Paragraph (a)(2) of Rule 17g-4

Paragraph (a)(2) ofRule 17g-:A requires procedures reasonably designed to
prevent a person within the NRSRO from purchasing, selling, or otherwise benefiting
from any transaction in securities or money market instruments when the person is aware
of material, nonpublic information obtained for the purpose of developing a credit rating. ·.
This provision requires an NRSRO to address the risk that individuals in possession of
material, nonpublic information about an issuer or obligor may trade securities or money
market instruments on the information. 345

342
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).
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See, e.g., Commission complaint in Commission v. Rick A. Marano, William Marano
and Carl Loizzi, 04 CV 5828 (Judge Kimba Wood) (S.D.N.Y.); see also Commission
Litigation Release No. 18799 (July 27, 2004).
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As with paragraph (a), the provision does not prescribe specific procedures that
must be established. An NRSRO may have policies prohibiting persons within the
NRSRO from purchasing or selling a security or money market instrument that is subject
to a pending credit rating action; requiring persons within the NR.SRO to obtain preapproval before purchasing or selling a security or money market instrument; or
requiring persons within the NRSRO to be notified of securities or money market
instruments that are on a "do not trade" list.
The Commission made three modifications to the provision, as proposed, to
address comments. The Commission believes the commenters identified areas where the
provision could cause some practical difficulties in designing procedures. The changes
are designed to remove these impediments.
First, the Commission deleted a reference in the provision to members of the
household of an NRSRO employee. This change was made in response to a comment
that it would be difficult to design procedures addressing the trading activities of
household members since a household may include persons that the employee has no
influence over, such as roommates. 346 The commenter further noted that procedures
designed to prevent an employee "from otherwise benefiting" from the use of material
non-public information would cover an employee's immediate family members. 347
Second, the Commission replaced a reference in the provision to an employee
"possess[ing]" or having '.'access" to material, non-public information. The provision, as
adopted, refers to an employee being "aware" of material, nonpublic information. This
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See S&P Letter.
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change was made in response to a comment that having "access" to material, nonpub~ic
information could be interpreted very broadly, which would make designing procedures
to address the issue difficult. 348 The commenter also noted that Commission Rule 1ObS1, which concerns trading on the basis of material, nonpublic'information in insider
trading cases, refers to being "aware" of material, nonpublic information. 349
The third modification narrowed the scope of the provision to "persons within"
the NRSRO. As proposed, the provision would have required procedures designed to
prevent persons "associated" with the NRSRO from trading on material, nonpublic
information. A commenter stated that this made the provision overly broad since the
definition of persons "associated" with an NRSRO in Section 3(a)(63) of the Exchange
Act includes employees of affiliates engaged in activities wholly unrelated to credit
rating services.3 50 Similar to Item 8 of Form NRSRO (statutory disclosures) and, as
discussed next, Rule 17g-5, the Commission is narrowing the scope of this provision to
persons ''within" the NRSRO. Paragraph (b} of Rule ·17 g-4 defines a person "within" the
NRSRO to mean the NRSRO, its credit rating affiliates identified on Form NRSRO, artd
any partner, officer, director, branch manager, and employee of the NRSRO or its credit
rating affiliates (or any person occupying a similar status or performing similar
functions).
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Finally, a commenter stated that the provision should not apply to indirect trading
in securities such as through transactions in mutual funds. 351 The Commission notes that
the rule by itself does not expressly prohibit any types oftransactions. As discussed
above, Section 15E(g)(l) of the Exchange Ace 52 requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information in violation of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder. 353
Rule 17g-4 requires an NRSRO to address the inappropriate use of material, nonpublic
information when establishing these procedures required by statute.
For these reasons, paragraph (a)(2) ofRule 17g-4 is being adopted with the
modifications described above.

3.

Paragraph (a)(3) ofRule 17g-4

Paragraph (a)(3) of Rule 17g-4 requires procedures reasonably designed to
prevent the inappropriate dissemination within and outside the NRSRO of a credit rating
action before issuing the credit rating on the Internet or through another readily
accessible means. This provision recognizes that a credit rating action of an NRSRO
may be material, nonpublic information. Consequently, an NRSRO must have policies
designed to ensure that its pending credit rating actions are not selectively disclosed
before the credit rating is issued on the Internet or through another readily accessible
means.
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As with paragraphs (a)(l) and (a)(2), paragraph (a)(3) does not prescribe specific
procedures. However, as applicable to the business model of the NRSRO, these policies
may include procedures designed to ensure that a credit rating action is issued in a way
that makes it readily accessible to the market place, such as posting the credit rating or
an announcement of the credit rating action on the NRSRO's Web site or through a news
or information service used by market participants or by making it available to all
subscribers simultaneously. The policies also may include procedures prohibiting credit
analysts from selectively disclosing the pending action to persons outside the NRSRO
and to persons inside the NRSRO who do not need to know of the pending action.
At the same time, some credit rating agencies, as part of their methodologies for
determining credit ratings, will discuss a proposed credit rating action with the
management of the issuer or obligor being rated to solicit their views or provide an
opportunity to appeal the decision~ NRSROs engaging in this practice must have
procedures reasonably designed to ensure that the discussions with 'the issuer or obligor
· do not lead to the selective disclosure of the information to persons other than those
persons within the issuer or obligor who are authorized to receive the information.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a)(3) ofRule 17g-4
substantially as proposed.

4.

Paragraph (b) ofRule 17g-4

As discussed above with respect ~o paragraph (a)(2) ofRule 17g-4, paragraph (b)
of Rule 17g-4 contains the definition of a person "within" the NRSRO. The definition
narrows the scope of the paragraph (a)(2) to persons involved in credit rating activities.

F.

Proposed Rule 17g-5- Management of Conflicts of Interest

133

Section 15E(h)(1) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce policies and procedures reasonably designed, taking into
consideration the nature of its business, to address and manage conflicts of interest.

354

Section 15E(h)(2) ofthe Exchange Act requires the Commission to adopt rules to
prohibit or require the management and disclosure of conflicts of interest relating to the
issuance of credit ratings. 355 The statute also identifies certain types of conflicts relating
to the issuance of credit ratings that the Commission may include in its rules. 356 It also
contains a catchall provision for any other potential conflict of interest the Commission
deems is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors ·
·to include in its rules. 357 Rule 17g-5 implements these statutory provisions by
prohibiting the conflicts identified in the statute and certain additional conflicts either
outright or if the NRSRO has not disclosed them and established policies and procedures·
to manage them.
1.

Paragraph (a) of Rule 17g-5

Paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-5 prohibits a person within an NRSRO from having a
conflict of interest relating to the issuance of a credit rating that is identified in paragraph
(b) ofthe rule unless the NRSRO has disclosed the type of conflict of interest in

compliance with Rule 17g-1 (i.e., in Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO) and has implemented
policies and procedures to address and manage the type of conflict of interest in

354

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(1).

355

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2).

356

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(A)- (D).

357

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(E).
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accordance with Section 15E(h)(l) of the Exchange Act. 358 Paragraph (d) ofRule 17g-5
defines a person within an NRSRO. The Commission believes that these prohibitions
are appropriate in the public interest and for the protection of investors because they are
designed to ensure that users of credit ratings are made aware of the potential conflicts of
interest that arise from an NRSRO's business activities and that an NRSRO establishes
policies and procedures for managing the specific conflicts it identifies.
This provision, as proposed, would have made it "unlawful" for an NRSRO to
have a conflict in these circumstances. As adopted, paragraph (a) "prohibits" an NRSRO
from having the conflict. The Commission adopted this change to make the rule text
more consistent with the Section 15E(h)(2) of the Exchange Act, which provides the
Commission with authority to "prohibit, or require the management and disclosure of'
conflicts of interest. 359
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting paragraph (a) ofRule 17g-5
substantially as proposed with the modification described above.

2.

· Paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-5

The types of conflicts identified in paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-5 are the same
conflicts listed in the instructions to Exhibit 6 ofForm NRSR0. 360 These are the types
of conflicts that commonly arise from the business of providing credit rating services.
Prohibiting these types of conflicts outright may adversely impact the ability of an
NRSRO to operate as a credit rating agency. Nonetheless, the conflicts must be
358

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(l).

359

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2); see also R&I Letter.

360

See DBRS Letter proposing that the conflicts identified in Exhibit 6 and Rule 17g-5
better track one another.
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managed through policies and procedures and disclosed so that users of the credit ratings
can assess whether the conflict impacts the NRSRO's judgment.
Paragraph (b), as adopted,

h~

been restructured from the proposed version of the

rule. For example, certain conflicts are now identified in separate paragraphs as opposed
to a single paragraph. 361 The Commission's intent is to provide greater clarity to the
. descriptions of the types of conflicts and, as noted above, to have them track the conflicts
described in Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO. As discussed below, the conflicts identified in
paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-5 are substantially the same conflicts identified in the
paragraph as proposed; though they have been refined to address comments. The one
exception is the conflict identified in paragraph (b)(5) of Rule 17g-5, which~ as
discussed below -the Commission added in response to a comment identifying it as a
potential conflict.
a.

Paragraph (b)(l) Rule l7g.,-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(1) of Rule 17g-5 involves being paid by
an issuer or underwriter to determine credit ratings with respect to securities or money
market instruments they issue or underwrite. The Comniission believes the inclusion of
this conflict in the rule is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors. The concern is that an NRSRO may be influenced to issue a
more favorable credit rating than warranted in order to obtain or retain the business of
the issuer or underwriter. The Commission did not receive any comments on prohibiting
this type of conflict unless it is disclosed and managed as required pursuant to Section

361

For example, the conflicts identified in paragraphs (b)(l), (2) and (3) were all identified
in paragraph (b)(1) of the proposed rule.
·
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15E of the Exchange Act362 and Rule 17g-1 and is adopting the requirement substantially
as proposed.

b.

Paragraph (b)(2) of Rule 17g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(2) of Rule 17g-5 involves being paid by
an obligor to determine a credit rating of the obligor as an entity. This conflict is
identified in Section 15E(h)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act. 363 This business practice raises
the same concerns as being paid by an issuer or underwriter to determine.a credit rating
on a security or money market instrument. The Commission did not receive any
comments on prohibiting this type of conflict unless it is disclosed ~d managed as
· required pursuant to Sect.ion 15E of the Exchange Act364 and Rule 17g-1 and is adopting
the requirement substantially as proposed. .

·c.

Paragraph (b)(3) of Rule 17g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(3) ofRule 17g-5 involves being paid by
issuers, underwriters, or obligors for ancillary services when they also have paid for a
credit rating. This conflict as it relates to obligors is identified in Section 15E(h)(2)(B)
ofthe Exchange Act. 365 The Commission believes the inclusion ofthis conflict in the
rule as it relates to issuers and underwriters is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors. The concern with respect to all ofthese types
of entities is that the NRSRO may issue a more favorable than warranted credit rating in

362

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

363

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(A).

364

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

365

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(B).
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order to obtain business from them for the ancillary services. 366 The Commission did not
receive any comments on the requirement that this type of conflict be prohibited unless it
is disclosed and managed as required pursuant to Section 15E of the Exchange Act367
. and Rule 17g-1 and is adopting the requirement substantially as proposed..

d.

Paragraph (b)(4) ofRule 17g-S

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(4) ofRule 17g-5 involves being paid by
subscribers for access to credit ratings and for other credit ratings services where such
subscribers may use the credit ratings to comply with, and obtain benefits or relief under,
statutes and regulations using the term "nationally recognized statistical rating
organization." The Commission believes the inclusion ofthis conflict in the rule is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors. The
concern is that a subscriber potentially could be subject to one or more ofthese statutes
and regulations and, consequently, benefit depending on how the NRSRO rates the
subscriber, or securities held or issued by the subscriber. A broker-dealer subscriber
holding debt securities is able to apply lower haircuts when computing its net capital
under Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1 ifthe securities are rated investment grade by two
NRSROs. 368 Broker-dealers frequently subscribe to receive credit analysis or other
services from credit rating agencies.
366

See Commission 2003 CRA Report noting concerns of some that conflicts in this area
could become much greater if these ancillary services were to become a substantial
portion of an NRSRO's business. See also Commission 2003 CRA Concept Release,
Securities Act Release No. 8236 (June 4, 2003), 68 FR 35258 (June 12, 2003), noting
concerns of some that greater concerns about conflicts of interest that arise when a credit
rating agency offers consulting or other advisory services to issuers it rates.

367

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

368

See 17 CFR 240.15c3-l(c)(2)(vi)(E), (F), and (H).
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As noted with respect to Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO, several commenters raised a
concern with the identification of this conflict because, as proposed, it could have been
construed to require an NRSRO to affirmatively ascertain whether, and how, its
subscribers were using its credit ratings. 369 For this reason, the Commission has
modified the description in Exhibit 6 and Rule 17g-5 to make it generally applicable to
any subscriber, since any subscriber potentially could be a user of credit ratings for
regulatory purposes. Consequently, an NRSRO that has subscribers will be required to
make the disClosure in Exhibit 6 and have a policy and procedure to address the conflict.
The Commission notes, however, that Rule 17g-5 does not prescribe any specific
policies and procedures to address conflicts of interest. The Commission does not
. expect that an NRSRO will be required to affirmatively ascertain whether, and how, its
subscribers were using its credit ratings to manage this conflict. General policies and
procedures designed to keep persons within the NRSRO who participate in the
determination of credit ratings free ofthe undue influence of all persons who pay the
NRSRO for credit rating

services(~.

issuers, underwriters, obligors, and su~scribers)

will be a way of addressing this conflict.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the requirement with the
modifications discussed above.

e.

Paragraph (b)(S) ofRule 17g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(5) of Rule 17g-5 involves being paid by
subscribers that also may own investments or have entered into transactions that could be

369

See DBRS Letter; S&P Letter; Moody's Letter.
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favorably or adversely impacted by a credit rating issued by the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization. As discussed with respect to Exhibit 6, this conflict was
added in response to a commenter who pointed out that subscribers who manage
investment portfolios also may have interests in a particular credit rating. 370 The
Commission believes the inclusion of this conflict in the rule is necessary or appropriate
in the public interest or for the protection of investors. The Commission believes the
commenter identified a conflict that should be disclosed and managed because certain
large investors that may derive benefits from the issuance of a particular credit rating
could provide a credit rating agency with substantial revenues for credit rating services. ·
As with potential regulatory users, the Commission does not expect that an NRSRO will
be required to affirmatively ascertain how the investment portfolios of its subscribers
would be impacted by a pending credit rating. General policies and procedures designed
to keep persons within the NRSRO who participate in the determination of credit ratings·
free of the undue influence of clients will be a way of addressing this conflict
For these reasons, the Commission is adding this conflict to the conflicts
identified in paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-5.

f.

Paragraph (b)(6) of Rule l7g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(6) of Rule 17g-5 involves allowing
persons within the NRSRO to own directly securities or money market instruments of, or
having any other direct ownership interests in, issuers or obligors subject to a credit
rating determined by the NRSR0. 371 This conflict as it relates to obligors is identified in

370

See DBRS Letter.

371

See Proposed Rule: Definition of Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization,
Securities Act Release No ..8570 (April19, 2005), 70 FR 21306 {April25, 2005), which
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Section 15E(h)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act. 372 The Commission believes the inclusion of
this conflict in the rule as it relates to issuers is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors. The concern is that allowing persons within
the NRSRO, even if they are not directly involved in determining the credit rating, to
own securities of an issuer or obligor subject to a credit rating could lead to sitUations
where they seek to influence a credit analyst to issue a credit rating favorable to their
trading position. 373 For example, a manager or supervisor niay be in a position to exert
undue influence on a credit analyst.
The Commission, however, does not believe this conflict should be prohibited
for employees that have no involvement in determining or approving the credit rating.
They should be able to own securities or money market instruments of an issuer or
obligor subject to a credit rating issued by the NRSRO, provided the practice is disclosed
and managed.

374

A prohibition against owning any rated securities may be a particular

hardship for the employees of an NRSRO that issues credit ratings with respect to most
public companies.
The Commission has modified the description ofthe conflict so it now involves
"allowing" persons within the NRSRO to have these ownership interests. This is
noted that conflicts may arise when a person associated with a credit rating agency also
is associated with, or has an interest in, an issuer that is being rated.
372

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(C).

373

As discussed below, the NRSRO and a person within the NRSRO who participated in
the determination of a credit rating is prohibited from having this conflict under
paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-5.

374

Cf. 17 CFR 275.204A-l(e)(I) (defining "access person" for purposes of requiring
investment advisers to establish procedures requiring access persons to report their
personal securities holdings).
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intended to clarify that the conflict does not arise only when these persons actually have
such an ownership interest. This distinction is intended to simplify the rule.
Specifically, as proposed, the rule could have been construed as requiring an NRSRO to
affirmatively determine if, and when, an employee purchased a rated security. The rule,
as adopted, only requires the NRSRO to disclose that it allows persons within the
NRSRO to have these direct ownership interests in rated securities.
Finally, two commenters noted that indirect ownership of rated securities - such
as through mutual funds and blind trusts- should not be within the scope of the
provision. 375 The Commission believes that indirect ownership of rated securities by
employees does not present the same concerns as direct ownership, since an indirect
ownership interest implies the investor does not have control over the decision to
purchase or sell a specific security. Therefore, the provision specifically references
"direct" ownership. The Commission also believes that an NRSRO must have flexibility ·
to define through its policies and procedures when an ownership interest would not be
"direct" for the purposes of this provision. ·
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the requirement with the
modifications described above.

g.

Paragraph (b )(7) of Rule 17g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(7) ofRule 17g-5 involves allowing
persons within the NRSRO to have a business relationship that is more than an ordinary
course business relationship with an issuer or obligor subject to a credit rating
determined by the NRSRO. This conflict as it relates to obligors is identified in Section

375

See, e.g., S&P Letter; JCR 2"d Letter.
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15E(h)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act. 376 The Commission believes the inclusion of this
conflict in the rule as it relates to issuers is necessary or appropriate in the public interest
or for the protection of investors. The concern is that persons within the NRSRO having
these types of business relationships may be influenced to determine a favorable credit
rating for the entity based on the business relationship or exert improper influence on
credit analysts to determine a favorable credit rating. The Commission believes an
NRSRO should be required to disclose that it allows these types of relationships and be
required to have policies and procedures to manage them. Otherwise, the conflicts
should be prohibited.
The Commission notes that in the case of a credit analyst it may be difficult to
remain impartial with respect to an issuer or obligor where the credit analyst has a nonordinary course business relationship with the entity. For example, in the case where the
issuer or obligor extends a loan to the credit analyst that has an interest rate far below
market rates. However, the Commission believes that NRSROs should have flexibility
in designing policies and procedures to address these types of conflicts, in part, because
ofthe difficulty of defining when a business relationship creates too much potential for a
loss of impartiality on behalf ofthe credit analyst or person within the NRSRO.
Consequently, the Commission is not prohibiting these conflicts outright.
The Commission is modifying the provision to clarify that it does not apply to
ordinary course business relationships such as arms length mortgage loans and bank and
credit card accounts. Commenters stated that these types ofbusiness relationships do not

376

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(C).
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raise conflict of interest concerns. 377 The Commission agrees that, for example, a credit
analyst likely would not be influenced to issue a favorable credit rating simply because
the analyst has a bank account at the rated entity. Examples of a non-ordinary course
business relationship would be an employee entering into a joint business venture with a
rated obligor or, as noted above, obtaining a loan from an obligor with an interest rate far
below market rates.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the requirement with the
modifications discussed above.

h.

Paragraph (b)(8) ofRule 17g-5

The conflict identified in paragraph (b)(8) ofRule l7g-5 involves having a
person associated with the NRSRO that is a broker or dealer engaged in the business of
underwriting securities or money market instruments. This type of conflict is identified
in Section 15E(h)(2)(D) ofthe Exchange Act. 378 The Commission believes the inclusion
of this conflict in the rule is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors. As the Commission discussed with respect to Exhibit 6 ofForm
NRSRO, an affiliation with a broker or dealer that is in the business of underwriting
securities would raise concerns that the NRSRO might be influenced by the affiliation to
issue favorable credit ratings for these securities.
This requirement was in paragraph (b)(5) ofRule 17g-5, as proposed. However,
the conflict identified was broader in that it referred to "having any ... affiliation
with... an underwriter of securities or money market instruments rated by the [NRSRO]."

377

See, e.g., Moody's Letter.

378

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(D).
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As discussed with respect to Exhibit 6, the Commission has narrowed the description of
the conflict to address concerns that the requirement, as proposed, could have created a
difficult compliance standard by requiring an NRSRO to monitor whether any person
associated with the NRSRO is an "underwriter" as that term is defined in Section
2(a)(11) of the Securities Act of 1933. 379
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the requirement with the
modifications discussed above.

i.

Paragraph (b)(9) ofRule 17g-5
'

The conflict referred to in paragraph (b)(9) of Rule 17g-5 is any other type of
conflict that the NRSRO identifies on Form NRSRO in compliance with Section
15E(a)(1)(B)(vi) of the Exchange Act380 and Rule 17g-1. The Commission believes the
inclusion ofthis provision is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors. This catchall provision will capture conflicts not specifically
listed in the instructions for Exhibit 6 and Rule 17g-5 that the NRSRO has identified on
Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO as arising from its business activities.3 81 The Commission
did not receive any comments on the proposal that this type of conflict be prohibited
unless it is disclosed and managed as required pursuant to Section 15E ofthe Exchange
Ace 82 and Rule 17g-1 and is adopting the requirement substantially as proposed.
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15 U.S.C. 77b(a)(11).

380

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B)(vi).

381

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(E).

382

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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3.

Paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-5

Section 15E(h)(2) of the Exchange.Act requires the Commission to adopt rules to
prohibit or require the management and disclosure of conflicts of interest relating to the
issuance of credit ratings. 383 Paragraph (c) of proposed Rule 17g-5 specifically prohibits
outright four types of conflicts of interest. The Commission believes prohibiting these
conflicts is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors. These are conflicts that are not a necessary consequence of how credit rating
agencies operate. They would be difficult to manage given the risk that they could cause
undue influence. Therefore, the Commission is prohibiting them; rather than requiring
they be disclosed and managed. Nonetheless, the Commission intends to monitor how
the prohibitions operate in practice and, if it appears a prohibitionis interfering
inappropriately, the Commission will re-evaluate whether it should be subject to
disclosure and management (rather than prohibited). 384

a.

Paragraph (c)(l) ofRule 17g-5

As adopted, paragraph (c)(l) prohibits an NRSRO from having a conflict relating
to the issuance of a credit rating where the person soliciting the credit rating was the
source of 10% or more of the total net revenue ofthe NRSRO during the most recently
ended fiscal year. 385 Such a person will be in a position to exercise substantial influence

383

384

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2).
See, e.g., S&P Letter stating that all the conflicts identified in paragraph (c) ofRule 17g5 should not be prohibited as they can be managed.

385

The determination of "net revenue" is same as the determination of net revenue for
purposes of Form NRSRO and Rule 17g-3.
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on the NRSR0. 386 Consequently, it will be difficult for the NRSRO to remain impartial,
given the impact on the NRSRO's income if the person withdrew its business. Given the
Commission's understanding that fees from a single entity generally compose a very
small percentage of the revenues of entities currently identified as NRSROs, the
Commission believes that a 10% threshold is a reasonable threshold for registered
NRSR0s. 387
Several commenters stated that this conflict should not be prohibited but rather
subject to procedures to manage it. 388 One coinmenter, while not requesting that the
proposal be changed, noted that in an atypical circumstance such as issuing credit ratings
for structured products sponsored by a large client an NRSRO may be required to
request a waiver of the prohibition? 89 Another commenter also mentioned structured
. product sponsors as clients that potentially could approach the 10% revenue threshold
and, therefore, that exemptive relief may be appropriate in such circumstances. 390 The
Commission continues to believe that 10% of net revenues is a very high threshold.
Moreover, the definition ofnet.revenues has been narrowed to exclude revenues earned
by affiliates that are notpersons within the NRSRO. Therefore, the threshold will be
386

As noted in the Commission 2003 CRA Report, some participants in the Commission
2002 CRA Hearings expressed concern that ancillary services could become much
greater in the futllre and suggestions were made that their percentage contribution to
total revenue be capped.

387

As noted in the Commission 2003 CRA Report, fees from any single issuer typically
comprise a very small percentage, less than 1%, of an NRSRO's total revenue.

388

See R&I Letter; Fitch Letter; S&P Letter; AEI Letter; Langohr Letter; AST Letter; ASF
Letter.

389

See LACE Letter.

390

See R&I Letter.
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higher than that proposed for NRSROs with affiliates engaged in activities unrelated to
credit ratings. Consequently, the Commission does not believe the conflict should be
subject to a requirement that it be managed (rather than prohibited).
Nonetheless, as noted above, the Commission intends to monitor how the
prohibition operates in practice, particularly with respect to structured products. The
intent behind all the prohibitions in paragraph (c) is not to prohibit a business practice
that is a normal part of an NRSRO's activities. Rather, the intent is to prohibit conflicts
that are not a necessary consequence of providing credit rating services. If the
prohibition in paragraph (c)(1) interferes with how NRSROs as a matter of course deal
with structured product sponsors, the Commission will evaluate whether the rule should
. be modified to accommodate this business practice or whether - as suggested by the ·.
commenter- an exemption would be appropriate.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the prohibition substantially as
proposed.

b.

Paragraph (c)(2) ofRule 17g-5

As adopted, paragraph (c )(2) prohibits an NRSRO from having a conflict relating
to the issuance of a credit rating with respect to a person (excluding a sovereign nation or
an agency of a sovereign nation) where the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization, a credit analyst who participated in determining the credit rating, or a
person responsible for approving the credit rating, directly owns securities of, or has any
other direct ownership interest in, the rated person. This conflict as it relates to obligors
is identified in Section 15E(h)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act. 391 The Commissionbelieves
391

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(C).
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prohibiting these conflicts, including with respect to issuers, is necessary or appropriate
in the public interest or for the protection of investors. An NRSRO and persons within
the NRSRO that participate in the credit rating should not have a direct financial interest
in the issuer or obligor subject to the credit rating. It will be difficult for these persons
to remain impartial and issue an objective credit rating in this circumstance. 392
As with the provision in paragraph (b)(6) ofRule 17g-5, the Commission has
narrowed the scope of this provision to "direct" ownership interests. These persons will
be permitted to have indirect ownership interests, for example, through mutual funds or
blind trusts. The prohibition also excludes from its scope ownership of securities issued
· by a sovereign government or an agency of a sovereign government. The Commission
. ·added this exclusion in response to a comment that sovereign government and agency
securities may be held as cash equivalents. 393 Further, the Commission believes for
many of these securities it would be difficult to influence their market price through the
issuance of a credit rating. Therefore, a prohibition on a credit analyst owning securities
of sovereign the analyst rates is not necessary. The Commission notes that this
ownership interest is subject to the requirements ofparagraphs(a) and (b)(6) ofRule
17g-5. Consequently, it will be required to be addressed in the procedures for managing
the conflicts that arise from direct ownership of rated securities.

392

The Senate Report notes that rating agencies argue that although the pay-for-rating
business model presents inherent conflicts of interest, the conflict is effectively managed
inasmuch as credit analysts do not benefit financially from any of their ratings decisions.
The Senate Report further notes that credit analysts are not permitted to own any of the
securities they follow.

393

See S&P Letter.
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For the reasons, the Commission is adopting the prohibition with the
modifications discussed above.

c.

Paragraph (c)(3) of Rule 17g-5

Paragraph (c)(3) prohibits an NRSRO from having a conflict relating to the
issuance of a credit rating where the rated entity is a person associated with the NRSRO
(i.e., a company directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common
control with, the NRSRO). 394 This conflict as it relates to obligors is identified in
. Section 15E(h)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act. 395 The Commission believes prohibiting this
conflict, including with respect to issuers, is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors. The Commission believes that it is appropriate
to prohibit such conflicts because of the degree of difficulty the Commission foresees in
maintaining an appropriate level·ofimpartiality, when issuing a credit rating with respect
to an affiliated entity.
Two commenters stated that this conflict can be managed and should not be
prohibited. 396 The Commission believes that for a credit analyst to determine a credit
rating for the company where the analyst works or an affiliate of that company would
place the analyst in an untenable position. Moreover, the Commission does not believe
there will be a need for such a credit rating as long as other NRSROs are available to
determine credit ratings forthese companies. The Commission will entertain requests
for exemptive relief from this prohibition where appropriate, such as if circumstances
394

See Section 3(a)(63) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(63)) defining ''person
associated with an NRSRO."

395

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(C).

396

See Moody's Letter; S&P Letter.
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develop to a point where an NRSRO or its affiliate requires a public credit rating and
cannot obtain one from another NRSRO. For these reasons, the Commission is adopting
this prohibition substantially as proposed.

d.

Paragraph (c)(4) of Rule 17g-5

Paragraph (c)(4) prohibits an NRSRO from having a conflict relating to the
issuance of a credit rating where the credit analyst who participated in determining the
credit rating, or a person responsible for approving the credit rating, also is an officer or
director of the person that is the subject of the credit rating. 397 This conflict as it relates
to obligors is identified in Section 15E(h)(2)(C) of the Exchange Act. 398 The
Commission believes prohibiting this conflict, including with respect to issuers, is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors. The
Commission believes that an NRSRO or person associated with the NRSRO having such

a position will have difficulty remaining objective in these circumstances.
The Commission did not receive any comments on this specific prohibition and is
adopting it substantially as proposed.

F.

Rule 17g-6- Prohibited Unfair, Coercive, or Abusive Practices

Section 15E(i)(l) of the Exchange Act399 provides that the Commission shall
adopt rules prohibiting any act or practice by an NRSRO that the Commission
determines is unfair, abusive, or coercive, including certain acts and practices set forth in

397

Cf. Rule 2711 ofthe National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. ("NASD")
allowing a securities research analyst to be an officer or director of a subject company if
proper disclosure is made.

398

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2)(C).

399

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)(l).
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paragraphs (i)(l)(A)-(C) of Section 15E ofthe Exchange Act. 400 In explaining this
statutory provision, the Senate Report stated that "the Commission, as a threshold
consideration, must determine that the practices subject to prohibition under this section
are unfair, coercive or abusive before adopting rules prohibiting such practices."
In the proposing release, the Commission made a preliminary determination that
the acts and practices described in paragraphs (i)(l)(A)-(C) of Section 15E of the
Exchange J\.ct

401

would be unfair, coercive, or abusive. Consequently, the Conimission

proposed that they be prohibited through provisions in paragraphs (a)(l) through (a)(4)
ofRule 17g-6, with one conditional exception. The Commission also made a
preliminary determination in the proposing release that using an unsolicited credit rating
to pressure an issuer or obligor into paying for the rating or another service would be
unfair, coercive, or abusive. Consequently, the Commission proposed to use its
authority under Section 15E(i)(l) ofthe Exchange Act402 to prohibit such act and
practice through the provisions in paragraph (a)(S) of Rule 17g-6.403
1.

Paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-6

Section 15E(i)(l)(A}ofthe Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall
prohibit the following practice if the Commission determines it is unfair, coercive, or
abusive:
400

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)(l)(A), (B) and (C).

401

402

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)(1).
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See Commission 2003 CRA Report, which noted that some participants in the
Commission 2002 CRA Hearings questioned the appropriateness of unsolicited credit
ratings because they could used to engage in "strong-arm" tactics to induce payment for
a credit rating the issuer did not request.
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Conditioning or threatening to condition the issuance of a credit
rating on the purchase by the obligor or an affiliate thereof of other
services or products, including pre-credit rating assessment products
of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization or any
person associated with such nationally recognized statistical rating
organization[. ]404
In the proposing release, the Commission preliminarily determined that this practice
would be unfair, coercive, or abusive. Consequently, the Commission proposed to
prohibit it in paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-6. Specifically, this paragraph, as proposed,
would have prohibited an NRSRO from conditioning or threatening to condition the
issuance of a credit rating on the purchase of other products or services, including precredit rating assessment products. 405
Credit ratings play an important role in the financial markets~ Market
participants use them in making financial decisions on whether to buy or sell debt
securities and extend credit to rated entities. Moreover, credit ratings ofNRSROs are
used in federal and state laws and regulations to establish limits or confer exemptions or
privileges. Consequently, an entity may benefit :from having an NRSRO credit rating
because the credit rating makes its securities more marketable; or the credit rating
qualifies the entity for an exemption or privilege or makes holding the entity's debt
securities or transactingwith the entity more attractive to other regulated entities. An
404

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)(l)(A).
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See Commission 2003 CRA Report, which noted that some participants in the
Commission's 2002 CRA Hearings worried that issuers could be unduly pressured to
purchase advisory service!i, particularly in cases where they were solicited by the credit
rating analyst.
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NRSRO could abuse this incentive by using it to coerce an issuer or obligor to purchase
services from the NRSRO or its affiliates.
The Commission did not receive any comments objecting to its preliminary
determination that this practice would be unfair, coercive, or abusive. The Commission
has determined this practice would be unfair, coercive, or abusive and, consequently, is
adopting paragraph (a)(l) ofRule 17g-6 substantially as proposed in order to prohibit it.
One commenter did state that there are certain circumstances where it would not
be unfair, coercive, or abusive to condition the determination of a credit rating on a
security on further analysis of the issuer. 406 Specifically, the commenter stated that to
determine a credit rating for a subordinated debt security, a credit rating agency may be
required to analyze the overall capital structure of the issuer and determine credit ratings
for the issuer as an entity and for its senior debt. 407 The commenterrequested that the
rule text in paragraph (a)(l) of proposed Rule 17g-6 be amended to clarify that this
·specific practice is not prohibited. 408
The Commission believes that the rule text as proposed and as adopted would not
prohibit this specific practice. The prohibition applies to conditionjng a credit rating on
the purchase of"other" services of the credit rating agency. In the situation described
above, the requirement to analyze the capital structure of the issuer and the
creditworthiness of its senior debt is part of the process of determining the credit rating

406

See Moody's Letter.

407

Id.

408
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on the subordinated debt. Therefore, the Commission views this as all part of one
service and not three different services.
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the prohibition substantially as
proposed.

2.

Paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) of Rule 17g-6

Section 15E(i)(l)(C) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall
prohibit the following practices if the Commissions determines they are unfair, coercive,
or abusive:
Modifying or threatening to modify a credit rating or otherwise
departing from systematic procedures and methodologies in
determining credit ratings, based on whether the obligor, or an
affiliate of the obligor, purchases or will purchase the credit rating
or any other service or product ofthe nationally recognized
statistical rating organization or any person associated with such
organization.409
In the proposing release, the Commission preliminarily determined that these practices

would be unfair, coercive, or abusive. Consequently, the Commission proposed to
prohibit them through paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) of proposed Rule 17g-6. The
Commission did not receive any comments objecting to its preliminary determination
that these practices are unfair, coercive, or abusive. The Commission has determined
they are unfair, coercive, or abusive for the reasons discussed below and, consequently,

409

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i){l)(C).
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is adopting paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) ofRule 17g-6 substantially as proposed in order
to prohibit them.
As adopted, paragraph (a)(2) prohibits an NRSRO from issuing, or offering or
threatening to issue, a credit rating that is not determined in accordance with the
NRSRO's established procedures for determining credit ratings based on whether the
rated person purchases or will purchase the credit rating or another product or service. 410
Under this provision, an NRSRO is prohibited from issuing or threatening to issue a
credit rating that is lower than would result from using its methodology for determining
credit ratings based on whether the issuer or obligor pays for the credit rating or any
other service or product of the NRSRO and its affiliates. The NRSRO also will be
prohibited from issuing or promising to issue a higher credit rating in these
circumstances. 411
The practice prohibited in this paragraph is distinguishable from the practice
prohibited in Paragraph (a)(l) of Rule 17g-6. Paragraph (a)(l) addresses the situation
where an NRSRO conditions the issuance of a credit rating on the purchase of another
service or product. Paragraph (a)(2) addresses the situation where an NRSRO conditions
the opinion reached in the credit rating on the purchase of the credit rating or another

410

Paragraph (a)(2) of Rule 17g-6.

411

Presumably, an issuer or obligor would not agree to compensate an NRSRO for a credit
rating that was lower than would result from applying the NRSRO's methodologies.
Nonetheless, if anNRSRO agreed to issue a lower than warranted credit rating in return
for compensation, the NRSRO would violate paragraph (a)(2) as well.
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service or product. 412 Thus, unlike paragraph (a)(l), an NRSRO will violate paragraph
(a)(2) if it conditions the issuance of the credit rating on the obligor or issuer paying for
the credit rating. This is because the NRSRO will not be agreeing to determine a credit
rating that reflected the NRSRO's assessment of the creditworthiness of the issuer or
obligor as determined by its methodologies. Rather, the NRSRO will be agreeing to
skew the credit rating higher based on the issuer or obligor agreeing to pay for it.
Paragraph (a)(3) Rule 17g-6 prohibits an NRSRO from modifying, or offering or
threatening to modify, a credit rating in a manner contrary to its procedures for
modifying a credit rating based on whether the rated person, or an affiliate of the rated
person, purchases or will purchase the credit rating or any other service or product of the
NRSRO and its affiliates. The prohibition in paragraph (a)(2) of Rule 17g'-6 applies to
threats or promises with respect to the issuance of a credit rating. Paragraph (a)(3)
extends this prohibition to threats or promises with respect to changing an existing credit
•

ratmg.

413

The Commission believes these practices are unfair, coercive, or abusive because
an entity's cost of credit and, in some cases, ability to obtain credit, generally depends on
its credit rating. Entities with lower credit ratings must pay higher interest rates to
borrow funds or issue debt. In some cases, a low credit rating could block an entity's
access to credit. Thus, it is in a borrower's economic interest to have a high credit
412

See Commission 2003 CRA Report, which noted that some participants in the
Commission 2002 CRA Hearings believed that, even if the purchase of ancillary services
did not impact the credit rating decision, issuers may be pressured into using the services
out of fear that their failure to do so may adversely impact their credit rating.

413

As noted above, the prohibitions in paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) Rule 17g-6 are being
adopted pursuant to authority in Section 15E(i)(l)(C) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78o-7(i)(l)(C)).
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. rating. This creates the potential for an NRSRO to have inappropriate leverage over an
issuer or obligor.
An NRSRO could use this leverage to obtain business by threatening to issue or

modify a credit rating in a manner that results in a lower credit rating than would have
resulted from using its established methodologies. The NRSRO also could issue a lower
credit rating or lower an existing rating to punish an issuer or obligor for not purchasing
the credit rating or another service or product of the NRSRO and its affiliates.
Conversely, the NRSRO could promise to issue or modify a credit rating in a manner
that results in a higher credit rating than would have resulted from using its established
methodologies as a reward for purchasing the credit rating or other services or products.
Paragraphs (a)(2) and (3) ofRule 17g-6 are designed to provide a check on the potential
inappropriate influence an NRSRO may have over issuers and obligors by prohibiting an
NRSRO from using this leverage to coerce an issuer or obligor into purchasing a credit ·
rating or other services and products ofthe NRSRO and its affiliates.
The Commission further notes that these practices could result in credit ratings
that mislead the marketplace and undermine the regulatory use ofNRSRO credit ratings.
An NRSRO that follows through on a threat to issue a low credit rating or promise to

issue a high credit rating will be issuing a credit rating that does not accurately reflect the
credit rating agency's true assessment of the creditworthiness of the issuer or obligor.
The credibility and reliability of an NRSRO and its credit ratings depends on the
NRSRO developing and implementing sound methodologies for determining credit
ratings and following those methodologies. The fact that an issuer or obligor agrees or
refuses to purchase a credit rating or other service or product from the NRSRO and its
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affiliates should have no bearing on the NRSRO's credit assessment of the issuer or
obligor. 414
For these reasons, the Commission is adopting the prohibition substantially as
proposed.

3.

Paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-6

Section 15E(i)(l)(B) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission by rule
·shall prohibit any act or practice the Commission determines to be unfair, coercive, or
abusive relating to:
Lowering or threatening to lower a credit rating on, or refusing to
rate, securities or money market instruments issued by an asset
pool or as part of any asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities
transaction, unless a portion of the assets within such pool or part
of such transaction, as applicable, also is rated by the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization[.t 15
In explaining this statutory provision, the Senate Report stated that "there may be

instances when a rating agency may refuse to rate securities or money market instruments
for reasons that are not intended to be anti-competitive." The Senate Report further·

414

The Commission is mindful ofthe limitation in Section 15.E(c)(2) ofthe Exchange Act
that the rules the Commission adopts under the Exchange Act not regulate the substance
of credit ratings (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(c)(2)). The Commission does not believe that this
prohibition will interfere with the process by which an NRSRO assesses the
creditworthiness of a security, money market instrument, or obligor. An issuer's or
obligor's agreement or refusal to pay the NRSRO or its affiliate for a service or product
is, of itself, not relevant to a credit assessment of the issuer or obligor. Moreover, this is
a practice that Congress specifically identified in Section 15E(i)(l)(C) of the Exchange
Act as potentially unfair, coercive, or abusive (15 U.S.C. 78o~7(i)(l)(C)).

415
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stated that "the Commission ... should prohibit only those ratings refusals that occur as
part of unfair, coercive or abusive conduct."

a.

Structured Product Credit Rating Practices

Two of the current NRSROs- Fitch and DBRS- believe two other NRSROsS&P and Moody's engage in anti-competitive practices in the area of determining credit
ratings for structured products and, consequently, these practices should be found by the
Commission to be unfair, coercive, or abusive. 416 These practices relate to instances
where the credit rating agency has not rated particular securities that have been rated by
another credit rating agency and that underlie a structured product. S&P and Moody's
believe their practices are necessary to determine a credible credit rating. 417
The practices take several forms. The credit rating agency may, as a condition of
issuing a credit rating for a structured product, require that it effectively issue a public
credit rating fora fee for most, if not all, the assets underlying the structured product. 418
The second form involves the credit rating agency insisting that it provide a private
credit rating or credit assessment for a fee with respect to the unrated assets: 419 The third
form involves the credit rating agency taking into consideration the internal credit
analysis of another person(~, the underwriter, sponsor, or manager of the structured

416

See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; letter dated Aprilll, 2007 from Charles D. Brown,
General Counsel, Fitch Ratings ("Fitch 2nd Letter").

417

See letter dated March 30, 2007 from Raymond W. McDaniel, President, Moody's
Investor Services ("Moody's 2nd Letter"); letter dated April24, 2007 from Jeanne M.
Dering, Executive Vice President, Global Regulatory Affairs & Compliance ("Moody's
3rd Letter); S&P Letter; Moody's Letter.
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product) with respect to the unrated assets to determine a credit rating or private credit
rating, or perform a credit assessment of the umated assets.

420

The fourth form involves

the credit rating agency taking into consideration but not necessarily adopting the credit
ratings of another credit rating agency to determine a credit rating or private credit
rating, or perform a credit assessment of the unrated assets.

421

Under this last form, the

credit rating agency may employ a standardized methodology to discount (notch down)
the credit ratings of the other credit rating agency based on the type of security and
category of credit rating. 422

b.

Proposed Rule 17g-6(a)(4)

In the proposing release, the Commission preliminarily determined that it would
be unfair, coercive, or abusive for an NRSRO to issue or threaten to issue a lower credit
rating, .lower or threaten to lower an existing credit rating, refuse to issue a credit rating,
·or to withdraw a credit rating with respect to a structured product unless a portion of the
assets underlying the structured product aiso are rated by the NRSRO. Consequently,
the Commission proposed to prohibit these practices in paragraph (a)(4) of proposed
Rule 17g-6.
The Commission also proposed an exception to the prohibition that would permit.
an NRSROto refuse to issue the credit rating or withdraw the credit rating ifthe NRSRO
has rated less than 85% of the market value of the assets underlying the structured
product. This was designed to address the concern that an NRSRO when assessing the

420

421

422
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creditworthiness of the structured product would be forced to issue a credit rating either
when a substantial portion of the underlying assets were not rated or when the
underlying assets have been rated by another credit rating agency. If the underlying
assets were unrated, the NRSRO may not have sufficient information for issuing a credit
rating on the structured product. In the case where the underlying assets were rated by
another credit rating agency, the other credit rating agency may have used different
methodologies to assess the creditworthiness of the asset and may have determined a
credit rating that is different than the credit rating the NRSRO would issue, if it had rated
the asset.

c.

Comments on Proposed Rule 17g-6(a)(4)
i.

Support for a Prohibition

The Commission received far more comments on this provision of the proposed
rules than on any other provision. Many commenters expressed strong support for the
prohibition; though many of the supporters stated that the 85% exception was too high
and should be lowered to at least 66%. 423 These commenters generally believe the

423

See~. DBRS Letter; Fitch letter; Fitch 2nd Letter. See also letter dated February 13,
2007 from Janet M. Tavakoli, President, Tavakoli Structured Finance, Inc.; letter dated
February 14,2007 from Gregory G. Raab, Chief Executive Officer, Axon; letter dated
February 16,2007 from Emile Van den Bol, Managing Director, Deutsche Bank; letter
dated February 16, 2007 from Kent D. Born, Senior Managing Director, PPM America;
letter dated February 23, 2007 from Patti Unti, Managing Director, Capmark
Investments LP; letter dated February 23, 2007 from David Lazarus, Managing Director,
Capmark Securities, Inc.; letter dated February 28, 2007 from Ronald E. Schrager, Chief
Executive Officer, LNR Property Corporation; letter dated March 5, 2007 from David
Hynes, Partner, Northcross Capital LLP; letter dated March 6, 2007 from S. Trezevant
Moore, Jr., President & COO, Luminent Mortgage Capital, Inc.; letter dated March 7,
2007 from Bruce E. Stern, Chairman, Government Affairs Committee, Association of
Financial Guaranty Insurers; letter dated March 9, 2007 from Petra Spiegel, Eurohypo
AG; letter dated March 9, 2007 from Landon D. Parsons, Managing Director, G-Bass
("G-Bass Letter"); letter dated March 9, 2007 from Pat G. Halter, Chief Executive
Officer, Principal Real Estate Investors; letter dated March 12, 2007 from Charles
Covell, Executive Vice President, Citigroup Alternative Investments; letter dated March
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proposed rule would serve to increase competition within the credit ratings market, thus
benefiting investors in structured products. 424
For example, DBRS stated that notching has a ripple effect on competition wider
than just the structured products and affects competition in the corporate bond rating
market and that the practices employed by S&P and Moody's could have a profound and
harmful effect on efforts to increase competition among NRSR0s. 425 Fitch stated that
adoption ofthe proposed rule is critical to achieving the Rating Agency Act's objective
of greater accountability, transparency, and competition in the credit ratings market.

426

Fitch noted 'that structured products increasingly are designed to hold other structured
products.427 Fitch stated that the practices employed by S&P.and .Moody's have
increased their market share in rating structured products,
As the structured finance market has grown exponentially in terms
ofboth dollar value and number ofinarket participants, it has

12,2007 from Rodney J. Dillman, General Counsel, Babson Capital Management LLC;
letter dated March 12, 2007 from Louis C. Lucido, Group Managing Director, Trust
Company of the West; letter dated March 12,2007 from Daniel lvascyn, Managing
Director, PIMCO ("PIMCO Letter"); letter dated March 27, 2007 from Dottie
Cunningham, Chief Executive Officer, Commercial Mortgage Securities Association;
letter dated April 23, 2007 from Dwight M. Jaffe, Professor, Haas School of Business
("Jaffe Letter"); letter dated April24, 2007 from Daniel Rubinfeld, Professor, Boalt Law
School ("Rubinfeld Letter"); letter dated April 25, 2007 from Dottie Cunningham, Chief
Executive Officer, Commercial Mortgage Securities Association; letter dated May 11,
2007 from Kent Wideman, Group Managing Director, Policy and Rating Committee,
and Mary Keogh, Managing Director, Policy and Regulatory Affairs, Dominion Bond
Rating Service ("DBRS 2nd Letter").
424
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See DBRS Letter; DBRS 2nd Letter.
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See Fitch Letter.
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become increasingly circular. Most notably, [structured product]
issuers regularly acquire securities of other [structured product]
issuers. The circularity of the market, in which large, intertwined
investors are each subject to notching guidelines mandated by
Moody's and S&P, has allowed Moody's and S&P to extendtheir
partner monopoly in the traditional bond market to the
increasingly prominent structured finance market. Therein lies the
power of the unfair, coercive, and abusive practice ofnotching. 428
Academic commenters also stated that Moody's and S&P's practices are unfair;
coercive, and abusive within the meaning of the Rating Agency Act. 429 They stated that
the securities market would benefit from increased competition in the credit rating
market, and that these practices have served to hinder Fitch's ability to compete. 430 One
commenter also argued that these practices may lead to misleading credit ratings if
another credit rating agency's ratings are categorically reduced without analytic
support. 431
As noted above, many of the commenters that supported the prohibition stated
that the 85% threshold should be lowered to 66% or less. 432 They based this assertion on
Fitch's showing that S&P, Moody's, and Fitch each shared approximately 66% of the
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Fitch Letter.
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See Rubinfeld Letter; Jaffe Letter.
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See, e.g., Fitch Letter; PIMCO Letter; G-Bass Letter.
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structured product market before S&P and Moody's began their practices in 2001.433
They further stated that as a direct result of notching, S&P and Moody's have
significantly increased their market share; while Fitch has lost market share. 434
The commenters that support prohibiting the practices ofS&P and Moody's
believe that the remedy is to require an NRSRO to rely on the credit ratings of another
NRSRO without employing any mapping methodology that would lower the credit
rating. 435 For example, Fitch argues that historical default, transition rate, and rating
comparability studies indicate that the credit ratings ofS&P, Moody's, and Fitch for
structured products are comparable. 436 Therefore, Fitch asserts that NRSROs should rely
on the credit ratings of other NRSROs at face value. 437 Fitch suggested that the
proposed rule be modified to provide that if an NRSRO has rated 66% of the par value of
an asset pool, and all assets in the pool are publicly rated by two or more NRSROs, for
those assets the NRSRO has not itself rated, the NRSRO be required to use one of the
two or more public ratings assigned to the underlying asset. 438
ii.
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Id.
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Id.
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S&P, Moody's, and several other commenters (including academic commenters)
strongly opposed the prohibitionin paragraph (a)(4) of proposed Rule 17g-6. 439 They
cited a number of reasons, most notably that it would require one NRSRO to rely on the
credit ratings of another NRSR0. 440 Several commenters asserted that the proposed rule
would have an anticompetitive effect.441 They argued that requiring an NRSRO to adopt
the credit ratings of competitors in its credit ratings analysis would reduce competition
because the ability of an NRSRO to reach an independent determination of
creditworthiness based on different methodologies or criteria would be impeded. 442
These commenters state that value is brought to the market by allowing NRSROs to
deliver different analytical perspectives on issuers and securities. 443 Another commenter
wrote that the proposed rule would require an NRSRO to put its own reputation at risk

439

See, e.g., S&P Letter; S&P 2nd Letter; Moody's Letter; Moody's 3rd; R&I Letter; FSR.
Letter; Rutherfurd Letter; Langohr Letter; AST Letter; letter dated March 30, 2007 from
Raymond W. McDaniel, President, Moody's Investor Services ("Moody's 2nd Letter");
letter dated March 30, 2007 from Charles W. Calomiris, Professor, Columbia University,
et. al. ("Calomiris Letter"); letter dated April 3, 2007, from J. Darrell Duffie, Professor,
Stanford University, Graduate School of Business; letter dated April 6, 2007 from Jean
Helwege, Associate Professor of Finance, Penn State University; letter dated April13,
2007 from Robert M. Chilstrom, Esq., Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, on
behalf of Moody's Investor Services; letter dated Aprill8, 2007 from Gunter Loeffler,
Professor, University ofUlm, Germany; letter dated April26, 2007 from Louis H.
Ederington, Professor, Price College ofBusiness, University of Oklahoma; letter dated
April28, 2007 from Mitchell A. Petersen, Professor, Kellogg School ofManagement,
Northwestern·University; letter dated May 3, 2007 from the Honorable Charles E.
Schumer, Senator, Robert Menendez, Senator, John E. Sununu, Senator, and Mike Enzi,
Senator, U.S. Senate; letter dated May 12,2007 from Ren-Raw Chen, Professor, Rutgers
University.
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on behalfofthe commercial interests of a competitor.444 Further, Moody's argued that
·differences among credit rating opinions on the same security tend to be larger than
those observed when comparing only published credit ratings on jointly-rated securities,
and that differences between credit rating opinions are more common and are often
greater when Moody's rates securities in a category other than Aaa. 445 A rule that
prohibited notching would, in the view of many commenters, prohibit an agency from
forming its own opinion about the risks of collateral in a structured product. 446
Additionally, S&P and Moody's believe the proposed rule would unduly interfere
with their methodologies for determining credit ratings, could lead to inaccurate credit
ratings and credit ratings that violate securities laws, and unnecessarily raise
constitutional issues. 447 They argue that users of credit ratings believe ratings reflect the
agency's bona fide opinion of the creditworthiness of a particular issuer, security, or
· transaction. 448 S&P wrote that when an agency is asked to rate structured products it
must understand the credit quality of all of the underlying assets. 449 If an NRSRO was
required to use the credit rating of another NRSRO, it would in effect lose the right to
understand the credit quality ofthe underlying assets, and lose control over the credit
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See Langohr Letter.
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See Moody's znd Letter.
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See, e.g., Moody's Letter.
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See S&P Letter; Moody's Letter.
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rating opinions it publishes. 450 Such a result, it argues, would be contrary to the
legislative intent that credit ratings be independent and free from interference by third
parties, including governments, issuers, investors, and competitors. 451 Moody's
similarly argues that such a credit rating would not reflect an evaluation of the credit risk
of all the assets in the pool, and therefore, negatively impact the credibility and
reliability of its credit ratings and increase the risks to investors who rely on its credit
ratings. 452
S&P and Moody's argue that prohibiting their practices, in effect, would require
them to rely on another NRSRO's credit rating even when they believed that credit
rating to be unsupportable. 453 Further, ifthey were required to rely on a credit rating
from another NRSRO, they argue they would be placed in a position of having to publish
· credit ratings that they do not believe are accurate or engage in a prohibited practice. 454
They state that this would create the untenable choice of taking~ action tha:t is
· inconsistent with general securities law principles or violating Rule 17g-6.455
S&P and Moody's state that their practices are analytically justified methods of
forming an independent credit rating opinion. 456 S&P asserts that it is appropriate to
450

451

Id.
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See Moody's 3rd Letter.
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See Moody's Letter; Moody's 2nd Letter; Moody's 3rd Letter; S&P Letter; S&P 2nd
Letter.
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reserve the right to discount the credit ratings of other credit rating agencies when
incorporating these credit ratings into its own analysis to account for differences in
analytical and surveillance practices among credit rating agencies, preserve its ability to
perform its own surveillance of the underlying assets, and account for the possibility that
the assets could be down-rated by another credit rating agency without notice. 457
S&P and Moody's also have disputed the assertion that there are no differences
between their credit ratings and Fitch's credit ratings. 458 S&P argues that historical
correlations that may have existed are not a justification for adopting a rule that would
require recognition of future credit ratings issued by credit rating agencies that may
·register as NRSR0s. 459 Moreover, S&P and Moody's say that their practice of mapping ··
to other credit ratings was developed to accommodate structured product sponsors who
did not want to wait or pay for credit analysis on the assets underlying a structured
product that the agency had not previously rated. 460 They asserted that this practice
provides a quicker means to close a structured product issuance because the existing
credit rating serves as a starting point in analyzing a portion of the pool ofunderlying
assets.

461

Therefore, in their view, prohibiting their practices would harm users of credit

ratings. 462
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S&P and Moody's also commented on how paragraph (a)(4) of proposed Rule
17g-6 should be revised. For example, Moody's commented that the 85% threshold in
the proposed rule was not appropriate. 463 It argued that credit ratings for tranches of
structured products are sensitive to the accuracy of credit ratings for even small portions
of the underlying asset pool. Further, S&P and Moody's argued that the 85% threshold
would create an incentive for collateral managers to include the riskiest securities in the
15% unrated portion of the structured product. 464 Other commenters also argued the
proposed rule would undermine the market's ability to offset potential harm from credit
rating shopping. 465
Moody's and S&P recommended that the Commission strike paragraph (a)(4) of
Proposed Rule 17g-6 in its entirety. Alternatively, Moody's commented that if
·paragraph (a)(4) is retained, the rule should be revised to clearly prohibit only conduct
that is motivated by.an "unfair, coercive or abusive" intent. 466 Moody's suggested that
the rule be amended to provide, among other things, that the prohibitions of paragraph
(a)(4) shall not apply if any such action is taken in accordance with the NRSRO's
analytical procedures and methodologies and that the rule should not compel credit
rating agencies to use or to rely upon the credit rating opinions of other persons as their
own.
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See Moody's Letter; Moody's 2nd Letter; Moody's 3rd Letter; S&P Letter; S&P 2nd
Letter.
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S&P commented that one alternative to prohibiting these practices would be a
record retention regime whereby NRSROs would be required to retain records related to
their decisions to treat another NRSRO's credit ratings, including the NRSRO's reasons
for the treatment.

467

S&P stated that requiring the firm to explain its reasons would

guard against unfair, coercive, or abusive practices.468
In lieu of striking paragraph (a)(4) or adopting only recordkeeping requirements,
S&P commented that paragraph (a)(4) should be revised to provide that in situations
where it has not rated 100% of the underlying assets, an NRSRO should have three
options: (i) accepting the credit ratings of others at face value; (ii) refusing to rate the
transaction at all; or (iii) reviewing all the underlying assets and receiving compensation
for the additional work involved. 469

d.

Final Rule 17g. .6(a)(4)

Atthis time, the Commission cannot determine that the acts and practices
described above are unfair, coercive, or abusive in and of themselves. The Commission
needs more.information about these practices to gain a better understanding of how they
were developed and are being employed. The Commission is concerned, however, that
these practices have adversely affected competition among credit rating agencies and
that they may occur for anticompetitive purposes. Consequently, the Commission is

467

See S&P Letter; see also DBRS 2"d Letter supporting increased recordkeeping and
revising its earlier comment that an NRSRO should be required to rely on the credit
ratings of another NRSRO in light of objections that this would interfere with how an
NRSRO determines credit ratings.
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adopting a final rule that is intended to increase accountability and transparency in the
structured product credit ratings market.
First, the Commission, has determined that the practices identified in Section
15E(i)(l)(B) of the Exchange Act470 are unfair, coercive, or abusive to the extent they
are practiced with anticompetitive intent. Consequently, paragraph (a)(4) ofRule 17g-6
prohibits an NRSRO from issuing or threatening to issue a lower credit rating, lowering
or threatening to lower an existing credit rating, refusing to issue a credit rating, or
withdrawing or threatening to withdraw a credit rating, with respect to securities or
money market instruments issued by an· asset pool or as part of any asset-backed or
mortgage-backed securities transaction, unless all or a portion of the assets within such.
pool or part of such transaction also are rated by the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization where such practice is engaged in by the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization for an anti competitive purpose.
The Commission recognizes that proving anticompetitive intent will be difficult,
particularly where an NRSRO has analysis to support the contention that its
methodology is not arbitrary and is designed to make the credit rating of a structured
product more accurate. Nonetheless, the Commission believes this prohibition will be an
important deterrent against anticompetitive practices when combined with the enhanced
recordkeeping requirements in Rule 17g-2 discussed below.·

e.

Enhanced Recordkeeping Requirements

As noted above, two commenters suggested that an alternative to banning the
practices ofS&P and Moody's would be a record retention regime whereby NRSROs
470

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)(l)(B).
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would be required to retain records related to their decisions on how to treat, and
methodology for treating, another NRSRO's credit ratings into the credit rating of a
structured product.471 S&P stated that requiring an NRSRO to explain its reasons for the
treatment would guard against unfair, coercive, or abusive practices. 472
The Commission believes that recordkeeping requirements aimed at these
practices are necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors. Consequently, the Commission is adopting three recordkeeping requirements
in this area. These requirements will assist the Commission in better understanding how
these practices are developed and employed. This information may provide a basis for
the Commission to determine whether it should find a specific practice to be unfair,
coercive~ or abusive. The Commission also believes that increased scrutiny on the

. practices coupled with the potential for liability under Rule 17 g-6 will deter an NRSRO
from acting with anticompetitive intent.
i.

Paragraph (a)(7) ofRule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (a)(7) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to make a record
that lists each security and its corresponding credit rating issued by an asset pool or as
part of any asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transaction where the NRSRO in
determining the credit rating for the security treats assets within such pool or as a part of
such transaction that are not subject to a credit rating of the NRSRO by any or a
combination of the practices described above and identified in paragraphs (a)(7)(i)
through (iv) ofRule 17g-2.

471

See S&P Letter; DBRS 2nd Letter.

472

See S&P Letter.
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As discussed above, there are four practices by which a credit rating agency may
treat unrated assets underlying a structured product when determining a credit rating for
the structured product. 473 Moreover, the credit rating agency may condition the issuance
of a credit rating for the structured product on its employing one or more of these
practices. First, the credit rating agency may require that it effectively issue a public
credit rating for most, if not all, the assets underlying the structured product.474 This
practice is described in paragraph (a)(7)(i) of Rule 17g-2. Second, the credit rating
agency may require that it provide a private credit rating or credit assessment for a fee
with respect to the unrated assets. 475 This practice is described in paragraph (a)(7)(ii) of
Rule 17g-2.
·Third, the credit rating agency may take into consideration the internal credit
. analysis of another person (~, the underwriter, sponsor, or manager of the structured·
product) with respect to the unrated assets to determine a credit rating or private credit
rating, or perform a credit assessment of the unrated assets. 476 This practice is employed
after the credit rating agency has done a review of how the person performs its credit
analysis, including a review of the specific procedures and methodologies employed by
the person. This practice is described in paragraph (a)(7)(iii) of Rule 17g-2.
Fourth, the credit rating agency may take into consideration but not necessarily
adopt the credit ratings of another credit rating agency for the unrated assets to determine
473

See DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; Fitch 2nd Letter; Moody's Letter; Moody's 2nd Letter;
Moody's 3rd Letter; S&P Letter; S&P 2nd Letter.

474

475

Id.

476

Id ..
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a credit rating or private credit rating, or perform a credit assessment of the unrated
assets. 477 Under this last practice, the credit rating agency may employ a standardized
methodology to discount (notch down) the credit ratings of the other credit rating agency
based on the type of security and category of credit rating. 478 This practice is described
in paragraph (a)(7)(iv) of Rule 17g-2.
The intent of the recordkeeping provision in paragraph (a)(7) of Rule 17g-2 is to
alert Commission examiners to those structured product credit ratings issued by an
NRSRO that have been determined usin.g one or more of these practices, which
commenters have argued are unfair, coercive, or abusive. This will assist the examiners
in requesting the records relating to these credit ratings in order to monitor these
practices and get a better understanding of how they are employed. The Commission
believes this provision is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors because it will assistthe Commission in reviewing whether these
practices are being engaged in with anticompetitive intent in violation ofRule 17g6(a)(4).
For these reasons, the. Commission is adopting the provision in Rule 17g-2.
ii.

Paragraph (b)(8) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(8) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain internal
documents that contain information, analysis, or statistics that were used to develop a
procedure or methodology to treat the credit ratings of another NRSRO for the purpose

477

478
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of determining a credit rating of a security or money market instrument issued by an
asset pool or part ofany asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transaction.
As discussed above, the commenters who opposed the prohibition in Rule 17g6(a)(4), as proposed, stated that there were legitimate reasons for using, but lowering,
another credit rating agency's credit ratings or insisting on performing an independent
assessment of the assets rated by another credit rating agency. 479 As noted above, the
Commission has insufficient information at this time to determine that such practices are
a pretext for anticompetitive behavior or that such practices are appropriate. The records
. that an NRSRO must retain under this provision will assist the Commission in
understanding whether the NRSROs that engage in these practices have analytical,
statistical, or other bases to support their methodologies. The existence (or absence) and
nature of such information will assist the Commission in analyzing whether the practices
are employed with the intent to improve the quality and accuracy of credit ratings or as
pretexts for anticompetitive behavior.
For example, the Commission understands issuers may ask for pre-credit rating
assessments for a security from three or more credit rating agencies and, based on the
assessments or other considerations, hire one or more, but not all, of the credit rating
agencies to issue the credit rating. 480 A credit rating agency that was not hired to issue a
credit rating for the security may use its pre-credit rating assessment as part of an
analysis of how it would rate this type of security as compared to the other credit rating
agencies. This analysis may be used to develop a procedure or methodology to treat the

479

See S&P Letter; Moody's Letter..

480

See Moody's 3rd Letter.
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credit ratings of the other credit rating agencies for securities underlying a structured
product in developing a credit rating for the structured product.

481

The treatment may

include a schedule in which the credit ratings of the other credit rating agencies are
notched down to the extent they are included in the structured product. Under paragraph
(b)(8) ofRule 17g-2, an NRSRO that uses pre-credit rating assessments to develop such
a schedule will need to retain any records documenting its pre-credit rating assessments
and the process by which the pre-credit rating assessments were used to arrive at the
number of notches the securities will be discounted.
The Commission believes this provision is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors because it will assist the Commission in
reviewing whether these practices are being engaged in with anticompetitive intent iri
violation ofRule 17g-6(a)(4).
iii. .

Paragraph (b)(9) of Rule 17g-2

As adopted, paragraph (b)(9) of Rule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain for each
security identified in the record required under paragraph (a)(7) of Rule 17g-2, any
document that contains a description of how assets within such pool or as a part of such
transaction not rated by the NRSRO but rated by another NRSRO were trea~ed for the
purpose of determining the credit rating of the security.
These records will permit Commission examiners to review on a case-by-case
basis the method by which an NRSRO incorporates the credit ratings of another NRSRO
into the credit rating of a structured product. For example, examiners will be able to
compare the methodologies for incorporating highly rated assets with those for lower
481 .

See 17 CFR240.17g-2(b)(8).
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rated assets. One commenter that strongly supports prohibiting these practices states that
credit rating agencies engaging in these practices notch down assets they have rated in
the highest credit rating categories even though studies suggest that its credit ratings
perform comparably. 482
The Commission believes this provision is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors because it will assist the Commission in
reviewing whether these practices are being engaged in with anticompetitive intent in
violation of Rule 17g-6(a)(4).

5.

Unsolicited credit ratings

In the proposing release, the Commission preliminarily determined that it would
be unfair, coercive, or abusive to issue an unsolicited credit rating and communicate with ·
the issuer or obligor to induce or attempt to induce them to pay for the credit rating or
another product or service of the NRSRO or its affiliates. Consequently, paragraph
(a)(5) of proposed Rule 17g-6 would have prohibited this practice.
Commenters raised a number of concerns with respect to how this prohibition
would operate in practice.483 For the most part, they worried it was overbroad and,
consequently, would prohibit legitimate business activities that are not coercive. 484 As
discussed with respect to Exhibit 2, issuers and obligors, for example, may consent to the
issuance, and participate in the determination, of a credit rating even if they did not
specifically request that the credit rating be issued. The Commission wants to gain a
482

See Fitch Letter.

483

See R&I Letter; FSR Letter; DBRS Letter; A.M. Best Letter; Fitch Letter; S&P Letter;
Moody's Letter; Langohr Letter; LACE Letter.

484
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better understanding through its examination function of how credit rating agencies
define "unsolicited credit ratings" and the practices they employ with respect to these
ratings. The Commission believes if must gain this understanding before prohibiting any
practices in this area.
For these reasons, the prohibition has been eliminated from Rule 17g-6.

V.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT
Certain provisions ofthe rules contain a "collection of information" within the

meaning ofthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 ("PRA"). 485 The Commission
published a notice requesting comment on the collection of information requirements in
the proposing release and submitted the proposed rules to the Office of Management and
Budget ("OMB") for review in accordance with the PRA. The Commission will publish
notice in the Federal Register when it receives clearance from OMB. The Cornrnission
did not receive any comments on the burden estimates in the proposing release.

An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to comply
with, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid control number.
The titles for the collections of information are:

485

(1)

Rule 17g-1, Application for registration as a nationally recognized
statistical rating organization; Form NRSRO and the Instructions for
FormNRSRO;

(2)

Rule 17g-2, Records to be made and retained by national recognized
statistical rating organizations;

(3)

Rule 17g-3, Annual financial reports to be furnished by nationally
recognized statistical rating organizations; and

(4)

Rule 17g-4, Prevention of Misuse ofMaterial Nonpublic
Information.

44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.; 5 CFR 1320.11.
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A.

Collections of Information in the Rules

The rules being adopted implement registration, recordkeeping, financial
reporting, and oversight provisions of the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006 (the
"Rating Agency Act"). 486 The rules contain recordkeeping and disclosure requirements
that are subject to the PRA for registered NRSROs and impose mandatory collection of
information obligations.
In summary, the rules require a credit rating agency that wishes to register as an
NRSRO to furnish an initial application to the Commission for registration on Form
NRSR0; 487 and a credit rating agency or NRSRO to furnish a written notice to the
Commission to withdraw an initial application or application to be registered in an
additional class of credit ratings prior to final action by the Commission. 488 Further, the
rules require an NRSRO to (1) furnish an application to the Commission on Form
NRSRO for registration in an additional class of credit ratings; 489 (2) furnish an
application supplement on Form NRSRO to update information for an initial application
or for an application to register an additional class of credit ratings prior to final
Commission action; 490 (3) furnish an amendment to the Commission on Form NRSRO to
update information in the application after registration; 491 ( 4) furnish an annual
486

Pub. L. No. 109-291 (2006).

487

Section 15E(a)(l) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)) and Rule 17g-l(a).

488

Rule 17g-l(d); see also Section 15E(a)(l) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)).

489

Rule 17g-l(b).

490

Rule 17g-l(c).

491

Section 15E(b)(1) ofthe Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(l)) and Rule 17g-l(e).
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certification to the Commission on Form NRSR0;492 (5) furnish a withdrawal of
registration to the Commission on Form NRSR0;493 (6) make the current Form NRSRO
and Exhibits 1 through 9 publicly available on its Web site, or through another
comparable, readily accessible means; 494 (7) make, retain, and preserve certain
records; 495 (8) furnish an undertaking to the Commission if a third-party custodian makes
or retains these records; 496 (9) furnish the Commission with annual financial reports;

497

and (10).establish certain procedures to prevent the misuse of material nonpublic
information. 498 Many of these requirements are prescribed in Section 15E of the
Exchange Act. 499

B.

Use of the Information

Rules 17g-1 through 17g-6, Form NRSRO, and the Instructions for Form
NRSRO establish a framework for Commission oversight ofNRSROs. The collections ·
of information in the rules are designed to allow the Commission to determine whether
an entity should be registered as an NRSRO. Further, they will assist the Commission in

492

Section 15E(b)(2) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2)) and Rule 17g-1(f).

493

Section 15E(e)(l) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(e)(l)) and Rule 17g-l(g).

494

Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3)) and Rule 17g-l(i).

495

Rule 17g-2 under authority in Section 17(a)(l) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78q(a)(l)).

496

Rule 17g-2(e) under authority in Section 17(a)(l) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78q(a)(l)).

497

Section 15E(k) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k)) and Rule 17g-3.

498

Section 15E(g) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)) and Rule l'?g-4.

499

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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effectively monitoring, through its examination function, whether an NRSRO is
conducting its activities in accordance with Section 15E ofthe Exchange Act500 and the
rules thereunder. The rules also are designed to assist users of credit ratings by requiring
the disclosure of information that may be used to compare the credit ratings quality of
different NRSROs. The disclosures include information about methods for determining
credit ratings, organizational structure, policies for safeguarding non-public information,
conflicts of interest, policies for managing conflicts of interest, and credit analyst
qualifications. As noted in the Senate Report accompanying the Rating Agency Act, this
information ''will facilitate informed decisions by giving investors the opportunity to
compare ratings quality of different firms." 501

C.

Respondents

The number of respondents will depend, in part, on the number of entities that
meet the statutory requirements to be eligible for registration. The Rating Agency Act,
by adding definitions to Section 3 of the Exchange Act, 502 identifies the types of entities
that may apply for registration with the Commission as an NRSR0. 503 First, it defines
an ''NRSRO" as a "credit rating agency" that, in pertinent part, has been in business as a
credit rating agency for at least three consecutive years immediately preceding the date
of its application for registration; issues credit ratings certified by 10 QIBs (unless

500

501

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
'
th
109 Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report").

502

15 U.S.C. 78c.

503

See Section 3 of the Rating Agency Act.
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exempted from that requirement) with respect to financial institutions, brokers, dealers,
insurance companies, corporate issuers, issuers of asset-backed securities (as that term
defined in 17 CPR 229.110l(c)), issuers of government securities, issuers of municipal
securities, or issuers of foreign government securities; and is registered with the
Commission. 504
Section 3 of the Exchange Act also defines the term "credit rating agency" as, in
pertinent part, any person engaged in the business of issuing credit ratings on the Internet
or through another readily accessible means, for free or for a reasonable fee; employing
either a quantitative or qualitative model, or both, to determine credit ratings; and
receiving fees from either issuers, investors, or other market participants, or a
combination of these persons. 505 The definition specifically excludes a commercial
credit reporting company. 506 Finally, Section 3 ofthe Exchange Act defines the term
. "credit rating" to mean "an assessment of the creditworthiness of an obligor as an entity
or with respect to specific securities or money market instruments."507
These definitions create threshold eligibility requirements with respect to the
entities that are eligible to apply for registration as an NRSRO. Because NRSROs have
not previously been supervised as such, and because credit rating agencies include

504

Section 3(a)(62) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)). Section 3(a)(64) ofthe
Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(64)) defines the term "qualified institutional buyer"
("QIB") as having the "meaning given such term in [17 CFR 230.144A(a)] or any
successor thereto."

505

Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61)).

506

Section 3(a)(61)(A) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61)(A)).

507

Section 3(a)(60) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(60)).
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publicly and privately held companies located throughout the world, it is difficult to
estimate the number of entities that are eligible to register as NRSROs.
508

In 2000, a working group of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

issued a report on credit rating agencies that was based, in part, on surveys of 28 credit
rating agencies located around the world, including the five credit rating agencies
. currently identified as NRSROs through the Commission's no-action letter process. 509
In its report, the working group estimated that there were approximately 150 credit rating

agencies located world-wide. 510 The working group also noted that there was a wide
disparity in size among credit rating agencies in terms of number of employees and
credit ratings issued. 511 In addition, the working group noted that some credit rating
agencies focus exclusively on issuers in the countries where they are located. 512
The Web site www.DefaultRisk.com, which has tracked the number of credit
rating agencies, identifies 57 credit rating agencies as of February 2006 and indicates
that this count reflects a decrease from a previous count of74. 513 The Web site
508

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision is comprised of members from Belgium,
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. Countries are represented by
their central bank and also by the authority with formal responsibility for the prudential
supervision of banking business where this is not the central bank. More information
about the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision can be found at:
http://www .bis.org/.

509

Credit Ratings and Complementary Sources of Credit Qualitv Information, Working
group of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, No.3- August 2000 ("Basel
Report").
·

510

Id.

511

Id.

512

Id.

513

See http://www.defaultrisk.com ("DefaultRisk.com").
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attributed the decrease to smaller firms either being consolidated into larger firms or
ceasing operations. 514
The estimates in the 2000 Basel Report and by DefaultRisk.Com provide some
basis upon which to estimate the number of entities engaging in the business of issuing
credit ratings. We cannot determine how many of the entities included in these estimates
meet the statutory requirements to apply for, and be registered as, an NRSRO.
In addition, it is difficult to estimate with certitude how many credit rating
agencies ultimately would volunteer to be registered as NRSROs. 515 Some credit rating
agencies may decide not to seek registration because, for example, they do not believe
that being an NRSRO would benefit them based.on their business model. The
Commission staff's experience with the expiring no-action letter process of identifying
NRSROs provides some support for the conclusion that a substantial number of credit
rating agencies may not apply for registration. Specifically, ifthe number of credit ·
rating agencies has fluctuated over the years from between approximately 150 as of 2000
'

ffiasel

~eport)

and 57 as of February 2006 (DefaultRisk.com), then a large majority of

these firms have not applied to the Commission to be identified as NRSROs under the
no-action letter process. It is possible that certain firms that did not seek NRSRO status
previously will seek it under Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 516 In addition, the use of
QIB certifications as a prerequisite to registration (as opposed to the no-action letter

514

515

Section 15E(a)(l) of the Exchange Act makes registration voluntary (15 U.S.C. 78o7(a)(l )):

516

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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process which evaluated national recognition) also may increase the number of credit
rating agencies that are eligible for registration as an NRSRO.
For all these reasons, we estimated that the number of credit rating agencies
applying for registration would be larger than the sum of the number of credit rating
agencies currently identified as NRSROs plus the handful of entities that requested noaction letters. At the same time, the Commission did not believe that all of the 57 credit
rating agencies identified by DefaultRisk.Com would apply for, or be granted,
registration. Consequently, the Commission estimated that approximately 30 credit
rating agencies would be registered as NRSROs under Section 15E of the Exchange

Act.517
The Commission requested comment on this estimate and whether more or fewer
credit rating agencies would be registered as NRSROs. The.Commission also requested
comment on whether the sources of industry information referenced in the proposing
release (the Basel Report and the DefaultRisk.Com Web site) provided a reasonable
basis for arriving at the estimate of 30 NRSROs. The Commission further requested
·comment on whether there were other industry sources that could provide credible
statistics that could be used to determine the number of credit rating agencies that would
be registered as NRSROs.
The Comiilission did not receive any comments in response to these requests.
The Commission continues to estimate, for purposes of this PRA, that approximately 30
credit rating agencies will be registered as NRSROs.

D.
517

Total Annual Recordkeeping and Reporting Burden

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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The Commission estimates the total recordkeeping burden resulting from these
rules is approximately 15,722 hours518 on an annual basis and 21,755 hours 519 on a onetime basis.
The total annual and one-time hour burden estimates are averages across all types
of expected NRSROs. The size and complexity ofNRSROs will range from small
entities to entities that are part of complex global organizations employing thousands of
credit analysts. Larger NRSROs generally have established written policies and
procedures and recordkeeping systems that comply with a substantial portion of the
requirements in the rules. For example, many ofthe requirements in the rules are
consistent with the IOSCO Code, which a number of credit rating agencies have adopted.
The Commission assumed in its estimate that these firms would be required to augment
or modify existing policies and procedures andrecordkeeping systems to comply with
the rules.
The Commission further estimated that some smaller entities also have
implemented the policies, procedures, and recordkeeping systems that substantially
would comply with the proposed rules. Moreover, given their smaller size and simpler
structure, the Commission assumed that smaller entities would require significantly
fewer hours to comply with a substantial portion of the requirements in the proposed
rules.

518

This total is derived from the total annual hours set forth in the order that the totals
appear in the text: 1 + 1,500 + 300 + 1 + 300 + 7,620 + 6,000 = 15,722 hours.

519

This total is derived from the total one-time hours set forth in the order that the totals
appear in the text: 9,000 + 1,200 + 125 + 900 + 9,000 +50+ 1,500 = 21,775 hours.
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Consequently, the burden hour estimates in the proposing release were designed
to represent the average time across all NRSROs (regardless of size) and taking into
account that many firms would only be required to augment existing policies,
procedures, and recordkeeping systems and processes to comply with the proposed rules.
The Commission noted that, given the significant variance in size between the largest
credit rating agencies and the smaller firms, the burden estimates, as averages across all
NRSROs, were skewed higher by the largest firms. Furthermore, because the
Commission proposed to require additional information in Form NRSRO beyond that
prescribed in Section 15E(1)(B) oftheExchange Act,520 the burden estimates for Rule
17g-1 included estimates arising from requirements of Section 15E of the Exchange
Act. 521 The intent was to quantify the incremental burden of complying with these
statutory requirements as a result of the additional information that would be required
under Rule 17g-1. Thus, the estimates did not seek to capture paperwork burden that·
would be solely attributable to requirements in Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 522
The Commission sought comment on whether these factors were reasonably
incorporated into the burden estimates. The Commission did not receive any coinments
in response to this request. The Commission continues to believe that it is appropriate to
incorporate these factors into the final estimates, and has done so.
1.

. Rule 17g-1, Form NRSRO, and Instructions for Form NRSRO

520

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B).

521

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

522

Id.
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Section 15E(a)(l) ofthe Exchange Act requires a credit rating agency applying
for registration with the Commission to furnish an application containing certain
specified information and such other information as the Commission prescribes as
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors. 523 Rule
17g-1 524 implements this statutory provision by requiring a credit rating agency to
furnish a completed initial application on Form NRSRO to the Commission to apply to
be registered under Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 525 The Commission estimated that
the average time necessary to complete the initial Form NRSRO, and compile the
various attachments, would be approximately 300 hours per applicant. This estimate
was based on staff experience with the current NRSRO no-action letter process. 526 The
Commission, therefore, estimated that the total one-time burden to the industry as a
result ofthis requirement would be approximately 9,000hours. 527
The Commission did not receive any comments on these specific estimates. The
Commission notes that Form NRSRO has been changed to ease the burden of
completing the Form. For example, applicants will not be required to provide
information about each credit analyst, credit analyst supervisor, and compliance

523

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1).

524

See paragraphs (a), (c), and (h) ofRule 17g-1.

525

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

526 .

As a comparison, the proposing release noted that Form ADV, the registration form for
investment advisers, is estimated to take approximately 22.25 hours to complete. See
Investment Advisor Act of 1940 Release No. 2266 (July 20, 2004). The Commission
estimated that the hour burden under Rule 17g-1 would be greater, given the
substantially larger amount of information that will be required in Form NRSRO.

527

300 hours x 30 entities = 9,000 hours.
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employee that assists the designated compliance officer. As discussed above, we
developed these estimates based on the rules as proposed. We continue to believe the
estimates are appropriate for the rules as now modified. Indeed, because we have in a
variety of respects narrowed the requirements of the rules, we believe the estimates are
likely to be conservative. We also note that NRSROs with small staffs will be less
impacted by these modifications.
The Commission also noted that an NRSRO likely would engage outside counsel
to assist it in the process of completing and submitting a Form NRSRO. The
Commission estimated that the amount of time an outside attorney will spend on this
work would depend on the size and complexity ofthe NRSRO. Therefore, the
Commission estimated that, on average, an outside counsel would spend approximately

•

40 hours assisting an NRSRO in preparing its application for registration for a one-time
. aggregate burden to the industry of 1,200 hours. 528 The Commission further estimated
that this work would be split between a partner and associate, with an associate
performing a majority ofthe work. Therefore, the Commission estimated that the
average hourly cost for an outside counsel would be approximately $400 per hour. For
these reasons, the Commission estimated that the average one-time cost to an NRSRO
would be $16,000 529 and the one-time cost to the industry would be $480,000. 530 The
Commission did not receive any comments on these specific estimates and continues to

528

40 hours x 30 entities = 1,200 hours.

529

$400 per hour x 40 hours= $16,000.

530

$16,000 x 30 NRSROs = $480,000.
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believe that they are appropriate. Therefore, the Commission is retaining these estimates
without revision.
Rule 17g-1 requires that an NRSRO registered for fewer than the five classes of
credit ratings listed in Section 3(a)(62)(B) ofthe Exchange Act apply to be registered for
an additional class by furnishing an amendment on a completed Form NRSR0. 531 The
Commission estimated that it would take an NRSRO substantially less time to update the
.Form NRSRO for this purpose than to prepare the initial application. For example,
much of the information on the Form and many of the Exhibits would still be current and
not have to be updated. Based on the burden estimate to complete a Form ADV, the
Commission estimated that furnishing an application on Form NRSRO for this purpose
· would take an average of approximately 25 hours per NRSRO. 532

•

The Commission further estimated based on staff experience that approximately

.

·five of the 30 credit rating agencies expected to register with the Commission would
apply to register for additional classes of credit ratings within the first year. The
Commission explained that almost all NRSROs would initially apply to register for the
first three classes of credit ratings identified in the definition ofNRSRO: (1) financial
institutions, brokers, or dealers; (2) insurance companies; and (3) corporate issuers. 533
These are the most common types of credit ratings issued, particularly since some credit
rating agencies limit their credit ratings to domestic companies. ·The Commission

531

See paragraphs (c), (d), and (h) of Rule 17g-1.

532

As noted above, the Commission's burden ·estimate for Form ADV is approximately
22.25 hours to complete. See Investment Advisor Act of 1940 Release No. 2266 (July
20, 2004).

533

Section 3(a)(62)(B) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)(B)).
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explained that, after these three classes, the next largest class of credit ratings for which
most NRSROs would be registered would be for credit ratings with respect to issuers of
government securities, municipal securities, and foreign government securities.

534

These

types of credit ratings take additional expertise. Finally, the Commission explained that
the class of credit ratings for which the least number ofNRSROs would be registered
would be credit ratings of issuers of asset-backed securities (as that term defined in 17
CFR 229.1101 (c)). 535 This assumption was based on the fact that determining a credit
rating for an asset-backed security takes specialized expertise beyond that for
determining credit ratings of corporate issuers and obligors. For example, it requires
analysis of complex legal structures.
For these reasons, the Commission anticipated that some NRSROs might register
· . for less than all five classes of credit ratings. Moreover, these NRSROs, in time, may
develop their businesses to include issuing credit ratings in a class for which they are not
initially registered. Based on staff experience, the Commission estimated that
approximately five of the 30 NRSROs would apply to add another class of credit ratings
to their registration within the first year. Therefore, given the 25 hour per NRSRO
average burden estimate, the total aggregate one-time burden to the industry for filing
the amended Form NRSRO to change the scope of registration was estimated be
approximately 125 hours. 536 The Commission did not receive any comments on these

534

Section 3(a)(62)(B)(v) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)(B)(v)).

535

Section 3(a)(62)(B)(iv) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)(B)(iv)).

536

25 hours x 5 NRSROs = 125 hours.
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specific estimates and continues to believe that they are appropriate. Therefore, the
Commission is retaining these estimates without revision.
Rule 17g-1 requires a credit rating agency to provide the Commission with a
written notice if it intends to withdraw its application prior to final Commission
action. 537 Based on staff experience, the Commission estimated that one credit rating
·. agency per year would withdraw a Form NRSRO prior to final Commission action on
the application and, consequently, would furnish a notice of its intent to withdraw the
application. Based on current estimates for a broker-dealer to file a notice under Rule
17a-ll, the Commission estimated the average burden to an NRSRO to furnish the
notice of withdrawal would be one hour. 538 Thus, the Commission estimated that the
aggregate annual burden to the industry of providing a notice of withdrawal prior to final
Commission action would be one hour per year. 539 The Commission did not receive any
comments on these specific estimates and continues to believe that they are appropriate.
Therefore, the Commission is retaining these estimates without revision. .
Section 15E(b)(l) of the Exchange Act requires anNRSRO to promptly amend
its application for registration if any information or document provided in the application
becomes materially inaccurate. 540 Rule 17g-1 requires an NRSRO to comply with this
statutory requirement by furnishing the amendment on Form NRSR0. 541 Based on staff

537

See paragraph (d) ofRule 17g-l.

538

See Exchange Act Release No. 49830 (June 8, 2004); see also 17 CFR 240.17a-11.

539

1 hour x 1 entity= 1 hour.

540

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(l).

541

See paragraph (e) ofRule 17g-l.
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experience, the Commission estimated that an NRSRO would file two amendments of its
Form NRSRO per year on average. Furthermore, for the reasons discussed above, the
Commission estimated that it would take an average of approximately 25 hours to
prepare and furnish an amendment on Form NRSR0. 542 Therefore, the Commission
estimated that the total aggregate annual burden to the industry to update Form NRSRO
would be approximately 1,500 hours each year. 543 The Commission did not receive any
comments on these specific estimates and continues to believe that they are appropriate.
Therefore, the Commission is retaining these estimates without revision.
Section 15E(b)(2) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish an annual
certification. 544 Rule 17g-1 requires an NRSRO to furnish the annual certification on
Form NRSR0. 545 The Commission estimated that the annual certification, generally,
would take less time than an amendment to Form NRSRO because it would be dorie on a
regular basis (albeit yearly) and, therefore, become more a matter of routine over time.
Consequently, the Commission estimated that the burden would be similar to that of
broker-dealers filing the quarterly reports required under Rules 17h-1 T and 17h-2T,
which is approximately 10 hours per year for each respondent. 546 Therefore, the
Commission estimated it would take an NRSRO approximately 10 hours to complete the
annual certification for a total aggregate annual hour burden to the industry of 300
542

This estimate also is based on the estimates for the collection of information on Rule
17i-2 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.17i-2).

543

25 hours per amendment x 2 amendments x 30 NRSROs = 1,500 hours.

544

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2).

545

See paragraph (f) ofRule 17g-1.

546

See 17 CFR 240.17h-1T and 2T.
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hours.

547

The Commission did not .receive any comments on these specific estimates and

continues to believe that they are appropriate. Therefore, the Commission is retaining
these estimates without revision.
Rule 17g-1 has been modified to require an NRSRO to furnish the Commission
with a withdrawal of registration on Form NRSR0. 548 As proposed, the Commission
required a written notice without prescribing the form of the notice. The Commission
expects that the furnishing of these withdrawals will be rare, given that only 30 credit
rating agencies are expected to register. Based on staff experience, the Commission
estimates that one NRSRO per year will withdraw its registration. Further, the
instructions to Form NRSRO provide that only the items on the Form are required to be
completed in the case of a withdrawal; an NRSRO would not be required to update or
attach any ofthe information required in ·the Exhibits. Based on current estimates for a
broker-dealer to file a notice under Rule 17a-11, the Commission estimates the average
burden to an NRSRO to furnish the notice of withdrawal would be one hour. 549 Thus,
the Commission estimates that the aggregate annual burden to the industry of providing a
notice of withdrawal prior to final Commission action would be one hour per year. 550
Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to make certain
information and documents submitted in its application publicly available on its Web

547

. 548

10 hour x 30 NRSROs = 300 hours .
See paragraph (g) of Rule 17g-1.

549

See Exchange Act Release No. 49830 (June 8, 2004); see also 17 CFR 240.17a-11.

550

1 hour x 1 entity= 1 hour.
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site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means. 551 Rule 17g-1 requires
that this be done within 10 business days ofthe granting of an NRSRO's registration or
the furnishing of an amendment, annual certification, or withdrawal. 552 The Commission
believed that each NRSRO already would have a Web site and would choose to use its
Web site to comply with Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3)).
Therefore, based on staff experience, the Commission estimated that, on average, an
NRSRO would spend 30 hours to disclose the information in its initial application on its
Web site and, thereafter, 10 hours per year to disclose updated information.
Accordingly, the total aggregate one-time burden to the industry to make Form NRSRO
publicly available would be 900 hours 553 .and the total aggregate annual burden would be
300 hours. 554 The Commission did not receive any comments on these specific estimates
and continues to believe that they are appropriate. Therefore, the Commission is
retaining these estimates without revision.

2.

Rule 17g-2

Section 17(a)(l) of the Exchange Act (as amended by the Rating Agency Act) 555
provides the Commission with authority to require an NRSRO to make and maintain
such records as the Commission prescribes by rule as necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, for the protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance ofthe
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(3).

552

See Rule 17g-l(i).

553

30 hours x 30 NRSROs = 900 hours.

554

10 hours x 30 NRSROs = 300 hours.

555

See Section 5 of the RatingAgency Act.
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Exchange Act. 556 Rule 17g-2 implements this rulemaking authority by requiring an
NRSRO to make and keep current certain records relating to its business. It addition, the
rule requires an NRSRO to preserve these and other records for certain prescribed time
periods. This rule is designed to assist the Commission in monitoring, through its
examination function, whether NRSROs are complying with the requirements of Section
15E of the Exchange Act557 and the regulations thereunder. The Commission estimated
that the average one-time burden of implementing a recordkeeping system to comply
with this rule would be approximately 300 hours. This estimate was based on the
Commission's experience with, and burden estimates for, certain recordkeeping
requirements of consolidated supervised entities ("CSEs") subject to Commission
supervision. 558
The Commission also estimated that an NRSRO might be required to purchase
recordkeeping system software to establish a recordkeeping system in conformance with ·
the rule. The Commission estimated that the cost ofthe software would vary based on
the size and complexity ofthe NRSRO. Also, the Commission estimated that some
NRSRO's would not require such software because they already have adequate
tecordkeeping systems or, given their small size, such software would not be necessary.
Based on these estimates, the Commission estimated that the average cost for
recordkeeping software across all NRSROs would be approximately $1000 per firm.
Therefore, the one-time cost to the industry would be $30,000.

556

See Section 5 of the Rating Agency Act and 15 U.S.C 78q(a)(1).

557

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

558

See 17 CFR 15c3-lg.
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Additionally, the Commission estimated that the average annual amount of time
that an NRSRO would spend to make and maintain these records would be
approximately 254 hours per year. The estimate for annual hours was based on the
Commission's present estimate for the amount of time it would take a broker-dealer to
comply with the recordkeeping rule, Rule 17a-4. 559 Therefore, the Commission
estimated that the one-time hour burden for making and preserving the records under
proposed Rule 17g-2 would be approximately 9,000 hours 560 and the total annual hour
burden would be approximately 7,620 hours per year. 561
Rule 17g-2 also requires an NRSRO that uses a third-party record custodian to
furnish the Commission witli an undertaking from the custodian. Based on staff
.experience, the Commission estimated that approximately five NRSROs would file this
. undertaking on a one-time basis. The Commission estimated, based on staff experience,
it would take an NRSRO approximately 1O·hours to process an undertaking prior to

559

See 17 CFR 240.17a-4 (recordkeeping requirements for broker-dealers). This rule has
previously has been subject to notice and comment and has been approved by OMB.
The Commission noted in the proposing release that Rule 17g-2 is based; in part, on
Exchange Act Rules 17a-3 (17 CFR 240.17a-3) and 17a-4 (17 CFR 240.17a-4). The
annual hour burden estimate for the rule, however, was based only on the PRA estimate
for Rule 17a-4. The rule requires substantially less records to be made and maintained
than Rules 17a-3 and 17a-4. Therefore, the Commission based its estimate only on the
estimate for Rule 17a-4 (as opposed to Rules 17a-3 and 17a-4 combined).

560

300 hours x 30 NRSROs = 9,000 hours.

561

254 hours x 30 NRSROs = 7,620 hours.
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furnishing it to the Commission. 562 Therefore, the Commission estimated the total onetime hour burden for these undertakings would be 50 hours. 563
The Commission did not receive any comments on these specific burden
estimates. The Commission notes that Rule 17g-2 has been modified in certain respects
that decrease the burden, but also in other respects that will increase burden. For
example, requirements to make records identifying the methodology used to determine
each credit rating and how the credit rating was made readily available have been
eliminated. Further, the retention periods for all the records have been harmonized and
the requirement for a non-resident NRSRO to furnish an undertaking has been
eliminated. On the other hand, the rule now requires an NRSRO to document its
methodologies for determining credit ratings and, if applicable, to make and retain
certain records relating to practices with respect to _rating structured products. The
Commission believes that these adjustments will largely offset each other or result in a
· net decrease in burden. For example, the elimination of the requirement to identify the
methodology used to determine a credit rating would have impacted all NRSROs and
required them to make a record for each credit rating (which could be in the many
thousands). Conversely, the requirements with respect to structured products only will
impact NRSROs that rate these types of securities, which the Commission estimates is
less than five. While the Commission could reduce its burden estimate, it is taking a
conservative approach to the net results of these changes. For these reasons, the
Commission is retaining the rule's overall burden estimates without revision.
562

The estimated 10 hours includes drafting, legal review andreceiving corporate
authorization to file the undertaking with the Commission.

563

10 hours x 5 NRSROs = 50 hours.
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3.

Rule 17g-3

Section 15E(k) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish to the
Commission, on a confidential basis and at intervals determined by the Commission,
such financial statements and information concerning its financial condition that the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors. 564 The section also provides that the Commission may,
by rule, require that the financial statements be certified by an independent public
accountant. 565
Rule 17g-3 implements this statutory provision by requiring an NRSRO to
furnish financial reports to the Commission. We estimated that, on average, it would take
an NRSRO approximately 200 hours to prepare for and file the annual financial reports.
This estimate was based on the current PRA estimates used for CSEs under Appendix G
to Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1, as well the PRA estimates for supervised investment bank
holding companies under Rule 17i-5. 566 Therefore, the Commission estimated that the
total annual hour burden to prepare and furnish annual audited financial statements with
the Commission: would be approximately 6,000 hours. 567
To comply with Rule 17g-3, an NRSRO would be required to engage the services
of independent public accountant. The Commission estimated that cost of hiring an
accountant would vary substantially based on the size and complexity of the NRSRO.
564

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k). An applicant can request that the Commission keep this information
confidential. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.

565

566

See 17 CFR 240.15c3-lg and 17 CFR 240.17i-5.

567

200 hours x 30 NRSROs = 6,000 hours.
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For example, the Commission noted that, based on staff experience, the annual audit
costs of a small broker-dealer generally range from $3,000 to $5,000 per year. The
Commission estimated that the annual audit costs for a small NRSRO would be
comparable. The costs for a large NRSRO would be much greater. However, many of
these firms already are audited by a public accountant for other regulatory purposes.
For these reasons, the Commission estimated that the average annual cost across all
NRSROs to engage the services of an independent public accountant would be
approximately $15,000. Therefore, the annual cost to the industry would be $450,000. 568
The Commission did not receive any comments on these specific estimates. The
Coinmission notes that Rule 17g-3 has been modified to decrease the burden. For
. example, the requirement to comply with all provisions of Regulation S-X has been
eliminated, as has the requirement to have the information in the proposed schedules
audited. As discussed above, we developed these estimates based on the rule as
proposed. We continue to believe the estimates are appropriate for the rule as now
modified. Indeed, because we have in a variety of respects narrowed the requirements of
the rule, we believe the estimates are likely to be conservative.

4.

Rule 17g-4

Section 15E(g)(l) ofthe Exchange Act569 requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information in violation of the Exchange Act. 570 Section 15E(g)(2) of the

568

$15,000 x 30 NRSROs = $450,000.

569

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).

570

15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.
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Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall adopt rules requiring an NRSRO to
establish specific policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material, non-public
information. 571 Rule 17g-4 implements this statutory provision by requiring that an
NRSRO's policies and procedures established pursuant to Section 15E(g)(l) of the
Exchange Act572 include three specific types of procedures.
The Commission assumed that most credit rating agencies already have
procedures in place to address the specific misuses of material nonpublic information
identified in Rule 17g-4. 573 Nonetheless, the Commission anticipated that some
NRSROs might need to modify their procedures to comply with the rule. Based on staff
experience, the Commission estimated that it would take approximately 50 hours for an
NRSRO to establish procedures in conformance with the rule for a total one-time burden
of 1,500 hours. 574 The Commission did not receive any comments on these specific
estimates and continues to believe that they are appropriate. Therefore; the Commission
is retaining these estimates without revision.

E.

Collection of Information Is Mandatory

These recordkeeping and notice requirements are mandatory.

F.

Confidentiality

Pursuant to section 15E(a)(l)(B) ofthe Exchange Act, certain information
collected in Form NRSRO required under Rule 17g-l(a) will not be confidential.
571

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(2).

572 .

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(l).

573

574

. For example, the IOSCO Code requires credit rating agencies to develop such
procedures.
50 hours x 30 NRSROs = 1,500 hours.
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However, credit rating agencies and NRSROs may seek confidential treatment of
information furnished to the Commission under existing rules, and the Commission will
keep this information confidential to the extent permitted by law. The books and records
information collected under Rules 17g-2 and 17g-4 will be stored by the NRSRO and
made available to the Commission and its representatives as required in connection with
examinations, investigations, and enforcement proceedings.
The information collected under Rule 17g-3 (the annual financial reports) will be
generated from the internal records ofthe NRSRO. Pursuant to Section 15E(k) of the
Exchange Act, the annual financial reports will be furnished to the Commission on a
confidential basis, to the extent permitted by law. 575

G.

Record Retention Period

Paragraph (c) ofRule 17g-2 requires an NRSRO to retain the records for at least
three years.

H.

Request for Comment

The Commission requested comment on the collections of information in order
to: (1) evaluate whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the
proper performance of the functions of the Commission, including whether the
information would have practical utility; (2) evaluate the accuracy of the Commission's
estimate of the burden of the proposed collection of information; (3) determine whether
then~

are ways to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be

collected; (4) evaluate whether there are ways to minimize the burden of the collection
of information on those who respond, including through the use of automated collection
575

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k).
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techniques or other forms of information technology; and (5) evaluate whether the
proposed rules would have any effects on any other collection of information not
previously identified in this section.

VI.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE RULES
The Commission is sensitive to the costs and benefits that result from its rules.

The Commission identified certain costs and benefits arising from these rules and
requested comment on all aspects of the cost-benefit analysis contained therein,
including identification and assessment of any costs and benefits not discussed in the
analysis.

576

The Commission sought comment and data on the value of the benefits

identified. The Commission also elicited comment on the accuracyofthe cost estimates
in each section of the cost-benefit analysis, and requested those commenters to provide
data so the Commission could improve the cost estimates, including identification of
industry statistics relied on by commenters to reach conclusions on cost estimates. The
Commission also sought comment on the extent to which costs were attributable to

576

For the purposes of this cost/benefit analysis, the Commission is using salary data from
the SIA Report on Management and Professional Earnings in the Securities Industry
2005 ("SIA Management Report 2005"), which provides base salary and bonus
information for middle-management and professional positions within the securities
industry. The positions in the report are divided into the following categories:
Accounting, Administration & Finance, Compliance, Customer Service, Floorffrading,
Human Resources Management, Internal Audit, Legal, Marketing/Corporate
Communications, New Business Development, Operations, Research,
Systemsffechnology, Wealth Management, and Business Continuity Planning. The
Commission believes that the salaries for these securities industry positions would be
comparable to the salaries of similar positions in the credit rating industry. The
Commission also notes that it is using salaries for New York-based employees, which
tend to be higher than the salaries for comparable positions located outside of New York.
This conservative approach is intended to capture unforeseen costs. Finally, the salary
costs derived from the SIA Management Report 2005 and referenced in this cost benefit
section, are modified to account for an 1800-hour work year and multiplied by 5.35 to
account for bonuses, firm size, employee benefits and overhead.
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requirements set forth in Section 15E of the Exchange Act, 577 rather than the rules.
Finally, the Commission requested estimates and views regarding the costs and benefits
for particular types of market participants, as well as any other costs or benefits that
might result from the rules.
As discussed below, the Commission received very limited comment on the costbenefit analysis in the proposing release. Except as discussed below, the Commission
continues to believe that the specific estimates are appropriate and is retaining these
estimates generally without revision.

A.

Benefits

The purposes of the Credit Rating Agency Reform Actof2006 (the "Rating.
Agency Act") 578 are to improve ratings quality for the protection of investors and In the
. public interest by fostering

accountabil~ty,

transparency, and competition in the credit

rating industry. 579 As the Senate Report states, the Rating Agency Act establishes
"fundamental reform and improvement ofthe designation process," and "eliminating the
artificial barrier to entry will enhance competition and provide investors with more
choices, higher quality ratings, and lower costs."580
To these ends, the Rating Agency Act establishes - through statutory provisions
and the grant of Commission rulemaking authority- a regulatory program for credit

577

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

578

Pub. L. No. 109-291 (2006).

579

See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
109th Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report").
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rating agencies opting to have their credit ratings qualify for purposes oflaws and rules
using the term "NRSRO." Specifically, the Rating Agency Act sets out a voluntary
mechanism for credit rating agencies to register with the Commission as an NRSR0. 581
It requires an NRSRO to make public certain information to help users of credit ratings

assess the NRSRO's credibility and compare the NRSRO with other NRSROs. 582 The
Rating Agency Act also requires an NRSRO to furnish the Commission with periodic
financial reports. 583 Further, the Rating Agency Act requires an NRSRO to implement
policies to manage the handling of material non-public information and conflicts of.
interest. 584 Pursuant to authority under the Rating Agency Act, the Commission must
prohibit certain acts and practices the Commission finds to be unfair, coercive, or
abusive. 585
The rules the Commission is adopting under the Rating Agency Act are being
issued pursuant to specific statutory mandates and grants of rulemaking authority. They ·
are designed to further the goals of the Rating Agency Act, including fostering
"competition in the credit rating agency business."586 The practice of identifying
NRSROs through staff no-action letters has been criticized as a process that lacks

581

Section 15E of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7).

582

Sections 15E(a)(1) and (b)(l) ofthe Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1) and (b)(1)).

583

Section 15E(k) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k)).

584

Sections 15E(g) and (h) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g) and (h)).
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Section 15E(i) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(i)).

586

See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
109th Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report").
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transparency and creates a barrier for credit rating agencies seeking wider recognition
and market share. The Commission believes that these rules further the goal of
increasing competition because they provide credit rating agencies with a transparent
process to apply for registration as an NRSRO that does not favor a particular business
model or larger, established firms. This will make it easier for more credit rating
agencies to apply for registration. Increased competition in the credit ratings business
could lower the cost to issuers, obligors, and underwriters of obtaining credit ratings.
In addition, the Rating Agency Act requires NRSROs to make their credit ratings
and information about themselves available to the public. Part of the Rating Agency
·Act's definition of "credit rating agency" is that the entity must be in the business of
issuing credit ratings on the Internet or through another readily accessible means, for free
or for a reasonable fee. 587 Under the Rating Agency Act and the rules adopted
thereunder, an NRSRO will be required to disclose information about its credit ratings ·.
performance statistics, its methods for determining credit ratings, its organizational .
structure, its procedures to prevent the misuse of material non-public information, the
conflicts of interest that arise from its business activities, its code of ethics, and the
qualifications of its credit analysts and credit analyst supervisors. The Commission
believes that these disclosures will allow users of the credit ratings to compare the credit
ratings quality of different NRSROs. Although the information an NRSRO will provide
on its Form NRSRO and to comply with the rules cannot substitute for an investor's due
diligence in evaluating a credit rating, it will aid investors by providing a publicly
accessible foundation of basic information about an NRSRO.
587

Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61)).
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In addition, the rules implement provisions of the Rating Agency Act that are
designed to improve the integrity ofNRSROs. For example, the registration of a credit
rating agency as an NRSRO will allow the Commission to conduct regular examinations
of the credit rating agency to evaluate compliance with the regulatory scheme set forth in
Section 15E ofthe Exchange Act588 and the rules thereunder and will subject an NRSRO
to disclosure, recordkeeping, and annual financial reporting requirements, as well as
requirements regarding the prevention of misuse of material, nonpublic information, the
management of conflicts of interest, and certain prohibited acts and practices. Increased
confidence in the integrity ofNRSROs and the credit ratings they issue could promote
participation in the securities markets. Better quality ratings could also reduce the
likelihood of an unexpected collapse of a rated issuer or obligor; reducing risks to
individual investors and to the financial markets. In addition to improving the quality of
credit ratings, increased oversight ofNRSROs could increase the accountability of an ·
NRSRO to its subscribers, investors, and other persons who rely on the credibility and ·
objectivity of credit ratings in making an investment decision.
Rule 17g-1 prescribes a process for a credit rating agency to register with the
Commission as an NRSRO. The rule requires a credit rating agency to apply for
registration using Form NRSRO. Form NRSRO requires that a credit rating agency
provide information required under Section 15E(a)(1)(B) of the Exchange Act and
certain additional information. 589 The additional information will assist the Commission
.in making the assessment regarding financial and managerial resources required under

588

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.

589

See Section 15E(a)(l)(B) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)).
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Section 15E(a)(2)(C)(ii)(l) ofthe Exchange Act. 590 This section directs the Commission
to grant a credit rating agency's application for registration as an NRSRO unless, among
other things, the Commission finds that the applicant does not have adequate financial
and managerial resources to consistently issue ratings with integrity and to materially
comply with its procedures and methodologies disclosed under Sections 15E(a)(l)(B) of
the Exchange Act591 and with the requirements in Sections 15E(g), (h), (i) and (j) of the
Exchange Act. 592 Certain other additional information required to be made public will
assist users of credit ratings in assessing the credibility of the NRSRO and in comparing
the NRSRO with other NRSROs.
Rule 17g.;.2 implements the Commission's recordkeeping and rulemaking
authority under Section 17(a) ofthe Exchange Act593 by requiring an NRSRO to make
and retain certain records related to its business as a credit rating agency. This
recordkeeping rule will assist the Commission in monitoring whether an NRSRO is
complying with provisions of Section 15E of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder
by requiring information about each NRSRO's financial condition, management, and
operations. This information will permit the Commission to observe differences
between NRSROs and changes over time in individual NRSROs. The information also
will permit the Commission to review whether an NRSRO is operating consistently with

590

See 15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)(C)(ii)(I).

591

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B).

592

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g), (h), (i) and (j).

593

15 U.S.C. 78q(a)(l).
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the methodologies and procedures it establishes to determine credit ratings and its ·
policies and procedures designed to ensure the impartiality of its credit ratings.
Section 15E(k) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish to the
Commission, on a confidential basis and at intervals determined by the Commission,
such financial statements and information concerning its financial condition that the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors. 594 The section also provides that the Commission may,
by rule, require that an independent public accountant certify the financial statements. 595
Rule 17g-3 implements this nilemaking authority by requiring an NRSRO to furnish
.annual financial reports to the Commission. This rule will enhance Commission
oversight .of an NRSRO. Specifically, it will aid the Commission in monitoring whether
the initiation of a proceeding under Section 15E(d) of the Exchange Act will be
appropriate because the NRSRO "fails.to maintain adequate financial and managerial ·
resources to consistently produce credit ratings with integrity."596 In addition, the
financial reports also will assistthe Commission in monitoring potential conflicts of
interests of a financial nature arising from the operation of an NRSRO. 597

594

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k).

595

596

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(d).

597

See, e.g., Rule 17g-5(c)(1) prohibiting an NRSRO from issuing or maintaining a credit
rating for a person that, in the most recently ended fiscal year, provided the NRSRO with
net revenue equaling or exceeding 10% of the NRSRO's total revenue for the year.
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Section 15E(g)(l) of the Exchange Act598 requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information in violation of the Exchange Act. 599 Section 15E(g)(2) ofthe
Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall adopt rules requiring an NRSRO to
establish specific policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic
information. 600 Rule 17g-4 implements this statutory provision by requiring that an
NRSRO'spolicies and procedures established pursuant to Section 15E(g)(l) ofthe
Exchange Act601 include three specific types of procedures. These specific procedures
. establish a baseline for the type of procedures an NRSRO must implement to meet the
statutory requirement in Section 15E(g) of the Exchange Act. 602 By providing this
baseline, the rule is designed to ensure that an NRSRO establishes adequate procedures
and controls to protect material nonpublic information.
· Rule 17g-5 implements Section 15E(h)(2)ofthe Exchange Act603 by requiring an
NRSRO to disclose and manage certain conflicts of interest, as well as specifically
prohibiting other conflicts of interest. This rule will promote the disclosure and
management of conflicts of interest required by Sections 15E(a)(l)(B)(vi) and 15E(h) of

598

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).

599

15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.

600

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(2).

601

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).

602

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g).

603

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(h)(2).
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the Exchange Act and mitigate potential undue influences on an NRSRO's credit rating
process. 604
Rule 17g-6 prohibits an NRSRO from engaging in certain unfair, abusive, or
coercive acts or practices. These prohibitions are designed to enhance the integrity of
NRSROs, promote competition and fulfill a statutory mandate.
The Commission requested comment on available metrics to quantify these
benefits and any other benefits the commenter may identify, including the identification
of sources of empirical data that could be used for such metrics. The Commission did
not receive any comments in response to this request.

B.

Costs

The Rating Agency Act requires that the rules and regulations that the
Commission may prescribe "be narrowly tailored" to meet its requirements. 605 The rules
being adopted by the Commission are designed to adhere to this statutory mandate and,
thereby, keep compliance costs as low as possible.
The cost of compliance to a given NRSRO will depend on its size and the
complexity of its business activities. As discussed above, the size and complexity of
credit rating agencies varies significantly. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify a cost per
NRSRO. Instead, the Commission provided estimates of the average cost per NRSRO
taking into consideration the range in size and complexity ofNRSROs and the fact that
many already may have established policies, procedures, and recordkeeping systems and
processes that will comply substantially with the requirements.

604

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B)(vi) and (h).

605

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(c)(2).
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The Commission believes that larger NRSROs generally already have established
written policies and procedures and recordkeeping systems that will comply with a
substantial portion of the requirements in the rules. Many of the requirements in the
rules are consistent with the IOSCO Code principles, which a number of credit rating
agencies (including the largest) have implemented. These firms will be required to
augment or modify existing policies and procedures and recordkeeping systems to
comply with the rules (ratherthan establish new ones). Some smaller credit rating
agencies also have implemented the policies, procedures, and recordkeeping systems
necessary to comply with the rules. Moreover, given their smaller size and simpler
structure, smaller entities will require less effort and incur less cost to comply with a
substantial portion of the requirements inthese rules.
For these reasons, the cost estimates represent the average cost across all
NRSROs (regardless of size) and take into account that many firms will only be required
to augment existing policies, procedures, and recordkeeping systems and processes to
come into compliance with the rules. Furthermore, as discussed with respect to the
Paperwork Reduction Act of1995 ("PRA"),606 the Commission is requiring additional
information in Form NRSRO beyond that prescribed in Section 15E(l)(B) of the
Exchange Act. 607 Therefore, the cost estimates for Rule 17g-1 include estimates that
.arise from requirements imposed by Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 608 The intent is
to quantify the incremental burden of complying with these statutory requirements as a

606

44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. 5 CFR 1320.11.

607

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1)(B).

608

15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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result of the additional information that will be required under Rule 17g-1. Thus, those
. estimates do not seek to capture costs that are solely attributable to requirements in
Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 609
The Commission requested commenters to provide data for the costs that would
be solely attributable to the requirements of Section 15E ofthe Exchange Act. The
Commission received one comment from an entity that the overall cost of complying
with the rules would be $207,515. 610 The comme~ter did not provide any further detail
on how these costs would be solely attributable to the Commission's proposed rules (as
opposed to provisions of the Rating Agency Act). 611 The commenter also did not
identify the specific costs that would arise from each discreet rule provision. 612 The
Commission believes that the estimated costs the commenter would incur if registered as
an NRSRO are included in the cost estimates discussed below~
Given the estimates set forth below, the Commission estimates that the total onetime estimated cost to NRSROs resulting from these rule:proposals would be

609

Id.

610

See Lace Letter.

611

Id.

612

Id.
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approximately $4,936,325 613 and the total estimated annual cost to NRSROs resulting
from these rule proposals would be approximately $3,955,500 per year. 614

1.

Rule 17g-1, Form NRSRO and Instructions to Form NRSRO

Section 15E(a)(1) ofthe Exchange Act requires a credit rating agency applying
for registration with the Commission to furnish an application containing certain
specified information and such other information as the Commission prescribes as
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection ofinvestors. 615 Rule
17g-1 616 implements this statutory provision by requiring a credit rating agency to
furnish an initial application on a completed Form NRSRO to apply to be registered
under section 15E ofthe Exchange Act. 617
NRSROs will incur costs to register under Section 15E of the Exchange Act and
Rule 17g-1. 618 As discussed above with respect to PRA, the Commission estimates that
an NRSRO will spend approximately 300 hours to complete and furnish an initial Form
NRSRO. Also, as discussed with respectto the PRA, the Commission estimates there
will be 30 NRSROs. For these reasons, the Commission estimates that the average one-

613

This total is derived from the total one-time costs set forth in the order that they appear
in the text: $2,007,000 + $480,000 + $25,625 + $241,200 + $1,845,000 + $30,000 +
$307,500 = $4,936,325.

614

This total is derived from the total annual costs set forth in the order that they appear in
the text: $307,500 + $61,500 + $80,400 + $1,562,100 + $1;494,000 +$450,000 =
$3,955,500.
.

615

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(1).

616

See paragraphs (a), (c) and (h) of Rule 17g-1.

617

15 U.S.C. 78o-7 .

. 618

There is no filing fee for a Form NRSRO.
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time cost to an NRSRO will be $66,900619 and the total aggregate one-time cost to the
industry will be $2,007,000. 620
Also, as discussed with respect to the PRA, the Commission anticipates that an
NRSRO likely will engage outside counsel to assist in the process of completing and
submitting a Form NRSRO. The amount of time an outside attorney will spend on this
work will depend on the size and complexity of the NRSRO. Therefore, the
Commission estimates that, on average, an outside counsel will spend approximately 40
hours assisting an NRSRO in preparing its application for registration. The Commission
further estimates that this work will be split between a partner and associate, with an
associate performing a majority of the work. Therefore, the Commission estimates that
. the average hourly cost for an outside counsel will be approximately $400 per hour. For
these reasons, the Commission estimates that the average one-time cost to an NRSRO
will be $16,000621 and the one-time cost to the industry will be $480,000.

622

Under Rule 17g-1, an NRSRO applying to be registered for an additional class of
credit ratings will be required to file an amended Form NRSRO withthe Commission. 623
As discussed with respect to the PRA, the Commission estimates, on average, an

619

The Commission estimates that a credit rating agency will have a senior compliance
examiner perform these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Senior
Compliance Examiner) indicates that the average hourly cost for a senior compliance
examiner is $223. Therefore, the average one-time cost per NRSRO will be
approximately $66,900 [(300 hours) x ($223 per/hour)].

620

30 NRSROs x $66,900 = $2,007,000.

621

$400 per hour x 40 hours = $16,000.

622

$16,000 x 30 NRSROs

623

See paragraph (b) of Rule 17g-1.

= $480,000.
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NRSRO will spend 25 hours completing and furnishing a Form NRSRO for this purpose.
The Commission also estimates with respect to the PRA that five of the 30 NRSROs will
apply to register for an additional class of credit ratings. For these reasons, the
Commission estimates that the average one-time cost to an NRSRO will be $5,125

624

and

the total aggregate one-time cost to the industry will be $25,625. 625
Section 15E(b)(1) ofthe Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to promptly amend
its application for registration if any information or document provided in the application
becomes materially inaccurate. 626 Rule 17g-1 requires an NRSRO to comply with this
statutory requirement by furnishing the amendment on Form NRSR0. 627 As discussed
with respect to the PRA, the Commission estimates that an NRSRO will furnish two
amendments on Form NRSRO per year on average. The Commission also estimates
with respect to the PRA that it will take approximately 25 hours to prepare and furnish
an amendment andthat there will be 30 NRSROs. For these reasons, the Commission

624

The Commission estimates an NRSRO will have a senior compliance person perform
these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Compliance Officer) indicates
that the average hourly cost for a compliance manager is $205. Therefore, the average
cost to an NRSRO will be $5,125 [(25 hours for one year) x ($205)].

625

5 NRSROs x $5,125 = $25,625

626

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(1).

627

See paragraph (e) of Rule 17g-l.
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estimates that the average annual cost to an NRSRO will be $10,250 628 and the total
aggregate annual cost to the industry will be $307,500. 629
Section 15E(b)(2) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish an annual
certification. 630 Rule 17g-1 will require an NRSRO to furnish the annual certification on
Form NRSR0. 631 As discussed with respect to the PRA, the Commission estimates an
NRSRO will spend approximately 10 hours per year completing and furnishing the
annual certification and that there will be 30 NRSROs. For these reasons, the
Commission estimates that the average annual cost to an NRSRO will be $2,050632 and
the total aggregate annual cost to the· industry will be $61,500. 633
Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to make certain
information and documents submitted in its application publicly available on its Web
.. site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means. 634 Rule 17g-1 requires

628

Based on the PRA estimates, an NRSRO will spend approximately 50 hours each year
updating its application on Form NRSRO (25 hours per amendment x two amendments).
The Commission estimates an NRSRO will have a senior compliance person perform
these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Compliance Officer) indicates
that the average hourly cost for a compliance manager is $205. Therefore, the total
average annual cost to an NRSRO to update its registration on Form NRSRO will be
$10,250 [(50 hours per year) x ($205 per hour)].

629

$10,250 x 30 NRSROs = $307,500.

630

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2).

631 .

See paragraph (f) Rule;! 17g-1.

632

The Commission estimates an NRSRO will have a senior compliance person perform
these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Compliance Officer)
indicates that the average hourly cost for a compliance manager is $205. Therefore, the
average annual cost will be $2,050 [(10 hours per year) x ($205 per hour)].

633

$2,050 x 30 NRSROs = $61,500.

634

15 U.s:c. 78o-7(a)(3).
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that this be done within 10 business days ofthe granting of an NRSRO's application or
the furnishing of an amendment to the form or annual certification. 635 As discussed with
respect to the PRA, the Commission estimates that the average hour burden for an
NRSRO to disclose this information on its Web site will be approximately 30 hours on a
one-time basis and 10 hours per year. Furthermore, as discussed with respect to the
PRA, the Commission estimates that there will be 30 NRSROs. For these reasons, the
Commission estimates that an NRSRO will incur an average one-time cost of $8,040 and
an average annual cost of$2,680. 636 Consequently, the total aggregate one-time cost to
the industry will be $241,200637 and total aggregate annual cost to the industry will be
$80,400 per year. 638
The Commission believes the requirements in Rule 17g-1 to furnish a notice on
Form NRSRO when an NRSRO withdraws its registration will result in de minimis
costs.
The Commission requested comment on these cost estimates. We also requested
comment on whether there would be costs in addition to those identified above, such as
costs arising from systems changes. Comment also was sought on whether these
requirements would impose costs on other market participants, including persons who

635

See paragraph (i) of Rule 17g-1.

636

The Commission estimates that an NRSRO will have a Senior Programmer perform this
work. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Senior Progrartuner) indicates that the
average hourly cost for a senior programmer is $268. Therefore, the average one-time
cost will be $8,040 [(30 hours) x ($268 per hour)] and the average annual cost will be
$2,680 [(10 hours per year) x ($268 per hour)].

637

$8,040 x 30 NRSROs = $241,200.

638

$2;680 x 30 NRSROs = $80,400.
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use credit ratings to make investment decisions or for regulatory purposes, and persons
who purchase services and products from NRSROs. Commenters were asked to identify
the metrics and sources of any empirical data that supported their costs estimates. The
Commission did not receive any comments in response to these requests.

2.

Rule 17g-2

Section 17(a)(l) of the Exchange Act639 provides the Commission with authority
to require an NRSRO to make and maintain such records as the Commission prescribes
by rule as necessary or appropriate in the public interest, for the protection of investors,
or otherwise in furtherance of the Exchange Act. 640 Rule 17g-2 implements this
rulemaking authority by requiring an NRSRO to make and preserve specified records
related to its credit rating business.
As discussed with respect to the PRA, the Commission estimates that an
NRSRO, on average, will spend approximately 300 hours on a one-time basis to
establish a recordkeeping system and 254 hours each year updating its books and
records. For these reasons, the Commission estimates that an NRSRO will incur an
average one-time cost of$61,500 and an average annual cost of$52,070. 641

639

See Section 5 of the Rating Agency Act and 15 U.S.C 78q(a)(1).

640

641

The Commission estimates that an NRSRO will have a compliance manager perform
these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 indicates that the average
hourly cost for a compliance manager is $205. Therefore, the average one-time cost will
be $61,500 [(300 hours) x ($205 per hour)] and the average annual cost will be $52,070
[(254 hours per year) x ($205 per hour)].
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Consequently, the total aggregate one-time cost to the industry will be $1,845,000,

642

and the total aggregate annual cost to the industry will be $1,562,100 per year; 643
Furthermore, as discussed above with respect to the PRA, the Commission also
estimates that an NRSRO may be required to purchase recordkeeping system software to
establish a recordkeeping system in conformance with the rule. The Commission
estimates that the cost of the software will vary based on the size and complexity of the
NRSRO. Also, the Commission estimates that some NRSROs will not require such
software because they already have adequate recordkeeping systems or, given their small
size, such software will not be necessary. Based on these estimates, the Commission
estimates that the average cost for recordkeeping software across all NRSROs will be
. approximately $1,000 per firm. Therefore, the one-time cost to the industry will be
$30,000.

644

The Commission requested comment on these cost estimates. We also requested
comment on whether there would be costs in addition to those identified above, such as
costs arising from restructuring business practices. Comment also was sought on
whether these rules would impose costs on other market participants, including persons
who use credit ratings to make investment decisions or for regulatory purposes, and
persons who purchase services and products from NRSROs. Commenters were asked to
identify the metrics and sources of any empirical data that supported their costs
estimates. The Commission did not receive any comments in response to these requests.
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$61,500 x 30 NRSROs = $1,845,000.

643

$52,070 x 30 NRSROs = $1,562,100.

644

$1,000 x 30 NRSROs = $30,000.
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3.

Rule 17g-3

Section 15E(k) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to furnish to the
Commission, on a confidential basis645 and at intervals determined by the Commission,
such financial statements and information concerning its financial condition that the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors. 646 The section also provides that the Commission may,
by rule, require that the financial statements be certified by an independent public
accountant. 647
Rule 17g-3 implements this statutory provision by requiring an NRSRO to
furnish annual financial reports to the Commission. As discussed above with respect to
the PRA, the Commission estimates that an NRSRO, on average, will spend
approximately 200 hours per year preparing for and furnishing these financial reports.
For these t:easons, the Commission estimates that the average annual cost to an NRSRO
will be $49,800648 and the total aggregate annual cost to the industry will be
$1,494,000. 649
As noted above, the average one-time and annual costs to NRSROs will vary

645

An applicant can request that the Commission keep this information confidential to the
extent permitted by law. See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83.

646

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(k).

647

648

The Commission estimates that a senior internal auditor will perform these
responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Senior Internal Auditor) indicates
that the average hourly cost for a senior internal auditor is $249. Therefore, the average
annual cost will be $49,800 [(200 hours per year) x ($249 per hour)].

649

$49,800 x 30 NRSROs = $1,494,000.
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widely depending on the size and complexity of the NRSRO. Moreover, some large
credit rating agencies already prepare audited financial statements in accordance with
other regulatory requirements. Nonetheless, these credit rating agencies may be required
to make changes to their accounting systems to comply with the requirements in Rule
17g-3. The Commission believes these costs will vary depending on the size and
complexity of the NRSRO. ·The Commission sought comment on the costs that would
be incurred to make changes to their accounting systems.
The Commission received one comment in response to this specific request from

a large credit rating agency. 650

The commenter stated that it would cost between $6 and

$8 million to develop a system that could capture revenues received by the credit rating
agency and its affiliates from customers in order to create the list oflarge customers that
could be audited. 651 The Commission notes, as an initial m~tter, that Section
15E(a)((B)(viii) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to create this list with respect
to issuers and subscribers. 652 Consequently, the costs of developing a system that can
capture this information can largely be attributed to the statute. Nonetheless, Rule 17g"-3
has been modified in ways that the Commission believes will largely reduce these costs.
First, an NRSRO is not required to include revenue received by affiliates that are not part
of the credit rating organization in determining this list. Second, the list is now a
separate financial report that is not required to be audited. Third, the definition of net
revenue was modified to refer to revenues "earned" by the NRSRO (as opposed to
650

See Fitch Letter.

651

Id.

652

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(viii).
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revenues "received"). This is designed to provide flexibility so that each NRSRO can
define "revenues" consistent with how its accounting system recognizes revenues. The
Commission believes these modifications significantly reduce the operational difficulties
in determining the list of large customers.
As discussed above with respect to the PRA, an NRSRO will be required to
engage the services of independent public accountant to comply with Rule 17g-3. The
cost of hiring an account will vary substantially based on the size and complexity of the
NRSRO. As the noted above, based on staff experience, the annual audit costs of a small
broker-dealer generally range from $3,000to $5,000 a year. As the Commission
estimated above, the annual audit costs for a small NRSRO willlikelybe comparableto
the costs incurred by a small broker-dealer. The costs for a large NRSRO will be much
greater. However, many ofthese firms already are audited by a public accountant for
other regulatory purposes. For these reasons, the Commission estimates that the average
annual cost across all NRSROs to engage the services of an independent public account
will be approximately $15,000. Therefore, the annual cost to the industry will be
$450,000. 653
The Commission requested comment on these cost estimates. We also requested
cominent on whether there would be costs in addition to those identified above.
Comment was sought on whether these requirements would impose costs on other
market participants, including persons who use credit ratings to make investment
decisions or for regulatory purposes, and persons who purchase services and products
from NRSROs. Commenters were asked to identify the metrics and sources of any
653

$15,000 x 30 NRSROs = $450,000.
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empirical data that supported their costs estimates. Other than the one comment
discussed above, the Commission did not receive any comments in response to these
requests.

4.

Rule 17g-4

Section 15E(g)(l) ofthe Exchange Act654 requires an NRSRO to establish,
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information in violation ofthe Exchange Act. 655 Section 15E(g)(2) ofthe
Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall adopt rules requiring an NRSRO to
establish specific policies and procedures to prevent the misuse of material, non-public
information. 656 Rule 17g-4 implements this statutory provision by requiring that an
NRSRO's policies and procedures established pursuant to Section 15E(g)(l) of the
Exchange Act657 include three specific types of procedures.
As discussed above with respect to PRA, the Commission estimates. that it will
take approximately 50 hours for an NRSRO to establish procedures in conformance with
the rule and that there will be 30 NRSROs. For these reasons, the Commission estimates

654

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).

655

15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.

656

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(2).

657

15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(1).
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that the average one-time cost to an NRSRO will be $10,250658 and the total aggregate
one-time cost to the industry will be $307,500. 659
The Commission requested comment on these cost estimates. We also requested
comment on whether there would be costs in addition to those identified above, such as
costs arising from systems changes and restructuring business practices. ·Comment also
was sought on whether these requirements would impose costs on other market
participants, including persons who use credit ratings to make investment decisions or
for regu~atory purposes, and persons who purchase services and products from NRSROs.
Commenters were asked to identify the metrics and sources of any empirical data that
supported their costs estimates. The Commission did not receive any comments in
response to these requests.

5.

Rules 17g-5 and 17g-6

Rules 17g:-5 and 17g-6 are conduct rules that require NRSROs respectively to
avoid certain conflicts of interest and unfair, abusive or coercive acts and practices and,
consequently, do not require an NRSRO to make records or reports or create
recordkeeping or accounting systems. Moreover, 15E(l)(B)(vi) ofthe Exchange Act
requires an NRSRO to disclose any conflicts of interest. Additionally, Section 15E(h) of
the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO establish, maintain, and enforce written policies
and procedures reasonable designed to address and manage any conflicts of interest that

658

The Commission estimates an NRSRO will have a senior compliance person perform
these responsibilities. The SIA Management Report 2005 (Compliance Officer) indicates
that the average hourly cost for a compliance manager is $205. Therefore, the average
one-time cost to an NRSRO Will be $10,250 [(50 hours) x ($205)].

659

30 NRSROs x $10,250 = $307,500.
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can arise from its business. Therefore, the Commission does not anticipate that Rule
17g-5 will result in any significant incremental costs.
Rules 17g-5 and 17g-6 prohibit respectively certain conflicts of interest and
unfair, coercive and abusive acts and practices. The Commission believes that most
entities that will become NRSROs do not engage in these types of conflicts, acts and
practices. Therefore, the Commission estimates that these rules generally will impose de
minimis costs. However, the Commission recognizes that an NRSRO may incur costs
related to training employees about the requirements in these rules. It also is possible
that the rules may require some NRSROs to restructure their business models or
activities. The Commission, therefore, requested comment on such training and
restructuring costs. The Commission also requested comment on whether there are any
· other costs associated with these rules. The Commission did not receive any comments
on these specific issues.
·VII.

CONSIDERATION OF BURDEN ON COMPETITION AND PROMOTION
OF EFFICIENCY, COMPETITION, AND CAPITAL FORMATION

Under Section 3(f) of the Exchange Act, 660 the Commission must, when engaging
in rulemak:ing that requires the Commission to consider or determine if an action is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest, consider whether the action will promote
efficiency, competition, and capital formation. Section 23(a)(2) of the Exchange Act661
requires the Commission to consider the anticompetitive effects of any rules the
Commission adopts under the Exchange Act. Section 23(a)(2) prohibits the Commission

660

15 U.S.C. 78c(t).

661

15 U.S.C. 78w(a)(2).
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from adopting any rule that would impose a burden on competition not necessary or
appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Exchange Act
The Commission's view is that the rules will promote efficiency, competition,
and capital formation. As discussed above with respect to the costs and benefits ofthe
rules, the primary purpose ofthe Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006 (the "Rating
Agency Act") 662 is to foster "competition in the credit rating agency business."663 The
practice of identifying NRSROs through staff no-action letters has been criticized as a
process that lacks transparency and creates a barrier for credit rating agencies seeking
wider recognition and market share. The Commission believes that these rules
implementing provisions of the Rating Agency Act furtherthe Rating Agency Act's goal
of increasing competition because they will provide credit rating agencies with a
transparent process to apply for registration as an NRSRO that does not favor a
particular business model or larger, established firms. This will make it easier for more
credit rating agencies to apply for registration. Increased competition in the credit
ratings business may lower the cost to issuers, obligors, and underwriters of obtaining
credit ratings.
In addition, the Rating Agency Act requires NRSROs to make their credit ratings
and information about themselves available to the public. Part of the definition of
"credit rating agency'' in the Rating Agency Act is that the entity must be in the business
of issuing credit ratings on the Internet or through another readily accessible means, for

662

Pub. L. No. 109-291 (2006).

663

See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
109th Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report").
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free or for a reasonable fee. 664 Under the Rating Agency Act and the rules adopted
thereunder, an NRSRO will be required to disclose information about its credit ratings
performance statistics, its methods for determining credit ratings, its organizational
structure, its procedures to prevent the misuse of material non-public information, the
conflicts of interest that arise from its business activities, its code of ethics, and the
qualifications of its credit analysts and credit analyst supervisors. The Commission
believes that these disclosures will allow users of the credit ratings to compare the
ratings quality of different NRSROs. Although the information an NRSRO will provide
on its Form NRSRO and to comply with the rules cannot substitute for an investor's due
. diligence in evaluating a credit rating, it will aid investors by providing a publicly ·
accessible foundation of basic information about an NRSRO.
In addition, the rules implement provisions of the Rating Agency Act that are
designed to improve the integrity ofNRSROs. For example, the registration of a credit
rating agency as an NRSRO will allow the Commission to conduct regular examinations
of the credit rating agency to evaluate compliance with the regulatory scheme set forth in
Section 15E of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder and will subject an NRSRO to
disclosure, recordkeeping, and annual audit requirements, as well as requirements
regarding the prevention of misuse of material, nonpublic information, the management
of conflicts of interest, and certain prohibited acts and practices. Increased confidence in
the integrity ofNRSROs and the credit ratings they issue may promote participation in
the securities markets and facilitate capital formation. Better quality credit ratings could
also reduce the likelihood of an unexpected collapse of a rated issuer or obligor, reducing

664

Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(61)).
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risks to individual investors and to the financialmarkets. In addition to improving the
quality of credit ratings, increased oversight ofNRSROs may increase the accountability
of an NRSRO to its subscribers, investors, and other persons who rely on the credibility
and objectivity of credit ratings in making an investment decision.
The Commission sought comment on these matters. In particular, the
Commission solicited comment on whether the rules would have an adverse effect on
competition that is neither necessary nor appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the
Exchange Act. In addition, comment was sought on whether the rules would promote
efficiency, competition, and capital formation. Commenters were requested to provide
empirical data and other factual support for their views, if possible.
The Commission received several comments on how the rules will impact
competition. 665 Many commenters weighing in on this issue stated that the rules wili
further. the goals ofthe Rating Agency Act by fostering more .competition. 666 Other
commenters stated that the rules create undue burden and would be a barrier to entry for
new or smaller credit rating agencies. 667 In response to this concern, the Commission
notes that the rules have been modified in ways designed to decrease burden. Some of
these modifications address specific issues raised bythe commenters. For example, one
commenter stated that the requirements to provide background information on each
credit analyst and for non-resident NRSROs to provide a special undertaking should be
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See, e.g., Gross Letter; AFP Letter; FSR Letter; ICI Letter; AEI Letter.
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See, e.g., Gross Letter; AFP Letter; FSR Letter; ICI Letter.
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eliminated. 668 As discussed above with respect to Form NRSRO and Rule 17g-2, these
requirements have been eliminated. As discussed above in the sections on each rule, the ·
Commission believes that the requirements in the rules that have been retained are
necessary and narrowly tailored. The Commission believes these requirements represent
a proper balance in promoting competition and the quality and integrity of credit ratings,
and in fulfilling the Commission's statutory mandate to create a regulatory framework
forNRSROs.
Finally, the Commission also notes that most of the commenters that weighed in
on the prohibition in Rule 17g-6(a)(4) expressed an opinion as to how the provision, as
proposed, would impact competition. For example, many of the commenters stated that
the 85% threshold in the proposed rule was too high and, therefore, the prohibition
would not achieve the desired goal of increasing competition insomuch as it would·
maintain the status quo in which the two largest credit rating agencies dominate the
market· for rating structured products. 669 . On· the other side of the issue, as discussed in
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See, e.g., DBRS Letter; Fitch Letter; letter dated February 13, 2007 from Janet M.
Tavakoli, President, Tavakoli Structured Finance, Inc.; letter dated February 14, 2007
from Gregory G. Raab, Chief Executive Officer, Axon; letter dated February 16, 2007
from Emile Van den Bol, Managing Director, Deutsche Bank; letter dated February 16,
2007 from Kent D. Born, Senior Managing Director, PPM America; letter dated
February 23, 2007 from Patti Unti, Managing Director, Capmark Investments LP; letter
dated February 23, 2007 from David Lazarus, Managing Director, Capmark Securities,
Inc.; letter dated February 28, 2007 from Ronald E. Schrager, Chief Executive Officer,
LNR Property Corporation; letter dated March 5, 2007 from David Hynes, Partner,
Northcross Capital LLP; letter dated March 6, 2007 from S. Trezevant Moore, Jr.,
President & COO, Luminent Mortgage Capital, Inc.; letter dated March 7, 2007 from
Bruce E. Stem, Chairman, Government Affairs Committee, Association of Financial
Guaranty Insurers; letter dated March 8, 2007 from Majorie E. Gross; letter dated March
9, 2007 from Petra Spiegel, Eurohypo AG; letter dated March 9, 2007 from Landon D.
Parsons, Managing Director, G-Bass; letter dated March 9, 2007 from Pat G. Halter,
Chief Executive Officer, Principal Real Estate Investors; letter dated March 12, 2007
from Charles Covell, Executive Vice President, Citigroup Alternative Investments; letter
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the section describing Rule 17g-6, commenters argued that the Commission has
insufficient data upon which to make a finding that a specific practice is unfair, abusive,
or coercive and, consequently, the prohibition, as proposed, would interfere with nattiral
market forces. 670
The Commission notes that the rule has been modified to eliminate the 85%
threshold. The rule now prohibits the practices where the practice is engaged in for an
anticompetitive purpose. In this way, the rule is designed to prohibit conduct that
inappropriately stifles competition and, at the same time, avoid the establishment of
artificial constraints that could interfere with natural market forces. The Commission
recognizes that the two largest credit rating agencies dominate the market for rating
structured products. Consequently, the Commission intends - aided by the enhanced
recordkeeping requirements around rating structured products - to monitor closely the
practices NRSROs employ in this area.

VIII. FINAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS
The Commission proposed Rules 17g-l, 17g-2, 17g-3, 17g-4, 17g-5, and 17g-6
and Form NRSRO in the proposing release under Section 15E of the Exchange Act.
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An Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis ("IRFA") was published in the proposing
release. The Commission has prepared the following Final Regulatory Flexibility

dated March 12,2007 from Rodney J. Dillman, General Counsel, Babson Capital
Management LLC; letter dated March 12,2007 from Louis C. Lucido, Group Managing
Director, Trust Company of the West; letter dated March 12, 2007 from Daniel Ivascyn,
Managing Director, PIMCO.
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See, e.g., S&P Letter; Moody's Letter; R&I Letter; FSR Letter; Rutherfurd Letter;
Langohr Letter; AST Letter.
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Analysis (FRFA), in accordance with the provisions ofthe Regulatory Flexibility Act,

672

regarding Rules 17g-1, 17g-2, 17g-3, 17g-4, 17g-5, and 17g-6 and Form NRSRO under
Section 15E of Exchange Act.673

A.

Need for and Objective of the Rules

The rules implement specific provisions of the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act
of2006 (the "Rating Agency Act"). 674 The Rating Agency Act defines the term
"nationally recognized statistical rating organization" as a credit rating agency registered
with the Commission, provides authority for the Commission to implement registration,
recordkeeping, financial reporting, and oversight rules with respect to registered credit
rating agencies, and directs the Commission to issue final implementing rules no later
than 270 days after its enactment.
The objectives of the Rating Agency Act are "to improve ratings quality for the
protection of investors and in the public interest by fostering accountability,
. transparency, and competition in the credit rating industry."675 The rules are designed to
further these objectives and to: assist the Commission in determining whether an entity
should be registered as an NRSRO; assist the Commission in reviewing whether an
NRSRO complies with the provisions ofthe Rating Agency Act and rules thereunder;
adhere to the Commission's statutory mandate to adopt rules to implement the NRSRO
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5 U.S.C. 603.
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Pub. L. No. 109-291 (2006).
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See Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to
Accompany S. 3850, Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of 2006, S. Report No. 109-326,
109th Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 6, 2006) ("Senate Report").
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regulatory program; and provide information regarding NRSROs to the public and to
users of credit ratings.

B.

Significant Issues Raised by Commenters

The Commission sought comment with respect to every aspect of the IRFA,
including comments with respect to the number of small entities that may be affected by
the proposed rules. Commenters were asked to specify the costs of compliance with the
proposed rules and suggest alternatives that would accomplish the goals of the rules.
The Commission did not receive any specific comments on the IRFA. The Commission
did, however, receive a limited number of comments that discussed the effect the rules
might have on smaller credit rating agencies, although these commenters did not address
whether their comments pertained to entities that would be small businesses for purposes
of Regulatory Flexibility Act analysis; For example; one commenter stated that the
rules, as proposed, created an undue burden and would be a barrier to entry for new or
smaller credit rating agencies.
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Several commenters stated that the prohibition in Rule

17g-5 from having a conflict with respect to a client that has provided 10% or more of
the NRSRO's annual revenU:es·could prevent smaller credit rating agencies from
registering as NRSROs. 677

C.

Legal Basis

The Commission is adopting the rules pursuant to the Exchange Act678 and,
particularly, Section 15E of the Exchange Act. 679
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See AEI Letter.
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D.

Small Entities Subject to the Rule

Paragraph (a) of Rule 0-10 provides that for purposes of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, a small entity "(w]hen used with reference to an 'issuer' or a 'person'
other than an investment company" means "an 'issuer' or 'person' that, on the last day of
its most recent fiscal year, had total assets of $5 million or less."680 The Commission
believes that an NRSRO with total assets of $5 million or less would qualify as a "small"
entity for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
As noted above, the Commission believes that approximately 30 credit rating
agencies will be registered as NRSROs. Moreover, as also noted above, the Senate
Report accompanying the Rating Agency Act states that the two largest credit rating
agencies have about 80% of the market share as measured by revenues. The Senate
Report also states that these two firms rate more than 99~ of the debt obligations and
preferred stock issues publicly traded in the United States. Given these figures, the
Commission believes that the majority of the credit rating agencies registered with the
Commission will be "small" entities. 681 Consequently, the Commission estimates that,
of the approximately 30 credit rating agencies estimated to be registered with the
Commission, approximately 20 would be "small" entities for purposes of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. 682

E.

Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance Requirements
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15 U.S.C. 78o-7.
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17 CFR 240.0-lO(a).
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See 17 CFR 240.0-lO(a).
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A credit rating agency seeking to apply to the Commission for registration as an
NRSRO will apply using Form NRSR0. 683 The Form elicits certain information and
requires the credit rating agency to attach a number of documents as Exhibits (some of
which would have to be made publicly available) and certifications from qualified
institutional buyers. The public Exhibits consist of information about credit ratings
performance data, the credit rating agency's organizational structure, the methods used
by the credit rating agency for issuing credit ratings, the policies used by the credit rating
agency to manage activities that could potentially risk the impartiality of its credit
ratings, and the credit rating agency's credit analysts. To the extent permitted by law,
. the confidential Exhibits consistof information about the credit rating agency's financial
condition, revenues, and credit analyst compensation.
After registration, the credit rating agency (now an NRSRO) generally will be
required to promptly update the public information ori its Forin NRSRO whenever an
Item or Exhibit becomes materially inaccurate. To update information, the NRSRO
must furnish the Commission with an amendment using Form NRSRO. In addition, the
NRSRO must furnish the Commission with an annual certification on Form NRSR0. 684
In the annual certification, the NRSRO must represent that all information on the Form,
as amended, continues to be accurate, list any material changes made during the previous
year, and include an update to the public Exhibit relating to the performance statistics of
its credit ratings. After its application for registration is approved, the NRSRO must
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make Form NRSRO and the public Exhibits submitted to the Commission, and all
amendments, readily accessible to the public.
NRSROs also are subject to a recordkeeping rule. 685 This rule requires an
NRSRO to make and retain certain records relating to the business of issuing credit
ratings. These records will assist the Cornnl.ission, through its examination process, in
monitoring whether the NRSRO continues to maintain adequate financial and
managerial resources to consistentlyproduce credit ratings with integrity (as required
under the Rating Agency Act) and whether the NRSRO is complying with the provisions
of the Rating Agency Act, the rules adopted thereunder, and the NRSRO's disclosed
policies and procedures.
On an annual fiscal year basis, an NRSRO must furnish the Commission with
audited financial staterrients. 686 This requirement is designed to assist the Commission in
· monitoring whether the NRSRO continues to maintain adequate financial resources to
consistently produce credit ratings with integrity. It also is designed to assist the
Commission in monitoring whether the NRSRO is complying with provisions of the
Rating Agency Act and the rules adopted thereunder regarding potential conflicts of·
interest arising from dealings with large customers in terms of revenues earned.
Finally, all NRSROs will be subject to requirements designed to protect their
impartiality with respect to issuing credit ratings. First, they must establish, maintain,
and enforce specific written policies designed to prevent the misuse of material non-
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public information. 687 Second, an NRSRO is prohibited from having certain general
conflicts unless it, as required under the Rating Agency Act, disclosed the conflict and
adopted procedures to manage the conflict. 688 Further certain conflicts of interest - for
example, rating a security owned by the NRSRO- are prohibited. 689 Third, NRSROs
are prohibited from engaging in certain practices that the Commission has found to be
unfair, coercive, or abusive practices. 690
F.

Duplicative, Overlapping, or Conflicting Federal Rules

The Commission believes that there are no federal rules that duplicate, overlap,
or conflict with the rules.

G.

Significant Alternatives

Pursuant to section 3(a) of the RFA; 691 the Commission must consider certain
types of alternatives, including: (1) the establishment of differing compliance or
reporting requirements or timetables that take into account the resources available to
small entities; (2) the clarification, consolidation, or simplification of compliance and
. reporting requirements under the rule for small entities; {3) the use of performance rather
than design standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of the rule, or any part of the
rule, for small entities.
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The Commission does not believe it is appropriate to establish different
compliance or reporting requirements or timetables; clarify, consolidate, or simplify
compliance and reporting requirements under the rules for small entities; or exempt
small entities from coverage of the rules, or any part of the rules. The Rating Agency
Act and the rules establish a voluntary program of registration and supervision that
allows all NRSROs the flexibility to develop procedures tailored to their specific
organizational structures and business models. Further, many of the rules, as adopted,
are due to a direct statutory mandate. The Commission also does not believe that it is
necessary to consider whether small entities should be permitted to use performance
rather than design standards to comply with the rules as the rules already propose
performance standards and do not dictate for entities of any size any particular design
.standards that must be employed to achieve the objectives of the rules.
As for the comment that the rules will be a barrier to entry for small entities, the
Commission notes that the commenter did not specify how the rules would
disproportionately burden small entities, nor did it provide cost estimates for small
entitiesJ;92 The Commission believes the burden associated with the rules will impact all
NRSROs in a proportionate manner based on their size and complexity. Therefore, the
Commission does not believe it would be appropriate to prescribe lesser requirements for
small entities, nor have any commenters suggested lesser requirements.
Further, the Commission notes that the rules, as adopted, have been modified in
ways designed to decrease burden. Some ofthese modifications address specific issues
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See AEI letter.
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raised by the commenter. 693 For example, the commenter stated that the requirements to
provide background information on each credit analyst and for non-resident NRSROs to
provide a special undertaking should be eliminated. 694 These requirements have been
eliminated. As discussed above in the sections on each rule, the Commission believes
that the requirements in the rules that have been retained are necessary and narrowly
tailored.
As for the comment that the prohibition on having a conflict with respect to a
client that has provided 10% or more of the NRSRO's revenues, the Commission notes
that the commenters did not provide any supporting data. In addition, no commenter
specifically identifying itself as a small entity raised this prohibition as an issue. 695 The
· Commission believes that it would be highly unusual fora small credit rating agencyto
derive 10% or more of its revenues from a single client and, if this was the case; that it
would very difficult for the credit rating agency to issue an impartial rating requested by
the client. The Commission notes that the smaller credit rating agencies tend to use a
subscriber fee-based business model. Thus, they are not paid to determine specific credit
ratings and, consequently, would not be impacted by this prohibition.
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.The Commission intends to monitor how the prohibition operates in practice, particularly
with respect to structured products. If the prohibition interferes with how NRSROs as a
matter of course deal with structured product sponsors, the Commission will evaluate
whether the rule should be modified to accommodate this business practice or whether
an exemption would be appropriate.
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IX.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

The Commission is adopting Form NRSRO and Rules 17g-1, 17g-2, 17g-3, 17g4, .17g-5 and 17g-6 under the Exchange Act pursuant to the authority conferred by the
Exchange Act, including Sections 3(b), 15E, 17, 23(a) and 36. 696
Text of Rules
List of Subjects
17 CFR Parts 240 and 249b

Brokers, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
In accordance with the foregoing, the Commission hereby amends Title 17,

Chapter II ofthe Code of Federal Regulation as follows.
PART 240- GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
·l.

The authority for Part 240 continues to read in part asfollows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77c, 77d, 77g, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77eee, 77ggg, 77nnn,

77sss, 77ttt, 78c, 78d, 78e, 78f, 78g, 78i, 78j, 78j-l, 78k, 78k-1, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78p,
78q, 78s, 78u-5, 78w, 78x, 78ll, 78mm, 80a-20, 80a-23, 80a-29; 80a-37, 80b-3, 80b-4,
80b-11, and 7201 et seg.; and 18 U.S.C. 1350, unless otherwise noted.

*****
2.

Sections 240.17g-1 through 240.17g-6 are added to read as follows:

Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations

Sec.
240.17g-1
696

Application for registration as a nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.

15 U.S.C. 78c(b), 78o-7, 78q, 78w, and 78mm. ·
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240.17g-2

Records to be made and retained by nationally recognized statistical
rating organizations.···

240.17g-3

Annual financial reports to be furnished by nationally recognized
statistical rating organizations.

240.17g-4

Prevention of misuse of material nonpublic information.

240.17g-5

Conflicts of interest. •

240.17g-6

Prohibited acts and practices.

§ 240.17g-1 Application for registration as a nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
·
(a) Initial application. A credit rating agency applying to the Commission to be
registered under section 15E ofthe Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7}as a nationally recognized
statistical rating organization must furnish the Cominission with an initial application on
Form NRSRO (§249b.300 ofthis chapter) that follows all applicable instructions for the
. Form.
(b) Application to register for an additional class of credit ratings. A nationally
recognized statistical rating organization applying to register for an additional class of
the credit ratings described in section 3(a)(62)(B) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(62)(B))
must furnish the Commission with an application to add a class of credit ratings on Form
NRSRO that follows all applicable instructions for the Form. The application will be
. subject to the requirements of section 15E(a)(2) ofthe Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(2)).
(c) Supplementing an application prior to final action by the Commission. An
applicant must promptly furnish the Commission with a written notice if information
submitted to the Commission in an initial application to be registered as a nationally
recognized statistical rating organization or in an application to register for an additional
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class of credit ratings is found to be or becomes materially inaccurate prior to the date of
a Commission order granting or denYing the application. The notice must identify the
information that was found to be materially inaccurate. The applicant also must
promptly furnish the Commission with an application supplement on Form NRSRO that
follows all applicable instructions for the Form.
(d) Withdrawing an application. An applicant may withdraw an initial
application to be registered as a nationally recognized statistical rating organization or an
application to register for an additional class of credit ratings prior to the date of a
Commission order granting or denying the application. To withdraw the application, the
applicant must furnish the Commission with a written notice of withdrawal executed by
a duly authorized person.
(e) Update of registration. A nationally recognized statistical rating organization
amending materially inaccurate information in its application for registration pursuant to
section 15E(b)(1) ofthe Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(1)) must promptly furnish the
Commission with the update of its registration on Form NRSRO that follows all
applicable instructions for the Form.
(f) Annual certification. A nationally recognized statistical rating organization

amending its application for registration pursuant to section 15E(b)(2) ofthe Act (15
U.S.C. 78o-7(b)(2)) must furnish the Commission with the annual certification on Form
NRSRO that follows all applicable instructions for the Form not later than 90 days after
the end of each calendar year.
(g) Withdrawal :from registration. A nationally recognized statistical rating
organization withdrawing :from registration pursuant to section 15E(e)(l) of the Act (15
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U.S.C. 78o-7(e)(1)) must furnish the Commission with a notice ofwithdrawal from
registration on Form NRSRO that follows all applicable instructions for the Form. The
withdrawal from registration will become effective 45 calendar days after the notice is
furnished to the Commission upon such terms and conditions as the Commission may
establish as necessary in the public interest or for the protection of investors.
(h) Furnishing Form NRSRO. A Form NRSRO submitted under any paragraph
of this section will be considered furnished to the Commission on the date the
Commission receives a complete and properly executed Form NRSRO that follows all
applicable instructions for the Form. Information submitted on a confidential basis and
for which confidential treatment has been requested pursuant to applicable Commission ·
rules will be accorded confidential treatment to the extent permitted by law.
(i) Public availability of Form NRSRO. A nationally recognized statistical rating
organization must make its current Form NRSRO and information and documents
submitted in Exhibits 1 through 9 to Form NRSRO publicly available on its Web site, or
through another comparable, readily accessible means within 10 business days after the
date of the Commission order granting an initial application for registration as a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization or an application to register for an
additional class of credit ratings and within 10 business days after furnishing a Form ·
NRSRO to the Commission under paragraphs (e), (f), or (g) ofthis section.

§ 240.17g-2 Records to be made and retained by nationally recognized statistical
rating organizations.
(a) Records required to be made and retained. A nationally recognized statistical
rating organization must make and retai:q. the following books and records, which must
· be complete and current:
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(1) Records of original entry into the accounting system of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization and records reflecting entries to and balances in
all general ledger accounts of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization for
each fiscal year.
(2) Records with respect to each current credit rating ofthe nationally recognized
statistical rating organization indicating (as applicable):
(i) The identity of any credit analyst(s) that participated in determining the credit
rating;
(ii) The identity of the person(s) that approved the credit rating before it was
issued;
(iii) Whether the credit rating was solicited or unsolicited; and
(iv) The date the credit rating action was taken.
(3) An account record for each person (for example, an obligor, issuer,
underwriter, or other user) that has paid the nationally recognized statistical rating
·.organization for the issuance or maintenance of a credit rating indicating:
(i) The identity and address of the person; and
(ii) The credit rating(s) determined or maintained for the person.
(4) An account record for each subscriber to the credit ratings and/or credit
analysis reports ofthe nationally recognized statistical rating organization indicating the
identity and address of the subscriber.
(5) A record listing the general types of services and products offered by the
nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
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(6) A record documenting the established procedures and methodologies used by
the nationally recognized statistical rating organization to determine credit ratings.
(7) A record that lists each security and money market instrument and its
corresponding credit rating issued by an asset pool or as part of any asset-backed or
mortgage-backed securities transaction where the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization, in determining the credit rating for the security or money market
instrument, treats assets within such pool or as a part of such transaction that are not
subject to a credit rating of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization by
any or a combination of the following methods:
(i) Determining credit ratings for the unrated assets;
(ii) Performing credit assessments or determining private credit ratings for the
unrated assets;
(iii) Determining credit ratings or private credit ratings, or performing credit
assessments for the unrated assets by taking into consideration the internal credit
analysis of another person; or
(iv) Determining credit ratings or private credit ratings, or performing credit
assessments for the unrated assets by taking into consideration (but not necessarily
adopting) the credit ratings of another nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
(b) Records required to be retained. A nationally recognized statistical rating
organization must retain the following books and records (excluding drafts of
documents) that relate to its business as a credit rating agency:
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(1) Significant records (for example, bank statements, invoices, and trial
balances) underlying the information included in the annual financial reports furnished
by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization to the Commission pursuant to
§240.17g-3.
(2) Internal records, including nonpublic information and work papers, used to
form the basis of a credit rating issued by the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
(3) Credit analysis reports, credit assessment reports, and private credit rating
reports ofthe nationally recognized statistical rating organization and internal records,
including nonpublic information and work papers, used to form the basis for the opinions
expressed in these reports.
(4) Compliance reports and compliance exception reports.
(5) Internal audit plans, internal audit reports, documents relating to internal audit
follow-up measures, and all records identified by the internal auditors of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization as necessary to perform the audit of an activity
that relates to its business as a credit rating agency.
(6) Marketing materials of the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization that are published or otherwise made available to persons that are not
associated with the nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
(7) External and internal communications, including electronic communications,
received and sent by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization and its
employees that relate to initiating, determining, maintaining, changing, or withdrawing a
credit rating.
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(8) Internal documents that contain information, analysis, or statistics that were
used to develop a procedure or methodology to treat the credit ratings of another
nationally recognized statistical rating organization for the purpose of determining a
credit rating for a security or money market instrument issued by an asset pool or part of
any asset-backed or mortgage-backed securities transaction.
(9) For each security or money market instrument identified in the record
required to be made and retained under paragraph (a)(7) of this section, any document
that contains a description of how assets within such pool or as a part of such transaction
not rated by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization but rated by another
nationally recognized statistical rating organization were treated for the purpose of
determining the credit rating of the security or money market instrument.
(10) Form NRSROs (inCluding Exhibits and accompanying information and
documents) submitted to the Commission by the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
(c) Record retention periods. · The records required to be retained pursuant to
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section must be retained for three years after the date the
Tecord is made or received.
(d) Manner ofretention.·An original, or a true and complete copy ofthe original,
of each record required to be retained pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section
must be maintained in a manner that, for the applicable retention period specified in
paragraph (c) of this section, makes the original record or copy easily accessible to the
principal office of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization and to any
other office that conducted activities causing the record to be made or received.
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(e) Third-party record custodian. The records required to be retained pursuant to
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section maybe made or retained by a third-party record
custodian, provided the nationally recognized statistical rating organization furnishes the
Commission at its principal office in Washington, DC with a writ~en undertaking of the
custodian executed by a duly authorized person. The undertaking must be in
substantially the following form:
The undersigned acknowledges that books and records it has made or is retaining
for [the nationally recognized statistical rating organization] are the exclusive
property of (the nationally recognized statistical rating organization]. The
undersigned undertakes that upon the request of [the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization] it will promptly provide the books and records to
[the nationally recognized statistical rating organization] or the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission ("Commission'') or its representatives and that upon
the request of the Commission it will promptly permit examination by the
Commission or its representatives of the records at any time or from time to time
during business hours and promptly furnish to the Comffiission or its
representatives a true and complete copy of any or all or any part of such books
and records.
A nationally recognized statistical rating organization that engages a third-party record
custodian remains responsible for complying with every provision of this section.
(f) A nationally recognized statistical rating organization must promptly furnish
the Commission or its representatives with legible, complete, and current copies, and, if
specifically requested, English translations of those records of the nationally recognized
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statistical rating organization required to be retained pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b)
this section, or any other records ofthe nationally recognized statistical rating
organization subject to examination under section 17(b) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78q(b))
that are requested by the Commission or its representatives.

§ 240.17g-3 Annual financial reports to be furnished by nationally recognized
statistical rating organizations.
(a) A nationally recognized statistical rating organization must annually, not
more than 90 calendar days after the.end of its fiscal year (as indicated on its current
Form NRSRO), furnish the Commission, at the Commission's principal office in
Washington, DC, with the following financial reports as of the end of its most recent
fiscal year:
(1) Audited financial statements of the nationally recognized statistical rating

organization or audited consolidated financial statements of its parent ifthe nationally
recognized statistical rating organization is a separately identifiable division or
department of the parent. The audited financial statements must:
(i) Include a balance sheet, an income statement and· statement ofcash flows, and

a statement of changes in ownership equity;
(ii) Be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in
the jurisdiction in which the nationally recognized statistical rating organization or its
parent is incorporated, organized, or has its principal office; and
(iii) Be certified by an accountant who is qualified and independent in
accordance with paragraphs (a), (b), and (c)(l), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (8) of §210.2-01 of
this chapter. The accountant must give an opinion on the financial statements in
accordance with paragraphs (a) through (d) of §210.2-02 ofthis chapter.
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(2) If applicable, unaudited consolidating financial statements of the parent of the
nationally recognized statistical rating organization that include the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization.
Note to paragraph (a)(2): This financial report must be furnished only ifthe
audited financial statements provided pursuant to paragraph (a)(l) of this section
are consolidated financial statements of the parent of the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization~
· (3) An unaudited financial report providing information concerning the revenue
ofthe nationally recognized statistical rating organization in each ofthe following
categories (as applicable) for the fiscal year:
(i) Revenue from determining and maintaining credit ratings;
·I

(ii) Revenue from subscribers;
(iii) Revenue from granting licenses or rights to publish credit ratings; and
(iv) Revenue from all other services and products (include descriptions of any
major sources ofrevenue).
(4) An unaudited financial report providing the total aggregate and median
annual compensation of the credit analysts of the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization for the fiscal year.
Note to paragraph (a)(4): In calculating total and median annual compensation,
the nationally recognized statistical rating organization may exclude deferred
compensation, provided such exclusion is noted in the report.
(5) An unaudited financial report listing the 20 largest issuers and subscribers
that used credit rating services provided by the nationally recognized statistical rating
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organization by amount of net revenue attributable to the issuer or subscriber during the
fiscal year. Additionally, include on the list any obligor or underwriter that used the
credit rating services provided by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization
if the net revenue attributable to the obligor or underwriter during the fiscal year equaled
or exceeded the net revenue attributable to the 20th largest issuer or subscriber. Include
the net revenue amount for each person on the list.
Note to paragraph (a)(5): A person is deemed to have "used the credit rating
services" of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization if the person
is any ofthe following: an obligor that is rated by the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization (regardless of whether the obligor paid for the
credit rating); an issuer that has securities or money market instruments subject to
a credit rating ofthe nationally recognized statistical rating o:rganization
(regardless of whether the issuer paid for the credit rating); any other person that
has paid the nationally recognized statistical rating organization to determine a
credit rating with respect to a specific obligor, security, or money market
instrument; or a subscriber to the credit ratings, credit ratings data, or credit
analysis of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization. In calculating
net revenue attributable to a person, the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization should include all revenue earned by the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization for any type of service or product, regardless of
whether related to credit rating services, and net of any rebates and allowances
paid or owed to the person by the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
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(b) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization must attach to each
financial report furnished pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section a signed statement by
a duly authorized person associated with the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization that the person has responsibility for the report and, to the best knowledge
of the person, the financial report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial
condition, results of operations, cash flows, revenues, and analyst compensation, as
applicable, of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization for the period
presented.
(c) The Commission may grant an extension of time or an exemption with respect
. to any requirements in this section either unconditionally or on specified terms and
conditions on the written request of a nationally recognized statistical rating organization
ifthe Commission finds that such extension or exemptionis necessary orappropriate in .
.the public interest and consistent with the protection of investors.

§ 240.17g-4 Prevention of misuse Of material nonpublic information.
(a) The written policies and procedures a nationally recognized statisticaLrating
organization establishes, maintains, and enforces to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information pursuant to section 15E(g)(l) oftheAct (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(g)(l))
must include policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent:
(1) The inappropriate dissemination within and outside the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization of material nonpublic information obtained in connection
with the performance of credit rating services;
(2) A person within the nationally recognized statistical rating organization from
purchasing, selling, or otherwise benefiting from any transaction in securities or money
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market instruments when the person :is aware of material nonpublic information obtained
in connection with the performance, of credit rating services that affects the securities or
money market instruments; and
(3) The inappropriate dissemination within and outside the nationally recognized
statistical rating organization of a pc;:nding credit rating action before issuing the credit
rating on the Irlternet or through another readily accessible means.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the term person within a nationally
recognized statistical rating organiz~tion means a nationally recognized statistical rating
organizatio?, its credit rating affiliates identified on Form NRSRO, and any partner,
officer, director, branch manager, ari:d employee of the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization or its credit rating affiliates (or any person occupying a similar status
or performing similar functions).

§ 240.17g-5 Conflicts of interest..
(a) A person within a nationa,lly recognized statistical rating organization is
prohibited from having a conflict ofinterest relating to the issuance or maintenance of a
credit rating identified in paragraph (b) ofthis section, unless:
(1) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization has disclosed the
type of conflict of interest in Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO in accordance with section
15E(a)(l)(B)(vi) ofthe Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(vi)) and §240.17g-1; and
(2) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization has established and
is maintaining and enforcing written policies and procedures to address and manage
conflicts of interest in accordance with section 15E(h) of the Act (15 U.S. C. 78o-7(h)).
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(b) Conflicts of interest. For purposes ofthis section, each ofthe following is a
conflict of interest:
(1) Being paid by issuers or \lllderwriters to determine credit ratings with respect
to securities or money market instruments they issue or underwrite.
(2) Being paid by obligors to determine credit ratings with respect to the obligors.
(3) Being paid for services in addition to determining credit ratings by issuers,
underwriters, or obligors that have paid the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization to determine a credit rating.
(4) Being paid by persons for_ subscriptions to receive or access the credit ratings
of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization and/or for other services
offered by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization where such persons
may use the credit ratings of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization to
comply with, and obtain benefits or relief under, statutes and regulations using the term
nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
(5) Being paid by persons for SU;bscriptions to receive or access the credit ratings
of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization and/or for other services
offered by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization where such persons
also may own investments or have entered into transactions that could be favorably or
adversely impacted by a credit rating issued by the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization.
(6) Allowing persons within the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization to directly own securities or money market instruments of, or having other
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direct ownership interests in, issuers or obligors subject to a credit rating determined by
the nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
(7) Allowing persons within the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization to have a business relationship that is more than an arms length ordinary
course of business relationship with issuers or obligors subject to a credit rating
determined by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
(8) Having a person associated with the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization that is a broker or dealer engaged in the business of underwriting securities
or money market instruments.
(9) .AnY other type of conflict of interest relating to the issuance of credit ratings
by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization that is material to the
nationally recognized statistical rating organization and that is identified by the
nationally recognized statistical rating organization in Exhibit 6 to Form NRSRO in
accordance with section 15E(a)(l)(B)(vi) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7(a)(l)(B)(vi)) and
§240.17g-l.
(c) Prohibited conflicts. A nationally recognized statistical rating organization is
· prohibited from having the following conflicts of interest relating to the issuance or
maintenance of a credit rating as a credit rating agency:
(1) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization issues or maintains a
credit rating solicited by a person that, in the most recently ended fiscal year, provided
the nationally recognized statistical rating organization with net revenue (as reported
under §240.17g-3) equaling or exceeding 10% ofthe total net revenue of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization for the fiscal year;
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(2) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization issues or maintains a
credit rating with respect to a person (excluding a sovereign nation or an agency of a
sovereign nation) where the nationally recognized statistical rating organization, a credit
analyst that participated in determining the credit rating, or a person responsible for
approving the credit rating, directly owns securities of, or has any other direct ownership
interest in, the person that is subject to the credit rating;
(3) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization issues or maintains a
credit rating with respect to a person associated with the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization; or
(4) The nationally recognized statistical rating organization issues or maintains a
credit rating where a credit analyst who participated in determining the credit rating, or a
person responsible for approving the credit rating, is an officer or director of the person
that is subject to the credit rating.
. (d) For the purposes of this section, the term person within a nationally
recognized statistical rating organization means a nationally recognized statistical rating
organization, its credit rating affiliates identified on Form NRSRO, and any partner,
officer, director, branch manager, and employee of the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization or its credit rating affiliates (or any person occupying a similar status
or performing similar functions).

§ 240.17g-6 Prohibited acts and practices.
(a) Prohibitions. A nationally recognized statistical rating organization is
prohibited from engaging in any of the following unfair, coercive, or abusive practices:
(1) Conditioning or threatening to condition the issuance of a credit rating on the
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purchase by an obligor or issuer, or an affiliate of the obligor or issuer, of any other
services or products, including pre-credit rating assessment products, of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization or any person associated with the nationally
recognized statistical rating organization.
(2) Issuing, or offering or threatening to issue, a credit rating that is not
determined in accordance with the nationally recognized statistical rating organization's
established procedures and methodologies for determining credit ratings, based on
whether the rated person, or an affiliate of the rated person, purchases or will purchase
the credit rating or any other service or product of the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization or any person associated with the nationally recognized statistical
rating organization.
{3}Modifying, or offering or threatening to modify, a credit rating in a manner
that is contrary to the nationally recognized statistical rating organization's established
procedures and methodologies for modifying credit ratings based on whether the rated
person, or an affiliate of the rated person, purchases or will purchase the credit rating or
any other service or product of the nationally recognized statistical rating organization or
any person associated with the nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
(4) Issuing or threatening to issue a lower credit rating, lowering or threatening to
lower an existing credit rating, refusing to issue a credit rating, or withdrawing or
threatening to withdraw a credit rating, with respect to securities or money market
instruments issued by an asset pool or as part of any asset-backed or mortgage-backed
securities transaction, unless all or a portion of the assets within such pool or part of such
transaction also are rated by the nationally recognized statistical rating organization,
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where such practice is engaged in by the nationally recognized statistical rating
organization for an anticompetitive purpose.

PART 249b- FURTHER FORMS, SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
3. The authority citation for Part 249b continues to read in part as follows.
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 78a et seq., unless otherwise noted;

*****
4. Section 249b.300 and Form NRSRO are added to read as follows:

§249b.300 FORM NRSRO, application for registration as a nationally recognized
statistical rating organization pursuant to section 15E of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and §240.17g-1 of this chapter.
This Forni shall be used for an initial application for and an application to add a ·
class of credit ratings to, a supplement to an initial application for and an application to .
add a class of credit ratings to, an update and amendment to an application for, and a
withdrawal from a registration as a nationally recognized statistical rating organization
pursuant to section 15E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78o-7) and
§240.17g-1 ofthis chapter.
Note: The text ofForm NRSRO will not appear in the Code of Federal
Regulations.
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Form NRSRO

OMB APPROVAL
OMB Number: 3235-0625
Expires: May 31,2010
Estimated average burden
hours per response: 300

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL
RATING ORGANIZATION {NRSRO)

Persons who respond to the collection of information contained in this form are not
required to respond unless the form displays a currently valid OMB control number.

SEC 1541 (2-07)
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APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATION (NRSRO)

0

INITIAL APPLICATION

0

ANNUAL CERTIFICATION

0

APPLICATION TO ADD CLASS
OF CREDIT RATINGS

0

UPDATE OF REGISTRATION
Items and/or Exhibits Amended:

0

APPLICATION SUPPLEMENT
Items and/or Exhibits Supplemented:

0 WITHDRAWAL FROM REGISTRATION
Important: Refer to Form NRSRO Instructions for General Instructions, Item-by-Item Instructions, an
Explanation of Terms, and the Disclosure Reporting Page (NRSRO). "You" and "your" mean the person
furnishing this Form NRSRO to the Commission. "Applicant" and "NRSRO" mean the person furnishing
this Form NRSRO to the Commission and any credit rating affiliate identified in Item 3.

1.

A. Your full name:

B. (i) Name under which your credit rating business is primarily conducted, if different from Item 1A:
(ii) Any other name under which your credit rating business is conducted and where it is used (other than
the name of a credit rating affiliate identified in Item 3):

C. Address of your principal office (do not use a P.O. Box):
(Number and Street)

(City)

(State/Country)

(Zip/Postal Code)

D. Mailing address, if different:
(Number and Street)

(City)

(State/Country)

(Zip/Postal Code)

E. Contact person (See Instructions):

(Name and Title)
(Number and Street)

(City)

(State/Country)

(Zip/Postal Code)

CERTIFICATION:
The undersigned has executed this Form NRSRO on behalf of, and on the authority of, the Applicant!NRSRO. The
undersigned, on behalf of the Applicant!NRSRO, represents that the information and statements contained iri this Form,
· including Exhibits and attachments, all of which are part of this Form, are accurate in all significant respects. If this is an
ANNUAL CERTIFICATION, the undersigned, on behalf of the NRSRO, represents that the NRSRO's application on Form
NRSRO, as amended, is accurate in all significant respects.
(Name of the Applicant!NRSRO)

(Date)

By: ---=~--~----------------------------------~~~----~~~
(Signature)

(Print Name and Title)
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2. A.

Your legal status:

D

Corporation

D

Limited Liability Company

D

Partnership

4.

Other (specify) _ _ __

B.

Month and day of your fiscal year end: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C.

Place and date of your formation (i&., state or country where you were incorporated, where your partnership
agreement was filed, or where you otherwise were formed):
State/Country of formation: - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

D

Date of formation: _ _ _ _ __

Your credit rating affiliates (See Instructions):

(Name)

(Address)

(Name)

(Address)

(Name)

(Address)

(Name)

(Address)

(Name)

(Address)

The designated compliance officer of the Applicant/NRSRO (See Instructions):
(Name and Title)
(Number and Street)

(City)

(State/Country)

(Postal Code)

Describe in detail how this Form NRSRO and Exhibits 1 through 9 to this Form NRSRO will be made publicly available
on Web site of the Applicant/NRSRO, or through another comparable, readily accessible means (See Instructions):

6. COMPLETE ITEM 6 ONLY IF THIS IS AN INITIAL APPLICATION, APPLICATION SUPPLEMENT, OR
APPLICATION TO ADD A CLASS OF CREDIT RATINGS.
A.

Indicate below the classes of credit ratings for which the Applicant/NRSRO is applying to be registered. For each class,
indicate the approximate number of credit ratings the Applicant/NRSRO presently has outstanding in that class as of the
date of this application and the approximate date the Applicant/NRSRO began issuing credit ratings as a "credit rating
agency" in that class on a continuous basis through the present (See Instructions):
Class of credit ratings

financial institutions as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(46) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(46)), brokers as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(4) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(4)), and dealers as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(5) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78c_(a)(5))

Applying for
registration

D

insurance companies as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(19) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(19))

D

corporate issuers

D
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Approximate number
currently outstanding

Approximate date
issuance commenced

issuers of asset-backed securities as that term is
defined in 17 CFR 229.1101 (c)

issuers of government securities as that term is
defined in section 3(a)(42) of the Exchange Act
(15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(42)), municipal securities as
that term is defined in section 3(a)(29) of the
Exchange Act (15 U.S. C. 78c(a)(29)), and foreign
government securities

0

0

B. Briefly describe how the Applicant/NRSRO makes the credit ratings in the classes indicated in Item 6A readily accessible for
·
free or for a reasonable fee (See Instructions):

C.

Check the applicable box and attach certifications from qualified institutional buyers, if required (See Instructions):

0

The Applicant!NRSRO is attaching
certifications from qualified institutional buyers to this application.
Each is marked "Certification from Qualified Institutional Buyer."

0

The Applicant!NRSRO is exempt from the requirement to submit certifications from qualified institutional buyers
pursuant to section 15E(a)(1 )(D) of the Exchange Act.

Note: You are not required to make a Certification from a Qualified Institutional Buyer submitted with this Form
NRSRO publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). You may request that the Commission keep these certifications confidential by marking
each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing confidential treatment. The
Commission will keep the certifications confidential upon request to the extent permitted by law.
7.

A.

DO NOT COMPLETE ITEM 7 IF THIS IS AN INITIAL APPLICATION.
Indicate below the classes of credit ratings for which the NRSRO is currently registered. For each class, indicate the
approximate number of credit ratings the NRSRO had outstanding in that class as of the most recent calendar year end and
the approximate date the NRSRO began issuing credit ratings as a "credit rating agency" in that class on a continuous basis
through the present (See Instructions):
Class of credit rating

Currently
registered

financial institutions as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(46) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(46)), brokers as that term is defined in section
3(a)(4) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(4)), and
dealers as that term is defined in section 3(a)(5) of
the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a){5)) •

0

insurance companies as that term is defined in
section 3(a)(19) of the Exchange Act {15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(19))

0

corporate issuers

0

issuers of asset-backed securities as that term is

0
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Approximate number
outstanding as of the
most recent calendar
year end

Approximate date
issuance commenced

defined in 17 CFR 229.1101(c)

issuers of government securities as that term is
defined in section 3(a)(42) of the Act (15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(42)), municipal securities as that term is
defined in section 3(a)(29) of the Exchange Act (15
U.S.C. 78c(a)(29)), and foreign government securities

D

B. Briefly describe how the NRSRO makes the credit ratings in the classes indicated in Item 7A readily accessible for free or
for a reasonable fee (See Instructions):

8. Answer each question. Provide information that relates to a"Yes" answer on a Disclosure Reporting
Page (NRSRO) and submit the Disclosure Reporting Page with this form (See Instructions). You are not
required to make any disclosure reporting pages submitted with this Form NRSRO publicly available on
your Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule
17g-1 (i). You may request that the Commission keep any disclosure reporting pages confidential by
marking each page "Confidential Treatmenr and complying with Commission rules governing confidential
treatment. The Commission will keep the disclosure reporting pages confidential upon request to the
extent permitted by law.

A. Has the ApplicanUNRSRO or any person within the Applicant!NRSRO committed or omitted any act, or
been subject to an order or finding, enumerated in subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), (G), or (H) of section
15(b)(4) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, been convicted of any offense specified in section
15(b)(4)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or been enjoined from any action, conduct, or
practice specified in section 15(b)(4)(C) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 in the ten years
preceding the date of the initial· application of the ApplicanUNRSRO for registration as an NRSRO or at
any time thereafter?
B. Has the ApplicanUNRSRO or any person within the ApplicanUNRSRO been convicted of any crime that
is punishable by imprisonment for 1 or more years, and that is not described in section15(b)(4) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or been convicted of a substantially equivalent crime by a foreign
court of competent jurisdiction in the ten years preceding the date of the initial application of the
ApplicanUNRSRO for registration as an NRSRO or at any time thereafter?
C. Is any person within the ApplicanUNRSRO subject to any order of the Commission barring or
suspending the right of the person to be associated with an NRSRO?

D

D

D

D

D

D

9. Exhibits (See Instructions).

Exhibit 1. Credit ratings performance measurement statistics.

D

Exhibit 1 is attached and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 2. A description of the procedures and methodologies used in determining credit ratings.

D

Exhibit 2 is attached and made a part of Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 3. Policies or procedures adopted and implemented to prevent the misuse of material, non public information.

D

Exhibit 3 is attached and made a part of this Form NRSRO.
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Exhibit 4. Organizational structure.
i

0

Exhibit 4 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 5. The code of ethics or a statement of the reasons why a code of ethics is not in effect.

0

Exhibit 5 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 6. Identification of conflicts of interests relating to the issuance of credit ratings.

0

Exhibit 6 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 7. Policies and procedures to address and manage conflicts of interest.

0

Exhibit 7 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 8. Certain information regarding the credit rating agency's credit analysts and credit analyst supervisors.

0

Exhibit 8 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit 9. Certain information regarding the credit rating agency's designated compliance officer.

0

Exhibit 9 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Exhibit .10. A list of the largest users of credit rating services by the amount of net revenue earned from the user during the
fiseal year ending immediately before the date of the initial application.·
'

0

Exhibit '1 0 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Note: You are not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable,
readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (i). You may request that the Commission keep this
Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing
confidential treatment. The Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon
request to the extent permitted by law.

Exhibit 11. Audited financial statements for each of the three fiscal or calendar years ending immediately before the date of the
initial application.

0

Exhibit 11 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Note: You are not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable,
readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). You may request that the Commission keep this
Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing
confidential treatment. The Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon
request to the extent permitted by law.
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Exhibit 12.

0

Information regarding revenues for the fiscal or calendar year ending immediately before the date of the initial
application.
··

Exhibit 12 is attached to and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

Note: You are not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable,
readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). You may request that the Commission keep this
Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing
confidential treatment. The Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon
request to the extent permitted by law.

Exhibit 13. The total and median annual compensation of credit analysts.

0

Exhibit 13 is attached and made a part of this Form NRSRO.

'
Note: You are not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable,
readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). You may request that the Commission keep this
Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing
confidential treatment. The Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon
request to the extent permitted by law.

A.
.1.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS .
·. Form NRSRO is the Application for Registration as a Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization
("N RSRO"} under Section 15E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"} and Exchange Act
Rule 17g-1. Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 requires an Applicant/NRSRO to use Form NRSRO to furnish the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") with:

2.

•

An initial application to be registered as an NRSRO;

•

An application to register for an additional class of credit ratings;

•

An application supplement;

•

An update of registration pursuant to Section 15E(b}{1} of the Exchange Act;

•

An annual certification pursuant to Section 15E(b}(2} of the Exchange Act; and

•

A withdrawal of registration pursuant to· Section 15E(e} of the Exchange Act.

Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (c) requires that an Applicant/NRSRO promptly provide the Commission with a
written notice if information submitted to the Commission in an initial application for registration or in an
application to register for an additional class of credit ratings is found to be or becomes materially
inaccurate before the Commission has granted or denied the application. The notice must identify the
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information found to be materially inaccurate. The Applicant!NRSRO must also promptly furnish the
Commission with accurate and complete information as an application supplement on Form NRSRO.
3.

Pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (i), an NRSRO must make its current Form NRSRO and information
and documents furnished in Exhibits 1 through 9 to Form NRSRO publicly available on its Web site, or
through another comparable, readily accessible means within 10 business days after the date of the
Commission Order granting an initial application for registration as an NRSRO or an application to register
for an additional class of credit ratings and within 10 business days after submitting an update of
registration, annual certification, or withdrawal from registration to the Commission on Form NRS.RO.
The certifications from qualified institutional buyers,· disclosure reporting pages, and Exhibits 10 through 13
are not required to be made publicly available by the NRSRO pursuant to Rule 17g-1 (i). An
Applicant!NRSRO may request that the Commission keep confidential the certifications from qualified
institutional buyers, the disclosure reporting pages, and the information and documents in Exhibits 10 - 13
submitted to the Commission. An Applicant!NRSRO seeking confidential treatment for these submissions
should mark each page "Confidential Treatment" and comply with Commission rules governing confidential
treatment (See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The Commission will keep this information
confidential to the extent permitted by law.

. 4.

Section 15E(a)(2) of the Exchange Act prescribes time periods and requirements for the Commission to
grant or deny an initial application for registration as an NRSRO. These time periods also apply to an
application to register for an additional class of credit ratings.

5.

Type or clearly print all information. Use only the current version of Form NRSRO or a reproduction of it.

6.

Section 15E of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78o-7) authorizes the Commission to collect the Information
on Form NRSRO from an Applicant/NRSRO. The principal purposes of Form NRSRO are to determine
whether an Applicant should be granted registration as an NRSRO, whether an NRSRO should be granted
registration in an additional class of credit ratings, whether an NRSRO continues to meet the criteria for
registration as an NRSRO, to withdraw a registration, and to provide information about an NRSRO to users
of credit ratings. Intentional misstatements or omissions may constitute federal criminal violations under 18
U.S.C. 1001.
The information collection is in accordance with the clearance requirements of Section 3507 of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3507). The Commission may not conduct or sponsor, and
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you are not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a valid Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) control number. The time required to complete and furnish this form will
vary depending on individual circumstances. The estimated average time to complete an initial application
is displayed on the facing page of this Form. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or
suggestions for reducing the burden to Director, Office of Information Technology, Securities and Exchange
Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549.
7.

Under Exchange Act Rule 17g-2(b)(10), an NRSRO must retain copies of all Form NRSROs (including
Exhibits, accompanying information, and documents) submitted to the Commission. Exchange Act Rule
17g-2(c) requires that these records be retained for three years after the date the record is made.

8. ·

ADDRESS -

The mailing address for Form NRSRO is:
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N E
Washington, DC 20549

9.

A Form NRSRO will be considered furnished to the Commission on the date the Commission receives a ·
-complete and properly executed Form NRSRO that follows all applicable instructions for the Form.

B.

INSTRUCTIONS FORAN INITIAL APPLICATION
An Applicant applying to be registered with the Commission as an NRSRO must furnish the Commission
with an initial application on Form NRSRO. To complete an initial application:
•

Check the "INITIAL APPLICATION" box at the top of Form NRSRO.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. (See Instructions below for each Item). Enter "None" or
"N/A" where appropriate.

•

Unless exempt from the requirement, attach certifications from qualified institutional buyers,
marked "Certification from Qualified Institutional Buyer'' (See Instructions below for Item 6C).

•

Attach Exhibits 1 through 13 (See Instructions below for each Exhibit),

•

Execute the Form.

The Applicant must promptly furnish the Commission with a written notice if information submitted to the
Commission in an initial application is found to be or becomes materially inaccurate prior to the date of a
Commission order granting or denying the application. The notice must identify the information found to be
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materially inaccurate. The Applicant also must promptly furnish the Commission with an application
supplement on Form NRSRO (See instructions below for an application supplement).

C.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AN APPLICATION TO ADD A CLASS OF CREDIT RATINGS
An NRSRO applying to register for an additional class of credit ratings must furnish the Commission with
an application on Form NRSRO. To complete an application to register for an additional class of credit
ratings:
•

Check the "APPLICATION TO ADD CLASS OF CREDIT RATINGS" box at the top of Form
NRSRO.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 on the Form following all applicable instructions for each
Item (See Instructions below for each Item). If any information in an Item on the previously
furnished Form NRSRO is materially inaccurate, update that information. Enter "None" or "N/A"
where appropriate. Complete each Item even if the Item is not being updated.

•

Unless exempt from the requirement, attach certifications from qualified institutional buyers for the
·. additional class of credit ratings marked "Certification from Qualified Institutional Buyer" (See
Instructions below for Item 6C).

•

If any information in an Exhibit previously furnished is materially inaccurate, update that
information.

•

Execute the Form;

The Applicant must promptly furnish the Commission with a written notice if information submitted to the
Commission in an application to add a class of credit ratings is found to be or becomes materially
inaccurate prior to the date of a Commission order granting or denying the application. The notice must
identify the information found to be materially inaccurate. The Applicant also must promptly furnish the
Commission with an application supplement on Form NRSRO (See instructions below for an application
supplement).

D.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AN APPLICATION· SUPPLEMENT
An Applicant must furnish an application supplement to the Commission on Form NRSRO if information
submitted to the Commission in a pending initial application for registration as an NRSRO or a pending
application to register for an additional class of credit ratings is found to be or becomes materially
inaccurate. To complete an application supplement:
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•

Check the "APPLICATION SUPPLEMENT' box at the top of Form NRSRO.

•

Indicate on the line provided under the box the ltem(s) or Exhibit(s) being supplemented.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 on the Form following all applicable instructions for each Item
(See Instructions below for each Item). If supplementing an initial application, also complete Item
6. If supplementing an application for registration in an additional class of credit ratings, also
complete Items 6 and 7. If any information in an Item on the previously furnished Form NRSRO is
materially inaccurate, update that information. Enter "None" or "N/A" where appropriate. Complete
.each Item even if the Item is not being updated.

•

If a certification from a qualified institutional buyer is being updated or a new certification is being
added, attach the updated or new certification.

E.

•

If an Exhibit is being updated, attach the updated Exhibit.

•

Execute the Form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AN UPDATE OF REGISTRATION
After registration is granted, Section 15E(b)(1) of the Exchange Act requires that an NRSRO must promptly
amend its application for registration if information or documents provided in the previously furnished Form
NRSRO become materially inaccurate. This requirement does not apply to Item 7 and Exhibit 1, which only
are required to be updated annually with the annual certification. It also does not apply to Exhibits 10- 13
and the certifications from qualified institutional buyers, Which are not required to be updated on Form
NRSRO after registration. An NRSRO amending its application for registration must furnish the
Commission with an update of its registration on Form NRSRO. To complete an update of registration:
•

Check the "UPDATE OF REGISTRATION" box at the top of Form NRSRO.

•

Indicate on the line provided under the box the ltem(s) or Exhibit(s) being updated.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 on the Form following all applicable instructions for each Item
(See Instructions below for each Item). If any information in an Item on the previously furnished
Form NRSRO is materially inaccurate, update that information. Enter "None" or "N/A" where
appropriate. Complete each Item even if the Item is not being updated.

F.

•

If an Exhibit is being updated, attach the updated Exhibit.

•

Execute the Form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANNUAL CERTIFICATIONS
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After registration is granted, Section 15E{b){2) of the Exchange Act requires that an NRSRO furnish the
Commission with an annual certification not later than 90 days after the end of each calendar year. The
annual certification must be furnished to the Commission on Form NRSRO and must include an update of
the information in Item 7 and the credit ratings performance measurement statistics furnished in Exhibit 1, a
certification that the information and documents furnished on or with Form NRSRO continue to be accurate
{use the certification on the Form), and a list of material changes to the application for registration that
occurred during the previous calendar year. To complete an annual certification:
•

Check the "ANNUAL CERTIFICATION" box at the top of Form NRSRO.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 on the Form following all applicable instructions for each Item
{See lnstructio.ns below for each Item). If any information in an Item on the previously furnished
Form NRSRO is materially inaccurate, update that information. Enter "None" or "N/A" where
appropriate. Complete each Item even if the Item is not being updated.

•

If any information in an Exhibit previously furnished is materially inaccurate, update that
information.

•

Attach a list of all material changes made to the information or documents in the application for
registration of the NRSRO that occurred during the previous calendar year.

•

G.

Execute the Form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR A WITHDRAWAL FROM REGISTRATION
Section 15E{e)(1) of the Exchange Act provides that an NRSRO may voluntarily withdraw its registration
with the Commission. To withdraw from registration, an NRSRO must furnish the Commission with a notice
of withdrawal from registration on Form NRSRO. The withdrawal from registration will become effective 45
calendar days after the withdrawal from registration is furnished to the Commission upon such terms and
conditions as the Commission may establish as necessary in the public interest or for the protection of
investors. To complete a withdrawal from registration:
•

Check the 'WITHDRAWAL FROM REGISTRATION" box at the top of Form NRSRO.

•

Complete Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 on the Form following all applicable instructions for each Item
(See Instructions below for each Item). If any -information on the previously furnished Form
NRSRO is materially inaccurate, update that information. Enter "None" or "N/A" where appropriate.
Complete each Item even if the Item is not being updated.
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::,\c

•
H.

Execute the Form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC LINE I"TEMS

Item 1A. Provide the name of the

person(~.

XYZ Corporation) that is furnishing the Form NRSRO to the

Commission. This means the name of the person that is applying for registration as an NRSRO or is registered as
an NRSRO and not the name of the individual that is executing the Form.
Item 1E. The individual listed as the contact person must be authorized to receive all communications and papers
from the Commission and must be responsible for their dissemination within the Applicant/NRSRO.
Certification. The certification must be executed by the Chief Executive Officer or the President of the person that
is furnishing the Form NRSRO to the Commission or an individual with similar responsibilities.
Item 3. Identify credit rating affiliates that issue credit ratings on behalf of the person furnishing the Form NRSRO
to the Commission in one or more of the classes of credit ratings identified in Item 6 or Item 7. A "credit rating
affiliate" is a separate legal entity or a separately identifiable department or division thereof that determines credit
ratings that are credit ratings of the person furnishing the Form NRSRO to the Commission. The information in
Items 4- 8 and all the Exhibits must incorporate information about the credit ratings, methodologies, procedures,
policies, financial condition, results of operations, personnel, and organizational structure of each credit rating
. affiliate identified in Item 3, as applicable. Any credit rating determined by a credit rating affiliate identified in Item 3
will be treated as a credit rating issued by the person furnishing the Form NRSRO to the Commission for purposes
of Section 15E of the Exchange Act and the Commission's rules thereunder. The terms "Applicanf' and "NRSRO"
as used on Form NRSRO and the Instructions for the Form mean the person furnishing the Form NRSRO to the
Commission and any credit rating affiliate identified in Item 3 .
. Item 4. Section 15EG) of the Exchange Act requires an NRSRO to designate a compliance officer responsible for
administering the policies and procedures of the NRSRO established pursuant to Sections 15E(g) and (h) of the
Exchange Act (respectively, to prevent the misuse of material nonpublic information and address and manage
conflicts of interest) and for ensuring compliance with applicable securities laws, rules, and regulations.
Item 5. Section 15E(a)(3) of the Exchange Act and Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (i) require an NRSRO to make Form
NRSRO and Exhibits 1 - 9 to Form NRSRO furnished to the Commission publicly available on the NRSRO's Web
site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means within 10 business days after the date of the
Commission order granting an initial application for registration as an NRSRO or an application to register for an
additional class of credit ratings and within 10 business days after furnishing the Commission with an amendment,
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annual certification, or withdrawal of registration oh Form NRSRO. The certifications from qualified institutional
investors, Disclosure Reporting Pages, and Exhibits 10 through 13 are not required to be made publicly available
on the NRSRO's Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means. Describe how the current
Form NRSRO and Exhibits 1 - 9 will be made publicly available. If they will be posted on a Web site, for example,
give the Internet address and link to the Form and Exhibits.
Item 6.

.

~omplete

Item 6 only if furnishing an initial application for registration, an application to be registered in an

additional class of credit ratings, or an application supplement.
Item GA. Pursuant to Section 15E(a)(1)(B)(vii) of the Exchange Act, an Applicant applying for registration as an
NRSRO must disclose in the application the classes of credit ratings for which the Applicant/NRSRO is applying to
be registered. Indicate these classes by checking the appropriate box or boxes. For each class of credit ratings,
provide in the appropriate box the approximate number of credit ratings the Applicant/NRSRO presently has
outstanding as of the date of the application. Pursuant to the definition of "nationally recognized statistical rating
organization" in Section 3(a)(62} of the Exchange Act, an Applicant!NRSRO must have been in business as a
"credit rating agency" for at least the 3 consecutive years immediately preceding the date of its application for
registration as an NRSRO. For each class of credit ratings, also provide in the appropriate box the approximate
date the Applicant/NRSRO began issuing and making readily accessible credit ratings in the class on a continuous
basis through the present as a "credit rating agency," as that term is defined in Section 3(a}(61) of the Exchange
Act. If there was a period when the Applicant!NRSRO stopped issuing credit ratings in a particular class or stopped·
operating as a credit rating agency, provide the approximate date the Applicant/NRSRO resumed issuing and
making readily accessible credit ratings in that class as a credit rating agency. Refer to the definition of "credit
rating agency" in the instructions below (also at 15 U.S,C. 78c(a)(61}} to determine when the Applicant/NRSRO
began operating as a "credit rating agency."
Item 68. To meet the definition of "credit rating agency'' pursuant to Section 3(a)(61 )(A) of the Exchange Act, the
Applicant must, among other things, issue "credit ratings on the Internet or through another readily accessible
means, for free or for a reasonable fee." Briefly describe how the Applicant!NRSRO makes the credit ratings in the
classes indicated in Item 6A readily accessible for free or for a reasonable fee. If a person must pay a fee to obtain
a credit rating made readily accessible by the Applicant!NRSRO, provide a fee schedule or describe the price(s)
charged.
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Item 6C. If the Applicant/NRSRO is required to furnish qualified institutional buyer certifications, under Section
15E(a)(1 )(C) of the Exchange Act, submit a minimum of 10 certifications from qualified institutional buyers, none of
which is affiliated with the Applicant!NRSRO. Each certification may address more than one class of credit ratings.
To be registered as an NRSRO for a class of credit ratings identified in Item 6A under "Applying for Registration,"
the Applicant!NRSRO must submit at least two certifications that address the class of credit ratings. If this is an
application of an NRSRO to be registered in one or more additional classes of credit ratings, furnish at least two
certifications that address each additional class of credit ratings.
The required certifications must be signed by a person duly authorized by the certifying entity, must be notarized,
must be marked "Certification from Qualified Institutional Buyer," and must be in substantially the following form:

"1, [Executing official], am authorized by [Certifying entity] to execute this certification on behalf of[Certifying
entity]. I certify that all actions by stockholders, directors, general partners, and other bodies necessary to
authorize me to execute this certification have been taken and that [Certifying entity]:
(i) Meets the definition of a 'qualified institutional buyer' as set forth in section 3(a)(64) of the-Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(64)) pursuantto the following subsection(s) of 17 CFR
230.144A(a)(1) [insert applicable citations];
(ii) Has seriously considered the credit ratings of [the Applicantlf\!RSRO] in the course of making some
of its investment decisions for at least the three years immediately preceding the date of this
certification, in the following classes of credit ratings: [Insert applicable classes of credit ratings]; and
(iii) Has not received compensation either directly or indirectly from [the Applicant/NRSRO] for

executing this certification.

[Signature
Print Name and Title
You are not required to make a Certification from a Qualified Institutional Buyer submitted with this Form NRSRO
publicly available on your Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (i). You may request that the Commission keep these certifications confidential by
marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing confidential treatment
(See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The Commission will keep the certifications confidential upon request to
the extent permitted by law.
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Item 7. An Applicant furnishing Form NRSRO to apply for registration as an NRSRO should not complete Item 7.

An NRSRO furnishing Form NRSRO for any other reason must complete Item 7. The information in Item 7 must be
updated on an annual basis with the furnishing of the annual certification.
Item 7 A. Indicate the classes of credit ratings for which the NRSRO is currently registered by checking the

appropriate box or boxes. For each class of credit ratings, provide in the appropriate box the approximate number
of credit ratings the NRSRO had outstanding as of the end of the most recently ended calendar year. For each
class of credit ratings, also provide in the appropriate box the approximate date the NRSRO began issuing and
making readily accessible credit ratings in the class on a continuous basis through the present as a "credit rating
agency,': as that term is defined in Section 3(a)(61) of the Exchange Act. If there was a period when the NRSRO
stopped issuing credit ratings in a particular class or stopped operating as a credit rating agency, provide the .
approximate date the NRSRO resumed issuing and making readily accessible credit ratings in that class as a credit
rating agency. Refer to the definition of "credit rating agency" in the instructions below (also at 15U.S.C.
78c(a)(61)) to determine when the NRSRO began operating as a "credit rating agency."
Item 78. Briefly describe how the NRSRO makes the credit ratings in the classes indicated in Item 7A readily

accessible for free or for a reasonable fee. If a person must pay a fee to obtain a credit rating made readily
. · accessibl.e by the NRSRO, provide a fee schedule or describe the price(s) charged.
Item 8. Answer each question by checking the appropriate box. Refer to the definition of "person within an

ApplicanUNRSRO" set forth below to determine the persons to which the questions apply. Information that relates
to an affirmative answer must be provided on a Disclosure Reporting Page (NRSRO) and furnished with Form
NRSRO. Submit a separate Disclosure Reporting Page (NRSRO) for each person that: (a) has committed or
omitted any act, or has been subject to an order or finding, enumerated in subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), (G), or (H)
of section 15(b)(4) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, has been convicted of any offense specified in section
15(b)(4 )(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or has been enjoined from any action, conduct, or practice
specified in section 15(b)(4 )(C) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; (b) has been convicted of any crime that is
punishable by imprisonment for 1 or more years, and that is not described in section 15(b)(4) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, or has been convicted of a substantially equivalent crime by a foreign court of competent
jurisdiction; or (c) is subject to any order of the Commission barring or suspending the right of the person to be
associated with an NRSRO. The Disclosure Reporting Page (NRSRO) is attached to these instructions. Note: the
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definition of "person within an Applicant/NRSRO;' is narrower than the definition of "person associated with a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization" in Section 3(a)(63) of the Exchange Act.
You are not required to make any disclosure reporting pages submitted with this Form NRSRO publicly available on
your Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-.1 (i}.
You may request that the Commission keep any disclosure reporting pages confidential by marking each page
"Confidential Treatment" and complying with Commission rules governing confidential treatment. The Commission
will keep the disclosure reporting pages confidential upon request to the extent permitted by law.
Item 9. Exhibits. Section 15E(a)(1 )(B) ofthe Exchange Act requires a credit rating agency's application for
registration as an NRSRO to contain certain specific information and documents and, pursuant to Section
15E(a)(1 )(B)(x), any other information and documents concerning the applicant and any person associated with the
applicantthat the Commission requires as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors. If any information or document required to be included with any Exhibit is maintained in a language other
than English, provide a copy of the original document and a version of the document translated into· English. Attach
a certification by an authorized person that the translated version is a true, accurate, and comple.te English
translation of the information or document. Attach the Exhibits to Form NRSRO in numerical order. Bind each
. Exhibit separately, and mark each Exhibit or bound volume of the Exhibit with the appropriate Exhibit number. The
information provided in the Exhibits must be sufficiently detailed to allow forverification. The information and
documents provided in Exhibits 1 through 9 must be made publicly availableon the NRSRO's Web site, or through
another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). The information and
documents required to be provided in Exhibits 1Othrough 13 are not required to be made publicly available on the
NRSRO's Web site, or through another comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule

17g~

1(i). An NRSRO may request that the Commission keep these Exhibits confidential by marking each page of them
"Confidential Treatmenf' and complying with Commission rules governing confidential treatment (See 17 CFR
200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The Commission will keep the information and documents in these Exhibits
confidential upon request to the extent permitted by law.
Exhibit 1. Provide in this Exhibit performance measurement statistics of the credit ratings of the
Applicant/NRSRO over short-term, mid-term, and long-term periods (as applicable} through the most recent
calendar year-end, including, as applicable: historical down-grade and default rates within each of the credit
rating categories, notches, grades, or rankings used by the Applicant/NRSRO as an indicator of the
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··.···:,

assessment of the creditworthiness of an obligor, security, or money market instrument. As part of this
Exhibit, define the credit rating categories, notches, grades, and rankings used by the Applicant/NRSRO and
explain the performance measurement statistics, including the inputs, time horizons, and metrics used to
determine the statistics.
Exhibit 2. Provide in this Exhibit a generai description of the procedures and methodologies used by the

Applicant/NRSRO to determine credit ratings, including unsolicited credit ratings within the classes of credit
ratings for which the Applicant/NRSRO is seeking registration or is registered. The description must be
sufficiently detailed to provide users of credit ratings with an understanding of the processes employed by the
Applicant/NRSRO in determining credit ratings, including, as applicable, descriptions of: policies for
determining whether to initiate a credit rating; a description of the public and non-public sources of
information used in determining credit ratings, including information and analysis provided by third-party
vendors; the quantitative and qualitative models and metrics used to determine credit ratings; the
methodologies by which credit ratings of other credit rating agencies are treated to determine credit ratings
for securities or money market instruments issued by an asset pool or as part of any asset-backed or
mortgaged-backed securities transaction; the procedures for interacting with the management of arated
. obligor or issuer of rated securities or money market instruments; the structure and voting process of·.
committees that review or approve credit ratings; procedures for informing rated obligors or isSuers of rated
securities or money market instruments about credit rating decisions.andfor appeals of final or pending credit
rating decisions; procedures for monitoring, reviewing, and updating credit ratings; and procedures to
withdraw, or suspend the maintenance of, a credit rating. An Applicant/NRSRO may provide in Exhibit 2 the
location on its Web site where additional information about the procedures and methodologies is located.
Exhibit 3. Provide in this Exhibit a copy of the written policies and procedures established, maintained, and

enforced by the Applicant/NRSRO to prevent the misuse of material, nonpublic information pursuant to
Section 15E(g) of the Exchange Act and 17 CFR 240.17g-4. Do not include any information that is
proprietary or that would diminish the effectiveness of a specific policy or procedure if made publicly
available.
Exhibit 4. Provide in this Exhibit information about the organizational structure of the Applicant/NRSRO,

including, as applicable, an organizational chart that identifies, as applicable, the ultimate and sub-holding
companies, subsidiaries, and material affiliates of the Applicant/NRSRO; an organizational chart showing the
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divisions, departments, and business units ofthe ApplicanUNRSRO; and an organizational chart showing the
··'.

managerial structure of the ApplicanUNRSRO, including the designated compliance officer identified in Item

4.
Exhibit 5. Provide in this Exhibit a copy of'the written code of ethics the ApplicanUNRSRO has in effect or a
statement of the reasons why the Applicarit/NRSRO does not have a written code of ethics in effect.

Exhibit 6. Identify in this Exhibit the types of conflicts of interest relating to the issuance of credit ratings by
the ApplicanUNRSRO that are material to the ApplicanUNRSRO. First; identify the conflicts described in the
list below that apply to the ApplicanUNRSRO. The ApplicanUNRSRO may use the descriptions below to
identify an applicable conflict of interest and is not required to provide any further details. Second, briefly
describe any other type of conflict of intere.st relating to the issuance of credit ratings by the
ApplicanUNRSRO that is notcovered in the descriptions below that is material to the ApplicanUNRSRO (for
example, one the ApplicanUNRSRO has established specific policies and procedures to address):
•

The ApplicanUNRSRO is paid by issuers or underwriters to determine credit ratings with respect to
·. ··.

securities or money market instruments they issue or underwrite.
· • · The ApplicanUNRSRO is paid by obligors to determine credit ratings of the obligors.
· • · The ApplicanUNRSRO is paid for services in addition to determining credit ratings by issuers,
underwriters, or obligors that have paid the ApplicanUNRSRO to determine a credit rating.
• · The ApplicanUNRSRO is paid by persons for subscriptions to receive or access the credit ratings of
the ApplicanUNRSRO and/or for other services offered by the ApplicanUNRSRO where such
persons may use the credit ratings of the ApplicanUNRSRO to comply with, and obtain benefits or
relief under, statutes and regulations using the term "nationally recognized statistical rating
organization."
•

The ApplicanUNRSRO is paid by persons for subscriptions to receive or access the credit ratings of
the ApplicanUNRSRO and/or for other services offered by the ApplicanUNRSRO where such
persons also may own investments or have entered into transactions that could be favorably or
adverselyimpacted by a credit rating issued by the ApplicanUNRSRO.

•

The ApplicanUNRSRO allows persons within the ApplicanUNRSRO to:
o

Directly own securities or money market instruments of, or have other direct ownership
interests in, obligors or issuers subject to a credit rating determined by the ApplicanUNRS~O.
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o

Have business relationships that are more than arms length ordinary course business
relationships with obligors or issuers subject to a credit rating determined by the
ApplicanUNRSRO:

•

A person associated with the ApplicanUNRSRO is a broker or dealer engaged in the business of
underwriting securities or money market instruments (identify the person).

•

The ApplicanUNRSRO has any other material conflict of interest that arises from the issuances of
credit ratings_{briefly describe).

Exhibit 7. Provide in this Exhibit a copy of the written policies and procedures 13stablished, maintained, and
enforced by the ApplicanUNRSRO to address and manage conflicts of interest pursuant to Section 15E(h) of
the Exchange Act. Do not include any information that is proprietary or that would diminish the effectiveness
of a specific policy or procedure if made publicly available,

Exhibit 8. Provide in this Exhibit the following information about the ApplicanUNRSRO's credit analysts (See
definition below) and the persons who supervise the credit analysts:
•

The total number of credit analysts. ·

•

The total number of credit analyst supervisors.

•

A general description of the minimum qualifications required of the credit analysts, including
education level and work experience (if applicable, distinguish between junior, mid, and senior level
credit analysts).

•

A general description of the minimum qualifications required of the credit analyst supervisors,
including education level and work experience.

Exhibit 9. Provide in this Exhibit the following information about the designated compliance officer (identified
in Item 4) of the ApplicanUNRSRO:
•

Name.

•

Employment history.

•

Post secondary education.

•

Whether employed by the ApplicanUNRSRO full-time or part-time.

Exhibit 10. Provide in this Exhibit a list of the largest users of credit rating services of the Applicant by the
amount of net revenue earned by the Applicant attributable to the. person during the fiscal year ending
immediately before the date of the initial application. First, determine and list the 20 largest issuers and
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subscribers in terms of net revenue. Next, add to the list any obligor or underwriter that, in terms of net
1

revenue during the fiscal year, equaled or exceeded the 20 h largest issuer or subscriber. In making the list,
rank the persons in terms of net revenue from largest to smallest and include the net revenue amount for
each person. For purposes of this Exhibit:
Net revenue means revenue earned by the Applicant for any type of service or product provided to the
person, regardless of whether related to credit rating services, and net of any rebates and allowances the
Applicant paid or owes to the person; and
Credit rating services means any of the following: rating an obligor (regardless of whether the obligor or any
other person paid for the credit rating); rating an issuer's securities or money market instruments (regardless
of whether the issuer, underwriter, or any other person paid for the credit rating); and providing credit ratings,
. credit ratings data, or credit ratings analysis to a subscriber.
An NRSRO is not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on its Web site, or through another
comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1 (i). An NRSRO may request that
the Commission keep this Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatmenf' and complying
. with Commission rules governing confidential treatment (See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The
.. Commission will.keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon request to the extent
permitted by law.

. Exhibit 11. Provide in this Exhibit the financial statements of the Applicant, which must include a balance
sheet, an income statement and statement of cash flows; and a statement of changes in ownership equity,
audited by an independent public accountant, for each of the three fiscal or calendar years ending
immediately before the date of the Applicant's initial application to the Commission, subject to the following:
If the Applicant is a division, unit, or subsidiary of a parent company, the Applicant may provide audited
consolidated financial statements of its parent company.
If the Applicant does not have audited financial statements for one or more ofthe three fiscal or calendar
years ending immediately before the date of the initial application, the Applicant can provide unaudited
financial statements for the applicable year or years, but must provide audited financial statements for the
fiscal or calendar year ending immediately before the date of the initial application. Attach to the unaudited
financial statements a certification by a person duly authorized by the Applicant to make the certification that
the person has responsibility for the financial statements and that to the best knowledge of the person making
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•

the certification the financial statements fairly present; in all material respects, the Applicant's financial
condition, results of operations, and cash flows for the period presented.
An NRSRO is not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on its Web site, or through another
comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). An NRSRO may request that
the Commission keep this Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment'' and complying
with Commission rules governing confidential treatment (See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The
Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon request to the extent
permitted by law.

Exhibit 12. Provide in this Exhibit the following information, as applicable, and which is not required to be
. audited, regarding the Applicant's aggregate revenues for the fiscal or calendar year ending immediately before
the date of the initial application:
•

Revenue from determining and maintaining credit ratings;

•

Revenue from subscribers;

•

Revenue from granting licenses or rights to publish credit ratings; and

• · Revenue from all other services and products offered by your credit rating organization (include
descriptions of any major sources of revenue).
· An NRSRO is not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on its Web site or, through another
comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). An NRSRO may request that
the Commission keep this Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying
with Commission rules governing confidential treatment (See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The
Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon request to the extent
permitted by law.

Exhibit13. Provide in this Exhibit the approximate total and median annual compensation of the Applicant's
credit analysts for the fiscal or calendar year ending immediately before the date of this initial application. In
calculating total and median annual compensation, the Applicant may exclude deferred compensation, provided
such exclusion is noted in the Exhibit.
An NRSRO is not required to make this Exhibit publicly available on its Web site, or through another
comparable, readily accessible means pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17g-1(i). An NRSRO may request that
the Commission keep this Exhibit confidential by marking each page "Confidential Treatment" and complying
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with Commission rules governing confidential treatment (See 17 CFR 200.80 and 17 CFR 200.83). The
Commission will keep the information and documents in the Exhibit confidential upon request to the extent
permitted by law.
F.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS.
1.

COMMISSION -The U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

2.

CREDIT RATING [Section 3(a)(60) of the Exchange Act]- An assessment of thecreditworthiness
of an obligor as an entity or with respect to specific securities or money market instruments.

3.

CREDIT RATING AGENCY [Section 3{a){61) of the Exchange Act]- Any person:
•

engaged in the business of issuing credit ratings on the Internet or through another readily
accessible means, for free or for a reasonable fee, but does not include a commercial
credit reporting company;

•

employing either a quantitative or qualitative model, or both to determine credit ratings; and

•

receiving fees from· either issuers, investors, other market participants, or a combination
thereof.

4.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATION [Section 3(a)(62) of the
Exchange Act] -A credit rating agency that:
•

has been in business as a credit rating agency for at least the 3 consecutive years
immediately preceding the date of its application for registration as an NRSRO;

•

issues credit ratings certified by qualified institutional buyers in accordance with section
15(a)(1 )(B)(ix) of the Exchange Act with respect to:
o

financial institutions, brokers, or dealers;

o

insurance companies;

o

corporate issuers;

o

issuers of asset-backed securities;

o

issuers of government securities, municipal securities, or securities issued by a
foreign government; or

o
•

a combination of one or more of the above; and

is registered as an NRSRO. ·
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•

6.

PERSON -An individual, partnership, corporation, trust, company, limited liability company, or
other organization (including a separately identifiable department or division).

7.

PERSON WITHIN AN APPLICANT/NRSRO -The person furnishing Form NRSRO identified in
Item 1, any credit rating affiliates identified in Item 3, and any partner, officer, director, branch
manager, or employee of the person or the credit rating affiliates (or any person occupying a similar
status or performing similar functions).

8.

SEPARATELY IDENTIFIABLE DEPARTMENT OR DIVISION- A unit of a corporation or company:
•

that is under the direct supervision of an officer or officers designated by the board of directors
of the corporation as responsible for the day.-to-day conduct of the corporation's credit rating
activities for one or more affiliates, including the supervision of all employees engaged in the
performance of such activities; and

•

for which all of the records relating to its credit rating activities are separately created or
maintained in or extractable from such unit's own facilities or the facilities of the corporation,
and such records are so maintained or otherwise accessible as to permit independent
· examination and enforcement by the Commission of the Exchange Act and rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder.

8. .

QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL BUYER [Section 3(a)(64) of the Exchange Act] -An entity listed in 17
CFR 230.144A(a) that is not affiliated with the credit rating agency.
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•

.

This Disclosure Reporting Page (DRP) is to be used to provide information concerning affirmative responses to
Item 8 of Form NRSRO.
Submit a separate DRP for each person that: (a) has committed or omitted any act, or been subject to an order or finding,
enumerated in subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), (G), or (H) of section 15(b)(4) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, has been
convicted of any offense specified in section 15(b)(4)(8) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or has been enjoined from any
action, conduct, or practice specified in section 15(b)(4)(C) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; (b) has been convicted of
any crime that is punishable by imprisonment for 1 or more years, and that is not described in section 15(b)(4) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, or has been convicted of a substantially equivalent crime by a foreign court of competent jurisdiction; or
(c) is subject to any order of the Commission barring or suspending the right of the person to be associated with an NRSRO.
Name of Applicant/NRSRO

...

Date

Check Item being responded to:

D

Item 8A

D

Item 8B

D

Item 8C

Full name of the person for whom this DRP is being submitted:

•

If this DRP provides information relating to a "Yes" answer to Item 8A, describe the act(s) that was (were)
committed or omitted; or the order(s) or finding(s); or the injunction(s) (provide the relevant statute(s) or ·
regulation(s)) and provide jurisdiction(s) and date(s):

If this DRP provides information relating to a "Yes" answer to Item 88, describe the crime(s) and provide
jurisdiction(s) and date(s):

If this DRP provides information relating to a "Yes" answer to Item BC, attach the relevant Commission order(s) and
provide the date(s): ·

By the Commission.

Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary
Date: June 5, 2007
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rei. No. 55863 I June 5, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12475
In the Matter of
FUELNATION, INC.,
SDT HOLDING CORP.,
SAMESSA HOLDING CORP.,
SILVER QUEST, INC., and
SYTRON, INC.

ORDER DISMISSING PROCEEDING BASED ON LACK OF REGISTRATION
On November 8, 2006, the Commission instituted an administrative proceeding against
FuelNation, Inc. ("FuelNation") and four other respondents under Section 12(j) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. 1/ In the order instituting proceedings ("OIP"), the Division of
Enforcement alleged that FuelNation had "a class of equity securities registered with the
Commission pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12(g)" and was "delinquent in its periodic filings
with the Commission, having not filed any periodic reports since it filed a Form 10-QSB for the
period ended March 31, 2004." The Commission instituted the proceeding to determine whether
the allegations were true and whether it was "necessary and appropriate for the protection of
investors to suspend for a period not exceeding twelve months or to revoke the registrations of
each class of securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12 of' FuelN ation. Y
On December 6, 2006, the Division moved to dismiss FuelNation from the proceeding.
According to the Division, at the time the Commission issued the OIP, the Division "believed
that FuelNation was registered under Exchange Act Section 12(g) based on the issuer's most
recent filings with the Commission that represented that it was so registered." In its motion, the
Division stated that it "recently discovered ... that FuelN ation no longer had any class of
securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12" and that "[b ]ecause FuelNation

1/

15 U.S.C. § 78l(j).

2/

See id. (authorizing the Commission, "as it deems necessary or appropriate for the
protection of investors to deny, to suspend the effective date of, to suspend for a period
not exceeding twelve months, or to revoke the registration of a security, if the
Commission finds ... that the issuer of such security has failed to comply with any
provision of [the Exchange Act] or the rules and regulations thereunder").

2
currently has no classes of equity securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12, this
proceeding is moot and should be dismissed by the Commission." We agree.
FuelNation's'predecessor, International Pizza Corporation, filed a Form 8-A on
September 15, 1993, registering its common stock and warrants under Exchange Act Section
12(b) for listing on the Boston Stock Exchange. On February 17, 1998, however, the
Commission's Division of Market Regulation, acting pursuant to delegated authority, entered an
order on behalf of the Commission striking the common stock and warrants from listing on the
Boston Stock Exchange and from registration under Exchange Act Section 12(b). Jl A
registrant, however, "may have section 12(g) reporting obligations following its termination of
registration of a class of equity securities under section 12(b) ... under Exchange Act Rule
12g-2." 1/ Under Exchange Act Rule 12g-2,
[a]ny class of securities which would have been required to be registered pursuant to
section 12(g)(1) of the Act except for the fact that it was exempt from such registration by
section 12(g)(2)(A) because it was listed and registered on a national securities exchange
... shall upon the termination of the listing and registration of such class ... and without
the filing of an additional registration statement be deemed to be registered pursuant to
said section 12(g)(1) if at the time of such termination ... securities of the class are not
exempt from such registration pursuant to section 12 or rules thereunder ... and all
securities of such class are held of record by 300 or more persons. 2/
The Division represents that, as of February 17, 1998, FuelNation's transfer agent listed 110
shareholders of record for FuelNation's common stock. In a Form 10-KSB filed on July 10,
1998, Regenesis, another predecessor corporation to FuelN ation, stated that, as of March 31,
1998, "there were 112 holders of record of' its common stock. According to the Division,
FuelN ation's transfer agent indicated that there were just thirty-one holders of record of the
warrants in 1998 and that the warrants expired in September 1998.
The Division thus moved to dismiss the proceeding against FuelNation because it "no
longer had any class of securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12." FuelNation
has not responded to the Division's moti-on. Because revocation or suspension of registration are

J/

Securities Exchange Act Rei. No. 39674 (Feb. 17, 1998), 66 SEC Docket 1707.

1/

See Exchange Act Rei. No. 55005 (Dec. 22, 2006), _SEC Docket_,_ n.27.

2.1

17 C.F.R. § 240.12g-2.

3
the only remedies available in a proceeding instituted under Section 12(j) of the Exchange Act,
we find that it is appropriate to dismiss the proceeding against FuelNation. fl!
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that this proceeding be, and it hereby is, dismissed with
respect to FuelNation, Inc.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

?~c~t~.r:4~P"Fiorence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

Q/

Cf Enamelon, Inc., Exchange Act Rel. No. 52956 (Dec. 15, 2005), 86 SEC Docket 2944
(dismissing Section 12(j) proceeding with respect to respondent Semiconductor Laser
International Corp. where respondent "no longer ha[ d] a class of securities registered
under Section 12 of the Exchange Act").
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rel. No. 55867 I June 6, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12329

In the Matter of
AMERICA'S SPORTS VOICE, INC.
(N/K/A MILAGRO HOLDINGS, INC.)
c/o Samy M. Salem, Interim President
53 Finch Drive
Roslyn, New York 11576

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
I.

On March 22, 2007, we issued an opinion and order revoking the registration of all classes
of the registered securities of America's Sports Voice, Inc., n/k/a Milagro Holdings, Inc. (the
"Company"). l/ We found there that the Company had violated Section 13(a) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 '1:/ and Exchange Act Rules 13a-1}/ and 13a-131/ by failing to file annual
or quarterly reports for any period after June 30, 2001 and, based on that finding, concluded that
the protection of investors required the revocation of the registration of the Company's securities
pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12U). ~/ The Company has now filed a motion for
reconsideration. For the reasons discussed below, we have determined to deny the Company's
motion.

ll

America's Sports Voice, Inc., Securities Exchange ActRel No. 55511 (Mar. 22, 2007), _
SEC Docket

'J_/

15 U.S.C. § 78m(a).

]_I

17 C.F.R. § 240.13a-l.

_4/

17 C.F.R. § 240.13a-13.

~I

15 U.S.C. § 781U).

2

II.
We review the Company's motion to reconsider under Rule 470 of the Commission's
Rules of Practice. Ql A motion for reconsideration is designed to correct manifest errors of law
or fact or to permit the presentation of newly discovered evidence, 11 but may not be used to
repeat arguments previously made. ~ The Company's motion does not meet the rigorous
standard that such motions are subject to and thus affords no basis for reconsideration of our
opinion and order. 21
The Company's arguments in the motion are, for the most part, simply reiterations of
arguments and facts previously presented. For example, our opinion considered and rejected the
Company's argument that the public interest favors its continued registration because such
registration was supported by a majority of its stockholders. Similarly, the Company supports its
reconsideration motion by stating that "[o]ver 85% of the current stockholders are aware of the
present situation of the Company as well as the position of the Commission and yet continue to
give their support to the Company's endeavors for continued registration." As we held in our
earlier opinion, however, "regard must be had not only for existing stockholders ofthe issuer, but
also for potential investors ... "and that, "[i]n any event, both existing and prospective
shareholders are harmed by the continuing lack of current and reliable financial information for
the Company." 10/

Ql

17 C.F.R. § 201.470.

11

Leslie A. Arouh, Securities Exchange Act. Rei. No. 51254 (Feb. 25, 2005), 84 SEC
Docket 3652, 3653. See also KPMG Peat Marwick LLP, Order Denying Request for
Reconsideration, 55 S.E.C. 1, 3 n.7 (2001) (specifying that efficiency and fairness
concerns embodied in federal court practice of rejecting motions for reconsideration
unless correction of manifest errors oflaw or fact or presentation of newly discovered
evidence is sought "likewise inform our review of motions for reconsideration under Rule
470").

'fl/

Arouh, 84 SEC Docket at 3653 (holding that respondents cannot use motions for
reconsideration "to reiterate arguments previously made or to cite authorities previously
available").

2/

Compare Robert Sayegh, Order Granting Request for Reconsideration, 54 S.E.C. 289
(1999) (granting motion for reconsideration in order to take into account change in
applicable law).

10/

America's Sports Voice, Inc.,_ SEC Docket at _ _ (citation omitted).

/

I
3

The Company also now asserts that it has all "information necessary to file all past and
present requirements and intends to do so regardless of the eventual final decision." ll/ It further
claims that it has made "arrangements to secure enough funds and assets to comply with past and
present Federal and State requirements as well as the necessary final resources required to move
forward." However, as we held in our earlier opinion, given the Company's long history of
failing to file its annual and quarterly reports, a failure that has continued through its change of
management, the institution of these proceedings, and our June 2006 order temporarily
suspending trading in the Company's stock, we are not persuaded by its promises to comply at
some unspecified point in the future. 12/ Under the circumstances, we see no basis for altering
our earlier conclusion that revocation of the Company's securities registration is necessary for the
protection of investors.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the motion for reconsideration filed by America's
Sports Voice, Inc., n/k/a Milagro Holdings, Inc., be, and it hereby is, DENIED.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

':fi~u-

m~·~

Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

ll/ ·

In its earlier appeal, the Company had conditioned its offer to comply upon our agreeing
not to revoke its registration and to·"grant[ing] the Company 90 days" to complete its
deficient reports. The Company explained, in its earlier briefs, that it "did not want to
expend these funds [needed to file the deficient reports] unless it was given a 90-day
window" to return to compliance.

12/

We note in this connection that, as we observed in the opinion in this case, revocation
may still be warranted notwithstanding the fact that an issuer, which had violated
reporting requirements, "had taken significant steps to retum.to compliance." America's
Sports Voice, Inc.,_ SEC Docket at_·_ n.21.

I
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55869 I June 6, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12653

In the Matter of
CHRIS G. GUNDERSON, Esq.
Respondent.

ORDER INSTITUTING PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS AND
IMPOSING TEMPORARY SUSPENSION
PURSUANT TO RULE 102(e)(3) OF THE
COMMISSION'S RULES OF PRACTICE

I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Rule 102(e)(3) 1 of the Commission's Rules of Practice against Chris G. Gunderson ("Respondent"
or "Gunderson").

Rule 102(e)(3)(i) provides, in relevant part, that:
The Commission, with due regard to the public interest and without preliminary hearing,
may, by order, ... suspend from appearing or practicing before it any ... attorney ... who has
been by name ... (A) permanently enjoined by any court of competent jurisdiction, by reason of
his or her misconduct in an action brought by the Commission, from violating ... any provision
of the Federal securities laws or of the rules and regulations thereunder; or (B) found in any court
of competent jurisdiction in an action brought by the Commission to which he or she is a party
... to have violated (unless the violation was found not to have been willful) ... any provision
of the Federal securities laws or of the rules and regulations thereunder.

II.
The Commission finds that:
A.

RESPONDENT

1.
Gunderson is and has been an attorney licensed to practice in the State of
New York. He is currently the General Counsel ofUniversal Express, Inc., a position he has held
since 1995.

B.

COURT FINDINGS & INJUNCTION

2.
On February 21, 2007, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
New York issued an order finding that Gunderson deliberately, or at least recklessly, violated
Sections 5 and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and Rule lOb-5 thereunder. On April2, 2007 the court entered final judgment against
Gunderson, permanently enjoining him from future violations of those securities laws. Securities
and Exchange Commission v. Universal Express Inc., et al., Civil Action Number 04-2322.
3.
The court found that Gunderson and others issued and distributed more than
500 million shares of unregistered shares in violation of Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933.
To create the appearance that the issuances qualified for registration on Form S-8, the court found
that Gunderson prepared questionable "consulting agreements." The court also found that
Gunderson told Universal Express's transfer agent that the stock was validly registered, even
though it was not.
4.
The court also found that Gunderson and others engaged in a fraudulent
scheme to defraud investors by issuing false or misleading press releases announcing large funding
commitments that would enable Universal Express to acquire other companies. The court found
that Gunderson drafted or edited the press releases and then reviewed and approved them before
their release, and that the statements in the releases were "at best misleading and sometimes wholly
fantastical." Each of these press releases was followed by a substantial increase in Universal
Express's share price and trading volume, permitting several of the defendants to dispose of large
amounts of the unregistered shares.

III.
Based upon the foregoing, the Commission finds that a court of competent jurisdiction has
permanently enjoined Gunderson, an attorney, from violating the Federal securities laws within the
meaning of Rule 102(e)(3)(i)(A) of the Commission's Rules of Practice. The Commission also
finds that a court of competent jurisdiction has found that Gunderson, an attorney, violated the
Federal securities laws within the meaning of Rule 102(e)(3)(i)(B) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice. In view of these findings, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest
that Gunderson be temporarily suspended from appearing or practicing before the Commission.
2

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Gunderson be, and hereby is, temporarily suspended from
appearing or practicing before the Commission. This Order will be effective upon service on the
Respondent.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Gunderson may, within thirty days after service of this
Order, file a petition with the Commission to lift the temporary suspension. If the Commission
receives no petition within thirty days after service of the Order, the suspension will become
permanent pursuant to Rule 102(e)(3)(ii).
If a petition is received within thirty days after service of this Order, the Commission will,
within thirty days after the filing of the petition, either lift the temporary suspension, or set the
matter down for hearing at a time and place to be designated by the Commission, or both. If a
hearing is ordered, following the hearing, the Commission may lift the suspension, censure the
petitioner, or disqualify the petitioner from appearing or practicing before the Commission for a
period of time, or permanently, pursuant to Rule 102(e)(3)(iii).
This Order shall be served upon Gunderson personally or by certified mail at his last
known address.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

~~~~ ~4~1-,
'-/1-C
{ fu--v<--'L. &.-'""..__
By: Florence E. Harmon
Qep;n~•ty ~eeretary

.:~

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(Release No. 34-55871; File No. SR-CBOE-2006-84)
June 6, 2007
Self-Regulatory Organizations; Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated; Notice of Filing of
Amendment No. 5 to a Proposed Rule Change to List and Trade Credit Default Options; and Order
Granting Accelerated Approval of the Proposed Rule Change, as Modified by Amendment Nos. 3,
4, and 5, and Designating Credit Default Options as Standardized Options under Rule 9b-1 ofthe
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
I.

Introduction
On October 26, 2006, the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated ("CBOE" or

"Exchange") filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") a proposed
1

rule change, pursuant to Section 19(b)(1) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Act") and
Rule 19b-4 thereunder, 2 to permit CBOE to list and trade cash-settled, binary call options based
on credit events in one or more debt securities of an issuer, referred to as credit default options.
On December 21, 2006, CBOE filed Amendment No. 1 to the proposed rule change; on January
16, 2007, CBOE filed Amendment No.2 to the proposed rule change; on February 2, 2007,
CBOE filed Amendment No.3 to the proposed rule change; 3 and on February 7, 2007, CBOE
filed Amendment No.4 to the proposed rule change. The proposed rule change, as amended,
was published for comment in the Federal Register on February 14, 2007. 4 The Commission
received no comments on the proposal. On March 28, 2007, CBOE filed Amendment No. 5 to
the proposed rule change ("Amendment No. 5"). This notice and order notices Amendment No.
5; solicits comments from interested persons on Amendment No.5; approves the proposed rule
15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1}
2

17 CFR 240.19b-4.

3

Amendment No.3 replaced the original filing, as modified by Amendment Nos. 1 and 2,
in its entirety.

4

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 55251 (February 7, 2007) (SR-CBOE-200684), 72 FR 7091 ("CBOE Proposal").
•

change, as amended, on an accelerated basis; and designates credit default options as
"standardized options" pursuant to Rule 9b-1 under the Act. 5
II.

Description of the CBOE Proposal
A.

Generally

CBOE proposes to list and trade credit default options, which are cash-settled, binary
options6 that are automatically exercised upon the occurrence of specified credit events or expire
worthless. A credit default option would ,be referenced to the debt securities issued by a
specified public company ("Reference Entity") 7 and would either have a fixed payout or expire
worthless, depending upon whether or not a credit event (as described below) occurs during the
life of the option. Upon confirmation of a credit event prior to the last day of trading of a credit
default option series, 8 the options positions existing as of that time would be automatically
exercised and the holders of long options positions would receive a fixed cash payment of

5

See 17 CFR 240.9b-l. Pursuant to Rule 9b-1(a)(4) under the Act, the Commission may,
by order, designate as "standardized options" securities that do not otherwise meet the
definition for "standardized options." Standardized options are defined in Rule
9b-1(a)(4) as: "[O]ptions contracts trading on a national securities exchange, an
automated quotations system of a registered securities association, or a foreign securities
exchange which relate to options classes the terms of which are limited to specific
expiration dates and exercise prices, or such other securities as the Commission may, by
order, designate." 17 CFR 240.9b-1(a)(4).

6

A binary option is a style of option having only two possible payoff outcomes: either a
fixed amount or nothing at all.

7

Proposed CBOE Rule 29.1(f) also includes as a "Reference Entity" the guarantor of the
debt security underlying the credit default option.

8

Proposed CBOE Rule 29.9 requires that CBOE confirm the occurrence of a credit event
through at least two sources, which may include announcements published via newswire
services or information service companies, the names of which would be announced to
the membership via a CBOE regulatory circular, or information contained in any order,
decree, or notice of filing, however described, of or filed with the courts, the
Commission, an exchange, an association, the Options Clearing Corporation ("OCC"), or
another regulatory agency or similar authority.

2

$100,000 per contract. 9 If no credit event is confirmed during the life of the option, the final
settlement price would be $0.
Credit events that would trigger automatic exercise include a failure to make payment
pursuant to the terms of the underlying debt security and any other event of default specified by
CBOE at the time the Exchange initially lists a particular class of credit default options. The
events of default that CBOE may specify must be defined in accordance with the terms of the
debt security underlying the credit default option ("Reference Obligation") or any other debt
security of the Reference Entity (collectively with the Reference Obligation, "Relevant
Obligations"). 10

B.

Listing Standards

A credit default option must conform to the initial and continued listing standards under
proposed CBOE Chapter XXIX. CBOE may list and trade a credit default option that overlies a
debt security of a Reference Entity, provided that such issuer or guarantor, or its parent if a
wholly owned subsidiary, has at least one class of securities that is registered under the Act and
is an "NMS stock"ll as defined in Rule 600 of Regulation NMS under the Act. 12 The registered
equity securities issued by the Reference Entity also would have to satisfy the requirements of
CBOE Rule 5.4 for continued options trading, which requires, among other things, that an equity

9

The settlement amount would be $100,000 per contract unless adjusted pursuant to
proposed CBOE Rule 29.4, as discussed below.

10

See proposed CBOE Rule 29.l(c).

ll

12

''NMS stock" means any security, or class of securities, other than an option for which
transaction reports are collected, processed, and made available pursuant to an effective ·
transaction reporting plan, or an effective national market system plan for reporting
transaction in listed options. See 17 CFR 242.600(b)(46) and (47).
See proposed CBOE Rule 5.3.11.

3

security underlying an option be itself widely held and actively traded. 13 The requirement that
the equity securities of an issuer of a debt security underlying a credit default option meet the
criteria of Rule 5.4 is designed to ensure that the issuer's securities enjoy widespread investor
interest. The requirement that the Reference Entity be an issuer of a registered NMS stock will
help ensure that investors have access to comprehensive public information about the issuer,
including the registration statement filed under the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") and
other periodic reports. 14
A credit default option could not be exercised at the discretion of the investor, but instead
would have an automatic payout only upon the occurrence of a credit event. The expiration date
would be the fourth business day after the last day of trading of the series, which would be the
third Friday of the expiration month. 15 A credit default option generally would expire up to 123
months from the time it is listed, and the Exchange usually would open one to four series for
each year up to 10.25 years from the current expiration. 16

13

CBOE Rule 5.4 provides that, absent exceptional circumstances, an underlying security
will not b'e deemed to meet the Exchange's requirements for continued approval when:
(a) there are fewer than 6,300,000 shares of the underlying security held by persons other
than those who are required to report their security holdings under Section 16(a) of the.
Act (15 U.S.C. 78p); (b) there are fewer than 1,600 holders of the underlying security; (c)
the trading volume (in all markets in which the underlying security is traded) was less
than 1,800,000 shares in the preceding twelve months; (d) the market price per share of
the underlying security closed below $3 on the previous trading day as measured by the
closing price reported in the primary market in which the underlying security traded; or
(e) the underlying security ceases to be an NMS stock.

14

Section 13 of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 78m, requires that any issuer of a security registered
pursuant to Section 12 of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 781, would file with the Commission annual
reports and information and documents necessary to keep reasonably current the
information in its Section 12 registration statement.

15

If a credit event is confirmed, the expiration date would be the second business day after
the confirmation of a credit event. See proposed CBOE Rule 29.1(d) and (e).

16

See proposed CBOE Rule 29.2(b)(1) and (2).

4

C.

Trading

Credit default options will trade on CBOE's Hybrid Trading System from 8:30a.m. to
3:00p.m. (Central Time) 17 in a manner similar to the trading of equity options. With limited
distinctions, as described more fully in the proposal, CBOE's equity option trading rules will
apply to credit default options. 18 Also, credit default options will be eligible for trading as
Flexible Exchange Options ("FLEX Options"). A FLEX Option that is a credit default option
would be cash-settled and the exercise-by-exception provisions ofOCC Rule 805 19 would not
apply. Market-makers shall be appointed to credit default options pursuant to CBOE's existing
requirements, 20 as supplemented by proposed CBOE Rule 29.17. Additionally, CBOE
represents that there will be a maximum of one series per quarterly expiration in a given credit
default option class, and that it, and the Options Price Reporting Authority ("OPRA"), have the
necessary systems capacity to handle the additional quote volume anticipated to be associated
with credit default options.
Once a particular credit default option class has been approved for listing and trading, the
Exchange would, from time to time, open for trading a series of that class. If a credit default
option iriitially approved for trading no longer meets the Exchange's requirements for continued
approval, the Exchange would not open for trading any additional series of options and, as
provided in CBOE Rule 5.4, could prohibit any opening purchase transactions in such series.
The proposed trading rules for credit default options are designed to create an environment that
takes into account the small number of transactions likely to occur, while providing price
17

See proposed CBOE Rule 29.11.

18

See proposed CBOE Rules 29.11-29.17 and 29.19.

19

OCC Rule 805 sets forth the expiration date exercise procedures for options cleared and
settled by the OCC.

20

See Chapter VIII ofCBOE's Rules.
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improvement and the transparency benefits of competitive Exchange floor bidding, as compared
to the over-the-counter ("OTC") market.
Upon the confirmation of a credit event or the redemption of all Relevant Obligations, the
applicable credit default option class would cease trading and all outstanding contracts in that
class would be subject to automatic exercise. In addition, the CBOE's trading halt procedures
applicable to equity options shall apply to credit default options. 21 When determining whether to
institute a trading halt in credit default options, CBOE floor officials would consider whether
current quotations for the Relevant Obligation(s) or other securities of the Reference Entity are·
unavailable or have become unreliable. The Exchange's board of directors shall also have the
power to impose restrictions on transactions or exercises in one or more series of credit default
options as the board, in its judgment, determines advisable in the interests of maintaining a fair
and orderly market or otherwise deems advisable in the public interest or for the protection of
investors. 22
D.

Clearance and Settlement

Because credit default options do not have an exercise price, they do not, by their terms,
meet the definition of "standardized options" for purposes of Rule 9b-l under the Act. 23
However, as discussed herein, the Commission today is using its authority pursuant to Rule 9b-1
to designate credit default options as "standardized options" under Rule 9b-l. Consequently,
credit default option transactions would be eligible for clearance and settlement by the OCC in

21

See CBOE Rules 6.3 and 6.3B; proposed CBOE Rule 29.13.

22

See proposed CBOE Rule 29.8.

23

See 17 CFR 240.9b-l.
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accordance with procedures that are substantially similar to existing systems and procedures for
the clearance and settlement of exchange-traded options?
E.

4

Adjustments

Credit default options will be subject to adjustments in two circumstances?5 First~ if the
original Reference Entity is succeeded by another entity in accordance with the terms of the
underlying debt security, the related credit default options would be replaced by one or more
credit default options derived from the debt securities of the successor entity or entities. To the
· extent necessary and appropriate for the protection of investors and the public interest, all other
\

terms and conditions of the successor options would be the same as the original credit default
options.
Second, if the specific debt security (the Reference Obligation) is redeemed during the
life of the credit default option, another debt security of the Reference Entity would be specified
as the new Reference Obligation. In the event that all debt securities of the Reference Entity
(i.e., all Relevant Obligations) are redeemed during the life ofthe credit default option, the
option would cease trading and, assuming that CBOE has not confirmed a credit event, the
contract payout would be $0.

24

25

On February 13,2007, the OCC filed with the Commission pursuant to Section 19(b)(l)
of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1), and Rule 19b-4 thereunder, 17 CFR 240.19b-4, a
proposed rule change to enable it to clear and settle credit default options proposed to be
listed by CBOE. The proposed rule change was published for comment inthe Federal
Register on February27, 2007. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 55362, 72 FR 9826
(March 5, 2007). On March 7, 2007, the OCC filed Amendment No. 1 to the proposed
. rule change. See SR-OCC-2007-01 (as amended, the "OCC Proposal"). The
Commission has not yet taken action on the OCC proposal.
See CBOE Proposed Rule 29.4.
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F.

Position Limits

Pursuant to proposed CBOE Rule 29.5, credit default options will be subject to a position
limit equal to 5,000 contracts on the same side of the market. Credit default options shall not be
aggregated with option contracts on the same underlying security and will not be subject to the
hedge exemption to CBOE's standard position limits. Instead, the following hedge exemption
strategies and positions shall be exempt from CBOE's position limits: (i) a credit default option
. position "hedged" or "covered" by an appropriate amount of cash to meet the cash settlement
amount obligation(~, $100,000 for a credit default option with an exercise settlement value of
$100 multiplied by a contract multiplier of 1,000); and (ii) a credit default option position
"hedged" or "covered" by an amount of an underlying debt security(ies) that serves as a Relevant
Obligation(s) or other securities, instruments, or interests related to the Reference Entity that is
sufficient to meet the cash settlement amount obligation?6 Also, CBOE'smarket-maker and
firm facilitation exemptions to position limits will apply? 7
G.

Margin

The margin (both initial and maintenance) required for writing short and long positions in
credit default options will be as follows: 28
•

For a qualified customer29 carrying a long position in credit default options, the
margin requirement will be 20% of the current market value of the credit default
option.

26
27

28

See proposed CBOE Rule 29.5.
Proposed CBOE Rule 29.5 requires that for purposes of its market-maker hedge
exemption (CBOE Rule 4.11.05) the position must be within 20% ofthe applicable limit
before and exemption would be granted. With respect to CBOE's firm facilitation
· exemption (CBOE Rule 4.11.06), proposed CBOE Rule 29.5 provides that the aggregate
exemption position could not exceed three times the standard limit of 5,000 contracts.
See proposed CBOE Rule 12.3(1); Amendment No. 5.
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•

For a non-qualified customer carrying a long position in a credit default option, the
margin requirement will be 100% of the current market value of the credit default
option.

•

For a non-qualified customer carrying a short position in a credit default' option, the
margin requirement will be the cash settlement amount, i.e., $100,000 per contract.

•

For a qualified customer carrying a short position in a credit default option, the
margin requirement will be the lesser of the current market value plus 20% of the
cash settlement amount or the cash settlement amount.

These requirements may be satisfied by a deposit of cash or marginable securities. These
requirements may not be satisfied by presentation to the member organization carrying the
customer's account of a letter of credit meeting the requirements of proposed CBOE Rule
12.3(1)(1 )(iii). 30
A credit default option carried short in a customer's account will be deemed a covered
position, and eligible for the cash account, provided any one of the following is either held in the
account at the time the option is written or is received into the account promptly thereafter: (i)
cash or cash equivalents equal to 100% of the cash settlement amount or (ii) an escrow
agreement. The Exchange believes that these requirements strike the appropriate balance and
adequately address concerns that a member or its customer may try to maintain an inordinately
large unhedged position in credit default options. In addition, in Amendment No. 5, the
29

Proposed CBOE Rule 12.3G)(1)(i) defines "qualified customer" as a person or entity that
owns and invests on a discretionary basis no less than $5,000,000 in investments.

30

In Amendment No.5, CBOE deletes from proposed rule 12.3G)(1)(iii) the option of using
a letter of credit to satisfy margin requirements applicable to credit default options and
makes non-substantive corrections to the formatting of proposed CBOE Rule
12.3(1)(1 )(iii) and the "Interpretations and Policies" heading that accompanies CBOE
Rule 12.3.
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Exchange notes that, in accordance with CBOE Rule 12.3(a)(3), an escrow agreement must be
issued in a form acceptable to the Exchange, and that it has traditionally recognized as acceptable
the escrow agreement forms of the OCC and the New York Stock Exchange.
In Amendment No.5, the Exchange also represents the following:
"As part of its regulatory oversight of member organizations, the Exchange
generally reviews member organizations' compliance with margin requirements
applicable to customer accounts. In the future, the Exchange will include [c ]redit
[d]efault [o]ption margin requirements as part of this review. Additionally, the
Exchange will review member organizations' internal procedures for managing
credit risk associated with extending margin to customers trading [c]redit [d]efault
[o]ptions.

The Exchange also notes that, pursuant to CBOE Rule 12.10, the

Exchange may at any time impose higher margin requirements when it deems
such higher margin requirements advisable."
Lastly, in Amendment No. 5, the Exchange makes non-substantive changes to the text of
CBOE Rule 12.5, to clarify that a credit default option that is carried for the account of a
qualified investor may be deemed to have market value for the purposes of CBOE Rule 12.3(c).
H.

Surveillance

The Exchange has represented that it will have in place adequate surveillance procedures
to monitor trading in credit default options prior to listing and trading such options.
III.

Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to submit written data, views, and arguments concerning

Amendment No. 5, including whether Amendment No. 5 is consistent with the Act. Comments
may be submitted by any of the following methods:

10

Electronic comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml); or

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number SR-CBOE2006-84 on the subject line.

Paper comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Station Place, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to Amendment No. 5 to File Number SR-CBOE-2006-84. This file
number should be included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help the Commission process
and review your comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will
post all comments on the Commission's Internet Web site (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml).
Copies of the submission, all subsequent amendments, all written statements with respect to the
proposed rule change that are filed with the Commission, and all written communications
relating to the proposed rule change between the Commission and any person, other than those
that may be withheld from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be
available for inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference Room. Copies of
such filing also will be available for inspection and copying at the principal office of the
Exchange. All comments received will be posted without change; the Commission does not edit
personal identifying information from submissions. You should submit only information that
you wish to make available publicly. All submissions should refer to Amendment No.5 of File
Number SR-CBOE-2006-84 and should be submitted on or before [insert date 21 days from
publication in the Federal Register].
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IV.

Discussion
The Commission finds that the proposed rule change is consistent with the requirements

of the Act and the rules and regulations thereunder applicable to a national securities exchange. 31
In particular, the Commission finds that the proposal is consistent with Section 6(b)(5) of the
Act, 32 which requires, among other things, that the rules of an exchange be designed to prevent
fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices; to promote just and equitable principles of trade;
to foster cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in regulating, clearing, processing
information with respect to, and facilitating transactions in securities; to remove impediments to
and perfect the mechanism of a free and open market and a national market system; and, in
general to protect investors and the public interest. The CBOE's proposal, by enabling CBOE to
offer a security that will be listed and traded on the Exchange, as opposed to the OTC market,
would extend to investors the benefits of a listed exchange market, which include: a centralized
market center; an auction market with posted, transparent market quotations and transaction
reporting; standardized contract specifications; and the guarantee of the OCC.
As a threshold matter, the Commission finds that the credit default options proposed by
CBOE are securities. Section 3(a)(10) of the Ace 3 defines security to include, in part, "any put,
call, straddle, option or privilege on any security, certificate of deposit, or group or index of
securities (including any interest therein or based on the value thereof)." .After careful analysis, the

31

In approving this proposed rule change, the Commission notes that it has considered the
proposed rule's impact on efficiency, competition, and capital formation. See 15 U.S.C.
78c(f).

32

15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5).

33

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(10).
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Commission fmds that credit default options are options34 based on the value of a security or
securities and, therefore, securities under Section 3(a)(1 0) of the Act; 35 in addition, the Commission
finds that credit default options are options on an interest in, or based on the value of an interest in, a
security or securities and, therefore, are securities under Section 3(a)(I 0) of the Act. 36
The Commission interprets "based on the value [of a security or securities]" in Section
3(a)(10) of the Ace 7 to include options whose pricing in the secondary market moves in relation to
the value of the underlying security or securities of the option in question. Thus the fact that the
payout of a cash-settled option will not increase or decrease based on the price movement of the
underlying security of that option is not dispositive. 38

34

Although credit default options do not share· every feature of a classic option, the
Commission nonetheless finds that credit default options are option contracts. In
particular, the Commission notes that the buyer of a credit default option pays to the
seller a nonrefundable premium, has rights but no further obligations under the contract,
and has no further risk exposure because the seller bears all the risk of the credit event
occurring. See United States v. Bein, 728 F.2d 107, 112 (2d Cir. 1984) (highlighting
characteristics that distinguish options from futures contracts).

35

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(10).

36

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(10). In determining whether a derivative is a security, the Commission
and the courts have looked to the economic reality of the product. See Caiola v.
Citibank, N.A., New York, 295 F.3d 312, 325 (2d Cir. 2002), quoting United Housing
Foundation v. Foreman, 421 u:s. 837, 848 (1975) ("In searching for the meaning and
scope of the word 'security' ... the emphasis should be on economic reality").
Construing the definition of a security in this manner permits the Commission and the
courts "sufficient flexibility to ensure that those who market investments are not able to
escape the coverage of the Securities Acts by creating new instruments that would not be
covered by a more determinate definition." Reves v. Ernst & Young, 494 U.S. 56, 63 n.2
(1990).

37

Id.

38

In addressing whether a "digital option" or a "binary option',' with a fixed payout is an
option based on the value of a security or securities, the court in Stechler v. Sidley,
Austin Brown & Wood, L.L.P., 382 F.Supp.2d 580, 596-97 (S.D.N.Y. 2005), held that
the issue ultimately turned on questions of fact and declined to decide the issue on a
motion to dismiss. However, the court's analysis made clear that the existence of a fixed
payout that is not tied in a proportionate manner to the price of an underlying security is
not a determining factor in deciding whether an instrument is an option on a security.
13

Because credit default options are not currently traded, there is no empirical data regarding
th~ir

pricing in the secondary market. However, credit default options are essentially exchange-

traded equivalents of single-name, OTC credit default swaps.39 A single-name credit default swap
is an agreement between a protection buyer and a protection seller whereby the buyer pays a
periodic fee in return for a contingent payment by the seller upon the occurrence of a credit event
with respect to one or more reference obligations of a reference entity. Credit events typically
include one or more of the following: (1) bankruptcy, (2) obligation acceleration, (3) obligation
default, (4) a failure to pay, (5) repudiation or moratorium, or (6) restructuring. Similarly, as
explained above, each credit default option shall specify (a) the Reference Entity, (b) the specific
debt security or securities that serve as its Reference Obligation or other Relevant Obligations, and
Rather, the court accepted that, in evaluating the economic reality of an instrument, it is
appropriate to consider whether the resale value of the instrument moves in relation to the
movement of an underlying reference.
39

Despite the similarities between credit default options and OTC credit default swaps, the
Commission wishes to make two things clear. First, because credit default options will
be exchange-traded and not individually negotiated (and not necessarily between eligible
contract participants), they are not qualifying swap agreements under Section 206A of the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLBA"), 15 U.S.C. 78c note, and, therefore, not excluded
from the definition of security by Section 3A ofthe Act, 15 U.S.C. 78c-l. Second,
certain OTC credit default swaps are not securities. The finding that credit default
options are securities because they are options based on the value of a security might
suggest that OTC credit default swaps are also options based on the value of a security or
securities and, therefore, excluded from the defmition of swap agreement because Section
206A(b)(1) ofthe GLBA, 15 U.S.C. 78c note, excludes from the definition of swap
agreement "any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege on any security, certificate of
deposit, or group or index of securities, including any interest therein or based on the
value thereof." However, Congress specifically enumerated "credit default swaps"
(without defining the term) as one example of a qualifying swap agreement. See Section
206A(a)(3) of the GLBA, 15 U.S.C. 78c note. The Commission views the specific
enumeration of "credit default swaps" as reflecting the intention of Congress to exclude
certain OTC credit default swaps from the definition of security pursuant to Sections
206B & C of the GLBA, 15 U.S.C. 78c note. Credit default swaps that involve terms
similar to credit default options, but that are otherwise excluded from the definition of
security because they are qualifying swap agreements, remain subject to the
Commission's antifraud jurisdiction (including authority over insider trading) as
"security-based swap agreements" under Section 206B ofthe GLBA, 15 U.S.C. 78c note.
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(c) the applicable events of default that trigger payout (as determined in accordance with the terms
of the Reference Obligation or other Relevant Obligations), which could include such events as a
failure to pay, obligation acceleration or default, and restructuring. Hence, credit default options
have essentially the same structure as credit default swaps.

In the case of a credit default swap, the amount the buyer pays for protection is based on a
quoted spread expressed in basis points on a notional amount specified in the swap agreement. This
quoted spread is often referred to as a "CDS spread" and is principally based on the probability that
the Reference Entity will default (i.e., its creditworthiness). More specifically, the CDS spread
represents the price required by a swap counterparty to compensate it for the credit risk associated
with the potential default on a particular reference obligation or obligations of an issuer. Similarly,
the value of a debt security is a function of the issuer's creditworthiness, which is expressed in terms
of a "yield spread" (sometimes called "credit spread"). The yield (or credit) spread is the difference
between the yield on the debt instrument and the yield on a debt security of similar maturity whose
yield represents pure interest rate risk, such as U.S. Treasuries,40 and represents the additional yield
· required by an investor to compensate it for the credit risk associated with the potential default on
the particular debt instrument of an issuer.41 As a consequence ofthis relationship between debt
securities and credit default swaps, the credit default swap market enables more wide-spread trading
in an issuer's creditworthiness than was previously possible.
40

Some academics have hypothesized that there may be some deviation between the yield
on U.S. Treasuries and pure interest rate risk because bond interest is subject to state tax
but U.S. Treasuries are not. See,~. Haibin Zhu, An Empirical Comparison of Credit
Spreads between the Bond Market and the Credit Default Swap Market, BIS Working
Papers No. 160 (August 2004) (also noting that transparency and the widespread use of
U.S. Treasuries as collateral could explain appa~ent deviations).

41

While the terms of both corporate securities and credit default swaps are established
when parties enter into the respective contracts, the fair market value of these contracts
can vary over the life of the contracts in response to changing perceptions of the
creditworthiness of an issuer.
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There is a close empirical correlation between the price of a credit default swap (as
expressed in the CDS spread) and the yield (or credit) spread of the specific reference obligation or
obligations ofthat credit default swap.42 This correlation is to be expected because the valuation of
credit default swaps and debt securities are each based on credit risk, and because of the potential
for arbitrage between the secondary bond market and the credit default swap market.

43

Similarly,

because credit default options are exchange-traded equivalents of credit default swaps, the
Commission expects that there will be a close empirical correlation between the pricing of a specific
credit default option during the life of the contract and the yield spread of the Reference Obligation
or other Relevant Obligations of that credit default option.
We further note, more generally, that credit default options expressly reference in their
payout conditions a term of an underlying security that is material to the value of that security. A
credit default option will pay out if there is a failure to pay or other default event under the terms of
the underlying debt security.
For these reasons, credit default options are options "based on the value [of a security or
securities]" and, therefore, securities.
In addition, the Commission has determined that credit default options are options on an
"interest in," or based on the value of an interest in, a security or securities within the meaning of
Section 3(a)(10) ofthe Act. 44 A security is a collection of rights (and obligations) running
between the issuer and the holder of the security. The concept of an "interest in" a security
42

See,~. Roberto Blanco, Simon Brennan, and Ian W. Marsh, An Empirical Analysis of
the Dynamic Relation between Investment-Grade Bonds and Credit Default Swaps, The
Journal ofEconomics, Volume LX, No.5 (Oct. 2005) (finding credit default swap
spreads to be quite close to bond yield spreads).

43

See Zhu, An Empirical Comparison of Credit Spreads between the Bond Market and the
Credit Default Swap Market, supra note 40.

44

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(10).
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plainly includes rights generating a pecuniary interest in a security, such as the right to a
dividend payment or bond (coupon) payment. One relevant "interest in" a debt security
underlying a credit default option is the right to receive (coupon) payments under the terms of
that debt security. When a (coupon) payment is not made, impairing the value of that interest,
the protection seller must make a payment to the protection buyer. Similarly, a specified default
event may trigger other rights of a holder of the debt security. The default events that trigger
exercise and payment under the credit default option are meaningful only because they are
material terms of a security, essential to the debt holder's rights and interests in that security.

45

The credit default option payout is contingent on these security-dependent events. For these
reasons, credit default options are options on an interest in, or based on the value of an interest
in, a securityor securities. 46
Moreover, the economic reality of credit default options supports the conclusion that credit
default options are securities. Taking a short position (i.e., taking on the role of a protection seller)
via credit default options would be akin to purchasing the corporate bond that is the Reference
Obligation or other Relevant Obligations of that credit default option with the interest rate risk fully
hedged. Both give the investor the same risk exposure to creditworthiness of an issuer. Indeed,
credit default options may even more closely reflect the financial condition of an SEC-registered

45

Although certain default events trigger the exercise and payment of a credit default
option, it would not be accurate to describe these options as options on "an event". There
is no event delivered upon exercise of the option, rather a payment is delivered. The
crucial question is what causes the option to be in-the-money and pay out. In the case of
credit default options, it is an event that is created by a security.

46

It is important to note that merely because the option does not transfer ownership of the
interest or right in a security- but instead becomes in-the-money and provides a cash
payment if certain security rights are triggered - does not mean the option is not on an
interest in a security. Cf. Caiola, 295 F.3d 312 (2d Cir. 2002) (including within the
definition of "security" an option that did not deliver an actual security or interest in a
security, but merely a cash payment).
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issuer because, unlike corporate bonds, which reflect both an issuer's creditworthiness and general
interest rate risk, credit default options would only reflect an issuer's creditworthiness. That ability
to isolate and transfer credit risk, backed by the guarantee of a central counterparty and the
transparency of an exchange, should provide investors with additional opportunities to gain
exposure to the public debt market.
For these reasons, the Commission finds that credit default options are options based on the
value of, and options on interests in or based on the value of interests in, a security or securities of
the Reference Entity and, therefore, securities .under Section 3(a)(10) of the Act. 47
Further, the Commission believes that the listing rules proposed by CBOE for credit default
options are reasonable and consistent with the Act. The Commission notes in particular that a credit
default option must be based on a Reference Obligation issued by an entity that issues registered.
equity securities that are NMS stocks and that meet the Exchange's standards for listing an equity
option. These requirements are reasonably designed to facilitate investors' access to information
about the Reference Entity that may be necessary to price a credit default option appropriately.
The Commission believes that the proposed position limits and margin rules for credit
default options are reasonable and consistent with the Act. The proposed position limit of 5,000
contracts in any credit default option class appears to reasonably balance the promotion of a free and
open market for these securities with minimization of incentives for market manipulation and
insider trading. The proposed margin rules appear reasonably designed to deter a member or its
customer from assuming an imprudent position in credit default options.

In support of this proposal, the Exchange made the following representations:

47

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(10).
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•

The Exchange will have in place adequate surveillance procedures to monitor trading
in credit default options prior to listing and trading such options, thereby helping to
ensure the maintenance of a fair and orderly market for trading in credit default
options.

•

The Exchange and the OPRA will have the necessary systems capacity to
accommodate the additional volume associated with credit default options as
proposed.

This approval order is conditioned on CBOE's adherence to these representations.
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission finds that the proposed rule is consistent with the
Act.
V.

Accelerated Approval
The Commission finds good cause for approving the proposed rule change, as modified

by Amendment No.5, prior to the thirtieth day after publishing notice of Amendment No.5 in
theFederal Register pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) of the Act. 48 In Amendment No.5, CBOE: (1)
modified the text of the proposed margin requirements applicable to credit default options
contained in proposed Rules 12.3 and 12.5; (2) made corresponding changes to the discussion
sections of the Form 19b-4 and the Exhibit 1 thereto; and (3) inserted information in the
discussion sections of the Form 19b-4 and the Exhibit 1 thereto regarding the form of escrow
agreements and the Exchange's supervision of member organizations that extend margin to
customers trading Credit Default Options. 49 The Commission believes that Amendment No.5

48

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2). Pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) of the Act, the Commission may not
approve any proposed rule change, or amendment thereto, prior to the thirtieth day after
the date of publication of the notice thereof, unless the Commission finds good cause for
so doing.

49

The changes pursuant to Amendment No. 5 are discussed more fully in Section II.G,
19

raises no significant regulatory issues. The Commission therefore finds good cause exists to
accelerate approval of the proposed change, as modified by Amendment No.5, pursuant to
Section 19(b)(2) of the Act.
VI.

Designation of Credit Default Options Pursuant to Rule 9b-1
Rule 9b-1 establishes a disclosure framework for standardized options that are traded on

a national securities exchange and cleared through a registered clearing agency. Under this
framework, the exchange on which a standardized option is listed and traded must prepare an
Options Disclosure Document ("ODD") that, among other things,

identifie~

the issuer and

describes the uses, mechanics, and risks of options trading, in language that can be easily
understood by the general investing public. The ODD is treated as a substitute for the traditional
prospectus. A broker-dealer must provide a copy of the ODD to each customer at or before
approving of the customer's account for trading any standardized option. 50 Any amendment to
the ODD must be distributed to each customer whose account is approved for trading the options
class for which the ODD relates. 5 1
Under Rule 9b-1, use of the ODD is limited to "standardized options" for which there is
an effective registration statement on Form S-20 under the Securities Act or that are exempt from
registration. 52 The Commission specifically reserved in Rule 9b-1 the ability to designate as

supra.
50

See 17 CFR 240.9b-l(d)(1).

51

See 17 CFR 240.9b-l(d)(2).

52

See 17 CFR 240.9b-l(b)(l) and (c)(8). See also 17 CFR 230.238. Rule 238 under the
. Securities Act provides an exemption from the Securities Act for any standardized
option, as defined by Rule 9b-l(a)(4) under the Act, with limited exceptions. Rule 238
does not exempt standardized options from the antifraud provisions of Section 17 of the
Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. 77q. Also, offers and sales of standardized options by or on
behalf of the issuer of the underlying security or securities, an affiliate of the issuer, or an
underwriter, will constitute an offer or sale of the underlying security or securities as
20

standardized options other securities "that the Commission believes should be included within
the options disclosure framework. " 53
The Commission hereby designates credit default options, as defined in the OCC
Proposal,54 as standardized options for purposes of Rule 9b-1 under the Act. Credit default
options do not meet the definition of "standardized options," because they do not have an
exercise price. However, they resemble standardized options in other significant respects.
'

Credit default options have an underlying security and an expiration date. Like other
standardized options, credit default options have standardized terms relating to exercise
procedures, contract adjustments, time of issuance, effect of closing transactions, restrictions,
and other matters pertaining to the rights and obligations of holders and writers. Further, credit
default options are designed to provide market participants with the ability to hedge their
exposure to an underlying security. The fact that credit default options lack a specified exercise
defined in Section 2(a)(3) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. 77b(a)(3). See also Securities
Act Release No. 8171 (December 23, 2002), 68 FR 188 (January 2, 2003) (Exemption for
Standardized Options From Provisions of the Securities Act of 1933 and From
Registration Requirements of the Exchange Act of 1934).
53

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 19055 and Securities Act Release No. 6426
(September 16, 1982), 47 FR 41950,41954 (September 23, 1982).

54

For purposes of its proposal, OCC would define the term "credit default option" as an
option that is automatically exercised upon receipt by the OCC of a credit event'
confirmation with respect to the reference obligation(s) of a reference entity. Credit
default options have only two possible payoff outcomes: either a fixed automatic exercise
settlement amount or nothing at all. See proposed Section l.C.(2) of Article XIV ofthe
OCC By-Laws.
"Credit event" would be as defined in the rules of the exchange on which the credit
default options are listed, with respect to a reference obligation for such option. See
proposed Section 1.C.(3) of Article XIV of the OCC By-Laws.
"Reference entity" would mean the issuer or guarantor of the reference obligation(s). See
proposed Section l.R.(1) of Article XIV ofthe OCC By-Laws.
"Reference obligations" would mean one or more debt securities the terms of which
define a credit event for a class of credit default options, as provided in the rules of the
listing exchange. See id.
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price does not detract from this option-like benefit. The Commission believes that the fact that
the OCC, the clearing agency for all standardized options, is willing to serve as issuer of credit
default options supports the view that adding credit default options to the standardized option
disclosure framework is reasonable.
Therefore, the Commission hereby designates credit default options, such as those
proposed by CBOE, as standardized options for purposes of Rule 9b-1 under the Act.

22

•

VII.

Conclusion
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) of the Act, 55 that the

proposed rule change (SR-CBOE-2006-84) as modified by Amendment Nos. 3, 4, and 5, be, and
hereby is approved on an accelerated basis.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to Rule 9b-1 (a)(4) under the Act, the credit
default options, as defined in proposed rule change (SR-OCC-2007-01) are designated as
standardized options.
By the Commission.
Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

i

55

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2).
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Public Company Accounting Oversight Board; Notice of Filing of Proposed Rule on
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That is
Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements, and Related Independence Rule and
Conforming Amendments

Pursuant to Section 107(b) ofthe Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 (the "Act"), notice is
hereby given that on May 25, 2007, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (the
"Board" or the "PCAOB") filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"Commission" or "SEC") the proposed rules described in Items I and II below, which items have
been prepared by the Board. The Commission is publishing this notice to solicit comments on
the proposed rules from interested persons. The text of the proposed rules consist of proposed
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That is
Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements, and Related Independence Rule and
conforming amendments to its auditing standards.
I.

Board's Statement of the Terms of Substance of the Proposed Rules

On May 24, 2007, the Board adopted Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit oflnternal
Control Over Financial Reporting That is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements
("Auditing Standard No.5"); Rule 3525, Audit Committee Pre-Approval ofNon-Audit Services
Related to Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, and conforming amendments to its
auditing standards. The proposed rule text is set out below.

Auditing Standard No.5An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit
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Introduction

1.

This standard establishes requirements and provides direction that applies when an

auditor is engaged to perform an audit of management's assessment 11 of the effectiveness of
internal control over financial reporting ("the audit of internal control over financial reporting")
that is integrated with an audit of the financial statements. 2/

2.

Effective internal control over financial reporting provides reasonable assurance

regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for
external purposes.11 If one or more material weaknesses exist, the company's internal control over
financial reporting cannot be considered effectiveY

3.

The auditor's objective in an audit of internal control over financial reporting is to express

an opinion on the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting.
Because a company's internal control cannot be considered effective if one or more material
weaknesses exist, to form a basis for expressing an opinion, the auditor must plan and perform
l!

Terms defined in Appendix A, Definitions, are set in boldface type (italics in the
Federal Register printing) the first time they appear.
2/

This auditing standard supersedes Auditing Standard No. 2, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction with An Audit of Financial
Statements, and is the standard on attestation engagements referred to in Section 404(b) of the
Act. It also is the standard referred to in Section 103( a)(2)(A)(iii) of the Act.
See Securities Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f), 17 C.F.R. §§
240.13a-15(f) and 240.15d-15(f); Paragraph A5.
See Item 308 ofRegulation S-K, 17 C.F.R. § 229.308.
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the audit to obtain competent evidence that is sufficient to obtain reasonable assurancei1 about
whether material weaknesses exist as of the date specified in management's assessment. A
material weakness in internal control over financial reporting may exist even when financial
statements are not materially misstated.

4.

The general standards& are applicable to an audit of internal control over financial

reporting. Those standards require technical training and proficiency as an auditor,
independence, and the exercise of due professional care, including professional skepticism. This
standard establishes the fieldwork and reporting standards applicable to an audit of internal·
control over financial reporting.

5.

The auditor should use the same suitable, recognized control framework to perform his or

her audit of internal control over financial reporting as management uses for its annual
evaluation of the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting?

See AU sec. 230, Due Professional Care in the Performance of Work, for further
discussion of the concept of reasonable assurance in an audit.
§/

11

See AU sec. 150, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards.

See Securities Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c), 17 C.F.R. §§
240.13a-15(c) and 240.15d-15(c). SEC rules require management to base its evaluation of the
effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting on a suitable, recognized
control framework (also known as control criteria) established by a body or group that followed
due-process procedures, including the broad distribution of the framework for public comment.
For example, the report of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (known as the COSO report) provides such a framework, as does the report
published by the Financial Reporting Council, Internal Control Revised Guidance for Directors
on t~e Combined Code, October 2005 (known as the Turnbull Report).
6

Integrating the Audits

6.

The audit of internal control over financial reporting should be integrated with the audit

of the financial statements. The objectives of the audits are not identical, however, and the
auditor must plan and perform the work to achieve the objectives of both audits.

7.

In an integrated audit of internal control over financial reporting and the financial

statements, the auditor should design his or her testing of controls to accomplish the objectives of
both audits simultaneously -

•

To obtain sufficient evidence to support the auditor's opinion on internal control
over financial reporting as of year-end, and

•

To obtain sufficient evidence to support the auditor's control risk assessments for
purposes of the audit of financial statements.

8.

Obtaining sufficient evidence to support control risk assessments of low for purposes of

the financial statement audit ordinarily allows the auditor to reduce the amount of audit work that
otherwise would have been necessary to opine on the financial statements. (See Appendix B for
additional direction on integration.)

Note: In some circumstances, particularly in some audits of smaller and less complex
companies, the auditor might choose not to assess control risk as low for purposes of the
7

audit of the financial statements. In such circumstances, the auditor's tests of the
operating effectiveness of controls would be performed principally for the purpose of
supporting his or her opinion on whether the company's internal control over financial
reporting is effective as ofyear-end. The results ofthe auditor's financial statement
auditing procedures also should inform his or her risk assessments in determining the
testing necessary to conclude on the effectiveness of a control.

Planning the Audit

9.

The auditor should properly plan the audit of internal control over financial reporting and

properly supervise any assistants. When planning an integrated audit, the auditor should evaluate
whether the following matters are important to the company's financial statements and internal
control over financial reporting and, if so, how they will affect the auditor's procedures -

•

Knowledge of the company's internal control over financial reporting obtained
during other engagements performed by the auditor;

•

Matters affecting the industry in which the company operates, such as financial
reporting pr.actices, economic conditions, laws and regulations, and technological
changes;

•

Matters relating to the company's business, including its organization, operating
characteristics, and capital structure;
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•

The extent of recent changes, if any, in the company, its operations, or its internal
control over financial reporting;

•

The auditor's preliminary judgments about materiality, risk, and other factors
relating to the determination of material weaknesses;

•

Control deficiencies previously communicated to the audit committee~' or
management;

•

Legal or regulatory matters of which the company is aware;

•

The type and extent of available evidence related to the effectiveness of the
company's internal control over financial reporting;

•

Preliminary judgments about the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting;

•

Public information about the company relevant to the evaluation of the likelihood
of material financial statement misstatements and the effectiveness of the
company's internal control over financial reporting;

~I

If no audit committee exists, all references to the audit committee in this standard
apply to the entire board of directors of the company. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 78c(a)58 and 7201(a)(3).
9

•

Knowledge about risks related to the company evaluated as part of the auditor's
client acceptance and retention evaluation; and

•

The relative complexity of the company's operations.

Note: Many smaller companies have less complex operations. Additionally, some
larger, complex companies may have less complex units or processes. Factors that
might indicate less complex operations include: fewer business lines; less
complex business processes and financial reporting systems; more centralized
accounting functions; extensive involvement by senior management in the day-today activities ofthe business; and fewer levels of management, each with a wide
span of control.
Role of Risk Assessment

I 0.

Risk assessment underlies the entire audit process described by this standard, including

the determination of significant accounts and disclosures and relevant assertions, the selection of
controls to test, and the determination of the evidence necessary for a given control.

11.

A direct relationship exists between the degree of risk that a material weakness could

exist in a particular area of the company's internal control over financial reporting and the
amount of audit attention that should be devoted to that area. In addition, the risk that a

10

company's internal control over financial reporting will fail to prevent or detect misstatement
caused by fraud usually is higher than the risk of failure to prevent or detect error. The auditor
should focus more of his or her attention on the areas of highest risk. On the other hand, it is not
necessary to test controls that, even if deficient, would not present a reasonable possibility of
material misstatement to the financial statements.

12.

The complexity of the organization, business unit, or process, will play an important role

in the auditor's risk assessment and the determination of the necessary procedures.

Scaling the Audit

13.

The size and complexity of the company, its business processes, and business units, may

affect the way in which the company achieves many of its control objectives. The size and
complexity of the company also might affect the risks of misstatement and the controls necessary
to address those risks. Scaling is most effective as a natural extension of the risk-based approach
and applicable to the audits of all companies. Accordingly, a smaller, less complex company, or
even a larger, less complex company might achieve its control objectives differently than a more
complex company.2!

CJl
The SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies considered a
company's size with respect to compliance with the internal control reporting provisions of the
Act. See Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies to the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission, Final Report, at p. 5 (April23, 2006).
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Addressing the Risk of Fraud

14.

When planning and performing the audit of internal control over financial reporting, the

auditor should take into account the results of his or her fraud risk assessment.lQ1 As part of
identifying and testing entity-level controls, as discussed beginning at paragraph 22, and
.selecting other controls to test, as discussed beginning at paragraph 39, the auditor should
evaluate whether the company's controls sufficiently address identified risks of material
misstatement due to fraud and controls intended to address the risk of management override of
other controls. Controls that might address these risks include -

•

Controls over significant, unusual transactions, particularly those that result in late
or unusual journal entries;

•

Controls over journal entries and adjustments made in the period-end financial
reporting process;

•

Controls over related party transactions;

•

Controls related to significant management estimates; and

•

Controls that mitigate incentives for, and pressures on, management to falsify or
inappropriately manage financial results.

lQ/

See paragraphs .19 through .42 of AU sec. 316, Consideration of Fraud in a
Financial Statement Audit, regarding identifying risks that may result in material misstatement
due to fraud.
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15.

If the auditor identifies deficiencies in controls designed to prevent or detect fraud during

the audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should take into account those
deficiencies when developing his or her response to risks of material misstatement during the
financial statement audit, as provided in AU sec. 316.44 and .45.

Using the Work of Others

16.

The auditor should evaluate the extent to which he or she will use the work of others to

reduce the work the auditor might otherwise perform himself or herself. AU sec. 322, The
Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements,
applies in an integrated audit of the financial statements and internal control over financial
reporting.

17.

For purposes ofthe audit of internal control, however, the auditor may use the work

performed by, or receive direct assistance from, internal auditors, company personnel (in
addition to internal auditors), and third parties working under the direction of management or the
audit committee that provides evidence about the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting. In an integrated audit of internal control over financial reporting and the financial
statements, the auditor also may use this work to obtain evidence supporting the auditor's
assessment of control risk for purposes of the audit of the financial statements.

18.

The auditor should assess the competence and objectivity ofthe persons whose work the

auditor plans to use to determine the extent to which the auditor may use their work. The higher
13

the degree of competence and objectivity, the greater use the auditor may make of the work. The
auditor should apply paragraphs .09 through .11 of AU sec. 322 to assess the competence and
objectivity of internal auditors. The auditor should apply the principles underlying those
paragraphs to assess the competence and objectivity of persons other than internal auditors
whose work the auditor plans to use.

Note: For purposes of using the work of others, competence means the attainment and
maintenance of a level of understanding and knowledge that enables that person to
perform ably the tasks assigned to them, and objectivity means the ability to perform
those tasks impartially and with intellectual honesty. To assess competence, the auditor
should evaluate factors about the person's qualifications and ability to perform the work
the auditor plans to use. To assess objectivity, the auditor should evaluate whether
factors are present that either inhibit or promote a person's ability to perform with the
necessary degree of objectivity the work the auditor plans to use.

Note: The auditor should not use the work of persons who have a low degree of
objectivity, regardless of their level of competence. Likewise, the auditor should not use
the work of persons who have a low level of competence regardless of their degree of
objectivity. Personnel whose core function is to serve as a testing or compliance authority
at the company, such as internal auditors, normally are expected to have greater
competence and objectivity in performing the type of work that will be useful to the
auditor.
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19.

The extent to which the auditor may use the work of others in an audit of internal control

also depends on the risk associated with the control being tested. As the risk associated with a
control increases, the need for the auditor to perform his or her own work on the control
mcreases.

Materiality

20.

In planning the audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should use

the same materiality considerations he or she would use in planning the audit of the company's
annual financial statements.l!l

Using a Top-Down Approach

21.

The auditor should use a top-down approach to the audit of internal control over financial

reporting to select the controls to test. A top-down approach begins at the financial statement
level and with the auditor's understanding of the overall risks to internal control over financial
reporting. The auditor then focuses on entity-level controls and works down to significant
accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions. This approach directs the auditor's
attention to accounts, disclosures, and assertions that present a reasonable possibility of material
misstatement to the financial statements and related disclosures. The auditor then verifies his or
her understanding of the risks in the company's processes and selects for testing those controls
that sufficiently address the assessed risk of misstatement to each relevant assertion.

See AU sec. 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit, which
provides additional explanation of materiality.
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Note: The top-down approach describes the auditor's sequential thought process in
identifying risks and the controls to test, not necessarily the order in which the auditor
will perform the auditing procedures.

Identifying Entity-Level Controls

22.

The auditor must test those entity-level controls that are important to the auditor's

conclusion about whether the company has effective internal control over financial reporting.
The auditor's evaluation of entity-level controls can result in increasing or decreasing the testing
that the auditor otherwise would have performed on other controls.

23.

Entity-level controls vary in nature and precision-

•

Some entity-level controls, such as certain control environment controls, have an
important, but indirect, effect on the likelihood that a misstatement will be
detected or prevented on a timely basis. These controls might affect the other
controls the auditor selects for testing and the nature, timing, and extent of
procedures the auditor performs on other controls.

•

Some entity-level controls monitor the effectiveness of other controls. Such
controls might be designed to identify possible breakdowns in lower-level
controls, but not at a level of precision that would, by themselves, sufficiently
address the assessed risk that misstatements to a relevant assertion will be
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prevented or detected on a timely basis. These controls, when operating
effectively, might allow the auditor to reduce the testing of other controls.

•

Some entity-level controls might be designed to operate at a level of precision that
would adequately prevent or detect on a timely basis misstatements to one or
more relevant assertions. If an entity-level control sufficiently addresses the
assessed risk of misstatement, the auditor need not test additional controls relating
to that risk.

24.

Entity-level controls include-

•

Controls related to the control environment;

•

Controls over management override;

Note: Controls over management override are important to effective internal
control over financial reporting for all companies, and may be particularly
important at smaller companies because of the increased involvement of senior
management in performing controls and in the period-end financial reporting
process. For smaller companies, the controls that address the risk of management
override might be different from those at a larger company. For example, a
smaller company might rely on more detailed oversight by the audit committee
that focuses on the risk of management override.
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•

The company's risk assessment process;

•

Centralized processing and controls, including shared service environments;

•

Controls to monitor results of operations;

•

Controls to monitor other controls, including activities of the internal audit
function, the audit committee, and self-assessment programs;

25.

•

Controls over the period-end financial reporting process; and

•

Policies that address significant business control and risk management practices.

Control Environment. Because of its importance to effective internal control over

financial reporting, the auditor must evaluate the control environment at the company. As part of
evaluating the control environment, the auditor should assess -

•

Whether management's philosophy and operating style promote effective internal
control over financial reporting;

•

Whether sound integrity and ethical values, particularly of top management, are
developed and understood; and
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•

Whether the Board or audit committee understands and exercises oversight
responsibility over financial reporting and internal control.

26.

Period-end Financial Reporting Process. Because of its importance to financial reporting

and to the auditor's opinions on internal control over financial reporting and the financial
statements, the auditor must evaluate the period-end financial reporting process. The period-end
financial reporting process includes the following -

•

Procedures used to enter transaction totals into the general ledger;

•

Procedures related to the selection and application of accounting policies;

•

Procedures used to initiate, authorize, record, and process journal entries in the
general ledger;

•

Procedures used to record recurring and nonrecurring adjustments to the annual
and quarterly financial statements; and

•

Procedures for preparing annual and quarterly financial statements and related
disclosures.
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Note: Because the annual period-end financial reporting process normally occurs
after the "as-of'' date of management's assessment, those controls usually cannot
be tested until after the as-of date.

27.

As part of evaluating the period-end financial reporting process, the auditor should assess

•

Inputs, procedures performed, and outputs of the processes the company uses to
produce its annual and quarterly financial statements;

•

The extent of information technology ("IT") involvement m the period-end
financial reporting process;

•

Who participates from management;

•

The locations involved in the period-end financial reporting process;

•

The types of adjusting and consolidating entries; and

•

The nature and extent of the oversight of the process by management, the board of
directors, and the audit committee.
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Note: The auditor should obtain sufficient evidence of the effectiveness of those
quarterly controls that are important to determining whether the company's
controls sufficiently address the assessed risk of misstatement to each relevant
assertion as ofthe date of management's assessment. However, the auditor is not
required to obtain sufficient evidence for each quarter individually.

Identifying Significant Accounts and Disclosures and Their Relevant Assertions

28.

The auditor should identify significant accounts and disclosures and their relevant

assertions. Relevant assertions are those financial statement assertions that have a reasonable
possibility of containing a misstatement that would cause the financial statements to be
materially misstated. The financial statement assertions includew-

•

Existence or occurrence

•

Completeness

•

Valuation or allocation

•

Rights and obligations

See AU sec. 326, Evidential Matter, which provides additional information on
financial statement assertions.
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•

Presentation and disclosure

Note: The auditor may base his or her work on assertions that differ from those in this
standard if the auditor has selected and tested controls over the pertinent risks in each
significant account and disclosure that have a reasonable possibility of containing
misstatements that would cause the financial statements to be materially misstated.

29.

To identify significant accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions, the auditor

should evaluate the qualitative and quantitative risk factors related to the financial statement line
items and disclosures. Risk factors relevant to the identification of significant accounts and
disclosures and their relevant assertions include -

•

Size and composition of the account;

•

Susceptibility to misstatement due to errors or fraud;

•

Volume of activity, complexity, and homogeneity of the individual transactions
processed through the account or reflected in the disclosure;

•

Nature of the account or disclosure;

•

Accounting and reporting complexities associated with the account or disclosure;
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•

Exposure to losses in the account;

•

Possibility of significant contingent liabilities arising from the activities reflected
in the account or disclosure;

30.

•

Existence of related party transactions in the account; and

•

Changes from the prior period in account or disclosure characteristics.

As part of identifying significant accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions,

the auditor also should determine the likely sources of potential misstatements that would cause
the financial statements to be materially misstated. The auditor might determine the likely
sources of potential misstatements by asking himself or herself "what could go wrong?" within a
given significant account or disclosure.

31.

The risk factors that the auditor should evaluate in the identification of significant

accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions are the same in the audit of internal control
over financial reporting as in the audit of the financial statements; accordingly, significant
accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions are the same for both audits.
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Note: In the financial statement audit, the auditor might perform substantive auditing
procedures on financial statement accounts, disclosures and assertions that are not
determined to be significant accounts and disclosures and relevant assertions.111
32.

The components of a potential significant account or disclosure might be subject to

significantly differing risks. If so, different controls might be necessary to adequately address
those risks.

33.

When a company has multiple locations or business units, the auditor should identify

significant accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions based on the consolidated
financial statements. Having made those determinations, the auditor should then apply the
direction in Appendix B for multiple locations scoping decisions.

Understanding Likely Sources of Misstatement

34.

To further understand the likely sources of potential misstatements, and as a part of

selecting the controls to test, the auditor should achieve the following objectives-

•

Understand the flow of transactions related to the relevant assertions, including
how these transactions are initiated, authorized, processed, and recorded;

This is because his or her assessment of the risk that undetected misstatement
would cause the financial statements to be materially misstated is unacceptably high (see AU
sec. 312.39 for further discussion about undetected misstatement) or as a means of introducing
unpredictability in the procedures performed (see paragraph 61 and AU sec. 316.50 for further
discussion about predictability of auditing procedures).
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•

Verify that the auditor has identified the points within the company's processes at
which a misstatement - including a misstatement due to fraud - could arise that,
individually or in combination with other misstatements, would be material;

•

Identify the controls that management has implemented to address these potential
misstatements; and

•

Identify the controls that management has implemented over the prevention or
timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's
assets that could result in a material misstatement of the financial statements.

35.

Because ofthe degree of judgment required, the auditor should either perform the

procedures that achieve the objectives in paragraph 34 himself or herself or supervise the work
of others who provide direct assistance to the auditor, as described in AU sec. 322.

36.

. The auditor also should understand how IT affects the company's flow of transactions.

The auditor should apply paragraphs .16 through .20, .30 through .32, and .77 through .79, of AU
sec. 319, Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial Statement Audit, which discuss the
effect of information technology on internal control over financial reporting and the risks to
assess.

Note: The identification of risks and controls within IT is not a separate evaluation.
Instead, it is an integral part of the top-down approach used to identify significant
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accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions, and the controls to test, as well as
to assess risk and allocate audit effort as described by this standard.

37.

Performing Walkthroughs. Performing walkthroughs will frequently be the most effective

way of achieving the objectives in paragraph 34. In performing a walkthrough, the auditor
follows a transaction from origination through the company's processes, including information
systems, until it is reflected in the company's financial records, using the same documents and
information technology that company personnel use. Walkthrough procedures usually include a
combination of inquiry, observation, inspection of relevant documentation, and re-performance
of controls.

38.

In performing a walkthrough, at the points at which important processing procedures

occur, the auditor questions the company's personnel about their understanding of what is
required by the company's prescribed procedures and controls. These probing questions,
combined with the other walkthrough procedures, allow the auditor to gain a sufficient
understanding of the process and to be able to identify important points at which a necessary
control is missing or not designed effectively. Additionally, probing questions that go beyond a
narrow focus on the single transaction used as the basis for the walkthrough allow the auditor to
gain an understanding of the different types of significant transactions handled by the process.
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Selecting Controls to Test

39.

The auditor should test those controls that are important to the auditor's conclusion about

whether the company's controls sufficiently address the assessed risk of misstatement to each
relevant assertion.

40.

There might be more than one control that addresses the assessed risk of misstatement to

a particular relevant assertion; conversely, one control might address the assessed risk of
misstatement to more than one relevant assertion. It is neither necessary to test all controls
related to a relevant assertion nor necessary to test redundant controls, unless redundancy is itself
a control objective.

41.

The decision as to whether a control should be selected for testing depends on which

controls, individually or in combination, sufficiently address the assessed risk of misstatement to
a given relevant assertion rather than on how the control is labeled (M., entity-level contro-l,
transaction-level control, control activity, monitoring control, preventive control, detective
control).
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Testing Controls

Testing Design Effectiveness

42.

The auditor should test the design effectiveness of controls by determining whether the

company's controls, if they are operated as prescribed by persons possessing the necessary
authority and competence to perform the control effectively, satisfy the company's control
objectives and can effectively prevent or detect errors or fraud that could result in material
misstatements in the financial statements.

Note: A smaller, less complex company might achieve its control objectives in a different
manner from a larger, more complex organization. For example, a smaller, less complex
company might have fewer employees in the accounting function, limiting opportunities
to segregate duties and leading the company to implement alternative controls to achieve
its control objectives. In such circumstances, the auditor should evaluate whether those
alternative controls are effective.

43.

Procedures the auditor performs to test design effectiveness include a mix of inquiry of

appropriate personnel, observation ofthe company's operations, and inspection of relevant
documentation. Walkthroughs that include these procedures ordinarily are sufficient to evaluate
design effectiveness.
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Testing Operating Effectiveness

44.

The auditor should test the operating effectiveness of a control by determining whether

the control is operating as designed and whether the person performing the control possesses the
necessary authority and competence to perform the control effectively.

Note: In some situations, particularly in smaller companies, a company might use a third
party to provide assistance with certain financial reporting functions. When assessing the
competence of personnel responsible for a company's financial reporting and associated
controls, the auditor may take into account the combined competence of company
personnel and other parties that assist with functions related to financial reporting.

45.

Procedures the auditor performs to test operating effectiveness include a mix of inquiry

of appropriate personnel, observation of the company's operations, inspection of relevant
documentation, andre-performance of the control.

Relationship of Risk to the Evidence to be Obtained

46.

For each control selected for testing, the evidence necessary to persuade the auditor that

the control is effective depends upon the risk associated with the control. The risk associated
with a control consists of the risk that the control might not be effective and, if not effective, the
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risk that a material weakness would result. As the risk associated with the control being tested
increases, the evidence that the auditor should obtain also increases.

Note: Although the auditor must obtain evidence about the effectiveness of controls for
each relevant assertion, the auditor is not responsible for obtaining sufficient evidence to
support an opinion about the effectiveness of each individual control. Rather, the
auditor's objective is to express an opinion on the company's internal control over
financial reporting overall. This allows the auditor to vary the evidence obtained
regarding the effectiveness of individual controls selected for testing based on the risk
associated with the individual control.

47.

Factors that affect the risk associated with a control include-

•

The nature and materiality of misstatements that the control is intended to prevent
or detect;

•

The inherent risk associated with the related account(s) and assertion(s);

•

Whether there have been changes in the volume or nature of transactions that
might adversely affect control design or operating effectiveness;

•

Whether the account has a history of errors;
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•

The effectiveness of entity-level controls, especially controls that monitor other
controls;

•

The nature of the control and the frequency with which it operates;

•

The degree to which the control relies on the effectiveness of other controls (M.,
the control environment or information technology general controls);

•

The competence of the personnel who perform the control or monitor its
performance and whether there have been changes in key personnel who perform
the control or monitor its performance;

•

Whether the control relies on performance by an individual or is automated (i.e.,
an automated control would generally be expected to be lower risk if relevant
information technology general controls are effective); and

Note: A less complex company or business unit with simple business processes
and centralized accounting operations might have relatively simple information
systems that make greater use of off-the-shelf packaged software without
modification. In the areas in which off-the-shelf software is used, the auditor's
testing of information technology controls might focus on the application controls
built into the pre-packaged software that management relies on to achieve its
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control objectives and the IT general controls that are important to the effective
operation of those application controls.

•

The complexity of the control and the significance of the judgments that must be
made in connection with its operation.

Note: Generally, a conclusion that a control is not operating effectively can be
supported by less evidence than is necessary to support a conclusion that a control
is operating effectively.

48.

When the auditor identifies deviations from the company's controls, he or she should

determine the effect of the deviations on his or her assessment of the risk associated with the
control being tested and the evidence to be obtained, as well as on the operating effectiveness of
the control.

Note: Because effective internal control over financial reporting cannot, and does not,
provide absolute assurance of achieving the company's control objectives, an individual
control does not necessarily have to operate without any deviation to be considered
effective.

49.

The evidence provided by the auditor's tests of the effectiveness of controls depends upon

the mix of the nature, timing, and extent of the auditor's procedures. Further, for an individual
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control, different combinations of the nature, timing, and extent of testing may provide sufficient
evidence. in relation to the risk associated with the control.

Note: Walkthroughs usually consist of a combination of inquiry of appropriate
personnel, observation of the company's operations, inspection of relevant
documentation, and re-performance of the control and might provide sufficient evidence
of operating effectiveness, depending on the risk associated with the control being tested,
the specific procedures performed as part of the walkthrough and the results of those
procedures.

50.

Nature of Tests of Controls. Some types of tests, by their nature, produce greater

evidence of the effectiveness of controls than other tests. The following tests that the auditor
might perform are presented in order of the evidence that they ordinarily would produce, from
least to most: inquiry, observation, inspection of relevant documentation, andre-performance of
a control.

Note: Inquiry alone does not provide sufficient evidence to support a conclusion about
the effectiveness of a control.

51.

The nature of the tests of effectiveness that will provide competent evidence depends, to

a large degree, on the nature of the control to be tested, including whether the operation of the
control results in documentary evidence of its operation. Documentary evidence of the operation
of some controls, such as management's philosophy and operating style, might not exist.
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Note: A smaller, less complex company or unit might have less formal documentation
regarding the operation of its controls. In those situations, testing controls through inquiry
combined with other procedures, such as observation of activities, inspection of less
formal documentation, or re-performance of certain controls, might provide sufficient
evidence about whether the control is effective.

52.

Timing of Tests of Controls. Testing controls over a greater period of time provides more

evidence of the effectiveness of controls than testing over a shorter period of time. Further,
testing performed closer to the date of management's assessment provides more evidence than
testing performed earlier in the year. The auditor should balance performing the tests of controls
closer to the as-of date with the need to test controls over a sufficient period of time to obtain
sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness.

53.

Prior to the date specified in management's assessment, management might implement

changes to the company's controls to make them more effective or efficient or to address control
deficiencies. If the auditor determines that the new controls achieve the related objectives of the
control criteria and have been in effect for a sufficient period to permit the auditor to assess their
design and operating effectiveness by performing tests of controls, he or she· will not need to test
the design and operating effectiveness of the superseded controls for purposes of expressing an
opinion on internal control over financial reporting. If the operating effectiveness ofthe
superseded controls is important to the auditor's control risk assessment, the auditor should test
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the design and operating effectiveness of those superseded controls, as appropriate. (See
additional direction on integration beginning at paragraph B 1.)

54.

Extent of Tests of Controls. The more extensively a control is tested, the greater the

evidence obtained from that test.

55.

Roll-Forward Procedures. When the auditor reports on the effectiveness of controls as of

a specific date and obtains evidence about the operating effectiveness of controls at an interim
date, he or she should determine what additional evidence concerning the operation of the
controls for the remaining period is necessary.

56.

The additional evidence that is necessary to update the results of testing from an interim

date to the company's year-end depends on the following factors-

•

The specific control tested prior to the as-of date, including the risks associated
with the control and the nature of the control, and the results of those tests;

•

The sufficiency of the evidence of effectiveness obtained at an interim date;

•

The length of the remaining period; and

•

The possibility that there have been any significant changes in internal control
over financial reporting subsequent to the interim date.
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Note: In some circumstances, such as when evaluation of the foregoing factors indicates a
low risk that the controls are no longer effective during the roll-forward period, inquiry
alone might be sufficient as a roll-forward procedure.

Special Considerations for Subsequent Years' Audits

57.

In subsequent years' audits, the auditor should incorporate knowledge obtained during

past audits he or she performed of the company's internal control over financial reporting into the
decision-making process for determining the nature, timing, and extent of testing necessary. This
decision-making process is described in paragraphs 46 through 56.

58.

Factors that affect the risk associated with a control in subsequent years' audits include

those in paragraph 4 7 and the following -

•

The nature, timing, and extent of procedures performed in previous audits,

•

The results of the previous years' testing of the control, and

•

Whether there have been changes in the control or the process in which it operates
since the previous audit.
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59.

After taking into account the risk factors identified in paragraphs 47 and 58, the

additional information available in subsequent years' audits might permit the auditor to assess the
risk as lower than in the initial year. This, in turn, might permit the auditor to reduce testing in
subsequent years.

60.

The auditor may also use a benchmarking strategy for automated application controls in

subsequent years' audits. Benchmarking is described further beginning at paragraph B28.

61.

In addition, the auditor should vary the nature, timing, and extent of testing of controls

from year to year to introduce unpredictability into the testing and respond to changes in
circumstances. For this reason, each year the auditor might test controls at a different interim
period, increase or reduce the number and types of tests performed, or c~ange the combination of
procedures used.

Evaluating Identified Deficiencies

62.

The auditor must evaluate the severity of each control deficiency that comes to his or her

attention to determine whether the deficiencies, individually or in combination, are material
weaknesses as of the date of management's assessment. In planning and performing the audit,
however, the auditor is not required to search for deficiencies that; individually or in
combination, are less severe than a material weakness.
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The severity of a deficiency depends on 37

•

Whether there is a reasonable possibility that the company's controls will fail to
prevent or detect a misstatement of an account balance or disclosure; and

•

The magnitude of the potential misstatement resulting from the deficiency or
deficiencies.

64.

The severity of a deficiency does not depend on whether a misstatement actually has

occurred but rather on whether there is a reasonable possibility that the company's controls will
fail to prevent or detect a misstatement.

65.

Risk factors affect whether there is a reasonable possibility that a deficiency, or a

combination of deficiencies, will result in a misstatement of an account balance or disclosure.
The factors include, but are not limited to, the following -

•

The nature of the financial statement accounts, disclosures, and assertions
involved;

•

The susceptibility of the related asset or liability to loss or fraud;

•

The subjectivity, complexity, or extent of judgment required to determine the
amount involved;
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•

The interaction or relationship of the control with other controls, including
whether they are interdependent or redundant;

•

The interaction of the deficiencies; and

•

The possible future consequences of the deficiency.

Note: The evaluation of whether a control deficiency presents a reasonable possibility of
misstatement can be made without quantifying the probability of occurrence as a specific
percentage or range.

Note: Multiple control deficiencies that affect the same financial statement account
balance or disclosure increase the likelihood of misstatement and may, in combination,
constitute a material weakness, even though such deficiencies may individually be less
severe. Therefore, the auditor should determine whether individual control deficiencies
that affect the same significant account or disclosure, relevant assertion, or component of
internal control collectively result in a material weakness.

66.

Factors that affect the magnitude of the misstatement that might result from a deficiency

or deficiencies in controls include, but are not limited to, thefollowing-

•

The financial statement amounts or total of transactions exposed to the deficiency;
and
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•

The volume of activity in the account balance or class of transactions exposed to
the deficiency that has occurred in the current period or that is expected in future
periods.

67.

In evaluating the magnitude of the potential misstatement, the maximum amount that an

account balance or total of transactions can be overstated is generally the recorded amount, while
understatements could be larger. Also, in many cases, the probability of a small misstatement
will be greater than the probability of a large misstatement.

68.

The auditor should evaluate the effect of compensating controls when determining

whether a control deficiency or combination of deficiencies is a material weakness. To have a
mitigating effect, the compensating control should operate at a level of precision that would
prevent or detect a misstatement that could be material.

Indicators of Material Weaknesses

69.

Indicators of material weaknesses in internal control over financial reporting include-

•

Identification of fraud, whether or not material, on the part of semor
management;lif

For the purpose of this indicator, the term "senior management" includes the
principal executive and financial officers signing the company's certifications as required under
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•

Restatement of previously issued financial statements to reflect the correction of a
material misstatement; 1~.1

•

Identification by the auditor of a material misstatement of financial statements in
the current period in circumstances that indicate that the misstatement would not
have been detected by the company's internal control over financial reporting; and

•

Ineffective oversight "of the company's external financial reporting and internal
control over financial reporting by the company's audit committee.

70.

When evaluating the severity of a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, the auditor

also should determine the level of det~il and degree of assurance that would satisfy prudent
officials in the conduct of their own affairs that they have reasonable assurance that transactions
are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation of financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles. If the auditor determines that a deficiency, or
combination of deficiencies, might prevent prudent officials in the conduct of their own affairs
from concluding that they have reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary
to permit the preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted

Section 302 of the Act as well as any other members of senior management who play a
significant role in the company's financial reporting process.
121

See Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 154, Accounting
Changes and Error Corrections, regarding the correction of a misstatement.
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accounting principles, then the auditor should treat the deficiency, or combination of
deficiencies, as an indicator of a material weakness.

Wrapping-Up

Forming an Opinion

71.

The auditor should form an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over financial

reporting by evaluating evidence obtained from all sources, including the auditor's testing of
controls, misstatements detected during the financial statement audit, and any identified control
deficiencies.

Note: As part of this evaluation, the auditor should review reports issued during the year
by internal audit (or similar functions) that address controls related to internal control
over financial reporting and evaluate control deficiencies identified in those reports.

72.

After forming an opinion on the effectiveness of the company's internal control over

financial reporting, the auditor should evaluate the presentation of the elements that management
is required, under the SEC's rules, to present in its annual report on internal control over financial
reporting. 121

l.Q/

See· Item 308(a) of Regulations S-B and S-K, 17 C.F.R. §§ 228.308(a) and

229.308(a).
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73.

If the auditor determines that any required elements of management's annual report on

internal control over financial reporting are incomplete or improperly presented, the auditor
should follow the direction in paragraph C2.

74.

The auditor may form an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over financial

reporting only when there have been no restrictions on the scope of the auditor's work. A scope
limitation requires the auditor to disclaim an opinion or withdraw from the engagement (see
paragraphs C3 through C7).

Obtaining Written Representations

75.

In an audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should obtain written

representations from management -

a.

Acknowledging management's responsibility for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over financial reporting;

b.

Stating that management has performed an evaluation and made an assessment of
the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting and
specifying the control criteria;

c.

Stating that management did not use the auditor's procedures performed during
the audits of internal control over financial reporting or the financial statements as
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part of the basis for management's assessment of the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting;

d.

Stating management's conclusion, as set forth in its assessment, about the
effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting based on
the control criteria as of a specified date;

e.

Stating that management has disclosed to the auditor all deficiencies in the design
or operation of internal control over financial reporting identified as part of
management's evaluation, including separately disclosing to the auditor all such
deficiencies that it believes to be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses
in internal control over financial reporting;

f.

Describing any fraud resulting in a material misstatement to the company's
financial statements and any other fraud that does not result in a material
misstatement to the company's financial statements but involves senior
management or management or other employees who have a significant role in
the company's internal control over financial reporting;
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g.

Stating whether control deficiencies identified and communicated to the audit
committee during previous engagements pursuant to paragraphs 77 and 79 have
been resolved~, and specifically identifying any that have not; and

h.

Stating whether there were, subsequent to the date being reported on, any changes
in internal control over financial reporting or other factors that might significantly
affect internal control over financial reporting, including any corrective actions
taken by management with regard to significant deficiencies and material
weaknesses.

76.

The failure to obtain written representations from management, including management's

refusal to furnish them, constitutes a limitation on.the scope of the audit. As discussed further in
paragraph C3, when the scope of the audit is limited, the auditor should either withdraw from the
engagement or disclaim an opinion. Further, the auditor should evaluate the effects of
management's refusal on his or her ability to rely on other representations, including those
obtained in the audit of the company's financial statements.

77.

AU sec. 333, Management Representations, explains matters such as who should sign the

letter, the period to be covered by the letter, and when to obtain an updated letter.

PCAOB staff have told the Commission staff that the references to paragraphs 77
and 79 in paragraph 75.g. of the proposed rule should instead refer to paragraphs 78 and 80, and
that this typographical error will be corrected. Telephone conversation between Sharon Virag,
Associate Chief Auditor, PCAOB, and Brian Croteau, Associate Chief Accountant, SEC, on
June 4, 2007.
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Communicating Certain Matters

78.

The auditor must communicate, in writing, to management and the audit committee all

material weaknesses identified during the audit. The written communication should be made
prior to the issuance of the auditor's report on inte~nal control over financial reporting.

79.

If the auditor concludes that the oversight of the company's external financial reporting

and internal control over financial reporting by the company's audit committee is ineffective, the
auditor must communicate that conclusion in writing to the board of directors.

80.

The auditor also should consider whether there are any deficiencies, or combinations of

deficiencies, that have been identified during the audit that are significant deficiencies and must
communicate such deficiencies, in writing, to the audit committee.

81.

The auditor also should communicate to management, in writing, all deficiencies in

internal control over financial reporting (i.e., those deficiencies in internal control over financial
reporting that are of a lesser magnitude than material weaknesses) identified during the audit and
inform the audit committee when such a communication has been made. When making this
communication, it is not necessary for the auditor to repeat information about such deficiencies
that has been included in previously issued written communications, whether those
communications were made by the auditor, internal auditors, or others within the organization.
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82. The auditor is not required to perform procedures that are sufficient to identify all control
deficiencies; rather, the auditor communicates deficiencies in internal control over financial
reporting of which he or she is aware.

83.

Because the audit of internal control over financial reporting does not provide the auditor

with assurance that he or she has identified all deficiencies less severe than a material weakness,
the auditor should not issue a report stating that no such deficiencies were noted during the audit.

84.

When auditing internal control over financial reporting, the auditor may become aware of

fraud or possible illegal acts. In such circumstances, the auditor must determine his or her
responsibilities under AU sec. 316, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit, AU
sec. 317, Illegal Acts by Clients, and Section lOA ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934.1Z1

Reporting on Internal Control

85.

The auditor's report on the audit of internal control over financial reporting must include

the following elementslif -

a.

A title that includes the word independent;

lZI

See 15 U.S.C. § 78j-l.

See Appendix C, which provides direction on modifications to the auditor's report
that are required in certain circumstances.
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b.

A statement that management is responsible for maintaining effective internal
control over financial reporting and for assessing the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting;

c.

An identification of management's report on internal control;

d.

A statement that the auditor's responsibility is to express. an opinion on the
company's internal control over financial reporting based on his or her audit;

e.

A definition of internal control over financial reporting as stated in paragraph AS;

f.

A statement that the audit was conducted in accordance with the standards of the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States);

g.

A statement that the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board require that the auditor plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was
maintained in all material respects;

h.

A statement that an audit includes obtaining an understanding of internal control

over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing
and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on
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the assessed risk, and performing such other procedures as the auditor considered
necessary in the circumstances;

1.

A statement that the auditor believes the audit provides a reasonable basis for his
or her opinion;

J.

A paragraph stating that, because of inherent limitations, internal control over
financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements and that projections
of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that
controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the
degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate;

k.

The auditor's opinion on whether the company maintained, in all material
respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of the specified date,
based on the control criteria;

1.

The manual or printed signature of the auditor's firm;

m.

The city and state (or city and country, in the case of non-U.S. auditors) from
which the auditor's report has been issued; and

n.

The date of the audit report.
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Separate or Combined Reports

86.

The auditor may choose to issue a combined report (i.e., one report containing both an

opinion on the financial statements and an opinion on internal control over financial reporting) or
separate reports on the company's financial statements and on internal control over financial
reporting.

87.

The following example combined report expressing an unqualified opinion on financial

statements and an unqualified opinion on internal control over financial reporting illustrates the
report elements described in this section.

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

[Introductory paragraph]

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of W Company as of December 31,
20X8 and 20X7, and the related statements of income, stockholders' equity and
comprehensive income, and cash flows for each of the years in the three-year period
ended December 31, 20X8. We also have audited W Company's internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 20X8, based on [Identify control criteria, for
example, "criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)."]. W
Company's management is responsible for these financial statements, for maintaining
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effective internal control over financial reporting, and for its assessment of the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying
[title of management's report]. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements and an opinion on the company's internal control over financial
reporting based on our audits.

[Scope paragraph]

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement and whether effective internal control over financial
reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audits of the financial statements
included examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an
understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a
material

wea~ess

exists, and testing and evaluating the design and operating

effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We
believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.
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[Definition paragraph]

A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes
those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in
reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the
assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as
necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are
being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection
of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's assets that could have a
material effect on the financial statements.

[Inherent limitations paragraph]

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not
prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to
future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures
may deteriorate.
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[Opinion paragraph]

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of W Company as of December 31, 20X8 and 20X7, and
the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the years in the three-year
period ended December 31, 20X8 in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America. Also in our opinion, W Company maintained,
in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December
31, 20X8, based on [Identify control criteria, for example, "criteria established in Internal
Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of
the Treadway Commission (COSO)."].

[Signature]

[City and State or Country]

[Date]

88.

If the auditor chooses to issue a separate report on internal control over financial

reporting, he or she should add the following paragraph to the auditor's report on the financial
statements -
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We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States), W Company's internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 20X8, based on [identify control criteria] and our
report dated [date of report, which should be the same as the date of the report on the
financial statements] expressed [include nature of opinion].

The auditor also should add the following paragraph to the report on internal control over
financial reporting -

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the [identify financial statements] ofW
Company and our report dated [date of report, which should be the same as the date of
the report on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting] expressed
[include nature of opinion].

Report Date

89.

The auditor should date the audit report no earlier than the date on which the auditor has·

obtained sufficient competent evidence to support the auditor's opinion. Because the auditor
cannot audit internal control over financial reporting without also auditing the financial
statements, the reports should be dated the same.
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Material Weaknesses

90.

Paragraphs 62 through 70 describe the evaluation of deficiencies. If there are deficiencies

that, individually or in combination, result in one or more material weaknesses, the auditor must
express an adverse opinion on the company's internal control over financial reporting, unless
there is a restriction on the scope of the engagement.121

91.

When expressing an adverse opinion on internal control over financial reporting because

of a material weakness, the auditor's report must include -

•

The definition of a material weakness, as provided in paragraph A 7.

•

A statement that a material weakness has been identified and an identification of
the material weakness described in management's assessment.

Note: If the material weakness has not been included in management's
assessment, the report should be modified to state that a material weakness has
been identified but not included in management's assessment. Additionally, the
auditor's report should include a description of the material weakness, which
should provide the users of the audit report with specific information about the
nature of the n:taterial weakness and its actual and potential effect on the

1.2/

See paragraph C3 for direction when the scope of the engagement has been

limited.
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presentation of the company's financial statements issued during the existence of
the weakness. In this case, the auditor also should communicate in writing to the
audit committee that the material weakness was not disclosed or identified as a
material weakness in management's assessment. If the material weakness has been
included in management's assessment but the auditor concludes that the disclosure
of the material weakness is not fairly presented in all material respects, the
auditor's report should describe this conclusion as well as the information
necessary to fairly describe the material weakness.

92.

The auditor should determine the effect his or her adverse opinion on internal control has

on his or her opinion on the financial statements. Additionally, the auditor should disclose
whether his or her opinion on the financial statements was affected by the adverse opinion on
internal control over financial reporting.

Note: If the auditor issues a separate report on internal control over financial reporting in
this circumstance, the disclosure required by this paragraph may be combined with the
report language described in paragraphs 88 and 91. The auditor may present the
combined language either as a separate paragraph or as part of the paragraph that
identifies the material weakness.
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Subsequent Events

93.

Changes in internal control over financial reporting or other factors that might

significantly affect internal control over financial reporting might occur subsequent to the date as
of which internal control over financial reporting is being audited but before the date of the
auditor's report. The auditor should inquire of management whether there were any such changes
or factors and obtain written representations from management relating to such matters, as
described in paragraph 75h.

94.

To obtain additional information about whether changes have occurred that might affect

the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting and, therefore, the
auditor's report, the auditor should inquire about and examine, for this subsequent period, the
following-

•

Relevant internal audit (or similar functions, such as loan review in a financial
institution) reports issued during the subsequent period,

•

Independent auditor reports (if other than the auditor's) of deficiencies in internal
control,

•

Regulatory agency reports on the company's internal control over financial
reporting, and
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•

Information about the effectiveness of the company's internal control over
financial reporting obtained through other engagements.

95.

The auditor might inquire about and examine other documents for the subsequent period.

Paragraphs .01 through .09 of AU sec. 560, Subsequent Events, provide direction on subsequent
events for a financial statement audit that also inay be helpful to the auditor performing an audit
of internal control over financial reporting.

96.

If the auditor obtains knowledge about subsequent events that materially and adversely

affect the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting as of the date
specified in the assessment, the auditor should issue an adverse opinion on internal control over
financial reporting (and follow the direction in paragraph C2 if management's assessment states
that internal control over financial reporting is effective). If the auditor is unable to determine the
effect of the

subs~quent

event on the effec;tiveness of the company's internal control over

financial reporting, the auditor should disclaim an opinion. As described in paragraph Cl3, the
auditor should disclaim an opinion on management's disclosures about corrective actions taken
by the company after the date of management's assessment, if any.

97.

The auditor may obtain knowledge about subsequent events with respect to conditions

that did not exist at the date specified in the assessment but arose subsequent to that date and
before issuance of the auditor's report. If a subsequent event of this type has a material effect on
the company's internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should include in his or her
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report an explanatory paragraph describing the event and its effects or directing the reader's
attention to the event and its effects as disclosed in management's report.

98.

After the issuance of the report on internal control over financial reporting, the auditor

may become aware of conditions that existed at the report date that might have affected the
auditor's opinion had he or she been aware of them. The auditor's evaluation of such subsequent
information is similar to the auditor's evaluation of information discovered subsequent to the date
of the report on an audit of financial statements, as described in AU sec. 561, Subsequent
Discovery ofFacts Existing at the Date of the Auditor's Report.
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APPENDIX A- Definitions

AI.

For purposes of this standard, the terms listed below are defined as follows-

A2.

A control objective provides a specific target against which to evaluate the effectiveness

of controls. A control objective for internal control over financial reporting generally relates to a
relevant assertion and states a criterion for evaluating whether the company's control procedures
in a specific area provide reasonable assurance that a misstatement or omission in that relevant
assertion is prevented or detected by controls on a timely basis.

A3.

A deficiency in internal control over financial reporting exists when the design or

operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis.

•

A deficiency in design exists when (a) a control necessary to meet the control
objective is missing or (b) an existing control is not properly designed so that,
even if the control operates as designed, the control objective would not be met.

•

A deficiency in operation exists when a properly designed control does not
operate as designed, or when the person performing the control does not possess
the necessary authority or competence to perform the control effectively.

A4.

Financial statements and related disclosures refers to a company's financial statements

and notes to the financial statements as presented in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles ("GAAP"). References to financial statements and related disclosures do
not extend to the preparation of management's discussion and analysis or other similar financial
information presented outside a company's GAAP-basis financial statements and notes.

AS.

Internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision

of, the company's principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing
similar functions, and effected by the company's board of directors, management, and other
personnel, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with GAAP and includes
those policies and procedures that -

(1)

Pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and
fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company;

(2)

.

Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit
preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are
being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors
of the company; and
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(3)

Provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of
unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's assets that could
have a material effect on the financial statementsY

Note: The auditor's procedures as part of either the audit of internal control over financial
reporting or the audit of the financial statements are not part of a company's internal
control over financial reporting.

Note: Internal control over financial reporting has inherent limitations. Internal control
over financial reporting is a process that involves human diligence and compliance and is
subject to lapses in judgment and breakdowns resulting from human failures. Internal
control over financial reporting also can be circumvented by collusion or improper
management override. Because of such limitations, there is a risk that material
mi~statements

will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by internal control over

financial reporting. However, these inherent limitations are known features of the
financial reporting process. Therefore, it is possible to design into the process safeguards
to reduce, though not eliminate, this risk.

A6.

Management's assessment is the assessment described in Item 308(a)(3) of Regulations

S-B and S-K that is included in management's annual report on internal control over financial
reporting _f.~

11

See Securities Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f), 17 C.F.R. §§
240.13a-15(f) and 240.15d-15(f).
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A 7.

A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control

over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of
the company's annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a
timely basis.

Note: There is a reasonable possibility of an event, as used in this standard, when the
likelihood of the event is either "reasonably possible" or "probable," as those terms are
used in Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No.5, Accounting for
Contingencies ("F AS 5 ").11

A8.

Controls over financial reporting may be preventive controls or detective controls.

Effective internal control over financial reporting often includes a combination of preventive and
detective controls.

•

Preventive controls have the objective of preventing errors or fraud that could
result in a misstatement of the financial statements from occurring.

•

Detective controls have the objective of detecting errors or fraud that has already
occurred that could result in a misstatement of the financial statements.

2/

See 17 C.F.R. §§ 228.308(a)(3) and 229.308(a)(3).
See FAS 5, paragraph 3.
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A9.

A relevant assertion is a financial statement assertion that has a reasonable possibility of

containing a misstatement or misstatements that would cause the financial statements to be
materially misstated. The determination of whether an assertion is a relevant assertion is based
on inherent risk, without regard to the effect of controls.

A 10.

An account or disclosure is a significant account or disclosure if there is a reasonable

possibility that the account or disclosure could contain a misstatement that, individually or when
aggregated with others, has a material effect on the financial statements, considering the risks of
both overstatement and understatement. The determination of whether an account or disclosure is
significant is based on inherent risk, without regard to the effect of controls.

All.

A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal

control over financial reporting that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important
enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting.
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APPENDIX B- Special Topics

Integration of Audits

B 1.

Tests of Controls in an Audit of Internal Control. The objective of the tests of controls in

an audit of internal control over financial reporting is to obtain evidence about the effectiveness
of controls to support the auditor's opinion on the company's internal control over financial
reporting. The auditor's opinion relates to the effectiveness of the company's internal control over
financial reporting as of a point in time and taken as a whole.

B2.

To express an opinion on internal control over financial reporting as of a point in time,

the auditor should obtain evidence that internal control over financial reporting has operated
effectively for a sufficient period of time, which may be less than the entire period (ordinarily
one year) covered by the company's financial statements. To express an opinion on internal
control over financial reporting taken as a whole, the auditor must obtain evidence about the
effectiveness of selected controls over all relevant assertions. This requires that the auditor test
the design and operating effectiveness of controls he or she ordinarily would not test if
expressing an opinion only on the financial statements.

B3.

When concluding on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting for

purposes of expressing an opinion on internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should
incorporate the results of any additional tests of controls performed to achieve the objective
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related to expressing an opinion on the financial statements, as discussed in the following
section.

B4.

Tests of Controls in an Audit ofFinancial Statements. To express an opinion on the

financial statements, the auditor ordinarily performs tests of controls and substantive procedures.
The objective of the tests of controls the auditor performs for this purpose is to assess control
risk. To assess control risk for specific financial statement assertions at less than the maximum,
the auditor is required to obtain evidence that the relevant controls operated effectively during
the entire period upon which the auditor plans to place reliance on those controls. However, the
auditor is not required to assess control risk at less than the maximum for all relevant assertions
and, for a variety of reasons, the auditor may choose not to do so.

B5.

When concluding on the effectiveness of controls for the purpose of assessing control

risk, the auditor also should evaluate the results of any additional tests of controls performed to
achieve the objective related to expressing an opinion on the company's internal control over
financial reporting, as discussed in paragraph B2. Consideration of these results may require the
auditor to alter the nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures and to plan and perform
further tests of controls, particularly in response to identified control deficiencies.

B6.

Effect of Tests of Controls on Substantive Procedures. If, during the audit of internal

control over financial reporting, the auditor identifies a deficiency, he or she should determine
the effect of the deficiency, if any, on the nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures to
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be performed to reduce audit risk in the audit of the financial statements to an appropriately low
level.

B7.

Regardless of the assessed level of control risk or the assessed risk of material

misstatement in connection with the audit of the financial statements, the auditor should perform
substantive procedures for all relevant assertions. Performing procedures to express an opinion
on internal control over financial reporting does not diminish this requirement.

B8.

Effect of Substantive Procedures on the Auditor's Conclusions About the Operating

Effectiveness of Controls. In an audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor
should evaluate the effect of the findings of the substantive auditing procedures performed in the
audit of financial statements on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. This
evaluation should include, at a minimum-

•

The auditor's risk assessments in connection with the selection and application of
substantive procedures, especially those related to fraud.

•

Findings with respect to illegal acts and related party transactions.

•

Indications of management bias in making accounting estimates and in selecting
accounting principles.
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•

Misstatements detected by substantive procedures. The extent of such
misstatements might alter the auditor's judgment about the effectiveness of
controls.

B9.

To obtain evidence about whether a selected control is effective, the control must be

tested directly; the effectiveness of a control cannot be inferred from the absence of
misstatements detected by substantive procedures. The absence of misstatements detected by
substantive procedures, however, should inform the auditor's risk assessments in determining the
testing necessary to conclude on the effectiveness of a control.

Multiple Locations Scoping Decisions

B 10.

In determining the locations or business units at which to perform tests of controls, the

auditor should assess the risk of material misstatement to the financial statements associated with
the location or business unit and correlate the amount of audit attention devoted to the location or
business unit with the degree of risk.
Note: The auditor may eliminate from further consideration locations or business units
that, individually or when aggregated with others, do not present a reasonable possibility
of material misstatement to the company's consolidated financial statements.
B 11.

In assessing and responding to risk, the auditor should test controls over specific risks

that present a reasonable possibility of material misstatement to the company's consolidated
financial statements. In lower-risk locations or business units, the auditor first might evaluate
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whether testing entity-level controls, including controls in place to provide assurance that
appropriate controls exist throughout the organization, provides the auditor with sufficient
evidence.
Bl2.

In determining the locations or business units at which to perform tests of controls, the

auditor may take into. account work performed by others on behalf of management. For example,
if the internal auditors' planned procedures include relevant audit work at various locations, the
auditor may coordinate work with the internal auditors and reduce the number of locations or
business units at which the auditor would otherwise need to perform auditing procedures.
B13.

The direction in paragraph 61 regarding special considerations for subsequent years'

audits means that the auditor should vary the nature, timing, and extent of testing of controls at
locations or business units from year to year.
B14.

Special Situations. The scope ofthe audit should include entities that are acquired on or

before the date of management's assessment and operations that are accounted for as
discontinued operations on the date of management's assessment. The direction in this multiplelocations discussion describes how to determine whether it is necessary to test controls at these
entities or operations.
B 15.

For equity method investments, the scope ofthe audit should include controls over the

reporting in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, in the company's financial
statements, of the company's portion of the investees' income or loss, the investment balance,
adjustments to the income or loss and investment balance, and related disclosures. The audit
ordinarily would.not extend to controls at the equity method investee.
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B 16.

In situations in which the SEC allows management to limit its assessment of internal

control over financial reporting by excluding certain entities, the auditor may limit the audit in
the same manner. In these situations, the auditor's opinion would not be affected by a scope
limitation. However, the auditor should include, either in an additional explanatory paragraph or
as part of the scope paragraph in his or her report, a disclosure similar to management's regarding
the exclusion of an entity from the scope of both management's assessment and the auditor's
audit of internal control over financial reporting. Additionally, the auditor should evaluate the
reasonableness of management's conclusion that the situation meets the criteria of the SEC's
allowed exclusion and the appropriateness of any required disclosure related to such a limitation.
If the auditor believes that management's disclosure about the limitation requires modification,
the auditor should follow the same communication responsibilities that are described in
paragraphs .29 through .32 of AU sec. 722, Interim Financial Information. If management and
the audit committee do not respond appropriately, in addition to fulfilling those responsibilities,
the auditor should modify his or her report on the audit of internal

co~trol

over financial

reporting to include an explanatory paragraph describing the reasons why the auditor believes
management's disclosure requires modification.
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Use of Service Organizations

B17.

AU sec. 324, Service Organizations, applies to the audit of financial statements of a

company that obtains services from another organization that are part of the company's
information system. The auditor may apply the relevant concepts described in AU sec. 324 to the
audit of internal control over financial reporting.

B 18.

AU sec. 324.03 describes the situation in which a service organization's services are part

of a company's information system. If the service organization's services are part of a company's
information system, as described therein, then they are part of the information and
communication component of the company's internal control over financial reporting. When the
service organization's services are part of the company's internal control over financial reporting,
the auditor should include the activities of the service organization when determining the
evidence required to support his or her opinion.

B19.

AU sec. 324.07 through .16 describe the procedures that the auditor should perform with

respect to the activities performed by the service organization. The procedures include-

a.

Obtaining an understanding of the controls at the service organization that are
relevant to the entity's internal control and the controls at the user organization
over the activities of the service organization, and

b.

Obtaining evidence that the controls that are relevant to the auditor's opinion are
operating effectively.
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B20.

Evidence that the controls that are relevant to the auditor's opmton are operating

effectively may be obtained by following the procedures described in AU sec. 324.12. These
procedures include -

a.

Obtaining a service auditor's report on controls placed in operation and tests of
operating effectiveness, or a report on the application of agreed-upon procedures
that describes relevant tests of controls.

Note: The service auditor's report referred to above means a report with the
service auditor's opinion on the service organization's description of the design of
its controls, the tests of controls, and results of those tests performed by the
service auditor, and the service auditor's opinion on whether the controls tested
were operating effectively during the specified period (in other words, "reports on
controls placed in operation and tests of operating effectiveness" described in AU
sec. 324.24b). A service auditor's report that does not include tests of controls,
results of the tests, and the service auditor's opinion on operating effectiveness (in
other words, "reports on controls placed in operation" described in AU sec.
324.24a) does not provide evidence of operating effectiveness. Furthermore, if the
evidence regarding operating effectiveness of controls comes from an agreedupon procedures report rather than a service auditor's report issued pursuant to
AU sec. 324, the auditor should evaluate whether the agreed-upon procedures
report provides sufficient evidence in the same manner described in the following
paragraph.
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b.

Performing tests of the user organization's controls over the activities of the
service organization (M., .testing the user organization's independent reperformance of selected items processed by the service organization or testing the
user organization's reconciliation of output reports with source documents).

c.

B21.

Performing tests of controls at the service organization.

If a service auditor's report on controls placed in operation and tests of operating

effectiveness is available, the auditor may evaluate whether this report provides sufficient
evidence to support his or her opinion. In evaluating whether such a service auditor's report
provides sufficient evidence, the auditor should assess the following factors -

•

The time period covered by the tests of controls and its relation to the as-of date
of management's assessment,

•

The scope of the examination and applications covered, the controls tested, and
the way in which tested controls relate to the company's controls, and

•

The results of those tests of controls and the service auditor's opinion on the
operating effectiveness of the controls.

Note: These factors are similar to factors the auditor would consider in determining
whether the report provides sufficient evidence to support the auditor's assessed level of
control risk in an audit of the financial statements, as described in AU sec. 324.16.

B22.

If the service auditor's report on controls placed in operation and tests of operating

effectiveness contains a qualification that the stated control objectives might be achieved only if
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the company applies controls contemplated in the design of the system by the service
organization, the auditor should evaluate whether the company

IS

applying the necessary

procedures.

B23.

In determining whether the service auditor's report provides sufficient evidence to

support the auditor's opinion, the auditor should make inquiries concerning the service auditor's
reputation, competence, and independence. Appropriate sources of information concerning the
professional reputation of the service auditor are discussed in paragraph .1 Oa of AU sec. 543,
Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors.

B24.

When a significant period of time has elapsed between the time period covered by the

tests of controls in the service auditor's report and the date specified in management's
assessment, additional procedures should be performed. The auditor should inquire of
management to determine whether management has identified any changes in the service
organization's controls subsequent to the period covered by the service auditor's report (such as
changes communicated to management from the service organization, changes in personnel at
the service organization with whom management interacts, changes in reports or other data
received from the service organization, changes in contracts or service level agreements with the
service organization, or errors identified in the service organization's processing). If management
has identified such changes, the auditor should evaluate the effect of such changes on the
effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting. The auditor also should
evaluate whether the results of other procedures he or she performed indicate that there have
been changes in the controls at the service organization.
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B25.

The auditor should determine whether to obtain additional evidence about the operating

effectiveness of controls at the service organization based on the procedures performed by
management or the auditor and the results of those procedures and on an evaluation of the
following risk factors. As risk increases, the need for the auditor to obtain additional evidence
mcreases.

•

The elapsed time between the time period covered by the tests of controls in the
service auditor's report and the date specified in management's assessment,

•

The significance of the activities of the service organization,

•

Whether there are errors that have been identified in the service organization's
processing, and

•

The nature and significance of any changes in the service organization's controls
identified by management or the auditor.

B26.

If the auditor concludes that additional evidence about the operating effectiveness of

controls at the service organization is required, the auditor's additional procedures might include

•

Evaluating procedures performed by management and the results of those
procedures.

•

Contacting the service organization, through the user organization, to obtain
specific information.
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•

Requesting that a service auditor be engaged to perform procedures that will
supply the necessary information.

•
B27.

Visiting the service organization and performing such procedures.

.

The auditor should not refer to the service auditor's report when expressing an opinion on

internal control over financial reporting.

Benchmarking of Automated Controls

B28.

Entirely automated application controls are generally not subject to breakdowns due to

human failure. This feature allows the auditor to use a "benchmarking" strategy.

B29.

If general controls over program changes, access to programs, and computer operations

are effective and continue to be tested, and if the auditor verifies that the automated application
control has not changed since the auditor established a baseline (i.e., last tested the application
control), the auditor may conclude that the automated application control continues to be
effective without repeating the prior year's specific tests of the operation of the automated
application control. The nature and extent of the evidence that the auditor should obtain to verify
that the control has not changed may vary depending on the circumstances, including depending
on the strength of the company's program change controls.

B30.

The consistent and effective functioning of the automated application controls may be

dependent upon the related files, tables, data, and parameters. For example, an automated
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application for calculating interest income might be dependent on the continued integrity of a
rate table used by the automated calculation.

B31.

To determine whether to use a benchmarking strategy, the auditor should assess the

following risk factors. As these factors indicate lower risk, the control being evaluated might be
well-suited for benchmarking. As these factors indicate increased risk, the control being
evaluated is less suited for benchmarking. These factors are -

•

The extent to which the application control can be matched to a defined program
within an application.

•

The extent to which the application is stable (i.e., there are few changes from
period to period).

•

The availability and reliability of a report of the compilation dates of the
programs placed in production. (This information may be used as evidence that
controls within the program have not changed.)

B32.

Benchmarking automated application controls can be especially effective for companies

using purchased software when the possibility of program changes is remote vendor does not allow access or modification to the source code.
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~.,

when the

B33.

After a period of time, the length of which depends upon the circumstances, the baseline

of the operation of an automated application control should be reestablished. To determine when
to reestablish a baseline, the auditor should evaluate the following factors-

•

The effectiveness of the IT control environment, including controls over
application and system software acquisition and maintenance, access controls and
computer operations.

•

The auditor's understanding of the nature of changes, if any, on the specific
programs that contain the controls.

•

The nature and timing of other related tests.

•

The consequences of errors associated with the application control that was
benchmarked.

•

Whether the control is sensitive to other business fuctors that may have changed.
For example, an automated control may have been designed with the assumption
that only positive amounts will exist in a file. Such a control would no longer be
effective if negative amounts (credits) begin to be posted to the account.
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APPENDIX C - Special Reporting Situations

Report Modifications

C 1.

The auditor should modify his or her report if any of the following conditions

exist.

a.

Elements of management's annual report on internal control are
incomplete or improperly presented,

b.

There is a restriction on the scope of the engagement,

c.

The auditor decides· to refer to the report of other auditors as the basis, in
part, for the auditor's own report,

d.

There is other information contained in management's annual report on
internal control over financial reporting, or

e.

Management's annual certification pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act is misstated.

C2.

Elements of Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial

Reporting Are Incomplete or Improperly Presented. If the auditor determines that
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elements of management's annual report on internal control over financial reporting are
incomplete or improperly presented, the auditor should modify his or her report to
include an explanatory paragraph describing the reasons for this determination. If the
auditor determines that the required disclosure about a material weakness is not fairly
presented in all material respects, the auditor should follow the direction in paragraph 91.

C3.

Scope Limitations. The auditor can express an opinion on the company's internal

control over financial reporting only if the auditor has been able to apply the procedures
necessary in the circumstances. lfthere are restrictions on the scope ofthe engagement,
the auditor should withdraw from the engagement or disclaim an opinion. A disclaimer of
opinion states that the auditor does not express an opinion on the effectiveness of i~,!ernal
control over financial reporting.

C4.

When disclaiming an opinion because of a scope limitation, the auditor should

state that the scope of the audit was not sufficient to warrant the expression of an opinion
and, in a separate paragraph or paragraphs, the substantive reasons for the disclaimer. The
auditor should not identify the procedures that were performed nor include the statements
describing the characteristics of an audit of internal control over financial reporting
(paragraph 85 g, h, and i); to do so might overshadow the disclaimer.

C5.

When the auditor plans to disclaim an opinion and the limited procedures

performed by the auditor caused the auditor to conclude that a material weakness exists,
the auditor's report also should include-
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•

The definition of a material weakness, as provided in paragraph A7.

•

A description of any material weaknesses identified in the company's
internal control over financial reporting. This description should provide
the users of the audit report with specific information about the nature of
any material weakness and its actual and potential effect on the
presentation of the company's financial statements issued during the
existence of the weakness. This description also should address the
requirements in paragraph 91.

C6.

The auditor may issue a report disclaiming an opinion on internal control over

financial reporting as soon as the auditor concludes that a scope limitation will prevent
the auditor from obtaining the reasonable assurance necessary to express an opinion. The
auditor is not required to perform any additional work prior to issuing a disclaimer when
the auditor concludes that he or she will not be able to obtain sufficient evidence to
express an opinion.

Note: In this case, in following the direction in paragraph 89 regarding dating the
auditor's report, the report date is the date that the auditor has obtained sufficient
competent evidence to support the representations in the auditor's report.

C7.

If the auditor concludes that he or she cannot express an opinion because there has

been a limitation on the scope of the audit, the auditor shouldcommunicate, in writing, to
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management and the audit committee that the audit of internal control over financial
reporting cannot be satisfactorily completed.

C8.

Opinions Based, in Part, on the Report of Another Auditor. When another auditor

has audited the financial statements and internal control over financial reporting of one or
more subsidiaries, divisions, branches, or components of the company, the auditor should
determine whether he or she may serve as the principal auditor and use the work and
reports of another auditor as a basis, in part, for his or her opinion. AU sec. 543, Part of
Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors, provides direction on the auditor's
decision of whether to serve as the principal auditor of the financial statements. If the
auditor decides it is appropriate to serve as the principal auditor of the financial
statements, then that auditor also should be the principal auditor of the company's internal
control over financial reporting. This relationship results from the requirement that an
audit of the financial statements must be performed to audit internal· control over
financial reporting; only the principal auditor of the financial statements can be the
principal auditor of internal control over financial reporting. In this circumstance, the
principal auditor of the financial statements must participate sufficiently in the audit of
internal control over financial reporting to provide a basis for serving as the principal
auditor of internal control over financial reporting.

C9.

When serving as the principal auditor of internal control over financial reporting,

the auditor should decide whether to make reference in the report on internal control over
financial reporting to the audit of internal control over financial reporting performed by
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the other auditor. In these circumstances, the auditor's decision is based on factors
analogous to those of the auditor who uses the work and reports ofother independent
auditors when reporting on a company's financial statements as described in AU sec. 543.

C10.

The decision about whether to make reference to another auditor in the report on

the audit of internal control over financial reporting might differ from the corresponding
decision as it relates to the audit of the financial statements. For example, the audit report
on the financial statements may make reference to the audit of a significant equity
investment performed by another independent auditor, but the report on internal control
over financial reporting might not make a similar reference because management's
assessment of internal control over financial reporting ordinarily would not extend to
controls at the equity method investeeY

C 11.

When the auditor decides to make reference to the report of the other auditor as a

basis, in part, for his or her opinion on the company's internal control over financial
reporting, the auditor should refer to the report of the other auditor when describing the
scope of the audit and when expressing the opinion.

C12.

Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

Containing Additional Information. Management's annual report on internal control over

l!
See paragraph B 15, for further discussion of the evaluation of the controls
over financial reporting for an equity method investment.
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financial reporting may contain information in addition to the elements described in
paragraph 72 that are subject to the auditor's evaluation.

C13.

If management's annual report on internal control over financial reporting could

reasonably be viewed by users of the report as including such additional information, the
auditor should disclaim an opinion on. the information.

Cl4.

If the auditor. believes that management's additional information contains a

material misstatement of fact, he or she should discuss the matter with management. If,
after discussing the matter with management, the auditor concludes that a material
misstatement of fact remains, the auditor should notify management and the audit
committee, in writing, of the auditor's views concerning the information. AU sec. 317,
Illegal Acts by Clients and Section 1OA of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 may also
require the auditor to take additional action?

Note: If management makes the types of disclosures described in paragraph C 12
outside its annual report on internal control over financial reporting and includes
them elsewhere within its annual report on the company's financial statements, the
auditor would not need to disclaim an opinion. However, in that situation, the
auditor's responsibilities are the same as those described in this paragraphifthe
auditor believes that the additional information contains a material misstatement
of fact.

'!,/

See 15 U.S.C. § 78j-1.
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CIS.

Management's Annual Certification Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act is Misstated. If matters come to the auditor's attention as a result of the audit
of internal control over financial reporting that lead him or her to believe that
modifications to the disclosures about changes in internal control over financial reporting
(addressing changes in internal control over financial reporting occurring during the
fourth quarter) are necessary for the annual certifications to be accurate and to comply
with the requirements of Section 302 ofthe Act and Securities Exchange Act Rule 13a14(a) or 15d-14(a), whichever applies,J' the auditor should follow the communication
responsibilities as described in AU sec. 722 Interim Financial Information, for any
interim period. However, if management and the audit committee do not respond
appropriately, in addition to the responsibilities described in AU sec. 722, the auditor
should modify his or her report on the audit of internal control over financial reporting to
include an explanatory paragraph describing the reasons the auditor believes
management's disclosures should be modified.

Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes

Cl6.

AU sec. 711, Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes, describes the auditor's

responsibilities when an auditor's report is included in registration statements, proxy
statements, or periodic reports filed under the federal securities statutes. The auditor
should apply AU sec. 711 with respect to the auditor's report on internal control over

See 17 C.F.R. §§ 240.13a-14(a) and 240.15d-14(a).
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financial reporting included in such filings. In addition, the auditor should extend the
direction in AU sec. 711.10 to inquire of and obtain written representations from officers
and other executives responsible for financial and accounting matters about whether any
events have occurred that have a material effect on the audited financial statements to
matters that could have a material effect on internal control over financial reporting.

C 17.

When the auditor has fulfilled these responsibilities and intends to consent to the

inclusion of his or her report on internal control over financial reporting in the securities
filing, the auditor's consent should clearly indicate that both the audit report on financial
statements and the audit report on internal control over financial reporting (or both
opinions if a combined report is issued) are included in his or her consent.
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Rule 3525: Audit Committee Pre-approval of Non-audit Services Related to Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting

In connection with seeking audit committee pre-approval to perform for an audit
client any permissible non-audit service related to internal control over financial
reporting, a registered public accounting firm shall -

(a)

describe, in writing, to the audit committee of the issuer the scope of the
service;

(b)

discuss with the audit committee of the issuer the potential effects of the
service on the independence of the firm; and

Note: Independence requirements provide that an auditor is not
independent of his or her audit client if the auditor is not, or a
reasonable investor with knowledge of all relevant facts and
circumstances would conclude that the auditor is not, capable of
exercising objective and impartial judgment on all issues
encompassed

within the

accountant's

engagement.

Several

principles guide the application of this general standard, including
whether tl:te auditor assumes a management role or audits his or her
own work. Therefore, an auditor would not be independent if, for
example, management had delegated its responsibility for internal
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control over financial reporting to the auditor or if the auditor had
designed or implemented the audit client's internal control over
financial reporting.

(c)

document the substance of its discussion with the audit committee of the
Issuer.
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Conforming Amendments to PCAOB Auditing Standards
AU sec. 230, "Due Professional Care in the Performance of Work"
Statement on Auditing Standards ("SAS") No. 1, "Codification of Auditing
Standards and Procedures," section 230, "Due Professional Care in the Performance of
Work" (AU sec. 230, "Due Professional Care in the Performance of Work"), as amended,
is amended as follows -

a.

Paragraph .1 0 is replaced with The exercise of due professional care allows the auditor to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud, or whether any
material weaknesses exist as of the date of management's assessment.
Absolute assurance is not attainable because of the nature of audit
evidence and the characteristics of fraud. Although not absolute assurance,
reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance. Therefore, an audit
conducted in accordance with the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States) may not detect a material
weakness in internal control over financial reporting or a material
misstatement to the financial statements.
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b.

The term "financial statements" within the first sentence of paragraph .13
is replaced with the term "financial statements or internal control over
financial reporting."

c.

The second sentence of paragraph .13 is replaced with Therefore, the subsequent discovery that either a material misstatement,
whether from error or fraud, exists in the financial statements or a material
weakness in internal control over financial reporting exists does not, in
and of itself, evidence (a) failure to obtain reasonable assurance, (b)
inadequate planning, performance, or judgment, (c) the absence of due
professional care, or (d) a failure to comply with the standards of the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).

AU sec. 310, "Appointment of the Independent Auditor"
SAS. No. 1, "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures," section 310,
"Appointment of the Independent Auditor" (AU sec. 310, "Appointment of the
Independent Auditor"), as amended, is amended as follows a.

The third bullet point of paragraph .06 is replaced withManagement is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective
internal control over financial reporting. If, in an integrated audit of
financial statements and internal control over financial reporting, the
auditor concludes that he or she cannot express an opinion on internal
control over financial reporting because there has been a limitation on the
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scope of the audit, he or she should communicate, in writing, to
management and the audit committee that the audit of internal control over
financial reporting cannot be satisfactorily completed.
b.

The eighth bullet point of paragraph .06 is amended as follows Under Integrated audit of financial statements and internal control over
financial reporting, the last sub-bullet point is replaced with the following

To the board of directors - any conclusion that the audit
committee's oversight of the company's external financial reporting
and internal control over financial reporting is ineffective.
Under Audit of financial statements, the last sub-bullet is replaced with the
followingTo the board of directors - if the auditor becomes aware that the
oversight of the company's external financial reporting and internal
control over financial reporting by the audit committee is
ineffective, that conclusion.
AU sec. 311, "Planning and Supervision"
SAS No. 22, "Planning and Supervision" (AU sec. 311, "Planning and
Supervision"), as amended, is amended as follows ...,.
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Within the note to paragraph 1, the reference to paragraph 39 ofPCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph 9 of PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
AU sec. 312, "Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit"
SAS No. 47, "Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit" (AU sec. 312,
"Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit"), as amended, is amended as
followsa.

Within the note to paragraph 3, the reference to paragraphs 22-23 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph
20 ofPCAOB Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit oflnternal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

b.

Within the note to paragraph 7, the reference to paragraphs 24-26 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 14-15 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

c.

The note to paragraph 12 is replaced with Note: When performing an integrated audit of financial statements and
internal control over financial reporting, refer to paragraphs 9 and 20 of
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PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements,

regarding

planning

considerations

and

materiality,

respectively.
d.

Within the note to paragraph 18, the reference to Appendix B, Additional
Performance Requirements and Directions; Extent-of-Testing Examples of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a. reference to
paragraphs B10-B16 of Appendix B, Special Topics, ofPCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

e.

Within the note to paragraph 30, the reference to paragraphs 147-149 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 6-8 and paragraphs B1-B5 of Appendix B, Special Topics, of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

AU sec. 313, "Substantive Tests Prior to the Balance-Sheet Date"
SAS No. 45, "Omnibus Statement on Auditing Standards

~

1983" (AU sec. 313,

"Substantive Tests Prior to the Balance-Sheet Date"), is amended as follows

~

Within the note to paragraph 1, the reference to paragraphs 98-103 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No, 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 52-53 of
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PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

AU sec. 315, "Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Auditors"

SAS No. 84, "Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Auditors"
(AU sec. 315, "Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Auditors"), as
amended, is amended as follows -

The last sentence of paragraph 16 is replaced with -

Furthermore, the predecessor auditor is not a specialist as defined in AU
sec. 336, Using the Work of a Specialist, nor does the predecessor
auditor's work constitute the work of others as described in AU sec. 322,
The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of
Financial Statements. or paragraphs 16-19 of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
AU sec. 316, "Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit"
SAS No. 99, "Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit" (AU sec.
316, "Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit"), is amended as followsWithin the note to paragraph 1, the reference to paragraphs 24-26 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 14-15 of
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PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
AU sec. 319, "Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial Statement Audit"
SAS No. 55, "Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial Statement Audit"
(AU sec. 319, "Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial Statement Audit"), as
amended, is amended as follows a.

The note to paragraph 2 is replaced with Note: Refer to paragraph A9 of Appendix A, Definitions. of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements for the
definition of a relevant assertion and paragraphs 28-33 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements for
discussion of identifying relevant assertions.

b.

Within the note to paragraph 9, the reference to Appendix B, Additional
Performance Requirements and Directions; Extent of Testing Examples,
of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs B10-B16 of Appendix B, Special Topics. ofPCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

c.

The last sentence of paragraph 33 is deleted.
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d.

The note to paragraph 65 is deleted.

e.

The note to paragraph 83 is deleted.

f.

Within the note to paragraph 97, the reference to paragraphs 104-1 05 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No.2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph
54 ofPCAOB Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit oflnternal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

g.

The appendix at paragraph 11 0 is deleted.

AU sec. 322, "The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an
Audit of Financial Statements"
SAS No. 65, "The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an
Audit of Financial Statements" (AU sec. 322, "The Auditor's Consideration of the
Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements"), is amended as followsa.

Within the note to paragraph 1, the reference to paragraphs 108-126 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 16-19 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

b.

The note to paragraph 20 is deleted.
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c.

Within the note to paragraph 22, the reference to paragraph 122 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 18-19 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

AU sec. 324, "Service Organizations"
SAS No. 70, "Service Organizations" (AU sec. 324, "Service Organizations"), as
amended, is amended as follows Within the note to paragraph 1, the reference to Appendix B, Additional
Performance Requirements and Directions; Extent-of-Testing Examples, of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No.2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs B17B27 of Appendix B, Special Topics, of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An
Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.
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AU sec. 325, "Communications About Control Deficiencies m an Audit of
Financial Statements" 11
AU sec. 325, "Communications About Control Deficiencies m an Audit of
Financial Statements" is amended as followsa.

The first bullet point before paragraph 1 is amended as follows The reference to paragraphs 207-214 ofPCAOB Auditing Standard No.2
is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 78-84 of PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

b.

The first bullet point in paragraph 1 is replaced withA deficiency in design exists when (a) a control necessary to meet the
control objective is missing or (b) an existing control is not properly
designed so that, even if the control operates as designed, the control
objective would not be met.

c.

Paragraph 2 is replaced with -

ll

When the Board adopted Auditing Standard No. 2, it superseded SAS No.
60 in the context of an integrated audit of financial statements and internal control over
financial reporting by paragraphs 207-214 of Auditing Standard No. 2. See PCAOB
Release No. 2004-008, Conforming Amendments to PCAOB Interim Standards Resulting
From the Adoption of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, "An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction with An Audit of Financial
Statements" (Sept. 15, 2004). As a result of superseding Auditing Standard No. 2,
paragraphs 78-84 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements, now
supersede SAS No. 60 in the context of an integrated audit.
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A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies,
in internal control over financial reporting, that is less severe than a
material weakness yet important enough to merit attention by those
responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting.

d.

The notes to paragraph 2 are deleted.

e.

Paragraph 3 is replaced withA material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstatement of the eompany's annual or interim
financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.
Note: There is a reasonable possibility of an event when the
likelihood of the event is either "reasonably possible" or
"probable," as those terms are used in paragraph 3 of Financial
Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 5, Accounting for
Contingencies.
Note: In evaluating whether a deficiency exists and whether
deficiencies, either individually or in combination with other
deficiencies, are material weaknesses, the auditor should follow the
direction in paragraphs 62-70 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5,
An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
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f.

Paragraph 5 is replaced with If oversight of the company's external financial reporting and internal
control over financial reporting by the company's audit committee is
ineffective, that circumstance should be regarded as an indicator that a
material weakness in internal control over financial reporting exists.
Although there is not an explicit requirement to evaluate the effectiveness
of the audit committee's oversight in an audit of only the financial
statements, if the auditor becomes aware that the oversight of the
company's external financial reporting and internal control over financial
reporting by the company's audit committee is ineffective, the auditor
must communicate that information in writing to the board of directors.

g.

The last sentence of paragraph 9 is replaced with In an audit of financial statements only, auditing interpretation 1 to AU
sec. 325, "Reporting on the Existence of Material Weaknesses," continues
to apply except that the term "reportable condition" means "significant
deficiency" as defined in paragraph 2 of this standard.

AU sec. 9325, "Communication of Internal Control Related Matters Noted in an
Audit: Auditing Interpretations of Section 325"
AU sec. 9325, "Communication of Internal Control Related Matters Noted in an
Audit: Auditing Interpretations of Section 325" is amended as followsThe note prior to paragraph 1 is replaced with -
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Note: In an audit of financial statements only, auditing interpretation 1 to AU sec.
325, "Reporting on the Existence of Material Weaknesses," continues to apply
except that the term "reportable condition" means "significant deficiency" as
defined in paragraph 2 of this standard. Within the example report within
paragraph 4 of the interpretation, the third sentence is replaced with the definition
of a material weakness in paragraph A7 of Appendix A, Definitions. of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
AU sec. 328, "Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures"
SAS No. 101, "Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures" (AU sec.
328, "Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures"), is amended as followsThe first sentence of paragraph 41. is replaced with -

Events and transactions that occur after the balance-sheet date but before the date
of the auditor's report (for example, a sale of an investment shortly after the
balance-sheet date), may provide audit evidence regarding management's fair
value measurements as of the balance-sheet date 11
11

The auditor's consideration of a subsequent event or transaction, as

contemplated in this paragraph, is a substantive test and thus differs from
the review of subsequent events performed pursuant to section 560,
Subsequent Events.
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AU sec. 332, "Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and
Investments in Securities"
SAS No. 92, "Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and
Investments in Securities" (AU sec. 332, "Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging
Activities, and Investments in Securities"), is amended as followsThe note to paragraph 11 is replaced with Note: When performing an integrated audit of financial statements and internal
control over financial reporting, paragraph 39 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No.
5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with
An Audit of Financial Statements, states "[t]he auditor should test those controls

that are important to the auditor's conclusion about whether the company's
controls sufficiently address the assessed risk of misstatement to each relevant
assertion." Therefore, in an integrated audit of financial statements and internal
control over financial reporting, if there are relevant assertions related to the
company's investment in derivatives and securities, the auditor's understanding of
controls should include controls over derivatives and securities transactions from
their initiation to their inclusion in the financial statements and should encompass
controls placed in operation by the entity and service organizations whose
ser\rices are part of the entity's information system.
AU sec. 333, "Management Representations"
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SAS No. 85, "Management Representations" (AU sec. 333, "Management
Representations"), as amended, is amended as follows-

a.

Within the note to paragraph 5, the reference to paragraphs 142-144 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 75-77 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

b.

The second sentence of paragraph 9 is replaced with-

Because the auditor is concerned with events occurring through the date of
his or her report that may require adjustment to or disclosure in the
financial statements, the representations should be made as of the date of
the auditor's report.

AU sec. 9337, "Inquiry of a Client's Lawyer Concerning Litigation, Claims, and
Assessments: Auditing Interpretations of Section 337"
AU sec. 9337, "Inquiry of a Client's Lawyer Concerning Litigation, Claims, and
Assessments: Auditing Interpretations of Section 337" is amended as follows-

a.

The last sentence of paragraph 4 is replaced with What is the relationship between the effective date of the lawyer's
response and the date of the auditor's report?

b.

Paragraph 5 is replaced with-
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Interpretation - Section 560.10 through .12 indicates that the auditor is
concerned with events, which may require adjustment to, or disclosure in,
the financial statements, occurring through the date of his or her report.
Therefore, the latest date of the period covered by the lawyer's response
(the "effective date") should be as close to the date of the auditor's report
as is practicable in the circumstances. Consequently, specifying the
effective date of the lawyer's response to reasonably approximate the
expected date of the auditor's report will in most instances obviate the
need for an updated response from the lawyer.
AU sec. 341, "The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a
Going Concern"
SAS No. 59, "The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a
Going Concern" (AU sec. 341, "The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern"), as amended, is amended as followsThe second sentence of paragraph 2 is replaced withThe auditor's evaluation is based on his or her knowledge of relevant conditions
and events that exist at or have occurred prior to the date of the auditor's report.
AU sec. 342, "Auditing Accounting Estimates"
SAS No. 57, "Auditing Accounting Estimates" (AU sec. 342, "Auditing
Accounting Estimates"), is amended as follows-
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a.

Subparagraph c. of paragraph 10 is replaced with c. Review subsequent events or transactions occurring prior to the date of

the auditor's report.
b.

Paragraph 13 is replaced with Review subsequent events or transactions. Events or transactions
sometimes occur subsequent to the date of the balance sheet, but prior to
the date of the auditor's report, that are important in identifying and
evaluating the reasonableness of accounting estimates or key factors or
assumptions used in the preparation of the estimate.

In such

circumstances, an evaluation of the estimate or of a key factor or
assumption may be minimized or unnecessary as the event or transaction
can be used by the auditor in evaluating their reasonableness.
AU sec. 380, "Communication With Audit Committees"
SAS No. 61,

"Communicat~on

With Audit Committees" (AU sec. 380,

"Communication With Audit Committees"), as amended, is amended as followsWithin footnote 1 to paragraph 1, the reference to PCAOB Auditing Standard No.
2 is replaced with a reference to PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.
AU sec. 508, "Reports on Audited Financial Statements"
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SAS No. 58, "Reports on Audited Financial Statements" (AU sec. 508, "Reports
on Audited Financial Statements"), as amended, is amended as followsWithin the note to paragraph 1, the reference to paragraphs 162-199 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 85-98 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements and Appendix
C, Special Reporting Situations. ofPCAOB Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements. The sentence that reads "In addition, see Appendix A,
Illustrative Reports on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No.2, which includes an illustrative combined audit report and
examples of separate reports," is replaced with, "In addition, see paragraphs 86-88
ofPCAOB Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements which
includes an illustrative combined audit report."
AU sec. 530, "Dating of the Independent Auditor's Report"
SAS No. 1, "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures," section 530,
"Dating of the Independent Auditor's Report" (AU sec. 530, "Dating of the Independent
Auditor's Report"), as amended, is amended as followsa.

Paragraph .01 is replaced with-
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The auditor should date the audit report no earlier than the date on which
the auditor has obtained sufficient competent evidence to support the
auditor's opinion. Paragraph .05 describes the procedure to be followed
when a subsequent event occurring after the report date is disclosed in the
financial statements.
Note: When performing an integrated audit of financial statements
and internal control over financial reporting, the auditor's reports
on the company's financial statements and on internal control over
financial reporting should be dated the same date.
Note: If the auditor concludes that a scope limitation will prevent
the auditor from obtaining the reasonable assurance necessary to
express an opinion on the financial statements, then the auditor's
report date is the date that the auditor has obtained sufficient
competent evidence to support the representations in the auditor's
report.
b.

Paragraph .05 is replaced withThe independent auditor has two methods for dating the report when a
subsequent event disclosed in the financial statements occurs after the
auditor has obtained sufficient competent evidence on which to base his or
her opinion, but before the issuance of the related financial statements .

.
The auditor may use "dual dating," for example, "February 16, 20_,
except for Note_, as to which the date is March 1, 20_," or may date
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the report as of the later date. In the former instance, the responsibility for
events occurring subsequent to the original report date is limited to the
specific event referred to in the note (or otherwise disclosed). In the latter
instance, the independent auditor's responsibility for subsequent events
extends to the later report date and, accordingly, the procedures outlined in
section 560.12 generally should be extended to that date.
c.

Within the heading before paragraph .03, the reference to "completion of
field work" is replaced with "the date of the independent auditor's report."

AU sec. 543, "Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors"
SAS No. 1, "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures," section 543,
"Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors" (AU sec. 543, "Part of Audit
Performed by Other Independent Auditors"), as amended, is amended as followsWithin the note to paragraph .01, the reference to paragraphs 182-185 ofPCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs C8-C11 of
Appendix C, Special Reporting Situations. of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5,
An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.
AU sec. 560, "Subsequent Events"
SAS No. 1, "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures," section 560,
"Subsequent Events" (AU sec. 560, "Subsequent Events"), as amended, is amended as
follows-
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a.

Within the note to paragraph .01, the reference to paragraphs 186-189 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 93-97 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

b.

The second sentence of paragraph .12 is replaced with These procedures should be performed at or near the date of the auditor's
report.

AU sec. 561, "Subsequent Discovery ofFacts Existing at the Date ofthe Auditor's
Report"
SAS No. 1, "Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures," section 561,
"Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at the Date of the Auditor's Report" (AU sec.
561, "Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at the Date of the Auditor's Report"), as
amended, is amended as follows Within the note to paragraph .01, the reference to paragraph 197 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph 98 of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
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I

AU sec. 711, "Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes"
SAS No. 37, "Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes" (AU sec. 711, "Filings
Under Federal Securities Statutes"), is amended as followsa.

Within the note to paragraph 2, the reference to paragraphs 198-199 of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs C16-C17 of Appendix C, Special Reporting Situations, of
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

b.

The third sentence of paragraph 10 is replaced with The likelihood that the auditor will discover subsequent events necessarily
decreases following the date of the auditor's report, and, as a practical
matter, after that time the independent auditor may rely, for the most part,
on inquiries of responsible officials and employees.

AU sec. 722, "Interim Financial Information"
SAS No. 100, "Interim Financial Information" (AU sec. 722, "Interim Financial
Information"), is amended as followsa.

The following is inserted after the first sentence of paragraph 3 -

The SEC also requires management, with the participation of the principal
executive and financial officers (the certifying officers) to make certain
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quarterly and annual certifications with respect to the company's internal
control over financial reporting. 2/
2/

See Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and

Securities Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a), (17 C.F .R. §
240.13a-14a or 17 C.F .R. § 240.15d-14a), whichever applies.

b.

The note to paragraph 3 is deleted.

c.

The following is added to the end of paragraph 7 Likewise, the auditor's responsibility as it relates to management's
quarterly certifications on internal control over financial reporting is
different from the auditor's responsibility as it relates to management's
annual assessment of internal control over financial reporting. The auditor
should perform limited procedures quarterly to provide a basis for .
determining whether he or she has become aware of any material
modifications that, in the auditor's judgment, should be made to the
disclosures about changes in internal control over financial reporting in
order for the certifications to be accurate and to comply with the
requirements of Section 302 of the Act.
Note: The auditor's responsibilities for evaluating management's
certification disclosures about internal control over financial
reporting take effect beginning with the first quarter after the
company's first annual assessment of internal control over financial
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reporting as described in Item 308(a)(3) of Regulations S-B and SK.

d.

The following lettered section is added to the end of paragraph 18 -

g.

Evaluating management's quarterly certifications about internal
control over financial reporting by performing the following
procedures -

•

Inquiring of management about significant changes in the
design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting as it relates to the preparation of annual as well as
interim financial information that could have occurred
subsequent to the preceding annual audit or prior review of
interim financial information;

•

Evaluating the implications of misstatements identified by
the auditor as part of the auditor's other interim review
procedures as they relate to effective internal control over
financial reporting; and

•

Determining, through a combination of observation and
inquiry, whether any change in internal control over
financial reporting has materially affected, or is reasonably
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likely to materially affect, the company's internal control
over financial reporting.
e.

Paragraph 29 is replaced with -

As a result of conducting a review of interim financial information, the
accountant may become aware of matters that cause him or her to believe
that-

a.

material modification should be made to the interim financial
information for it to conform with generally accepted accounting .
principles;

b.

modification to the disclosures about changes in internal control
over financial reporting is necessary for the certifications to be
accurate and to comply with the requirements of Section 302 of the
Act and Securities Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a),
whichever applies; and

c.

the entity filed the Form 10-Q or Form 10-QSB before the
completion of the review.

In such circumstances, the accountant should communicate the matter(s) to
the appropriate level of management as soon as practicable.
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f.

Paragraph 32 is replaced with-

If the auditor becomes aware of information indicating that fraud or an
illegal act has or may have occurred, the auditor must also determine his
or her responsibilities under AU sec. 316, Consideration of Fraud in a
Financial Statement Audit, AU sec. 317, Illegal Acts by Clients, and
Section 1OA of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934Y

1/

g.

See 15 U.S.C. § 78j-1

Within paragraph 33, the third sentence is replaced withA significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies,
in internal control over financial reporting, that is less severe than a
material weakness yet important enough to merit attention by those
responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting.

Auditing Standard No. 3, Audit Documentation
Auditing Standard No.3, Audit Docunientation is amended as followsWithin footnote 2 to paragraph 6, the reference to paragraphs 68-70 of Auditing
Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 28-33 of Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
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Auditing Standard No. 4, Reporting on Whether a Previously Reported Material
Weakness Continues to Exist
Auditing Standard No. 4, Reporting on Whether a Previously Reported Material
Weakness Continues to Exist is amended as follows a.

Within note 1 to paragraph 1, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is
replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit oflnternal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.

b.

Within paragraph 2, the two references to Auditing Standard No. 2 are
replaced with references to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.

c.

Within the note to paragraph 2, the reference to Auditing Standard No.2 is
replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.

d.

Within paragraph 4, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced
with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
· Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

e.

Paragraph 9 is replaced with -
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The terms internal control over financial reporting, deficiency, significant
deficiency, and material weakness have the same meanings as the
definitions of those terms in Appendix A, Definitions. of Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
f.

The first sentence of paragraph 10 is replaced with Paragraph 5 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements, states "[t]he auditor should use the same suitable, recognized
control framework to perform his or her audit of internal control over
financial reporting ·as management uses for its annual evaluation of the
effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting."

g.

Within the note to paragraph 10, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2
in the first sentence is replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard No.
5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements, and the last sentence is
amended as follows More information about the COSO framework is included within the
COSO report.

h.

Paragraph 11 is replaced with -
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The terms relevant assertion and control objective have the same meaning
as the definitions of those terms in Appendix A, Definitions, of Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

1.

Paragraph 13 is replaced with -

In an audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor should
test the design effectiveness of controls by determining whether the
company's controls, if they are operated as prescribed by persons
possessing the necessary authority and competence to perform the control
effectively, satisfy the company's control objectives and can effectively
prevent or detect errors or fraud that could result in material misstatements
in the financial statements. '1/

See paragraph 42 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
· Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with
An Audit of Financial Statements.

J.

Within the note to paragraph 17, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2
is replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.

k.

Within note 2 to paragraph 18, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is
replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
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Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.
1.

Within paragraph 21, the last sentence is deleted.

m.

Within paragraph 23, the reference to paragraphs 22 and 23 of Auditing
Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph 20 of Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements. Additionally,
the second sentence is deleted.

n.

Within paragraph 24, the reference to paragraph 39 of Auditing Standard
No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraph 9 of Auditing Standard No.
5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

o.

Within paragraph 25, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced
with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

p.

Within the note to paragraph 25, the two references to Auditing Standard
No. 2 are replaced with references to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit
of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements.
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q.

Within subparagraph a. of paragraph 26, the reference to paragraphs 47
through 51 of Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 22-27 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.

r.

Subparagraph b. of paragraph 26 is replaced withPerform the procedures described in paragraphs 34-38 of Auditing
Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements, for those
transactions that are directly affected by controls specifically identified by
management as addressing the material weakness.

s.

The note to subparagraph b. of paragraph 26 is deleted.

t.

Within paragraph 27, the reference to Auditing Standard No.2 is replaced
with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

u.

The note to paragraph 28 is deleted.

v.

Within paragraph 31, the reference to paragraphs 88 through 91 of
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 42-43 ·
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of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.
w.

Paragraph 32 is replaced withConsistent with the direction in paragraphs 44-45 of Auditing Standard
No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is·
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements, the auditor should test
the operating effectiveness of a specified control by determining whether
the specified control operated as designed and whether the person
performing the control possesses the necessary authority and qualifications
to perform the control effectively. In determining the nature, timing, and
extent of tests of controls; the auditor should apply paragraphs 50-54 of
Auditing Standard No.5.

x.

Paragraph 33 is replaced withThe auditor should perform tests of the specified controls over a period of
time that is adequate to determine whether, as of the date specified in
management's assertion, the controls necessary for achieving the stated
control objective are operating effectively. The timing ofthe auditor's tests
should vary with the risk associated with the control being tested. For
example, a transaction-based, daily reconciliation generally would permit
the auditor to obtain sufficient evidence as to its operating effectiveness in
a shorter period of time than a pervasive, entity-level control, such as any
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of those described in paragraphs 22-24 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An
Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with
An Audit of Financial Statements. Additionally, the auditor typically will
be able to obtain sufficient evidence as to the operating effectiveness of
controls over the company's period-end financial reporting process only by
testing those controls in connection with a period-end.
y.

Within paragraph 35, the reference to paragraphs B1 through B13 of
Appendix B of Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs B10-B16 of Appendix B, Special Topics, of Auditing Standard
No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

z.

Within paragraph 36, the reference to paragraphs 109 through 115 and 117
through 125 of Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to
paragraphs 16-19 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements.

aa.

The second sentence of paragraph 37 is replaced withTherefore, if the auditor has been engaged to report on more than one
material weakness or on more than one stated control objective, the
auditor must evaluate whether he or she has obtained sufficient evidence
that the control objectives related to each of the material weaknesses
identified in management's assertion are achieved.
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bb.

The first two sentences of paragraph 38 are replaced with-

Paragraphs 18-19 of Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements, should be applied in the context of the engagement
to report on whether a previously reported material weakness continues to
exist.
cc.

The note to paragraph 38 is deleted.

dd.

The note to paragraph 39 is deleted.

ee.

Paragraph 42 is replaced withManagement may conclude that a previously reported material weakness
no longer exists because its severity has been sufficiently reduced such
that it is no longer a material weakness.

ff.

Subparagraph f. of paragraph 44 is replaced with Describing any fraud resulting in a material misstatement to the company's
financial statements and any other fraud that does not result in a
misstatement in the company's financial statements but involves senior
management or management or other employees who have a significant
role in the company's internal control over financial reporting and that has
occurred or come to management's attention since the date of
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management's most· recent annual assessment of internal control over
financial reporting.
gg.

Within the note to subparagraph b. of paragraph 51, the reference to
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard
No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

hh.

Within the note to subparagraph 1. of paragraph 51, the reference to
Auditing Standard No.2 is replaced with a reference to Auditing Standard
No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

n.

Within the note to the second bullet point of subparagraph o. of paragraph
51, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference
to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements.

JJ.

Within paragraph 52, the reference to Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced
with a reference to Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements.

kk.

Within paragraph 63, the reference to paragraphs 202 through 206 of
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 7 and
29-32 of AU sec. 722, Interim Financial Information.
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11.

Within paragraph 64, the reference to paragraphs 202 through 206 of
Auditing Standard No. 2 is replaced with a reference to paragraphs 7 and
29-32 of AU sec. 722, Interim Financial Information.
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II.

Board's Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis for, the Proposed
Rules

In its filing with the Commission, the Board included statements concerning the
purpose of, and basis for, the proposed rule and discussed any comments it received on
the proposed rule. The text of these statements may be examined at the places specified
in Item IV below. The Board has prepared summaries, set forth in sections A, B, and C
below, of the most significant aspects of such statements.

A.

Board's Statement of the Purpose Of, and Statutory Basis for, the
Proposed Rules

(a) Purpose
In 2002, Congress passed the Act, which, among other things, established new
provisions related to internal control over financial reporting. Section 404 of the Act
requires company management to assess and report on the effectiveness of the company's
internal control. It also requires a company's independent auditor, registered with the
Board, to attest to management's disclosures regarding the effectiveness of its internal
control. As directed by Sections 103 and 404 of the Act, the Board established a standard
to govern the newly required audit by adopting Auditing Standard No. 2, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction with an Audit of
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Financial Statements ("Auditing Standard No.2"). The SEC approved Auditing Standard
No.2 on June 17,2004.
Since Auditing Standard No. 2 became effective, the Board has closely monitored
the progress registered firms have made in implementing its requirements. The PCAOB's
monitoring has included gathering information during inspections of registered public
accounting firms; participating, along with the SEC, in two roundtable discussions with
representatives of issuers, auditors, investor groups, and others; meeting with its Standing
Advisory Group; receiving feedback from participants in the Board's Forums on Auditing
in the Small Business Environment; and reviewing academic, government, and other
reports and studies.
As a result of this monitoring, two basic propositions emerged. First, the audit of
internal control over financial reporting has produced significant benefits, including an
enhanced focus on corporate governance and controls and higher quality financial
reporting. Second, these benefits have come at a significant cost. Costs have been greater
than expected and, at times, the related effort has appeared greater than necessary to
conduct an effective audit of internal control over financial reporting.
As part of a four-point plan to improve imph:imentation of the internal control
requirements, the Board determined to amend Auditing Standard No. 2. On December 19,
2006, the Board proposed for comment a new standard on auditing internal control, An
Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of
Financial Statements, that would replace Auditing Standard No. 2. After careful
consideration of the comments it rec.eived and the input from the SEC, the Board has
refined its proposals to provide additional clarity and further help auditors to focus on the
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most important matters. The Board adopted the revised standard on auditing internal
control as Auditing Standard No. 5, to supersede Auditing Standard No. 2.
Under Section IOA(i) of the Exchange Act, as amended by Section 202 of the
Act, all non-audit services that the auditor proposes to perform for an issuer client "shall
be pre-approved by the audit committee ofthe issuer." Rule 3525 would further
implement the Act's pre-approval requirement by requiring auditors to take certain steps
as part of seeking audit committee pre-approval of internal control related non-audit
services. These steps are intended to ensure that audit committees are provided relevant
information for them to make an informed decision on how the performance of internal
control-related services may affect independence. Rule 3525 requires a registered public
accounting firm that seeks pre-approval of an issuer audit client's audit committee to
perform internal control-related non-audit services that are not otherwise prohibited by
the Act or the rules of the SEC or the Board to: describe, in writing, to the audit
committee the scope of the proposed service; discuss with the audit committee the
potential effects of the proposed service on the firm's independence; and document the
substance of the firm's discussion with the audit committee.
The conforming amendments update the Board's other auditing standards in light
of Auditing Standard No. 5, move information contained in Auditing Standard No. 2 to
the Board's interim standards, and change the existing requirement that "generally, the
date of completion of the field work should be used as the date of the independent
auditor's report" to "the auditor should date the audit report no earlier than the date on
which the auditor has obtained sufficient competent evidence to support the auditor's
opinion." This change is consistent with a recent change adopted by both the
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International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and the AICPA Auditing
Standards Board.

(b) Statutory Basis
The statutory basis for the proposed rule is Title I and II and Section 404 of the
Act.

B.

Board's Statement on Burden on Competition
The Board does not believe that the proposed rule will result in any burden on

competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act.
The proposed rules would apply equally to all registered public accounting firms and
their associated persons.

Moreover, Auditing Standard No. 5 explains how to tailor

internal control audits to fit the size and complexity of the company being audited.

C.

Board's Statement on Comments on the Proposed Rule Received
from Members, Participants or Others

The Board released the proposed rules for public comment in Release No. 2006007 (December 19, 2006). A copy of Release No. 2006-007 and the comment letters
received in response to the PCAOB's request for comment are available on the PCAOB's
Web site at www.pcaobus.org. The Board received 175 written comments. The Board
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also discussed the proposals with its Standing Advisory Group on February 22,2007.11
The Board has clarified and modified certain aspects of the proposed rules in response to
the comments it received, as discussed below.
The Board issued these proposals with the primary objectives of focusing auditors
on the most important matters in the audit of internal control over financial reporting and
eliminating procedures that the Board believes are unnecessary to an effective audit of
internal control. The proposals were designed to both increase the likelihood that material
weaknesses in companies' internal control will be found before they cause material
misstatement of the financial statements and steer the auditor away from procedures that
are not necessary to achieve the intended benefits. The Board also sought to make the
internal control audit more clearly scalable for smaller and less complex public
companies and to make the text of the standard easier to understand. In formulating these
proposals, the Board re-evaluated every significant aspect of Auditing Standard No. 2.
A large majority of commenters were generally supportive of the Board's
proposals, particularly the top-down, risk-based approach and focus on the most
important matters. Based on the comments received, the Board believes that the proposal
achieves, in large part, the objectives the Board set out when deciding to amend Auditing
Standard No.2. Many commenters also offered suggestions to improve the final
standard, which the Board has carefully analyzed.
In considering the comments received and formulating a final standard, the Board
closely coordinated its work with the SEC, which proposed guidance for management on

J!
A transcript of the portion of the meeting that related to the proposals and
an archived web cast of the entire meeting are available on the Board's Web site at
http://www. pcaobus.org/Standards/Standing_Advisory_Group/Meetings/2007/0222/SAG_Transcript. pdf.
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evaluating internal control at the same time that the Board issued its proposals.~1 In
addition to its role .in implementing Section 404(a) of the Act, the SEC must approve new
PCAOB auditing standards before they can become effective. 11 On April4, 2007, the
Commission held a public meeting to discuss the Board's proposals and the coordination
of those proposals with the Commission's proposed management guidance. At the
meeting, the SEC staff provided the Commission its analysis of the public comments on
the PCAOB's proposal and the proposed management guidance. The Commission
endorsed the recommendations of its staff and directed its staff to focus its remaining
work in four areas:
•

"Aligning the PCAOB's new auditing standard ... with the SEC's proposed
new management guidance under Section 404, particularly with regard to
prescriptive requirements, definitions, and terms";

•

"Scaling the 404 audit to account for the particular facts and circumstances
of companies, particularly smaller companies";

•

"Encouraging auditors to use professional judgment in the 404 process,
particularly in using risk-assessment"; and

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 54976 (Dec. 20, 2006).
See Section 107 of the Act.
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•

"Following a principles-based approach to determining when and to what
extent the auditor can use the work of others."11

After careful consideration of the comments it received and the input from the
SEC, the Board has refined its proposals to provide additional clarity and further help
auditors to focus on the most important matters. The Board has decided to adopt the
revised standard on auditing internal control as Auditing Standard No. 5, to supersede
Auditing Standard No.2. The Board has also decided to adopt the independence rule and
conforming amendments to the auditing standardsY
Notable Areas of Change in the Final Standard

The Board believes that the changes made to the proposal reflect refinements,
rather than significant shifts in approach." This section describes the areas of change to the
proposals that are most notable. Additional discussion of comments received on the
proposals and the Board's response is included below.
Alignment with management guidance

On December 20, 2006, the SEC issued proposed guidance to help management
evaluate internal control for purposes of its annual assessment. In formulating a new
standard on auditing internal control, the Board sought to describe an audit process that
would be coordinated with management's evaluation process. Many commenters

· See SEC Press Release, "SEC Commissioners Endorse Improved
Sarbanes-Oxley Implementation To Ease Smaller Company Burdens, Focusing Effort On
'What Truly Matters"' (Apr. 4, 2007).
As discussed below, the Board has determined not to adopt the proposed
auditing standard on considering and using the work of others.
'i
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suggested, however, that the SEC's management guidance and the Board's standard
should be more closely aligned.
After considering the comments in this area, the Board has decided to make
changes that will improve the coordination between the SEC's management guidance and
the Board's standard. In doing so, the Board has been mindful of the inherent differences
in the roles of management and the auditor. Management's daily involvement with its
internal control system provides it with knowledge and information that may influence its
judgments about how best to evaluate internal control and the suffidency of the evidence
it needs for its annual assessment. Management also should be able to rely on selfassessment and, more generally, the monitoring component of internal control, provided
the monitoring component is properly designed and operates effectively.
The auditor is required to provide an independent opinion on the effectiveness of
the company's internal control over fimincial reporting. The auditor does not have the
familiarity with the company's controls that management has and does not interact with
or observe these controls with the same frequency as management. Therefore, the auditor
cannot obtain sufficient evidence to support an opinion on the effectiveness of internal
control based solely on observation of or interaction with the company's controls. Rather,
the auditor needs to perform procedures such as inquiry, observation, and inspection of
documents, or walkthroughs, which consist of a combination of those procedures, in
order to fully understand and identify the likely sources of potential misstatements, while
management might be aware of those risk areas on an on-going basis.
The Board believes, however, that the general concepts necessary to an
understanding of internal control should be described in the same way in the Board's
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standard and in the SEC's guidance. Accordingly, the Board has decided to use the same
definition of material weakness in its standard that the SEC uses in its final management
guidance and related rules. In addition, the Board is adopting the definition of significant
deficiencies that the SEC has proposed. The final standard and final management
guidance also describe the same indicators of a material weakness. In addition, as
described more fully below, the final standard on auditing internal control uses the term
"entity-level controls" instead of "company-level controls," which was used in the
proposed standard, in order to use the same term as the SEC uses in its final management
guidance. 21 Auditing Standard No.5's discussion of the effect of these controls is also
consistent with the discussion·ofthe same topic in the SEC's final guidance.
The top-down approach

The proposed standard on auditing internal control was structured around the topdown approach to identifying the most important controls to test. This approach follows
the same principles that apply to the financial statement audit- the auditor determines the
areas of focus through the identification of significant accounts and disclosures and
relevant assertions. Under the proposed standard, the auditor would specifically identify
major classes of transactions and significant processes before identifying the controls to
test.
In response to comments about the level of detail in the requirements of the
proposed standard, the Board has reconsidered whether the final standard should include
the identification of major classes of transactions and significant processes as a

These terms were used interchangeably in the proposed standard and
SEC's proposed management guidance and, for these purposes, they mean the same thing.
See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 54976 (Dec. 20, 2006), at 12 fn. 29.
§I
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specifically required step in the top-down approach. As a practical matter, the auditor will
generally need to understand the company's processes to appropriately identify the
correct controls to test. The Board believes, however, that specific requirements directing
the auditor how to obtain that understanding are unnecessary and could contribute to a
"checklist approach" to compliance, particularly for auditors who have a long-standing
familiarity with the company. Accordingly, the.Board has removed the requirements to
identify major classes of transactions and significant processes from the final standard.
While this should allow auditors to apply more professional judgment as they work
through the top-down approach, the end point is the same as in the proposed standard the requirement to test those controls that address the assessed risk of misstatement to
each relevant assertion.11

Emphasis on fraud controls
The proposed standard on auditing internal control discussed fraud controls and
the auditor's procedures related to these controls among the testing concepts included
near the end of the standard. Commenters suggested that the placement of the discussion,
or the lack of specificity regarding the controls that should be deemed fraud controls,
failed to properly emphasize these controls or provide auditors with sufficient direction
on how to test fraud controls. In response, the Board has made several changes in the
final standard.
First, the discussion of fraud risk and anti-fraud controls has been moved closer to
the beginning of the standard to emphasize to auditors the relative importance of these

See paragraph 21.
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matters in assessing risk throughout the top-down approach.-8.1 Incorporating the auditor's
fraud risk assessment- required in the financial statement audit- into the auditor's
planning process for the audit of internal control should promote audit quality as well as
better integration. While internal control cannot provide absolute assurance that fraud
will be prevented or detected, these controls should help to reduce instances of fraud,
and, therefore, a concerted focus on fraud controls in the internal control audit should
enhance investor protection. Second, management fraud has also been identified in the
final standard as an area of higher risk; accordingly, the auditor should focus more of his
or her attention on this area. 21 Finally, the standard, as adopted, provides additional
guidance on the types of controls that might address fraud risk. 101
Entity-level controls

The proposed standard on auditing internal control emphasized entity-level
controls because of their importance both to the auditor's ability to appropriately tailor the
audit through a top-down approach - specifically by identifying and testing the most
important controls- and to effective internal control. Additionally, the proposed standard
emphasized that these controls might, depending on the circumstances, allow the auditor
to reduce the testing of controls at the process level. Commenters suggested that the
proposed standard did not provide enough direction on how entity-level controls can
significantly reduce testing, and some suggested that controls that operate at the level of
precision necessary to do so are uncommon. Many commenters suggested incorporating
fil

See paragraphs 14 and 15.
See paragraph 11.

lQI

See paragraph 14.
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in the final standard the discussion of direct versus indirect entity-level controls that was
included in the SEC's proposed management guidance.
The Board continues to believe that entity-level controls, depending on how they
are designed and operate, can reduce the testing of other controls related to a relevant
assertion. This is either because the entity-level control sufficiently addresses the risk
related to the relevant assertion, or because the entity-level controls provide some
assurance so that the testing of other controls related to that assertion can be reduced. In
response to comments and in order to clarify these concepts, the Board included in the
final standard a discussion of three broad categories of entity-level controls, which vary
in nature and precision, along with an explanation of how each category might have a.
different effect on the performance of tests of other controls.l!/
The final standard explains that some controls, such as certain control
environment controls, have an important, but indirect effect, on the likelihood that a
misstatement will be detected or prevented on a timely basis. These controls might affect
the other controls the auditor selects for testing and the nature, timing, and extent of
procedures the auditor performs on other controls.
The final standard explains that other entity-level controls may not operate at the
level of precision necessary to eliminate the need for testing of other controls, but can
reduce the required level of testing of other controls, sometimes substantially. This is
because the auditor obtains some of the supporting evidence related to a control from an

See paragraph 23. The Board believes that expertise of auditors and
companies in the area of entity-level controls will continue to evolve. For example, the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission has begun a
project on the monitoring component of internal control that may provide some guidance
in this area.
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entity-level control and the remaining necessary evidence from the testing of the control
at the process level. Controls that monitor the operation of other controls are the best
example of these types of controls. These monitoring controls help provide assurance that
the controls that address a particular risk are effective and, therefore, they can provide
some evidence about the effectiveness of those lower-level controls, reducing the testing
of those controls that otherwise would be necessary.
Lastly, the final standard explains that some entity-level controls might operate at
a level of precision that, without the need for other controls, sufficiently addresses the
risk of misstatement to a relevant assertion. If a control sufficiently addresses the risk in
this manner, the auditor does not need to test other controls related to that risk.

Walkthroughs
The proposed standard on auditing internal control would have required auditors
to perform a walkthrough of each significant process each year. This proposed
requirement represented a change from Auditing Standard No.2, which required a
walkthrough of each major class of transactions within a significant process. Commenters
were split on the question of whether the re-calibration from major class of transactions
to significant process in the proposed standard would result in a reduction of effort. Some
issuers and auditors suggested that walkthroughs are already being performed on
significant processes, while other issuers and auditors commented that this proposed
requirement would make a difference. A few commenters suggested that a walkthrough
of each significant process was insufficient and would negatively affect audit quality, but
many others stated that walkthroughs should not be required at all.
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In evaluating these comments, the Board focused principally on the objectives it
believes are achieved through a properly performed walkthrough. The Board firmly
believes that those objectives should be met for the auditor to verify that he or' she has a
sufficient understanding of the points within the processes where misstatements could
occur and to properly identify the controls to test.w Procedures that fulfill those
objectives also play an important role in the evaluation ofthe effectiveness of the design
of the controls. The Board believes that, in some instances, the requirement to perform a
walkthrough may have overshadowed the objectives it was meant to achieve. This may
have resulted in some walkthroughs being performed to meet the requirement but failing
to achieve, the intended purpose.
The final standard, therefore, focuses specifically on achieving certain important
objectives, and the performance requirement is based on fulfilling those objectives as
they relate to the understanding of likely sources of misstatement and the selection of
controls to test.U/ While a walkthrough will frequently be the best way of attaining these
goals, the auditor's focus should be on the objectives, not on the mechanics ofthe
walkthrough. In some cases, other procedures may be equally or more effective means of
achieving them.

Evaluation and communication of deficiencies
The proposed standard on auditing internal control required the auditor to
evaluate the severity of identified control deficiencies to determine whether they are
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. It then required the auditor to

See paragraph 34, which describes these objectives.
See paragraph 34.
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communicate, in writing, to management and the audit committee all significant
deficiencies and material weaknesses identified during the audit. The proposed standard
defined "significant deficiency" as "a control deficiency, or combination of control
deficiencies, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a significant misstatement of
the company's annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected."
The term "significant misstatement" was defined, in tum, to mean "a misstatement that is
less than material yet important enough to merit attention by those responsible for
oversight of the company's financial reporting."
Commenters generally supported the proposed definition of the term "significant
misstatement," though some were concerned that it was too subjective. Other commenters
questioned whether the standard should include a definition of significant deficiency and
a requirement to communicate significant deficiencies to the audit committee. At least
one commenter suggested that the term be removed from the standard.
After considering these comments, the Board has determined to make changes to
the definition of significant deficiency and related requirements. HI The Board continues
to believe that the standard should require auditors to provide relevant information about
important control deficiencies - even those less severe than a material weakness - to
management and to the audit committee. The final standard, therefore, requires the
auditor to consider and communicate any identified significant deficiencies to the audit

. The Board also made minor changes to the definition of material weakness
in order to use the same definition in the SEC's management guidance and related rule. In
the final standard, material weakness is defined as "a deficiency, or a combination of
deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial
statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis."
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committee. In order to emphasize that the auditor need not scope the audit to identify all
significant deficiencies, however, the Board placed these provisions in the section of the
final standard that describes communications requirements.lil
The relatively minor changes that the Board made to the definition of significant
. deficiency are also intended to focus the auditor on the communication requirement and
away from scoping issues. The final definition is based on the proposed definition of
"significant misstatement," which commenters generally supported, and is aligned with
the SEC's proposed definition of the same term. Under the final standard, a significant
deficiency is "a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
financial reporting that is less severe than a material weakness yet important enough to
merit attention by those responsible for oversight ofthe company's financial reporting."
Scaling the audit

The proposed standard on auditing internal control indicated that a company's size
and complexity are important considerations and that the procedures an auditor should
perform depend upon where along the size and complexity continuum a company falls.
The proposed standard included a section on scaling the audit for smaller, less complex
companies and would have required auditors to evaluate and document the effect of the
company's size and complexity on the audit. This documentation requirement applied to

See paragraph 80. The final standard also includes the proposed
requirement for the auditor to communicate, in writing, to management, all deficiencies
in internal control identified during the audit and inform the audit committee when such a
communication has been made, and the proposed requirement to inform, when
applicable, the board of directors of the auditor's conclusion that the audit committee's
oversight is ineffective. See paragraphs 79 and 81. Some commenters believed that the
requirement to communicate all identified deficiencies to management would result in an
unnecessary administrative exercise. The Board continues to believe, however, that
auditors should provide information about identified control deficiencies to management.
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audits of companies of all sizes. The proposed standard also included a list of the
attributes of smaller, less complex companies and a description of how the auditor might
tailor his or her procedures when these attributes are present. In general, commenters
were supportive of the proposed standard's general approach to scalability, but had
several recommendations for change.
Some commenters suggested that scalability should not be covered as a standalone discussion applicable only to smaller companies and that other companies,
regardless of size, might have areas that are less complex. The Board agrees that the
direction on scaling will be most effective if it is a natural extension of the risk-based
approach and applicable to all companies. Consequently, the Board shortened the
separate section on "scaling the audit," and incorporated a discussion of scaling concepts,
similar to what was proposed, throughout the final standard. Specifically, notes to
relevant paragraphs describe how to tailor the audit to the particular circumstances of a
smaller, less complex company or unit. The Board also retained the list of attributes of
smaller, less complex companies and acknowledged that, even within larger companies,
some business units or processes may be less complex than others. Discussion of these
attributes has been incorporated in the section on the auditor's planning procedures in the
final standard.w As described in the proposing release, the provisions on scalability in
the final standard will form the basis for guidance on auditing internal control in smaller
companies to be issued this year.
Several commenters, mostly auditors, suggested that the performance
requirements that applied to all companies, including large, complex companies, would

1.§.1

See paragraph 9.
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lead to unnecessary and costly documentation requirements. These commenters were
particularly concerned about the requirement to document the effects of size and
complexity on all aspects of the audit, even if a particular engagement could not be
tailored as a result of these factors. After considering these comments, the Board agreed
that this documentation requirement is not necessary to promote audit quality and,
therefore, has not included it in the final standard.
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Use of the work of others in an integrated audit
At the time the Board proposed Auditing Standard No. 5 for public comment, the
Board also proposed an auditing standard entitled Considering and Using the Work of
Others in an Audit that would have superseded the Board's interim standard AU sec. 322,
The Auditor's Consideration ofthe Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial
Statements ("AU sec. 322"), and replaced the direction on using the work of others in an
audit of internal control in Auditing Standard No. 2. As discussed in the proposing
release, the Board had several objectives in proposing this standard. The first was to
better integrate the financial statement audit and the audit of internal control by having
only one framework for using the work of others in both audits. Additionally, the Board
wanted to encourage auditors to use the work of others to a greater extent when the work
is performed by sufficiently competent and objective persons. Among other things, under
the proposed standard, auditors would have been able to use the work of sufficiently
competent and objective company personnel - not just internal auditors - and third
parties working under the direction of management or the audit committee for purposes
of the financial statement audit as well as the audit of internal control.
The Board received numerous comments on the proposed standard on using the
work of others. Commenters generally indicated support for a single framework
regarding the auditor's use of the work of others in an integrated audit. Some, however,
suggested retaining existing AU sec. 322 as the basis for that single framework. They
expressed the view that the objective of removing barriers to integration and using the
work of others to the fullest extent appropriate could be achieved by retaining AU sec.
322 and going forward with the proposed removal of the "principal evidence" provision.
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At the same time, some other commenters suggested that the proposed standard did not
go far enough in encouraging auditors to use the work of others.
After considering these comments, the Board continues to believe that a single
framework for the auditor's use of the work of others is preferable to separate frameworks
for the audit of internal control and the audit of financial statements. The factors used to
determine whether and to what extent it is appropriate to use the work of others should be
the same for both audits. At the same time, the Board agreed with those commenters who
suggested that better integration of the audits could be achieved without replacing the
existing auditing standard. The Board therefore has decided to retain AU sec. 322 for
both audits and incorporate language into Auditing Standard No.5 that establishes these
integration concepts rather than adopt the proposed standard on considering and using the
work of others.
Consistent with the proposal, however, Auditing Standard No. 5 allows the
auditor to use the work of others to obtain evidence about the design and operating
effectiveness of controls and eliminates the principal evidence provision. Recognizing
·that issuers might employ personnel other than internal auditors to perfomi activities
relevant to management's assessment of internal control over financial reporting, the final
standard allows the auditor to use the work of company personnel other than internal
auditors, as well as third parties working under the direction of management or the audit
committee.111
In line with the overall risk-based approach to the audit of internal control over
financial reporting, the extent to which the auditor may use the work of others depends,

See paragraph 17.
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in part, on the risk associated with the control being tested. As the risk decreases, so does
the need for the auditor to perform the work him or herself. The impact of the work of
others on the auditor's work also depends on the relationship between the risk and the
competence and objectivity of those who performed the work. As the risk decreases, the
necessary level of competence and objectivity decreases as well..lli1 Likewise, in higher
risk areas (for example, controls that address specific fraud risks), use of the work of
others would be limited, if it could be used at all.
Finally, the Board understands that some of the work performed by others for the
purposes of management's assessment of internal controls can be relevant to the audit of
financial statements. Therefore, in an integrated audit, the final standard allows the
auditor to use the work of these sufficiently competent and objective others- not just
internal auditors - to obtain evidence supporting the auditor's assessment of control risk
for purposes of the audit of financial statements.121 The Board believes that this provision
will promote better integration of the audit of internal control with the audit of financial
statements.
Rule 3525- Audit Committee Pre-Approval of Non-Audit Services Related
to Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

The Board also proposed a new rule related to the auditor's responsibilities when
seeking audit committee pre-approval of internal control related non-audit services. As

See paragraph 18.
JJ.I

See paragraph 17.
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proposed, the rule required a registered public accounting firm that seeks pre-approval of
an issuer audit client's audit committee toperform internal control-related non-audit
services that are not otherwise prohibited by the Act or the rules of the SEC or the Board
to: describe, in writing, to the audit committee the scope of the proposed service; discuss
with the audit committee the potential effects of the proposed service on the firm's
independence; and document the substance of the firm's discussion with the audit
committee. These requirements parallel the auditor's responsibility in seeking audit
committee pre-approval to perform tax services for an audit client under PCAOB Rule
3524. Most commenters were supportive of the rule as proposed, though some offered
suggestions about what should be included in the required communication. After
considering the comments on the proposed rule, the Board has adopted it without change.

Conforming Amendments
As part of the proposal issued for public comment, the Board proposed
amendments to certain of the Board's other auditing standards. Only one comment letter
specifically addressed the proposed amendments. That letter expressed support for the
amendments and suggested a few additional amendments that might be necessary. The
Board has considered this comment and added these additional amendments, as well as
others, as necessary based on the final standard.

Effective Date
The proposing release solicited commenters' feedback on how the Board could
structure the effective date of the final requirements so as to best minimize disruption to
ongoing audits, but make greater flexibility available to auditors as early as possible.
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Most commenters on this topic suggested making the final standard on auditing internal
control effective as soon as possible in order to be available for 2007 audits.
The Board agrees that the improvements in Auditing Standard No. 5 should be
available as soon as possible. Accordingly, the Board has determined that Auditing
Standard No.5, Rule 3525, and the conforming amendments will be effective, subject to
approval by the SEC, for audits of fiscal years ending on or after November 15, 2007.
Earlier adoption is permitted, however, at any point after SEC approval. Auditors who
elect to comply with Auditing Standard No. 5 after SEC approval but before its effective
date must also comply, at the same time, with Rule 3525 and other PCAOB standards as
amended by this release.
Auditing Standard No.2 will be superseded when Auditing Standard No.5
becomes effective. Auditors who do not elect to comply with Auditing Standard No.5
before that date (but after SEC approval) must continue to comply with Auditing
Standard No. 2 until it is superseded. Such auditors should, however, apply the definition
of "material weakness" contained in Auditing Standard No. 5, rather than the one
contained in Auditing Standard No. 2. The SEC has adopted a rule to define the term
"material weakness," and the definition in Auditing Standard No. 5 parallels the new SEC
definition.

Additional Discussion of Comments and the Board's Response
Alignment of Board's Internal Control Auditing Standard and the SEC's
Guidance to Management
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Many commenters suggested that the SEC's guidance to management and the
Board's auditing standard should be more closely aligned. The commenters appeared to
hold different opinions, however, about what alignment should mean in this context.
Some commenters suggested that the most important issue was the need to use the same
definitions of important terms in both documents. Some focused on perceived differences
in scope, testing, and documentation requirements, while others suggested that the tone of
the two documents was different and that the Board's proposals were more prescriptive.
A few commenters suggested that the standard on auditing internal control should merely
refer to the SEC management guidance without providing additional direction to the
auditor.
As discussed above, in formulating a new standard on auditing internal control,
the Board intended to describe an audit process that would be coordinated with
management's evaluation process. After considering the comments in this area, the Board
made several changes, described above, that improve coordination while recognizing the
inherent differences in the roles of management and the independent auditor under
Section 404. The Board also adopted, as proposed, the final standard without a
requirement for the auditor to perform an evaluation of management's assessment
process. Commenters generally supported this aspect of the proposal, which was intended
to respond to concerns that the requirements of Auditing Standard No.2 had become de
facto guidance for management's process. The absence of this requirement in the final

standard should also allow for improved coordination between management and the
auditor.
Level of Prescriptive Detail
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Some commenters suggested that there remained too many instances of the use of
the terms "should" and "must" in the proposed standard and that this might drive
excessive documentation and possibly unnecessary work. The Board's Rule 3101
describes the level of responsibility that these imperatives impose on auditors when used
in PCAOB standards, and the Board uses these terms in its standards to clearly convey its
expectations. In response to these comments, the Board analyzed each requirement in the
proposed standard to determine whether more reliance could be placed on general
principles rather than detailed requirements. Where appropriate, the Board made
modifications to make the final standard more principles-based. As discussed more fully
above, areas in which changes were made include the focus on fulfilling the objectives of
a walkthrough and in the description of the top-down approach. Some of these changes
also contributed to better coordination with the SEC's guidance for management.
In addition, several commenters expressed concern over the creation of
presumptively mandatory responsibilities related to efficiency concepts. The example
cited most often was the note to paragraph 3 of the proposed standard on auditing internal
control, which stated Note: The auditor should select for testing only those controls that are important to
the auditor's conclusion about whether the company's controls sufficiently address the
assessed risk of misstatement to a given relevant assertion that could result in a
material misstatement to the company's financial statements.

Commenters suggested that because of this requirement for the auditor to select "only
those controls that are important" for testing, an auditor would have violated the Board's
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standards if he or she tested even one control that was later shown to be not important.
Commenters believed that this would undermine audit effectiveness and recommended

_j
removal of such statements.
One oft)le objectives of the revised standard is to encourage auditors to focus on
those areas that present the greatest risk of allowing a material misstatement in the
financial statements. However, the Board agrees that its standards should not define a
ceiling or maximum amount of work which the auditor may not exceed. While this
statement (and others like it) in the proposed standard was not intended to imply that the
I

I

Board would, with hindsight, suggest that an auditor violated the standard through testing
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of a control that was later determined to be not important to the audit, the Board has

I

I
I

removed the note to paragraph 3 in response to these ·comments. Similar statements
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throughout the standel;td have also either been removed or modified.
Walkthroughs
The proposed standard required that the auditor perform a walkthrough of each
significant process each year and allowed the auditor to use others, such as management
personnel and internal auditors, to directly assist the auditor in this work. The proposed
· standard also indicated that the walkthrough provides audit evidence but did .not prescribe
further requirements regarding the circumstances in which a walkthrough might provide
the auditor with sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness for a particular control.
The proposing release, however, noted that a walkthrough could ·be sufficient for some
low-risk controls in subsequent years.
As discussed above, the Board received a significant number of comments on this
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topic. While several commenters expressed support for the importance of the

I
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I
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objectives of a walkthrough, but only as direct assistance. That is, the auditor will be
required to supervise, review, evaluate, and test the work performed by others. 201
Using walkthroughs to test operating effectiveness
On the subject of using walkthroughs to test operating effectiveness, commenters
suggested that walkthroughs can provide sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness,
but held different views about situations in which this would be the case. Some
commenters supported the use of walkthroughs in low-risk areas, while others focused on
whether the control itself should be low-risk. Several commenters suggested that a
walkthrough could provide sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness for lower-risk
controls but only when entity-level controls are strong. Almost all commenters agreed
that the proposed standard focused on the appropriate conditions for using such an
approach- specifically, when risk is low, when past audits indicate effective design and
operation of the control, and ~hen no changes have been made to the control or process
in which the control resides.
After considering these comments, the Board has decided that the risk-based
approach that is described in the final standard is the appropriate framework for
determining the evidence necessary to support the auditor's opinion. Therefore, Auditing
Standard No. 5 articulates the principle that performance of a walkthrough might provide
sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness, depending on the risk associated with the
control being tested, the specific procedures performed as part of the walkthroughs and
the results of the procedures performed.w The Board believes that establishing more

See paragraph 27 of AU sec. 322, The Auditor's Consideration of the
Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements.
JJl
See paragraph 49.
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detailed requirements in this area is not necessary, because application of the general
principle in the standard will depend on the particular facts and circumstances presented.
Assessing Risk
The Board's May 16, 2005 guidance emphasized the importance of risk
assessment in the audit of internal control, and that element of the guidance was
incorporated and enhanced in the proposed standard. The proposed standard required risk
assessment at each of the decision points in a top.:down approach, including the auditor's
identification of significant accounts and disclosures and their relevant assertions. The
proposed standard also required an assessment of risk at the individual control level, and
required that the auditor determine the evidence necessary for a given control based on·
this risk assessment.
The Board received many comments on the risk assessment provisions in the
proposed standard. Comments on the proposed risk assessment approach were generally
supportive, with some commenters suggesting ways for improving the risk assessment
emphasis in the standard. Many commenters discussed the requirement in the proposed
standard for the auditor to assess the risk that the control might not be effective and, if not
effective, the risk that a material weakness would result for each control the auditor
selected for testing. Commenters suggested that this requirement conflicted with both
current practice and the requirements within the interim standards for the financial
statement audit, which involve risk assessment at the financial statement assertion level.
These commenters believed that this requirement would result in risk assessments at both
the assertion level and the individual control level and suggested that assessing (and
documenting) risk at the relevant assertion level is sufficiently precise to drive
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appropriate audits. Furthermore, they believed that a specific requirement to assess risk at
the individual control level and its associated documentation requirement would be
unnecessary.
After considering these comments, the Board continues to believe that the auditor
may vary the nature, timing, and extent of testing based on the assessed risk related to a
control. Making this assessment a presumptively mandatory requirement, as it was in the
proposed standard, however, does not appear necessary to achieve the intended benefits
of varied testing based on the risk associated with a control. Auditing Standard No. 5,
therefore, requires the auditor to assess the risk related to the relevant assertion, but not
the risk at the individual control level. The standard permits the auditor to consider the
risk at the control level, however, and alter the nature, timing, and extent of testing
accordingly.
Several commenters expressed concern about the advisability of taking a riskbased approach and the adequacy of the Board's interim standards regarding risk
assessment. These commenters suggested that auditors have frequently been unsuccessful
at applying a risk-based approach to the financial statement audit in the past.
The Board has found the arguments for a more principles-based approach to
internal control auditing convincing, and the principle that the auditor should vary the
testing to respond to the risk is one of the most important in the standard. Early
implementation of Auditing Standard No.2 demonstrated that, when internal control is
audited without adequate consideration of risk, the areas that pose the greatest danger of
material misstatement may be obscured or lost. The emphasis on risk, therefore, drives an
audit that is more effective and focused. While the Board believes that auditors can
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appropriately assess risk based on the interim auditing standards, it has committed to
examining the existing standards in this area to see where improvements can be made.
This is currently one of the Board's standard setting priorities.

Evaluation of Deficiencies
The Board received a substantial number of comments on the topic of evaluating
deficiencies, including comments on the proposed definitions of material weakness and
significant deficiency, the "strong indicators" of a material weakness, and the requirement
to evaluate all identified deficiencies. While a number of commenters stated that auditors
do identify material weaknesses in the absence of an actual material misstatement, some
noted that, in many cases, material weaknesses are identified only when material
misstatements are discovered. Several commenters suggested that the proposed standard,
with its focus on using a top-down approach and scoping to identify material weaknesses,
would allow auditors to do a more thorough review of the most important controls with
less effort expended on reviewing lower risk controls. These commenters often stated that
this approach should increase the likelihood of the auditor detecting material weaknesses
before a material misstatement occurs.
Definition of a material weakness
The proposed standard retained the basic framework in Auditing Standard No.2
that described material weaknesses by reference to the likelihood and magnitude of a
potential misstatement. While the Board believed that framework to be sound, it made an
effort to clarify the definition in the proposed standard by replacing the reference to
"more than remote likelihood" with "reasonable possibility." Financial Accounting
Standards Board ("F ASB") Statement No. 5 describes the likelihood of a future event
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occurring as "probable," "reasonably possible," or "remote." The definition in Auditing
Standard No. 2 referred to a "more than remote" likelihood of a misstatement occurring.
In accordance with FASB Statement No.5, the likelihood of an event is "more than
remote" when it is either "reasonably possible" or "probable."
As the Board noted in the proposing release, however, some auditors and issuers
have misunderstood the term "more than remote" to mean something significantly less
likely than a reasonable possibility. This, in turn, could have caused these issuers and
auditors to evaluate the likelihood of a misstatement at a much lower threshold than the
Board intended. Because the term "more than remote" could have resulted in auditors and
issuers evaluating likelihood at a more stringent level than originally intended, the Board
proposed changing the definition to refer to a "reasonable possibility."
Commenters on this change were split between those that felt the change would
reduce unnecessary effort spent on identifying and analyzing deficiencies, and those who
believed it would not. Several commenters noted that the replacement of the term "more
than remote likelihood" with the term "reasonable possibility" does not raise the auditor's
threshold for classifying deficiencies. According to those commenters, the change simply
attempts to align the description of the threshold for identifying deficiencies with
previous guidance issued by the PCAOB. The Board continues to believe that the
proposed definition- as well as Auditing Standard No.2- established an appropriate
threshold for the likelihood part of the definition of material weakness. While the Board
agrees that, as a definitional matter, "reasonable possibility" and "more than remote"
describe the same threshold, it believes that "reasonable possibility" describes that
threshold more appropriately and clearly, and will therefore avoid the misunderstanding
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of the threshold created by the way it was described in Auditing Standard No.2. As a
result, it retained that term in the final definition in the standard.
In addition, some commenters noted that the definitions of material weakness and

.

significant deficiency in the proposed standard, like the definitions in Auditing Standard
No. 2, referred to the likelihood of a material misstatement in both the interim and annual
financial statements. Most of these commenters suggested that the Board remove the term
"interim" from the definitions of material weakness and significant deficiency because,
, according to the commenters, it causes confusion when scoping the audit of internal
control and unnecessarily complicates the evaluation of deficiencies, particularly in the
absence of guidance from the SEC and FASB regarding interim materiality. Some
commenters, however, said that the Board should not remove the term "interim" from the
definitions because the evaluation of deficiencies should be performed to consider the
effectiveness of internal control for both the interim and annual financial statements.
After carefully considering these comments, and in order to use the same definition that
the SEC uses in its guidance to management, the Board determined to retain the reference
to interim financial statements in the final definition of material weakness. 221
Indicators of a material weakness
The proposed standard described circumstances that should be regarded as strong
indicators of a material weakness in internal control. The proposing release noted that the
identification of one of these strong indicators should bias the auditor toward a

The provisions in the final standard relating to significant deficiencies are
discussed above. As discussed above, the Board also made minor wording changes to the
definition of material weakness in order to use the same definition as the SEC in its
guidance to management and related rules.
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conclusion that' a material weakness exists but does not require the auditor to reach that
conclusion. Under the proposal, the auditor could determine that these circumstances do
not rise to the level of a material weakness, and in some cases, are not deficiencies at all.
Many commenters supported the proposed changes from Auditing Standard No.2
relating to strong indicators, agreeing that, by allowing greater use of professional
judgment in this area, practice will improve. A few commenters stated that these changes
may lead to some inconsistency iri practice, but consistent with other commenters, they
still supported the use of greater professional judgment in the evaluation of deficiencies.
At least one commenter suggested that several of the strong indicators were not indicators
of a material weakness but should be, under all circumstances, a material weakness. A ·
few commenters also suggested that the list of strong indicators in Auditing Standard No.
2 actually stifles the auditor's judgment to the point that auditors fail to identify material
weaknesses that exist because the deficiency is not on the list of strong indicators. These
commenters suggested that removing the list of strong indicators entirely would be best.
The Board believes that auditor judgment is imperative in determining whether a
deficiency is a material weakness and that the standard should encourage auditors to use
that judgment. At the same time, the Board continues to believe that highlighting certain
circumstances that are indicative of a material weakness provides practical information
about the application of the standard. As a result, the Board has included this information
in the final standard but has taken a more principles-based approach. Additionally, the
Board has coordinated with the SEC so that the indicators in the auditing standard
parallel those in the SEC's management guidance.
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Rather than referring to "strong indicators," the final standard refers simply to
"indicators" of material weakness. 231 The standard also makes clear that the list of
indicators is not exhaustive and should not be used as a checklist. Specifically, under the
final standard, the presence of one of the indicators does not mandate a conclusion that a
· material weakness exists. At the same time, a deficiency that is not a listed indicator may
be a material weakness.
The Board did not adopt as indicators in the final standard certain proposed strong
indicators. The Board believes, as at least one commenter suggested, that some of these
proposed strong indicators are better characterized as material weaknesses rather than as
indicators of a material weakness?41 Including them in the list of indicators, as adopted,
would therefore be inconsistent with the degree of judgment required to evaluate whether
an indicator of a material weakness is, under particular facts and circumstances, a
material weakness.
23/

The Board included as an indicator the proposed standard's requirement to
determine the level of assurance that would satisfy prudent officials in the conduct of
their own affairs that they have reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as
necessary to permit the preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. In the proposal, if the auditor determined that a
deficiency would prevent prudent officials from concluding that they have such
reasonable assurance, the auditor was required to deem the deficiency to be at least a
significant deficiency. Under the final standard, if the auditor determines that a deficiency
might prevent prudent officials from concluding that they have· such reasonable
assurance, this circumstance is an indicator of material weakness.
';dl

One such proposed strong indicator was an ineffective control
environment. Under the proposal, indicators of an ineffective control environment
included identification of fraud on the part of senior management and significant
deficiencies that have been communicated to management and the audit committee and
remain uncorrected after some reasonable period of time. The final standard includes the
identification of fraud on the part of senior management as an indicator of a material
weakness. In order to simplify the list and make it more principles-based, as well as to
align it with the SEC management guidance, however, the Board did not include
significant deficiencies that remain uncorrected as an indicator in the final standard.
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Requirement to evaluate all identified deficiencies
The proposed standard required the auditor to evaluate the severity of each control
deficiency that comes to his or her attention. The same provision in the proposed standard
made clear, however, that the auditor need not scope the audit to find control deficiencies
that are less severe than material weaknesses. A few commenters believed that this
requirement is not necessary and suggested that an acceptable alternative would be for
the auditor to verify that management has evaluated all deficiencies.
The Board continues to believe that the auditor needs to evaluate all deficiencies
that come to his or her attention. Without such an evaluation, there would not be a
sufficient basis for the auditor's opinion.
Additional Scoping and Materiality Issues

The proposed standard clarified that the auditor should plan and perform the audit
of internal control using the same materiality measures used to plan and perform the audit
of the annual financial statements. This direction was intended to address concerns that
auditors have interpreted Auditing Standard No. 2 as directing them to search for
potential defects in internal control at a lower materiality level than that used in the audit
of the annual financial statements.
The Board received many comments on materiality and scoping, and a large
portion of the commenters expressed support for the proposed standard's approach. Some
commenters, however, recommended providing clear quantitative guidelines for
calculating materiality. Other commenters expressed concern about such an approach,
fearing that material areas would be inappropriately excluded from the audit scope.
Finally, some commenters suggested that the Board should provide additional guidance
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on scoping and extent of control testing decisions, such as guidance on sample sizes
related to testing of high-risk controls versus low-risk controls or more specific guidance
on the scope of the internal control audit for entities with multiple locations. 251
After considering these comments, the Board has determined to adopt its
discussion of materiality in the internal control audit as proposed. The Board believes that
the auditing standard on internal control is an inappropriate place to redefine or refine the
meaning of materiality, which is a long-established concept in the federal securities laws.
With respect to requests for more specific guidance on scopihg or extent of testing issues,
the Board has, as discussed above, endeavored to adopt a standard that relies more on
general principles than detailed requirements. Accordingly, the Board believes that
auditors should make specific determinations of how to comply with the general scoping
and testing requirements in the standard using professional judgment in the particular
circumstances presented.

251

The proposed standard focused on the
material misstatement and how the auditor could carry
scoping of a multi-location audit. Commenters were
approach in this area and, consequently, the Board
provisions as proposed.
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auditor's assessment of risk of
that assessment process into the
very supportive of the Board's
has determined to adopt these

Scaling the Audit for Smaller Companies
As discussed above, the Board received many comments on the proposed section
on scaling the audit from commenters with a variety of perspectives. The comments
covered a wide range of issues. In addition to the matters discussed above, commenters
suggested:
•

That the proposed section on scalability should be focused more closely on how
complexity relates to a risk-based audit;

•

That the proposed standard did not provide sufficient flexibility for smaller
companies and that the standard should provide for more "credit" for control
testing based on work done as part of the financial statement audit;

•

That the resulting costs of these proposed changes would need to be studied for
several years to determine if they are appropriate;

•

That the attributes of smaller, less complex companies that were included in the
proposed standard were appropriate and that the tailoring directions for auditors
were adequate;

•

That some of the attributes of smaller, less complex companies that might allow
the auditor to tailor the audit might be, instead, risk factors that require more
testing;
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•

That the emphasis on entity-level controls might not be appropriate; and

•

That the Board's project to develop guidance on auditing internal control in
smaller public companies is necessary.

As discussed above, the Board made several changes in response to comments in
the final standard. The new standard provides direction on how to tailor internal control
audits to fit the size and complexity of the company being audited. It does so by
including notes throughout the standard on how to apply the principles in the standard to
smaller, less complex companies, and by including a discussion of the relevant attributes
of smaller, less complex companies as well as less complex units of larger companies.
The Board believes that the final standard appropriately considers the circumstances of
smaller and less complex public companies (and other companies with less complex
business units) while requiring a high-quality audit regardless of company size or
complexity. The planned guidance on this topic will provide additional practical
information for auditors of smaller companies.
Information Technology Principles
In gaining an understanding of the effect of information technology ("IT") on
internal control over financial reporting and the risks the auditor should assess, the
proposed standard directed the auditor to apply guidance in AU sec. 319, Consideration
oflnternal Control in a Financial Statement Audit. Additionally, the proposed standard
included a discussion of IT operations at smaller and less complex companies. A number
of commenters discussed the importance of IT risks to determining the scope of the audit .
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and recommended that the final standard include additional guidance on how the risk
assessment related to IT is incorporated in the audit of internal control.
In response to these comments, the Board included in Auditing Standard No.5 a
note to paragraph 36 that clarifies that the identification of risks and controls within IT
should not be a separate evaluation but, rather, an integral part of the auditor's top-dowri
risk assessment, including identification of significant accounts and disclosures and their
relevant assertions, as well as the controls to test.
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Roll-forward Procedures
The proposed standard discussed the procedures the auditor should perform to
obtain additional evidence concerning the operation of the control when the auditor
reports on the effectiveness of the control "as of'' a specific date, but has tested the
effectiveness of the control at an interim date. The Board received a few comments on
this topic, mainly from auditors. The comments were consistent in their view that the
proposed standard improperly implies, by using the expression "if any" in relation to
additional evidence the auditor is required to obtain, that the auditor may not need to do
any roll-forward work. Commenters suggested that such an approach would be
inconsistent with paragraph .99 of AU sec. 319 and suggested that the words "if any" be
removed from the final standard. The Board believes that its standard.should be
consistent with AU sec. 319.99 in that the auditor should perform some level of rollforward procedures. Consequently, the Board removed the words "if any" from the
relevant paragraphs of Auditing Standard No. 5 to correct the inconsistency. The Board
also noted that, in some circumstances, inquiry alone might be a sufficient roll-forward
procedure.

Cumulative Knowledge and Rotation
The proposed standard on auditing internal control allowed the auditor to
incorporate knowledge from previous years' audits into his or her decision making
process for determining the nature, timing, and extent of testing necessary. The section in
the proposed standard on special considerations for subsequent years' audits built upon
the risk-based framework in the proposed standard for determining the nature, timing,
and extent of testing by describing certain additional factors for the auditor to evaluate in
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subsequent years. These factors included the results of prior years' testing and any change
that may have taken place in the controls or the business since that testing was performed.
This section retained the requirement in Auditing Standard No.2 that each control
deemed important to the auditor's conclusion be tested every year, but allowed for a
reduction in testing when the additional risk factors indicated that the risk was lower than
in the pas(
Many commenters strongly supported these provisions as proposed. Many
. investors, in particular, stated that while they supported the proposed approach, they
would not be supportive of rotation of control testing over a multiple-year period. These
commenters were generally concerned that rotation of control testing would negatively
affect audit quality. Among supporters of the approach in the proposed standard, several
requested further clarification in the standard or additional guidance on how this
approach should affect the level of testing.
Many issuers suggested that the standard should allow for full rotation - which
exempts some important controls from testing each year - of at least controls in low-risk
areas. Other commenters recommended that all controls should be tested on a multi-year
rotating basis. These comments often focused on the fact that while the proposed standard
required the auditor to evaluate whether there had been any relevant changes since the
control was tested, it still required testing at some level even when there had been no
change. These commenters considered this requirement to be unnecessary.
The Board shares the concern that multi-year rotation of control testing would not
provide sufficient evidence for the auditor's opinion on internal control effectiveness,
which is required by the Act to be issued each year. In the financial statement audit,
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control testing plays a supporting role - to the extent that controls have been tested and
are effective, the auditor can reduce the level of (but not eliminate) the necessary
substantive testing. In contrast, in the internal control audit, control testing does not play
a supporting role but is the sole basis for the auditor's opinion. Additionally, even if the
design of the control and its related process does not change from the prior year, it is not
possible to assess the control's operating effectiveness without performing some level of
testing. For these reasons, rotation is not a viable option in the audit of internal control.
Instead, the approach described in the proposed standard has been clarified in the final
standard and continues to focus the auditor on relevant changes since a particular control
was last tested, as many commenters suggested. Under this approach, the auditor would
consider, in addition to the ri~k factors described in the standard that are always relevant
to determining the nature, timing, and extent of testing, whether there has been a change
in the controls or in the business that might necessitate a change in controls; the nature,
timing, and extent of procedures performed in previous audits; and the results of the
previous years' testing of the control. 261 After taking into account these additional factors,
the additional information in subsequent years' audits might permit the auditor to assess
risk as lower than in the initial year and, thus, might permit the auditor to reduce testing.
This treatment of cumulative knowledge is analogous to the roll-forward
provisions in the final standard. In the case of subsequent years, the auditor, in essence,
rolls forward the prior years' testing when the control was found to be effective in the
past and no change has occurred (or would have been expected to occur due to changes in
the environment or process that contains the control). Because the auditor might be able

2,§_1

See paragraph 55.
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to assess the risk lower in the subsequent years, a walkthrough, or equivalent procedures,
might be sufficient for low-risk controls. This approach appropriately factors in the effect
of cumulative knowledge, while maintaining audit quality and providing a sufficient basis
for the auditor's opinion.
Reporting the Results of the Audit

In the proposed standard, the Board attempted to address concerns that the
separate opinion on management's assessment required by Auditing Standard No.2
contributed to the complexity of the standard and caused confusion regarding the scope
of the auditor's work. 271 Accordingly, to emphasize the proper scope of the audit and to
simplify the reporting, the proposed standard required that the auditor express only one
opinion on internal control - a statement of the auditor's opinion on the effectiveness of
the company's internal control over financial reporting. The proposal eliminated the
separate opinion on management's assessment because it was redundant of the opinion on
internal control itself and because the opinion on the effectiveness of controls more
clearly conveys the same information- specifically, whether the company's internal
control is effective.
Many commenters agreed with the Board that eliminating the separate opinion on
management's assessment would reduce confusion and clarify the reporting. Some
commenters, however, suggested that the Board should instead require only an opinion
on management's assessment. These commenters expressed their belief that the Act

Although Auditing Standard No. 2 requires the auditor to evaluate
management's process, the auditor's opinion on management's assessment is not an
opinion on management's internal control evaluation process. Rather, it is the auditor's
opinion on whether management's statements about the effectiveness of the company's
internal controls are fairly stated.
n_l
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requires only that the auditor review management's assessment process and not the
company's internal control. Additionally, a few commenters expressed confusion about
why the proposed standard continued to reference an audit of management's assessment
in paragraph 1 of the proposed standard and the auditor's report.
The Board has determined, after considering these comments, to adopt the
provision requiring only an opinion on internal control. 281 The Board continues to believe
that the overall scope of the audit that was described by Auditing Standard No.2 and the
proposed standard is correct; that is, to attest to and report on management's assessment,
as required by Section 404(b) of the Act, the auditor must test controls directly to
determine whether they are effective. 291 Accordingly, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the proposed
standard provided that the auditor audits management's assessment - the statement in
management's annual report about whether internal control is effective - by auditing
whether that statement is correct- that is, whether internal control is, in fact, effective.
The final standard similarly makes this clear. In response to commenters, however, the
Board has clarified the auditor's report so that it will consistently refer to the required
audit as the audit of internal control.

-;&1

The SEC has adopted changes to its rules that require the auditor to
express an opinion directly on internal control.
]J_f

In addition, Section I 03 of the Act requires the Board's standard on
auditing internal control to include "testing of the internal control structure and
procedures of the issuer .... " Under Section I 03, the Board's standard also must require
the auditor to present in the audit report, among other things, "an evaluation of whether
such internal control structure and procedures . . . provide reasonable assurance that
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles .... "
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Implementation
Some commenters urged the Board to focus on implementation issues after it
adopts a final standard, and noted that effective implementation by the Board is crucial to
the internal control reporting process. Some of these commenters focused on the
inspections process, which they suggested is key to promoting audit efficiency. Some
stated that auditors would be unlikely to change their audit approach until they are
confident that the inspections will be similarly focused. The Board is committed to
effective monitoring of firms' compliance with the new standard and will continue to
promote proper implementation through other means, including the Board's Forums on
Auditing in the Small Business Environment and guidance for auditors of smaller
companies.

III.

Date of Effectiveness of the Proposed Rules and Timing for Commission
Action

Within 35 days of the date of publication of this notice in the Federal Register or
within such longer period (i) as the Commission may designate up to 90 days of such date
if it finds such longer period to be appropriate and publishes its reasons for so finding or
(ii) as to which the Board consents, the Commission will:
(a)

by order approve such proposed rule; or

(b)

institute proceedings to determine whether the proposed rule should be

disapproved.
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IV.

Solicitation of Comments

Interest~d

persons are invited to submit written data, views and arguments

concerning the foregoing, including whether the proposed rules are consistent with the
Act. Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:

Electronic comments:

•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://www.sec.gov); or

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number PCAOB2007-02 on the subject line.

Paper comments:

•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File No. PCAOB-2007-02. This file number should be
included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help process and review your comments
more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all comments
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on the Commission's Internet Website (http://www.sec.gov). Copies of the submission,
all subsequent amendments, all written statements with respect to the proposed rule that
are filed with the Commission, and all written communications relating to the proposed
rule

chang~

between the Commission and any person, other than those that may be

withheld from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be
available for inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference Section, 100
F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. All comments received will be posted without
change; we do not edit personal identifying infonnation from submissions. You should
submit only infonnation that you wish to make available publicly. All submissions
should refer to File Number PCAOB-2007-02. In light of the significant public interest
in the implementation of section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Commission is
providing a 30-day comment period. Comments should be submitted on or before [insert
date 30 days from publication in the Federal Register]. The Commission intends to
act on the proposed rule no later than 45 days after publication in the Federal Register.

By the Commission.

Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
before the
.SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55887 I June 8, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2615 I June 8, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12655

ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO RULE
102(e) OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES OF
PRACTICE, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

In the Matter of
RAYMONDL.MATHIASEN,CPA:
Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted against
Raymond L. Mathiasen ("Respondent" or "Mathiasen") pursuant to Rule 102(e)(3)(i) of the
Commission's Rules ofPractice. 1

1

Rule 102(e)(3)(i) provides, in relevant part, that:

The Commission, with due regard to the public interest and without preliminary hearing,
may, by order, . ·.. suspend from appearing or practicing before it any ... accountant ... who has
been by name ... permanently enjoined by any court of competent jurisdiction, by reason of his
or her misconduct in an action brought by the Commission, from violating or aiding and abetting
the violation of any provision of the Federal securities laws or of the rules and regulations
thereunder.

II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of these
proceedings, and the findings contained in Section III.3. below, which are admitted, Respondent
consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to Rule 102(e)
of the Commission's Rules of Practice, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions
("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:

a

1.
Mathiasen is resident of Los Angeles, California and was the former
chief accounting officer of Tenet Healthcare Corporation ("Tenet"). Mathiasen joined Tenet
(then known as National Medical Enterprises) in 1985 as a vice president in its accounting
department. He became Tenet's chief accounting officer in March 1996. He remained in that
position until at least November 2002. Mathiasen retired from Tenet in April 2004. Mathiasen
has been licensed as a CPA in California since 1969. His license is currently inactive.
2.
Tenet is a Nevada corporation with its principal executive offices in Dallas,
Texas. During the relevant time period, Tenet maintained its principal executive offices in Santa
Barbara, California. Tenet is one ofthelargest publicly traded healthcare companies in the United
States.
3.
On April2, 2007, the Commission filed a complaint against Mathiasen in
SEC v. Tenet Healthcare Corp., et al., in the United States District Court for the Central District of
California (the "Court") (Civil Action No. CV 07-2144 RGK (AGRx)). On April16, 2007, the
Court entered a Final Judgment Of Permanent Injunction And Other Relief Against Defendant
Raymond L. Mathiasen ("Judgment") which (a) permanently enjoins Mathiasen from future
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act") and Section lO(b)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), and Rules lOb-5 and 13b2-1
thereunder, and aiding and abetting violations of Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange
Act, and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, and 13a-13 promulgated thereunder; (b) orders Mathiasen to pay $1
in disgorgement and a $240,000 civil penalty; and (c) prohibits Mathiasen from acting as an officer
or director of any issuer that has a class of securities registered pursuant to Section 12 of the
Exchange Act, or that is required to file reports pursuant to Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act for a
period of five years. Mathiasen consented to the entry ofthe Judgment without admitting or
denying any of the' allegations in the complaint.
4.
The Commission alleged that Mathiasen participated in a fraudulent
scheme, in which Tenet made misleading disclosures in the Form 10-K that it filed with the
Commission for its year ended May 31, 2002 and in the Form 10-Q that it filed with the
2

Commission for Tenet's first quarter of its fiscal year 2003 ending August 30, 2002. Mathiasen
signed each filing and substantially participated in the preparation of these filings. Mathiasen also
knew, or was reckless in not knowing, that each filing was misleading because it failed to disclose
the material impact that Tenet's increases in gross charges was having on the company's Medicare
outlier revenue, and thereby on its earnings. The complaint further alleged that Mathiasen
authorized improper manual adjustments to Tenet's contractual allowance reserve accounts from
fiscal year 2000 through fiscal year 2003, in violation of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles. As a resultofMathiasen's conduct, Tenet had to restate its financial statements from
fiscal year 2000 through fiscal year 2004.
IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanction agreed to in Respondent's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, effective immediately, that:
Mathiasen is suspended from appearing or practicing before the Commission as an
accountant.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 8808/ June 8, 2007
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55889/ June 8, 2007

In the Matter of

BARCLAYS BANK PLC

ORDER UNDER SECTION 27A(b) OF
THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND
SECTION 21E(b) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF
1934 GRANTING WAIVERS OF THE
DISQUALIFICATION PROVISIONS
OF SECTION 27A(b)(1)(A)(ii) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND
SECTION 21E(b)(1)(A)(ii) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF
1934

Barclays Bank PLC ("Barclays") has submitted a letter dated March 30, 2007, requesting
waiver of the disqualification provisions of Section 27 A(b )( 1)(A)( ii) of the Securities Act of 193 3
("Securities Act") and Section 21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Exchange Act") arising from Barclays' settlement of a federal injunctive proceeding commenced
by the Commission.
On June 6, 2007, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
entered a Final Judgment permanently enjoining Barclays from violation of Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act, Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act, and Rule lOb-5 thereunder. The Final
Judgment also ordered Barclays to disgorge ill-gotten gains (plus prejudgment interest thereon),
and to pay civil money penalties pursuant to Section 21A of the Exchange Act. Barclays
consented to the terms of the Final Judgment without admitting or denying the Commission's
allegations that Barclays illegally traded securities on the basis of material nonpublic information
obtained through membership on bankruptcy creditors committees.
The safe harbor provisions of Section 27 A( c) of the Securities Act and Section 21E( c) of
the Exchange Act are not available for any forward looking statement that is "made with respect to
the business or operations of the issuer, if the issuer ... during the 3-year period preceding the date
on which the statement was first made ... has been made the subject of a judicial or administrative
decree or order arising out of a governmental action that (I) prohibits future violations of the
antifraud provisions of the securities laws; (II) requires thaethe issuer cease and desist from
violating the antifraud provisions of the securities laws; or (III) determines that the issuer violated

i

the antifraud provisions ofthe securities laws[.]" Securities Act, Section 27A(b)(l)(A)(ii);
Exchange Act, Section 21 E(b)(1 )(A)(ii). These disqualifications may be waived "to the extent
otherwise specifically provided by rule, regulation, or order ofthe Commission." Securities Act,
Section 27A(b); Exchange Act, Section 21E(b).
Based upon the representations set forth in Barclays' March 30, 2007 request, the
Commission has determined that under the circumstances, the request for waivers ofthe
disqualifications resulting from entry of the Final Judgment is appropriate and should be granted.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Section 27A(b) ofthe Securities Act and
Section 21E(b) ofthe Exchange Act, that waivers from the disqualification provisions of Section
27A(b)(l)(A)(ii) of the Securities Act and Section 21E(b)(1)(A)(ii) ofthe Exchange Act resulting
from entry of the Final Judgment are hereby granted.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

B~!

J. Lynn Taylor
Assistant ~ry
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Securities Act of 1933
Release No. 8807 I June 8, 2007

In the Matter of

BARCLAYS BANK PLC

ORDER UNDER RULE 602(e) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 GRANTING A
WAIVER OF THE RULE 602(c)(2)
DISQUALIFICATION PROVISION

I.
Barclays Bank PLC ("Barclays") has submitted a letter dated May 3, 2007, requesting
waiver of a Rule 602(c)(2) disqualification from the registration exemption under Regulation E
arising from Barclays' settlement of an injunctive action commenced by the Commission.

II.
On June 6, 2007, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
entered a Final Judgment permanently enjoining Barclays from violation of Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act"), Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Exchange Act"), and Rule lOb-5 thereunder. Barclays consented to the terms of the Final
Judgment without admitting or denying the Commission's allegations that Barclays illegally
traded securities on the basis of material nonpublic information obtained through membership on
bankruptcy creditors committees.

III.
The Regulation E exemption is unavailable for the securities of small business investment
company issuers or business development company issuers if, among other things, any
investment adviser or underwriter of the securities to be offered is "temporarily or permanently
restrained or enjoined by any court from engaging in or contiiming any conduct or practice in
connection with the purchase or sale of any security or arising out of such person's conduct as an
underwriter, broker, dealer or investment adviser." 17 C.F.R. § 230.602(c)(2). Rule 602(e) of
the Securities Act provides, however, that the disqualification "shall not apply . . . if the
Commission determines, upon a showing of good cause, that it is not necessary under the
circumstances that the exemption be denied." 17 C.F.R. § 230.602(e).

)

IV.
Based upon the representations set forth in Barclays' request, the Commission has
determined that pursuant to Rule 602(e) under the Securities Act a showing of good cause has
been made that it is not necessary under the circumstances that the exemption be denied as a
result ofthe Final Judgment.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Rule 602(e) under the Securities Act, that a
waiver from application of the disqualification provision of Rule 602(c)(2) under the Securities
Act resulting from entry of the Final Judgment is hereby granted.

By the Commission.
Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
June 13, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12658

In the Matter of
ORDER INSTITUTING
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
AND NOTICE OF HEARING
PURSUANT TO SECTION 12(j) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF
1934

Laminaire Corp.
(n/k/a Cavico Corp.),
TAM Restaurants, Inc.
(n/k/a Aerofoam Metals, Inc.), and
Upside Development, Inc.
(n/k/a Amorocorp),
Respondents.

I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it necessary and
appropriate for the protection of investors that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby
are, instituted pursuant to Section 12(j) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange
Act").
II.

After an investigation, the Division of Enforcement alleges that:
A.

RESPONDENTS

1.
Laminaire Corp. (n/k/a Cavico Corp.) ("CVCP") (CIK No. 934379) is a Delaware
corporation located in Rahway, New Jersey with a class of equity securities registered with the
Commission pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12(g). CVCP is delinquent in its periodic filings
with the Commission, having not filed any periodic reports since it filed a Form 1O~QSB for the
period ended September 30, 1999. On May 16, 2000, CVCP filed for bankruptcy under Chapter
11, which was subsequently converted to a Chapter 7 proceeding, in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court
for the District ofNew Jersey. On July 8, 2002, the Chapter 7 trustee reported that the estate had
no property available for distribution and asked that he be discharged. The bankruptcy
proceeding terminated on January 24, 2007. On April10, 2004, CVCP changed its name to
Agent 155 Media Group, Inc. On May 2, 2006, CVCP again changed its name to Cavico Corp.
Neither of these changes were reported to the Commission, but should have been, as required by
Commission rule. On May 12, 2006, CVCP implemented a 1 for 300 reverse stock split. As of

June 8, 2007, the common stock ofCVCP was quoted on the Pink Sheets, had twenty-one
market makers, and was eligible for the piggyback exemption of Exchange Act Rule 15c211(f)(3). CVCP's common stock had an average daily trading volume of 151,952 shares during
the six months ended January 9, 2007.
TAM Restaurants, Inc. (nlk/a Aerofoam Metals, Inc.) ("AFML") (CIK No.
2.
1048796) is a Delaware corporation located in Staten Island, New York with a class of equity
securities registered with the Commission pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12(g). AFML is
delinquent in its periodic filings with the Commission, having not filed any periodic reports since
it filed a Form 10-QSB for the period ended June 27,2001. On May 19,2003, AFML filed for
bankruptcy under Chapter 11 in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New
York. The bankruptcy proceeding was dismissed on October 7, 2004. On March 21, 2006,
AFML changed its name to Aerofoam Metals, Inc., but failed to report that change to the
Commission, but should have, as required by Commission rule. On June 15, 2006, AFML
implemented a 1 for 1,000 reverse stock split. As of June 8, 2007, the common stock of AFML
was quoted on the Pink Sheets, had twenty-one market makers, and was eligible for the
piggyback exemption ofExchange Act Rule 15c2-11(f)(3). AFML's common stock had an
average daily trading volume of97,320 shares during the six months ended January 9, 2007.
3.
Upside Development, Inc. (nlk/a Amorocorp) ("AORO") (CIK No. 1020367) is a
Delaware corporation located in West Bend, Wisconsin with a class of equity securities
registered with the Commission pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12(g). AORO is delinquent
in its periodic filings with the Commission, having not filed any periodic reports since it filed a
Form 10-QSB for the period ended September 30, 2001. In May 2006, AORO changed its name
in the Pink Sheets to Amorocorp, but failed to report that change to the Commission, but should
have, as required by Commission rule. On May 25, 2006, AORO implemented a 1 for 300
reverse stock split. As of June 8, 2007, the common stock of AORO was quoted on the Pink
Sheets, had nine market makers, and was eligible for the piggyback exemption of Exchange Act
Rule 15c2-11(f)(3). AORO's common stock had an average daily trading volume of 455 shares
during the six months ended January 9, 2007.
B.

DELINQUENT PERIODIC FILINGS

4.
As discussed in more detail above, all of the respondents are delinquent in their
periodic filings with the Commission (see Chart of Delinquent Filings, attached hereto as
Appendix 1). All of the respondents also engaged in reverse stock splits, have repeatedly failed
to meet their obligations to file timely periodic reports, and failed to heed delinquency letters
sent to them by the Division of Corporation Finance requesting compliance with their periodic
filing obligations or, through their failure to maintain a current address on file with the
Commission as required by Commission rules, did not receive such letters.
5.
Exchange Act Section 13(a) and the rules promulgated thereunder require issuers
with classes of securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12 to file with the
Commission current and accurate information in periodic reports, even if the registration is
voluntary under Section 12(g). Specifically, Rule 13a-l requires issuers to file annual reports
(Forms 10-K or 10-KSB), and Rule 13a-13 requires issuers to file quarterly reports (Forms 10-Q
or 10-QSB).
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6.
· As a result of their failure to file required periodic filings, Respondents failed to
comply with Exchange Act Section 13(a) and Rules 13a-1 and 13a-13 thereunder.

III.
In view of the allegations made by the Division of Enforcement, the Commission deems
it necessary and appropriate for the protection of investors to institute public administrative
proceedings to determine:
A.
Whether the allegations in Section II are true and, in connection therewith, to
afford the Respondents an opportunity to establish any defenses to such allegations; and,

B.
Whether it is necessary and appropriate for the protection of investors to suspend
for a period not exceeding twelve months, or revoke the registration of each class of securities of
the Respondents identified in Section II registered pursuant to Section 12 of the Exchange Act.

IV.
IT IS ORDERED that a public hearing for the purpose of taking evidence on the
questions set forth in Section III hereof shall be convened at a time and place to be fixed, and
before an Administrative Law Judge to be designated by further order as provided by Rule 110
of the Commission's Rules of Practice [17 C.P.R. § 201.11 0].
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondents shall file Answers to the allegations
contained in this Order within ten (1 0) days after service of this Order, as provided by Rule 220
ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice [17 C.P.R. § 201.220].
If Respondents fail to file the directed Answers, or fail to appear at a hearing after being
duly notified, the Respondents may be deemed in default and the proceedings may be determined
against them upon consideration of this Order, the allegations of which may be deemed to be true
as provided by Rules 155(a), 220(f), 221(f) and 310 ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice [17
C.P.R.§§ 201.155(a), 201.220(f), 201.221(f), and 201.310].
This Order shall be served forthwith upon Respondents personally, by certified or express
mail, or by any other means permitted by the Commission's Rules of Practice.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Administrative Law Judge shall issue an initial
decision not later than 120 days from the date of service of this Order, pursuant to Rule 360(a)(2)
ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice [17 C.P.R. § 201.360(a)(2)].
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.

In the absence of an appropriate waiver, no officer or employee of the Commission
engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting functions in this or any factually
related proceeding will be permitted to participate or advise in the decision of this matter, except
as witness or counsel in proceedings held pursuant to notice. Since this proceeding is not "rule
making" within the meaning of Section 551 of the Administrative Procedure Act, it is not
deemed subject to the provisions of Section 553 delaying the effective date of any final
Commission action.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
Attachment

Qutlk.~

By:Um M. Peterson

Assistant Secretary
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Appendix 1

Chart of Delinquent Filings

In the Matter of Laminaire Corp. (nlk/a Cavico Corp.), eta/.
Company Name

Form Type

Period
Ended

Date
Due Date R
. d
ece1ve

Months
Delinquent
(rounded up)

Laminaire Corp.
(nlk/a Cavico Corp.)
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB

Total Filings Delinquent

12/31/99
03/31/00
06/30/00
09/30/00
12/31/00
03/31/01
06/30/01

03/30/00
05/15/00
08/14/00
11/14/00
04/02/01
05/15/01
08/14/01

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

87
85
82
79
74
73
70

09/30/01
12/31/01
03/31/02

11/14/01
04/01/02
05/15/02

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

67
62
61

06/30/02
09/30/02
12/31/02

08/14/02
11/14/02
03/31/03

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

58
55
51

03/31/03
06/30/03

05/15/03
08/14/03

Not filed
Not filed

49
46

09/30/03
12/31/03
03/31/04
06/30/04

11/14/03
03/30/04
05/17/04
08/16/04

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

43
39
37
34

09/30/04
12/31/04
03/31/05
06/30/05
09/30/05
12/31/05
03/31/06

11/15/04
03/31/05
05/16/05
08/15/05
11/14/05
03/31/06
05/15/06

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

31
27
25
22
19
15
13

06/30/06
09/30/06
12/31/06
03/31/07

08/14/06
11/14/06
04/02/07
05/15/07

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

10
7
2
1

30
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Company Name

Form Type

Period
Ended

Date
Due Date
Received

Months
Delinquent
(rounded up)

TAM Restaruants, Inc.
(nlk!a Aerofoam Metals, Inc.)
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB

Total Filings Delinquent

09/26/01

12/25/01

Not filed

66

12/26/01

02/11/02

Not filed

64

03/27/02

05/13/02

Not filed

61

06/26/02

08/12/02

Not filed

58

09/25/02

12/24/02

Not filed

54

12/25/02
03/26/03

02/10/03
05/12/03

Not filed
Not filed

52
49

06/25/03

08/11/03

Not filed

46

09/24/03

12/23/03

Not filed

42

12/31/03

02/17/04

Not filed

40

03/31/04

05/17/04

Not filed

37

06/30/04
09/29/04

08/16/04
12/28/04

Not filed
Not filed

34
30

12/29/04
03/30/05

02/14/05
05/16/05

Not filed
Not filed

28
25

06/29/05

08/15/05

Not filed

22

09/28/05

12/27/05

Not filed

18

12/28/05

02/13/06

Not filed

16

03/29/06

05/15/06

Not filed

13

06/28/06

08/14/06

Not filed

10

09/27/06

12/26/06

12/27/06

02/12/07

Not filed
Not filed

6
4

03/28/07

05/14/07

Not filed

1

12/31/01

04/01/02

Not filed

62

03/31/02

05/15/02

Not filed

61

06/30/02

08/14/02

Not filed

58

09/30/02

11/14/02

Not filed

55

12/31/02

03/31/03

Not filed

51

23

Upside Development, Inc.
(nlk/a Amorocorp)
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB

03/31/03

05/15/03

Not filed

49

06/30/03

08/14/03

Not filed

46

09/30/03

11/14/03

Not filed

43

12/31/03

03/30/04

Not filed

39

03/31/04

05/17/04

Not filed

37
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Company Name

Upside Development, Inc.
(n/k/a Amorocorp)
(continued)

Total Filings Delinquent

Form Type

10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KS'B
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-QSB
10-KS'B
10-QSB

Date
Received

Months
Delinquent
(rounded up)

Period
Ended

Due Date

06/30/04
09/30/04
12/31/04

08/16/04
11/15/04
03/31/05

Not filed
Not filed
Not filed

34
31
27

03/31/05

05/16/05

06/30/05

08/15/05

Not filed
Not filed

25
22

09/30/05

11/14/05

Not filed

19

12/31/05

Not filed

15

03/31/06
06/30/06

03/31/06
05/15/06
08/14/06

Not filed

13

09/30/06

11/14/06

Not filed
Not filed

10
7

12/31/06
03/31/07

04/02/07
05/15/07

Not filed

2

Not filed

1

22
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
June 13, 2007

In the Matter of
Global Datatel, Inc.
(n/k/a Xcana Petroleum, Inc.),
Laminaire Corp.
(n/k/a Cavico Corp.),
Military Communications Technologies, Inc.
(n/k/a Carbon Race Corporation),
TAM Restaurants, Inc.
(n/k/a Aerofoam Metals, Inc.), and
Upside Development, Inc.
(n/k/a Aniorocorp),

ORDER OF SUSPENSION OF
TRADING

File No. 500-1

.

It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of current and

accurate information concerning the securities of Global Datatel, Inc. (n/k/a Xcana Petroleum,·
Inc.) because it has not filed any periodic reports since the period ended March 31, 2001, nor has
it provided the public with current financial information since the deregistration of its stock on
October 9, 2006.
It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of current and
accurate information concerning the securities ofLaminaire Corp. (n/k/a Cavico Corp.) because
it has not filed any periodic reports since the period ended September 30, 1999.

It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of current and

accurate information concerning the securities of Military Communications Technologies, Inc.
(n/k/a Carbon Race Corporation) because it has not filed any periodic reports since the period
ended March 31, 2004, nor has it provided the public with current financial information since the
deregistration of its stock on October 9, 2006.
It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of current and
accurate information concerning the securities ofTAM Restaurants, Inc. (n/k/a Aero foam
Metals, Inc.) because it has not filed any periodic reports since the period ended June 27, 2001.

It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of current and
accurate information concerning the securities of Upside Development, Inc. (n/k/a Amorocorp)
because it has not filed any periodic reports since the period ended September 30, 2001.

..
The Commission is of the opinion that the public interest and the protection of investors
require a suspension of trading in the securities ofthe above-listed companies.
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Section 12(k) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, that trading in securities of the above-listed companies is suspended for the period from
9:30a.m. EDT on June 13, 2007, through 11:59 p.m. EDT on June 26, 2007.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

Ckf)J{.~

By: t&m M Peterson
Assistant Secretary
0
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~S.C:.t~~Q ~·o/
M.~th ;Urt f;.?f)G.'f~'~
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rei. No. 55909 I June 14, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12384

In the Matter of the Application of
NASDAQ STOCK MARKET, LLC
For Review of Action Taken by the
CONSOLIDATED TAPE ASSOCIATION

ORDER ACCEPTING JURISDICTION AND ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES
The Nasdaq Stock Market, LLC ("Nasdaq"), a member of the Consolidated Tape
Association ("CTA"), has filed a petition for review, pursuant to Section 11A(b)(5) ofthe
Securities Exchange Act of 19341/ and Exchange Act Rule 608(d), 2/ (formerly Exchange Act
Rule 11Aa3-2(e)), J/ of action taken by the CTA Operating Committee. On March 23, 2006, the
Operating Committee voted to impose a new participant entry fee of $833,862 for Nasdaq to join

1/

15 U.S.C. § 78k-l (b )(5) (providing that, upon application by an aggrieved person, any
prohibition or limitation of access to services by a registered securities information
processor "shall" be subject to Commission review). The CTA is registered as an
exclusive securities information processor. See Securities Exchange Act Rei. No. 12035
(Jan. 22, 1976), 8 SEC Docket 1099 (granting registration to the CTA).

2/

17 C.F.R. § 242.608(d) (providing that the Commission "may, in its discretion," entertain
appeals in connection with the implementation or operation of any effective national
market system plan). The Commission has held that its authority to review national
market system plan action pursuant to Rule 608(d)'s predecessor, Rule 11Aa3-2(e), is
discretionary. American Stock Exchange,Inc., 54 S.E.C. 491, 497-99 (2000).

11

In June 2005, Rule 11Aa3-2(e) was redesignated as Rule 608(d) without any change in
substance. See Regulation NMS, Exchange Act Rel. No. 51808 (June 9, 2005), 85 SEC
Docket 2264, 2338 (stating that, while Rule 608 renumbers Rule 11Aa3-2, the substance
of the provision "remains largely intact").

..J
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the CTA Plan.1/ Nasdaq alleges that the Operating Committee improperly calculated the fee by,
among other things, including historical costs of operating the CTA's systems that were incurred
before Nasdaq joined the Plan. Nasdaq alleges that the resulting fee is excessive and constitutes
a denial of access to the CTA's systems. Nasdaq seeks a reversal of the Operating Committee's
March 23, 2006, action, and an order that the entry fee be assessed at $233,132. 21 Because we
find the record at this stage to be insufficient to permit the necessary determinations, we have
decided that the best procedure under the circumstances is to designate an administrative law
judge to preside over this matter and to conduct further proceedings consistent with this Order.

I.
Background

In 1975, Congress directed the Commission, through enactment of Exchange Act Section
llA, to facilitate the establishment of a national market system for securities. f1! Congress found
that a national market system would link together the individual markets that trade securities. 7J
Congress contemplated that a national market system would encourage centralized trading and
fair competition among markets.li/
The Commission adopted a rule that required every national securities exchange and the
NASD to file a plan for collecting, processing, and disseminating on a consolidated basis reports
of completed transactions ("last sale reports") in securities registered or admitted to trading on an

11

Nasdaq also joined the Consolidated Quotation ("CQ") Plan, pursuant to which the
participants disseminate bid/ask quotation information for listed securities. The
Operating Committee of that Plan is not a registered securities information processor.
However, the entry fee that is the subject ofNasdaq's petition for review also entitles
Nasdaq to join the CQ Plan as a new participant in that Plan. Thus, Nasdaq also contests
the application of the entry fee to Nasdaq's entry into the CQ Plan.

21

In addition, N asdaq requests that any costs incurred by the CTA in defending this action,
including the costs of counsel, be apportioned among the CTA Plan participants other
than Nasdaq. We lack the authority to award costs. Cf. Richard J. Rouse, 51 S.E.C. 581,
587 n.20 (1993) (rejecting respondent's request for attorney fees in appeal ofNASD
disciplinary action; stating that "[n ]o statutory basis exists for the award of attorney fees
and other costs in the context of appeals to the Commission of disciplinary action by selfregulatory organizations").

fi/

15 U.S.C. § 78k-l(a)(2).

7J

15 U.S.C. § 78k-l(a)(l)(D).

li!

15 U.S.C. § 78k-l(a)(l)(C).
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exchange or over-the-counter. To meet those requirements, various self-regulatory organizations
filed with the Commission a joint industry plan (the "CTA Plan") governing the implementation
and operation of the consolidated reporting system. 21 The CTA Plan establishes the terms,
conditions, and procedures under which last sale reports are made available. The CTA Plan also
engages the Securities Industry Automation Corporation, or SIAC, as the central processor oflast
sale information for inclusion in the consolidated tape. 10/ The CTA Plan is administered by the
CTA, which currently consists of eleven participants, all of whom are competitors. lll
In 1993, the Commission approved an amendment to the CTA Plan that added criteria for
calculating the entry fee to be paid by new participants to the Plan. 12/ The amendment required
a new entrant to pay the current participants an amount that "attributes an appropriate value to the
assets, both tangible and intangible, that CTA has created and will make available to such new
[p ]articipant." The CTA Plan allowed the participants to consider one or more of six factors in
assessing an appropriate entry fee.
In 2002, Nasdaq expressed interest in joining the CTA and CQ Plans and inquired about
the amount of the entry fee. The CTA Participants engaged Deloitte & Touche to determine a
proposed new entrant's fee. In a report dated October 16, 2002, Deloitte & Touche concluded
that the new entrant fee could be set at $3,307,000, consisting of$2,400,000 for "Historical Cost
of the System," $612,000 for a new processor, and $295,000 for modifications to the existing
processor.

2/

Exchange Act Rel. No. 15250 (Oct. 20, 1978), 15 SEC Docket 1355, 1356.

10/

15 SEC Docket at 1356. The CTA Plan provides for the collection and dissemination of
"last sale" price information in "eligible securities." The CTA Plan participants report to
SIAC last sale prices relating to transactions in eligible securities. SIAC disseminates the
data for a fee to vendors who, in tum, distribute the data to broker-dealers, investors, and
other members of the public. The CTA Plan provides for the sharing of net income from
the fees charged to vendors and others for the receipt or use of the CTA systems' last sale
price information. Each CTA Plan participant is entitled to receive its "annual share" of
revenue, which is calculated according to the relative percentage of last sale transactions
reported by that participant.

lll

The current participants are the American Stock Exchange, Boston Stock Exchange,
Chicago Board Options Exchange ("CBOE"), Chicago Stock Exchange, International
Securities Exchange ("ISE"), Nasdaq Stock Market, NASD, National Stock Exchange
(formerly the Cincinnati Stock Exchange), New York Stock Exchange, NYSE Area, and
the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.

12/

See Exchange Act Rel. No. 33319 (Dec. 10, 1993), 55 SEC Docket 2062.
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In 2003, the Division of Market Regulation ("Division") expressed its concern to the
CTA that the amount of the new entrant fee that the participants were considering might impose
unnecessary competitive burdens on new entrants.ll/ In 2004, the Division twice urged the
CTA to amend the CTA Plan to include "solely objective standards" for determining a new entry
fee. 14/

On December 3, 2004, the CTA Plan participants proposed to amend the CTA Plan to
include new standards for assessing a new entrant fee (the "Entry Fee Amendments") . .l2/ The
proposed Entry Fee Amendments provided, in pertinent part:
In determining the amount of the Participation Fee to be paid by any new
Participant, the Participants shall consider one or both of the following:

•

the portion of costs previously paid by CTA for the development,
expansion and maintenance ofCTA's facilities which, under generally
accepted accounting principles, could have been treated as capital
expenditures and, if so treated, would have been amortized over the five
years preceding the admission of the new Participant (and for this purpose
all such capital expenditures shall be deemed to have a five-year
amortizable life); and

•

previous Participation Fees paid by other new Participants.

'The Participant Fee shall be paid to the Participants in this CTA Plan and the
"Participants" in the CQ Plan. A single Participation Fee allows the new
Participant to participate in both Plans. If a new Participant does not agree with
the calculation of the "Participation Fee," it may subject the calculation to review
by the Commission pursuant to Section 11 A(b )( 5) of the [Exchange] Act.
(Emphasis supplied).

U/

See Order Approving the Seventh Substantive Amendment to the Second Restatement of
the Consolidated Tape Association Plan and the Fifth Substantive Amendment to the
Restated Consolidated Quotation Plan, Exchange Act Rel. No. 51391 (Mar. 17, 2005), 84
SEC Docket 4136,4137 n.10.

14/

Id. at 4137 n.l2.

]21

The proposal represented the seventh substantive amendment to the Second Restatement
of the CTA Plan and the fifth substantive amendment to the Restated CQ Plan. Exchange
Act Rel. No. 51012 (Jan. 10, 2005), 84 SEC Docket 2508.

5

In addition, the Entry Fee Amendments required new participants to reimburse the Plan processor
for the costs incurred in modifying the CTA's systems to accommodate the new participant and
for any additional capacity costs.
On March 17, 2005, the Commission, by delegated authority, approved the Entry Fee
Amendments, 161 which were incorporated into the CTA Plan as Section III(c). In its adopting
release, the Commission stated that "the main purpose of a participation fee is to require each
new party to the [CTA and CQ] Plans to pay a fair share of the costs previously paid by the CTA
for the development, expansion, and maintenance of CTA's facilities." 17I It stated further that
the CTA and CQ Plan participants "should only consider the costs of tangible assets. that could
have been treated as capital expenditures under GAAP in the fee calculation, and if so treated,
would have been amortized for a five-year period preceding the new party's admission to the
Plans." ill However, the Commission cautioned that participants "must not consider any
historical costs of operating the systems prior to the time a new party joins the Plans, or any
subjective or intangible costs such as 'good will' or any future benefits to the new party." 191
The Commission concluded that "the proposed new standards, if appropriately employed by the
[p ]articipants, should foster a fair and reasonable method for determining the amount of a new
[p]articipant's entrance fee to be paid to the Plans." 201

II.

In 2005, Nasdaq requested approval to join the CTA. The last entrant in the CTA Plan
had been the CBOE in 1991. N asdaq' s request thus presented the first occasion for the CTA to
calculate a new entrant fee based on the criteria set forth in the Entry Fee Amendments. The
CTA directed SIAC to calculate a new entrant fee. In a presentation to the CTA dated
. October 12, 2005, SIAC calculated that Nasdaq's entry fee should be assessed at $947,035,

161

Order Approving the Seventh Substantive Amendment to the Second Restatement of the
Consolidated Tape Association Plan and the Fifth Substantive Amendment to the
Restated Consolidated Quotation Plan, Exchange Act Rei. No. 51391 (Mar. 17, 2005), 84
SEC Docket 4136.

17I

Id. at 413 8.

191

Id. (Emphasis supplied).
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consisting of$308,488 in "development amortization" costs and $638,547 in "production
amortization" costs. 21/ SIAC calculated the "development amortization" costs by
•
•
•
•
•

totaling CTA development costs for 2000 through 2004;
identifying "included" development costs that could be capitalized under
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP");
amortizing included development costs over five years;
adjusting that amortized amount by the Consumer Price Index ("CPI"); and
dividing the result by ten, the then-current number of CTA Plan participants. 22/

SIAC calculated the "production amortization" costs in the same manner. In its presentation,
SIAC quoted the language of the Entry Fee Amendments, but did not address the Commission's
admonition in the March 2005 adopting release that the CTA "must not consider any historical
costs of operating the systems prior to the time a new party joins the Plans." SIAC also did not
attach any work papers in support of its calculations.
On November 4, 2005, Nasdaq formally requested entry into the CTA and CQ Plans. In
its request, Nasdaq questioned whether SIAC had properly calculated the entry fee. It expressed
concern that "production costs that are more on the order of operating expenses and should not
be capitalized may have been included in the [entry fee] calculation." It sought to meet with
SIAC to ascertain the nature of the expenses included in both development costs and production
costs.
In a memorandum dated January 9, 2006, SIAC's Internal Audit Department reported on
an "Agreed-Upon Procedures" engagement that it had performed for the purpose of"validat[ing]
the assumptions used in the calculation of the Participation Fee." 23/ The memorandum recited
that SIAC's auditors were asked to validate the "assumptions" that SIAC used in calculating the
new entry fee for Nasdaq. However, the memorandum was silent as to what those assumptions
were. Nor did the memorandum indicate the "clearly defined criteria" on which the "AgreedUpon Procedures" engagement was based. In the memorandum, SIAC's auditors focused solely
on whether an expense could be capitalized under GAAP. SIAC's auditors did not address the
question whether an expense was an historical cost of operating the CTA's systems. Nor did

211

From the record, it appears that SIAC and the CTA traditionally billed participants for
two categories of expenses, "development" and "production."

22/

The calculation was performed for only a tenth CTA Plan Participant because ISE had not
yet asked to have the entry fee calculated for it.

23/

According to the January 9, 2006, memorandum, an Agreed-Upon Procedures
engagement was "one in which the auditor agrees to perform specific audit procedures
based upon a set of clearly defined criteria. The client or customer sets forth the
procedures and is solely responsible for their sufficiency."

7
they identify any category of historical operating costs to be excluded from the calculation.
Rather, SIAC's auditors simply identified one category of costs that should be "included" under
GAAP and another that should be "excluded" under GAAP. SIAC's auditors concluded that they
found the costs and assumptions used in the calculations to be "reasonable."
At the CTA's January 20, 2006, meeting, SIAC presented its January 9, 2006, audit
memorandum. When NASD, Nasdaq's parent at the time, raised questions regarding SIAC's
calculations, the CTA granted NASD an opportunity to have its accountants meet with SIAC's
accountants to address NASD's concerns. In its brief, the CTA asserts, and Nasdaq does not
dispute, that NASD availed itself of the opportunity on February 2, 2006.
On February 9, 2006, SIAC issued a second estimate ofNasdaq's new entry fee. SIAC
applied the same methodology used in making the first estimate, but arrived at a slightly lower
fee of $912,918, which reflected the exclusion of certain production costs that were previously
included in the calculation.
In a memorandum to the CTA dated March 6, 2006, Nasdaq objected to SIAC's inclusion
of production costs in the calculation ofNasdaq's entry fee. Nasdaq stated, in pertinent part:
In the absence of instructions from the Operating Committee, however, SIAC
included in its figures all expenditures that could have been capitalized for a fiveyear period not only for development, but also for production. Fortunately, SIAC
did separate expenditures into two categories, development expenses which are
permitted under the Plan and operating or production expenses which are not. As
a result, impermissible operating expenses can readily be excluded by striking all
production expenses in the presentation provided by SIAC.
Nasdaq also objected to SIAC's use of a CPI inflator. Based on SIAC's February 9, 2006,
presentation, which identified $2,839,747 in total development expenses without a CPI inflator,
Nasdaq proposed that it pay an entry fee of$283,975 ($2,839,747 divided by ten, the then-current
number ofCTA Participants).
On March 22, 2006, SIAC issued an updated calculation of CTA costs based on the fiveyear period ending December 2005. The calculation also reflected the fact that the International
Securities Exchange, or ISE, had requested to join the CTA Plan. This circumstance required the
CTA to calculate entry fees for both a tenth and an eleventh participant. SIAC's calculation
showed that a tenth entrant should pay $873,381, and that an eleventh entrant should pay
$793,983.
At the CTA's March 23, 2006, meeting, the participants discussed costs to be included in
the calculation of the new entry fee. Nasdaq moved for a vote on its proposal to pay a $283,975
entry fee, but no participant seconded the motion. Another motion was made to admit Nasdaq
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and ISE as participants for an entry fee of$833,682 each ($873,381 + $793,983 = 1,667,364
divided by two is $833,682). This motion was seconded and approved.
At the CTA's May 10, 2006, meeting, the participants determined that Nasdaq and ISE
could each pay their $833,682 entry fee in two equal installments, one within thirty days of that
meeting and the other by the end of calendar year 2006. On June 16, 2006, Nasdaq wired
payment of the first half of the entry fee. 24/ This petition for review followed. 25/
III.

Parties' Contentions
A. Nasdaq
Nasdaq contends that the CTA made three errors in calculating the entry fee. First, the
CTA improperly included $492,678 ofhistorical operating costs in the calculation. As SIAC's
documents reveal, the CTA historically has segregated all of its costs into one of two categories:
development costs, i.e., the costs of developing, expanding, and maintaining the CTA's facilities,
and production or operating costs, i.e., the costs of operating the CTA's systems. To calculate
Nasdaq's fee, the CTA began with its "existing separation ofDevelopment Costs and Production
Costs and then excluded costs in each category that could not be capitalized under GAAP ." In
Nasdaq's view, "[w]hat [the CTA] should have done- to adhere to the Commission's warning
that the Participants must not consider any historical costs of operating the systems prior to the
time a new party joins the Plans - was to begin with its existing Development Costs and then
exclude those Development Costs that could be capitalized under GAAP." Nasdaq contends that
the CTA, by including production, or operating, costs in its fee calculation, erroneously included
$492,678 ofhistorical operating costs. 26/

.

Second, the CTA improperly applied a CPI inflator. Nasdaq argues that the Entry Fee
Amendments do not authorize application of a CPI inflator or the practice of inflating historical
costs to present day dollars. Moreover, application of a CPI inflator runs counter to accounting

24/

The record does not indicate whether Nasdaq has paid the second half ofthe entry fee.

25/

ISE has not petitioned for review.

26/

Nasdaq states that it arrived at this figure by taking SIAC's Production Cost Amortization
Through December 2005 of $5,419,466 and dividing it by eleven, the number of CTA
Plan participants including Nasdaq and ISE.
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principles of fixed assets. By applying a CPI inflator, the CTA overstated its costs by
$68,172. 27I
Third, the CTA improperly treated N asdaq and ISE as the tenth and eleventh participants,
respectively, of the CTA Plan, and averaged the entry fees. In Nasdaq's view, Nasdaq and ISE
each should be treated as the eleventh participant.

The CTA responds that it properly excluded historical operating costs in calculating the
entry fee. It deliberated over the fee calculation at no fewer than eight meetings, with three
different presentations from SIAC. Commission staff members were present at each of the
meetings and presentations and never suggested that the CTA had performed the calculation
improperly.
The CTA acknowledges that, for recordkeeping purposes, it categorizes costs as either
"development" costs or "production" costs. However, contrary to Nasdaq's claim, "production"
costs are not synonymous with "operating" costs. The CTA asserts that whether it categorizes a
cost as a "development" or "production" cost for recordkeeping purposes is irrelevant to the
calculation of an entry fee. "What is relevant is whether a cost that CTA has placed in the
'production cost' category is a cost that CTA incurs in order to enhance or maintain the system or
a cost that CTA incurred in order to operate the system." The CTA asserts that the "CTA incurs
a portion of total production costs in enhancing and maintaining CTA systems, separate and apart
from the production costs that [the] CTA incurs in operating the systems. The [Entry Fee
Amendments] require [the] CTA to include the former in the entry-fee calculation, but prohibits
[the] CTA from including the latter."
The CTA notes that, in an exhibit ("Exhibit A") to its December 3, 2004, letter
transmitting the Entry Fee Amendments to the Commission for approval, the CTA included a
hypothetical example of the calculation of an entry fee. The example set forth total production
costs. It then carved out of total production costs those costs that were to be included in the
calculation. The CTA asserts that it calculated Nasdaq's entry fee according to the methodology
reflected in the hypothetical calculation. 28/ It suggests that the Commission's staff, which had

27/

Using SIAC's March 22, 2006 Presentation, Nasdaq subtracted "Development Cost
Amortization- CPI Adjusted" from "Development Cost Amortization" and then divided
by eleven, the number of CTA Plan participants. Nasdaq then repeated the same process
for Production costs. As set forth above, Nasdaq argues that all Production Costs should
be excluded from the calculation of the new entry fee.

28/

In its reply brief, N asdaq asserts that the CTA's hypothetical calculation has no place in
the record because it was not included in the Entry Fee Amendments presented to, and
(continued ... )
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"considerable" input into the methodology, placed its imprimatur on the CTA's calculation of
Nasdaq's entry fee. 29/
The CTA acknowledges that it applied a CPI inflator, but asserts that it did so in
compliance with the hypothetical calculation contained in Exhibit A. Exhibit A demonstrates
that the CTA Plan participants, acting under the Commission's guidance, "clearly intended" that
changes in the CPI would be factored into the calculation. The CTA states, moreover, that it is
"perfectly appropriate" to take into account the time value of money by adding back the inflation
factor.
The CTA acknowledges that the CTA Plan is silent on the sharing of new entrant fees by
multiple participants who enter the Plan in the same year. As a strict time priority, Nasdaq would
be the tenth, and not the eleventh, CTA Plan participant because Nasdaq took the necessary steps
to become a new participant sooner than ISE did. Having Nasdaq and ISE share the entry fees
payable by the tenth and eleventh participants was considered by the participants to be a fair and
reasonable way to proceed since Nasdaq and ISE were proposing to enter the CTA Plan at
approximately the same time.
IV.

Analysis
As a threshold matter, we believe that Exchange Act Section 11A(b)(5) provides us with
authority to review Nasdaq's petition. Section 11A(b)(5)(A) authorizes the Commission, on its
own motion or upon application by an aggrieved party, to review any prohibition or limitation of
access to services provided by a registered securities information processor, in this case, the

28/

( ... continued)
approved by, the CTA Plan participants, not included in the Commission's release
approving the Entry Fee Amendments, and not published in the Federal Register.
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The CTA relies on SIAC's February 9, 2006, presentation as evidence that it included
only those production costs that could be capitalized under GAAP. The February 9,
2006, presentation cites as included production costs "Data Processing, e.g., System
Hardware (Non-Stop CPU's, UNIX/Linux Servers)," "Communications Equipment
Leases, e.g., Network Routers and Switches,"and "Afterhours Development/ Testing
(Shared Data Center)." The CTA further relies on the January 9, 2006, audit report as
providing verification that its calculations were proper.
In its reply brief, Nasdaq disputes the propriety of the CTA's inclusion of the costs of
Data Processing and Communications Equipment Leases. Nasdaq also takes issue with
the CTA's apparent capitalization of its direct labor costs under the labels "Product
Planning" and "Communications Engineering."
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CTA. Section 11A(b)(5)(B) provides that if the Commission finds, after notice and opportunity
for a hearing, that the prohibition or limitation is consistent with the provisions of the Exchange
Act and the rules and regulations thereunder, and the aggrieved party has not been discriminated
against unfairly, the Commission, by order, must dismiss the proceeding. Section 11A(b)(5)(B)
also provides that if the Commission does not make any such finding, or if the Commission finds
that the prohibition or limitation imposes any burden on competition not necessary or appropriate
in furtherance of the purposes of the Exchange Act, the Commission, by order, must set aside the
prohibition or limitation and require the securities information processor to permit the aggrieved
party access to the services offered by the processor.
Section 11A(b)(5) thus vests the Commission with the substantive power to review
prohibitions or limitations on access by registered securities information processors. The
Commission previously has concluded that "the level of charges, or the terms at which facilities
and services are offered by a registered securities information processor, can constitute a
prohibition or limitation on access to those facilities and services." 30/ In the March 2005
release adopting the Entry Fee Amendments, the Commission stated that any disagreement
among Plan participants and a new entrant regarding the calculation of a proper fee would be
subject to review by the Commission under Section 11A(b)(5). W
Turning to the merits, we have reviewed the record assembled by the CTA. It consists
primarily of minutes ofCTA/CQ meetings between January 2005 and May 2006, the January 9,
2006, memorandum from SIAC's auditors, and SIAC's proposed calculations of the entry fee, as
reflected in its presentations of October 12, 2005, February 9, 2006, and March 22, 2006. We
conclude that, at this stage, we lack sufficient information to make the necessary determinations
under Section 11A(b)(5). Accordingly, we direct the parties to address the following questions:
(1)

Does the CTA maintain its books and records on a GAAP basis?
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

If so, what is the CTA's policy regarding the capitalization of costs?
Does that policy establish a capitalization threshold?
What literature does the CTA rely on to capitalize its costs?

Did the CTA include in its calculation any development, expansion, or
maintenance expenditures that are not capitalizable under GAAP?
(a)

If so, what was' the nature of those expenditures and the basis for including
them in the calculation ofNasdaq's entry fee?

30/

Institutional Networks Corp., Exchange Act Rel. No. 20088 (Aug. 16, 1983), 28 SEC
Docket 980, 982 & n.18 (Order Instituting Proceedings and Granting Temporary Stay).

W

Exchange Act Rel. No. 51391 (Mar. 17, 2005), 84 SEC Docket 4136, 4138 n.23.

•.
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(3)

How did CTA construe the phrase "could have been treated as capital
expenditures" (as that phrase is used in CTA Plan Section III(c)) for purposes of
calculating Nasdaq's entry fee?
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4)

Describe the types of costs within each category (development, expansion, and
maintenance) that the CTA treated as capitalizable under GAAP for purposes of
the fee calculation.
(a)

In calculating Nasdaq's entry fee, what was the total amount of costs for
each category (development, expansion, and maintenance)?

(5)

What is meant by "CTA's facilities" (as that term is used in CTA Plan Section
III(c)) for purposes of calculating Nasdaq's entry fee?

(6)

What software development activities were capitalized in accordance with
Statement ofPosition 98-1 32/?

(7)

Were any assets reviewed for impairment following the guidance in FASB
Statement No. 144, Accounting for Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived
Assets?
(a)

(8)

(9)

If so, how was the impairment ofthose assets considered in the calculation
ofNasdaq's entry fee?

Did the CTA include any leases in its calculation ofNasdaq's entry fee?
(a)
(b)

32/

What was the total amount of costs included in the fee calculation which
were not actually capitalized in CTA's books and records?
What was the reason for not capitalizing the costs identified in (3)(a)?
What portion of the costs identified in (3)(a) related to development,
expansion, and maintenance expenditures?

If so, which leases were included in the fee calculation?
How were those leases accounted for under GAAP?

In its amortization of capitalized expenditures, how did the CTA treat those
capitalized expenditures that ~ere incurred before the five-year period set forth in
CTA Plan Section III( c), i.e., were all, some, or none of the amortized
expenditures included?

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("AICPA") Statements of Position
("SOP") provide guidance on financial accounting and reporting issues. Statement of
Position 98-1 was cited by SIAC's auditors in the January 9, 2006, memorandum.
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( 10)

What weight should be given to the hypothetical calculations contained in Exhibit
A to the CTA's December 3, 2004, letter transmitting the Entry Fee Amendments
to the Commission for approval?

The parties are free to address any other matters that they deem relevant. We also invite
any interested persons, including the Division of Market Regulation, to address these issues. 33/
Disputes involving registered securities information processors, national market system
plans, or transaction reporting plans under Exchange Act Section llA and the rules thereunder
are governed by the Rules of Practice. 34/ We have determined to appoint a law judge to preside
over this proceeding. 35/
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the petition for review of the Nasdaq Stock Market,
LLC, be, and it hereby is, accepted; and it is further
ORDERED that the Chief Administrative Law Judge Brenda P. Murray shall designate an
administrative law judge to preside over this proceeding in accordance with this Order; and it is
further
ORDERED that submissions may be received from the parties and any interested party,
as well as from our Division of Market Regulation.
By the Commission.

'1!0~ r:._.; Lvsy: Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

33/

See Rule ofPractice 210(d), 17 C.F.R. § 201.210(d) (providing for amicus participation
· and setting forth procedure for filing amicus brief).

34/

17 C.F.R. § 201.101(a)(9); see 17 C.F.R. § 201.100(c) (authorizing the Commission, by
order, to direct an alternative procedure if it determines that doing so would serve the
interests of justice and not result in prejudice to any party).

35/

See. e.g., Cincinnati Stock Exchange, 54 S.E.C. 857 (2000) (in Section 11A(b)(5) case in
which record required further development, Commission appointed law judge to preside
over proceeding and directed parties to address certain issues).

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(Release No. 34-55912; File No. PCAOB-2007-02)
June 15, 2007
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board; Notice of Additional Solicitation of
Comments on the Filing of Proposed Rule on Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That is Integrated with an Audit of
Financial Statements, and Related Independence Rule and Conforming
Amendments
On June 12, 2007, the Commission published notice, pursuant to Section 107(b)

of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 (the "Act"), that on May 25, 2007, the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (the "Board" or the "PCAOB") filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or "SEC") the proposed rules
relating to Auditing Standard No.5 ("ASS"), An Audit oflntemal Control Over Financial
Reporting That is Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements; a Related
Independence Rule; and conforming amendments to the PCAOB's auditing standards. 1
The Commission published notice of these proposed rules to solicit comments on the
proposed rules from interested persons. As stated in that notice, interested persons are
invited to submit written data, views and arguments concerning the foregoing, including
whether the proposed rules are consistent with the Act. The Commission is publishing
this additional solicitation of comment to request specific comment on the following:

(1) Is the standard of materiality appropriately defmed throughout ASS to provide
sufficient guidance to auditors? For example, is materiality appropriately
l

See Exchange Act Release No. 34-55876 (JWle "7, 2007), 72 FR 32340 (JWle 12, 2007).
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incorporated into the guidance regarding the matters to be considered in planning an
audit and the identification of significant accounts?
(2) Please comment onthe requirement in Paragraph 80 that the auditor consider
whether there are any deficiencies or combinations of deficiencies that are
significant deficiencies and, if so, communicate those to the audit committee.
Specifically, will the communication requirement regarding significant deficiencies
divert auditors' attention away from material weaknesses?
(3) Is ASS sufficiently clear that for purposes of evaluating identified deficiencies,
multiple control deficiencies should only be looked at in combination if they are
related to one another?
(4) Please comment on whether the defmition of"material weakness" in Paragraph A7
(which is consistent with the definition that the SEC adopted) appropriately
describes the deficiencies that should prevent the auditor from finding that ICFR is
effective.
(S) Is ASS sufficiently clear about the extent to which auditors can use the work of
others?
(6) Will ASS reduce expected audit costs under Section 404, particularly for smaller
public companies, to result in cost-effective, integrated audits?
(7) Does ASS inappropriately discourage or restrict auditors from scaling audits,
particularly for smaller public companies?

Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:

2

Electronic comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://vvwvv.sec.gov); or

•

Send an e-mail to ml~::~mnm~ttJ.~@§~£;gg_y. Please include File Number PCAOB2007-02 on the subject line.

Paper comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File No. PCAOB-2007-02. This file number should be
included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help process and review your comments
more efficiently, please use only one method. T4e Commission will post all comments
on the Commission's Internet Website (http://www.sec.gov/rules/pcaob). Copies of the
submission, all subsequent amendments, all written statements with respect to the
proposed rule that are flled with the Commission, and all written communications
relating to the proposed rule change between the Commission and any person, other than
those that may be withheld from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C.
552, will be available for inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference
Section, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. All comments received will be
posted without change; we do not edit personal identifying information from
submissions. You should submit only information that you wish to make available
publicly. All submissions should refer to File Number PCAOB-2007-02. Comments

3

•

1

should be submitted on or before July 12, 2007. The Commission intends to act on the
proposed rule no later than July 27, 2007.

By the Commission.

Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55914 I June 15, 2007

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12660

ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS
PURSUANT TO SECTION 15(b) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In the Matter of
STANISLAV KAMINSKY,
Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") against Stanislav
Kaminsky ("Respondent" or "Kaminsky").
II.

In anticipation of the institution ofthese proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the entry ofthis Order Instituting
Administrative Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions Pursuant to
Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:

Summary
This matter involves unauthorized trading by Stanislav Kaminsky ("Kaminsky") while he
was associated with Marquis Financial Services, Inc. ("Marquis Financial"), a broker-dealer based
in Burbank, California. Between February 2005 and April2005, Kaminsky executed unauthorized
trades in the accounts of at least two of his customers which, combined with margin and/or
commission charges, caused each account to lose more than 40% of its value. Previously, in
January 2003, the Commission ordered Kaminsky to cease and desist from violations of the
antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws and suspended him from association with any
broker or dealer for twelve months for engaging in sales practice abuses, including unauthorized
trading, between April1997 and November 1997. Kaminsky has also been a respondent in several
NASD arbitration actions, one of which was resolved against him.

Respondent
1.
Kaminsky, age 30, is a resident of Brooklyn, New York. Kaminsky holds
NASD Series 7, 24, and 63licenses. Between July 2004 and November 2005, Kaminsky was
associated with Marquis Financial.

Other Relevant Entity
2.
Marquis Financial is a broker-dealer registered with the Commission
pursuant to Section 15(b) of the Exchange Act. The firm is currently headquartered in Burbank,
California, and has two branch offices located in Spring Hill, Florida and Brooklyn, New York. It
was previously headquartered in Hicksville, New York.

Kaminsky's Prior Sales Practice Abuses
3.
On January 29, 2003, the Commission, in In the Matter ofStanislav
Kaminsky, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-11023 (January 29, 2003), found that Kaminsky had engaged
in fraudulent sales practices, including churning and unauthorized and unsuitable trading, in the
accounts of five customers while he was associated with W.J. Nolan and Co., a broker-dealer
registered with the Commission. The Commission ordered Kaminsky to cease and desist from
committing or causing any future violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933
("Securities Act") and Section 1Ob ofthe Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder, and from
causing violations of Section 17(a) ofthe Exchange Act and Rule 17a-3 thereunder. In addition to
suspending Kaminsky from association with any broker or dealer for twelve months, the
Commission ordered Kaminsky to pay disgorgement and prejudgment interest in the amount of
$30,454 and a civil penalty in the amount of$20,509.
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4.
As a result of conduct that took place between 2000 and 2002, Kaminsky
was charged in at least four NASD arbitration claims with executing unauthorized transactions in
customers' accounts. One ofthe arbitration claims resulted in Kaminsky and the broker-dealer
with whom he was then employed being found jointly and severally liable to the customer for
$30,381 in compensatory damages and $10,000 in attorney fees.

Kaminsky's Current Sales Practice Abuses
5.
Between February 2005 and April2005,Kaminsky executed transactions in
the accounts of at least two customers without the customers' authorization. Kaminsky also traded
on margin without the customer's authorization in one ofthe accounts.
6.
In early February 2005, Kaminsky recommended to one customer that
certain investments in the customer's account be sold to purchase shares in two stocks Kaminsky
recommended. The customer rejected Kaminsky's recommendation, and told him to not execute
the trades. Nevertheless, in direct contravention of the customer's instructions, Kaminsky, later in
February, sold more than $9,500 of securities in the customer's account, and used the proceeds to
purchase the stocks he recommended.
7.
Subsequently, in March 2005 and again in April2005, without the
customer's authorization, Kaminsky purchased, on margin, 3,000 additional shares of one of the
stocks Kaminsky recommended. In addition, in April2005, Kaminsky, without the customer's
authorization, sold two investments from the customer's account for $29,481 and $4,874.
8.
Kaminsky earned more than $1,212 in commissions from the unauthorized
trades in the customer's account. As a result of the unauthorized transactions in the customer's
account, and the attendant commissions and margin charges, the value of the customer's account
decreased by more than 40%.
9.
In early February 2005, Kaminsky sold more than $9,000 worth of
government securities from a second customer's account, and used the proceeds from the sale to
purchase shares in one of the same stocks Kaminsky recommended to the first customer. The
customer did not authorize either transaction.
10.
When the customer discovered the unauthorized trades, he complained to
Kaminsky and demanded that his account positions be restored. Kaminsky tried to convince the
customer to keep the trades, but the customer refused. The customer's account was never restored
to its prior positions.
11.
Kaminsky earned approximately $298 in commissions from the
unauthorized trades in the customer's account. As a result ofthe unauthorized transactions in this
customer's account, and the attendant commissions, the value of the customer's account decreased
by more than 50%.
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Violations
12.
As a result of the conduct described above, Kaminsky willfully violated
Section 17(a) ofthe Securities Act, Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and Ru1e 1Ob-5 thereunder,
which prohibit fraudulent conduct in the offer and sale of securities and in connection with the
purchase or sale of securities, in that he employed devices, schemes, or artifices to defraud;
obtained money or property by means of untrue statements of material fact or omitted to state a
material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances
under which they were made, not misleading; or engaged in any transaction, act, practice, or
courses of business which operated or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person, in
connection with the offer, purchase or sale of any security. An unauthorized trade is fraudulent
where it is accompanied by deception, misrepresentation, or non-disclosure. SEC v. Hasho, 784 F.
Supp. 1059, 1110 (S.D.N.Y. 1992); In the Matter of Edgar B. Alacan, 83 SEC Docket 842, 846
(July 6, 2004); In the Matter of Sandra K. Simpson and Daphne Pattee, 77 SEC Docket 1983,2001
(May 14, 2002) (quoting Donald A. Roche, 53 S.E.C. 16, 24 (1997)).
Disgorgement and Civil Penalties
13.
Respondent has submitted a sworn Statement of Financial Condition dated
April 5, 2007 and other evidence and has asserted his inability to pay a civil penalty and the full
amount of disgorgement and prejudgment interest.

IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondent Kaminsky's Offer.
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 15(b) ofthe Exchange Act, it is hereby ORDERED that:
A.

Respondent Kaminsky be, and hereby is barred from association with any broker or

dealer.
B.
Any reapplication for association by the Respondent will be subject to the
applicable laws and regulations governing the reentry process, and reentry may be conditioned
upon a number of factors, including, but not limited to, the satisfaction of any or all of the
following: (a) any disgorgement ordered against the Respondent, whether or not the Commission
has fully or partially waived payment of such disgorgement; (b) any arbitration award related to the
conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order; (c) any self-regulatory organization
arbitration award to a customer, whether or not related to the conduct that served as the basis for
the Commission order; and (d) any restitution order by a self-regulatory organization, whether or
not related to the conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order.
C.
Respondent shall pay $1,510 in disgorgement and $167 in prejudgment interest, but
payment of all but $400 is waived based upon Respondent's sworn representations in his Statement
ofFinancial Condition dated AprilS, 2007 and other documents submitted to the Commission.
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D.
Based upon Respondent's sworn representations in his Statement of Financial
Condition dated AprilS, 2007 and other documents submitted to the Commission, the Commission
is not imposing a penalty against Respondent.
E.
The Division of Enforcement ("Division") may, at any time following the entry of
this Order, petition the Commission to: (1) reopen this matter to consider whether Respondent
provided accurate and complete financial information at the time such representations were made;
and (2) seek an order directing payment of the full amount of disgorgement plus pre-judgment
interest and the maximum civil penalty allowable under the law. No other issue shall be
considered in connection with the petition other than whether the financial information provided by
Respondent was fraudulent, misleading, inaccurate, or incomplete in any material respect.
Respondent may not, by way of defense to any such petition: (1) contest the findings in this Order;
(2) assert that payment of the full amount of disgorgement plus prejudgment interest and a penalty
should not be ordered; (3) contest the amount of disgorgement and interest to be ordered and the
imposition of the maximum penalty allowable under the law; or (4) assert any defense to liability
or remedy, including, but not limited to, any statute oflimitations defense.
F. · IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent shall, within ten days of the entry of
this Order, pay disgorgement of $400 to the Securities and Exchange Commission. Such payment
shall be: (A) made by United States postal money order, certified check, bank cashier's check or
bank money order; (B) made payable to the Securities and Exchange Commission; (C) handdelivered or mailed to the Office of Financial Management, Securities and Exchange Commission,
Operations Center, 6432 General Green Way, Stop 0-3, Alexandria, VA 22312; and (D) submitted
under cover letter that identifies Stanislav Kaminsky as a Respondent in these proceedings, the file
number of these proceedings, a copy of which cover letter and money order or check shall be sent
to Timothy Warren, Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Securities and Exchange
Commission, 17 5 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 900, Chicago, Illinois 60604.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

s~~ J. Lynn Taytot, /"',. ,.
Assistant Secretar;
i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55931 I June 20, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2618 I June 20,2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12661

ORDER INSTITUTING CEASE-AND-DESIST
. PROCEEDINGS, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING A CEASE-AND-DESIST ORDER
PURSUANT TO SECTION 21C OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In the Matter of
ALLIED CAPITAL
CORPORATION,
Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that ceaseand-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), against Allied Capital Corporation ("Allied" or
"Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over it and over the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Ceaseand-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to
Section 21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.
III.

On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:

Respondent
1.
Allied Capital Corporation, incorporated in Maryland and headquartered in
Washington, D.C., is a closed-end management investment company that has elected to be
regulated as a business development company ("BDC") pursuant to Section 54 of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 ("Investment Company Act"). Allied provides privately negotiated debt
and equity financing to middle market companies, with a primary focus on private finance.
Allied's securities are registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Exchange Act. Allied makes
periodic filings with the Commission pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act.
Summary
2.
From the quarter ended June 30, 2001 through the quarter ended March 31, 2003,
Allied violated recordkeeping and internal controls provisions of the federal securities laws relating
to the valuation of certain securities in its private finance portfolio for which market quotations
were not readily available. During the relevant period, Allied failed to make and keep books,
records, and accounts which, in reasonable detail, supported or accurately and fairly reflected
certain valuations it recorded on a quarterly basis for some of its securities. In addition, Allied's
internal controls failed to provide reasonable assurances that Allied would value these securities in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Further, from the quarter ended June
30, 2001 through the quarter ended March 31, 2002, Allied failed to provide reasonable assurances
that the recorded accountability for certain securities in its private finance portfolio was compared
with existing fair value of those same securities at reasonable intervals by failing to: (a) provide its
board of directors ("Board") with sufficient contemporaneous valuation documentation during
Allied's March and September quarterly valuation processes; and (b) maintain, in reasonable
detail, written documentation to support some of its valuations of certain portfolio companies that
had gone into bankruptcy.
3.
Allied has implemented new valuation processes, more detailed recordkeeping, and
a series of additional controls and procedures over its valuation processes.

Background
4.
As a BDC, Allied is required to value its private finance security portfolio pursuant
to the requirements in Section 2(a)(41) of the Investment Company Act. Because the large
· majority of Allied's investments in its private finance portfolio are securities for which market
quotations are not readily available, Section 2(a)(41)(B)(ii) of the Investment Company Act
requires that Allied's Board determine the fair value of its portfolio securities in good faith. The
fair value of securities for which market quotations are not readily available is the price Allied
would reasonably expect to receive on a current sale of the security. 1 By the end of the relevant
1

See AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide- Investment Companies (Sect. 2.35-2.39), which incorporates
Accounting Series Release No. 118 ("ASR 118"). The Commission has provided interpretative guidance related to
financial reporting in the Accounting Series Releases, which is included in the Codification of Financial Reporting
Policies. Thus, conformity with the ASR 118 is required by Commission rules and is consistent with GAAP. See
also Articles 1-0l(a) and 6.03 of Regulation S-X.
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period, Allied's private finance portfolio recorded at fair value grew to over $1.7 billion, which
represented approximately 65% of Allied's total assets, and included investments in
approximately 152 portfolio companies.
5.
From the quarter ended June 30, 2001 through the quarter ended March 31, 2003,
however, Allied failed to make and keep books, records, and accounts which, in reasonable detail,
supported the valuations of certain of its securities for which market quotations are not readily
available ("private finance investments"). With respect to 15 private finance investments
reviewed by staff, Allied could not produce sufficient contemporaneous documentation to support,
or which accurately and fairly reflected, its Board's determination of fair value. Instead, in some
instances, the written valuation documentation Allied presented to its Board for these investments
failed to include certain relevant indications of value available to it (as further discussed below)
and sometimes introduced changes to key inputs used to calculate fair value from quarter to quarter
without sufficient written explanation of the rationale for the changes (e.g., changes from
EBITDA to revenue-based valuations and in some instances, changes in multiples used to derive
enterprise value). The written valuation documentation retained by Allied for these private
finance investments does not reflect reasonable detail to support the private finance investment
valuations recorded by Allied in its periodic filings during the relevant period.
6.
The following are three examples of insufficient recordkeeping of Allied's private
finance investments during the relevant period.
7.
Company A- During the relevant period, Allied held a debt investment in
Company A, a telecommunications company. Allied was unable to produce contemporaneous
written documentation, in reasonable detail, to support its valuation of Company A during the
quarters ended June 30, 2001 and September 30, 2001. Specifically, Allied's valuation of
Company A for these quarters was derived, in part, by including revenues from discontinued
lines of business to establish fair value. Allied maintains that it used a reduced multiple to offset
any potential overstatement that would have otherwise resulted from the inclusion of those
revenues, but it did not provide the Board with contemporaneous written documentation, in
reasonable detail, to support this claim. In addition, Allied did not retain the valuation
documentation it presented to the Board for Company A for the quarters ended December 31, 2001
and March 31, 2002. Allied valued its $20 million subordinated debt investment in Company A
at $20 million (i.e., cost) in its Forms 10-Q for the quarters ended June 30, 2001 and September
30,2001. In its 2001 Form 10-K and its Form 10-Q-for the period ended March 31,2002, Allied
valued its $20 million subordinated debt investment in Company A at $10.3 million. Allied
subsequently wrote down its subordinated debt investment in Company A to $245,000 in its Form
10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2002.
8.
Company B - During the relevant period, Allied held a subordinated-debt
investment in Company B, a direct marketing company. Allied was unable to produce
contemporaneous documentation, in reasonable detail, to support the basis for its valuation of
Company B for the quarter ended March 31, 2003. Specifically, Allied's valuation was based, in
large part, on a potential future buyout event by Allied that was preliminary in nature. Allied
maintains that - as a general practice - the Board would have discussed why this particular
potential future buyout event was significant enough to form the basis of its valuation of Company
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B, but it could not provide contemporaneous written documentation in reasonable detail to support
this claim. Further, Allied's valuation documentation did not fully reflect Allied's consideration of
competing buyout offers for Company B, which, if accepted, would have reduced the fair value of
Allied's investment. Allied valued its $16.5 million subordinated debt investment in Company B
at $14.3 million in its Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 2003. Allied subsequently wrote
down its subordinated debt investment in Company B from $14.3 million to $50,000 in its Form
10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2003.
9.
Company C- During the relevant period, Allied held a subordinated debt
investment in Company C, an office supply company. Allied was unable to produce
contemporaneous documentation, in reasonable detail, to support the basis for its valuation of
Company C from the quarter ended September 30,2001 through the quarter ended March 31,
2002. For example, Allied's written valuation documentation failed to include all relevant facts
available to it regarding Company C's deteriorating financial condition, including the fact that
Company C had lost one of its largest customers as a result of the terrorist attack on the yvorld
Trade Center. Allied valued its subordinated debt investment in Company Cat $8 million in its
Forms 10-Q and Form 10-K for the quarters ended September 30, 2001 through March 31, 2002
and subsequently wrote that investment down to $50,000 in its Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
June 30, 2002.
10.
Allied also failed to implement internal accounting controls relating to its private
fmance investment valuations that were sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that these
valuations were fairly stated in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, or other
criteria applicable to its financial statements. For example, there were certain instances where
Allied did not provide its Board (or its valuation committee) with sufficient written information to
support the Board's determinations of fair value. 2 For example, in several instances, the written
valuation documentation presented to the Board was incomplete or inadequate to support the fair
value recorded by Allied (e.g., enterprise values were listed on worksheets without any
explanation; necessary inputs and/or calculations were either missing or incomplete). In other
instances, Allied's valuation documentation during the relevant period contained unexplained
departures from, or changes to, key inputs from quarter to quarter. During the relevant period,
Allied did not provide its Board with written valuation documentation from prior periods. At least
one Board member, however, maintained prior period valuation documentation during a portion of
the relevant period, but Allied did not regularly provide the Board with comparative information
about prior period inputs until the quarter ended September 30, 2003.
11.
In addition, from the quarter ended June 30,2001 through the quarter ended March
31, 2002, the valuation documentation presented to Allied's Board during the March and
September quarterly valuation processes consisted of quantitative worksheets that failed to provide
an adequate explanation of the various inputs. For example, changes in valuations from quarter to
quarter were not always explained in reasonable detail in the written documentation. Moreover,
Allied did not prepare a written description of the quantitative and qualitative analyses used to
2

Allied's failure to provide the Board with such information is inconsistent with the guidance in ASR 118 that a
fund's board must satisfy itself that "all appropriate factors relevant to the value of securities for which market
quotations are not readily available have been considered ... " See supra n.l.
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develop its valuations until the quarter ended June 30, 2002. During this period, Allied also failed
to maintain, in reasonable detail, written documentation to support some of its valuations of certain
portfolio companies that had gone into bankruptcy. While Allied maintains that its Board
members and employees engaged in discussions before and during the Board meetings to satisfy
themselves with the recorded valuations for Allied's private finance investments, the written
valuation documentation retained by Allied for certain private finance investments does not
reflect reasonable detail to support the private finance investment valuations recorded by Allied in
its periodic filings during the relevant period. 3
12.
During the relevant period, Allied private finance department personnel typically
recommended the initial valuations on the investment deals on which they worked. While there
were some existing independent checks of Allied's valuation process, these checks, standing alone,
did not provide a sufficient assessment of the objectivity of valuations of the private finance
investments. For example, the valuation committee assigned to review each investment on a
quarterly basis was comprised, in large part, of private finance managing directors and principals.
Allied has since implemented new valuation processes, more detailed recordkeeping, and a series
of additional controls and procedures over its valuation processes, including, but not limited to:
quarterly valuation assistance from third-parties; and the establishment of a new Chief Valuation
Officer position to oversee the valuation process.
13.
As a result of the conduct described above, Allied violated Section 13(b)(2)(A) of
the Exchange Act, which requires reporting companies to make and keep books, records, and
accounts which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect their transactions and dispositions
oftheir assets. See,~. In the Matter ofMorgan Stanley, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-11725,
Exchange Act Release No. 50632, 2004 SEC Lexis 2573 (Nov. 4, 2004) (finding, in relevant part,
that Morgan Stanley's failure to maintain documentation to support its bond valuations violated
Section 13(b)(2)(A)).
14.
As a result of the conduct described above, Allied also violated Section
13(b)(2)(B)(ii) of the Exchange Act, which requires reporting companies to devise and maintain a
system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that transactions
are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, or other criteria applicable to its financial statements.
See,~. In the Matter of Morgan Stanley, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-11725, Exchange Act Release
No. 50632, 2004 SEC Lexis 2573 (Nov. 4, 2004) (finding, in relevant part, that Morgan Stanley's
failure to maintain internal controls sufficient to ensure that it valued its bond positions and its
aircraft in accordance with GAAP violated Section 13(b)(2)(B)).
15.
As a result of the conduct described above, Allied also violated Section
13(b)(2)(B)(iv) of the Exchange Act, which requires reporting companies to provide reasonable
3

Commission guidance provides that" ... directors should take into consideration all indications of value available
to them in determining the 'fair value' assigned to a particular security. The information so considered together
with, to the extent practicable, judgment factors considered by the board of directors in reaching its decisions should
be documented in the minutes of the directors' meeting and the supporting data retained for the inspection of the
company's independent accountant." See ASR 118.
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assurances that the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at
reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences.
IV.

In determining to accept the Offer, the Commission considered remedial acts that
were undertaken by Respondent and the cooperation that Respondent afforded the
Commission staff.

v.
Undertakings

Respondent has undertaken for a period of two years from the entry of this Order to:
1.
Continue to employ a Chief Valuation Officer, or a similarly structured officerlevel employee, to oversee its quarterly valuation process.
2.
Continue to employ third-party valuation consultants to assist in its quarterly
valuation process for private finance investments in a manner consistent with the Respondent's
current practices.
VI.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondent Allied's Offer.
Accordingly, the Commission HEREBY ORDERS, pursuant to Section 21C ofthe
Exchange Act, that:
A.

Respondent Allied cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and
any future violations of Sections 13(b)(2)(A); 13(b)(2)(B)(ii) and 13(b)(2)(B)(iv) of
the Exchange Act; and

B.

Respondent shall comply with the undertakings enumerated in Section V above.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

. ()

WJ'Ik.'t'~
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By:Wm M. Peterson
Assistant Secretary
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I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that ceaseand-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21C ofthe Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), against Cambrex Corporation ("Cambrex" or
"Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
. Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over it and the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Ceaseand-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to
Section 21 C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.

On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds that:
Respondent

1.
Cambrex is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in East Rutherford, New
Jersey. Cambrex supplies human health and bioscience products to the life sciences industry,
produces feed additives and intermediates for the animal health/agriculture markets, and
manufactures other specialty and fine chemicals. For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2005,
Cambrex had net revenues of$455,097,000 and a net loss of$110,458,000. Cambrex's common
stock is registered with the Commission pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act and trades
on the New York Stock Exchange.
Summary

2.
Between at least 1997 through 2001, Cambrex accrued an imbalance of
approximately $17.1 million in its intercompany accounts. Of that amount, approximately $3.5
million was erroneously reflected as income when it in fact should have been accounted for as an
operating expense, and Cambrex could not ascertain whether another $2.6 million was similarly
booked improperly, though it also treated this figure as if it had been reflected as income. As a
result, Cambrex issued erroneous periodic and annual reports.
3.
The erroneous filings occurred because Cambrex failed to reconcile its
intercompany accounts on a monthly basis. Cambrex failed to reconcile its intercompany accounts
for three principal reasons. First, Cambnix did not adequately staff its internal accounting function.
Second, Cambrex lacked a functional intercompany transaction policy. Third, when Cambrex
instituted projects to perform a historical reconciliation of its intercompany accounts, the projects
were not completed. Cambrex failed to reconcile the intercompany accounts even though its
outside auditor provided Cambrex with several management letters that warned of potential
ramifications if the imbalance was not fixed.
4.
Cambrex's failure to reconcile its intercompany accounts continued until the end of
2002, when Cambrex was forced to address the issue because of the certification requirements of
the newly-enacted Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 ("Sarbanes-Oxley"). A Cambrex subsidiary's
controller initially refused to sign a Sarbanes-Oxley-related internal sub-certification because of his
awareness of the problems reconciling the intercompany accounts. His refusal triggered a series of
discussions by Cambrex's audit committee concerning the issue. In December 2002, Cambrex ·
hired a new CFO with a strong accounting background, who finally devoted adequate resources to
the task of reconciling the historical imbalances.
5. ·
As a result, in January 2003, Cambrex announced that it would restate its financial
results for the years ending December 31, 1997, through December 31, 2001 (the "Restatement
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Period"). Cambrex stated that it had overstated pre-tax income by a total of$6.1 million, or $5.1
million after taxes, over the fiscal years 1997 through 200 I. Net income was overstated by $1.3
million, $2.9 million, $0.2 million and $0.8 million in 2001, 2000, 1999, and 1998, respectively,
and understated by $0.1 million in 1997.

Background
A.

Intercompany Accounts at Cambrex

6.
Cambrex has approximately fourteen operating subsidiaries located throughout the
·world. In order to record and account for activity, such as the transfer of expenses, assets, or
liabilities, conducted between these affiliated companies, Cambrex utilizes intercompany accounts.
7.
Intercompany transactions are supposed to be booked through an identical
corresponding charge by each side of a given transaction or expense, which, if done properly,
would have no impact on Cambrex's consolidated assets, liabilities, expenses, or revenues. For
example, ifCambrex corporate ("Corporate") agrees to absorb an expense incurred by a subsidiary,
if recorded correctly, Corporate should record a debit to an expense account, increasing the
expense on Corporate's income statement; and a credit to an intercompany account on its balance
sheet. The subsidiary should record a credit to an expense account on its income statement and a
debit to an intercompany account on its balance sheet. If Corporate were to initially record and pay
for an expense that should be charged to a subsidiary, the above entries should be reversed. In both
instances, as a result of these identical credits and debits, the accounts would net to zero and there
would be no impact on Cambrex's consolidated assets, liabilities, expenses, or revenues. ·
8.
Within Corporate, Cambrex's internal accounting group, known as the finance
department ("Finance Department"), was responsible for, among other things, reviewing and
reconciling the intercompany accoWlts. During the relevant time periods, the Corporate Finance
Department was supervised by the Controller. A designated employee, usually the most junior,
was supposed to review the intercompany accounts as part of a process to ensure that all
intercompany accounts balanced and were properly netted-out in consolidation. To do this, the
employee used computer software that alerted the employee if an imbalance existed, in which case
the employee was then supposed to access separate software that essentially operated as Cambrex's
general ledger, to view the detail behind the specific transactions that caused an imbalance within a
particular intercompany or group loan account.
9.
Once discrepancies were identified, the Finance Department was tasked with
resolving the difference through discussions with relevant personnel at the subsidiary. If no
agreement could be reached, the Corporate Controller was supposed to make a unilateral, final
decision about how to treat the discrepancy. During the Restatement Period, this process did not
occur. Instead of reconciling the difference, the designated Finance Department employee simply
logged the discrepancies.
10.
The intercompany accounts were incorporated into Cambrex's financial statements
during the monthly consolidation process. Because of its many subsidiaries, Cambrex performed a
3

multi-level consolidation that generated a single, final balance sheet, incorporating Corporate as
well as both the domestic and international subsidiaries. The consolidation was performed at the
close of every month, in order to generate monthly fmancial reports, comparing the actual results
reported by the sites with their forecasted and prior year's results. During the consolidation
process, Cambrex would identifY the sum of all intercompany imbalances (those entries where
both sides to an intercompany transaction did not book the ~arne dollar figure). Under Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles, it is necessary to eliminate intercompany transactions in the
consolidation process. Cambrex erroneously believed it eliminated its intercompany imbalances
by entering the sum of all the imbalances in a line item, known as a "top side adjustment," on its
consolidated balance sheet. The top-side adjustment was only made on the balance sheet- and not
the income statement- because of a long-standing but erroneous assumption that the imbalanced
intercompany accounts did not affect Cambrex's income statement.
11.
In fact, under certain circumstances, Cambrex's imbalanced intercompany accounts
did affect its income statement. This occurred when, for example, a subsidiary recorded an
expense that it intended to transf~r to Corporate where, in order to transfer the expense, it should
have recorded a credit to an expense account to reduce its operating expenses on its income
statement and a debit to an intercompany account on its balance sheet. When Corporate, however,
did not book an offsetting entry to increase its expenses and adjust its intercompany account, this
resulted in an understatement of consolidated expenses and an overstatement of consolidated
income in Cambrex's consolidated financial statement. Similarly, there were instances where
Corporate intended to transfer certain fringe benefit expenses to a subsidiary and Corporate
recorded one amount and the subsidiary recorded a different amount resulting in a corresponding
understatement or overstatement of consolidated expenses, which also affected Cambrex's
consolidated income statement.
\

B.

Cambrex Failed to Perform Monthly Reconciliations ofthe Intercompany Accounts.

12.
During the Restatement Period, Cambrex did not reconcile its intercompany
accounts on a monthly basis. This failure contributed to a growiJ;Ig imbalance that needed to be
corrected through a historical reconciliation. Although Cambrex executives were aware of the
problem- and were specifically told by its auditor in 1999 that the failure to reconcile
intercompany accounts could ultimately impact earnings - they took only limited and inadequate
steps to address the issue. The historical reconciliation project was started several times, only to be
quickly abandoned. Throughout, Cambrex failed to provide adequate staffmg to the reconciliation
project.
13.
The Corporate Finance Department was inadequately staffed to reconcile the
intercompany accounts. In addition, Cambrex's limited accounting staff prioritized other
responsibilities, such as monthly and periodic financial reporting, over the monthly intercompany
reconciliation. In fact, Finance Department personnel believed that other group responsibilities
took precedence over the monthly intercompany reconciliation. As a result, most personnel
responsible for the internal accounting function made only a limited effort, if any, to perform a
monthly reconciliation. These personnel rarely communicated with Cambrex subsidiaries
concerning discrepancies in intercompany accounts, and did not ensure that such discrepancies
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were remedied, but only logged the existence of these unresolved balances. Furthermore, the
Finance Department experienced considerabl~ staff turnover and new employees were not trained
to handle the monthly reconciliation.
14.
The individuals directly responsible for supervising these employees were aware
that the intercompany imbalances were not being fully reconciled on a monthly basis and that the
Finance Department was not properly staffed to do so. As a result, these individuals took
insufficient steps to ensure that the intercompany accounts were regularly reconciled.
15.
Although Cambrex maintained an intercompany transaction policy, it was not
shown to various employees responsible for its implementation. The policy's instructions were not
followed because several individuals tasked with reconciling the intercompany accounts never saw
the document. fu addition, this document offered conflicting guidance by simultaneously
mandating that the accounts be reconciled on a monthly basis and allowing unreconciled items to
be carried into the following month. It was also unclear whether the document was intended to
cover all intercompany transactions or a more limited subset of transactions. Moreover, while the
document required that a schedule of all intercompany balances be completed and sent to
Corporate as part of the quarterly reporting process, such schedules were not always prepared.
16.
A supervisor responsible for the reconciliation of the intercompany accounts was
aware of an intercompany transaction policy and knew that certain steps outlined in the policy
were being taken, yet he did not recall reviewing it or consulting it. Although at various times the
company set out to perform a historical reconciliation- often t~rming the project a "high priority"
-the project was never completed. Cambrex failed to complete the historical reconciliation even
though Cambrex's auditor warned that Cambrex's failure to properly reconcile the unbalanced
accounts could affect the reported income statement in its financial disclosures.

C.

Cambrex Failed to Reconcile the Historical Imbalance in its Intercompany Accounts.

17.
By failing to reconcile the intercompany accounts on a monthly basis, Cambrex
generated a lengthy backlog of unreconciled entries. In order to determine the proper treatment of
the entries underlying the imbalance, it became necessary to perform a historical reconciliation of
the. intercompany accounts.
18.
However, during the Restatement Period, Cambrex did not reconcile the historical
imbalance. This failure occurred because Cambrex did not employ sufficient personnel to perform
the historical reconciliation and Cambrex never completed several reconciliation initiatives. These
failures occurred even though Cambrex's auditor warned that Cambrex's failure to properly
reconcile the unbalanced accounts could affect the reported income statement in Cambrex's
financial disclosures.
19.
Cambrex relied on its internal accounting personnel to reconcile the imbalanced
historical entries. However, much like the monthly reconciliation process, Cambrex did not
employ sufficient manpower or devote adequate resources to complete the historical
reconciliations. Again, supervisors were aware that the Finance Department was not performing
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the historical intercompany reconciliation and was not properly staffed to do so. fu fact, there were
two substantial periods of time, each lasting several months, when Corporate performed no work to
reconcile the historical imbalance.
20.
Each year between 1999 and 2001, Cambrex instituted projects, at the direction of
Finance Department supervisors, to reconcile the historical intercompany account imbalance.
None of the reconciliation projects, one of which included assistance from an employee outside the
Finance Department and an accountant employed by Cambrex's outside auditor, was completed,
and many steps set forth in the various plans were either not taken or left incomplete. Furthermore,
Cambrex supervisors never took adequate steps to determine whether the internal accounting
personnel had reconciled the intercompany account imbalances or why these tasks had not been
completed.
21.
Even when Cambrex identified a serious problem within the .intercompany
accounts, it took insufficient corrective steps. For instance, during 2001, Cambrex discovered that
a subsidiary had been consistently incorrectly booking payments for fringe benefits. Upon
discovering these errorS, Cambrex and its personnel had direct evidence that a certain portion of
the reconciliation resulted in an income effect on its P&L, which refuted a long-standing
asswnption about the nature ofthe imbalances. Yet, even after learning ofthis error, Cambrex did
not take adequate measures to complete the historical reconciliation and determine the full extent
of any adjustment needed to be made.

D.

Cambrex Did Not Adequately Address Management Letters From its Auditor.

22.
Cambrex failed to reconcile.the historical intercompany imbalance in spite of
several annual warnings by its auditor of the consequences of such a failure.
23.
In early 1999, Cambrex's outside auditor issued a management letter to Cambrex
forits audit for the year ended December 31, 1998 ("1998 Management Letter"). The 1998
Management Letter outlined key issues arising from that year's audit and recommended changes.
Among the suggestions was a recommendation titled: "Reconciliations over futercompany
Transactions Should Be Improved." The recommendation stated the following:
The Company should improve the adequacy of intercompany balance reconciliations. This
issue, if not addressed, may result in a misstatement of intercompany accounts and not
allow for proper elimination of such at the consolidated level. This could result in an
unfavorable impact to earnings in the period discovered.
We recommend that the Company implement procedures to identify and reconcile
intercompany transactions.
24.
In its response to the 1998 Management Letter, Cambrex's management stated that
it agreed with its outside auditor's observation and recommendation. It also stated that, "[a] draft
policy is currently issued which addresses the procedures required to confirm intercompany
balances between subsidiaries on a monthly basis." The 1998 Management Letter, along with
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Cambrex management's response, were provided to Cambrex's audit committee.
25.
After receiving the 1998 Management Letter, neither Cambrex management, nor its
audit committee, took the necessary steps to reconcile the historical imbalances or address the
failures to reconcile the accounts on a monthly basis. Furthermore, no steps were taken to
determine if Cambrex' s accounting department was following the intercompany policy.
26.
Cambrex' s auditor issued another management letter to Cambrex in the beginning
of2000, which covered the 1999 audit. In this letter, the auditor stated that Cambrex did not have
an intercompany policy and did not perform periodic reconciliation ofbalances. Cambrex's
auditor warned that, if unchecked, the unreconciled accounts could result in an inability to "detect a
misstatement" and "an unexpected and unfavorable impact to earnings in the period discovered."
Cambrex's auditor recommended that Cambrex "implement procedures to reconcile intercompany
account balances at least quarterly." In its response, Cambrex noted that it had "initiated a project
to bring intercompany accounts into balance" and, once finished, they would be "reconciled
formally as part of the quarterly management reporting process." Cambrex also claimed to be
evaluating "the feasibility of implementing an automated balancing feature for intercompany
transactions in the [computer] system." The management letter for the 1999 audit, and Cambrex
management's response were provided to Cambrex's au~it committee.
27.
Again, Cambrex did not follow through in its response and, as a result, did not
fulfill the steps needed to reconcile the intercompany and group loan accounts. The project that
Cambrex initiated to reconcile the accounts was never completed. Cambrex also did not begin
formally reconciling the account balances on a quarterly basis, and an automated balancing feature
was not implemented.
28.
During the next two years, Cambrex's auditor provided Cambrex with management
letters for the 2000 and 2001 audits that were not distributed to the audit committee. In the
management letters, the auditor stated that periodic reconciliations of intercompany balances were
still not being performed, and reiterated their recommendation that Cambrex implement procedures
to reconcile intercompany balances on a quarterly basis. It was also noted that the management
letter from 2000 (for the 1999 audit) was still applicable. Cambrex management did not provide a
response to these comments.

E.

Effect of Sarbanes-Oxley Act on the Reconciliation Project

29.
Cambrex did not adequately address its historical reconciliation problems until the
end of2002, after issues were raised concerning the certification ofCambrex's financial
disclosures pursuant to Sarbanes-Oxley. In order to complete the CEO and CFO certifications
required by Sarbanes-Oxley, Cambrex required sub-certifications from all of its Corporate and
subsidiary Controllers concerning the accuracy of its financial reporting. When the controller for
one ofCambrex's subsidiaries initially refused to sign the sub-certification because ofhis
awareness of the problems concerning the intercompany accounts, this refusal prompted a series of
discussions by the Audit Committee. In December 2002, Cambrex hired a new CFO who engaged
additional accounting staff and consultants and mobilized a strong reconciliation effort. As a
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result, Cambrex finally devoted sufficient resources to reconcile all of the historical imbalances.

F.

Cambrex's Restatement

30.
At the close of trading on January 23, 2003, Cambrex issued a press release
announcing that it would restate its financial results for the years ended December 31, 1997,
through December 31, 2001, after discovering "certain discrepancies" in its intercompany
accounts. In its annual report for fiscal year 2002 filed on March 20, 2003, Cambrex stated that
"certain administrative and other charges were not properly expensed in [] prior periods" and, a5 a
result, Cambrex had overstated pre-tax income by $6.1 million, or $5.1 million after taxes, for the
fiscal years 1997 through 2001. Net income was overstated by $1.3 million, $2.9 million, $0.2
million and $0.8 million in 2001,2000, 1999, and 1998, respectively, and understated by $0.1
million in 1997.
31.
As a result of its 2003 restatement, Cambrex's pre-tax earnings and net income
were affected as follows:
Increase (Decrease) in Reported Amounts
($Millions except EPS) .
Year
1997-1999
2000
2001

Pre-tax Earnings
($0.9)
($3.5)
($1.7)

Net Income
($.9)
($2.9)
($1.3)

BPS
($.03)
($.11)
($.05)

The change in pre-tax earnings as a result of the restatement represented a downward revision of
.60%, 5.29% and 4. 79% for the years 1997-1999, 2000, and 2001, respectively. Pre-tax earnings
for these years, following the restatement, were $152.2, $66.4, and $34.7 (millions) for 19971999, 2000, and 2001, respectively. Similarly, the restatement reflected a decrease in net income
of .95%, 6.20% and 4.95% for 1997-1999, 2000, and 2001, respectively, corresponding to
restated net income for those periods, of$94.2, $46.8, and $25.5 (millions), respectively.
32.
Cambrex' s $6.1 million overstatement consisted of approximately $3.5 million that
Cambrex identified as having been erroneously booked as a reduction of operating expenses,
which resulted in an increase in the income reported on Cambrex's income statement, and another
$2.6 million that it was unable to determine whether to treat as having impacted its income or
balance statement. To be conservative, Cambrex treated the $2.6 million as impacting income.
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G.

Legal Standards

33.
Section 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act requires issuers to make and keep books,
records, and accounts that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect transactions and asset
dispositions, and Section 13(b)(2)(B) ofthe Exchange Act requires issuers to devise and maintain a
system of internal controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that transactions are
recorded as necessary to pennit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.
34.
Section 21 C of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission may order any
person who is or was a cause of a violation of any provision of the Exchange Act, due to an act or
omission the person knew or should have known would contribute to the violation, to cease and
desist from committing or causing such violation.

H.

Conclusions

35.
Cambrex failed, over at least a five-year period, to correct long standing
deficiencies in the handling of its intercompany accounts, and failed to reconcile its intercompany
accounts on a monthly or periodic basis. As a result, Cambrex' s books, records and accounts did
not, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect its intercompany accounts or income
statement.
36.
By its failure to implement a system of internal controls sufficient to prevent the
intercompany and group loan accounts from becoming imbalanced, and its failure, on several
occasions, to rectify the intercompany and group loan imbalance problem after becoming aware of
it, Cambrex failed to implement internal accounting controls relating to its intercompany and group
loan accounts which were sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that these accounts were
accurately stated in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
As a result ofthe conduct described above, Cambrex violated Section 13(b)(2)(A)
37.
of the Exchange Act, which requires reporting companies to make and keep books, records, and
accounts which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect their transactions and dispositions
oftheir assets.
38.
Cambrex, as a result of the conduct described above, also violated
Section 13(b)(2)(B) which requires all reporting companies to devise and maintain a system of
internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles.
·

Cambrex's Remedial Efforts
39.
In determining to accept the Offer, the Commission considered remedial acts
promptly undertaken by Respondent and cooperation afforded the Commission staff.
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Undertakings

Cambrex has undertaken to:
40.
Reconcile account balances between and among Cambrex and any of its related
entities (hereinafter, the "intercompany accounts") on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis;
fustitute fonnal, written policies and procedures for reconciling the intercompany
41.
accounts on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis, including, but not limited to, the
implementation of internal controls adopted to ensure that such reconciliatio~ takes place;
42.
For at least two (2) y~ars from the date of the Order, Cambrex shall designate an
experienced accountant within its Finance Department to function as the futercompany and Group
Loan Review Accountant. This individual will be responsible for ensuring compliance with
paragraphs 40-41 above;
43.
For at least two (2) years from the date of the Order, the Cambrex Controller (or
individual with equivalent authority) will certify, at the end of each quarterly reporting period, that:
(i) he or she has supervised the futercompany and Group Loan Accountant; and (ii) Cambrex has
complied with paragraphs 40-42 above;
44.
For at least two (2) years from the date of the Order, Cambrex will employ its
outside auditor to conduct an annual review of its intercompany accounts, the reconciliation of
these accounts and the compliance with the undertakings in this settlement. The company shall
cooperate fully with its outside auditor and shall provide the auditor with access to its files, books,
records, and personnel as reasonably requested for the review. The results of the review will be
presented, both in writing and orally, to both the ChiefFinancial Officer and the ChiefExecutive
Officer no more than 30 days after the conclusion of the annual audit and in writing to the
Commission's staff no more than 30 days after the conclusion of the annual audit;
45.
Maintain and preserve the certifications, pirrsuant to paragraph 43, for a period of
ten (1 0) years from the date of the Order;
Provide a written report, within one hundred twenty (120) calendar days of the date
46.
of the Order to the Commission's staff that details Cambrex's implementation of the undertakings
articulated in paragraphs 40-45; and
4 7.
Cambrex shall send all reports, notices and other written communications with the
Commission's staff in connection with this Order to David Rosenfeld, Associate Regional
Director, United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 3 World Financial Center, Room
4300, New York, New York 10281.
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IV.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondent Cambrex's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that:
A.
Respondent Cambrex cease and desist from committing or causing any violations
and any future violations of Sections 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) ofthe Exchange Act.

B.

Respondent shall comply with the undertakings in Section III above.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

Ou»t.~

By: (Mu M. Peterson
·
Assistant Secretary

I
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR PART 239
[RELEASE NO. 33-8812; FILE NO. S7-10-07]
RIN 3235-AJ89
REVISIONS TO THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIMARY
SECURITIES OFFERINGS ON FORMS S-3 AND F-3
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
SUMMARY: We are proposing to amend the eligibility requirements of Form S-3 and

Form F-3 to allow domestic and foreign private issuers to conduct primary securities
offerings on these forms without regard to the size of their public float or the rating of
debt they are offering, so long as they satisfy the other eligibility conditions of the
respective form and do not sell more than the equivalent of20% of their public float in
primary offerings pursuant to the new instructions on these forms over any period of 12
calendar months. The amendments are intended to allow more companies to benefit from
the greater flexibility and efficiency in accessing the public securities ma1ket~ aff9rded :-

···

~~in~-

by Form S-3 and Form F-3 without compromising investor protection. The proposal
would not extend to shell companies, however, which would be prohibited from using
Form S-3 and Form F-3 for primary offerings until 12 calendar months after they cease
being shell companies.
DATES: Comments should be received on or before [insert date 60 days after date of

publication in the Federal Register].

·

~

ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic Comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://www .sec. gov /rul es/proposed.shtml);

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number
S7-10-07 on the subject line; or

•

Use the Federal Rulemaking Portal (http://www.regulations.gov). Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.

Paper Comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number S7 -10-07. This file number should be included
on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your comments more
efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all comments on the
Commission's Internet Web site (http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml). Comments are
also available for public inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference
Room, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. All comments received will be posted
without change; we do not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You
should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Daniel Greenspan, at (202) 5513430, in the Division of Corporation Finance, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-3010.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We are proposing to amend Form S-3 1 and
Form F-3 2 under the Securities Act of 1933. 3

17CFR239.13.
17 CFR 239.33.
3

15 U.S.C.
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I.

Discussion
A.

Background
1.

Form S-3

Form S-3 is the "short form" used by eligible domestic companies to register
securities offerings under the Securities Act of 1933. The form also allows these
companies to rely on their reports filed under the Securities Exchange Act of 19344 to
satisfy the form's disclosure requirements. Although there have been amendments to
Form S-3 since it was first adopted in 1982, 5 the basic framework still remains. To use
Form S-3, a company must meet the form's registrant requirements, 6 which generally
pertain to reporting history under the Exchange Act/ as well as at least one of the form's
transaction requirements. 8 These transaction requirements provide that companies may
register primary offerings (that is, securities offered by or on behalf of the registrant for
its own account) on Form S-3 only if their non-affiliate equity market capitalization, or
"public float," is a certain size. 9 Transactions involving primary offerings of nonconvertible investment grade securities; certain rights offerings, dividend reinvestment
plans and conversions; and offerings by selling shareholders of securities registered on a

4

15 U.S.C.

78a~~·

Most notably, the Commission adopted a set of comprehensive amendments in 2005 known as
"Securities Offering Reform." See Securities Offering Reform, Release No. 33-8591 (Jul. 19, 2005)
(70 FR 44722). See also Simplification of Registration Procedures for Primary Securities Offerings,
Release No. 33-6964 (Oct. 22, 1992) [57 FR 48970], which is discussed further at n. 12.
6

See General Instruction I.A. ofForm S-3.

7

For example, the form is available only to issuers that have complied with the reporting requirements
ofthe Exchange Act for at least one year. However, issuers of investment grade asset-backed
securities do not need to have a reporting history. See General Instruction I.A.4. of Form S-3.
See General Instruction LB. of Form S-3.
General Instruction I.B.l. of Form S-3.

5

national securities exchange do not require that the company has a minimum public
float. 10
2.

1992 Amendments to Form S-3

As originally adopted, the "public float" requirement for companies eligible to use
Form S-3 to register primary offerings was $150 million. 11 In 1992, the Commission
reduced the minimum float threshold to the current $75 million, based on its analysis of
the trading markets and market following of registrants in various capitalization ranges. 12
When it reduced the required public float to $75 million, the Commission stated that a
large majority of the companies that would become eligible to use Form S-3 for primary
offerings as a result of the reduction in required float had securities traded on either a
national securities exchange or authorized for inclusion on the NASDAQ National
Market System 13 and that approximately two-thirds of the companies were followed by at
least three research analysts. 14 This, combined with the success of the 10-year-old
integrated disclosure system and shelf registration process, persuaded the Commission

10

See General Instructions I.B.2. through I.B.4. of Form S-3.

II

Adoption oflntegrated Disclosure System, Release No. 33-6383 (Mar. 3, 1982) [47 FR 11380].

12

Release No. 33-6964. In that release, the Commission estimated that, as a result of the reduction in
required float, 450 additional companies with an aggregate float of $88 billion would be eligible to
register primary offerings of their securities on Form S-3. This is compared to the Commission's
estimate, in Release No. 33-6943, of370 companies that registered approximately $200 billion of
securities on Form S-3 for delayed primary shelf offerings during calendar year 1991.
As part of this rulemaking, the Commission also reduced the reporting history necessary to register on
Form S-3 from 36 to 12 months for most issuers and eliminated the alternative eligibility test for
primary offerings requiring registrants to have a public float of at least $100 million and an annual
trading volume of at least 3 million shares.

13

There is no longer a distinction between Nasdaq and national securities exchanges. On January 13,
2006, the Commission approved Nasdaq's application for conversion from a national securities
association to a national securities exchange. The NASDAQ Stock Market commenced operations on
August 1, 2006.

14

Simplification of Registration Procedures for Primary Securities Offerings, Release No. 33-6943 (July
16, 1992) [57 FR 32461 ), at p. 6. In this discussion, the Commission stated that "one indicia of market
interest and following of a company is the number of research analysts covering the company."
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that it could extend the benefits of Form S-3 for primary offerings to a larger class of
issuers without compromising the investing public's access to sufficient and timely
information about such issuers. 15
3.

Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies

Recently, the issue of Form S-3 eligibility for primary offerings was addressed by
the Commission's Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies (the "Advisory
Committee"), an advisory committee chartered by the Commission in 2005 to assess the
current regulatory system for smaller companies under U.S. securities laws. 16 In its April
23, 2006 Final Report to the Commission, the Advisory Committee recommended that
we allow all reporting companies listed on a national securities exchange, NASDAQ or
trading on the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board electronic quotation service to be eligible
to use Form S-3 if they have been reporting under the Exchange Act for at least one year
and are current in their reporting at the time of filing.

17

The Advisory Committee noted

that many smaller public companies currently are not eligible to use Form S-3 to register
primary offerings because they do not meet the minimum public float requirement and
are, therefore, not able to take advantage of the efficiencies associated with the use of the
form. As a consequence, the Advisory Committee argued that this restriction placed
limits on the ability of such companies to raise capital. The Advisory Committee also
expressed its view that the reporting obligations of smaller public companies, combined

15

Id.

16

More information about the Advisory Committee is available at http://www.sec.gov/info/smallbus/acspc.shtml.

17

Recommendation IV.P.3. of the Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies
(Apr. 23, 2006) (the "Final Report"), at 68-72. The Final Report is available at
http://www.sec.gov/info/smallbus/acspc/acspc-finalreport.pdf. In addition to elimination of the public
float requirement, Recommendation IV.P.3. also called for (1) elimination of General Instruction
I.A.3.(b) to Form S-3 requiring that the issuer has timely filed all required reports in the last year and

7

with the widespread accessibility over the Internet of documents filed ,with the
Commission, have lessened the need to retain the public float standard in Form S-3. In
the Advisory Committee's view, the Exchange Act reporting obligations of smaller
public companies are comparable today to even the largest reporting companies and,
therefore, compliance with these disclosure requirements "should be sufficient to protect
investors and inform the marketplace about developments in these companies." 18
4.

Reasons for Proposal

The ability to conduct primary offerings on Form S-3 confers significant
advantages on eligible companies. Form S-3 permits the incorporation of required
information by reference to a company's disclosure in its Exchange Act filings, including
Exchange Act reports that were previously filed as well as those that will be filed in the
future. 19 The ability of Form S-3 registrants to incorporate their subsequently filed
Exchange Act reports, often called "forward incorporation," allows for automatic
updating of the registration statement. By contrast, a registrant without the ability to
forward incorporate20 must file a new registration statement or post-effective amendment
to its registration statement to prevent information in the registration statement from

(2) extending Form S-3 eligibility for secondary transactions to issuers quoted on the Over-the-Counter
Bulletin Board.
18

The Final Report, at 69. The Advisory Committee also noted:
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act has required more frequent SEC review of periodic reports as well as
enhanced processes, such as disclosure controls and procedures and certifications by the chief
executive and chief financial officers, which further enhance investor protection.
Id. at 70.

19

°

2

See Item 12 ofForm S-3: "Incorporation of Certain Information by Reference."
For example, Forms S-1 and SB-2 do not allow registrants to forward incorporate their Exchange Act
filings.
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becoming outdated and to update for fundamental changes to the information set forth in
21
.
.
the registratiOn statement

Form S-3 eligibility for primary offerings also enables companies to conduct
primary offerings "off the shelf' under Rule 415 of the Securities Act 22 Rule 415
provides considerable flexibility in accessing the public securities markets from time to
time in response to changes in the market and other factors. Companies that are eligible
to register these primary "shelf' offerings under Rule 415 are permitted to register
securities offerings prior to planning any specific offering and, once the registration
statement is effective, offer securities in one or more tranches without waiting for further
Commission action. In general, post-effective amendments and new registration
statements may be subject to selective review by the Commission staff and must be
declared effective by the Commission or our staff through delegated authority before the
registration statement may be used. again to offer and sell securities? 3 The shelf
eligibility resulting from Form S-3 eligibility and the ability to forward incorporate on

21

See Section IO(a)(3) of the Securities Act (requiring that the information contained in a prospectus
used more than nine months after the effective date be as of a date not more than sixteen months prior
to the effective date) and Item 512(a)(l )(i) and (ii) of Regulation S-K (requiring the inclusion by the
company of an undertaking to file a post-effective amendment to comply with Section 1O(a)(3) of the
Securities Act and to reflect the occurrence of facts or events arising after the effective date that,
individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental change in the information set forth in the
registration statement).

22

Rule 415 [ 17 CFR 230.415] provides that:
(a) Securities may be registered for an offering to be made on a continuous or delayed basis in the
future, Provided, That:
(I) the registration statement pertains only to:

(x) Securities registered (or qualified to be registered) on Form S-3 or Form F-3 which are to be
offered and sold on an immediate, continuous or delayed basis by or on behalf of the registrant, a
majority owned subsidiary of the registrant or a person of which the registrant is a majority-owned
subsidiary.
23

See Section 8(c) of the Securities Act.
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Form S-3, therefore, allow companies to avoid additional delays and interruptions in the
offering process and can reduce or even eliminate the costs associated with preparing and
filing post-effective amendments to the registration statement.
By having more control over the timing of their offerings, these companies can
take advantage of desirable market conditions, thus allowing them to raise capital on
more favorable terms (such as pricing) or to obtain lower interest rates on debt. As a
result, the ability to take securities off the shelf as needed gives issuers a significant
financing alternative to other widely available methods, such as private placements with
shares usually priced at discounted values based in paii on their relative illiquidity. 24
Registration of an offering on Form S-1, the form available to many companies
ineligible to use Form S-3, permits certain issuers 25 to incorporate by reference
previously filed Exchange Act reports, but it does not permit registrants to automatically
update infom1ation in the prospectus by forward incorporation of their Exchange Act
filings. Further, issuers filing registration statements on Form S-1 because they are not
eligible to file on Form S-3 are not permitted to register primary shelf offerings under
Rule 415. Thus, it is harder for Form S-1 registrants to take advantage of favorable
market opportunities. Consequently, we believe that extending Form S-3 short-form
registration to additional issuers should enhance their ability to access the public
securities markets.

24

See, for example, Susan Chaplinsky and David Haushalter, Financing Under Extreme Uncertainty:
Contract Terms and Returns to Private Investments in Public Equity (May 2006), available at:
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=907676 (discussing the typical contractual terms of
PIPEs (Private Investments in Public Equities) financings, where the average purchase discount is
between 18.5% to 19.7%, depending on the types of contractual rights embedded in the securities).

25

See General Instruction VII. to Form S-1, "Eligibility to Use Incorporation by Reference," for the
criteria that registrants on Form S-1 must meet in order to incorporate information by reference.
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Given the great advances in the electronic dissemination and accessibility of
company disclosure transmitted over the Internet over the last several years, 26 we believe
that expanding the class of companies that are permitted to·use Form S-3 for primary ·
securities offerings is once again warranted. In contrast to 1992, when the Commission
last adjusted the issuer eligibility requirements for Form S-3, 27 all filings on Form S-3
now are filed on the Commission's Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval
system ("EDGAR") and, therefore, are available at little or no cost to anyone interested in
obtaining the information. While we believe that retaining some restrictions on Form S-3
eligibility is still advisable, we nevertheless agree with the Advisory Committee that
more companies should benefit from the greater flexibility and efficiency in accessing the
capital markets afforded by Form S-3. Accordingly, we are proposing to amend the Form
S-3 eligibility requirements to permit registrants other than shell companies to use Form
S-3 for primary offerings, whether or not they satisfy the minimum $75 million float
threshold, so long as they stay within certain offering size limitations and otherwise
satisfy the eligibility requirements of the form, such as timely Exchange Act reporting for
at least the prior year.

26

See, for example, Internet Availability of Proxy Materials, Release No. 34-52926 (Dec. 8, 2005) [70
FR 74597] and the Final Report of the Advisory Committee, at 69:
The Commission has recently taken several steps acknowledging the widespread accessibility over
the Internet of documents filed with the Commission. In its recent release concerning Internet
delivery of proxy materials, the Commission notes that recent data indicates that up to 75% of
Americans have access to the Internet in their homes, and that this percentage is increasing
steadily among all age groups. As a result we believe that investor protection would not be
materially diminished if all reporting companies on a national securities exchange, NASDAQ or
the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board were permitted to utilize Form S-3 and the associated
benefits of incorporation by reference.

27

See Release No. 33-6964.
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B. Proposed Revisions to Form S-3
Specifically, we are proposing new General Instruction I.B.6. to Form S-3 to
allow companies with less than $75 million in public float to register primary offerings of
their securities on Form S-3, 28 provided:
•

they meet the other registrant eligibility conditions for the use of Form S-3; 29

•

they are not shell companies 30 and have not been shell companies for at least
12 calendar months before filing the registration statement; and

•

they do not sell more than the equivalent of20% of their public float in
primary offerings under General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 over any
period of 12 calendar months. 31

28

As mentioned inn. 17 above, as part ofRecommendation IV.P.3 of the Final Report, the Advisory
Committee also recommended that the Commission extend S-3 eligibility for secondary transactions to
issuers quoted on the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board. General Instruction I.B.3. to Form S-3 limits
the use of the form for secondary offerings to securities "listed and registered on a national securities
exchange or ... quoted on the automated quotation system of a national securities association," a
restriction that excludes the securities of Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board and Pink Sheet issuers.
Notwithstanding the Advisory Committee's recommendation, we are not at this time proposing to
amend the Form S-3 eligibility rules for secondary offerings because of the potential for abusive
primary offerings disguised as secondary offerings. As such, this rulemaking proposal pertains only to
Form S-3 eligibility for primary securities offerings and is not intended to encompass or otherwise
impact existing requirements for secondary offerings on Form S-3. In this regard, we also are not
revising the interpretive positions on secondary offering eligibility under General Instruction I.B.3.

29

See General Instruction I.A. of Form S-3. Among other things, General Instruction I.A. requires that
the registrant:
has a class of securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) or 12(g) of the Exchange Act or
is required to file reports pursuant to Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act; and
has been subject to the requirements of Section 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act and has filed
in a timely manner all the material required to be filed pursuant to Section 13, 14 or 15(d) for
a period of at least twelve calendar months immediately preceding the filing of the Form S-3
registration statement.

30

The term "shell company" is defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act [17 CFR 230.405]. See also
Use ofForm S-8, Form 8-K, and Form 20-F by Shell Companies, Release No. 33-8587 (July 15, 2005)
[70 FR 42233] (adopting definition of shell company).

31

The meaning of the phrase "period of 12 calendar months" is intended to be consistent with the way in
which the phrase "12 calendar months" is used for purposes of the registrant eligibility requirements in
Form S-3. A "calendar month" is a month beginning on the first day of the month and ending on the
last day of that month. For example, for purposes of Form S-3 registrant eligibility, if a registrant were
not timely on a Form 10-Q due on September 15, 2006, but was timely thereafter, it would first be
eligible to use Form S-3 on October I, 2007. Similarly, for purposes of proposed General Instruction
I.B.6. of Form S-3, if a registrant relies on this Instruction to conduct a shelftakedown equivalent to
20% of its public float on September 15,2007, it will next be eligible to do another takedown
(assuming no change in its float) on October 1, 2008.

12

As a result, even companies not traded on a national securities exchange could
potentially avail themselves of this new eligibility rule so long as they were able to
satisfy the registrant eligibility requirements provided in General Instruction I.A. 32 This
would include companies quoted on the Over-the-Counter-Bulletin Board and Pink
Sheets quotation services. We note that the Over-the-Counter-Bulletin Board requires
quoted issuers to be registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act 33 and filing
Exchange Act reports or otherwise filing periodic reports with the appropriate regulatory
agency. Moreover, we have built into our proposed rule the condition that an eligible
company must be required to file Exchange Act reports and has timely filed all such
reports for the 12 calendar months and any portion of a month preceding the filing of the
registration statement.
To ascertain the amount of securities that may be sold pursuant to Fonn S-3 by
registrants with a public float below $75 million, the proposal contemplates a two-step
process:
•

determination of the registrant's public float immediately prior to the intended
sale; and
aggregation of all sales of the registrant's securities pursuant to primary
offerings under General Instruction I.B.6. ofForm S-3 in the previous 12month period (including the intended sale) to determine whether the 20%
limitation would be exceeded.

32

Form S-3 eligibility under proposed General Instruction l.B.6 and Form F-3 eligibility under proposed
General Instruction l.B.5. is not intended to have broader implications under our rules beyond an
issuer's ability to conduct a primary offering on Form S-3 or Form F-3, as applicable. That is, an
issuer's eligibility to use Form S-3 or Form F-3 under those proposed additional form instructions does
not mean that the issuer meets the requirements of Form S-3 or Form F-3 for purposes of any other
rule or regulation of the Commission (apart from Rule 415(a)(l)(x), which pertains to shelf
registration). See Instruction 6 to proposed General Instruction l.B.6. of Form S-3 and Instruction 6 to
proposed General Instruction l.B.5. of Form F-3.

33

15 U.S.C. 78!.
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The proposal would require registrants to compute their public float by reference to the
price at which their common equity was last sold, or the average of the bid and asked
prices of their common equity, in the principal market for the common equity as of a date
within 60 days prior to the date of sale. 34 Then, for purposes of calculating the aggregate
market value of securities sold during the preceding period of 12 calendar months, the
proposal would require that registrants add together the gross sales price for all primary
offerings pursuant to proposed Instruction I.B.6. to Form S-3 during the preceding period
of 12 calendar months. Based on that calculation, registrants would be permitted to sell
securities with a value up to, but not greater than, the difference between 20% of their
public float and the value of securities sold in primary offerings on Form S-3 under
proposed Instruction I.B.6. in the prior period of 12 calendar months. 35 We have placed
the cap of 20% in order to allow an offering that is large enough to help an issuer meet its
financing needs when market opportunities arise but small enough to take into account
the effect such new issuance may have on the market for a thinly traded security.

34

The determination of public float is based on a public trading market for the registrant's common
equity. This is the same requirement in General Instruction LB. I. of Form S-3 and Form F-3 that a
registrant have a $75 million market value and in the definition of accelerated filer in Exchange Act
Rule l2b-2 [17 CFR 240.12b2]. Therefore, an entity with common equity securities outstanding but
not trading in any public trading market would not be entitled to sell securities in a primary offering on
Form S-3 under this proposal. Note that the determination of public float for purposes of form
eligibility in current General Instruction I.B.l ofForm S-3 is based on the price of the registrant's
common equity within 60 days prior to the date of filing the registration statement. The determination
of "aggregate market value" for purposes of determining an issuer's status as an accelerated filer under
Rule l2b-2 is based on the market price of the issuer's equity as of the last business day of the issuer's
most recently completed second fiscal quarter.

35

As proposed, the method of calculating the 20% limit on sales is the same whether the registrant is
selling equity or debt securities, or a combination of both. If the proposed 20% limitation excluded
debt, there is some concern that we would be inadvertently encouraging issuances of debt securities
over equity. Because we do not intend for the rule to dictate or otherwise influence the overall form
of security that companies offer, we have drafted the 20% limit on sales to include both equity and
debt.
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This aggregate gross sales price includes the sales of equity as well as debt
offerings. Therefore, these registrants would now be eligible to offer non-investment
grade debt on Form S-3. 36 In the case of securities that are convertible into or exercisable
for equity shares, such as convertible debt or warrants, however, we are proposing that
registrants calculate the amount of securities they may sell in any period of 12 calendar
months by reference to the aggregate market value of the underlying equity shares in lieu
of the market value of the convertible securities. The aggregate market value of the
underlying equity would be based on the maximum number of shares into which the
securities sold in the prior period of 12 calendar months are convertible as of a date
within 60 days prior to the date of sale, multiplied by the same per share market price of
the registrant's equity used for purposes of calculating its public float pursuant to
Instruction 1 to proposed General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3. We believe calculating
the 20% cap based on the market value of the underlying securities makes it less likely
that convertible securities would be structured and offered in a manner designed to avoid
the effectiveness of the cap.
It is important to note that the proposed 20% limit on sales is not intended to

impact a holder's ability to convert or exercise derivative securities purchased from the
company. For example, the 20% limit would apply to the amount of common stock
warrants that a company could sell under Form S-3, and the number of common shares
into which the warrants are exercisable would be relevant for determining the company's
compliance with the 20% rule at the time the warrants were sold, but would not impede
the purchaser's later exercise of the warrants.

36

Currently, registrants may offer non-convertible investment grade debt securities on Form S-3
regardless of the size of their public float. See General Instruction I.B.2. to Form S-3.
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Consistent with our desire to ensure that the expansion of Form S-3 eligibility
does not diminish the protection of investors, the proposal specifically excludes shell
companies, which will be prohibited from registering securities in primary offerings on
Form S-3 unless they meet the minimum $75 million float threshold of General
Instruction I.B.l. 37 While we are not passing on the relative merits of shell companies
and we recognize that these entities are used for many legitimate business purposes, we
have repeatedly stated our belief that these entities may give rise to disclosure abuses. 38
Under the proposal, a former shell company that cannot meet the $75 million float
criterion but otherwise satisfies the registrant requirements of Form S-3 will become
eligible to use Form S-3 to register primary offerings of its securities:

37

•

12 calendar months after it ceases being a shell company;

•

has filed information that would be required in a registration statement on
Form 10, Form 10-SB or F01m 20-F, as applicable, to register a class of
securities under Section 12 ofthe Exchange Act; and

•

has been timely reporting for 12 calendar months. 39

This prohibition is intended to apply equally to "blank check companies," as such entities are defined
in Rule 419 of the Securities Act. However, because we believe that the definition of "shell company"
under Rule 405 is expansive enough to encompass blank check companies for purposes of excluding
them from S-3 eligibility under proposed General Instruction I.B.6., we do not exclude them
separately. See Use of Form S-8 and Form 8-K by Shell Companies, Release No. 33-8407 (Apr. 15,
2004) [69 FR 21650), at n. 20:
We believe that under today's proposals all blank check companies as defined in Rule 419 would
be considered shell companies until they acquire an operating business or more than nominal
assets. Not all shell companies, however, would be classified as blank check companies under
Rule 419.

38

See, for example, Release No. 33-8591; Release No. 33-8587; Delayed Pricing for Certain Registrants,
Release No. 33-7393 (Feb. 20, 1997) [62 FR 9276]; and Penny Stock Definition for Purposes of Blank
Check Rule, Release No. 33-7024 (Oct. 25, 1993) [58 FR 58099].

39

Similarly, Form S-8 is not available to shell companies or to former shell companies until 60 days after
they have ceased being shell companies and have filed information that would be required in a
registration statement on Form 10, Form 10-SB or Form 20-F, as applicable, to register a class of
securities under Section 12 of the Exchange Act. See Release No. 33-8587. Unlike the eligibility
rules of Form S-8, however, a company must be reporting for at least 12 calendar months before it is
eligible under any criteria to use Form S-3. Therefore, instead of the 60-day delay required by Form
S-8, it is more appropriate for a shell company to be prohibited from using the proposed new
provisions of S-3 and F-3 until at least 12 calendar months after it ceases being a shell company.
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Ordinarily, this information would be filed in a current report on Form 8-K reporting
completion of the transaction that causes it to cease being a shell company. 40 In other
cases, the information may be filed in a Form 10, Form 10-SB or Form 20-F. Consistent
with the current registrant eligibility rules of Form S-3 and Form F-3 that require at least
12 calendar months of timely reporting, the proposed 12 calendar-month delay is
intended to provide investors in the former shell company with the benefit of 12 full
months of disclosure in the newly structured entity prior to its use of Form S-3 or Form
F-3 for primary securities offerings.
As proposed, the 20% limitation is designed to allow issuers flexibility. Because
the restriction on the amount of securities that can be sold over a period of 12 calendar
months is calculated by reference to a registrant's public float immediately prior to a
contemplated sale, as opposed to the time of the initial filing of the registration statement,
the amount of securities that an issuer is permitted to sell can· continue to grow over time
as the issuer's public float increases. Therefore, the value of20% of a registrant's float
during the period that a shelf registration statement is effective may, at any given time, be
much greater than at the time the registration statement was initially filed. Registrants
may therefore benefit from increases in the size of their public float during the time the
registration statement is effective. Conversely, the amount of securities that an issuer is
permitted to sell at any given time may also decrease if the issuer's public float contracts.
It is important to note, however, that a contraction in a registrant's float, such that the

value of20% of the float decreases from the time the registration statement was initially
40

Items 2.0l(f) and 5.0l(a)(8) ofForm 8-K require a company in a transaction where the company
ceases being a shell company to file a current report on Form 8-K containing the information (or
identifying the previous filing in which the information is included) that would be required in a
registration statement on Form I 0 or Form 10-SB to register a class of securities under Section 12 of
the Exchange Act.
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filed, would not necessarily run afoul of the 20% limitation because the relevant point in
time for determining whether a registrant has exceeded the threshold would be the time of
sale. If the sale of securities, together with all securities sold in the preceding period of
12 calendar months, does not exceed 20% of the registrant's float calculated within 60
days of the sale, then the transaction would not violate proposed Instruction I.B.6. to
Form S-3 even if the registrant's public float later drops to a level such that the prior sale
now accounts for over 20% of the new lower float. 41
Because Form S-3 registrants who meet the $75 million float threshold of General
Instruction I.B.1. at the time their registration statement is filed are not subject to
restrictions on the amount of securities they may sell under the registration statement
even if their float falls below $75 million subsequent to the effective date of the Form
S-3, we believe it is appropriate to provide issuers registering on Form S-3 pursuant to
proposed General Instruction I.B.6. the same flexibility if their float increases to a level
that equals or exceeds $75 million subsequent to the effective date of their Form S-3
without the additional burden of filing a new Form S-3 registration statement. Therefore,
we are proposing an instruction to I.B.6. that lifts the 20% restriction on additional sales
in the event that the registrant's float increases to $75 million or more subsequent to the
effective date. Of course, pursuant to Rule 401, registrants would also be required to
recompute their public float each time an amendment to the Form S-3 is filed for the
purpose of updating the registration statement in accordance with Section 1O(a)(3) of the
41

Along these lines, under the proposal registrants would be able to sell up to the equivalent of the full
20% of their public float immediately following the effective date of their registration statement,
provided that there were no prior sales pursuant to proposed General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3.
This is consistent with Rule 415(a)(I)(x), which was amended in 2005 to allow primary offerings on
Form S-3 or Form F-3 to occur immediately after effectiveness of a shelf in registration statement. See
Release No. 33-8591. Assuming that the sale of the entire 20% allotted under the proposal complied
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Securities Act-typically when an annual report on Form 10-K is filed. In the event that
the registrant's public float as of the date of the filing of the annual report is less than $75
million, the 20% restriction would be reimposed for all subsequent sales made pursuant
to General Instruction I.B.6. and would remain in place until the registrant's float equaled
or exceeded $75 million.
The following examples illustrate how the proposed Instruction would operate. 42
For purposes of these examples, we are assuming that the hypothetical registrants satisfy
the registrant eligibility requirements in General Instruction LA. of Form S-3 and are not
shell companies.
Example A
On January 1, 2008, a registrant with a public float of$50 million files a shelf
registration statement on Form S-3 pursuant to proposed General Instruction I.B.6.
intending to register the registrant's offer and sale of up to $20 million of debt and equity
securities over the next three years from time to time as market opportunities arise. 43 The
registration statement is subsequently declared effective. In March 2008, the registrant
decides to sell common stock off the registration statement. To determine the amount of
securities that it may sell in connection with the intended takedown, the registrant
calculates its public float as of a date within 60 days prior to the anticipated date of sale,
pursuant to Instruction 1 to proposed General Instruction I.B.6. Calculating that its
public float is now $55 million, the registrant determines that the total market value of all

with the rule at the time of the takedown, the subsequent contraction in the registrant's public float
would not invalidate this prior sale.
42

The examples that follow are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to be indicative of
market activity.

43

Although only 20% of the public float may be sold in any year, a company may register a larger
amount.
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sales effected pursuant to Instruction I.B.6. over the past year, including the intended
sale, may not exceed $11 million, or 20% of the registrant's float. Since the registrant
has not previously filed on Form S-3 and has made no prior sales off the subject Form
S-3, it is able to sell the entire $11 million off the subject Form S-3.
Assuming that it sold the entire $11 million of securities in March 2008, the
registrant in September 2008 once again contemplates a takedown off the shelf. It
determines that its public float (as calculated pursuant to Instruction 1 to proposed
General Instruction I.B.6.) has risen to $60 million. Because 20% of$60 million is $12
million, the registrant is now able to sell additional securities in accordance with
proposed General Instruction I.B.6(a), even though in March 2008 it took down the
equivalent of what was then the entire 20% of its float. However, because the registrant
has already sold $11 million worth of its securities within the 12 calendar months prior to
the contemplated sale, the registrant may sell no more than $1 million of additional
securities at this time.
In December 2008, the registrant determines that its public float has risen to $85
million. To this point, assuming it has only sold an aggregate of $12 million of its
securities pursuant to the subject Form S-3 as described above, it has $8 million of
securities remaining on the registration statement and potentially available for takedown
(the total amount registered of $20 million, less the $12 million previously sold).
Because 20% of $85 million is $17 million, and the registrant has already sold $12
million within the previous year, Instruction I.B.6.(a) would, in most circumstances,
prohibit the registrant from selling more than an additional $5 million of securities in the
latest offering. However, under Instruction 3 to proposed General Instruction I.B.6., the
registrant is no longer subject to the 20% limitation on annual sales because its float has
20

exceeded $75 million. If it chooses, the registrant may sell the entire remaining $8
million of securities all at once or in separate tranches at any time until the company
updates the registration statement pursuant to Section 10(a)(3) by filing a Form 10-K.
This will be the case even if the registrant's float subsequently falls below $75 million
until it files that Form 10-K.
Example B
A registrant has 12 million shares of voting common equity outstanding held by
nonaffiliates. The market price of this stock is $5, so the registrant has a public float of
$60 million. The registrant has an effective Form S-3 shelf registration statement filed in
reliance on proposed General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 pursuant to which the
registrant wants to issue $10 million of convertible debt securities which will be
convertible into common stock at a 10% discount to the market price of the common
stock. Pursuant to Instruction 2 to proposed General Instruction I.B.6., the amount of
securities issued is measured by reference to the value of the underlying common stock
rather than the amount for which the debt securities will be sold. At the 10% discount,
the conversion price is at $4.50 and, as a result, 2,222,222 shares currently underlie the
$10 million of convertible debt. Because the current market price of those underlying
shares is $5, the value of the securities being offered for purposes of General Instruction
I.B.6. is $11,111,110 (2,222,222 shares at $5 per share), which is less than the $12
million allowed by the 20% cap (20% of $60 million).
After the convertible debt securities are sold and are outstanding, the registrant
contemplates an additional takedown. To determine the amount of securities that the
registrant may sell under General Instruction I.B.6. in the anticipated offering, the
registrant must know its current public float and must calculate the aggregate market
21

..
value o'f all securities sold in the last year on Form S-3 pursuant to General Instruction
I.B.6. Instruction 2 to proposed General Instruction I.B.6. requires that the registrant
compute the market value of convertible debt securities sold under I.B.6. by reference to
the value of the underlying common stock rather than the amount for which the debt
securities were sold. With respect to the notes that were sold and have been converted,
the aggregate market value of the underlying common stock is calculated by multiplying
the number of common shares into which the outstanding convertible securities were
converted times the market price on the day of conversion. With respect to the notes that
were sold but have not yet been converted, the aggregate market value of the underlying
common stock is calculated by multiplying the maximum number of common shares into
which the notes are convertible as of a date within 60 days 44 prior to the anticipated sale
by the per share market price of the registrant's equity used for purposes of determining
its current float.
In this example, assume that the registrant has a current per share stock price of
$5.55. If half of the notes converted into common stock while the per share market price
was $5.00 ($4.50 discount), then, for purposes of Instruction 2 to proposed General
Instruction I.B.6., the value of that prior issuance is $5,555,555 (half of the notes divided
by the discounted conversion price of $4.50 and then multiplied by $5, the market price
on the day of conversion).
As for the notes that have not yet been converted, the aggregate market value of
the underlying common stock is determined by calculating the number of shares that may

44

Note that the date chosen by the registrant for determination of the maximum number of shares
underlying the convertible notes must be the same date that the registrant chooses for determining its
market price in connection with the calculation of public float pursuant to proposed General Instruction
l.B.6. See Instruction 5 to proposed General Instruction l.B.6.
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be received upon conversion and multiplying that by the current market value of $5.55.
Therefore, the outstanding note amount ($5 million) is divided by the discount
conversion price ($5), resulting in 1,000,000 shares and this is then multiplied by the
current market value of$5.55. Thus, for purposes oflnstruction 2 to proposed General
Instruction I.B.6., $5,550,000 is the value of the outstanding notes that have not yet been
converted. Adding this to the value of the notes that have already been converted results
in a total value of $11,105,555 having been issued under this Form S-3.
To determine the amount of additional securities that the registrant may sell under
General Instruction I.B.6, the registrant would add the value of the notes issued
($11, 105,555) plus the value of all other securities sold by the registrant pursuant to
Instruction I.B.6. during the preceding year. If this amount is less than 20% of the
registrant's current public float, it may sell additional securities with a value up to, but
not greater than, the difference between 20% of its current public float and the value of
all securities sold by it pursuant to Instruction I.B.6. during the preceding year.
Example C
A registrant has an effective registration statement on Form S-3 through which it
intends to conduct shelf offerings of its securities. The Form S-3 was filed pursuant to
proposed General Instruction I.B.6. At the time of its first shelf takedown, the
registrant's public float is equal to $20 million (which means that the maximum amount
available to be sold under the 20% cap would be $4 million). Based on proposed General
Instruction I.B.6( a), the registrant sells $3 million available of its debt securities. Six
months later, the registrant's public float has decreased to $10 million. The registrant
wishes to conduct an additional takedown off the shelfbut, because of the reduction in its
float, it is prohibited from doing so. This is because with a public float of $10 million,
23

General Instruction I.B.6(a) would only allow the registrant to sell a maximum of$2
million worth of securities (20% of $10 million) pursuant to the registration statement
during the prior period of 12 calendar months that ends on the date of the contemplated
sale. However, the registrant has already sold securities valued (for purposes of proposed
General Instruction I.B.6.) at $3 million in the 6 months prior to the contemplated sale
and so must wait until at least full year has passed since the $3 million sale of debt
securities to undertake another offering off the Form S-3 unless its float increases. Note
that although the registrant's float would not allow additional sales, the $3 million
takedown of securities 6 months prior does not violate the 20% restriction because, at the
time of that prior sale, the registrant's float was $20 million.

Because allowing smaller public companies to take advantage of shelf primary
offerings on Form S-3 would permit such companies to avail themselves of periodic
takedowns without further Commission action or prior staff review, some concerns have
been raised. 45 Although the Commission staff may review registration statements before

45

For example, see Report of the Task Force on Disclosure Simplification (Mar. 5, 1996) (the "Task
Force"), available at http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/smpl.htm. Among other things, the Task Force
made several recommendations to amend the shelf registration procedure "so as to provide increased
flexibility to a wider array of companies with respect to their capital-raising activities." These
recommendations included a "modified form of shelf registration" that would have allowed smaller
companies to price their securities on a delayed basis for up to one year in order to time securities
offerings more effectively with opportunities in the marketplace. The Task Force stated:
While this recommendation will afford small companies time and cost savings, the Task Force
appreciates concerns raised about possible ad~erse effects shelf registration may have on the
adequacy and accuracy of disclosures provided to investors, on Commission oversight of the
disclosures and on the role of underwriters in the registration process. These concerns are similar
to those raised when the shelf registration rule was first being considered on a temporary basis and
was made available to any offering including an initial public offering.
See also, Delayed Pricing for Certain Registrants, Release No. 33-7393 (Feb. 20, 1997) [62 FR 9276].
Following on the Task Force's recommendations, the Commission proposed to permit certain smaller
companies to price registered securities offerings on a delayed basis for up to one year after
effectiveness. The Commission noted, however:
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they are declared effective, individual takedowns are not subject to prior selective staff
review. Under the current rules, if these issuers were instead using Form S-1 or Form
SB-2, they would be required to file separate registration statements for each new
offering, which would be subject to pre-offering selective staff review before going
effective.
While we recognize that extending the benefits of shelf registration to an
expanded group of companies will, by necessity, limit the staffs direct prior involvement
in takedowns of securities off the shelf, we believe that the risks will be justified by the
benefits that will accrue by facilitating the capital formation efforts of smaller public
companies. As we have discussed elsewhere in this release, the risks to investor
protection by expanding the base of companies eligible for primary offerings on Form
S-3 have been significantly mitigated by technological advances affecting the manner in
which companies communicate with investors, allowing widespread, direct, and
contemporaneous accessibility to company disclosure at little or no cost. Moreover, the
scope of disclosure obligations and liability of smaller public companies under the federal
securities laws are sufficiently comparable for these purposes to the largest reporting
companies such that the proposed expansion of Form S-3 primary offering eligibility
should not adversely impact investors. 46

Concerns have been raised that the expedited access to the markets that would be provided by
these proposals could make it difficult for gatekeepers, particularly underwriters, to perform
adequate due diligence for the smaller companies that would be eligible to use expanded Rule
430A.
46

We acknowledge that the companies implicated in this rulemaking are not yet subject to Section 404 of
Sarbanes-Oxley. See Internal Control Over Financial Reporting in Exchange Act Periodic Reports of
Non-Accelerated Filers and Newly Public Companies, Release No. 33-8760 (Dec. 15, 2006) [71 FR
76580]. We have taken steps to implement a plan to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
Section 404 implementation, including its scalability to smaller companies. See Commission
Guidance Regarding Management's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Under
Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Release No. 34-55929 (June 20, 2007).
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Although we believe that the public securities markets have benefited from
advances in both technology and corporate disclosure requirements, we are nevertheless
mindful that companies with a smaller market capitalization as a group have a
comparatively smaller market following than larger, well-seasoned issuers and are more
thinly traded. Securities in thinly traded markets may be more vulnerable to potential
manipulative practices. In this regard, to ensure that shelf eligibility is expanded with
appropriate moderation and attention to the continued protection of investors, we have
proposed to exclude shell companies from eligibility and to impose a 20% restriction on
the amount of securities that can be sold into the market on Form S-3 in any period of 12
calendar months by issuers with a public float below $75 million. 47 By placing such
restrictions on the expansion of Form S-3 eligibility, we believe we are mitigating the
potential for abuse that could result as a function of the increase in the volume of smaller
public company securities sold in primary offerings on Form S-3. At the same time, we
believe that the 20% limit will be sufficient to accommodate the capital raising needs of
the large majority of smaller public companies. 48
We note that the Advisory Committee, in its May 2006 Final Report to the
Commission, expressed support for a more expansive rule change, with no suggestion of
a limitation on Form S-3 eligibility other than current required Exchange Act reporting
and listed on a national securities exchange or the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board.
47

Under the proposal, offerings above the 20% limitation would violate the form requirements, and may
have implications under Section 5.

48

In connection with this rulemaking, the Division of Corporation Finance undertook a review of shelf
registration takedowns in 2006 by companies with a public float of moderate size. Specifically, the
Division looked at all prospectus supplements filed pursuant to shelf registration statements in calendar
year 2006 by companies with a public float between $75 million and $140 million. While we
observed a wide range of variously sized shelf takedowns (from less than I% of float to greater than
80% of float), the data suggests that limiting smaller public companies to 20% of their public float in
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However, we are not at this time proposing such a less restrictive eligibility requirement.
We believe that by restricting the applicability of the revised eligibility rule to companies
that are not shell companies and by imposing the 20% limitation on the amount of
securities that smaller public companies may sell pursuant to primary offerings on Form
S-3, as described, the proposal strikes the appropriate balance between helping to
facilitate capital formation through the securities markets and our objective of investor
protection. If the amendment is adopted as proposed, this would not foreclose the
possibility that we may revisit the appropriateness of this 20% restriction at a later time.
However, we believe that limiting the expanded use of S-3 as proposed will allow us to
consider the impacts of the expansion in an environment where there are limitations so
that investor protection concerns are addressed.
C.

Proposed Revisions to Form F-3

Form F-3, which was designed to parallel Form S-3,49 is the equivalent short-form
registration form available for use by "foreign private issuers" 50 to register securities
offerings under the Securities Act. Sirp.ilar to Form S-3, Form F-3 is available to foreign

any 12-month period strikes the appropriate balance between the capital needs of these companies and
investor protection concerns.
49

See Integrated Disclosure System for Foreign Private Issuers, Release No. 33-6360 (Nov. 20, 1981)
[46 FR 58511], at 7:
The three forms proposed under the Securities Act roughly parallel proposed Forms S-1, S-2 and
S-3 in the domestic integration system, but the foreign system is based on the Form 20-F instead
of the Form 10-K and annual report to shareholders as the uniform disclosure package.

50

The term "foreign private issuer" is defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act to mean any foreign
issuer other than a foreign government except an issuer meeting the following conditions:
( 1) More than 50 percent of the outstanding voting securities of such issuer are directly or
indirectly owned of record by residents of the United States; and
(2) Any of the following:
(i) The majority of the executive officers or directors are United States citizens or residents;
(ii) More than 50 percent of the assets of the issuer are located in the United States; or
(iii) The business of the issuer is administered principally in the United States.
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private issuers that satisfy the form's registrant requirements and at least one of the
form's transaction requirements. 5 1 The Form F-3 registrant requirements are similar to
Form S-3 and generally relate to a registrant's reporting history under the Exchange
Act. 52 In addition, like the Form S-3 registration statement, Form F-3 limits the ability of
registrants to conduct primary offerings on the form unless their public float equals or
exceeds a particular threshold. 53
As with Form S-3, the Commission has attempted to limit the availability of Form
F-3 for primary offerings to a class of companies believed to provide a steady stream of
corporate disclosure that is broadly digested and disseminated to the marketplace. When
the Commission adopted Form F-3 in 1982, 54 it set the public float test for foreign issuers
at $300 million in response to public comment recommending that the numerical test for
foreign issuers be much greater than for domestic registrants. 55 In 1994, however, the
Commission reduced this threshold to $75 million in order to extend to foreign issuers the

51

See General Instruction I. of Form F-3: "Eligibility Requirements for Use of Form F-3."

52

One difference is that, unlike Form S-3, General Instruction I.A.1. of Form F-3 requires that registrants
have previously filed at least one annual report on Form 20-F, Form 10-K or, in certain cases, Form
40-F under the Exchange Act. For an explanation of this difference, see Simplification of Registration
and Reporting Requirements for Foreign Companies; Safe Harbors for Public Announcements of
Unregistered Offerings and Broker-Dealer Research Reports, Release No. 33-7029 (Nov. 3, 1993) at 3;
and Simplification of Registration and Reporting Requirements for Foreign Companies; Safe Harbors
for Public Announcements of Unregistered Offerings and Broker-Dealer Research Reports, Release
No. 33-7053 (Apr. 19, 1994), at 2 (explaining that the requirement was adopted "in order to ensure
that information regarding the issuer is available to the market").

53

See General Instruction I.B.1. ofForm F-3. Note that, unlike Form S-3, the Instruction makes
reference to the registrant's "worldwide" public float.

54

Adoption of Foreign Issuer Integrated Disclosure System, Release No. 33-6437 (Nov. 19, 1982) [47
FR 54764}.

55

See Release No. 33-7029, at 2.
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benefits of short-form registration "to the same extent available to domestic
companies." 56 In explaining its rationale, the Commission stated:
[Our] experience with foreign issuers, as well as the internationalization of
securities markets, indicates that foreign issuers with a public float of$75
million or more have a degree of analyst following in their world-wide
markets comparable to similarly-sized domestic companies. 57
As a result, the Commission believed that expanding Form F-3 eligibility by lowering the
float standard to $75 million would give foreign issuers the same capital raising
advantages enjoyed by domestic issuers on Form S-3 without compromising investor
.

protection.

58

In order to maintain the rough equivalency between Form S-3 and Form F-3,
which have had the same public float criteria for primary offering eligibility since 1994, 59
we are proposing amendments to Form F-3 !hat are comparable to our proposed changes
to Form S-3. Specifically, proposed General Instruction I.B.5. to Form F-3 would allow
foreign private issuers with less than $75 million in worldwide public float to register
primary offerings of their securities on Form F-3, provided:

56

Release No. 33-7053, at 2. In the same rulemaking, the Commission also reduced the reporting history
requirement in Form F-3 from 36 to 12 months to match the eligibility criteria applicable to domestic
companies using Fom1 S-3.
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Release No. 33-7029, at 2.

58

In the release adopting this change to the Form F-3 eligibility requirements, the Commission stated:
These provisions are part of the ongoing efforts of the Commission to ease the transition of
foreign companies into the U.S. disclosure system, enhance the efficiencies of the registration and
reporting processes and lower costs of compliance, where consistent with investor protection.
Release No. 33-7053, at 2.

59

The Commission's adoption of the "Securities Offering Reform" amendments in July 2005 is a recent
instance where parallel changes were made to Form S-3 and Form F-3. See Release No. 33-8591. For
example, the 2005 amendments provided that the ability to conduct an automatic shelf offering under
both Form S-3 and Form F-3 is limited to registrants that qualify as "well-known seasoned issuers"
under Rule 405 of the Securities Act. We note the minimum public float threshold required to be a
well-known seasoned issuer is the same for both Form S-3 and Form F-3.
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•

they meet the other registrant eligibility conditions for the use of Form F-3;

•

they are not shell companies and have not been shell companies for at least 12
calendar months before filing the registration statement; and

•

they do not sell more than the equivalent of 20% of their public float in
primary offerings under General Instruction I.B.5. on Form F-3 over any
period of 12 calendar months.

D.

Request for Comment

We request and encourage any interested person to submit comments on the
proposal and any other matters that might have an impact on the proposal. With respect
to any comments, we note that such comments are of greatest assistance to our
rulemaking initiative if accompanied by supporting data and analysis of the issues
addressed in those comments. In addition to general comment, we encourage
commenters to address the following specific questions:

60

•

Is the proposed change in the public float eligibility criteria for Forms S-3 and
F-3 appropriate? Is our assumption correct that it is appropriate to lift the
public float restrictions in a limited manner given advances in the electronic
dissemination and accessibility of company disclosure transmitted over the
Internet?

•

In this regard, in what way is market following an important criteria in light of
these technological changes? 60

•

The Form S-3 eligibility requirement for primary offerings which requires
minimum public float was last set in 1992 at $75 million. Based on the
Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index (PCEPI) and the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), ifthis threshold were adjusted for inflation, it would equal
between $100-110 million, respectively, in today' s dollars. Does this suggest
that we should not adopt this proposal and leave the form eligibility
requirements unchanged, since by retaining $75 million as the minimum and
not raising it to at least $100 million to account for inflation, we are in effect
allowing a lower threshold than was established in 1992?

•

Should the Commission retain the float test in all cases for primary offerings,

See Release No. 33-6383, at 8 (discussing the objective of relating short-form registration to the
existence of widespread following in the marketplace).
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but set it below $75 million? Should the float test be higher than $75 million?
•

Should we make parallel changes to Forms S-3 and F-3, as proposed? If not,
in what way should they be different? For example, are there special
conditions relating to foreign issuers that would make any of the proposed
amendments not appropriate ot should they be tailored in any way?

•

Is there a more appropriate criteria to determine eligibility for primary
offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 than public float? Given the more limited
liquidity of companies with a public float less than $75 million, would a more
appropriate criteria for eligibility relate to Average Daily Trading Volume for
the prior year? If so, is 25% of Average Daily Traded Volume an appropriate
cap (for ADTV) per year? Should the cap be based on dollar volume traded
per day? If not, how would the criteria be evaluated for purposes of
determining issuances other than common stock? If Average Daily Trading
Volume is used as the criteria instead of public float, over what period should
the average be calculated?

•

Is the proposed 20% limitation on the amount of securities that can be sold
over any period of 12 calendar months appropriate? Should this restriction be
broader or more narrow? For example should 20% be higher or lower or
should the one-year period be longer or shorter? Is this the right amount to
provide smaller public companies with a realistic financing alternative? If the
restriction is not appropriate as proposed, what alternatives are preferable and
why?

•

Proposed General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 would restrict the amount of
securities that can be sold by a registrant over a period of"12 calendar
months." This parallels the way in which the phrase "12 calendar months" is
used for purposes of the registrant eligibility requirements in Form S-3.
Therefore, if a registrant relies on General Instruction I.B.6. to conduct a shelf
takedown equivalent to 20% of its public float on September 15, 2007, it will
next be eligible to do another takedown (assuming no change in its float) on
October 1, 2008. Instead of "12 calendar months," would it be preferable if
the relevant measurement period was "one year," so that a registrant who
conducted a shelf takedown equal to 20% of its float on September 15, 2007
would next be eligible to do another takedown (assuming no change in its
float ) under General Instruction I.B.6. on September 15, 2008?

•

Should we allow non-investment grade debt to be offered under this
provision? Should we have a cap for the amount of non-investment grade
debt that may be sold? If so, is it appropriate to tie the cap to public float? If
not, what would be a more appropriate criteria?

•

In the case of securities that are convertible into or exercisable for equity
shares, such as convertible debt securities, we are proposing that the registrant
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calculate the amount sold by reference to the aggregate market value of the
underlying equity shares in lieu of the market value of the convertible
securities. Should we also include in the amount the value of the overlying
securities? Should derivative securities be calculated in a different manner?
•

Under Rule 430B, except for an effective date resulting from the filing of a
form of prospectus for purposes of updating the registration statement
pursuant to Section 1O(a)(3) or reflecting fundamental changes in the
information in the registration statement pursuant to the issuer's undertakings,
the prospectus filing will not create a new effective date for directors or
signing officers of the issuer, whereas the filing of a registration statement on
Form S-1, which issuers with a market capitalization ofless than $75 million
would otherwise need to use for these offerings, would. Likewise, the filing
of the prospectus will not be a new effective date for auditors who provided
consent in an existing registration statement for their report on previously
issued financial statements as the filing of a new Form S-1 would. Is this
potential "gap" in liability appropriate in the situations allowed under the
proposed revisions?

•

Should the 20% limitation be calculated only with respect to securities sold
pursuant to the proposed amendment or should it include all securities sold
pursuant to registered public offerings on Form S-3, S-1, SB-2, etc? Should
the 20% also include securities sold pursuant to private offerings? Should it
include securities sold pursuant to registered public offerings on any form by
selling shareholders?

•

Should the calculation of20% of the registrant's public float reflect increases
and decreases in the registrant's public float during the period that its shelf
registration statement is effective, as is currently proposed? Do concerns
relating to investor protection and potential market manipulation weigh in
favor of a different method of calculating the 20% limitation, such as
determining the 20% limit at the time the registration statement is filed rather
than at the time of each sale under the registration statement? Would an
annual limitation on the number of offerings on Fonns S-3 and F-3 that a
registrant may conduct under proposed General Instruction I.B.6. strike the
appropriate balance between investor protection and capital formation
facilitation?

•

Should the calculation of a registrant's public float for purposes of the
amendment be based on an average, such as the average weekly float during
the four calendar weeks preceding the sale in question?

•

As proposed, General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 and General Instruction
I.B.5. of Form F-3 provide that the 20% restriction on sales will be lifted in
the event that the registrant's public float equals or exceeds $75 million
subsequent to the effective date. However, registrants would be required to
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recompute their public float each time they filed an amendment to update the
registration statement pursuant to Rule 401 and, if the float measured less than
$75 million, the 20% restriction on sales could be reimposed until the float
equaled or exceeded $75 million. If the 20% restriction is lifted because the
registrant's public float surpasses $75 million, but is subsequently reimposed
because the float falls below $75 million, should the calculation of20% take
into consideration the value of all securities sold pursuant to Form S-3 (or
Form F-3, as applicable) in primary offerings in the preceding year; only
securities sold pursuant to General Instruction I.B.6. ofForm S-3 (or General
Instruction I.B.5. of Form F-3, as applicable), in the preceding year; or, should
the calculation ignore the value of securities sold prior to the date of the
update when the float was last measured?

61

•

In the event that a registrant's public float equals or exceeds $75 million, is it
appropriate for the transformation of the filing from a primary shelf filing
under General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 (or General Instruction I.B.5. of
Form F-3, as applicable) to a primary shelf filing under General Instruction
I.B.l. ofForm S-3 (or General Instruction I.B.l. of Form F-3, as applicable) to
be made without there being a new effective date for the registration
statement? If we should have a new effective date for the registration
statement, how would that date be set and should there be any filing made
with the Commission?

•

Should the calculation of a registrant's public float for purposes of the
amendments be made by reference to the price of the registrant's common
equity within 60 days prior to the date of sale, or should the reference period
for the price of the registrant's common equity be as of a date closer to the
date of sale?

•

What should be the consequence of an issuer exceeding the 20% restriction on
sales? If the consequences of violating the 20% are significant, would the
risks of doing so adversely affect the willingness of issuers to use the
proposal? If so, what, if anything, should be done to ameliorate those risks?

•

Should the issuer's intent be a factor in determining the consequences of a
violation of the 20% restriction?

•

Should we amend Rule 401(g) 61 of the Securities Act to provide that
violations of the 20% restriction would also violate the requirements as to
proper form under Rule 401 even though the registration statement has been
declared effective previously?

•

The proposal does not exclude any type of offerings, such as at-the-market
offerings. Should we impose restrictions on the manner of sale under

17 CFR 230.40l(g).
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proposed General Instruction I.B.6. to Form S-3 (and, on Form F-3, proposed
General Instruction I.B.5.), so that only certain kinds of distributions, such as
firm commitment underwritten offerings, are permitted?
•

We recently eliminated restrictions on primary "at-the-market" offerings of
equity securities for primary shelf eligible issuers because we felt they were
not necessary to provide protection to markets or investors for seasoned
62
issuers. Given that the proposal allows smaller companies to do primary
offerings, should registrants utilizing proposed General Instruction I.B.6. to
Form S-3 (and, on Form F-3, proposed General Instruction I.B.5.) be
prohibited from conducting at-the-market offerings under Rule 415(a)(4)? 63
If at-the-market offerings are allowed, should we nevertheless require that
such offers and sales be made only through registered broker-dealers and
require such broker-dealers to be named as underwriters in the prospectus?

•

Should all companies with a public trading market, including companies
traded on the Pink Sheets, be allowed to use the amended form as proposed or
should we limit it to just interdealer quotations systems with some level of
oversight and operated by a self-regulatory organization?

•

Is the proposal not to extend expanded Form S-3 and F-3 eligibility to shell
companies appropriate? If not, why?

•

Are there other restraints on the proposed expansion of Form S-3 and F-3
eligibility that should be considered, such as restricting the classes of issuers
that may utilize this expansion or the types and amounts of securities that may
be registered on Forms S-3 and F-3 pursuant to this expansion?

•

If the eligibility standards for Form S-3 and Form F-3 are expanded as

62

See Release No. 33-8591.
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Prior to the adoption of Securities Offering Reform in July 2005, Rule 415 prohibited registrants from
making at-the-market offerings on Form S-3 or Form F-3 unless certain conditions were met. The
conditions were that: the amount of securities could not exceed ten percent of the registrant's public
float; the securities had to be sold through an underwriter or underwriters acting as principal(s) or
agent(s) for the registrant; and the underwriter(s) must be named in the prospectus. Among other
things, the 2005 amendments eliminated these restrictions for primary shelf eligible issuers. In the
Securities Offering Reform adopting release, the Commission stated:
The restrictions on primary "at-the-market" offerings of equity securities currently set forth in
Rule 415(a)(4) were adopted initially to address concerns about the integrity of trading markets.
As discussed in the Proposing Release, we are eliminating these restrictions for primary shelf
eligible issuers because they are not necessary to provide protection to markets or investors. The
market today has greater information about seasoned issuers than it did at the adoption of the "atthe-market" limitations, due to enhanced Exchange Act reporting. Further, trading markets for
these issuers' securities have grown significantly since that time. Requiring the involvement of
underwriters and limiting the amount of securities that can be sold imposes artificial limitations on
this avenue for these issuers to access capital.
Release No. 33-8591, at 213-214.
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proposed, will allowing this larger class of companies to conduct limited
primary offerings of their securities on these forms provide them with a
meaningful source of financing? How might this proposal impact the private
markets for these companies' securities?

II.

•

If the proposal is adopted, what types of financings are issuers likely to make
on the expanded eligibility on Form S-3 and F-3?

•

If the proposal is adopted, it is foreseeable that some companies with a public
trading market but with securities not listed or authorized for listing on a
national securities exchange may be eligible to offer such securities in primary
offerings on Form S-3 or Form F-3. Since the proposal is not intended to alter
the exemption from state regulation of securities offerings under Section 18 of
the Securities Act, will the effect of state blue sky law make it prohibitively
difficult for companies without "covered" securities (as defined by Section
18(b)) to register such securities in primary offerings on Form S-3 and F-3
pursuant to the proposal? If the answer is yes, what steps can we take to make
the amendments more useful to companies?

•

Are there any market practices that may arise as a result of this proposal that
we should be concerned about?

•

Is there any investor protection loss the proposal does not address? If so, how
can we address it? Are there any additional disclosures that are appropriate?
For instance, are there any disclosures required in Forms S-1 or F-1 that
should be included in Forms S-3 or F-3 filed under General Instruction l.B.6.
of Form S-3 or General Instruction l.B.5. of Form F-3, respectively? Should
issuers have to disclose in the prospectus their calculation of the amount of
securities being offered, the amount offered pursuant to these Instructions for
· the last 12 calendar months and of the amount of securities that may be
offered under the filing during the year?

Paperwork Reduction Act
A.

Background

The proposed amendments to Forms S-3 and F-3 contain "collection of
information" requirements within the meaning of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1995. 64 We are submitting these to the Office of Management and Budget for review and

64

44 U.S.C. 3501 ~~-
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approval in accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act. 65 The titles for this
information are:
"Form S-3" (OMB Control No. 3235-0073);
"Form S-1 " 66 (OMB Control No. 3235-0065);
"Form SB-2" 67 (OMB Control No. 3235-0418);
"Form F-3" (OMB Control No. 3235-0256); and
"Form F-1 " 68 (OMB Control No. 3235-0258)
We adopted existing Forms S-3, S-1, SB-2, F-3 and F-1 pursuant to the Securities
Act. These forms set forth the disclosure requirements for registration statements that are
prepared by eligible issuers to provide investors with the information they need to make
informed investment decisions in registered offerings.
Our proposed amendments to Forms S-3 and F-3 are intended to allow issuers that
are currently ineligible to use Forms S-3 and F-3 for primary offerings because they do
not meet the forms' public float requirements to nevertheless register a limited amount of
securities in primary offerings on Form S-3 or Form F-3, as applicable, so long as they
are not shell companies and meet the other eligibility requirements of the forms.
The hours and costs associated with preparing disclosure, filing forms, and
retaining records constitute reporting and cost burdens imposed by the collection of
information. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to
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44 U.S.C. 3507(d) and 5 CFR 1320.11.

66

Because our amendments to Form S-3 and Form F-3 are anticipated to affect the annual number of
Forms S-1, Forms SB-2 and Forms F-1 filed, we are required to include them in the titles of
information collections even though we are not proposing to amend them in this release.
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See n. 66 above.

68

ld.
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respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid control number.
The information collection requirements related to registration statements on
Forms S-3, S-1, SB-2, F-3 and F-1 are mandatory. There is no mandatory retention
period for the information disclosed, and the information disclosed would be made
publicly available on the EDGAR filing system.
B.

Summary of Information Collections

Because the amendments that we are proposing in this release pertain only to
Forms S-3 and F-3 eligibility and not to the disclosure required by these forms, we do not
believe that the amendments will impose any new recordkeeping or information
collection requirements. On a per-response basis, this proposal would not increase or
decrease existing disclosure burdens for Form S-3 or Form F-3. However, because we
expect that many companies newly eligible for primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3
as a result of these amendments will choose to file short-form Form S-3 and Form
F-3 registration statements in lieu ofForms S-1, SB-2 or F-1, as applicable, we believe
there will be an aggregate decrease in the disclosure burdens associated with Forms S-1,
SB-2 and F-1 and an increase in the disclosure burdens associated with Forms S-3 and
F-3. The shift in aggregate disclosure burden among these forms will be due entirely to
the change in the number of annual responses expected with respect to each form as
companies previously ineligible to use Form S-3 and Form F-3 switch to these forms for
their public offerings and away from Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1. In addition, because of
the anticipated benefits to issuers associated with Forms S-3 and F-3, in particular the
lower costs of preparing and filing the registration statements and the ability to make
delayed and continuous offerings in response to changing market conditions, we think
that this will increase the demand for and lead to more company filings on Forms S-3 and
37

F-3 than would otherwise have been made on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1. That is, we think
that the opportunity for capital raising will be more robust for many companies because
ofthe availability of shelf registration on Form S-3. We also anticipate that many
companies will choose to offer their securities directly to the public through registration
on Forms S-3 and F-3 instead of through private placements and therefore, if the proposal
is adopted, we expect comparatively more Form S-3 and F-3 registration statements to be
filed as companies forego private offerings in favor of the public markets. In order to
provide an estimate of the change in the collection of information burden for purposes of
the Paperwork Reduction Act, our assumption is that the proposed amendments to Forms
S-3 and F-3 will result in an overall increase in the number of such forms filed annually
and an overall decrease in the number ofForms S-1, Forms SB-2 and Forms F-1 filed
annually. As discussed, however, we do not expect that the incremental increase in the
number of all Forms S-3 and F-3 filed will be roughly equal to the incremental decrease
in the number of Forms S-1, Forms SB-2 and Forms F-1 filed, because our assumption is
that the advantages of shelf registration on Form S-3 and Form F-3 will encourage
financings on these forms that would otherwise have been carried out through exempt
offerings or perhaps not at all. Therefore, we believe the proposal would result in a net
increase in the annual aggregate number of filings on all Forms S-3, S-1, SB-2, F-3 and
F-1 taken together, since the increased number ofForm S-3 and F-3 filings should exceed
the decreased number of FormS- I, SB-2 and F-1 filings. Accordingly, we believe the
overall net decrease in disclosure burden that should result from companies changing to
the more streamlined Forms S-3 and F-3 will be offset to some extent by newly eligible
companies filing Forms S-3 and F-3 more frequently than they did Forms S-1, SB-2 or
F -1. However, this offset could be lessened in part by the proposed 20% limitation on the
38

amount of securities that companies may sell on Form S-3 and Form F-3 in any period of
12 calendar months. Companies that require more capital but are prohibited by this 20%
restriction from using Form S-3 and Form F-3 for primary offerings may, as a result,
continue to conduct some offerings on Forms S-1, SB-2 or F-1 or through the private
markets even though Form S-3 and F-3 are preferable.
C.

Paperwork Reduction Act Burden Estimates

For purposes of the Paperwork Reduction Act, we estimate the annual decrease in
the paperwork burden for companies to comply with our proposed collection of
information requirements to be approximately 39,952 hours of in-house company
personnel time and to be approximately $47,942,000 for the services of outside
professionals. 69 These estimates include the time and the cost of preparing and reviewing
disclosure, filing documents and retaining records. Our methodologies for deriving the
above estimates are discussed below.
Our estimates represent the burden for all issuers, both large and small. As
mentioned, however, the estimated decreases are wholly attributable to our assumptions,
discussed in Section B. above, about how the amendments will influence the behavior of
certain issuers who were formerly ineligible to conduct primary offerings on Forms S-3
and F-3. These issuers are non-shell companies who satisfy the registrant eligibility
requirements of Form S-3 70 or Form F-3, 71 as applicable, but had a public float ofless
than $75 million at the end of their last fiscal year. In all, we estimate that there were
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For administrative convenience, the presentation of the totals related to the paperwork burden hours
have been rounded to the nearest whole number and the cost totals have been rounded to the nearest
thousand.

70

See n. 29 above.

71

See n. 51 above.
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4,901 such companies at the end of calendar year 2006 and that they filed a total of 815
registration statements on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F -1 during the twelve months ending
December 31, 2006. 72 To determine the effect of our proposal on the overall paperwork
burden, we have assumed that these filings on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 would have been
made instead on Form S-3 or Form F-3, as applicable, to the extent that the issuers would
not be limited by the proposed 20% restriction on the amount of securities they may offer
in any period of 12 calendar months. Therefore, we assume that the Forms S-1, SB-2 and
F-1 filed by the subject companies will decrease from the number filed in 2006, but
because of the proposed 20% restriction on sales, will not decrease to 0. Instead, we
believe that some Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 will continue to filed annually by these
companies. To reflect this, we have taken the number of Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 that
were filed by these companies in calendar year 2006 and decreased this number by 85%
for each form, for a total decrease of 694 filings. 73 Therefore, we assume that
approximately 694 fewer Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 will be filed by all issuers in calendar
year 2006. The actual number could be more or less depending on various factors,
including future market conditions.
Furthermore, we believe that the 4,901 companies that we estimate will be
affected by the rule change would have conducted more registered securities offerings
had they been able to use Forms S-3 and F-3 because of the benefits of forward
incorporation and the ability to utilize shelf registration to maximize market
opportunities. We assume that the inability ofthese companies to utilize Forms S-3 and
72

The total of815 filings is comprised of 138 Forms S-1; 674 Forms SB-2; and 3 Forms F-1.
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This number deducts 85% from the totals for each of the three registration forms, as follows: Form
S-1 (85% of 138, rounded up, equals 118); Form SB-2 (85% of674, rounded up, equals 573); and
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F-3 limited their capacity to access the public securities markets and, because of the cost
and lack of flexibility associated with Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1, either did not file
registration statements on Forms S-1 SB-2 or F-1, or were limited in the number that they
filed. We therefore believe that the annual number of responses on Forms S-3 and F-3
for purposes of the Paperwork Reduction Act will increase by an increment greater than
simply the total of 694 fewer registration statements on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 that we
estimate will be filed going forward by the 4,901 companies who would qualify for
primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 as a result of our proposal. We further assume
that this increase in Forms S-3 and F-3 will be mitigated to some degree by the proposed
20% restriction on securities sold in any period of 12 calendar months, which may limit
the frequency and volume of additional securities offerings on Form S-3 and Form F-3.
To reflect this, we have taken the 694 Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 that were filed by these
companies in calendar year 2006 and increased this number by 10% for each form, for a
total increase of765 filings. 74 Therefore, we assume that approximately 765 additional
Forms S-3 and F-3 will be filed over and above the number of total Forms S-3 and F-3
filed by all issuers, large and small, in calendar year 2006. The actual number could be
more or less depending on various factors, including future market conditions.
To calculate the total effect of the proposed amendments on the overall
compliance bur9en for all issuers, large and small, we subtracted the burden associated
with the 694 fewer Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 registration statements that we expect will

Form F-1 (85% of3, rounded up, equals 3). Adding these together, the combined reduction totals 694
filings.
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This number adds a I 0% premium to the individual totals for each of the three registration forms, as
follows: Form S-1 (10% ofll8, rounded up, equals 12); Form SB-2 (10% of573, rounded up, equals
58); and Form F-1 (10% of3, rounded up, equals 1). The sum of these increases, which is equal to 71,
is then added to the total of 694 Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 filed by the subject companies in 2006.
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be filed annually in the future and added the burden associated with our estimate of765
additional Forms S-3 and F-3 filed annually as a result of the proposal. We used current
Office ofManagement and Budget estimates in our calculation of the hours and cost
burden associated with preparing, reviewing and filing each of these forms.
Consistent with current Office ofManagement and Budget estimates and recent
Commission rulemaking,

75

we estimate that 25% of the burden of preparation of Forms

S-3,S-1, SB-2, F-3 and F-1 is carried by the company internally and that 75% ofthe
burden is carried by outside professionals retained by the issuer at an average cost of
$400 per hour. 76 The portion of the burden carried by outside professionals is reflected as
a cost, while the portion of the burden carried by the company internally is reflected in
hours.
The table below illustrates our estimates concerning the incremental annual
compliance burden in the collection of information in hours and cost for Forms S-3, S-1,
SB-2, F-3 and F-1 as a result of this proposal.

Form
S-3
S-1
SB-2
F-3
F-1
Total

Estimated
Change in
Annual
Responses
(A)
761
(118)
(573)
4
(3)

Hours/Fonn 77
(B)
459
I ,176
638
166
1,809

Incremental
Burden
(C)=(A)*(B)
349,299
(138,768)
(365,574)
664
(5,427)
(159,806)

25% Issuer
(D)=( C)*0.25
87,324.75
(34,692)
(91 ,393.5)
166
(I ,356.75)
(39,951.5)

75%
Professional
(E)-( C)*O. 7 5
261,974.25
(104,076)
(274, 180.5)
498
(4,070.25)
(119,854.5)

$400/hr Professional
Cost
(F)=(E)*$400
$104;789,000
($41 ,630,400)
($1 09,672,200)
$199,200
($1 ,628, 100)
($4 7,941 ,800)
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For discussions of the relative burden of preparation of registration statements under the Securities Act
allocated between issuers internally and their outside advisers, see Executive Compensation and
Related Person Disclosure, Release No. 33-8732A (Aug. 29, 2006) [71 FR 56225] and Release No.
33-8591.

76

In connection with other recent rulemakings, we have had discussions with several private law firms to
estimate an hourly rate of $400 as the average cost of outside professionals that assist issuers in
preparing disclosures and conducting registered offerings.

77

This reflects current Office of Management and Budget estimates.
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D.

Request for Comment

We request comment in order to evaluate the accuracy of our estimate of the
burden of the collections ofinformation. 78 Any member of the public may direct to us
any comments concerning the accuracy of these burden estimates. Persons who desire to
submit comments on the collection of information requirements should direct their
comments to the OMB, Attention: Desk Officer for the Se<;urities and Exchange
Commission, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Washington DC 20503, and
should send a copy of the comments to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090, with reference to
File No. S 7-10-07. Requests for materials submitted to the OMB by us with regard to
this collection of information should be in writing, refer to File No. S7-10-07, and be
submitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of Filings and Information
Services, Branch ofRecords Management, 6432 General Green Way, Alexandria, VA
22312. Because the OMB is required to make a decision concerning the collections of
information between 30 and 60 days after publication, your comments are best assured of.
having their full effect if the OMB receives them within 30 days of publication.
III.

Cost-Benefit Analysis
A.

Summary of Proposals

We are proposing revisions to the transaction eligibility requirements ofForms
S-3 and F-3 that would allow companies to take advantage of these forms for primary
offerings regardless of the size of their public float. Whereas secondary offerings may be
registered on Forms S-3 and F-3 irrespective of float, the current instructions to Forms
78

Comments are requested pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3506(c)(2)(B).
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S-3 and F-3 restrict the use of these forms for primary securities offerings to companies
that have a minimum of$75 million in public float calculated within 60 days prior to the
date the registration statement is filed. To expand the availability of Forms S-3 and F-3
for primary offerings to more companies, we propose to allow companies with less than
$75 million in public float to register primary offerings of their securities on Forms S-3
and F-3, provided:
•

they meet the other registrant eligibility conditions for the use of Form S-3 or
Form F-3, as applicable;

•

they are not shell companies and have not been shell companies for at least 12
calendar months before filing the registration statement; and

•

they do not sell more than the equivalent of 20% of their public float in
primary offerings under General Instruction I.B.6. of Form S-3 or under
General Instruction I.B.5. of Form F-3 over any period of 12 calendar months.

B.

Benefits

The ability to conduct primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 confers significant
advantages on eligible companies in terms of cost savings and capital formation. The
time required to prepare Form S-3 or Form F-3 is significantly lower than that required
for Forms S-1, F-1 and SB-2. 79 This difference is magnified by the fact that Form S-3
and Form F-3, unlike Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1, permit registrants to forward incorporate
required information by reference to disclosure in their Exchange Act filings. Therefore,
Form S-3 and Form F-3 registration statements can be automatically updated. This
allows such companies to avoid additional delays and interruptions in the offering
process and can reduce the costs associated with preparing and filing post-effective

...

amendments to the registration statement.
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Overall, we anticipate that the proposed expansion of Form S-3 and Form F-3
eligibility will decrease the aggregate costs of complying with the Commission's rules by
allowing companies previously eligible to use only Form S-1, Form SB-2 or Form F-1
the use of short-form registration on Form S-3 or Form F-3, as applicable. Using our
estimates prepared for purposes of the Paperwork Reduction Act, we estimate that under
the proposal the annual decrease in the compliance burden for companies to comply with
our proposed collection of information requirements to be approximately 39,952 hours of
in-house company personnel time (valued at $6,992,000 80) and to be approximately
$47,942,000 for the services of outside professionals. If our assumptions regarding these
costs and current practices are not correct or complete, then the decreased costs we
anticipate may prove to be either higher or lower than our current estimate.
In addition to the benefits associated with the estimated reduction in the time
required to prepare Forms S-3 and F-3 in lieu of Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1, and a
company's ability to forward incorporate prospectus disclosure by reference, Forms S-3
and F-3 provide substantial flexibility to companies raising money in the capital markets,
which ultimately may reduce the cost of capital for such companies and facilitate their
access to additional sources of investment. Companies that are eligible to use Form S-3
or Form F-3 for primary offerings are able to conduct delayed and continuous registered
offerings under Rule 415 of the Securities Act, which provides considerable flexibility in
accessing the public securities markets from time to time in response to changes in the
79

The Office of Management and Budget currently estimates the time required to prepare Form S-3 and
Form F-3 as 459 hours and 166 hours, respectively. This is contrasted with current estimates for Form
S-1, F-1 and SB-2 as 1,176 hours, 1,809 hours and 638 hours, respectively.

80

Consistent with recent rulemaking releases, we estimate the value of work performed by the company
internally at a cost of $17 5 per hour.
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market and other factors. Eligible companies are permitted to register securities prior to
planning any offering and, once the registration statement is effective, offer these
securities in one or more tranches without waiting for further Commission action. By
having more control over the timing of their offerings, these companies can take
advantage of desired market conditions, thus allowing them to raise capital on more
favorable terms (such as pricing) or to obtain lower interest rates on debt. In addition,
they can vary certain terms of the securities being offered upon short notice, enabling
them to more efficiently meet the competitive requirements of the public securities
markets. We believe that extending shelf registration benefits to more companies, as we
have proposed, will facilitate the capital-raising efforts of smaller public companies who
currently have fewer financing options than their larger counterparts. 81 Consequently, we
anticipate that the proposal, if adopted, would result in smaller issuers raising more
capital through the public markets rather than through exempt offerings conducted in the
domestic and offshore markets. Investors in these companies will benefit by such
companies' improved access to capital on more favorable terms. In particular, investors
in smaller public companies may be less subject to the risk of dilution in the value of
their shares if the companies in which they invest are able to meet more of their capital
needs in the public markets. By selling into the public markets, these companies may be
able to avoid the substantial pricing discounts that private investors often demand to
compensate them for the relative illiquidity of the restricted shares they are purchasing. 82

81

See generally, Chaplinsky and Haushalter, Financing Under Extreme Uncertainty: Contract Terms and
Returns to Private Investments in Public Equity.

82

Id.
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The public registration of securities also provides additional benefits to investors
over alternative forms of capital raising. To the extent that the amendments, if adopted,
lead to an increase in the use of Form S-3 and Form F-3 as a source of financing and a
decrease in private market alternatives, investors in those offerings will benefit from the
additional investor protections associated with public registration.
Notwithstanding our belief regarding the beneficial effects of the proposed
amendments, however, any resulting benefits that accrue to companies and their investors
as a result of these amendments will depend on future market conditions and
circumstances unique to each company.
C.

Costs

As discussed in Section B. above, we do not expect that the proposed
amendments to Forms S-3 and F-3 will materially increase companies' overall
compliance costs associated with preparing, reviewing and filing these registration
statements, although there may be some additional costs incurred by companies to
monitor their ongoing compliance with the 20% sales restriction imposed by the
amendments. At the same time, the amendments could result in certain additional market
costs that are difficult to quantify. For example, it has been suggested that there are risks
inherent in allowing smaller public companies to take advantage of shelf primary
offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3: because this would permit such companies to avail
themselves of periodic takedowns without further Commission action or prior staff
review, concerns have been raised about the increased potential for fraud and market
manipulation.S 3 Although the Commission would retain the authority to review
83

See n. 45 above.
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registration statements before declaring them effective, individual takedowns are not
subject to prior staff review. Under the current rules, if issuers are instead using Forms
S-1, SB-2 or F-1, they would be required to file separate registration statements for each
new offering, which would be subject to selective staff review before going effective. If
these issuers can instead conduct shelf offerings on Form S-3 and Form F-3, there may be
some loss of the deterrent effect on the companies' disclosures in connection with each
takedown offthe shelfbecause ofthe lack of prior staff review. In addition, the short
time horizon of shelf offerings may also reduce the time that participating underwriters
have to apply their independent scrutiny and judgment to an issuer's prospectus
disclosure. We have also considered the effect the amendments may have on market
demand in the securities of smaller public companies offered on Form S-3 and Form F-3.
If there is a perception that smaller public company securities offered through shelf
registration statements are more prone to abuse because of the lack of involvement by the
Commission staff, this may erode investor confidence in these offerings generally. This
could, in tum, make it more difficult for these companies to raise capital and significantly
negate the benefits of the rule.
While we recognize that extending the benefits of shelf registration to an
expanded group of companies will, by necessity, limit the staff's direct involvement in
takedowns of securities off the shelf and could therefore pose some risk to investors, we
believe that the costs will be justified by the benefits that will accrue by facilitating the
capital formation efforts of smaller public companies. As we have discussed elsewhere
in this release, the risks to investor protection by expanding the base of companies
eligible for primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 have been significantly mitigated by
technological advances affecting the manner in which companies communicate with
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investors, allowing widespread, direct, and contemporaneous accessibility of company
disclosure at little or no cost. Moreover, the scope of heightened disclosure obligations
and liability of smaller public companies under the federal securities laws are sufficiently
comparable for these purposes to the largest reporting companies such that the proposed
expansion of Form S-3 and Form F-3 primary offering eligibility should not adversely
impact investors. In this regard, to ensure that the expansion of eligibility is carried out
with appropriate moderation and attention to the continued protection of investors, we
have proposed to exclude shell companies from eligibility and to impose a 20%
restriction on the amount of securities that can be sold into the market in any period of 12
calendar months by eligible issuers on Forms S-3 and F-3. We note, however, that
monitoring compliance with this 20% limitation may be more difficult given the lack of
prior staff review before a shelf offering.
D.

Request for Comment

We solicit comments, including quantitative data, to_ assist our assessment of the
costs and benefits of the proposal that we have identified, or any other costs or benefits
that we have not addressed but ought to consider. Commenters are encouraged to address
any potentially material costs and benefits, whether direct or indirect.
IV.

Consideration of Burden on Competition and Promotion of Efficiency,
Competition and Capital Formation

Securities Act Section 2(b )84 requires us, when engaging in rulemaking where we
are required to consider or determine whether an action is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, to consider, in addition to the protection of investors, whether the action
will promote efficiency, competition, and capital formation.
84

15 U.S.C. 77b(b).
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We expect the proposed amendments, if adopted, to increase efficiency and
enhance capital formation, and thereby benefit investors, by facilitating the ability of
smaller public companies to access the capital markets consistent with investor
protection. Currently, many companies are ineligible to use Forms S-3 and F-3 to
register primary offerings of their securities because the size of their public float does not
satisfy the $75 million threshold required by these forms. Consequently, they are unable
to take advantage of the important benefits enjoyed by eligible companies, the most
significant of which is the ability to conduct primary offerings on a delayed and
continuous basis. The ability to register securities that may be taken off the shelf as
needed, without prior staff review, provides a powerful tool for capital formation because
it allows companies the flexibility to take advantage of desired market conditions
efficiently and upon short notice. Companies may be able to raise capital more cheaply,
quickly, and on more favorable terms than would otherwise be the case. We believe that
investors in these companies will benefit by such companies' improved access to capital
on more favorable tenns. In particular, investors in smaller public companies may be less
subject to the risk of dilution in the value of their shares if the companies in which they
invest are able to meet more of their capital needs in the public markets. By selling into
the public markets, these companies may be able to avoid the substantial pricing
discounts that private investors _often demand to compensate them, in part, for the relative
illiquidity of the restricted shares they are purchasing. 85
We therefore believe that extending shelf registration benefits to more companies
as we have proposed will facilitate the capital-raising efforts of smaller public companies
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Seen. 82.
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who currently have fewer financing options than their larger counterparts. 86
Consequently, we anticipate that the proposal, if adopted, would lead to efficiencies in
capital formation, as smaller issuers would be able to raise more capital through the
public markets rather than through exempt offerings conducted in the domestic and
offshore markets.
At the same time, we have also considered the potential that the amendments
might result in certain additional market costs that could limit any efficiencies realized.
For example, it has been suggested that extending the benefits of shelf registration to an
expanded group of companies will limit the staffs direct involvement in takedowns of
securities off the shelf and could therefore pose some risk to investors. In addition, the
short time horizon of shelf offerings also may reduce the time that participating
underwriters have to apply their independent scrutiny and judgment to an issuer's
prospectus disclosure. By reducing this staff and underwriter oversight, there is a risk
that these securities offerings may be more vulnerable to abuses. Moreover, because
companies with a smaller market capitalization, as a group, have a comparatively smaller
market following than larger, well-seasoned issuers and are more thinly traded, smaller
companies' securities may be more vulnerable to potential manipulative practices. We
also have considered the effect the amendments may have on market demand in the
securities of smaller public companies offered on Form S-3 and Form F-3. If there is a
perception that smaller public company securities offered through shelf registration
statements are more prone to abuse because of the lack of prior involvement by the
Commission staff, this may erode investor confidence in these offerings generally. This
86
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could, in turn, make it more difficult for these companies to raise capital and significantly
negate the benefits of the rule.
We do not believe that the potential efficiencies and benefits to capital formation
resulting from the amendments will be substantially lessened by these potential costs.
We believe that the risks to investor protection by expanding the base of companies
eligible for primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 have been significantly mitigated by
technological advances affecting the manner by which companies communicate with
investors, allowing widespread, direct, and contemporaneous accessibility of company
disclosure at little or no cost. Moreover, the scope of heightened disclosure obligations
and the liability of smaller public companies under the federal securities laws are
sufficiently comparable for these purposes to the largest reporting companies, such that
the proposed expansion of Form S-3 and Form F-3 primary offering eligibility should not
adversely impact investors. In this regard, to provide that the expansion of eligibility is
carried out with appropriate moderation and attention to the continued protection of
investors, we have proposed to exclude shell companies from eligibility and to impose a
20% restriction on the amount of securities that can be sold into the market in any period
of 12 calendar months by eligible issuers on Forms S-3 and F-3.
In addition to the salutary effects that we anticipate with respect to capital
formation, companies may also realize cost efficiencies stemming from the enhanced
ability to incorporate by reference disclosure information from their Exchange Act
filings. Because Forms S-3 and F-3 allow a company maximum reliance on its Exchange
Act filings to satisfy required prospectus disclosure, these registration statements can be
more abbreviated than alternative registration forms and are updated automatically by the
company's future Exchange Act filings. This translates into a reduction in the time and
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the cost of preparing and reviewing disclosure, filing documents, and retaining records.
We estimate that under the proposal the annual decrease in the compliance burden for
companies who previously were ineligible to use Forms S-3 and F-3 for primary
offerings to be approximately 39,952 hours of in-house company personnel time (valued
at $6,992,000 87) and to be approximately $47,942,000 for the services of outside
professionals.
The effects of the proposed amendments on competition are difficult to predict,
but it is possible that making it easier for smaller public issuers to access the domestic
public securities markets will lead to a reallocation of capital, as companies that
previously had little choice but to offer their securities in private offerings or in offshore
markets because of their S-3 and F-3 ineligibility will now find it cost-effective to offer
their securities domestically in primary offerings on Form S-3 and Form F-3. If such a
reallocation occurs, it may also impact securities market professionals, such as finders,
brokers and agents, who specialize in facilitating private securities offerings. The
demand for these services may shift to the public markets, where other professionals,
such as investment banks that underwrite public offerings, have a comparative advantage.
We request comment on whether the proposals, if adopted, would promote
efficiency, competition, and capital formation or have an impact or burden on
competition. Commenters are requested to provide empirical data and other factual
support for their views, if possible.

87

See n. 80 above.
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V.

Initial Regulatory Flexibility Act Analysis

This Initial Regulatory Flexibility Act Analysis has been prepared in accordance
with 5 U.S.C. 603. It relates to proposed revisions to the eligibility requirements for the
use of registration statements on Forms S-3 and F-3 to register primary offerings of
securities.
A.

Reasons for the Proposed Action

Currently, many smaller public companies are ineligible to use Forms S-3 and F-3
to register primary offerings of their securities because the size of their public float does
not satisfy the $75 million threshold required by these forms. Consequently, they are
unable to take advantage of the important benefits enjoyed by eligible companies, the
most significant of which is the ability to conduct primary offerings on a delayed and
continuous basis. The ability to register securities that may be taken off the shelf as
needed, without prior staff review, provides a powerful tool for capital formation because
it allows companies the flexibility to take advantage of desired market conditions
~efficiently

and on short notice. As such,

eligi~le

companies may be able to raise capital

more cheaply, quickly, and on more favorable terms than would otherwise be the case.
Without this source of financing, smaller public companies that are not eligible to register
primary offerings on Form S-3 or From F-3 currently have fewer, and less favorable,
financing options than their larger Form S-3 and F-3-eligible counterparts.
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B.

Objectives

The proposed amendments aim to amend Forms S-3 and F-3 to extend the
benefits of incorporation by reference and shelf registration to more companies, which in
tum will facilitate the ability of smaller public companies to access the capital markets.
C.

Legal Basis

We are proposing these amendments pursuant to Sections 6, 7, 8, 10 and 19(a) of
the Securities Act, as amended.
D.

Small Entities Subject to the Proposed Amendments

The Regulatory Flexibility Act defines "small entity" to mean "small business,"
"small organization," or "small governmental jurisdiction." 88 The Commission's rules
define "small business" and "small organization" for purposes of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act for each of the types of entities regulated by the Commission. 89 Roughly
speaking, a "small business" and "small organization," when used with reference to an
issuer other than an investment company, means an issuer with total assets of $5 million
or less on the last day of its most recent fiscal year. We estimate that there are
approximately 1,100 issuers, other than investment companies, that may be considered
reporting small entities. 90
The proposal would affect small entities that are not shell companies and satisfy
the registrant eligibility requirements for the use of Form S-3 or Form F-3, which

88

5 U.S.C. §601(6).

89

Rules 157 under the Securities Act [ 17 CFR 230.157], 0-10 under the Exchange Act [17 CFR 240.010] and 0-10 under the Investment Company Act [ 17 CFR 270.0-1 0] contain the applicable definitions.

90

The estimated number of reporting small entities is based on 2007 data, including the Commission's
EDGAR database and Thomson Financial's Worldscope database. This represents an update from the
number of reporting small entities estimated in prior rulemakings. See, for example, Executive
Compensation and Related Disclosure, Release No. 33-8732A {Aug. 29, 2006) [71 FR 53158] (in
which the Commission's estimated a total of2,500 small entities, other than investment companies).
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generally pertain to a company's reporting history under the Exchange Act.

91

Based on

these registrant eligibility requirements, we estimate that there are approximately 990
small entities that would be affected by the proposal and would therefore become eligible
to use Form S-3 or Form F-3 for primary securities offerings.

E.

Reporting, Recordkeeping and Other Compliance Requirements

The proposed amendments to the transaction eligibility requirements of Forms
S-3 and F-3 would affect only small entities that meet the registrant eligibility
requirements of Form S-3 or Form F-3, as applicable, are not shell companies and choose
voluntarily to register one or more primary securities offerings on Form S-3 or Form F-3.
Because Forms S-3 and F-3 are abbreviated registration forms that can be updated
automatically through incorporation by reference of a registrant's Exchange Act filings,
we believe use of the forms by eligible small entities would decrease their existing
compliance burden. Because the proposal does not affect the information disclosure
requirements of Form S-3 or Form F-3, we do not believe that the costs of complying
with the amendments for small entities will be disproportionate to that of large entities. 92
We recognize, however, that there will be some additional costs associated with an
issuer's need to continually monitor its compliance with the proposed 20% limitation on
sales in any period of 12 calendar months, but we believe that any such costs will be
insignificant.
91

See n. 29 and n. 51 above.
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It should be noted, however, that General Instruction II. C. of Form S-3 currently requires "small
business issuers" (as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act [17 CFR 230.405]) to refer to the
disclosure items in Regulation S-B [17 CFR 228.10 ~~-]and not Regulation S-K. Since Regulation
S-B disclosure requirements generally are less extensive than Regulation S-K, small business issuers
that file on Form S-3 may have a comparatively lesser compliance burden than larger issuers.
However, because the Office of Management and Budget does not provide average compliance
estimates for Form S-3 that distinguish between filers subject to Regulation S-K and filers subject to
Regulation S-B, we have not made such a distinction in this Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.
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For purposes of the Paperwork Reduction Act, we estimate the annual decrease in
the paperwork burden for small entities to comply with our proposed collection of
information requirements to be approximately 7,854 hours ofin-house company
personnel time (valued at $1,375,000 93 ) and to be approximately $9,425,000 for the
services of outside professionals. To arrive at these estimates, we applied the same
methodology to small entities that we described in Section II. C. above for large and small
companies combined. Assuming that 990 small entities would be eligible for primary
offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 if the proposal is adopted, we estimated that these entities
filed a total of 193 registration statements on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 during the twelve
months ending December 31,2006. 94 We then assumed that these filings-on Forms S-1,
SB-2 and F-1 would have been made instead on Forms S-3 or Form F-1, as applicable, to
the extent that the issuers would not be limited by the proposed 20% restriction on the
amount of securities they may offer in any period of 12 calendar months. Therefore, we
assume that the Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 filed by the subject small entities will decrease
from the number filed in 2006 but, because of the proposed 20% restriction on sales, this
number will not decrease to 0. Instead, we believe that some Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1
will continue to be filed annually by these small entities. As such, we have taken the
number of Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 that were filed by these small entities in calendar
year 2006 and decreased this number by 85% for each form, for a total decrease of 165
filings. 95 Therefore, we assume that approximately 165 fewer Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1
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See n. 80 above.
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The total of 193 filings is comprised of 21 Forms S-1; 172 Forms SB-2; and 0 Forms F -I.

95

This number deducts 85% from the totals for each of the three registration forms, as follows: Form S-1
(85% of21, rounded up, equals 18); Form SB-2 (85% of 172, rounded up, equals 147); and Form F-1
(85% of 0 equals 0). Adding these together, the combined reduction is equal to 165 filings.
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will be filed by all small entities in calendar year 2006. The actual number could be more
or less depending on various factors, including future market conditions.
Furthermore, we believe that the 990 small entities that we estimate will be
affected by the rule change would have conducted more registered securities offerings
had they been able to use Forms S-3 and F-3 because of the benefits of forward
incorporation and the ability to utilize shelf registration to maximize market
opportunities. We assume that the inability of these small entities to utilize Forms S-3
and F-3 limited their capacity to access the public securities markets and, because of the
cost and lack of flexibility associated with Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1, either did not file
registration statements on Forms S-1, SB-2 or F-1, or were limited in the number that
they filed. We therefore believe that the annual number of responses on Forms S-3 and
F-3 for purposes of the Paperwork Reduction Act will increase by an increment greater.
, than simply the total of 165 fewer registration statements on Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1
that we estimate will be filed going forward by the 990 small entities who would qualify
for primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3 as a result of our proposal. We further
assume that this increase in Forms S-3 and F-3 will be mitigated to some degree by the
proposed 20% restriction on securities sold in any period of 12 calendar months, which
may limit the frequency and volume of additional securities offerings on Form S-3 and
Form F-3. To reflect this, we have taken the 165 Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 that were filed
by these small entities in calendar year 2006 and .increased this number by 10% for each
form, for a total increase of 182 filings. 96 Therefore, we assume that approximately 182
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This number adds a 10% premium to the individual totals for each of the three registration forms, as
follows: Form S-1 (10% of 18, rounded up, equals 2); Form SB-2 (10% of 147, rounded up, equals
15); and Form F-1 (10% ofO equals 0). The sum of these increases, which is equal to 17, is then
added to the total of 165 Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 filed by the subject companies in 2006.
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additional Forms S-3 and F-3 will be filed over and above the number of total Forms S-3
and F-3 filed by small entities in calendar year 2006. The actual number could be more
or less depending on various factors, including future market conditions.
To calculate the total effect of the proposed amendments on the overall
compliance burden for small entities, we subtracted the burden associated with the 165
fewer Forms S-1, SB-2 and F-1 registration statements that we expect will be filed
annually by small entities in the future and added the burden associated with our estimate
of182 additional Forms S-3 and F-3 filed annually by small entities as a result of the
proposal. We used current Office of Management and Budget estimates in our
calculation of the hours and cost burden associated with preparing, reviewing and filing
each of these forms.
We estimate that 25% of the burden of preparation of Forms S-3, S-1, SB-2, F-3
and F-1 is carried by the small entity internally and that 75% of the burden is carried by
outside professionals retained by the small entity at an average cost of $400 per hour.
The portion of the burden carried by outside professionals is reflected as a cost, while the
portion of the burden carried by the small entity internally is reflected in hours.
The table below illustrates our estimates concerning the incremental annual
compliance burden in hours and cost for Forms S-3, S-1, SB-2, F-3 and F-1 for small
entities as a result of this proposal.
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Estimated
Change in
Annual
Responses
(A)
182
(18)
(147)
0
0

Form
S-3
S-1
SB-2
F-3
F-1
Total

Hours/Form 97
(B)

459
1,176
638
166
1,809

Incremental
Burden
(C)-(A)*(B)
83,538
(21,168)
(93,786)
0
0
(31,416)

25% Issuer
(D)-( C)*0.25
20,884.5
(5,292)
(23,446.5)
0
0
(7,854)

75%
Professional
(E)-(C)*0.75
62,653.5
( 15,876)
(70,339.5)
0
0
(23,562)

$400/hr Professional
Cost
(F)-(E)*$400
$25,061,400
($6,350,400)
($28,135,800)
$0
$0
($9,424,800)

We encourage written comments regarding this analysis. We solicit comments as
to whether the proposed amendments could have an effect that we have not considered.
We request that commenters describe the nature of any impact on small entities and
provide empirical data to support the extent of the impact.
F.

Duplicative, Overlapping or Conflicting Federal Rules

We believe that there are no federal rules that conflict with or completely
duplicate the proposed amendments.
G.

Significant Alternatives

The Regulatory Flexibility Act directs us to consider significant alternatives that
would accomplish the stated objectives, while minimizing any significant adverse impact
on small entities. In connection with the proposal, the Regulatory Flexibility Act requires
that we consider the following alternatives:
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1.

establishing different compliance or reporting requirements which take
into account the resources available to smaller entities;

2.

the clarification, .consolidation or simplification of disclosure for small
entities;

3.

use of performance standards rather than design standards; and

4.

exempting smaller entities from coverage of the disclosure requirements,
or any part thereof.

This reflects current Office of Management and Budget estimates.
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Of these ·alternatives, only the last appears germane to this proposal. Alternative
3 is not applicable, as the distinction between performance standards and design
standards has no bearing on the proposed amendments. Alternatives 1 and 2, because
they pertain to establishing different or simplified reporting requirements for smaller
entities, also would not seem helpful in this instance because our proposal, if adopted,
would reduce the compliance burden on eligible smaller entities. Regarding Alternative
4, we considered relaxing the transaction eligibility requirements for Forms S-3 and F-3
to a greater degree than we are proposing. As discussed above in this release, some have
advocated in favor of allowing primary offerings on Form S-3 by all companies that have
been reporting under the Exchange Act for at least one year and are current in their
Exchange Act reporting at the time of filing. As we stated, however, we decline at this
time to propose a less restrictive eligibility requirement. We believe that imposing the
20% limitation on the amount of securities that smaller public companies may sell
pursuant to primary offerings on Forms S-3 and F-3, as described, strikes the appropriate
balance between helping to facilitate capital formation through the securities markets and
our primary objective of investor protection.

H.

Solicitation of Comment

We encourage the submission of comments with respect to any aspect of this
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. In particular, we request comments regarding:
the number of small entity issuers that may be affected by the proposed
revisions to Forms S-3 and F-3;
•

the existence or nature of the potential impact of the proposed revisions on
small entity issuers discussed in the analysis; and
how to quantify the impact of the proposed revisions.
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Commenters are asked to describe the nature of any impact and provide empirical datasupporting the extent of the impact. Such comments will be considered in the preparation
ofthe Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, if the proposed revisions are adopted, and
will be placed in the same public file as comments on the proposed amendments.
VI.

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act

For purposes of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of
1996, 98 a rule is "major" if it has resulted, or is likely to result in:
•

an annual effect on the U.S. economy of $100 million or more;

•

a major increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual industries; or

•

significant adverse effects on competition, investment or innovation.
We request comment on whether our proposal would be a "major rule" for

purposes of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act. We solicit
comment and empirical data on:
•

the potential effect on the U.S. economy on an annual basis;
any potential increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual industries;
and

•
VII.

any potential effect on competition, investment, or innovation.

Statutory Authority and Text of the Amendments

The amendments described in this release are being proposed under the authority
set forth in §§ 6, 7, 8, 10 and 19( a) of the Securities Act, as amended.
List of Subjects

17 CFR Part 239
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
98

Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 (1996).
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For the reasons set out in the preamble, the Commission proposes to amend title
17, chapter II, ofthe Code of Federal Regulations as follows:
PART 239- FORMS PRESCRIBED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933

1.

The authority citation for part 239 is revised to read in part as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77sss, 78c, 781, 78m,
78n, 78o(d), 78u-5, 78w(a), 78ll(d), 77mm, 80a-2(a), 80a-3, 80a-8, 80a-9, 80a-10, 80a13, 80a-24, 80a-26, 80a-29, 80a-30, and 80a-37, unless otherwise noted.

*****
2.

Amend Form S-3 (referenced in §239.13) by adding General Instruction

I.B.6. to read as follows:
Note-The text of Form S-3 does not, and this amendment will not, appear in the
Code of Federal Regulations.
FORM S-3
REGISTRATION STATEMENT UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933

*****
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
I. Eligibility Requirements for Use of Form S-3
B. Transaction Requirements.

***

***

6. Limited Primary Offerings by Certain Other Registrants. Securities to be
offered for cash by or on behalf of a registrant; provided that:
(a) the aggregate market value of securities sold by or on behalf of the registrant
pursuant to this Instruction I.B.6. during the period of 12 calendar months immediately
prior to, and including, the sale is no more than 20% of the aggregate market value of the
voting and non-voting common equity held by non-affiliates of the registrant; and
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(b) the registrant is not a shell company (as defined in §230.405 of this chapter)
and has not been a shell company for at least 12 calendar months previously and if it has
been a shell company at any time previously, has filed current Form 10 information with
the Commission at least 12 calendar months previously reflecting its status as an entity
that is not a shell company.
Instructions.
1. "Common equity" is as defined in Securities Act Rule 405 ( §230.405 of this
chapter). For purposes of computing the aggregate market value of the registrant's
outstanding voting and non-voting common equity pursuant to General Instruction I.B.6.,
registrants shall use the price at which the common equity was last sold, or the average of
the bid and asked prices of such common equity, in the principal market for such
common equity as of a date within 60 days prior to the date of sale. See the definition of
"affiliate" in Securities Act Rule 405 (§230.405 of this chapter).
2. For purposes of computing the aggregate market value of all securities sold by
qr

on behalf of the registrant in offerings pursuant to General Instruction I.B.6. during

any period of 12 calendar months, registrants shall aggregate the gross proceeds of such
sales; provided, that, in the case of derivative securities convertible into or exercisable for
shares of the registrant's common equity, registrants shall calculate the aggregate market
value of any underlying equity shares in lieu of the market value of the derivative
securities. The aggregate market value of the underlying equity shall be calculated by
multiplying the maximum number of common equity shares into which the derivative
securities are convertible or for which they are exercisable as of a date within 60 days
prior to the date of sale, by the same per share market price of the registrant's equity used
for purposes of calculating the aggregate market value of the registrant's outstanding
64

voting and non-voting common equity pursuant to Instruction 1 to General Instruction
I.B.6. If the derivative securities have been converted or exercised, the aggregate market
value of the underlying equity shall be calculated by multiplying the actual number of
shares into which the securities were converted or received upon exercise, by the market
price of such shares on the date of conversion or exercise.
3. If the aggregate market value of the registrant's outstanding voting and nonvoting common equity computed pursuant to General Instruction I.B.6. equals or exceeds
$75 million subsequent to the effective date of this registration statement, then the 20%
limitation on sales specified in General Instruction I.B.6(a) shall not apply to additional
sales made pursuant to this registration statement on or subsequent to such date and
instead the registration statement shall be considered filed pursuant to General Instruction
I.B.l.
4. The term "Form 10 information" means the information that is required by
Form 10, Form 10-SB, or Form 20-F (§249.210, §249.210b, or §249.220fofthis
chapter), as applicable to the registrant, to register under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 each class of securities being registered using this form. A registrant may provide
the Form 10 information in another Commission filing with respect to the registrant.
5. The date used in Instruction 2 to General Instruction I.B.6. shall be the same
date used in Instruction 1 to General Instruction I.B.6.
6. A registrant's eligibility to register a primary offering on Form S-3 pursuant to
General Instruction I.B.6. does not mean that the registrant meets the requirements of
Form S-3 for purposes of any other rule or regulation of the Commission apart from Rule
415(a)(1)(x) (§230.415(a)(1)(x)) ofthis chapter).

*****
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3.

Amend Form F-3 (referenced in §239.33) by adding General Instruction

I.B.5. to read as follows:

Note -The text of Form F-3 does not, and this amendment will not, appear in the
Code of Federal Regulations.
FORMF-3
REGISTRATION STATEMENT UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933

*****
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
I. Eligibility Requirements for Use of Form F-3
B. Transaction Requirements.

***

***

5. Limited Primary Offerings by Certain Other Registrants. Securities to be
offered for cash by or on behalf of a registrant; provided that:
(a) the aggregate market value of securities sold by or on behalf of the registrant
pursuant to this Instruction I.B.5. during the period of 12 calendar months immediately
prior to, and including, the sale is no more than 20% of the aggregate market value
worldwide of the voting and non-voting common equity held by non-affiliates of the
registrant; and
(b) the registrant is not a shell company (as defined in §230.405 of this chapter)
and has not been a shell company for at least 12 calendar months previously and if it has
been a shell company at any time previously, has filed current Form 10 infonnation with
the Commission at least 12 calendar months previously reflecting its status as an entity
that is not a shell company.
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Instructions.
1. "Common equity" is as defined in Securities Act Rule 405 (§230.405 of this
chapter). For purposes of computing the aggregate market value of the registrant's
outstanding voting and non-voting common equity pursuant to General Instruction I.B.5.,
registrants shall use the price at which the common equity was last sold, or the average of
the bid and asked prices of such common equity, in the principal market for such
common equity as of a date within 60 days prior to the date of sale. See the definition of
"affiliate" in Securities Act Rule 405 (§230.405 of this chapter).
2. For purposes of computing the aggregate market value of all securities sold by
or on behalf of the registrant in offerings pursuant to General Instruction I.B.5. during
any period of 12 calendar months, registrants shall aggregate the gross proceeds of such
sales; provided, that, in the case of derivative securities convertible into or exercisable for
shares of the registrant's common equity, registrants shall calculate the aggregate market
value of any underIying equity shares in lieu of the market value of the derivative
securities. The aggregate market value of the underlying equity shall be calculated by
multiplying the maximum number of common equity shares into which the derivative
securities are convertible or for which they are exercisable as of a date within 60 days
prior to the date of sale, by the same per share market price of the registrant's equity used
for purposes of calculating the aggregate market value of the registrant's outstanding
voting and non-voting common equity pursuant to Instruction 1 to General Instruction
I.B.5. If the derivative securities have been converted or exercised, the aggregate market
value of the underlying equity shall be calculated by multiplying the actual number of
shares into which the securities were converted or received upon exercise, by the market
price of such shares on the date of conversion or exercise.
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3. If the aggregate market value of the registrant's outstanding voting and nonvoting common equity computed pursuant to General Instruction I.B.5. equals or exceeds
$75 million subsequent to the effective date of this registration statement, then the20%.
limitation on sales specified in General Instruction I.B.5(a) shall not apply to additional
sales made pursuant to this registration statement on or subsequent to such date and
instead the registration statement shall be considered filed pursuant to General Instruction
I.B.l.
4. The term "Form 10 information" means the information that is required by
Form 10, Form 10-SB, or Form 20-F (§249.210, §249.210b, or §249.220f of this
chapter), as applicable to the registrant, to register under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 each class of securities being registered using this form. A registrant may provide
the Form 10 information in another Commission filing with respect to the registrant.
5. The date used in Instruction 2 to General Instruction I.B.5. shall be the same
date used in Instruction 1 to General Instruction I.B.5.
6. A registrant's eligibility to register a primary offering on Form F-3 pursuant to
General Instruction I.B.5. does not mean that the registrant meets the requirements of
Form F-3 for purposes of any other rule or regulation of the Commission apart from Rule
415(a)(1)(x) (§230.415(a)(1)(x)) ofthis chapter).

*****
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
Dated: June 20, 2007
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR PARTS 210 and 240
[RELEASE NOS. 33-8811; 34-55930; File No. S7-24-06]
RIN 3235-AJ58
Definition of a Significant Deficiency
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Request for additional comment.
SUMMARY: We are requesting additional comment on the definition of the tenn
"significant deficiency." Because this term is used in the Commission's rules
implementing Section 302 and Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, we believe that
definition of this term should also be in the Commission's rules, in addition to being in
the auditing standards.
DATES: Comment Date: Comments should be received on or before [insert date 24
days after publication in the Federal Register].
ADDRESSJ!:S: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml); or

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number S7-2406 on the subject line; or

•

Use the Federal eRulemaking Portal (http://www.regulations.gov). Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.

a

Paper comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number S7-24-06. This file number should be
included ori. the subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your
comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all
comments on the Commission's Internet Web site at
(http://\VW\v.sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml). Comments are also available for public
inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference Room, 100 F Street, NE,
Washington, DC 20549. All comments received will be posted without change; we do
not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You should submit only
information that you wish to make available publicly.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: N. Sean Harrison, Special Counsel,

Division of Corporation Finance, at (202) 551-3430, or Josh K. Jones, Professional
Accounting Fellow, Office of the Chief Accountant, at (202) 551-5300, U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We are soliciting additional comment on Rule

12b-2 1 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act")2 and Rule 1-02 3
ofRegulation S-X. 4

I

17 CFR 240.12b-2.

2

15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.

'17 CFR 210.1-02.
4

17 CFR 21 0.1-0 I et seq.
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I.

Background

The Commission's rules implementing the requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002 ("Sarbanes-Oxley") 5 require management to disclose to both the audit
committee and the external auditor all "material weaknesses" and "significant
deficiencies" identified based upon management's evaluation. 6 In adopting rules to
implement these sections of Sarbanes-Oxley, the Commission indicated that these terms
had the same meaning for purposes of the Commission's rules as they had under
generally accepted auditing standards and therefore, did not specifically define them.
Subsequent to the Commission's adoption of rules implementing Sections 302 and 404 of
Sarbanes-Oxley, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("PCAOB") adopted
Auditing Standard No. 2/ which revised these definitions. Since the Commission's
intention in the Adopting Release was to refer to the definition used by auditors of public
companies, the Commission staff issued an interpretation indicating that the PCAOB's
definition of these terms would apply to the Section 404 rules issued by the
Commission. 8
More recently, as part of the Commission's project providing more guidance to
management on completing its evaluation and assessment of internal control over
financial reporting ("ICFR") in accordance with Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley, the
5

15 U.S.C. 7262.

6

Release No. 33-8238 (Jun. 5, 2003) [68 FR 36636, .Tun. 18, 2003), refened to herein as the
''Adopting Release."
7

An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Perfonned in Conjunction With an Audit
ofFinancial Statements.
8

See. for example, question 13 of Office of the Chief Accountilnt and Division of Corporation
Finance: M<magement's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and Certification of
Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports Frequently Asked Questions (revised Oct. 6, 2004),
avail<~ble at http://www.sec.gov/info/accountants/controlfaq 1004.htm.
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Commission initially sought comment on the both the terms "significant deficiency" and
"material weakness" in its concept release on ICFR requirements, 9 and then proposed and
adopted a definition for only the term "material weakness." 10 As part of that rulemaking
process, commenters pointed out that while the December proposing release 11 refere~ced
significant deficiencies, the Commission did not include a definition of significant
deficiency within the proposal.

12

.

Cetiain commenters indicated that the Commission

should include a definition of significant deficiency in the Interpretive Guidance. 13

II.

Discussion
As part of the Interpretive Guidance rulemaking process, the Commission

determined that it was appropriate for the Commission to include in its rules definitions
for certain integral tenns associated with the Commission's rules implementing SarbanesOxley. Further, in light of the comments received in response to the proposed
Interpretive Guidance, and because Commission rules implementing Section 302(a) of
Sarbanes-Oxley require that management communicate significant deficiencies to the
audit committee and the external auditors, the Commission has decided to solicit
additional comment on a definition for "significant det1ciency." As a result, we are
soliciting additional comment on amending Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and Rule 1-02 of
Regulation S-X to define the tenn.

9

Release No. 34-54122 (Jul. 11, 2006) [71 FR 40866, Jul. 18, 2006) available at
http://wv;w .sec. gov/rul es/c_Q11CcJ21Qj2_Q_Qi34-54122. pdf.
10

Release No. 34-55929 (Jun. 20, 2007), and referred to herein as the "Interpretive Guidance."

11

Release Nos. 33-8762; 34-54976 (Dec. 20, 2006) [71 FR 77635, Dec. 27, 2006].

12

See, for example, letters from Cardinal Health, Inc. (Cardinal), Edison Electric Institute, and
Protiviti.
13

See, for example, letters from Cardinal and Protiviti.
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The purpose of management's obligations with respect to significant deficiencies
within the Commission's rules is to disclose those matters relating to ICFR that are of
sufficient importance that they should be reported to the external auditor and to the audit
committee so that these parties can more effectively carry out their respective
responsibilities with regard to the company's financial reporting, but which do not
require disclosure to

investors~

Including a definition of significant deficiency in

Commission rules, in combination with the definition of material weakness, will provide
a useful complement to the Commission's Interpretive Guidance by enabling
management to refer to Commission rules and guidance for information on the meaning
ofthese terms rather than the referring to the auditing standards.
In developing the definition, we considered comments received in response to the
PCAOB's proposed auditing standard for audits of internal control over financial
reporting. In its proposed auditing standard, the PCAOB proposed to define significant
deficiency as "a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies such that there
is a reasonable possibility that a significant misstatement of the company's annual or
interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected." 14 Further, a significant
misstatement was defined as "a misstatement that is less than material yet important
enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of the company's financial
reporting." In response to the comments received on their proposal, the PCAOB decided
to modify their proposed definition in order to focus the auditor on the communication
requirement sunounding the tenn "significant deficiency" and to provide clarity that

14

See PCAOB Proposed Auditing Standard, An Audit oflnternal Control Over Financial
Repo1iing that is Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements and Related Other Proposals
(Release Number 2006-007, Dec. I 9, 2006).
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•

auditors are not required to scope their audits to search for deficiencies that are less
severe than a material weakness. We believe that the focus of the term "significant
deficiency" should be the underlying communication requirement that results between
management, audit committees and independent auditors. As such, we are soliciting
comment on a definition that focuses squarely on matters that are important enough to
merit attention by those responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting.
Significant deficiency would be defined as "a deficiency, or a combination of
deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting that is less severe than a material
weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of a
registrant's financial reporting."

15

The framework for the definition of significant deficiency varies from that

•

recently adopted for "material weakness." Unlike the term "material weakness," we do
not believe it is necessary for the definition of significant deficiency to explicitly include
a likelihood component (that is, reasonable possibility) and that focusing on matters that
are important enough to merit attention will allow for sufficient and appropriate judgment
for management to detennine the deficiencies that should be reported to the auditor and
the audit committee.
III.

Request for Comment

·We request additional comment on defining the term "significant deficiency." In
addition to general comment, we encourage comments to address the following specific
questions:

15

This definition of"significant deficiency" is also used in Auditing Standard No.5, An Audit of
Intemal Control Over Financial Reporting That is Integrated with An Audit of Financial
Statements, which was approved by the PC AOB on May 24, 2007.
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•

•

Would the definition of a "significant deficiency" facilitate more effective and
efficient certification of qumierJy and annual reports if it were defined as
discussed above?

•

Conversely, should the definition of "significant deficiency" include a
likelihood component or other

spe~ific

criteria? If so, should we align such a

definition with the PCAOB's auditing standard, and how?
•

We do not anticipate that the definition will impact the amount of time it takes
for management to evaluate whether identified deficiencies are significant
deficiencies, nor do we anticipate that this definition will affect any existing
collection of infonnation. However, are there any additional costs or burdens
involved in evaluating whether identified deficiencies meet the definition of

•

significant deficiency? If so, what are the types of costs, and the anticipated
amounts? In what way can the definition be further modified to mitigate such
costs while stil1 appropriately describing deficiencies that should be disclosed
to audit committees and auditors?
•

We believe one of the benefits of the definition is that it focuses on the desired
result of identifying matters that are important enough to merit attention,
which will allow management to use sufficient and appropriate judgment to
determine the deficiencies that should be reported to the auditor and the audit
committee while allowing management to use its judgment to determine what
those matters are. Are there additional potential benefits we have not
considered? Additionally, a potential consequence of the definition is that,
due to the flexibility provided in the definition, there may be less
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comparability among companies in terms of what management detennines is a

•

significant deficiency. Is this accurate? Are there other potential costs or
burdens? How should we mitigate such costs or burdens?
•

Is there any special impact of the definition of significant deficiency on
smaller public companies? If so, what is that impact and how should we
address it?

* * * * *
By the Commission.

•

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
June 20, 2007

..

'
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR PARTS 210,228,229 and 240
[RELEASE NOS. 33-8809; 34-55928; FR-76; File No. S7-24-06]
RIN 3235-AJ58
Amendments to Rules Regarding Management's Report on Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: We are adopting an amendment to our rules to clarify that an evaluation
which complies with the Commission's interpretive guidance published in this issue of
the Federal Register in Release No. 34-55929 is one way to satisfy the requirement for
management to evaluate the effectiveness of the issuer's internal control over financial
reporting. We are also amending our rules to define the term material weakness and to
revise the requirements regarding the auditor's attestation report on the effectiveness of
internal control over financial reporting. The amendments are intended to facilitate more
effective and efficient evaluations of internal control over financial reporting by
management and auditors.

EFFECTIVE DATE: [insert date 60 days after publication in the Federal Register],
except the amendment to §210.2-02T, is effective until June 30,2009.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: N. Sean Harrison, Special Counsel,
Division of Corporation Finance, at (202) 551-3430, or Josh K. Jones, Professional
Accounting Fellow, Office ofthe Chief Accountant, at (202) 551-5300, U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-6628.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We are adopting amendments to Rules 13a-

15(c),1 15d-15(c),2 and 12b-23 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange
Act"), 4 Rules 1-02,5 2-02 6 and 2-02T7 ofRegulation S-X, 8 and Item 308 ofRegulations
S-B and S-K. 9
In a companion release issued in today's Federal Register, we are issuing
interpretive guidance to assist companies of all sizes in completing top-down, risk-based
evaluations of internal control over financial reporting. 10 In addition, we are issuing a
release to request additional comment on the definition of the term "significant
deficiency." 11
TABLE OF CONTENTS
I. Background

II. Discussion of Amendments
A. Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c)

1. Proposal
2. Comments on the Proposal
3. Final Rule
1

17 CFR 240.13a-15(c).

2

17 CFR 240.15d-15(c).

3

17 CFR 240.12b-2.

4

15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.

5

17 CFR210.1-02.

6

17 CFR210.2-02.

7

17 CFR210.2-02T.

8

17 CFR 210.1-01 et seq.

9

17 CFR 228.308 and 229.308.

10

Release No. 34-55929 (Jun. 20, 2007) (hereinafter "Interpretive Guidance").

11

Release No. 34-55930 (Jun. 20, 2007).
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B. Rules 1-02 and 2-02 ofRegulation S-X and Item 308 ofRegulations SB and S-K
1. Proposal
2. Comments on the Proposal
3. Final Rule
C. Definition of Material Weakness
1. Proposal

2. Comments on the Proposal
3. Final Rule

III. Transition Issues
IV. Background to Regulatory Analyses
V. Paperwork Reduction Act
VI. Cost-Benefit Analysis
VII. Effect on Efficiency, Competition and Capital Formation
VIII. Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
IX. Statutory Authority and Text of Rule Amendments
I. BACKGROUND
In implementing Section 404(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 12 (''SarbanesOxley"), the Commission adopted amendments to Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d15 to require companies, other than registered investment companies, to include in their
annual reports filed pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) 13 of the Exchange Act a report by
management on the company's internal control over financial reporting (''ICFR") and a

12

15 U.S.C. 7262.

13

15 U.S.C. 78m(a) or 78o(d).
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registered public accounting firm's attestation report on ICFR. Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15
also require management of each company to evaluate the effectiveness, as of the end of
each fiscal year, ofthe company's ICFR. 14
On December 20, 2006, the Commission issued a proposing release that contained
interpretive guidance for management ("Proposed Interpretive Guidance") regarding its
required evaluation ofiCFR and amendments to Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d15(c) to make it clear that an evaluation conducted in accordance with the Proposed
Interpretive Guidance was one way to satisfy the annual management evaluation required
by those rules. In addition, we proposed amendments to Rule 2-02(f) of Regulation S-X
to require that the registered public accounting firm's attestation report on ICFR express
a single opinion directly on the effectiveness ofiCFR, and to clarify the circumstances in
which we would expect that the accountant cannot express an opinion on ICFR. We also
proposed amendments to Rule l-02(a)(2) ofRegulation S-X to revise the definition of
attestation report to conform it to the proposed changes to Rule 2-02(f). 15
We received over 200 comment letters in response to our Proposing Release. 16
These letters came from corporations, professional associations, large and ·small
accounting firms, law firms, consultants, academics, investors and other interested
parties. Of these, approximately 70 respondents commented on the proposed rule

14

Release No. 33-8238 (June 5, 2003) [68 FR 36636] (hereinafter "Adopting Release"). See
Release No. 33-8392 (Feb. 24, 2004) [69 FR 9722] for compliance dates applicable to accelerated
filers. See Release No. 33-8760 (Dec. 15, 2006) [71 FR 76580] for compliance dates applicable
to non-accelerated filers.
15

Release Nos. 33-8762; 34-54976 (Dec. 20, 2006) [71 FR 77635] (hereinafter "Proposing
Release").
16

The comment letters are available for inspection in the Commission's Public Reference Room
at 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549 in File No. S7-24-06, or may be viewed at
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-24-06/s72406.shtrnl.
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amendments. We have reviewed and considered all of the comments that we received on
the proposed rule amendments. The adopted rules reflect changes made in response to
many of these comments. We discuss our conclusions with respect to each proposed rule
amendment and the related comments in more detail throughout this release.

-·

H. DISCUSSION OF AMENDMENTS
A. Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c)
1. Proposal

Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c) require the management of each
issuer subject to the Exchange Act reporting requirements, other than a registered
investment company, to evaluate the effectiveness of the issuer's ICFR as of the end of
each fiscal year. We proposed to amend these rules to state that, although there are many
different ways to conduct an evaluation of the effectiveness ofiCFR, an evaluation
conducted in accordance with the Proposed Interpretive Guidance would satisfy the
evaluation requirement in those rules.
2. Comments on the Proposal

While many commenters supported the proposed amendments to Rules 13a-15
and 15d-15, 17 some expressed the view that although the guidance is appropriately
principles-based, the nature of the requirements set forth in the Proposed Interpretive
Guidance is not well-suited to the type of safe-harbor protection intended by the

17

See, for example, letters from America's Community Bankers (ACB), BP p.l.c. (BP), Business
Roundtable, Enbridge Inc., European Association of Listed Companies, Hudson Financial
Solutions (Hudson), ING Groep N.V. (ING), PPL Corporation (PPL), Silicon Valley Leadership
Group (SVLG), The Hundred Group of Finance Directors (100 Group), and UnumProvident
Corporation (UnumProvident).
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amendments. 18 For instance, three commenters suggested that the Proposed Interpretive
Guidance does not contain specific, objective criteria that a company's management
could use to demonstrate that its evaluation complies with the requirements of the
Proposed Interpretive Guidance. 19 Consequently, two of these commenters went on to
conclude that the amendments may eventually lead to the Interpretive Guidance being
viewed as an exclusive evaluation approach. In light of these and similar concerns, one
commenter suggested broadening the amended rule language to explicitly indicate that an
evaluation provides a reasonable basis for management's ICFR assessment if it includes:
{1) an identification of the risks that are reasonably likely to result in a material
misstatement of the company's financial statements; (2) an evaluation of whether the
company has placed controls in operation that are designed to address those risks; and (3)
a risk-based process for gathering and evaluating evidence regarding the effective
.

operation of those controls.

20

One commenter opposed both the Proposed Interpretive Guidance and the
proposed rule amendments and expressed the view that management will, as a result of
the nature of the Proposed Interpretive Guidance, claim the protection afforded by the
amendments for deficient evaluations. 21 Another commenter expressed the view that the

18

See, for example, letters from American Electronics Association (AeA), James J. Angel, Cleary
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP (Cleary), Financial Reporting Committee of the Association of
the Bar of the City ofNew York (NYC Bar), and U.S. Chamber of Commerce (Chamber).
]

9

20

See, for example, letters from Cleary, NYC Bar, and Reznick Group, P.C.
See letter from Cleary.

21

See joint letter from Consumer Federation of America, Consumer Action, and U.S. Public
Interest Research Group.
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proposed rule amendments could result in a "minimalist" attitude towards the internal
control evaluation on the part ofmanagement. 22
3. Final Rule
After consideration of the comments that we received, we have determined to
adopt the amendments to Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c) as proposed. The amended rules
state that there are many different ways to conduct an evaluation that will satisfy the
evaluation requirement in the rules, and the Interpretive Guidance clearly states that
compliance with the guidance is voluntary. Therefore, concerns that the amendments
may cause confusion as to whether compliance with the Interpretive Guidance is
mandatory or may result in an exclusive standard are unfounded. We und~rstand that
many companies already complying with the Section 404 requirements have established
an ICFR evaluation process that may differ from the approach described in the
Interpretive Guidance. There is no requirement for these companies to alter their
procedures to align them with the Interpretive Guidance.
We have decided not to broaden the amended rule language to include factors to
consider in determining whether alternative methods satisfY the standard primarily
because we think this type of "broadening" may actually limit the potential universe of
acceptable evaluation methods. For example, while we believe the Interpretive
Guidance's top-down, risk-based approach will result in both effective and efficient
evaluations of the effectiveness ofiCFR, management may choose to establish an
alternative evaluation approach. An alternative approach may be deemed preferable if it
complements a company's existing quality improvement processes or enterprise risk

22

See letter from Tatum LLC.
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management methodologies and still provides management with a reasonable basis for its
assessment of ICFR effectiveness. Therefore, we do not think it is appropriate or
necessary to mandate the approach set forth in the Interpretive Guidance.
Regarding the comments expressing concern that the principles-based nature of
the Proposed Interpretive Guidance may not easily lend itself to the safe-harbor type
provisions, we acknowledge that the amendments to Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15 are of a
somewhat different nature from other safe-harbor provisions, which typically prescribe
very specific conditions that must be met before a company or person may claim
protection under the safe-harbor. Nonetheless, we believe establishing the Interpretive
Guidance as one way to satisfactorily evaluate ICFR will serve the important purpose of
communicating the objectives and requirements of the ICFR evaluation. Moreover, most
commenters preferred that the guidance for conducting an evaluation ofiCFR be issued
on an interpretive basis rather than codified as a rule. 23 Accordingly, a direct reference in
the rules to the Interpretive Guidance will help ensure that companies are aware of the
guidance.
We are issuing the Interpretive Guidance, and tal\ing a series of other steps, to
improve and strengthen implementation of the ICFR requirements. Regardless of
whether management uses the Interpretive Guidance, we remain committed to a strong
implementation of the ICFR requirements and to ensuring that issuers perform a
sufficient evaluation. As is currently the case, the sufficiency of an evaluation will be
determined based on each issuer's particular facts and circumstances.

23

Approximately thirty-three commenters directly responded to the question about whether the
guidance should be issued as an interpretation or codified as a Commission rule. Approximately
70% of such respondents indicated that the guidance should be issued as an interpretation.
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B. Rules 1-02 and 2-02 of Regulation S-X and Item 308 of Regulations S-B and S-K
1. Proposal

Rule 2-02(f) ofRegulation S-X requires the registered public accounting firm's
attestation report on management's assessment ofiCFR to clearly state the "opinion of
the accountant as to whether management's assessment of the effectiveness of the
registrant's ICFR is fairly stated in all material respects." The term "assessment" as used
in Rule 2-02(f) refers to management's disclosure of its conclusion about the
effectiveness of the company's ICFR, not the efficacy of the process followed by
management to arrive at its conclusion. To more effectively communicate the auditor's
responsibility in relation to management's assessment, we proposed to revise Rule 202(f) to require the auditor to express an opinion directly on the effectiveness ofiCFR.
We believe this opinion necessarily conveys whether the disclosure of management's
assessment is fairly stated. In addition, we proposed revisions to Rule 2-02(f) to clarify
the rare circumstances in which the accountant would be unable to express an opinion.
We also proposed conforming revisions to the definition of attestation report in
Rule 1-02(a)(2) ofRegulation S-X. The PCAOB proposed a conforming revision to its
auditing standard to reflect this revision as well.

24

2. Comments on the Proposal
We received comments on the proposed revisions to Rules 1-02(a)(2) and 2-02(f)
of Regulation S-X to require the expression of a single opinion directly on the
effectiveness of ICFR by the auditor in the attestation report on ICFR. Those who
24

PCAOB Release No. 2006-007: Proposed Auditing Standard- An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting that is Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements. See
http://www .pcaobus.org/Rules/Docket 021 /index.aspx (hereinafter "Proposed Auditing
Standard").
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commented on this proposed amendment were equally divided, with approximately onehalf supporting the Commission's proposal to eliminate the auditor's opinion on
management's assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR,25 and the other half expressing
the view that, although the reduction to one opinion by the auditor was preferable, the
opinion retained would limit improvements in the efficiency of the 404 process. 26
Commenters who supported the Commission's proposal believe that an auditor's
opinion directly on the effectiveness of a company's ICFR provides investors with a
higher level of assurance than the opinion only on management's assessment. These
commenters also suggested that an audit opinion directly on the effectiveness ofiCFR
was a clearer expression of the scope of the auditor's work. However, those who
opposed the Commission's proposal argued that an audit opinion directly on the
effectiveness of ICFR would require duplicative, unnecessary and excessive testing by
auditors and would therefore lead to higher audit costs. 27 These commenters suggested
the auditor's work should be limited to evaluating management's assessment process and
the testing performed by management and internal audit. They acknowledged that the
auditor would need to test at least some controls directly in addition to evaluating and
25

See, for example, letters from Banco ltau Holding Financeira SA, BP, Cisco Systems, Inc.
(Cisco), Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC), Eli Lilly and Company (Eli Lilly), Frank
Consulting, PLLP, Grant Thornton LLP, Kimball International (Kimball), Lubrizol Corporation
(Lubrizol), MetLife, Inc. (MetLife), NYC Bar, PPG Industries, Inc. (PPG), The Procter &
Gamble Company (P&G), and RAM Energy Resources, Inc.

26

See, for example, letters from 100 Group, Alamo Group, Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA), BHP Billiton Limited (BHP), European Federation of Accountants (FEE),
The Financial Services Roundtable (FSR), Hess Corporation (Hess), Hutchinson Technology Inc.
(Hutchinson), Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), Institute of Management Accountants (IMA),
Institut Der Wirtschaftsprufer [Institute of Public Auditors in Germany] (IDW), Ian D. Lamdin (I.
Lamdin), Matthew Leitch, Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. (Nasdaq), National Venture Capital
Association (NVCA), Nike, Inc. (Nike), Robert F. Richter (R. Richter), Rod Scott, Southern
Company (Southern), and SVLG.
27

See, for example, letters from 100 Group, ACCA, Hess, Nasdaq, Nike, and Southern.
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testing management's assessment process; however, they expected that the auditor's own
testing could be significantly reduced from the scope required to render an opinion
directly on the effectiveness ofiCFR. 28 Additionally, commenters were concerned that
the proposed rule change was in direct conflict with Section 404(b) of Sarbanes-Oxley,
which explicitly calls for the auditor to issue an attestation report on management's
assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR. 29
In view of the proposal to require only one opinion by the auditor in its report on
the effectiveness of a company's ICFR, commenters thought that continued references in
Rules 1-02(a)(2) and 2-02(f) of Regulation S-X to an "attestation report on management's
assessment of internal control over financial reporting" would be confusing. 30 These
commenters suggested that we eliminate these references and refer to the auditor's report
only as an "attestation report on internal control over financial reporting."
3. Final Rule
After consideration of the comments, we have decided to adopt the proposed
amendments to Rules 1-02(a)(2) and 2-02(f) of Regulation S-X to require the expression
of a single opinion directly on the effectiveness of ICFR by the auditor in its attestation
report on ICFR because it more effectively communicates the auditor's responsibility in
relation to management's process and necessarily conveys whether management's
assessment is fairly stated. In view of this decision, we agree with commenters that
Rules 1-02(a)(2) and 2-02(f) of Regulation S-X will be clearer if they refer to the
28

See, for example, letters from BHP and NV CA.

29

See, for example, letters from FEE, FSR, Hutchinson, IDW, IIA, IMA, I. Lamdin, and R.
Richter.
30

See, for example, letters from 100 Group, BDO Seidman LLP, Cleary, Financial Executives
International Committee on Corporate Reporting (FEI CCR), Manulife Financial (Manulife),
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT), Neenah Paper, Inc (Neenah), and NYC Bar.
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auditor's report as an "attestation report on internal control over financial reporting"
rather than an "attestation report on management's assessment of internal control over
financial reporting." We, therefore, have made this change. We also have made
conforming changes to Rule 2-02T ofRegulation S-X and Item 308 of Regulations S-B
and S-K. 31
Despite the fact that the revised rules no longer require the auditor to separately
express an opinion concerning management's assessment of the effectiveness of the
company's ICFR, auditors currently are required under Auditing Standard No.2 ("AS
No. 2"), 32 and would continue to be required under the Proposed Auditing Standard, to
evaluate whether management has included in its annual ICFR assessment report all of
the disclosures required by Item 308 of Regulations S-B and S-K. Both AS No.2 and the
Proposed Auditing Standard would require the auditor to modify its audit report on the
effectiveness ofiCFR ifthe auditor determines that management's assessment ofiCFR is
not fairly stated. Consequently, the revisions are fully consistent with, and will continue
to achieve, the objectives of Section 404(b) ofSarbanes-Oxley.
In considering the concerns raised by commenters about the scope of auditor
testing that is required to render an opinion directly on the effectiveness ofiCFR, the
Commission believes that an auditing process that is restricted to evaluating what
management has done would not necessarily provide the auditor with a sufficient level of
assurance to render an independent opinion as to whether management's assessment (that
is, conclusion) about the effectiveness ofiCFR is correct. Moreover, the PCAOB's
31

Item 308 sets forth the ICFR disclosure that must be included in a .company's annual and
quarterly reports.

32

An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction With an
Audit of Financial Statements.
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auditing standards with respect to a company's ICFR derive from both Section
103(a)(2)(A)(iii) and Section 404(b) ofSarbanes-Oxley. Section 404(b) ofSarbanesOxley requires the auditor to "attest to, and report on, the assessment made by the·
management of the issuer." Section 103(a)(2)(A)(iii) of Sarbanes-Oxley requires that
each audit report describe the scope of the auditor's testing of the internal control
structure and procedures and present, among other information: (1) the findings of the
auditor from such testing; (2) an evaluation of whether such internal control structure and
procedures provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to
permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles; and (3) a description of material weaknesses in such internal
controls. 33
The Commission believes that an audit opinion directly on the effectiveness of
ICFR is consistent with both Section 404 and Section 103 of Sarbanes-Oxley. Further,
the Commission believes that the expression of a single opinion directly on the

33

Section 103(a)(2)(A)(iii) states that "each registered public accounting firm shall -describe in each audit report the scope of the auditor's testing ofthe internal control
structure and procedures of the issuer, required by section 404(b), and present (in such
report or in a separate report) -(I.) the findings of the auditor from such testing;

(II.) an evaluation of whether such internal control structure and procedures(aa) include maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly
reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer;
(bb) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to
permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the issuer are being
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
issuer; and
(III.) a description, at a minimum, of material weaknesses in such internal controls, and
of any material noncompliance found on the basis of such testing."
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effectiveness of ICFR clarifies that an auditor is not responsible for issuing an opinion on
management's process for evaluating ICFR.
C. Definition of Material Weakness
1. Proposal

The Proposed Interpretive Guidance defined a material weakness as a deficiency,
or combination of deficiencies, in ICFR such that there is a reasonable possibility that a
material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial statements will not be
prevented or detected on a timely basis by the company's ICFR. Further, we indicated
that the definition formulated in the proposal was intended to be consistent with its use in
existing auditing literature and practice. 34
2. Comments on the Proposal

Commenters expressed concern about differences between our proposed
definition of material weakness and that proposed by the PCAOB in its Proposed
Auditing Standard and requested that the two definitions be aligned. 35 Commenters also
suggested that a single definition of material weakness be established for use by both
auditors and management. They further thought that we should codify the definition in
our rules. 36
In addition, commenters pointed out that while the Proposed Interpretive
Guidance referred to significant deficiencies, the Commission did not include a definition
34

The PCAOB's Proposed Auditing Standard provided the following definition of material
weakness: "a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, such that there is a
reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial
statements will not be prevented or detected."
35

See, for example, letters from Edison Electric Institute (EEl), FEI CCR, Financial Executives
International Small Public Company Task Force (FEI SPCTF), The Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), Nina Stofberg, and SVLG.
36

See, for example, letters from FEE and ICAEW.
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of significant deficiency within the Proposed Interpretive Guidance. 37 Despite the fact
that the Proposed Interpretive Guidance did not include a definition of significant
deficiency, commenters on this topic provided feedback about both the Commission's
proposed definition of material weakness and the definition of significant deficiency as
proposed by the PCAOB. 38 Certain commenters indicated that the Commission should
include a definition of significant deficiency in the Interpretive Guidance. 39
Commenters also provided feedback on the probability language in the definition
of material weakness. Commenters expressing support for the "reasonable possibility"
standard in the proposed definition40 noted that this language improves the clarity of the
existing definition and will reduce time spent evaluating deficiencies. 41 In contrast, other
commenters felt that the probability standard should be changed. 42 These commenters
noted that the meaning of "reasonably possible" was the same as "more than remote" and
therefore would not reduce the effort devoted to identifying and analyzing deficiencies.
Two of these commenters suggested the Commission use a "reasonable likelihood"

37

See, for example, letters from Cardinal Health, Inc. (Cardinal), EEl, and Protiviti.

38

The PCAOB' s Proposed Auditing Standard provided the following definition of significant
deficiency: "a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, such that there is a
reasonable possibility that a significant misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial
statements will not be prevented or detected." A significant misstatement was defined as "a
misstatement that is less than material yet important enough to merit attention by those
responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting."
39

See, for example, letters from Cardinal and Protiviti.

40

See, for example, letters from Cisco, FEI CCR, Hudson, MetLife, MSFT, and P&G.

41

See, for example, letters from Cisco, Committee on Capital Markets Regulation (CCMR), FEI
SPCTF, Hudson, MetLife, MSFT, Nike, P&G, and TechNet.

42

See, for example, letters from the American Bar Association's Committees on Federal
Regulation of Securities and Law and Accounting of the Section of Business Law (ABA), ACCA,
Cardinal Health, Inc., Chamber, CSC, IIA, Kimball, and NYC Bar.
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standard, 43 and another suggested the Commission change to a "greater than fiftypercent" standard. 44 Commenters also requested additional guidance about how the
concept of"materiality" impacted the definition. 45
Most of the commenters who addressed the reference to interim financial
statements in the definition of material weakness indicated that the word "interim" should
be removed from the definition, 46 with only one commenter expressing the view that the
reference to interim financial statements should remain in the definition. 47 Some
commenters who suggested removal of "interim" expressed the view that because Section
404 of Sarbanes-Oxley mandates an annual assessment ofiCFR, the deficiency
evaluation should also be based on the impact to the annual financial statements. Others
stated that the removal of "interim" would allow management and auditors to better focus
on the annual financial statements when evaluating the materiality of control deficiencies.
3. Final Rule

After consideration of the comments received, we have determined that it is
appropriate for the Commission's rules to include the definition of material weakness
since it is an integral term associated with Sarbanes-Oxley and the Commission's
implementing rules. Management's disclosure requirements with respect to ICFR are
predicated upon the existence of a material weakness; therefore, we agree with the
commenters' suggestion that our rules should define this term, rather than refer to
43

See letters from NYC Bar and Cleary.

44

See letter from ABA.

45

See, for example, letters from ABA, CCMR, CSC, Independent Community Bankers of
America, ISACA and IT Governance Institute, P&G, and Rockwood Holdings, Inc.

46

See, for example, letters from ABA, Cisco, Deloitte & Touche LLP, EEl, Eli Lilly, FEI CCR,
FEI SPCTF, Ford Motor Company, MSFT, P&G, and PPL.

47

See letter from MetLife.
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auditing literature. As a result, we are amending Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and Rule 102 of Regulation S-X to define the term material weakness.
We have decided to adopt the material weakness definition substantially as ·
proposed. The Commission has determined that the proposed material weakness
definition appropriately describes those conditions in ICFR that, if they exist, should be
disclosed to investors and should preclude a conclusion that ICFR is effective.
Therefore, our final rules define a material weakness as a deficiency, or a combination of
deficiencies, in ICFR such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material
misstatement of the registrant's annual or interim financial statements will not be
prevented or detected on a timely basis. 48 We anticipate that the PCAOB's auditing
standards will also include this definition of material weakness.
After consideration of the proposed alternatives to the "reasonable possibility"
standard in the proposed definition of material weakness, we decided not to change the
proposed standard. Revisions that have the effect of increasing the.likelihood (that is,
risk) of a material misstatement in a company's financial reports that can exist before
being disclosed could give rise to questions about the meaning of a disclosure that ICFR
is effective and whether the threshold for "reasonable assurance" is being lowered.
Moreover, we do not believe improvements in efficiency arising from revisions to the
likelihood element would be significant to the overall ICFR evaluation effort, due, in
part, to our view that the effort evaluating deficiencies would be similar under the
alternative standards (for example, "reasonable possibility" as compared to "reasonable
likelihood"). Lastly, we do not believe the volume of material weakness disclosures,

48

Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and Rule 1-02(p) ofRegulation S-X.
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which has declined each year since the initial implementation of Section 404 of SarbanesOxley, is too high such that investors would benefit from a reduction in disclosures that
would result from a higher likelihood threshold.
Regarding the reference to interim financial statements in the definition of
material weakness, while we believe annual materiality considerations are appropriate
when making judgments about the nature and extent of evaluation procedures, we believe
that the judgments about whether a control is adequately designed or operating
effectively should consider the requirement to provide investors reliable annual and
quarterly financial reports. Moreover, if management's annual evaluation identifies a
deficiency that poses a reasonable possibility of a material misstatement in the company's
quarterly reports, we believe management should disclose the deficiency to investors and
not assess ICFR as effective. As such, we have not removed the reference to interim
financial statements from the definition of material weakness.
In response to the comments regarding the need for the Commission to define the
term "significant deficiency," we are seeking additional comment on a definition of that
term as part of a separate release issued in the Federal Register.

III.

TRANSITION ISSUES
Although the amendments to Rules 1-02 and 2-02 ofRegulation S-X will no

longer require the auditor to separately express an opinion concerning management's
assessment of the effectiveness ofthe company's ICFR, audits conducted under AS No.2
will continue to result in a separate opinion on management's assessment until the
PCAOB's expected new auditing standard replacing AS No.2 becomes effective and is
required for all audits. ·Until such time, companies may file whichever report they
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receive from their independent auditor (that is, either one that contains both opinions
under AS No. 2 or the single opinion under the expected new auditing standard).

IV.

BACKGROUND TO REGULATORY ANALYSES
Congress enacted the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in July 2002. Section 404 of the Act

directed the Commission to prescribe rules requiring each issuer required to file an
annual report under Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act 49 to prepare an internal
control report. The only Exchange Act reporting companies that Congress exempted
from the Section 404 requirements were investment companies registered under Section 8
of the Investment Company Act. 50
To fulfill its statutory mandate, the Commission adopted rules in June 2003 to
require all Exchange Act reporting companies other than registered investment
companies, regardless of their size, to include in their annual reports a report of
management, and an accompanying auditor's report, on the effectiveness of the
company's internal control over financial reporting ("ICFR"). 51
Although the Commission adopted rules in 2003 creating the obligation for all
reporting companies to include ICFR reports in their annual reports, it provided a lengthy
compliance period for non-accelerated filers, which are smaller public companies with a
public float below$75 million. 52 Under the compliance dates that the Commission

49

15 U.S.C. 78m or 78o(d).

50

15 U.S.C. 80a-8.

51

Release No. 33-8238 (June 5, 2003) [68 FR 36636).

52

Although the term "non-accelerated filer" is not defined in Commission rules, we use it to refer
to an Exchange Act reporting company that does not meet the Exchange Act Rule 12b-2
definition of either an "accelerated filer" or a "large accelerated filer."
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originally established, non-accelerated filers would not have become subject to the ICFR
requirements until they filed an annual report for a fiscal year ending on or after April 15,
2005. In contrast, accelerated filers and large accelerated filers- companies with a
public float of$75 million or more- became subject to the Section 404 requirements
with respect to annual reports that they filed for fiscal years ending on or after November
15,2004.
The Commission provided this lengthy compliance period for non-accelerated
filers in light ofboth the substantial time and resources needed by accelerated filers to
properly implement the rules. In addition, it believed that a corresponding benefit to
investors would result from an extended transition period that allowed companies to
carefully implement the new requirements. After each of the first two years acceleratedfilers implemented the Section 404 requirements, the Commission held a roundtable
discussion, and solicited comment on issues that arose during implementation. 53
Since the initial extension period, the Commission has further extended the
compliance dates for non-accelerated filers. The Commission adopted the most recent
compliance date extension for non-accelerated filers in December 2006. 54 This extension
was based, in part, on a recommendation from the Commission's Advisory Committee on
Smaller Public Companies ("Advisory Committee"). In its Final Report, issued on April
23, 2006, the Advisory Committee raised a number of concerns regarding the ability of
smaller companies to comply cost-effectively with the requirements of Section 404. The

53

As a result of which, the Commission and its staff issued guidance to assist companies in
implementing these requirements.

54

Release No. 33-8760 (Dec. 15, 2006) [71 FR 77635].
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Advisory Committee identified as an overarching concern the difference in how smaller
and larger public companies operate.
It focused in particular on three characteristics: (1) the limited number of

personnel in smaller companies, which constrains the companies' ability to segregate
conflicting duties; (2) top management's wider span of control and more direct channels
of communication, which increase the risk of management override; and (3) the dynamic
and evolving nature of smaller companies, which limits their ability to have static
processes that are well-qocumented. 55
The Advisory Committee suggested that these characteristics create unique
differences in how smaller companies achieve effective ICFR that may not be adequately
accommodated in Auditing Standard No. 2 or other implementation guidance as currently
applied in practice. In addition, the Advisory Committee noted serious ramifications for
smaller public companies stemming from the cost of frequent documentation changes and
sustained review and testing of controls perceived to be necessary to comply with the
Section 404 requirements.
The Commission also granted the December 2006 extension in view of a series of
actions that the Commission and the PCAOB each announced on May 17, 2006 that they
intended to take to improve the implementation of the Section 404 requirements. These
actions included:

55

Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies to the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission (Apr. 23, 2006) ("Advisory Committee Report") available
at http://www.sec.gov/info/smallbus/acspc/acspc-finalreport.pdf.
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•

Issuance of a Concept Release soliciting comment on a variety of issues
that might be included in future Commission guidance for management to
assist in its performance of a top-down, risk-based assessment ofiCFR;

•

Consideration of additional guidance from COSO on understanding and
.

applying the COSO framework;

56

•

Revisions to Auditing Standard No. 2;

•

Reinforcement of auditor efficiency through PCAOB inspections and
Commission oversight of the PCAOB's audit firm inspection program;

•

Development, or facilitation of development, of implementation guidance
for auditors of smaller public companies; and

•

Continuation ofPCAOB forums on auditing in the small business
environment.

Pursuant to the most recent extension of the compliance dates, non-accelerated
filers are scheduled to begin including a management report on ICFR in their annual
reports filed for a fiscal year ending on or after December 15,2007, and an auditor's
report on ICFR for a fiscal year ending on or after December 15, 2008. It was our
intention that non-accelerated filers would be able to complete their assessment of
internal control without engaging an independent auditor during the first year. In
addition, to eliminate second-guessing of management that might result from separating
the management and auditor reports, the rules provide that the management report

56

On July 11, 2006, COSO issued guidance entitled "Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Guidance for Smaller Public Companies" that was designed primarily to help management of
smaller public companies with establishing and maintaining effective ICFR.
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included in a non-accelerated filer's annual report during the first year of compliance is
deemed to be "furnished" rather than "filed." 57
The December 2006 extension of the management report requirement was
intended to provide the non-accelerated filers with the benefit of both the Commission's
management guidance and the COSO guidance for smaller companies before planning
and conducting their initial ICFR assessments. The extension of the auditor report
requirement was intended to:
•

Afford non-accelerated filers and their auditors the benefit of anticipated
changes to the PCAOB's Auditing Standard No.2, and any
implementation guidance issued by the PCAOB for auditors of nonaccelerated filers;

•

Save non-accelerat.ed filers the costs of the auditor attestation to, and
report on, management's initial assessment ofiCFR;

•

Enable management of non-accelerated filers to more gradually prepare
for full compliance with the Section 404 requirements and to gain some
efficiencies in the process of reviewing and evaluating the effectiveness of
ICFR before becoming subject to the requirement that the auditor report
on ICFR (and to permit investors to see and evaluate the results of
management's first compliance efforts); and

•

Provide the Commission with the flexibility to consider any comments it
received on the Concept Release and the proposed guidance for

57

Management's report is not deemed to be filed for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Act
[15 U.S.C. 7~r] or otherwise subject to the liabilities of that section, unless the issuer specifically
states that the report is to be considered "filed" under the Exchange Act or incorporates it by
reference into a filing under the Securities Act or the Exchange Act.
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management in response to questions related to the appropriate role of the
auditor in evaluating management's internal control assessment process.
On July 11, 2006, we issued a Concept Release to seek public comment on the
issues to be addressed in our guidance for management on how to assess ICFR. 58 The
Commission received approximately 167 comment letters in response to the Concept
Release, a majority of which supported additional Commission guidance to management
that is applicable to companies of all sizes and complexities. The Commission
considered the feedback received in those comment letters in drafting its Interpretive
Guidance.
In conjunction with issuance of the Interpretive Guidance, in this release we are
adopting amendments to the existing requirements of Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and
15d-15(c) that management of each company subject to the Exchange Act periodic
reporting requirements evaluate, as of the end of each fiscal year, the effectiveness of the
company's ICFR. The amendments state that an evaluation that complies with the
Interpretive Guidance will satisfy the annual evaluation requirement in Rules 13a-15(c)
and 15d-15(c).
We are also adopting amendments to Rules 1-02 and 2-02 ofRegulation S-X, and
Item 308 of Regulations S-B and S-K, to state that the company's auditor must express
only one opinion on a company's ICFR. This is a direct opinion by the auditor on the
effectiveness of the company's ICFR. Prior to the amendments, auditors expressed two
separate opinions: one on the effectiveness of a company's ICFR and another on
management's assessment of the effectiveness of the company's ICFR. Finally, we are

58

Release No. 34-54122 (July 11, 2006).
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adopting an amendment to Exchange Act Rule 12b-2, and a corresponding amendment to
Rule 1-02 ofRegulation S-X, to define the term material weakness.

V.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT
Certain provisions of our ICFR requirements contain "coilection of information"

requirements within the meaning of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 ("PRA"). We
submitted these collections of information to the Office ofManagement and Budget
("OMB") for review in accordance with the PRA and received approval for the
collections of information. We do not believe the rule amendments in this release will
impose any new recordkeeping or information collection requirements, or other
collections of information requiring OMB' s approval.

VI.

COST -BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The rule amendments and the Interpretive Guidance that we are adopting are

intended to facilitate more effective and efficient evaluations of ICFR by management
and auditors. Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15, as initially adopted, and as amended, do not
mandate any specific method for management to follow in performing an evaluation of
ICFR. Instead, the rules recognize that the methods of conducting evaluations ofiCFR
will, and should, vary from company to company. Commenters have asserted that the
lack of specific direction in either Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act or the
implementing rules on how management should conduct an evaluation ofiCFR may have
resulted in the auditing standards becoming the de facto standard for management's
evaluation in many cases, which likely contributed to excessive documentation and
testing of internal controls by management in initial compliance efforts.
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The benefits and costs to investors of the rule amendments and Interpretive
Guidance are directly related to the extent to which issuers choose to rely on the
Interpretive Guidance. In part, this is because compliance is voluntary. In addition,
companies already subject to the reporting requirement have gained some efficiencies in
the evaluation process, 59 and other sources have provided guidance on how to conduct an
ICFR evaluation. 60 The very purpose of the rule amendments and the Interpretive
Guidance is to ease the compliance burden created by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act. Because of this, and because the use of Interpretive Guidance is voluntary, it is
unlikely that it could result in additional incremental cost to issuers. Issuers that choose
to use Interpretive Guidance will likely do so because it reduces their overall compliance
burden.
A. Benefits

Our issuance of specific Interpretive Guidance for management on how to
conduct an ICFR evaluation should significantly lessen the pressures on management to
look to the auditing standards for guidance as to how to conduct its evaluation. 61 To the
extent that these pressures have led to excessive testing and documentation in the past,
the Interpretive Guidance and rule amendments should lead management to avoid
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Commenters on the Concept Release Concerning Management's Reports on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting, Release No. 34-54122 (Jul. 11, 2006) [71 FR 40866], available at
http://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2006/34-54122.pdf, expressed similar views. See, for example,
letters from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Crowe Chizek and Company
LLC, and Kreischer Miller, all available at http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-ll-06/s71106.shtml.
60

See, for example, The Institute of Internal Auditor's Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404: A Guide for
Management by Internal Control Practitioners, May 2006.
61

We are taking this action in conjunction with the PCAOB's elimination of the auditor's
requirement to evaluate the efficacy of management's evaluation process.
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excessive costs and aid them in determining the level of effort necessary to evaluate a
company's ICFR.
The extent of the benefits of the rule amendments depends on a company's
experience conducting an ICFR evaluation. As-explained in the release setting forth the
Interpretive Guidance, the effort necessary to conduct an initial evaluation of ICFR will
vary depending on management's existing financial reporting risk assessment and control
monitoring activities. After the first year of compliance, management's effort to identify
financial reporting risks and controls should ordinarily be less because subsequent
evaluations should be more focused on changes in risks and controls rather than
identification of all financial reporting risks and the related controls. Further, in each
subsequent year, the documentation of risks and controls will only need to be updated
from the prior year or years, not recreated anew.
Through the risk and control identification process, management will have
identified f<?r testing only those controls that are needed to meet the objective ofiCFR
(that is, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting)
and for which evidence about their operation can be obtained most efficiently. The
nature and extent of procedures implemented to evaluate whether those controls continue
to operate effectively can be tailored to the company's unique circumstances, thereby
avoiding unnecessary compliance costs.
In addressing a number of the commonly identified areas of concerns, the
Interpretive Guidance:
•

Explains how to vary approaches for gathering evidence to support the evaluation
based on risk assessments;
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•

Explains the use of"daily interaction," self-assessment, and other on-going
monitoring activities as evidence in the evaluation;

•

Explains the purpose of documentation and how management has flexibility in
approaches to documenting support for its assessment;

•

Provides management significant flexibility in making judgments regarding what
constitutes adequate evidence in low-risk areas; and

•

Allows for management and the auditor to have different testing approaches.
The Interpretive Guidance is organized around two broad principles. The first

principle is that management should evaluate whether it has implemented controls that
adequately address the risk that a material misstatement of the financial statements would
not be prevented or detected in a timely manner. The guidance describes a top-down,
risk-based approach to this principle, including the role of entity-level controls in
assessing financial reporting risks and the adequacy of controls. The guidance promotes
efficiency by allowing management to focus on those controls that are needed to
adequately address the risk of a material misstatement in its financial statements.
The second pri~ciple is that management's evaluation of evidence about the
operation of its controls should be based on its assessment of risk. The guidance provides
an approach for making risk-based judgments about the evidence needed for the
evaluation. This allows management to align the nature and extent of its evaluation
procedures with those areas of financial reporting that pose the highest risks to reliable
financial reporting (that is, whether the financial statements are materially accurate). As
a result, management may be able to use more efficient approaches to gathering evidence,
such as self-assessments in low-risk areas, and perform more extensive testing in high-
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risk areas. By following these two principles, companies of all sizes and complexities
will be able to implement the rules effectively and efficiently.
The Interpretive Guidance reiterates the Commission's position that management
should bring its own experience and informed judgment to bear in order to design an
evaluation process that meets the needs of its company and that provides a reasonable
basis for its annual assessment of whether ICFR is effective. This allows management
sufficient and appropriate flexibility to design such an evaluation process. Smaller public
companies, which generally have less complex internal control systems than larger public
companies, can scale and tailor their evaluation methods and procedures to fit their own
facts and circumstances. 62 Applying the Interpretive Guidance may thus assist
management of these companies in scaling and tailoring its evaluation methods and
procedures to fit their own unique facts and circumstances in ways that may not be
appropriate for larger companies with more complex internal control systems. Through
the rule amendments, smaller companies can take advantage of the flexibility and
scalabilityin Interpretive Guidance to conduct an evaluation ofiCFR that is both
efficient and effective at identifYing material weaknesses.
By applying the principles set forth in the Interpretive Guidance, companies of all
sizes and complexities will be able to comply with the rules more effectively and
efficiently. The total benefit to investors of the Interpretive Guidance and rule
amendments depends on the number of companies that implement these principles and
the extent to which their practices under these principles depart from the principles and
practices that they would otherwise follow.

62

Advisory Committee Report at pp. 39-40.
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Given that non-accelerated filers have not yet been required to conduct an
evaluation of ICFR, their use of Interpretive Guidance in their first year of conducting an
ICFR evaluation may enable them to avoid some of the initial compliance costs and
efforts that were incurred by larger public companies during their early years of
compliance with Section 404' s requirements. In this respect, investors in non-accelerated
filers may benefit more from the amended rules and Interpretive Guidance than investors
in larger public companies that already have been required to conduct an evaluation.
The amendments to Exchange Act Rules 13a-15{c) and 15d-15(c) provide for a
non-exclusive safe-harbor in that they do not require management to follow the
Interpretive Guidance, but still provide assurance to management regarding its
compliance obligations. Some of the commenters on the Proposal questioned the benefits
of these rule amendments. As noted earlier in this release, three commenters suggested
that the Interpretive Guidance does not contain specific, objective criteria that a
company's management could use to demonstrate that its evaluation complies with the
requirements of the Interpretive Guidance. 63 The Office of Advocacy of the Small
Business Administration also stated in its comment letter that some of the participants in
a roundtable it hosted on the Section 404 requirements asked for more details as to how
the safe harbor protection could be claimed and what type of liability protection it would
afford.
The rule amendments are intended to provide those choosing to follow the
Interpretive Guidance with greater clarity and transparency about their obligations
relative to Section 404. For example, the amendments to Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c)
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See, for example, letters from Cleary, NYC Bar, and Reznick Group, P.C.
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and 15d-15( c) add a specific reference to the Interpretive Guidance in the rules and
thereby make the guidance more visible and accessible to the managers of companies
subject to the ICFR evaluation requirement. When a company's management relies on
the Interpretive Guidance to conduct its evaluation, the company does not have to take
any special action to "claim" the assurance provided by the rule amendments. In
addition, the transparency of the guidance may benefit investors by reducing costly
second-guessing about the sufficiency of management's evaluation raised by any party,
including the company's independent auditor. The Interpretive Guidance is specific
enough to enable a company to demonstrate that its management followed the principles
set forth in the Interpretive Guidance in conducting its ICFR evaluation to gain the
assurance afforded by these rule amendments.
The rule amendments encourage the use of the Interpretive Guidance because it
advises management to focus on the controls that address the highest risk of material
misstatement. This will benefit investors by reducing the amount of testing and
documentation conducted by management and thus reducing the cost of compliance. 64
The rule amendments can remove obstacles by giving management clearer information
about its obligations and by reducing undue pressures from auditors.
The Commission did not receive any comments on the dollar magnitude of the
likely reduction in compliance costs from the rule amendments in connection with the
Proposal. However, the Commission did receive historical estimates of total Section 404
compliance costs from the early years of adoption. These estimates were obtained from
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Commenters expressed similar views. See, for example, letters from BHP, Employees'
Retirement System of Rhode Island, Financial Services Forum, KPMG LLP, McGladrey &
Pullen LLP, MSFT, and State Street Corporation.
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surveys of companies with a public float above $75 million in connection with our May
2006 Roundtable on Internal Control Reporting and Auditing Provisions. These
historical estimates of the early compliance costs incurred by the relatively larger
companies ranged from $860,000 to $5.4 million per company, depending on the
survey. 65 The management cost that is the focus of the rule amendments appears to
account for the majority of this estimate. One commentetindicated in its comment letter
on the Proposal that it is especially important to reduce management costs, as these costs
are the most significant costs associated with the Section 404 requirements, and can
account for 70-75% of the total compliance costs. 66 Thus, even if the percentage decline
in compliance cost under the rule amendment is small, companies and their investors
could experience a substantial dollar benefit in terms oflower costs of compliance.
Commenters expressed the view that the rule amendments and Interpretive
Guidance will result in more efficient and effective evaluations of internal control relative
to what would otherwise occur. In commenting on the amendments, one commenter
provided a quantitative estimate of the expected reduction in compliance costs. This
commenter estimated that implementation of the Proposed .Interpretive Guidance could
result in a reduction in company compliance costs of approximately 10% in the first year
of implementation (net of first year costs of implementation of the Interpretive
Guidance). The commenter further estimated that implementation could result in an
additional 15-20% cost reduction over costs incurred in the initial compliance year based
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See, for example, Financial Executives International Survey on Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404
Implementation (March, 2006) and CRA Internati<;mal Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 Costs and
Implementation Issues: Spring 2006 Survey Update.
66

See letter from The Committee on Capital Markets Regulation.
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on its own experience in conducting an evaluation of internal control and its assessment
of the potential efficiencies to be gained from the Interpretive Guidance. 67 The available
qualitative and quantitative evidence is consistent with our view that issuers will
implement the Interpretive Guidance to the benefit of investors. 68
We anticipate that the amendments to Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and Rule 1-02 of
Regulation S-X to define the term "material weakness" will benefit companies and
investors. Companies will now be able to refer to the definition in the Commission rules
requiring management to conduct an ICFR evaluation, rather than having to refer to the
definition in the audit standard. We believe that the definition appropriately describes the
ICFR conditions that, if they exist, should be disclosed to investors and preclude a
conclusion that ICFR is effective.
Commenters suggested that the rule amendments and Proposed Interpretive
Guidance will not significantly reduce costs as long as there are significant differences
between our management guidance and the Proposed Auditing Standard. 69 To address
these comments and enhance the benefit of the rule amendments, we coordinated with the
PCAOB to align our Interpretive Guidance and the PCAOB's new auditing standard.
B. Costs
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See letter from CSC.
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Commenters, however, requested that we conduct an analysis of the costs and benefits of the
amendments after implementation and assess whether the amendments and the Interpretive
Guidance result in cost reductions. See, for example, letters from Biotechnology Industry
Organization (BIO) and NVCA. We are sensitive to the costs and benefits of our Section 404
rules, and we intend to monitor the impact of the rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance.
69

See, for example, letters from Allstate Corporation, Hudson, ICAEW, Minn-Dak Farmers
Cooperative, Nasdaq, Supervalu Inc., and UnumProvident.
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As stated above, the obligation for all companies, regardless of size, to comply
with the ICFR requirements was established in 2002 when Congress directed the
Commission to adopt rules to implement Section 404. The rule amendments and
Interpretive Guidance are designed to reduce the burden of compliance with those
requirements. The rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance do not impose any new
compliance obligations on any reporting company. Because compliance with the
Interpretive Guidance is voluntary, it is likely that companies and their management will
choose to comply with the guidance only if they determine that the benefits exceed the
costs.
Companies that have already completed one or more evaluations may choose to
continue to use their existing procedures if they are satisfied with the effectiveness and
efficiency of those procedures. Alternatively, a company that already has been
complying with the ICFR requirements could choose to follow the Interpretive Guidance
and to make adjustments to conform its evaluation procedures to the guidance. In that
case, some commenters expressed the view that while changing from the current
evaluation approaches to the top-down, risk-based approach laid out in the Interpretive
Guidance could result in short-term cost increases, it would promote a cost-effective
approach in the long-term. 70 It is reasonable to conclude that companies will not eleCt to
follow the Interpretive Guidance if, from a cost standpoint, they determine that is not in
their long-term interest to do so.
For smaller public companies that have not been required to comply with the
ICFR requirements, the costs that they will incur are a direct result of the imposition by
70

See, for example, letters from Ace Limited, Hutchinson, and Neenah.
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the Congress of the statutory requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on
them. They may be able to reduce their first-time evaluation costs by using the
Interpretive Guidance as compared to what those costs would have been.
The Interpretive Guidance advises management on how to conduct an efficient
evaluation ofiCFR, which could result in management doing less work, and therefore
produce cost savings for the company. Those cost savings, however, could be offset if a
company's auditor does not choose to use management's work to the same extent it did
before, due to management choosing to follow the Interpretive Guidance and doing less
work as a result. 71 Because use of the Interpretive Guidance is voluntary, it is reasonable
to conclude that management would choose to reduce the extent and cost of its work only
to the degree that it did not result in an increase in the overall costs of complying with
Section 404, including auditor costs. 72 On the other hand, the rule amendments and
Interpretive Guidance could increase the possibility that the auditor will, during the
Section 404 audit, perform additional testing of internal controls beyond that which
management performed in reliance on the Interpretive Guidance. 73

VII.

EFFECT ON EFFICIENCY, COMPETITION AND CAPITAL
FORMATION
Section 3(f) of the Exchange Act 74 requires the Commission, whenever it engages

in rulemaking and is required to consider or determine if an action is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest, also to consider whether the action will promote
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See, for example, letters from Heritage Financial Corporation, MSFT and Neenah.
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This cost-benefit analysis does not address the costs associated with the ICFR audit standard
itself because the rule amendments do not affect the ICFR audit standard.
73

See letter from UnumProvident.

74

15 U.S.C. 78c(f).
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efficiency, competition, and capital formation. Section 23(a)(2) of the Exchange Aces
also requires the Commission, when adopting rules under the Exchange Act, to consider
the impact that any new rule would have on competition. In addition, Section 23(a)(2)
prohibits the Commission from adopting any rule that would impose a burden on
competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Exchange
Act.
The rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance will promote efficiency, and
capital formation. The Interpretive Guidance and related rule amendments promote
efficiency by allowing management to focus on those controls that are needed to
adequately address the risk of a material misstatement of the company's financial
statements. The guidance does not require management to identify every control in a
process or to document the business practices affecting ICFR. Rather, management can
focus its evaluation process and the documentation supporting the assessment on those
controls that it determines adequately address the risk of a material misstatement of the
financial statements.
One commenter expressed the view that the Section 404 requirements have
provided significant benefits to investors and business by increasing the reliability of
financial statements, strengthening internal controls, improving the efficiency of business
operations and helping to reduce the risk of fraud. 76 To the extent that the rule
amendments and Interpretive Guidance make the management evaluation process more
efficient, these benefits can all be retained at a lower cost.
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15 U.S.C. 78w(a)(2).
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See letter from The Committee on Capital Market Regulation.
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Under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, all companies, except registered investment
companies, are subject to the requirement to conduct an evaluation of their ICFR.
Compliance with the amendments to Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15 and
Interpretive Guidance, however, will be voluntary rather than mandatory and, as such,
companies will be able to choose whether or not to follow the Interpretive Guidance. The
amendments therefore will not impose any costs on companies that they do not choose to
incur. Presumably, companies will only choose to rely on the Interpretive Guidance if
they think that the benefits of using the guidance outweigh the costs.
The rule amendments will encourage use of the Interpretive Guidance and thereby
increase the efficiency with respect to the effort and resources associated with an
evaluation of internal control over financial reporting and facilitate more efficient
allocation of resources within a company. The guidance is designed to be scalable
depending on the size of the company, which should reduce the potential for internal
control reporting requirements to impose a higher cost burden on smaller companies
relative to revenues.
Capital formation may be promoted to the extent the cost of compliance with the
evaluation requirement is lowered. Smaller private companies may be able to access
public capital markets earlier in their growth and at lower cost.
We do not believe the rule amendments or the Interpretive Guidance will impact
competition. One commenter was concerned that the Interpretive Guidance could
become the exclusive method by which companies would conduct an evaluation of ICFR
over time, and could discourage the development of future alternative evaluation
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frameworks. 77 However, the rules explicitly acknowledge that there are many different
ways to conduct an evaluation and the Interpretive Guidance is not exclusive.

VIII. FINAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS
This Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis ("FRF A") has been prepared in
accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 78 This FRFA relates to amendments to
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c), 15d-15(c), and 12b-2, Rules 1-02 and 2-02 of Regulation
S-X, and Item 308 of Regulations S-B and S-K. These rules require the management of
an Exchange Act reporting company, other than a registered investment company, to
evaluate, as of the company's fiscal year-end, the effectiveness ofthe company's ICFR.
Furthermore, these rules also require the public accounting firm that issues an audit report
on the company's financial statements to attest to, and report on, management's
assessment ofthe company's ICFR. We are amending these rules to: (1) provide
companies with the assurance that an evaluation that complies with our Interpretive
Guidance will satisfy the annual management ICFR evaluation requirement; (2) require a
company's auditor to express only one opinion on the effectiveness of the company's
ICFR; and (3) define the term "material weakness." An Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis was prepared in accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act and included in
the release proposing these amendments. 79 The Proposing Release solicited comments on
this analysis.
A. Need for the Amendments
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See letter from NYC Bar.
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5 U.S.C. 601.
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5 U.S.C. 603.
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The amendments are designed to facilitate more effective and efficient
evaluations ofiCFR by sanctioning the Interpretive Guidance as a method that can be
used by management to conduct an ICFR evaluation. Companies already have a legal
obligation to establish and maintain an adequate system of ICFR and to evaluate and
report annually on those financial reporting controls. Our current rules do not prescribe a
method or set of procedures for management to follow in performing an evaluation of
ICFR. Commenters have asserted that the lack of direction in either Section 404 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act or implementing rules on conducting this type of evaluation has led
many companies to look to auditing standards as a guide to conducting the evaluation.
This has likely contributed to excessive documentation and testing of ICFR.
While the rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance are designed to make ICFR
evaluations by management more cost-effective for all reporting companies subject to the
Section 404 requirements, they will be particularly useful to smaller public companies
that have a public float below $75 million. These companies have not yet been required
to comply with the Section 404 requirements. The rule amendments and Interpretive
Guidance will encourage managements of smaller companies to scale and tailor their
evaluation methods and procedures to fit their companies' own particular facts and
circumstances.
B. Significant Issues Raised by Public Comments

In the Proposing Release, we requested comment on any aspect of the IRF A,
including the number of small entities that would be affected by the proposed
amendments, and the quantitative and qualitative nature of the impact. Commenters
addressed several aspects of the proposed rule amendments and the Proposed Interpretive
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Guidance that could potentially affect small entities. They expressed concern that the
proposed amendments would not provide certainty for management because the Proposed
Interpretive Guidance was too vague, did not provide adequate guidance for small
companies to scale their evaluation procedures, and was inconsistent with several aspects of the PCAOB's Proposed Auditing Standard. 80
In response to these comments, including comments submitted by the Office of
Advocacy of the Small Business Administration, we have coordinated with the PCAOB
to harmonize the Interpretive Guidance and rule amendments with the proposed new
auditing standard. We also have made revisions to our Proposed Interpretive Guidance to
add clarity while still maintaining a principles-based approach. Other comments that we
received are discussed below.
Smaller public companies and their investors could realize benefits from the rule
amendments that, measured in proportion to their revenues, are greater than the benefits
that would accrue to larger companies and their investors. This is because, as
commenters on the Proposal and on previous Commission releases related to the Section
404 requirements pointed out, the burden of internal control reporting compliance costs is
"disproportionately high" for smaller public companies compared to larger onesY To
the extent that Interpretive Guidance and the rule amendments reduce the cost of
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See, for example, letters from AeA, BIO, IMA and U.S. Small Business Administration's
Office of Advocacy (SBA).
81

See, for example: the letter from the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration,
citing the Advisory Committee Report at p. 33. ,
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compliance with the requirements of Section 404, these cost savings will be
disproportionately greater for smaller public companies and their investors. 82
C. Small Entities Subject to the Final Amendments
The amendments will affect some issuers that are "small entities." Exchange Act
Rule 0-1 0( a) 83 defines an issuer, other than an investment company, to be a "small
business" or "small organization" if it had total assets of $5 million or less on the last day
of its most recent fiscal year. We estimate that there are approximately 1,110 issuers,
other than investment companies, that may be considered small entities. The
amendments will apply to any small entity, other than a registered investment company,
that is subject to Exchange Act reporting requirements.
Overall, approximately 6,0oo· smaller public companies that are subject to the
Exchange Act reporting requirements, but have a public float below $75 million, will be
required to comply with these requirements for the first time in their annual reports for
fiscal years ending on or after December 15, 2007. The Interpretive Guidance and rule
amendments are intended to reduce the cost of compliance for these companies. Overall,
more than half of the reporting companies subject to the Section 404 requirements are
smaller public companies that should benefit from the rule amendments and Interpretive
Guidance.
D. Reporting, Recordkeeping, and other Compliance Requirements
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Nearly 5,000 companies already are subject to the Section 404 requirements. Larger
companies may also be able to perform more efficient ICFR evaluations based on the Iriterpretive
Guidance, and gain assurance that changes they make in their evaluation procedures still comply
with Commission rules.
83

17 CFR 240.0-IO(a).
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The rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance are designed to alleviate
reporting and compliance burdens. They do not impose any new reporting,
recordkeeping or compliance requirements on small entities. The amendments are
designed to make compliance with existing requirements more efficient. Many factors
contribute to the cost of compliance, including the size and complexity of the company
and the rigor of its controls. The degree to which the rule amendments will reduce
compliance costs will depend on these factors and on the company's prior experience and
access to information about alternative methods of compliance with the Section 404
requirements. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the benefits of the amendments for
small entities.
E. Agency Action to Minimize Effect on Small Entities

The Regulatory Flexibility Act directs us to consider alternatives that would
accomplish our stated objectives, while minimizing any significant adverse impact on
small entities. In connection with the rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance, we
considered alternatives, including establishing different compliance or reporting
requirements that take into account the resources available to small entities, clarifying or
simplifying compliance and reporting requirements under the rules for small entities,
using design rather than performance standards, and exempting small entities from all or
part of the Interpretive Guidance and rule amendments.
Regarding the first alternative, the Commission has effectively established
different compliance requirements for smaller entities by making the Interpretive
Guidance scalable in order to take into account the resources available to smaller public
companies, including those that are small entities. Regarding the second alternative, the
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Interpretive Guidance and rule amendments clarify and simplify the Section 404
reporting requirements for all reporting companies, including small entities. The final
rules create a principles-based set of guidelines for management that will produce more
effective and efficient evaluations ofiCFR for small entities, as well as other reporting
companies subject to the Section 404 requirements.
The Interpretive Guidance describes a top-down, risk-based approach to
evaluating ICFR. It promotes efficiency for companies of all sizes by allowing
management to focus its efforts on those controls that are needed to adequately address
the risk of a material misstatement in a company's financial statements.
Regarding the third alternative, the rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance
set forth primarily performance rather than design standards, in particular to aid the
management of non-accelerated filers (including small entities) in conducting an
evaluation ofiCFR. The amendments provide assurance that compliance with the
Interpretive Guidance will satisfy the management evaluation requirement in Exchange
Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15. The rule amendments and Interpretive Guidance afford
companies choosing to follow the Interpretive Guidance considerable flexibility to scale
and tailor their evaluation methods to fit the particular circumstances of the company.
This flexibility is especially beneficial to non-accelerated filers (including small entities).
For example, in many smaller companies senior management is more involved in
the day-to-day operations of the company. The Interpretive Guidance describes how
management's daily interaction, as well as other forms of on-going monitoring activities,
can provide evidence in the evaluation process. This flexibility should enable smaller
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companies to keep costs of compliance with the management evaluation requirement as
low as possible.
The rule amendments explicitly state that a company's management does not need
to comply with the Interpretive Guidance. The amendments provide assurance, however,
to a company choosing to follow the guidance that it has satisfied management's
obligation to conduct an evaluation of internal control in an appropriate manner. Small
entities should be able to reduce the amount of testing and documentation by relying on
the Interpretive Guidance rather than auditing standards to plan and conduct their
evaluations ofiCFR.
Regarding the final alternative, we believe that an exclusion of small entities from
the Interpretive Guidance and the rule amendments would discourage small entities from
using the principles-based Interpretive Guidance and would be inconsistent with our goal
of developing a more effective and flexible ICFR evaluation process that is scaled and
tailored to meet the small entity's particular circumstances.
IX.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND TEXT OF RULE AMENDMENTS

The amendments described in this release are being adopted under the authority
set forth in Sections 12, 13, 15,23 ofthe Exchange Act, and Sections 3(a) and 404 ofthe
Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
List of Subjects

17 CFR Part 210
Accountants, Accounting, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
17 CFR Parts 228, 229 and 240
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
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TEXT OF AMENDMENTS
For the reasons set out in the preamble, the Commission amends title 17, chapter
II, of the Code ofFederal Regulations as follows:

PART 210- FORM AND CONTENT OF AND REQUIREMENTS FOR
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, PUBLIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANY ACT OF
1935, INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT OF 1940, INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT
OF 1940, AND ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT OF 1975
1.

The authority citation for Part 21 0 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77aa(25), 77aa(26),
78c, 78j-1, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o(d), 78q, 78u-5, 78w(a), 78ll, 78mm, 80a-8, 80a-20, 80a29, 80a-30, 80a-31, 80a-37(a), 80b-3, 80b-11, 7202 and 7262, unless otherwise noted.
2.

Amend §210.1-02 by:

a. revising paragraph (a)(2);
b. redesignating paragraphs (p) through (bb) as paragraphs (q) through (cc ); and
c. adding new paragraph (p).
The revision and additions read as follows:

§210.1-02

Definition of terms used in Regulation S-X (17 CFR part 210).

* * * * *
(a)(l)

***

(2)

Attestation report on internal control over financial reporting. The term

attestation report on internal control over financial reporting means a report in which a
registered public accounting firm expresses an opinion, either unqualified or adverse, as
to whether the registrant maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control
over financial reporting (as defined in§ 240.13a-15(f) or 240.15d-15(f) of this chapter),
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except in the rare circumstance of a scope limitation that cannot be overcome by the
registrant or the registered public accounting firm which would result in the accounting
firm disclaiming an opinion.

* * * * *
(p)

Material weakness. The term material weakness is a deficiency, or a

combination of deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting (as defined in §
240.13a-15(t) or 240.15d-15(t) of this chapter) such that there is a reasonable possibility
that a material misstatement of the registrant's annual or interim financial statements will
not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.

* * * * *
3.
§210.2-02

Amend §21 0.2-02 by revising paragraph (f) to read as follows:
Accountants' reports and attestation reports.

* * * * *
(f)

Attestation report on internal control over financial reporting. Every

registered public accounting firm that issues or prepares an accountant's report for a
registrant, other than an investment company registered under section 8 of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 (15 U .S.C. 80a-8), that is included in an annual report required by
section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.)
containing an assessment by management of the effectiveness of the registrant's internal
control over financial reporting must clearly state the opinion of the accountant, either
unqualified or adverse, as to whether the registrant maintained, in all material respects,
effective internal control over financial reporting, except in the rare circumstance of a
scope limitation that cannot be overcome by the registrant or the registered public
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accounting firm which would result in the accounting firm disclaiming an opinion. The
attestation report on internal control over financial reporting shall be dated, signed
manually, identify the period covered by the report and indicate that the accountant has
audited the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. The attestation
report on internal control over financial reporting may be separate from the accountant's
report.

* * * * *
4.

Amend §21 0.2-02T by revising the section heading to read as follows:

§210.2-02T Accountants' reports and attestation reports on internal control over
financial reporting.

* * * * *
PART 228- INTEGRATED DISCLOSURE FOR SMALL BUSINESS ISSUERS

5.

The authority citation for Part 228 continues to read, in part, as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77e, 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77k, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77aa(25),
77aa(26), 77ddd, 77eee, 77ggg, 77hhh, 77jjj, 77nnn, 77sss, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78u-5,
78w, 78ll, 78mm, 80a-8, 80a-29, 80a-30, 80a-37, 80b-11, and 7201 et seq.: and 18 U.S.C.
1350.

* * * * *
6.

Amend §228.308 by revising paragraphs (a)(4) and (b) to read as follows:

§228.308 (Item 308) Internal control over financial reporting.
(a)

* **

(4)

A statement that the registered public accounting firm that audited the

financial statements included in the annual report containing the disclosure required by
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this Item has issued an attestation report on the small business issuer's internal control
over financial reporting.
(b)

Attestation report of the registered public accounting firm. Provide the

registered public accounting firm's attestation report on the small business issuer's
internal control over financial reporting in the small business issuer's annual report
containing the disclosure required by this Item.

* * * * *
PART 229- STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING FORMS UNDER
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 AND
ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT OF 1975- REGULATION S-K

7.

The authority citation for Part 229 continues to read, in part, as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77e, 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77k, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77aa(25),
77aa(26), 77ddd, 77eee, 77ggg, 77hhh, 77iii, 77jjj, 77nnn, 77sss, 78c, 78i, 78j,

7~1,

78m,

78n, 78o, 78u-5, 78w, 78Jl, 78mm, 80a-8, 80a-9, 80a-20, 80a-29, 80a-30, 80a-31(c), 80a37, 80a-38(a), 80a-39, 80b-11, and 7201 et_seq:.; and 18 U.S.C. 1350, unless otherwise
noted.
8.

§229.308

Amend §229.308 by revising paragraphs (a)(4) and (b) to read as follows:
(Item 308) Internal control over financial reporting.

(a)

***

4.

A statement that the registered public accounting firm that audited the

financial statements included in the annual report containing the disclosure required by
this Item has issued an attestation report on the registrant's internal control over financial
reporting.
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(b)

Attestation report of the registered public accounting firm. Provide the

registered public accounting firm's attestation report on the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting in the registrant's annual report containing the disclosure
required by this Item.

* * * * *
PART 240 - GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

9.

The authority citation for Part 240 continues to read, in part, as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77c, 77d, 77g, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77eee, 77ggg, 77nnn,
77sss, 77ttt, 78c, 78d, 78e, 78f, 78g, 78i, 78j, 78j-1, 78k, 78k-1, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78p,
78q, 78s, 78u-5, 78w, 78x, 7811, 78mm, 80a-20, 80a-23, 80a-29, 80a-37, 80b-3, 80b-4,
80b-11, and 7201 et seq., and 18 U.S.C. 1350, unless otherwise noted.

* * * * *
10.

Amend §240.12b-2 by adding the definition of "Material weakness" in

alphabetical order to read as follows:
§240.12b-2 Definitions.

* * * * *
Material weakness. The term material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination
of deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting such that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstatement of the registrant's annual or interim financial
statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.

* * * * *
11.

Amend §240.13a-15 by revising paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§240.13a-15 Controls and procedures.
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* * * * *
(c)

The management of each such issuer, that either had been required to file

an annual report pursuant to section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78m(a) or
78o(d)) for the prior fiscal year or previously had filed an annual report with the
Commission for the prior fiscal year, other than an investment company registered under
section 8 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, must evaluate, with the participation
of the issuer's principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing
similar functions, the effectiveness, as of the end of each fiscal year, of the issuer's
internal control over financial reporting. The framework on which management's
evaluation of the issuer's internal control over financial reporting is based must be a
suitable, recognized control framework that is established by a body or group that has
followed due-process procedures, including the broad distribution of the framework for
public comment. Although there are many different ways to conduct an evaluation of the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to meet the requirements of this
paragraph, an evaluation that is conducted in accordance with the interpretive guidance
issued by the Commission in Release No. 34-55929 will satisfY the evaluation required
by this paragraph.

* * * * *
12.

Amend §240.15d-15 by revising paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§240.15d-15 Controls and procedures.

* * * * *
(c)

The management of each such issuer, that either had been required to file

an annual report pursuant to section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78m(a) or
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78o(d)) for the prior fiscal year or previously had filed an annual report with the
Commission for the prior fiscal year, other than an investment company registered under
section 8 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, must evaluate, with the participation
of the issuer's principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing
similar functions, the effectiveness, as of the end of each fiscal year, of the issuer's
internal control over financial reporting. The framework on which management's
evaluation of the issuer's internal control over financial reporting is based must be a
suitable, recognized control framework that is established by a body or group that has
followed due-process procedures, including the broad distribution of the framework for
public comment. Although there are many different ways to conduct an evaluation of the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to meet the requirements of this
paragraph, an evaluation that is conducted in accordance with the interpretive guidance
issued by the Commission in Release No. 34-55929 will satisfy the evaluation required
by this paragraph.

* * * * *

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
June 20, 2007

•
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR PART 241
[RELEASE NOS. 33-8810; 34-55929; FR-77; File No. S7-24-06]
Commission Guidance Regarding Management's Report on Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting Under Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934

AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Interpretation.
SUMMARY: The SEC is publishing this interpretive release to provide guidance for
management regarding its evaluation and assessment of internal control over financial
reporting. The guidance sets forth an approach by which management can conduct a topdown, risk-based evaluation of internal control over financial reporting. An evaluation
that complies with this interpretive guidance is one way to satisfy the evaluation
requirements of Rules 13a-15( c) and 15d-15(c) under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934.

EFFECTIVE DATE: [insert date of publication in the Federal Register].
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Josh K. Jones, Professional
Accounting Fellow, Office of the Chief Accountant, at (202) 551-5300, or N. Sean
Harrison, Special Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, at (202) 551-3430, U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The amendments to Rules 13a-15(c) 1 and
] 5d-15( c) 2 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 3 (the "Exchange Act"), which

1

17 CFR 240.13a-15(c).

2

17 CFR 240.15d-15(c).

3

15 U .S.C. 78a et seq.

clarify that an evaluation of internal control over financial reporting that complies with
this interpretive guidance is one way to satisfy those rules, are being made in a separate
release.

4

I. Introduction

Management is responsible for maintaining a system of internal control over
financial reporting ("ICFR") that provides reasonable assurance regarding the reliability
of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The rules we adopted in June
2003 to implement Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 5 ("Sarbanes-Oxley")
require management to annually evaluate whether ICFR is effective at providing
reasonable assurance and to disclose its assessment to investors. 6 Management is
responsible for maintaining evidential matter, including documentation, to provide
reasonable support for its assessment. This evidence will also allow a third party, such as
the company's external auditor, to consider the work performed by management.
ICFR cannot provide absolute assurance due to its inherent limitations; it is a
process that involves human diligence and compliance and is subject to lapses in
judgment and breakdowns resulting from human failures. ICFR also can be
circumvented by collusion or improper management override. Because of such
limitations, ICFR cannot prevent or detect all misstatements, whether unintentional enors
or fraud. However, these inherent limitations are known features of the financial

4

Release No. 34-55928 (Jun. 20, 2007).

5

15 U.S.C. 7262.

6

Release No. 33-8238 (Jun. 5, 2003) [68 FR 36636) (hereinafter "Adopting Release'').
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reporting process, therefore, it is possible to design into the process safeguards to reduce,
though not eliminate, this risk.
The "reasonable assurance" referred to in the Commission's implementing rules
relates to similar language in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 ("FCPA"). 7
· Exchange Act Section 13(b )(7) defines "reasonable assurance" and "reasonable detail" as
"such level of detail and degree of assurance as would satisfy prudent officials in the
conduct of their own affairs." 8 The Commission has long held that "reasonableness" is
9

not an "absolute standard of exactitude for corporate records." In addition, the
Commission recognizes that while "reasonableness" is an objective standard, there is a
range of judgments that an issuer migh,t make as to what is "reasonable" in implementing
Section 404 and the Commission's rules. Thus, the terms "reasonable," "reasonably,"
and "reasonableness" in the context of Section 404 implementation do not imply a single
conclusion or methodology, but encompass the full range of appropriate potential
conduct, conclusions or methodologies upon which an issuer may reasonably base its
decisions.
Since companies first began complying in 2004, the Commission has received
significant feedback on our rules implementing Section 404. 10 This feedback included
requests for further guidance to assist company management in complying with our ICFR
7

Title 1 of Pub. L. 95-213 (1977).

8

15 U.S. C. 78m(b )(7). The conference committee report on the 1988 amendments to the FCPA
also noted that the standard "does not cotmote an unrealistic degree of exactitude or precision.
The concept of reasonableness of necessity contemplates the weighing of a number of relevant
factors, including the costs of compliance." Cong. Rec. H2116 (daily ed. Apr. 20, 1988).
9

Release No. 34-17500 (Jan. 29, 1981) [46 FR 11544].

In Release Nos. 33-8762: 34-54976 (Dec. 20, 2006) [71 FR 77635] (hereinafter ·'Proposing
Release"). For a detailed history of the implementation of Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley, see
Section I., Background, of the Proposing Release. An analysis of the comments we received on
the Proposing Release is included in Section liJ of this release.
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evaluation and disclosure requirements. This guidance is in response to those requests
and reflects the significant feedback we havereceived, including comments on the
interpretive guidance we proposed on December 20, 2006. In addressing a number of the
commonly identified areas of concerns, the interpretive guidance:
•

Explains how to vary evaluation approaches for gathering evidence based on risk
assessments;

•

Explains the use of"daily interaction," self-assessment, artd other on-going
monitoring activities as evidence in the evaluation;

•

Explains the purpose of documentation and how management has flexibility in
approaches to documenting support for its assessment;

•

Provides management significant flexibility in making judgments regarding what
constitutes adequate evidence in low-risk areas; and

•

Allows for management and the auditor to have different testing approaches.
The Interpretive Guidance is organized around two broad principles. The first

principle is that management should evaluate whether it has implemented controls that
adequately address the risk that a material misstatement of the financial statements would
not be prevented or detected in a timely manner. The guidance describes a top-down,
risk-based approach to this principle, including the role of entity-level controls in
assessing financial reporting risks and the adequacy of controls. The guidance promotes
efficiency by allowing management to focus on those controls that are needed to
adequately address the risk of a material misstatement of its financial statements. The
guidance does not require management to identify every control in a process or document
the business processes impacting ICFR. Rather, management can focus its evaluation
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process and the documentation supporting the assessment on those controls that it
determines adequately address the risk of a material misstatement ofthe financial
statements. For example, if management determines that a risk of a material
misstatement is adequately addressed by an entity-level control, no further evaluation of
other controls is required.
The second principle is that management's evaluation of evidence about the
operation of its controls should be based on its assessment of risk. The guidance provides
an approach for making risk-based judgments about the evidence needed for the
evaluation. This allows management to align the nature and extent of its evaluation
procedures with those areas of financial reporting that pose the highest risks to reliable
financial reporting (that is, whether the financial statements are materially accurate). As
a result, management may be able to use more efficient approaches to gathering evidence,
such as self-assessments, in low-risk areas and perfonn more extensive testing in highrisk areas. By following these two principles, we believe companies of all sizes and
complexities will be able to implement our rules effectively and efficiently.
The Interpretive Guidance reiterates the Commission's position that
management should bring its own experience and infom1ed judgment to bear in order to
design an evaluation process that meets the needs of its company and that provides a
reasonable basis for its annual assessment of whether ICFR is effective. This allows
management sufficient and appropriate flexibility to design such an evaluation process. 1 1

11

Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15 [ 17 CFR 240.13a-15 and 15d-15] require management
to evaluate the effectiveness ofiCFR as of the end of the fiscal year. For purposes of this
document, the tem1 "evaluation" or "evaluation process" refers to the methods and procedures
that management implements to comply with these rules. The tenn "assessment" is used in this
document to describe the disclosure required by Item 308 of Regulations S-B and S-K [1 7 CFR
228.308 and 229.308]. This disclosure n~ust include discussion of any material weaknesses
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Smaller public companies, which generally have less complex internal control systems
than larger public companies, can use this guidance to scale and tailor their evaluation
methods and procedures to fit their own facts and circumstances. We encourage smaller
public companies 12 to take advantage of the flexibility and scalability to conduct an
evaluation ofiCFR that is both efficient and effective at identifying material weaknesses.
The effmi necessary to conduct an initial evaluation of ICFR will vary among
companies, partly because this effort will depend on management's existing financial
reporting risk assessment and control monitoring activities. After the first year of
compliance, management's effort to identify financial reporting risks and controls should
ordinarily be less, because subsequent evaluations should be more focused on changes in
tisks and controls rather than identification of all financial reporting risks and the related
controls. Further, in each subsequent year, the documentation of risks and controls will
only need to be updated from the prior year(s), not recreated anew. Through the risk and
control identification process, management will have identified for testing only those
controls that are needed to meet the objective of ICFR (that is, to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting) and for which evidence about
their operation can be obtained most efficiently. The nature and extent of procedures

which exist as of the end of the most recent fiscal year and management's assessment of the
effectiveness of ICFR, including a statement as to whether or not ICFR is effective. Management
is not pennitted to conclude that JCFR is effective if there are one or more material weaknesses in
ICFR.
12

While a company's individual facts and circumstances should be considered in determining
whether a company is a smaller public company and the resulting implications to management's
evaluation, a company's public market capitaiization and annual revenues are useful indicators of
its size and complexity. The Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Smaller Public
Companies to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (Apr. 23, 2006), available
at lillJ2://www .sec.gov!~nfo!smalll:~us/acspc/acsnc-finalr92_ort.pdf, defined smaller companies.
which included microcap companies, and the SEC's rulesinclude size characteristics for
"accelerated filers" and "non-accelerated filers" which approxjmately fit the same definitions.
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implemented to evaluate whether those controls continue to operate effectively can be
tailored to the company's unique circumstances, thereby avoiding unnecessary
compliance costs.
The guidance assumes management has established and maintains a system of
internal accounting controls as required by the FCP A. Further, it is not intended to
explain how management should design its ICFR to comply with the control framework
management has chosen. To allow appropriate flexibility, the guidance does not provide
a checklist of steps management should perform in completing its evaluation.
The guidance in this release shall be effective immediately upon its publication in
the Federal Register.

13

As a companion 14 to this interpretive release, we are adopting amendments to
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 1Sd-15( c) and revisions to Regulation S-X.

15

The

amendments to Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15(c) will make it clear that an evaluation that is
conducted in accordance with this interpretive guidance is one way to satisfy the annual
management evaluation requirement in those rules. We are also amending our rules to
define the term "material weakness" and to revise the requirements regarding the
auditor's attestation report on ICFR. Additionally, we are seeking additional comment on
the definition of the tenn "significant deficiency."

13

16

The Commission find·s good cause under 5 U.S.C. 808(2) for this interpretation to take effect on
the date of Federal Register publication. Further delay would be unnecessary and contrary to the
public interest because following the guidance is voluntary. Additionally, delay may deter
companies from realizing all the efficiencies intended by this guidance, and immediate
effectiveness will assist in preparing for 2007 evaluations and assessments of internal control
over financial reporting.
11
'
1

:;

16

Release No. 34-55928.
I 7 CFR 21 0. I -0 I et seg.
Release No. 34-55930 (Jun. 20, 2007).
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II. Interpretive Guidance- Evaluation and Assessment of Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting

The interpretive guidance addresses the following topics:
A. The Evaluation Process
1. Identifying Financial Reporting Risks and Controls
a.

Identifying Financial Reporting Risks

b.

Identifying Controls that Adequately Address Financial Reporting
Risks

c.

Consideration of Entity-Level Controls

d.

Role of Information Technology General Controls

e.

Evidential Matter to Support the Assessment

2. Evaluating Evidence of the Operating Effectiveness ofiCFR
a.

Determining the Evidence Needed to Support the Assessment

b.

Implementing Procedures to Evaluate Evidence of the Operation of
ICFR

c.

Evidential Matter to Support the Assessment

3. Multiple Location Considerations
B. Repmiing Considerations
1. Evaluation of Control Deficiencies
2. Expression of Assessment of Effectiveness of ICFR by Management
3. Disclosures about Material Weaknesses
4. Impact of a Restatement of Previously Issued Financial Statements on
Management's Report on ICFR
5. Inability to Assess Certain Aspects ofJCFR .
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A. The Evaluation Process

The objective of internal control over financial reporting 17 ("ICFR") is to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles ("GAAP"). The purpose of the evaluation of ICFR is to provide
management with a reasonable basis for its annual assessment as to whether any material
weaknesses 18 in ICFR exist as ofthe end ofthe fiscal year.19 To accomplish this,
management identifies the risks to reliable financial reporting, evaluates whether controls
exist to address those risks, and evaluates evidence about the operation of the controls

17

Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) [17 CFR 240.13a-15(f) and 15d-15(b)] define
internal control over financial reporting as:
A process designed by, or under the supervision of, the issuer's principal executive and
principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by the
issuer's board of directors, management and other personnel, to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial
statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles and includes those policies and procedures that:
(1) Pertain to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and
fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer;
(2) Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to
pennit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the issuer are being
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
registrant; and
(3) Provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of
unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of the issuer's assets that could have a
material effect on the financial statements.
18

As defined in Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 [17 CFR 240.12b-2] and Rule 1-02 of Regulation S-X
[17 CFR 21 0.1-02], a material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
ICFR such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the registrant's
annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. See
Release No. 34-55928.
19

This focus on material weaknesses will lead to a better understanding by investors about the
company's ICFR, as well as its inherent limitations. Further, the Commission's rules
implementing Section 404, by providing for public disclosure of material weaknesses,
concentrate attention on the most important internal control issues.
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included in the evaluation based on its assessment of risk. 20 The evaluation process will
vary from company to company; however, the top-down, risk-based approach which is
described in this guidance will typically be the most efficient and effective way to
conduct the evaluation.
The evaluation process guidance is described in two sections. The first section
explains the identification of financial reporting risks and the evaluation of whether the
controls management has implemented adequately address those risks. The second
section explains an approach for making judgments about the. methods and procedures for
evaluating whether the operation of ICFR is effective. Both sections explain how entitylevel controls 21 impact the evaluation process, as well as how management should focus
its evaluation efforts on the highest risks to reliable financial reporting. 22

20

If management's evaluation process identifies material weaknesses, but all material weaknesses
are remediated by the end of the fisca I year, management may conclude that ICFR is effective as
of the end of the fiscal year. However, management should consider whether disclosure of such
remediated material weaknesses is appropriate or required under Item 307 or Item 308 of
Regulations S-K or S-B or other Conunission disclosure rules.
21

The tern1 "entity-level controls" as used in this document describes aspects of a system of
internal control that have a pervasive effect on the entity's system of internal control such as -;;..;.
controls related to the control environment (for example, management's philosophy and operating
style, integrity and ethical values; board or audit conunittee oversight; and assignment of
authority and responsibility); controls over management override; the company's risk assessment
process; centralized processing and controls, including shared service environments; controls to
monitor results of operations; controls to monitor other controls, including activities of the
internal audit function, the audit committee, and self-assessment programs; controls over the
period-end financial reporting process; and policies that address significant business control and
risk management practices. The terms "company-level" and "entity-wide" are also conunonly
used to describe these controls.
22

Because management is responsible for maintaining effective ICFR, this interpretive guidance
does not specifically address the role of the board of directors or audit committee in a company's
evaluation and assessment of ICFR. However, we would ordinarily expect a board of directors or
audit committee, as pa1i of its oversight responsibilities for the company's financial reporting. to
be reasonably knowledgeable and informed about the evaluation process and management's
assessment, as necessary in the circumstances.
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Under the Commission's rules, management's annual assessment of the
effectiveness of ICFR must be made in accordance with a suitable control framework's 23
definition of effective internal control.

24

These control frameworks define elements of

internal control that are expected to be present and functioning in an effective internal
control system. In assessing effectiveness, management evaluates whether its ICFR
includes policies, procedures and activities that address the elements of internal control
that the applicable control framework describes as necessary for an internal control
system to be effective. The framework elements describe the characteristics of an
internal control system that may be relevant to individual areas of the company's ICFR,
pervasive to many areas, or entity-wide. Therefore, management's evaluation process
includes not only controls involving particular areas of financial reporting, but also the
entity-wide and other pervasive elements of internal control defined by its selected
control framework. This guidance is not intended to replace the elements of an effective
system of internal control as defined within a control framework.

23

In the Adopting Release, the Commission specified characteristics of a suitable control
framework and identified the Internal Control-Integrated Framework (1992) created by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Conunission ("COSO") as an example
of a suitable framework. We also cited the Guidance on Assessing Control published by the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants ("CoCo") and the report published by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England & Wales Internal Control: Guidance for Directors on the
Combined Code (known as the Turnbull Report) as examples of other suitable frameworks that
issuers could choose in evaluating the effectiveness of their ICFR. We encourage companies to
examine and select a framework that may be useful in their own circumstances; we also
encourage the further development of existing and alternative frameworks.
24

For example, both the COSO framework and the Turnbull Report state that detennining
whether a system of internal control is effective is a subjective judgment resulting from an
assessment of whether the five components (that is, control environment, risk assessment, control
activities, monitoring, and information and conununication) are present and functioning
effectively. Although CoCo states that an assessment of effectiveness should be made against
twenty specific criteria, it acknowledges that the criteria can be regrouped into different
structures, and includes a table showing how the criteria can be regrouped into the fivecomponent structure of COSO.
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1. Identifying Financial Reporting Risks and Controls

Management should evaluate whether it has implemented controls that will
achieve the objective of ICFR (that is, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting). The evaluation begins with the identification and
assessment of the risks to reliable financial reporting (that is, materially accurate financial
statements), including changes in those risks. Management then evaluates whether it has
controls placed in operation (that is, in use) that are designed to adequately address those
tisks. Management ordinarily would consider the company's entity-level controls in both
its assessment of risks and in identifying which controls adequately address the risks.
The evaluation approach described herein allows management to identify controls
and maintain supporting evidential matter for its controls in a manner that is tailored to
the company's financial reporting risks (as defined below). Thus, the controls that
management identifies and documents are those that are important to achieving the
objective of ICFR. These controls are then subject to procedures to evaluate evidence of
their operating effectiveness, as determined pursuant to Section II.A.2.
a. Identifying Financial Reporting Risks

Management should identify those risks of misstatement that could, individually
or in combination with others, result in a material misstatement of the financial
statements ("financial reporting risks"). Ordinarily, the identification of financial
reporting risks begins with evaluating how the requirements of GAAP apply to the
company's business, operations and transactions. Management must provide investors
with financial statements that fairly present the company's financial position, results of
operations and cash flows in accordance with GAAP. A Jack of fair presentation arises
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when one or more financial statement amounts or disclosures ("financial reporting
elements") contain misstatements (including omissions) that are material.
Management uses its knowledge and understanding of the business, and its
organization, operations, and processes, to consider the sources and potential likelihood
of 1~isstatements in financial reporting elements. Internal and external risk factors that
impact the business, including the nature and extent of any changes in those risks, may
give rise to a risk of misstatement. Risks of misstatement may also arise :f1-om sources
such as the initiation, authorization, processing and recording of transactions and other
adjustments that are reflected in financial repmiing elements. Management may find it
useful to consider "what could go wrong" within a financial reporting element in order to
identify the sources and the potential likelihood of misstatements and identify those that
could result in a material misstatement of the f]nancial statements.
The methods and procedures for identifying financial reporting risks will vary
based on the characteristics of the company. These characteristics include, among others,
the size, complexity, and organizational structure of the company and its processes and
financial reporting environment, as well as the control framework used by management.
For example, to identify financial reporting risks in a larger business or a complex
business process, management's methods and procedures may involve a variety of
compai1y personnel, including those with specialized knowledge. These individuals,
collectively, may be necessary to have a sufficient understanding of GAAP, the
underlying business transactions and the process activities, including the role of computer
technology, that are required to initiate, authorize, record and process transactions. In
contrast, in a small company that operates on a centralized basis with Jess complex
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business processes and with little change in the risks or processes, management's daily
involvement with the business may provide it with adequate knowledge to appropriately
identify financial reporting risks.
Management's evaluation of the risk of misstatement should include
consideration of the vulnerability of the entity to fraudulent activity (for example,
fraudulent financial reporting, misappropriation of assets and corruption), and whether
any such exposure could result in a material misstatement of the financial statements? 5
The extent of activities required for the evaluation of fraud risks is commensurate with
the size and complexity of the company's operations and financial reporting
environment. 26
Management should recognize that the risk of material misstatement due to fraud
ordinarily exists in any organization, regardless of size or type, and it may vary by
specific location or segment and by individual financial reporting element. For example,
one type of fraud risk that has resulted in fi·audulent financial reporting in companies of
all sizes and types is the risk of improper override of internal controls in the financial
reporting process. While the identification of a fraud risk is not necessarily an indication
that a fraud has occurred, the absence of an identified fraud is not an indication that no

25

For example, COSO's Intemal Control Over Financial Reporting- Guidance for Smaller
Public Companies (2006 ), Volume 1: Executive Summary, Principle 10: Fraud Risk (page 10)
states, "The potential for material misstatement due to fraud is explicitly considered in assessing
risks to the achievement of financial reporting objectives."
26

Management may find resources such as "Management Antifraud Programs and ControlsGuidance to Help Prevent. Deter, and Detect Fraud," which was issued jointly by seven
professional organizations and is included as an exhibit to AU Sec. 316, Consideration of Fraud
in a Financial Statement Audit (as adopted on an interim basis by the PCAOB in PCAOB Rule
3200T) helpful in assessing fraud risks. Other resources also exist (for example, the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants· (AICPA) Management Override oflntemal Controls:
The Achilles· Heel of Fraud Prevention (2005)), and more may be developed in the future.
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fraud risks exist. Rather, these risk assessments are used in evaluating whether adequate
controls have been implemented.
b. Identifying Controls that Adequately Address Financial Reporting Risks

Management should evaluate whether it has controls 27 placed in operation (that is,
in use) that adequately address the company's financial reporting risks. The
determination of whether an individual control, or a combination of controls, adequately
addresses a financial reporting risk involves judgments about whether the controls, if
operating properly, can effectively prevent or detect misstatements that could result in
material misstatements in the financial statements. 28 If management determines that a
deficiency in ICFR exists, it must be evaluated to detennine whether a material
weakness exists.Z 9 The guidance in Section II.B.l. is designed to assist management
with that evaluation.
Management may identify preventive controls, detective controls, or a
combination of both, as adequately addressing financial reporting risks. 30 There might

27

A control consists of a specific set of policies, procedures, and activities designed to meet an
objective. A control may exist within a designated function or activity in a process. A control's
impact on ICFR may be entity-wide or specific to an account balance, class of transactions or
application. Controls have unique characteristics- for example, they can be: automated or
manual; reconciliations; segregation of duties; review and approval authorizations; safeguarding
and accountability of assets; preventing or detecting error or fraud. Controls within a process
may consist of financial reporting controls and operational controls (that is, those designed to
achieve operational objectives).
28

Companies may use "control objectives," which provide specific criteria against which to
evaluate the effectiveness of controls, to assist in evaluating whether controls can prevent or
detect misstatements.
29

A deficiency in the design ofiCFR exists when (a) necessary controls are missing or (b)
existing controls are not properly designed so that. even if the control operates as designed, the
financial reporting risks would not be addressed.

30

Preventive controls have the objective of preventing the occun-ence of errors or fraud that could
result in a misstatement of the financial statements_ Detective controls have the objective of detecting errors or fraud that has already occurred that could result in a misstatement of the
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be more than one control that addresses the financial reporting risks for a financial
reporting element; conversely, one control might address the risks of more than one
financial reporting element. It is not necessary to identify all controls that may exist or
identify redundant controls, unless redundancy itself is required to address the financial
reporting risks. To illustrate, management may determine that the risk of a misstatement
in interest expense, which could result in a material misstatement of the financial
statements, is adequately addressed by a control within the company's period-end
financial reporting process (that is, an entity-level control). In such a case, management

f

may not need to identify, for purposes of the ICFR evaluation, any additional controls
related to the risk of misstatement in interest expense.
Management may also consider the efficiency with which evidence of the
operation of a control can be evaluated when identifying the controls that adequately
address the financial reporting risks. When more than one control exists and each
adequately addresses a financial reporting risk, management may decide to select the
control for which evidence of operating effectiveness can be obtained more efficiently.
Moreover, when adequate information technology ("IT") general controls exist and
management has determined that the operation of such controls is effective, management
may determine that automated controls are more efficient to evaluate than manual
controls. Considering the efficiency with which the operation of a control can be
evaluated will often enhance the overall efficiency of the evaluation process.
ln addition to identifying controls that address the financial reporting risks of
individual financial reporting elements, management also evaluates whether it has
financial statements. Preventive and detective controls may be completely manual, involve some
degree of computer automation, or be completely automated.
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controls in place to adaress the entity-level and other pervasive elements ofiCFR that its
chosen control framework prescribes as necessary for an effective system of internal
control. This would ordinarily include, for example, considering how and whether
controls related to the control environment, controls over management override, the
entity-level risk assessment process and monitoring activities, 31 controls over the periodend financial reporting process,

32

and the policies that address significant business

control and risk management practices are adequate for purposes of an effective system
ofinternal control. The control frameworks and related guidance may be useful tools for
evaluating the adequacy of these elements of ICFR.
When identifying the controls that address financial reporting risks, management
learns information about the characteristics ofthe controls that should infonn its
judgments about the risk that a control will fail to operate as designed. This includes, for
example, information about the judgment required in its operation and infonnation about
the complexity of the controls. Section II.A.2. discusses how these characteristics are
considered in detern1ining the nature and extent of evidence of the operation of the
controls that management evaluates.
At the end of this identification process, management has identified for evaluation
those controls that are needed to meet the objective of ICFR (that is, to provide

31

Monitoring activities may include controls to monitor results of operations and controls to
monitor other controls, including activities of the intemal audit function, the audit committee, and
self-assessment programs.

n The nature of controls within the period-end financial reporting process will vary based on a
company's facts and circumstances. The period-end financial reporting process may include
matters such as: procedures to enter transaction totals into the general ledger: the initiation,
authorization, recording and processing of joumal entries in the general ledger; procedures for the
selection and application of accounting policies; procedures used to record recurring and nonrecurring adjustments to the annual and quarterly financial statements; and procedures for
preparing ammal and quarterly financial statements and related disclosures.
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reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting) and for which
evidence about their operation can be obtained most efficiently.
c. Consideration of Entity-Level Controls
Management considers entity-level controls when identifying financial reporting
risks and related controls for a financial reporting element. In doing so, it is important
for management to consider the nature of the entity-level controls and how those
controls relate to the financial reporting element. The more indirect the relationship to a
financial reporting element, the less effective a control may be in preventing or detecting
.

a misstatement.

33

Some entity-level controls, such as certain control environment controls, have an
important, but indirect, effect on the likelihood that a misstatement will be prevented or
detected on a timely basis. These controls might affect the other controls management
determines are necessary to adequately address financial reporting risks for a financial
reporting element. However, it is unlikely that management will identify only this type
of entity-level control as adequately addressing a financial reporting risk identified for a
financial reporting element.
Other entity-level controls may be designed to identify possible breakdowns in
lower-level controls, but not in a manner that would, by themselves, adequately address
financial reporting risks. For example, an entity-level control that monitors the results of
operations may be designed to detect potential misstatements and ·investigate whether a .
breakdown in lower-level controls occurred. However, if the amount of potential
33

Controls can be either directly or indirectly related to a financial reporting element. Controls
that are designed to have a specific effect on a financial rep01iing element are considered directly
related. For example, controls established to ensure that personnel are properly counting and
recording the annual physical inventory relate directly to the existence of the inventory.
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misstatement that could exist before being detected by the monitoring control is too high,
then the control may not adequately address the financial reporting risks of a financial
reporting element.
Entity-level controls may be designed to operate at the process, application,
transaction or account-level and at a level of precision that would adequately prevent or
detect on a timely basis misstatements in one or more financial reporting elements that
could result in a material misstatement ofthe financial statements. In these cases,
management may not need to identify or evaluate additional controls relating to that
financial reporting risk.
d. Role of Information Technology General Controls
Controls that management identifies as addressing financial reporting risks may
be automated, 34 dependent upon IT functionality, 35 or a combination ofboth manual and
automated procedures. 36 In these situations, management's evaluation process generally
considers the design and operation of the automated or IT dependent application controls
and the relevant IT general controls over the applications providing the IT functionality ..
While IT general controls alone ordinarily do not adequately address financial reporting
risks, the proper and consistent operation of automated controls or IT functionality often
depends upon effective IT general controls. The identification of risks and controls
within IT should not be a separate evaluation. Instead, it should be an integral part of

4

For example, application controls that perform automated matching, en-or checking or edit
checking functions.

-'

'~For example, consistent application of a formula or performance of a calculation and posting

correct balances to appropriate accounts or ledgers.
16
-

For example, a control that manually investigates items contained in a computer generated
exception report.
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management's top-down, risk-based approach to identifying risks and controls and in
determining evidential matter necessary to support the assessment.
Aspects of IT general controls that may be relevant to the evaluation of ICFR will
vary depending upon a company's facts and circumstances. For purposes of the
evaluation of ICFR, management only needs to evaluate those IT general controls that are
necessary for the proper and consistent operation of other controls designed to adequately
address financial reporting 1isks. For example, management might consider whether
certain aspects ofiT general control areas, such as program development, program
changes, computer operations, and access to programs and data, apply to its facts and
circumstances. 37 Specifically, it is unnecessary to evaluate IT general controls that
primarily pertain to efficiency or effectiveness of a company's operations, but which are
not relevant to addressing financial reporting risks.
e. Evidential Matter to Support the Assessment

As part of its evaluation of ICFR, management must maintain reasonable suppmi
for its assessment. 3x Documentation of the design of the controls management has
placed in operation to adequately address the financial reporting risks, including the
entity-level and other pervasive elements necessary for effective ICFR, is an integral part
of the reasonable suppmi. The form and extent of the documentation will vary
depending on the size, nature, and complexity of the company. It can take many fonns
(for example, paper documents, electronic, or other media). Also, the documentation

. n However, the reference to these specific IT general control areas as examples within this
guidance does not imply that these areas, either partially or in their entirety, are applicable to all
facts and circumstances. As indicated, companies need to take their pa1iicular facts and
circumstances into consideration in determining which aspects ofiT general controls are relevant.
·'

8

See instructions to Item 308 of Regulations S-K and S-B.
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can be presented in a number of ways (for example, policy manuals, process models,
flowcharts, job descriptions, documents, internal memorandums, fonns, etc). The
documentation does not need to include all controls that exist within a process that
impacts financial reporting. Rather, the documentation should be focused on those
controls that management concludes are adequate to address the financial reporting
risks. 39
In addition to providing support for the assessment of ICFR, documentation of
the design of controls also supports other objectives of an effective system of internal
control. For example, it serves as evidence that controls within ICFR, including changes
to those controls, have been identified, are capable of being communicated to those
responsible for their performance, and are capable of being monitored by the company.
2. Evaluating Evidence of the Operating Effectiveness of ICFR
Management should evaluate evidence of the operating effectiveness of ICFR.
The evaluation of the operating effectiveness of a control considers whether the control is
operating as designed and whether the person performing the control possesses the
necessary authority and competence to perfonn the control effectively. The evaluation
procedures that management uses to gather evidence about the operation of the controls it
identifies as adequately addressing the financial reporting risks for financial reporting
elements (pursuant to Section ll.A.l ,b) should be tailored to management's assessment of
the risk characteristics of both the individual financial reporting elements and the related
controls (collectively, ICFR risk). Management should ordinarily focus its evaluation of
the operation of controls on areas posing the highest lCFR risk. Management's
9

Section II.A.2.c also provides guidance with regard to the documentation required to support
management's evaluation of operating effectiveness.

'
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assessment of ICFR risk also considers the impact of entity-level controls, such as the
relative strengths and weaknesses of the control environment, which may influence
management's judgments about the risks of failure for patiicular controls.
Evidence about the effective operation of controls may be obtained from direct
testing of controls and on-going monitoring activities. The nature, timing and extent of
evaluation procedures necessary for management to obtain sufficient evidence of the
effective operation of a control depend on the assessed ICFR risk. In determining
whether the evidence obtained is sufficient to provide a reasonable basis for 1ts evaluation
of the operation ofiCFR, management should consider not only the quantity of evidence
(for example, sample size), but also the qualitative characteristics of the evidence. The
qualitative characteristics of the evidence include the nature of the evaluation procedures
performed, the period of time to which the evidence relates, the objectivit/ 0 of those
evaluating the controls, and, in the case of on-going monitoring activities, the extent of
validation through direct testing ofunderlying controls. For any individual control,
ditJerent combinations of the nature, timing, and extent of evaluation procedures may
provide sufficient evidence. The sufficiency of evidence is not necessarily determined by
any of these attributes individually.

40

In detem1ining the objectivity of those evaluating controls, management is not required to make
an absolute conclusion regarding objectivity, but rather should recognize that personnel will have
varying degrees of objectivity based on, among other things, their job ±unction, their relationship
to the control being evaluated, and their level of authority and responsibility within the
organization. Personnel whose core function involves permanently serving as a testing or
compliance authority at the company, such as intemal auditors, nonnally are expected to be the
most objective. However, the degree of objectivity of other company personnel may be such that
the evaluation of controls perfom1ed by them would provide sufficient evidence. Management's
judgments about whether the degree of objectivity is adequate to provide. sufficient evidence
should take into account the ICFR risk.
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a. Determining the Evidence Needed to Support the Assessment

Management should evaluate the ICFR risk of the controls identified Section
II.A.l.b as adequately addressing the financial repor6ng risks for financial reporting
elements to detennine the evidence needed to support the assessment. This evaluation
should consider the characteristics of the financial reporting elements to which the
controls relate and the characteristics of the controls themselves. This concept is
illustrated in the following diagram.
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Determining the Sufficiency of Evidence Based on ICFR Risk

High

More
Misstatement
Evidence·
Risk of
Financial
Reporting
Element M e d i u m l - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - Less
Evidence·

Low

Medium

High

Risk of Control Failure

* The references to "more" or "less" include both the quantitative and
qualitative characteristics of the evidence (that is, its sufficiency).
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Management's consideration of the misstatement risk of a financial reporting
element includes both the materiality of the financial reporting element and the
susceptibility of the underlying account balances, transactions or other supporting
infom1ation to a misstatement that could be material to the financial statements. As the
materiality of a financial reporting element increases in relation to the amount of
misstatement that would be considered material to the financial statements,
management's assessment of misstatement risk for the financial reporting element
generally would correspondingly increase. ln addition, management considers the extent
to which the financial reporting elements include transactions, account balances or other
supporting information that are prone to material misstatement. For example, the extent
to which a financial repotiing element: ( 1) involves judgment in determining the recorded
amounts; (2) is susceptible to fraud; (3) has complex accounting requirements; (4)
experiences change in the nature or volume of the underlying transactions; or (5) is
sensitive to changes in environmental factors, such as technological and/or economic
developments, would generally affect management's judgment ofwhether a misstatement
risk is higher or lower.
Management's consideration of the likelihood that a control might fail to operate
effectively includes, among other things:
•

The type of control (that is, manual or automated) and the frequency with which it
operates;

•

The complexity of the control;

•

The risk ofrhanagement override;

•

The judgment required to operate the control;
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•

The competence of the personnel who perform the control or monitor its
perfonnance;

•

Whether there have been changes in key personnel who either perform the control
or monitor its performance;

•·

The nature and materiality of misstatements that the control. is intended to prevent
or detect;

•

The degree to which the control relies on the effectiveness of other controls (for
example, IT general controls); and

•

The evidence ofthe operation of the control from prior year(s).

For example, management's judgment of the risk of control failure would be higher for
controls whose operation requires significant judgment than for non-complex controls
requiring less judgment.
Financial reporting elements that involve related party transactions, critical
accounting policies, 41 and related critical accounting estimates 42 generally would be
assessed as having a higher misstatement risk. Further, when the controls related to these
financial reporting elements are subject to the risk of management override, involve

41

"Critical accounting policies" are defined as those policies that are most important to the
financial statement presentation, and require management's most difficult, subjective, or complex
judgments, often as the result of a need to make estimates about the effect of matters that are
inherently uncertain. See Release No. 33-8040 (Dec. 12, 2001) [66 FR 65013].
42

"Critical accounting estimates" relate to estimates or assump6ons involved in the application of
generally accepted accounting principles where the nature of the estimates or assumptions is
material due to the levels of subjectivity and judgment necessary to account for highly uncertain
matters or the susceptibility of such matters to change and the impact of the estimates and
assumptions on financial condition or operating perfonnance is material. See Release No. 338350 (Dec. 19, 2003) [6.8 FR 75056]. For additional infoi·mation, see, for example, Release No.
33-8098 (May 10, 2002) [67 FR 35620].
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significant judgment, or are complex, they should generally be assessed as having higher
JCFR risk.
When a combination of controls is required to adequately address the risks related
to a financial reporting element, management should analyze the risk characteristics of
the controls. This is because the controls associated with a given financial reporting
element may not necessarily share the same risk characteristics. For example, a financial
reporting element involving significant estiniation may require a combination of
automated controls that accumulate source data and manual controls that require highly
judgmental determinations of assumptions. In this case, the automated controls may be
subject to a system that is stable (that is, has not undergone significant change) and is
supported by effective IT general controls and are therefore assessed as lower risk,
whereas the manual controls would be assessed as higher risk.
The consideration of entity-level controls (for example, controls within the
control environment) may influence management's determination of the evidence needed
to sufficiently support its assessment ofiCFR. For example, management's judgment
about the likelihood that a control fails to operate effectively may be influenced by a
highly effective control environment and thereby impact the evidence evaluated for that
control. However, a strong control environment would not eliminate the need to evaluate
the operation of the control in some manner.
b. Implementing Procedures to Evaluate Evidence of the Operation ofiCFR

Management should evaluate evidence that provides a reasonable basis for its
assessment of the operating effectiveness of the controls identified in Section IJ.A.l.
Management uses its assessment of ICFR risk, as determined in Section II.A.2 to
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determine the evaluation methods and procedures necessary to obtain sufficient evidence.
The evaluation methods and procedures may be integrated with the daily responsibilities
of its employees or implemented specifically for purposes of the ICFR evaluation.
Activities that are perfonned for other reasons (for example, day-to-day activities to
manage the operations of the business) may also provide relevant evidence. Further,
activities performed to meet the monit01ing objectives ofthe control fi·amework may
provide evidence to support the assessment of the operating effectiveness ofiCFR.
The evidence management evaluates comes from direct tests of controls, on-going
monitoring, or a combination of both. Direct tests of controls are tests ordinarily
performed on a periodic basis by individuals with a high degree of objectivity relative to
the controls being tested. Direct tests provide evidence as of a point in time and may
provide information about the reliability of on-going monitoring activities. On-going
monitoring includes management's nonnal, recmTing activities that provide information
about the operation of controls. These activities include, for example, self-assessment 43
procedures and procedures to analyze perfom1ance measures designed to track the
operation of controls. 44 Self-assessment is a broad term that can refer to different types
of procedures perfonned by individuals with varying degrees of objectivity. It includes
assessments made by the personnel who operate the control as well as members of
management who are not responsible for operating the control. The evidenceprovided
43

For example, COSO's 1992 framework defines self-assessments as "evaluations where persons
responsible for a particular unit or function will detem1ine the effectiveness of controls for their
activities."
44

Management's evaluation process may also consider the results of key performance indicators
("KPJs") in which management reconciles operating and financial infom1ation with its knowledge
of the business. The procedures that management implements pursuant to this section should
evaluate the effective operation of these KPJ-type controls when they are identified pursuant to
Section IJ.A.l .b. as addressing financial reporting risk.
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by self-assessment activities depends on the personnel involved and the manner in which
the activities are conducted. For example, evidence from self-assessments performed by
personnel responsible for operating the control generally provides less evidence due to
the evaluator's lower degree of objectivity.
As the ICFR risk increases, management will ordinarily adjust the nature of the
evidence that is obtained. For example, management can increase the evidence from ongoing monitoring activities by utilizing personnel who are more objective and/or
increasing the extent of validation through periodic direct testing of the underlying
controls. Management can also vary the evidence obtained by adjusting the period of
time covered by direct testing. When ICFR risk is assessed as high, the evidence
management obtains would ordinarily consist of direct testing or on-going monitoring
activities perfonned by individuals who have a higher degree of objectivity. In situations
where a company's on-going monitoring activities utilize personnel who are not
adequately objective, the evidence obtained would normally be supplemented with direct
testing by those who are independent from the operation of the control. In these
situations, direct testing of controls corroborates evidence from on-going monitoring
activities as well as evaluates the operation of the underlying controls and whether they
continue to adequately address t1nancial reporting risks. When ICFR risk is assessed as
low, management may conclude that evidence from on-going monitoring is sufficient and
that no direct testing is required. Further, management's evaluation would ordinarily
consider evidence from a reasonable period of time during the year, including the fiscal
year-end.
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In smaller companies, management's daily interaction with its controls may
provide it with sufficient knowledge about their operation to evaluate the operation of
ICFR. Knowledge from daily interaction includes irtfonnation obtained by on-going
direct involvement with and direct supervision of the execution of the control by those
responsible for the assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR. Management should
consider its particular facts and circumstances when determining whether its daily
interaction with controls provides sufficient evidence to evaluate the operating
effectiveness of ICFR. For example, daily interaction may be sufficient when the
operation of controls is centralized and the number of personnel involved is limited.
Conversely, daily interaction in companies with multiple management reporting layers or
operating segments would generally not provide sufficient evidence because those
responsible for assessing the effectiveness of ICFR would not ordinarily be sufficiently
knowledgeable about the operation of the controls. In these situations, management
would ordinarily utilize direct testing or on-going monitoring-type evaluation procedures
to obtain reasonable support tor the assessment.
Management evaluates the evidence it gathers to determine whether the operation
of a control is effective. This evaluation considers whether the control operated as
designed. It also considers matters such as how the control was applied, the consistency
with which it was applied, and whether the person performing the control possesses the
necessary authority and competence to perfom1 the control effectively. If management
determines that the operation of the control is not effective, a deficiency exists that must
be evaluated to detennine whether it is a material weakness.
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c. Evidential Matter to Support the Assessment

Management's assessment must be supported by evidential matter that provides
reasonable support for its assessment. The nature of the evidential matter may vary based
on the assessed level ofiCFR risk of the underlying controls and other circumstances.
Reasonable support for an assessment would include the basis for management's
assessment, including documentation of the methods and procedures it utilizes to gather
and evaluate evidence.
The evidential matter may take many forms and will vary depending on the
assessed level of ICFR risk for controls over each of its financial reporting elements. For
example, management may document its overall strategy in a comprehensive
~emorandum

that establishes the evaluation approach, the evaluation procedures, the

basis for management's conclusion about the effectiveness of controls related to the
financial reporting elements and the entity-level and other pervasive elements that are
important to management's assessment of ICFR.
If management determines that the evidential matter within the company's books
and records is sufficient to provide reasonable support for its assessment, it may
determine that it is not necessary to separately maintain copies of the evidence it
evaluates. For example, in smaller companies, where management's daily interaction
with its controls provides the basis for its assessment, management may have limited
documentation created specifically for the evaluation of ICFR. However, in these
instances, management should consider whether reasonable support for its assessment
would include documentation ofhow its interaction provided it with sufficient evidence.
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This documentation might include memoranda, e-mails, and instructions or directions to
and from management to company employees.
Further, in determining the nature of supporting evidential matter, management
should also consider the degree of complexity of the control, the level of judgment
required to operate the control, and the risk of misstatement in the financial reporting
element that could result in a material misstatement of the financial statements. As these
factors increase; management may determine that evidential matter supporting the
assessment should be separately maintained. For example, management may decide that
separately maintained documentation in certain areas will assist the audit committee in
exercising its oversight of the company's financial reporting.
The evidential matter constituting reasonable support for management's
assessment would ordinarily include documentation of how management formed its
conclusion about the effectiveness of the company's entity-level and other pervasive
elements of ICFR that its applicable framework describes as necessary for an effective
system of intemal control.
3. Multiple Location Considerations

Management's consideration of financial reporting risks generally includes a11 of
its locations or business units.

45

Management may detem1ine that financial reporting

risks are adequately addressed by controls which operate centrally, in which case the
evaluation approach is similar to that of a business with a single location or business unit.
When the controls necessary to address financial reporting risks operate at more than one

45

Consistent with the guidance in Section II.A.l., management may determine when identifying
financial reporting risks that some locations are so insignificant that no further evaluation
procedures are needed.
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location or business unit, managementwould generally evaluate evidence of the
operation of the controls at the individual locations or business units.
Management may detennine that the ICFR risk of the controls (as determined
through Section II.A.2.a) that operate at individual locations or business units is low. In
such situations, management may determine that evidence gathered through selfassessment routines or other on-going monitoring activities, when combined with the
evidence derived from a centralized control that monitors the results of operations at
individual locations, constitutes sufficient evidence for the evaluation. In other
situations, management may determine that, because of the complexity or judgment in the
operation of the controls at the individual location, the risk that controls will fail to
operate is high, and therefore more evidence is needed about the effective operation of
the controls at the location.
Management should generally consider the risk characteristics of the controls for
each financial reporting element, rather than making a single judgment for all controls at
that location when deciding whether the nature and extent of evidence is sufficient.
When perfonning its evaluation of the risk characteristics of the controls identified,
management should consider whether there are location-specific risks that might impact
the risk that a control might fail to operate effectively. Additionally, there may be
pervasive risk factors that exist at a location that cause all controls, or a majority of
controls, at that location to be considered higher risk.
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B. Reporting Considerations
1. Evaluation of Control Deficiencies

In order to determine whether a control deficienc:Y, or combination of control
deficiencies, is a material weakness, management evaluates the severity of each control
deficiency that comes to its attention. Control deficiencies that are determined to be a
material weakness must be disclosed in management's annual report on its assessment of
the effectiveness of ICFR. Control deficiencies that are considered to be significant
deficiencies are reported to the company's audit committee and the external auditor
pursuant to management's compliance with the certification requirements in Exchange
Act·Rule 13a-14.

46

Management may not disclose that it has assessed ICFR as effective if one or
more deficiencies in JCFR are detem1ined to be a material weakness. As part of the
evaluation oflCFR, management considers whether each deficiency, individually or in .
combination, is a material weakness as of the end of the fiscal year. Multiple control
deficiencies that affect the same financial statement amount or disclosure increase the
likelihood of misstatement and may, in combination, constitute a material weakness if
there is a reasonable possibilit/ 7 that a material misstatement of the financial statements

46

Pursuant to Exchange Act Rules 13a-14 and 15d-14 [17 CFR 240.13a-14 and 240.15d-14],
management discloses to the auditors and to the audit committee of the board of directors (or
persons fulfilling the equivalent function) all material weaknesses and significant deficiencies in
the design or operation of internal controls which could adversely affect the issuer's ability to
record, process, summarize and report financial data. The term "material weakness" is defined in
the Commission's rules in Exchange Act Rule l2b-2 and Rule 1-02 ofRegulation S-X. See
Release No. 34-55928. The Conm1ission is seeking additional comment on the definition of the
tenn "significant deficiency" in the Commission's rules in Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and Rule 102 of Regulation S-X. See Release No. 34-55930.
47

There is a reasonable possibility of an event when the likelihood of the event is either
"reasonably possible" or "probable"' as those tenns are used in Financial Accounting Standards
Board Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. The use of the phrase "reasonable
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would not be prevented or detected in a timely manner, even though such deficiencies
may be individually less severe than a material

w~akness.

Therefore, management

should evaluate individual control deficiencies that affect the same financial statement
amount or disclosure, or component of internal control, to detennine whether they
collectively result in a material weakness.
The evaluation of the severity of a control deficiency should include both
quantitative and qualitative factors. Management evaluates the severity of a deficiency in
ICFR by considering whether there is a reasonable possibility that the company's ICFR
will fail to prevent or detect a misstatement of a financial statement amount or disclosure;
and the magnitude

ofth~

potential misstatement resulting tfom the deficiency or

deficiencies. The severity of a deficiency in ICFR does not depend on whether a
misstatement actually has occurred but rather on whether there is a reasonable possibility
that the company's ICFR will fail to prevent or detect a misstatement on a timely basis.
Risk factors affect whether there is a reasonable possibilit/ 8 that a deficiency, or
a combination of deficiencies, will result in a misstatement of a financial statement
amount or disclosure. These factors include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

The nature of the t1nancial reporting elements involved (for example, suspense
accounts and related pmiy transactions involve greater risk);

possibility that a material misstatement of the financial statements would not be prevented or
detected in a timely manner" is intended solely to assist management in identifying matters for
disclosure under hem 308 of Regulation S-K. It is not intended to interpret or describe
management's responsibility under the FCPA or modify a control framework's definition of what
constitutes an effective system of internal control.
48

The evaluation of whether a deficiency in ICFR presents a reasonable possibility of
misstatement can be made without quantifying the probability of occurrence as a specific
percentage or range.
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•

The susceptibility of the related asset or liability to loss or fraud (that is, greater
susceptibility increases risk);

•

The subjectivity, complexity, or extent of judgment required to detennine the
amount involved (that is, greater subjectivity, complexity, or judgment, like that
related to an accounting estimate, increases risk);

•

The interaction or relationship of the control with other controls, including
whether they are interdependent or redundant;

•

The interaction of the deficiencies (that is, when evaluating a combination of two
or more deficiencies, whether the deficiencies could affect the same financial
statement amounts or disclosures); and

•

The possible future consequences of the deficiency.
Factors that affect the magnitude of the misstatement that might result from a

deficiency or deficiencies in ICFR include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

The financial statement amounts or total of transactions exposed to the deficiency;
and

•

The volume of activity in the account balance or class of transactions ex posed to
the deficiency that has occurred in the current period or that is expected in future
periods.
In evaluating the magnitude of the potential misstatement, the maximum amount

that an account balance or total of transactions can be overstated is generally the recorded
amount, while understatements could be larger. Also, in many cases, the probability of a
small misstatement will be greater than the probability of a large misstatement.
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Management should evaluate the effect of compensating controls49 when
determining whether a control deficiency or combination of deficiencies is a material
weakness. To have a mitigating effect, the compensating control should operate at a level
of precision that would prevent or detect a misstatement that could be material.
In determining whether a deficiency or a combination of deficiencies represents a
material weakness, management considers all relevant information. Management should
evaluate whether the following situations indicate a deficiency in ICFR exists and, if so,
whether it represents a material weakness:
•

Identification of fi·aud, whether or not material, on the part of senior
management; 5°

•

Restatement of previously issued financial statements to reflect the correction of a
. 1misstatement;
.
51
matena

•

Identification of a material misstatement of the financial statements in the current
period in circumstances that indicate the misstatement would not have been
detected by the company's ICFR; and

•

Ineffective oversight of the company's external financial reporting and internal
control over financial reporting by the company's audit committee.
When evaluating the severity of a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in

ICFR, management also should determine the level of detail and degree of assurance that
49

Compensating controls are controls that serve to accomplish the objective of another control
that did not function properly, helping to reduce risk to an acceptable leveL

°

5

For purposes of this indicator, the tem1 "senior management" includes the principal executive
and financial officers signing the company's certifications as required under Section 302 of
Sarbanes Oxley as well as any other members of senior management who play a significant role ·
in the company's financial reporting process.
51

See FAS 154, Accounting Changes and Error Corrections, regarding correction of a
misstatement.
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would satisfy prudent officials in the conduct of their own affairs that they have
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation
of financial statements in conformity with GAAP. If management determines that the
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, might prevent prudent officials in the conduct
of their own affairs from concluding that they have reasonable assurance that transactions
are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation of financial statements in conformity
with GAAP, then management should treat the deficiency, or combination of
deficiencies, as an indicator of a material weakness.
2. Expression of Assessment of Effectiveness of ICFR by Management

Management should clearly disclose its assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR
and, therefore, should not qualify its assessment by stating that the company's JCFR is
effective subject to certain qualifications or exceptions. For example, management
should not state that the company's controls and procedures are effective except to the
extent that certain material weakness(es) have been identified. In addition, if a material
weakness exists, management may not state that the company's JCFR is effective.
However, management may state that controls are ineffective for specific reasons.
3. Disclosures about Material \V eaknesses

The Commission's rule implementing Section 404 was intended to bring
inforniation about material weaknesses in ICFR into public view. Because of the
significance of the

disclosur~

requirements surrounding material weaknesses beyond

specifically stating that the material weaknesses exist, companies should also consider
including the following in their disclosures: 52

52

Significant deficiencies in ICFR are not required to be disclosed in management's annual report
on its evaluation ofiCFR required by Item 308(a).
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The nature of any material weakness,
Its impact on the company's financial reporting and its ICFR, and
Management's current plans, if any, or actions already undertaken, for
remediating the material weakness.
Disclosure of the existence of a material weakness is important, but there is other
infonnation that also may be material and necessary to form an overall picture that is not
misleading. 53 The goal underlying all disclosure in this area is to provide an investor
with disclosure and analysis that goes beyond describing the mere existence of a material
weakness. There are many different types of material weaknesses and many different
factors that may be important to the assessment of the potential effect of any particular
material weakness. While management is required to conclude and state in its report that
ICFR is ineffective when there are one or more material weaknesses, companies should
also consider providing disclosure that allows investors to understand the cause of the
control deficiency and to assess the potential impact of each particular material weakness.
This disclosure will be more useful to investors if management differentiates the potential
impact and importance to the financial statements of the identified mate1ial weaknesses,
including distinguishing those material weaknesses that may have a pervasive impact on
ICFR from those material weaknesses that do not.
4. Impact of a Restatement of Previously Issued Financial Statements on
Management's Report on ICFR

Item 308 of Regulation S-K requires disclosure of management's assessment of
the effectiveness of the company's ICFR as of the end of the company's most recent
fiscal year. When a material misstatement of previously issued financial statements is
53

See Exchange Act Rule 12b-20 [17 CFR 240.12b-20).
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. discovered, a company is required to restate those financial statements. However, the
restatement of financial statements does not, by itself, necessitate that management
consider the effect of the restatement on the company's prior conclusion related to the
effectiveness of ICFR.
While there is no requirement for management to reassess or revise its conclusion
related to the effectiveness oflCFR, management should consider whether its original
disclosures are still appropriate and should modify or supplement its original disclosure
to include any other material information that is necessary for such disclosures not to be
misleading in light of the restatement. The company should also disclose any material
changes to ICFR, as required by Item 308(c) ofRegulation S-K.
Similarly, while there is no requirement that management reassess or revise its
conclusion related to the effectiveness of its disclosure controls and procedures,
management should consider whether its original disclosures regarding effectiveness of
disclosure controls and procedures need to be modified or supplemented to include any
other material information that is necessary for such disclosures not to be misleading.
With respect to the disclosures concerning ICFR and disclosure controls and procedures,
the company may need to disclose in this context what impact, if any, the restatement has
on its original conclusions regarding effectiveness ofJCFR and disclosure controls and
procedures.
5.

Inability to Assess Certain Aspects of ICFR
In certain circumstances, management may encounter difficulty in assessing

certain aspects of its JCFR. For example, management may outsource a significant
process to a service organization and detem1ine that evidence of the operating
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effectiveness of the controls over that process is necessary. However, the service
organization may be unwilling to provide either a Type 2 SAS 70 report or to provide
management access to the controls in place at the service organization so that
management could assess effectiveness. 54 Finally, management may not have
compensating controls in place that allow a determination of the effectiveness of the
controls over the process in an alternative manner. The Commission's disclosure
requirements state that management's annual rep01i on ICFR must include a statement as
to whether or not JCFR is effective and do not permit management to issue a report on
ICFR with a scope limitation. 5 5 Therefore, management must determine whether the
inability to assess controls over a particular process is significant enough to conclude in
its report that JCFR is not effective.

54

AU Sec. 324, Service Organizations (as adopted on an interim basis by the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board ("PCAOB") in PCAOB Rule 3200T), defines a report on controls
placed in operation and test of operating effectiveness, commonly referred to as a "Type 2 SAS
70 report." This report is a service auditor's report on a service organization's description of the
controls that may be relevant to a user organization's internal control as it relates to an audit of
finnncial statements, on whether such controls were suitably designed to achieve specified control
objectives, on whether they had been placed in operation as of a specific date, and on whether the
controls that were tested were operating with sufficient effectiveness to provide reasonable, but
not absolute, assurance that the related control objectives were achieved during the period
specified.
5

~ See Item 308(a)(3) of Regulations S-K and S-B [17 CFR 229.308(a)(3) and 228.308(a)(3)].
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III. Discussion of Comments on the Proposing Release
The Proposing Release proposed for public comment interpretive guidance for
management regarding the annual evaluation ofiCFR required by Rules 13a-15( c) and
15d-15( c) under the Exchange Act. We received letters from 211 commenters in
response to the Proposing Release. 56 The majority of commenters were supportive of the
Commission's efforts in developing this Interpretive Guidance. We have reviewed and
considered all of the comments received on the proposal, and we discuss our conclusions
with respect to the comments in more detail in the following sections.
A. Alignment between Management's Evaluation and Assessment and the External
Audit
Commenters expressed concern that confusion and inefficiencies may arise from
differences between the proposed guidance for management's evaluation ofiCFR and the
PCAOB's proposed auditing standard for ICFR. 57 Commenters cited a lack of alignment
between the two with regard to the tenninology and definitions used 58 as well as

56

Of the 211 commenters, 43 were issuers, 33 professional associations and business groups, 19
foreign private issuers and foreign professional associations, 10 investor advocacy and other
similar groups, 8 major accounting fim1s, 11 smaller accounting firms and Section 404 service
providers, 8 banks and banking associations, 4 law fim1s and law associations, and 75 other
interested parties including students, academics, and other individuals. The comment letters are
available for inspection in the Commission's Public Reference Room at I 00 F Street, NE,
Washington DC 20549 in File No. S7-24-06, or may be viewed at
http://www .sec.gov/comments/s7 -24-06/s72406.shtml.
57

In PCAOB Release No. 2006-007 the PCAOB proposed for public comment An Audit of
Intemal Control Over Financial Rep011ing That Is Integrated With An Audit of Financial
Statements and Considering and Using the Work of Others in an Audit. See
http://www .pcaohus.org/H.ulcs/Docket 021 /?006-12-1 9 Release No. 2006-007 .pdf (hereinafter
"Proposed Auditing Standard").
58

See, for example, letters from American Bar Association's Committees on Federal Regulation
of Securities and Law and Accounting of the Section of Business Law (ABA), Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), Edison Electric Institute (EEl), European Federation of
Accountants (FEE), Financial Executives lntemational Committee on Corporate Reporting (FEI
CCR), Frank Gorrell (F. Gorrell), Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals,
and The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW).
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differences in the overall approach. Some commenters that were supportive of the
principles-based approach to the proposed interpretive guidance expressed concem that
improvements in the efficiency of management's evaluation ofiCFR would be limited by
what they viewed as comparatively more prescriptive guidance for extemal auditors in
the Proposed Auditing Standard. 59 Other commenters suggested that maximizing their
auditor's ability to rely on the work perfom1ed in management's evaluation would require
aligning the evaluation approach for management with the Proposed Auditing Standard. 60
Even so, some ofthese commenters still viewed the interpretive guidance as an
improvement because it provides management the ability to choose whether, and to what
extent, it should align its evaluation with the auditing standard; whereas commenters said
that management feels compelled to align with the auditing standard under the current
rules. Other commenters suggested that the proposed interpretive guidance was
compatible with the Proposed Auditing Standard and that improvements in
implementation could be attained with close coordination between management and
auditors. 61
In response to the comment letters, we have revised our proposal to more closely
align it with how we anticipate the PCAOB will revise its proposed auditing standard.
For example, the definition of a material weakness and the related guidance for

59

See, for example, letters from Eli Lilly and Company (Eli Lilly), FEI CCR, Hutchinson
Technology Inc. (Hutchinson), Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA), MetLife
Inc. (MetLife), Procter & Gamble Company (P&G), and Supervalu Inc. (Supervalu).
60

See, for example, letters from Heritage Financial Corporation and Southern Company.

61

See, for example, letters from BDO Seidman LLP (BDO), McGiadrey & Pullen LLP (M&P),
and PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC).
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evaluating deficiencies, including indicators of a material weakness, have been revised. 62
In addition, alignment revisions were made to the guidance for evaluating whether
controls adequately address financial reporting risks, including entity-level controls, the
factors to consider when identifying financial reporting risks and the factors for assessing
the risk associated with individual financial reporting elements and controls.
However, some differences between our final interpretive guidance for
management and the PCAOB's audit standard remain. These differences are not
necessarily contradictions or misalignment; rather they reflect the fact that management
and the auditor have different roles and responsibilities with respect to evaluating and
auditing ICFR. Management is responsible for designing and maintaining ICFR and
perfonning an evaluation annually that provides it with a reasonable basis for its
assessment as to whether ICFR is effective as of fiscal year-end. Management's daily
involvement with its internal control system provides it with knowledge and information
that may influence its judgments about how best to conduct the evaluation and the
sufficiency of evidence it needs to assess the effectiveness of ICFR. In contrast, the
auditor is responsible for conducting an independent audit that includes appropriate
professional skepticism. Moreover, the audit ofiCFR is integrated with the audit of the
company's financial statements. While there is a close relationship between the work
performed by management and its auditor, the ICFR audit will not _necessarily be limited
to the nature and extent of procedures management has already performed as part of its
evaluation of ICFR. There will be differences in the approaches used by management
and the auditor because the auditor does not have the same information and
62

The revisions made to the proposed definition of material weakness and the related guidance,
including the strong indicators, are discussed in Section III.F. of this document.
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understanding as management and because the auditor will need to integrate its tests of
ICFR with the financial statement audit. We agree with those commenters that suggested
coordination between management and auditors on their respective efforts will ensure
that both the evaluation by management and the independent audit are completed in an
efficient and effective manner.

B. Principles-based Nature of Guidance for Conducting the Evaluation
The guidance is intended to assist management in complying with two broad
principles: (1) evaluate whether controls have been implemented to adequately address
the risk thai a material misstatement of the financial statements would not be prevented or
detected in a timely manner and (2) evaluate evidence about the operation of controls
based on an assessment of risk. We believe the guidance will enable companies of all
sizes and complexities to comply with our rules effectively and efficiently.
Commenters expressed support for the proposed guidance's principles-based
approach. 63 However, some requested that the proposal be revised to include additional
guidance and illustrative examples in the following areas: 64
•

the identification of controls that address financial reporting risks; 65

•

the assessment of ICFR risk, including how evidence gained over prior
pe1iods should impact management's assessment of risks associated with

63

See, for example, letters from ACE Limited (ACE), American Electric Power Company, Inc.
(AEP), Business Roundtable (BR), Canadian Bankers Association, Center for Audit Quality
(Center), Emst & Young LLP (EY), Grant Thomton LLP (GT), ING Groep N.Y. (ING),
Manulife Financial (Manulife), PwC, P&G, and Reznick Group, P.C. (Reznick).
64

See, for example, letters from Brown-Fom1an, Ford Motor Company, MasterCard Incorporated
(MasterCard), Northrop Grumman Corporation, Supervalu, UFP Technologies (UFP), and
UnumProvident Corporation (UnumProvident).
65

See, for example, letter from Nina Stofberg (N. Stofberg).
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controls identified and therefore, the evidence needed to support its
assessment; 66
•

how varying levels of risk impact the nature of the evidence necessary to.
.

support 1ts assessment;
•

67

when on-going monitoring activities, including self-assessments, could be
used to support management's assessment and reduce direct testing; 68

•

sampling techniques, sample sizes, and testing methods; 69

•

the type and manner in which supporting evidence should be maintained; 70
including specific guidelines regarding the amount, form and medium of
ev1.d ence; 71 an d

•

how management should document the effectiveness of monitoring
activities utilized to support its assessment, as well as how management
should support the evidence obtained from its daily interaction with
72
.
contro1s as part of 1ts assessment.

66

See, for example, letters from ISACA and IT Governance Institute (ISACA), Manulife, and
Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants (Ohio).
67

See, for example, letters from Cardinal Health, Inc. (Cardinal), Cleary Gottlieb Steen &
Hamilton LLP (Cleary), and ISACA.
See, for example, letters from BASF Aktienge~ellschaft (BASF), Cardinal, Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC), ING, ISACA, Ohio, PPL Corporation (PPL), R. Malcolm Schwartz, N.
Stofberg, and UnumProvident.
68

69

See, for example, letters from BDO, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts,
Reznick, and UFP.
·

70

See, for example, letters from AEP, BDO, Center, EEl, Frank Consulting, PLLP (Frank), The
Hundred Group of Finance Directors (1 00 Group), Institut Der Wirtschaftsprufer [Institute of
Public Auditors in Germany] (IDW), Managed Funds Association (MFA), Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc. (Nasdaq), Ohio, N. Stofberg, and UFP.
71

See, for example, letter from Nasdaq.

72

See, for example, letters from BDO and Center.
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We have considered the requests for additional guidance and decided to retain the
principles-based nature of the proposed guidance. We believe im evaluation of ICFR will
be most effective and efficient when management makes use of all available facts and
infonnation to make reasonable judgments about. the evaluation methods and procedures
that are necessary to have a reasonable basis for the assessment of the effectiveness of
ICFR and the evidential matter maintained in support of the assessment. Additional
guidance and examples in the areas requested would likely have the negative
consequence of establishing "bright line" or "one-size fits all" evaluation approaches.
Such an outcome would be contrary to our view that the evaluations must be tailored to a
company's individual facts and circumstances to be both effective and efficient.
Moreover, an evaluation by management that is focused on compliance with detailed
guidance, rather than the risks to the reliability of its financial reporting, would likely
lead to evaluations that are inefficient, ineffective or both.
Detailed guidance and examples fi·om the Commission may also limit or hinder
the natural evolution and further development of control frameworks and evaluation
methodologies as technology, control systems, and financial reporting evolve. As we
have previously stated, the Commission supports and encourages the further development
of control frameworks and related implementation guidance. For example, the July 2006
small business guidance issued by COSO addresses the identification of financial
reporting risks and the related controls. Additionally, we note that COSO is currently
working on a project to further define how the effectiveness of control systems can be
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monitored. 73 As such, companies may find that there are other sources for the additional
guidance in the areas they are seeking.
Commenters also expressed the view that companies may abuse the flexibility
afforded by the proposed principles-based guidance to perfonn inadequate evaluations,
thereby undennining the intended investor protection benefits. 74 Other commenters have
observed that material weakness disclosures to investors are too often simultaneous with,
rather than in advance of, the restatement of financial statements, which undermines the
usefulness of the disclosures. 75 In response to these comments, we note that this
principles-based guidance enables management to tailor its evaluation so that it focuses
on those areas of financial reporting that pose the highest risk to reliable financial
rep01iing. We believe that a tailored evaluation approach that focuses resources on areas
of highest risk will improve, rather than degrade, the effectiveness of many company's
evaluations and improve the timeliness of material weakness disclosures to investors.
C. Scalability and Small Business Considerations

Commenters believed that the proposed interpretive guidance can be scaled to
companies of all sizes and will benefit smaller public companies in completing their

71
·

In a press release on January 8, 2007, COSO announced that Grant Thomton LLP had been
commissioned to develop guidance to help organizations monitor the quality of their intemal
control systems. According to that press release, the guidance will serve as a tool for effectively
monitoring internal controls while complying with Sarbanes-Oxley. The press release is
available at
)}].!J2;/b~:w'~'-'co~o.or0_!Publicat iuns/COSO<Yo20M on it orine:% ?OGT%20 Final <)'()20Releasc 1.8 .07. pd
f.
74

See. for example, letters from Joseph V. Carcello, Consumer Federation of America, Consumer
Action. U.S. Public Interest Research Group (CFA), and Moody's Investors Service (Moody's).
7

'

See, for example, letters from CFA and Moody's.
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assessments. 76 However, some commenters request~d more guidance to enable them to
conduct the evaluation in an effective and efficient manner. For example, commenters
requested more guidance on how some of the unique characteristics of smaller
companies, including a lack of segregation of duties, should be considered in the
evaluation. 77
Other commenters, mostly comprised of investor groups, requested that the
guidance emphasize that scaled or tailored evaluation methods and procedures for smaller
public companies should be based on both the size and complexity of the business and do
not imply less rigorous evaluation methods and procedures. 78
Some commenters indicated that smaller public companies should continue to be
exempt at least until a thorough examination is conducted ofboth the Interpretive
Guidance and the new Auditing Standard to ensure that smaller companies are not
disproportionately burdened.

79

Some commenters requested that the SEC further delay

76

See, for example, letters fi·om American Bankers Association (American Bankers), Anthony S.
Chan, Chandler (U.S.A.), Inc. (Chandler), CNB Corporation & Citizens National Bank of
Cheboygan (CNB), Financial Services Forum, GT, Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce,
Minn-Dak Fam1ers Cooperative (MDFC), RAM Energy Resources, Inc., and San Jose Water
Company.
·
77

See, for example, letters from American Electronics Association (AeA), EY, Financial
Executives Intemational Small Public Company Task Force (FEI SPCTF), Frank, Institute of
Management Accountants (IMA), MFA, U.S. Chamber of Commerce (Chamber), and U.S. Small
Business Administration's Office of Advocacy (SBA).
78

See, for example, letters from California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS),
CF A, Council of Institutional Investors, Ethics Resource Center, International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, and Pension Reserves Investment Management Board (PRIMB).
79

See, for example, letters from AeA, Biotechnology Industry Organization, Committee on
Capital Markets Regulation (CCMR), Financial Reporting Committee of the Association ofthe
Bar of the City of New York (NYC Bar), International Association of Small Broker Dealers and
Advisers, National Venture Capital Association, SBA, Silicon Valley Leadership Group (SVLG),
Small Business Entrepreneurship Council, TechNet, and Telecommunications Industry
Association.
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the implementation for one additional year80 or continued to call for a complete
exemption from Section 404 for smaller public companies. 81 Other commenters
requested that smaller public companies not be exempted. 82
We believe the principles-based guidance permits flexible and scalable evaluation
approaches that will enable management of smaller public companies to evaluate and
assess the effectiveness ofiCFR without undue cost burdens. The guidance recogi1izes
that internal control systems and the methods and procedures necessary to evaluate their
effectiveness may be different in smaller public companies than in larger companies.
However, the flexibility provided in the guidance is not meant to imply that evaluations
for smaller public companies be conducted with less rigor, or to provide anything less
than reasonable assurance as to the effectiveness of ICFR at such companies. Rather,
smaller public companies should utilize the flexibility provided in the guidance to costeffectively tailor and scale their methods and approaches for identifying and documenting
financial reporting risks and the related controls and for evaluating whether operation of
controls is effective (for example, by utilizing evidence gathered through management's
daily interaction with its controls), so that they provide the evidence needed to assess
whether ICFR is effective.
In addition, as previously mentioned, companies may find that there are other
sources for guidance, such as the July 2006 guidance for applying the COSO framework
to smaller public companies. We believe our guidance, when used in conjunction with
80

See, for example, letters from American Bankers, America's Community Bankers, Chandler,
CNB, FEI SPCTF, F. Gorrell, ICBA, MFA and Washington Legal Foundation (WLF).

81

See, for example, letters from American Stock Exchange, ICBA, UFP, and WLF.

82

See, for example, letters from American Federation of Labor and Congress oflndustrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO), CalPERS, Frank, F. Gon·ell, PRJMB, and WithumSmith+Brown
Global Assurance, LLC.
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other such guidance, will enable sma11er public companies to have a better understanding
of the requirements of a control framework, its role in effective internal control systems
and the relationship to our evaluation and disclosure requirements. This should enable
management to plan and conduct its evaluation in an effective and efficient manner.
The Commission believes that compliance with the ICFR evaluation and
assessment requirements by smaller public companies will further the primary goal of
Sarbanes-Oxley which is to enhance the quality of financial reporting and increase
investor confidence in the fairness and integrity of the securities markets. We note that
a11 financial statements filed with the Commission, even thos,e by smaller public
companies, result from a system of internal controls. Such systems are required by the
FCP A to operate at a level that provides "reasonable assurance" about the reliability of
financial reporting. Our rules implementing Section 404 direct management of all
companies to evaluate and assess whether the company's system of internal controls is
effective at achieving reasonable assurance. Our guidance is intended to help them do so
in a cost-effective manner. Given the principles-based nature of our guidance and the
flexibility it provides, we do not believe further postponement of the evaluation
requirements are needed for smaller companies. We believe that the timing of the
issuance of the Interpretive Guidance is adequate to allow for its effective
implementation in 2007 evaluations.
D. Identifying Financial Reporting Risks and Controls
1. Summary of the Proposal

The proposal directed management to consider the sources and potential
likelihood of misstatements, including those arising from fraudulent activity, and identify
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those that could result in a material misstatement of the financial statements (that is,
financial reporting risks). The proposal indicated that management's consideration of the
risk of misstatement generally includes all of its locations or business units and that the
methods and procedures for identifying financial reporting risks will vary based on the
characteristics of the individual company. The proposal discussed factors for
management to consider in selecting methods and procedures for evaluating financial
reporting risks and in identifying the sources and potential likelihood of misstatement.
The proposal directed management to evaluate whether controls were placed in
operation to adequately address the financial reporting risks it identifies. The proposal
indicated that controls were not adequate when their design was such that there was a
reasonable possibility that a misstatement in a financial reporting element that could
result in a material misstatement of the financial statements would not be prevented or
detected in a timely manner. The proposal discussed the fact that some controls may be
automated or may depend upon IT functionality. In these situations, the proposal stated
that management's evaluation should consider not only the design and operation of the
automated or IT dependent controls, but also the aspects of IT general controls necessary
to adequately address financial reporting risks.
The proposal also indicated that entity-level controls should be considered when
identifying financial reporting risks and related controls for a financial reporting element.
The proposal discussed the nature of entity-level controls, how they relate to a financial
reporting element and the need to consider whether they would prevent or detect material
misstatements. If a financial reporting risk for a financial reporting element is adequately
addressed by an entity-level control, the proposal indicated that no further controls
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needed to be identified and tested by management for purposes of the evaluation of
ICFR.
2. Comments on the Proposal and Revisions Made

The Commission received a number of comments on the proposed guidance for
identifying financial reporting risks and controls. As discussed in Section III.B above,
many of these commenters requested more examples or more detailed guidance. Other
comments received related to the identification of fraud risks and related controls; entitylevel controls; and IT general controls.
Identification of fraud risks and related controls
Commenters suggested the guidance be revised to more strongly emphasize
management's responsibility to identify and evaluate fraud risks and the related controls
that address those risks. 83 Commenters also discussed the nature of fraud risks that most
often lead to materially misstated financial statements and requested additional guidance
regarding which fraud related controls are within the scope of the evaluation; 84 whether
management can consider the risk of fraud through the overall risk assessment or if a
specific fraud threat analysis is required; 85 and examples of the types of fraud that should
be considered. 86 Other commenters noted that there is existing guidance for
management, beyond what was referenced in the proposal, for assessing fraud risks and

s.~ See, for example, letters from ACE, ACCA, BDO, Center, CSC, Deloitte & Touche LLP
(Deloitte), GT, IMA, KPMG LLP (KPMG), M&P, Moody's, and PwC.
84

See, for example, letters from BASF, BDO, and GT.

85

See, for example, letter from Tatum LLC (Tatum).

86

See, for example, letters from FEJ CCR, P&G. and N. Stofberg: ·
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the related controls. These commenters suggested that the proposal be revised to directly
incorporate the most relevant elements of such guidance. 87
In response to the comments, the proposal was revised to clarify that fraud risks
are expected to exist at every company and that the nature and extent of the fraud risk
assessment activities should be commensurate with the size and complexity of the
company. Additionally, we expanded the references to existing guidance to include the
AICPA's 2005 Management Override oflntemal Controls: The Achilles' Heel of Fraud
Prevention and COSO's July 2006 Guidance for Smaller Public Companies. Given the
availability of existing information and guidance on fraud and consistent with the
principles-based nature of the interpretive guidance, we determined that it was
unnecessary to provide a list of fraud risks expected to be present at every company or a
list of the areas of financial reporting expected to have a risk of material misstatement
due to fraud. Moreover, providing such a Jist may result in a "checklist" type approach to
fraud risk assessments that would likely be ineffective as financial reporting changes over
time, or given the wide variety of facts and circumstances that exist in different
companies and industries. While management may find such checklists a useful starting
point, effective fraud risk assessments will require sound and thoughtful judgments that
reflect a company's individual facts and circumstances.
Entity-Level Controls
Commenters requested further clarification ofhow entity-level controls can
address financial reporting risks in a top-down, risk based approach. 88 Commenters also
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See, for example, letters from Center, GT, KPMG, and M&P.

88

See, for example, letters from EY, Frank, MetLife, and Unum.Provident.
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· suggested that the guidance place more emphasis on entity-level controls given their
pervasive impact on all other aspects ofiCFR. 89
In response to the comments received, we expanded the discussion of entity-level
controls and how they relate to financial reporting elements. This discussion further
clarifies that some entity-level controls, such as controls within the control environment,
have an impmiant, but indirect, effect on the likelihood that a misstatement will be
prevented or detected on a timely basis. While these controls might affect the other
controls management dete1mines are necessary to address financial reporting risks for a
financial reporting element, it is unlikely management will identify only this type of
entity-level control as adequately addressing a financial reporting risk. Further, the
. guidance clarifies that some entity-level controls may be designed to identify possible
breakdowns in lower-level controls, but not in a manner that would, by themselves,
adequately address financial reporting risks. In these cases, management would identify
the additional controls needed to adequately address financial reporting risks, which may
include those that operate at the transaction or account balance level. Consistent with
the proposal, management does not need to identify or evaluate additional controls
relating to a financial reporting risk if it determines that the risk is being adequately
addressed by an entity-level control.
We have also revised the proposed guidance to further clarify that the controls
management identifies in Section Il.A.l should include the entity-level and pervasive
elements of its ICFR that are necessary to have a system of internal control that provides
reasonable assurance as to the reliability of financial repOiiing. Management can use the
89

See, for example, letters from ACCA, ACE, Eli Lilly, European Association of Listed
Companies (EALIC), and PwC.
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existing control frameworks and related guidance to assist them in evaluating the
adequacy of these aspects of their ICFR.
Information Technology General Controls
Commenters expressed concern that the proposal's guidance on IT general
controls was too vague or that it lacked sufficient clarit/ 0 and requested fmiher guidance
and illustrative examples 91 to clarify the extent to which IT general controls are within
the scope of the ICFR evaluation. 92 Commenters also suggested that the Commission
directly incorporate the May 16, 2005 Staff Guidance93 on IT general controls

94

and that

we clarify that IT general controls alone, without consideration of application controls,
will not sufficiently address the risk of material misstatement. 95 One commenter noted
that providing such guidance could have the unintended consequence of setting a ·
precedent for providing more detailed guidance in other areas of the evaluation. 96
Commenters also suggested that we revise the proposal to clarify how a top-down
approach considers IT general controls, 97 that we encourage a "benchmarking" approach
for evaluating automated controls, 98 and that we pennit companies who implement IT
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See, for example, letters from Aerospace Industries Association, MasterCard, and Nasdaq.
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See, for example, letter from Microsoft Corporation (MSFT).
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See, for example, letters from Faisal Danka, ISACA, MSFT, Rod Scott, and The Travelers
Companies, Inc. (Travelers).
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Division of Corporation Finance and Office of the Chief Accountant: Staff Statement on
Management's Report on Internal Control Financial Reporting (May 16, 2005), available at
, http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/soxcom/.htm.
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See, for example, letters from Cardinal and ISACA.
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See, for example, letter from CSC.
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systems late in the year to do so while still being able to satisfy their ICFR
responsibilities. 99
We made several revisions to the proposed guidance based on the comment
letters. We revised the proposal to explain that the identification of risks and controls
within IT should

b~

integral to, and not separate from, management's top-down, risk-

based approach to evaluating ICFR and in determining the necessary supp01iing
evidential matter. We clarified that controls which address financial reporting risks may
be automated, dependent upon IT functionality, or require a combination of both manual
and automated procedures and that IT general controls alone, without consideration of
application controls, ordinarily do not adequately address financial reporting risks. We
also incorporated guidance from the May 16, 2005 Staff Statement which explains that it
is unnecessary to evaluate IT general controls that primarily pertain to efficiency or
effectiveness of operations, but which are not relevant to addressing financial reporting
risks.
We have declined to further specify categories or areas of IT general controls that
will be relevant to the ICFR evaluation for all companies. We continue to believe that
such detenninations require consideration of each company's individual facts and·
circumstances. Moreover, we have concluded it is not necessary to include a discussion
of a "benchmarking" approach to evaluating automated controls. The lack of such
discussion in our guidance does not preclude management from taking such an approach
if they believe it to be both efficient and effective.

99

See, for example, letter from Chamber.
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Additionally, we did not revise the proposed guidance to discuss implementation
of IT systems, or changes thereto, late in the year because we do not believe such
decisions should be impacted by the requirement to evaluate and assess the effectiveness
of ICFR. Even without the evaluation and assessment requirements, the implementation
of an IT system late in the year does not change management's responsibility to maintain
a system of internal control that provides reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial reporting. Allowing an exclusion from the evaluation for controls placed in
operation late in the year could have the unintended consequence of negatively impacting
· the reliability of financial reporting. Management has the ability to mitigate the risk of
material misstatement that arises from ineffective controls in a new IT system. For
example, management may perfonn pre-implementation testing of the IT controls needed
to adequately address financial reporting risks. Additionally, management may
implement compensating controls, such as manual reconciliations and verification, until
such time that management has concluded that the IT controls within the system are
adequate. Accordingly, we do not believe it is necessary or appropriate to exclude new
IT systems or changes to existing systems from the scope of the evaluation of JCFR.
E. Evaluating Evidence of the Operating Effectiveness ofiCFR

l. Summary of the Proposal
Our proposal indicated that management should consider both the risk

characteristics of the financial reporting elements to which the controls relate and the risk
characteristics of the controls themselves (collectively, ICFR risk) in making judgments
about the nature and extent of evidence necessary to provide a reasonable basis for the
assessment of whether the operation of controls is ·effective. The proposal identified
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significant accounting estimates, related party transactions and critical accounting
policies as examples of financial reporting areas that generally would be assessed as
having a higher risk of misstatement and control failure. However, the proposed
guidance recognizes that since not all controls have the same risk characteristics, when a
combination of controls is required to adequately address the risks to a financial reporting
element, management should analyze the risk characteristics of each control separately.
Further, under the proposed guidance, when evaluating risks in multi-location
environments, management should generally consider the risk characteristics of the
controls related to each financial reporting element, rather than making a single judgment
for all controls at a particular location when determining the sufficiency of evidence to
support its assessment.
Our proposal indicated that the evidence of the operation of controls that
management evaluates may come from a combination of on-going monitoring and direct
testing and that management should vary the nature, timing and extent of these based on
its assessment of the ICFR risk. Our proposal stated that this evidence would ordinarily
cover a reasonable period of time during the year and include the fiscal year-end. The
proposal also acknowledged that, in smaller companies, those responsible for assessing
the effectiveness of ICFR may, through their on-going direct knowledge and supervision
of the operation of controls (that is, daily interaction) have a reasonable basis to evaluate
the effectiveness of some controls without performing direct tests specifically for
purposes of the evaluation.
The proposal explained that the evidential matter constituting reasonable support
for the assessment would generally include the basis for management's assessment and
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documentation of the evaluation methods and procedures for gathering and evaluating
evidence. Additionally, the proposal indicated that the nature of the supporting evidential
matter, including documentation, may take many forms and may vary based on
management's assessment ofiCFR risk. For example, management may determine that it
is not necessary to maintain separate copies of the evidence evaluated if such evidence
already exists in the company's books and records. The proposal also indicates that as
the degree of complexity of the control, the level of judgment required to operate the
control, and the risk of misstatement in the financial reporting element increase,
management may determine that separate evidential matter supporting a control's
operation should be maintained.
2. Comments on the Proposal and Revisions Made

The Commission received a number of comments on the proposed guidance for
evaluating whether the operation of controls was effective. As discussed in Section III.B
· above, many of these commenters requested more examples or more detailed guidance.
Other comments received related to the appropriateness of various "rotational"
approaches to evaluating evidence of whether the operation of controls was effective; the
nature of on-going monitoring activities, including self-assessments and daily interaction;
the time period to be covered by evaluation procedures; and supporting evidential matter.
Rotational Approaches to Evaluating Evidence
Commenters requested that the guidance explicitly allow management to rotate its
evaluation of evidence of the operation of controls and a variety of different approaches
for doing so were suggested. These approaches included, for example, a rotational
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approach for lower risk controls, 100 a rotational approach in areas where management
.
. t h e contro 1s smce
.
.
th ere are no c.h anges m
th e prevwus
assessment, 101 or a
d etenmnes
rotational approach where there is both lower risk and no changes in controls. 102 In
addition, some suggested a "benchmarking" approach, similar to that used for IT
.

controls, be allowed for non-IT controls.

103

Other commenters agreed with the proposal's

requirement that management consider evidence of the operation of controls each year.104
Others noted that while they believed it is appropriate for management to consider the
results of its prior year assessments, the guidance should make it clear that the evaluation
of operating effectiveness is an arinual requirement. 105
Other commenters raised the issue of a rotational approach specific to multilocation considerations. For example, commenters suggested that the guidance allow for
rotation oflocations based upon risk (for example, once every three years). 106 However,
some commenters suggested that the risk-based approach provided in the proposed
guidance would appropriately allow companies to vary testing in locations based more on
risk than coverage, which would improve the efficiency of their assessment. 107
After considering the comments, the Commission has retained the guidance
substantially as proposed. We did not introduce a concept that allows management to
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See, for example, letters fromCSC, EALIC, ING, MasterCard, and NYC Bar.
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See, for example, letters from P&G and Travelers.
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See, for example, letters from EEl and Supervalu.
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See, for example, letters from CCMR, Deloitte, and KPMG.
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See, for example, letters from MSFT, New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, and Plains Exploration & Production Company.
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eliminate from its annual evaluation those controls that are necessary to adequately
address financial reporting risks. For example, management cannot decide to include
controls for a particular location or process within the scope of its evaluation only once
every three years or exclude controls from the scope of its evaluation based on prior year
evaluation results. To have a reasonable basis for its assessment of the effectiveness of
ICFR, management must have sufficient evidence supporting the operating effectiveness
of all aspects of its ICFR as of the date of its assessment. The guidance provides a
framework to assist management in making judgments regarding the nature, timing and
extent of evidence needed to support its assessment. Management can use this
framework to scale its evaluation methods and procedures in response to the risks
associated with both the financial reporting elements and related controls in its particular
facts and circumstances.
However, the guidance has been clarified to reflect that management's experience
with a control's operation both during the year and as part of its prior year assessment(s)
may influence its decisions regarding the risk that controls will fail to operate as
designed. This, in tum, may have a con-esponding impact on the evidence needed to
support management's conclusion that controls operated effectively as of the date of
management's assessment.
Nature of On-Going Monitoring Activities
Commenters expressed concem that, as defined in the proposal, some on-going
monitoring activities would not be deemed to provide sufficient evidence. 108 Other
commenters were concerned that the guidance placed too much emphasis on the amount
108

See, for example, letters from BASF and Cees Klumper & Matthew Shepherd (C. Klumper &
M. Shepherd).
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of evidence that could be obtained from on-going monitoring activities and called for
further examples of when they may provide sufficient evidence and when direct testing
would be required. 109 With regard to self-assessments, commenters suggested that selfassessments can be an integral source of evidence when their effective operation is
verified by direct testing over varying periods of time based on the manner in which the
self-assessments were conducted and on the level of risk associated with the controls. 110
Other commenters requested the proposed guidance be revised to clarify how, based on
the definitions provided, self-assessments differed from direct testing. 11 1
Some commenters questioi1ed the sufficiency of evidence that would result from
management's daily interaction with controls and requested more specifics on when it
would be appropriate as a source of evidence 112 and how management should
demonstrate that its daily interaction with controls provided it with sufficient evidence to
have a reasonable basis to assess whether the operation of controls was effective. 113
Based on the feedback received, we modified the discussion of on-going
monitoring activities, including self-assessments, and direct testing to clarify how the
evidence obtained from each of the activities can vary. As commenters in this area noted,
on-going monitoring, including self-assessments, encompasses a wide array of activities
that can be perfonned by a vmiety of individuals within an organization. These
individuals have varying degrees of objectivity, ranging from intemal auditors to the
personnel involved in business processes, and can include both those responsible for
109

See, for example, letters from Center and EY.
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executing a control as well as those responsible for overseeing its effective operation.
Because of the varying degrees of objectivity, the sufficiency of the evidence
management obtains from on-going monitoring activities is detennined by the nature of
the activities (that is, what they entail .and how they are performed).
We clarified the proposed guidance to indicate that when evaluating the
objectivity of personnel, management is not required to make an absolute conclusion
regarding objectivity, but rather should recognize that personnel will have varying
degrees ofobjectivity based on, among other things, their job function, their relationship
to the control being evaluated, and their level of authority and responsibility within the
organization. Management should consider the ICFR risk of the controls when
determining whether the objectivity of the personnel involved in the monitoring activities
results in sufficient evidence. For example, for areas of high ICFR risk, management's
on-going monitoring activities may provide sufficient evidence when the monitoring
activities are carried out by individuals with a high degree of objectivity. However, when
management's support includes evidence obtained from activities perfonned by
individuals who are not highly objective, management would ordinarily supplement the
evidence with some degree of direct testing by individuals who are independent fi·om the
operation of the control to corroborate the information from the monitoring activity.
·With regard to requests for more guidance related to management's daily
interaction, we have adopted the guidance substantially as proposed. We believe that in
smaller companies, management's daily interaction with the operation of controls may
provide it with sufficient evidence to assess whether controls are operating effectively.
The guidance is not intended to limit management's flexibility with regard to the areas of
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ICFR where its interaction can provide it with sufficient evidence or the manner by which
management obtains knowledge of the operation of the controls. However, as noted in
the guidance, daily interaction as a source of evidence for the operation of controls
applies to management who are responsible for assessing the effectiveness ofiCFR and
whose knowledge about the effective operation is gained from its on-going direct
knowledge and direct supervision ofcontrols. In addition, the evidence management
maintains in support of its assessment should include the design of the controls that
adequately address the financial reporting risks as well as how its interaction provides an
adequate ba~is for its assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR.
Time Period Covered by Evaluation Procedures
Commenters requested that the guidance allow for, and encourage, management
to gather evidence throughout the year to support its assessment in lieu of having to
gather some evidence close to or as-of year-end.

114

These commenters believed that such

guidance would encourage companies to better integrate their evaluation procedures into
the normal activities of their daily operations, spread the effort more evenly throughout
the year, and help reduce the strain on resources at year-end when company personnel are
preparing the annual financial statements and complying with other financial reporting
activities.
· We agree with the comments received in this area with respect to allowing
management the flexibility to gather evidence in support of its assessment during the
year. Since management's assessment is perfonned as of the end of its fiscal year-end,
the evidence management utilizes to support its assessment would ordinarily include a
114

See, for example, letters from Eli Lilly, The Financial Services Roundtable, and Neenah Paper,
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reasonable period of time during the year, including some evidence as of the date of its
.
.
assessment. However, the proposal was not intended to limit management's flexibility to
conduct its evaluation activities during the year. Rather, the proposed guidance was
intended to provide management with the ability to perform a variety of activities
covering periods of time that vary based on its assessment of risk in order to provide it
with a sufficient basis for its evaluation. This could include, for example, a strategy that
employs direct testing over a control during the year (but prior to year-end), that is
supplemented with a self-assessment activity at year-end. As a result, we have adopted
the guidance related to the period of time for Which management should obtain evidence
of the operation of controls substantially as proposed.
Supporting Evidential Matter
Corrimenters expressed support for the guidance in the proposal related to the
supporting evidential matter and believed it would allow management to make better
judgments and allow for sufficient flexibility to vary the nature and extent of evidence
based on the company's particular facts and circumstances. 115 Other commenters
observed that a certain level of documentation was required in order to facilitate an
efficient and effective audit and suggested the guidance explicitly state this fact and/or
clarify how the guidance for management was intended to interact with the requirements
provided to auditors.

115

116

One commenter requested that we clarify our intention related to
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the audit committee's involvement in the review of evidential matter prepared by

. support o f.1ts assessment.
.
117
management m
After consideration of the comments, we are adopting the guidance substantially
as proposed. We continue to believe t~at management should have considerable
flexibility as to the nature and extent ofthe documentation it maintains to support its
assessment, while at the same time maintaining sufficient evidence to provide reasonable
support for its assessment. Providing specific guidelines and detailed examples of
various types of documentation would potentially limit the flexibility we intended to
afford management.
With respect to the concems raised regarding the interaction of the proposed
guidance and the audit requirements, we determined that no changes were necessary.
Similar to an audit of the financial statements, the nature and extent of evidential matter
maintained by management may impact how an auditor conducts the audit and the
efficiency of the audit. We believe that the most efficient implementation by
management and the auditor is achieved when flexibility exists to determine the
appropriate manner by which to complete their respective tasks. However, we also
believe that the Proposed Auditing Standard allows auditors sufficient flexibility to
consider various types of evidence utilized by management. The audit standard allows
auditors to adjust their approach in certain circumstances, if necessary, so that audit
procedures should not place any undue burden or expense on management's evaluation
process.

117

See, for example, letter from ABA.
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F. Evaluation of Control Deficiencies

1. Summary of the Proposal

The proposal directed management to evaluate each control deficiency that comes
to its attention in order to detennine whether the deficiency, or combination of control
deficiencies, is a material weakness. The proposal defined a material weakness as a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in ICFR such.that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial
statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by the company's ICFR.
The proposal contained guidance on the aggregation of deficiencies by indicating that
multiple control deficiencies that affect the same financial reporting element increase the
likelihood of misstatement and may, in combination, constitute a material weakness, even
though such deficiencies may be individually insignificant. The proposal also
highlighted four circumstances that were strong indicators that a material weakness in
ICFR existed. In summary, the following four items were listed:
•

An ineffective control environment, including identification of fraud of
any magnitude on the part of senior management; significant
deficiencies that remain unaddressed after some reasonable period of
time; and ineffective oversight by the audit committee (or entire board of
directors if no audit committee exists).

•

Restatement of previously issued financial statements to reflect the
correction of a material misstatement.
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•

Identification by the auditor of a material misstatement of financial
statements in the current period under circumstances that indicate the
misstatement would not have been discovered by the company's ICFR.

•

For complex entities in highly regulated industries, an ineffective
regulatory compliance function.

2. Comments on the Proposal and Revisions Made·

Definition of Material Weakness
Commenters expressed concern about differences between our proposed
definition of material weakness and that proposed by the PCAOB in its Proposed
Auditing Standard and requested that the two definitions be aligned. 118 Commenters
provided feedback on the reasonably possible threshold for detetmining the likelihood of
a potential material misstatement as well as the reference to interim financial statements
for determining whether a potential misstatement could be material. Commenters also
suggested that a single definition of material weakness be established for use by both
auditors and management and that definition be established by the SEC in its rules. 119
Based on comments on the proposal, we are amending Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 and
Rule 1-02 of Regulation S-X to define the term material weakness. Further discussion
and analysis of the definition of material weakness and commenter feedback can be
found in that rule release. 120
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Strong Indicators of a Material Weakness
Commenters noted there were differences in the list of strong indicators included
in the proposal and the list of strong indicators included in the Proposed Auditing
Standard, raising concern that the failure of the two proposals to provide similar guidance
would cause unnecessary confusion between management and auditors. 121 Commenters
also provided suggested changes, additions or deletions to circumstances that were
included on the list of strong indicators. For example, commenters raised questions about
the "identification of fraud of any magnitude on the pmi of senior management,"
questioning the appropriateness of the term "of any magnitude" or which individuals
were encompassed in the te1m "senior management." 122 Commenters also felt the
Commission's proposed list of indicators should be expanded to include the indicator
relating to an ineffective internal audit function or risk assessment function that was
included in the Proposed Auditing Standard. 123 One commenter felt that the list of strong
indicators needed to be made more specific, and should include more illustrative
examples. 124 Another commenter stated that the indicator of "significant deficiencies that
have been identified and remain unaddressed after some reasonable period of time"
should be clarified to mean unremediated deficiencies. 125 Other commenters suggested
that the list of strong indicators be eliminated completely, stating that designating these
items as strong indicators creates a presumption that such items are, in fact, material
121

See, for example, letters from BDO, BR, Center, Cleary, CSC, Deloitte, KPMG, M&P, and
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc. (Schneider).
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weaknesses, and may impede the use of judgment to properly evaluate the identified
control deficiency in light of the individual facts and circumstances. 126 Commenters also
felt the Commission should clearly indicate that a company may determine that no
deficiency exists despite the fact that one of the identified strong indicators was
present. 127
After consideration of the comments, we have decided to modify the proposed
guidance. We believe judgment is imperative in determining whether a deficiency is a
material weakness and that the guidance should encourage management to use that
judgment. As a result, we have modified the guidance to emphasize that the evaluation
of control deficiencies requires the consideration of all of the relevant facts and
circumstances. We agreed with the concerns that an overly detailed list may create a list
of de facto material weaknesses or inappropriately suggest that identified control
deficiencies not included in the list are oflesser importance. At the same time, however,
we continue to believe that highlighting certain circumstances that are indicative of a
material weakness provides practical inforn1ation for management. As a result, rather
than referring to "strong indicators," the final guidance refers simply to "indicators."
This change should further emphasize that the presence of one of the indicators does not
mandate a conclusion that a material weakness exists. Rather management should apply
professional judgment in this area. These examples include indicators related to the
results of the financial statement audit, such as material audit adjustments and
restatements, and indicators related to the overall evaluation of the company's oversight
of financial reporting, such as the effectiveness of the audit committee and incidences of
126
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fraud among senior management. These examples are by no means an exhaustive list.
For example, under COSO, risk assessment and monitoring are two of the five
components of an effective system of internal control. If management concludes that an
internal control component is not effective, or if required entity-level or pervasive
. elements of ICFR are not effective, it is likely that internal control is not effective.
Lastly, we agreed With commenters that it is appropriate foi" the Commission's
guidance in this area to minor the PCAOB's auditing standard. As a result, we have
worked with the PCAOB in reaching conclusions regarding the guidance in this area, and
we anticipate the PCAOB's auditing standard will align with our final management
guidance.
G. Management Reporting and Disclosure
Comment letters expressed various viewpoints regarding the information
management provides as part of its report on the effectiveness ofiCFR. For example,
commenters raised concerns regarding the "point in time" assessment and suggested
various alternative approaches. 128 Commenters also made suggestions regarding the
disclosures management provides when a material weakness has occurred. Certain
commenters felt the suggested disclosures indicated in the proposing release should be
mandatory, 129 while other commenters wanted the Commission to specify where in the

°

Fonn 10-K management must provide its disclosures. 13 Commenters also requested that
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the Commission include in its release additional possible disclosures for consideration by
. lu d e m
. 1ts
. report. 131
management to me

In addition, commenters expressed concerns regarding the language in the
Proposing Release with respect to management's ability to determine that ICFR is
ineffective due solely to, and only to the extent of, the identified material weakness( es).
Some commenters felt that this language was essentially the same as a qualified opinion,
which is prohibited by the guidance, 132 while two others stated that the Commission
needed to provide additional guidance around the circumstances under which this
approach would be appropriate.

133

Based on the feedback we received, we have eliminated this from the final
interpretive guidance and revised the proposed guidance to simply state that management
may not state that the company's ICFR is effective. However, management may state
that controls are ineffective for specific reasons.
Additionally, certain of the requests received seemed inconsistent with the
statutory obligation. For example, Section 404(a)(2) of Sarbanes-Oxley requires that
management perform the assessment as of the end of its most recent fiscal year. As a
result, we do not believe any further changes to the proposed guidance around
management's expression of its assessment of the effectiveness ofiCFR are necessary.
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H. Previous Staff Guidance and Staff Frequently Asked Questions
Commenters raised questions regarding the status of guidance previously issued
by the Commission and its staff, on May 16, 2005, 134 as well as the Frequently Asked
Questions ("F AQs"). 135 Some comment~rs requested the FAQs be retained in their
entirety, 136 while others requested that some particular FAQs be retained. 137 As we
indicated in the proposed guidance, the May 2005 guidance remains relevant.
Additionally, we have instl:ucted the staff to review the FAQs and, as a result of the final
issuance of this guidance, update them as appropriate.
I. Foreign Private Issuers
The Commission received comments directed towards the information included in
the proposed guidance related to foreign private issuers. While three commenters noted
that no additional guidance for foreign privateissuers was necessary, 138 other
commenters suggested changes. Commenters raised concerns regarding potential
duplicative efforts and costs foreign registrants are subject to, as a result of similar
regulations in their local jurisdictions. 139 These commenters requested that the
Commission attempt to minimize or remove any duplicative requirements, with some
134
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Periodic Reports Frequently Asked Questions (revised Oct. 6, 2004), available at
http://www .sec.gov /info/accountants/contro I faq I 004.htm.
136

See, for example, letters from BP p.l.c. (BP). GT, IIA, ISACA, MSFT, and Tatum.

137

See, for example, letters fi·om BDO. EY. KPMG, and Stantec Inc.

138

See, for example, letters from BP, l\1anulife. and Pepsi.

139

See, for example, letters ti·om I 00 Group, Banco Itau Holding Financeira SA, CCMR, Eric
Fandrich, and FEl CCR.
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requesting the Commission exempt foreign registrants entirely from the ICFR reporting
requirements if the registrant was subject to similar regulations in their home country.
Other commenters raised concerns relating to the unique challenges that foreign
registrants face in evaluating their ICFR, including language and cultural differences and
international legal differences.

140

Commenters also made suggestions regarding h.ow the reconciliation to U.S.
GAAP should be handled in the evaluation ofiCFR: Certain commenters expressed
support for the Commission's position that foreign private issuers should scope their
evaluation effort based on the financial statements prepared in accordance with home
country GAAP, rather than based on the reconciliation to U.S. GAAP. 141 However, other
commenters requested that the Commission exempt the reconciliation to U.S. GAAP
from the scope of the evaluation altogether, 142 while others sought further clarification as
to whether and how the reconciliation was included in the evaluation of JCFR, 143 with
one commenter suggesting the Commission staff publish additional Frequently Asked
Questions to address any implementation issues. 144 One commenter requested the
Commission exclude from the evaluation process those financial statement disclosures
that are required by home country GAAP but not under U.S. GAAP to minimize the
differences in the ICFR evaluation efforts between U.S. registrants and foreign filers as
muc h as poss1.bl e. 145
140

See, for example, letters from IIA and GT.

141

See, for example, letters from 100 Group, BDO, and JCAEW.

142

See, for example, letters from CCMR, Cleary, EALIC, and NYC Bar.

14

See, for example, letters from Deloitte, EY, KPMG, and N. Stofberg.

'

.

144

See, for example, letter from Ohio.

145

See, for example, letter from ING.
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After considering the comments received, the Commission has determined not to
exempt foreign registrants from the ICFR reporting requirements, regardless of whether
they are subject to similar home country requirements. The Commission's requirement
for all issuers to complete an evaluation ofiCFR is not derived from the Commission's
Interpretive Guidance for Management; this requirement has been established by
Congress. Further, the Commission does not believe it is appropriate to exclude the U.S.
GAAP reconciliation from the scope of the evaluation as long as it is a required element
of the financial statements. Currently, however, the Commission is evaluating, as part of
another project, the acceptance of International Fit1ancial Reporting Standards ("IFRS")
as published by the International Accounting Standards· Board ("IASB") without
reconciliation to U.S. GAAP.

146

In light of the comment letters, the Commission realizes that there are certain
implementation concerns and issues that are unique to foreign private issuers. As a
result, the Commission has instructed the staff to consider whether these items should be
addressed in a Frequently Asked Questions document.

146

In a press release on April 24, 2007, the Commission announced its next steps pertaining to
acceptance ofiFRS without reconciliation to U.S. GAAP. In that press release, the Commission
stated that it anticipates issuing a Proposing Release in summer 2007 that will request comments
on proposed changes to the Commission's rules which would allow the use of IFRS, as published
by the IASB, without reconciliation to U.S. GAAP in financial reports filed by foreign private
issuers that are registered with the Commission. The press release is available at
http://www .sec.gov/news/press/2007 /2007-72 .htm.
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List of Subjects
17 CFR Part 241
Securities.

TEXT OF AMENDMENTS
For the reasons set out in the preamble, the Commission is amending Title 17,
chapter II, of the Code of Federal Regulations as follows:

PART 241- INTERPRETATIVE RELEASES RELATING TO THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 AND GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS
THEREUNDER
Part 241 is amended by adding Release No. 34-55929 and the release date of June
20, 2007 to the list of interpretative releases.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
Dated: June 20, 2007
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
June 21, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12663

In the Matter of

ORDER INSTITUTING
ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEEDINGS AND NOTICE
OF HEARING PURSUANT TO
SECTION 12(j) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT
OF 1934

American Teletronics, Ine. (n/k/a
Shine Holdings, Inc.),
Respondent

I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it necessary
and appropriate for the protection of investors that public administrative proceedings be,
and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 12U) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 ("Exchange Act").
II.

After an investigation, the Division of Enforcement alleges that:
A. RESPONDENT

1.
American Teletronics, Inc. (CIK No. 314888) ("American Teletronics")
(nlk/a Shine Holdings, Inc.) is a dissolved Colorado corporation formerly located in
Dallas, Texas with a class of equity securities registered with the Commission pursuant to
Exchange Act Section 12(g). In 2006, American Teletronics, through a reverse merger,
changed its name to Shine Holdings, Inc., a company located in Cary, North Carolina, but
did not update its EDGAR filer information in the Commission's computer records as
required by Commission rules. American Teletronics' securities are quoted on the Pink
Sheets under the name Shine Holdings, Inc. (Ticker symbol: "SHDG"). American
Teletronics is delinquent in its periodic filings with the Commission, having not filed any
periodic reports since it filed a Form 10-Q for the period ended September 30, 1996,
which reported a net loss of $1,514,087 for the prior three quarters.
B. DELINQUENT PERIODIC FILINGS

2.
Respondent is delinquent in its periodic filings with the Co~ission (see
Chart of Delinquent Filings, attached hereto as Appendix 1), has repeatedly failed to meet

its obligations to file timely periodic reports, and failed to respond to a delinquency letter
sent to it by the Division of Corporation Finance requesting compliance with its periodic
filing obligations.
3.
Exchange Act Section 13(a) and the rules promulgated thereunder require
issuers of securities registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12 to file with the
Commission current and accurate information in periodic reports, even if the registration
is voluntary under Section 12(g). Specifically, Rule 13a-1 requires issuers to file annual
reports (Forms 10-K or 10-KSB), and Rule 13a-13 requires issuers to file quarterly
reports (Forms 10-Q or 10-QSB).
4.
As a result of the foregoing, Respondent failed to comply with Exchange
AcfSection 13(a) and Rules 13a-1 and 13a-13 thereunder.

III.
In view of the allegations made by the Division of Enforcement, the Commission
deems it necessary and appropriate for the protection of investors that public
administrative proceedings be instituted to determine:
A.
Whether the allegations contained in Section II are true and, in connection
therewith, to afford the Respondent an opportunity to establish any defenses to such
allegations; and,
B.
Whether it is necessary and appropriate for the protection of investors to
suspend for a period not exceeding twelve months, or revoke, the registration of each
class of securities of the Respondent registered pursuant to Section 12 of the Exchange
Act.

IV.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a public hearing for the purpose of taking
evidence on the questions set forth in Section III hereof shall be convened at a time and
place to be fixed, and before an Administrative Law Judge to be designated by further
order as provided by Rule 110 of the Commission's Rules of Practice [17 C.P.R.§
201.110].
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent shall file an Answer to
the allegations contained in this Order within ten (10) days after service of this Order, as
provided by Rule 220(b) ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice [17 C.P.R.§ 201.220(b)].
If Respondent fails to file the directed Answer, or fails to appear at a hearing after
being duly notified, Respondent may be deemed in default and the proceedings may be
determined against it upon consideration of this Order, the allegations of which may be
deemed to be true as provided by Rules 155(a), 220(f), 221(f), and 310 of the
Commission's Rules ofPractice [17 C.P.R.§§ 201.155(a), 201.220(±), 201.221(±), and
201.310].
2

This Order shall be served forthwith upon Respondent personally or by certified,
registered, or Express Mail, or by other means of verifiable delivery.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Administrative Law Judge shall issue an
initial decision no later than 120 days from the date of service of this Order, pursuant to
Rule 360(a)(2) ofthe Commission's Rules of Practice [17 C.F.R. § 201.360(a)(2)].
In the absence of an appropriate waiver, no officer or employee of the
Commission engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting functions in this
or any factually related proceeding will be permitted to participate or advise in the
decision of this matter, except as witness or counsel in proceedings held pursuant to
notice. Since this proceeding is not "rule making" within the meaning of Section 551 of
the Administrative Procedure Act, it is not deemed subject to the provisions of Section
553 delaying the effective date of any final Commission action.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

Ckt/11. j/~

Attachment

ByfJill M. Peterson
Assistant Secretary
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Appendix 1
Chart of Delinquent Filings of
American Teletronics, Inc., n/k/a Shine Holdings, Inc.
Form
Type

Period Ended

Due Date

10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q
10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q

Dec. 31, 1996
Mar. 31, 1997
June 30, 1997
Sept. 30, 1997
Dec. 31, 1997
Mar. 31, 1998
June 30, 1998
Sept. 30, 1998
Dec. 31, 1998
Mar. 31, 1999
June 30, 1999
Sept. 30, 1999
Dec. 31, 1999
Mar. 31, 2000
June 30, 2000
Sept. 30, 2000
Dec. 31,2000
Mar. 31,2001
June 30, 2001
Sept. 30, 2001
Dec. 31,2001
Mar. 31, 2002
June 30, 2002
Sept. 30, 2002
Dec. 31, 2002
Mar. 31, 2003
June 30, 2003
Sept. 30, 2003
Dec. 31, 2003
Mar. 31,2004
June 30, 2004
Sept. 30, 2004
Dec. 31, 2004
Mar. 31, 2005
June 30, 2005
Sept. 30, 2005
Dec. 31, 2005
Mar. 31,2006

Mar. 31, 1997
May 15, 1997
Aug. 14, 1997
Nov. 14, 1997
Mar. 31, 1998
May 15, 1998
Aug. 14, 1998
Nov. 16, 1998
Mar. 31, 1999
May 17, 1999
Aug. 16, 1999
Nov. 15, 1999
Mar. 30, 2000
May 15,2000
Aug. 14, 2000
Nov. 14,2000
Apr. 2, 2001
May 15,2001
Aug. 14, 2001
Nov. 14, 2001
Apr. 1, 2002
May 15,2002
Aug. 14, 2002
Nov. 14, 2002
Mar. 31, 2003
May 15,2003
Aug. 14,2003
Nov. 14, 2003
Mar. 30, 2004
May 17,2004
Aug. 16, 2004
Nov. 15, 2004
Mar. 31, 2005
May 16,2005
Aug. 15, 2005
Nov. 14, 2005
Mar. 31, 2006
May 15,2006
4

Months
Delinquent
(rounded up)
123
121
118
115
111
109
106
103
99
97
94
91
87
85
82
79
74
73
70
67
62
61
58
55
51
49
46
43
39
37
34
31
27
25
22
19
15
13

Form
Type

Period Ended

Due Date

10-Q
10-Q
10-K
10-Q

June 30, 2006
Sept. 30, 2006
Dec. 31, 2006
Mar. 31,2007

Aug. 14, 2006
Nov. 14, 2006
Apr. 2, 2007
May 15,2007

5

Months
Delinquent
(rounded up)
10
7
2
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
June 21, 2007

IN THE MATTER OF
American Teletronics, Inc., n/k/a
Shine Holdings, Inc.,

ORDER OF SUSPENSION
OF TRADING

File No. 500-1

It appears to the Securities and Exchange Commission that there is a lack of
current and accurate information concerning the securities of American Teletronics, Inc.,
nlk/a Shine Holdings, Inc., because it has not filed any periodic reports since the period
ended September 30, 1996.

The Commission is ofthe opinion that the public interest and the protection of
investors require a suspension oftrading in the securities ofthe above-listed company.
Therefore, it is ordered, pursuant to Section 12(k) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, that trading in American Teletronics, Inc., nlk/a Shine Holdings, Inc., is
suspended for the period from 9:30a.m. EDT on June 21, 2007, through 11:59 p.m. EDT
on July 5, 2007.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

aut 'fit. ~

By: (l(u M. Peterson

Assistant Secretary
"b b~ ~ 'l .:rF--..{(g

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rei. No. 55942 I June 22, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12404
In the Matter of the Application of
WARREN E. TURK
c/o Lawrence Iason, Esq.
Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason, Anello & Bohrer, P.C.
565 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017
For Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
the New York Stock Exchange, Inc.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION .
NATIONAL SECURITIES EXCHANGE-- REVIEW OF DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDING
Failure to Provide Requested Testimony
Former associated person of member firm and member of registered securities association
asserted the privilege against self-incrimination in response to association's request for
testimony. Held, the proceeding is remanded for further consideration.
APPEARANCES:
Lawrence Iason and Kristy Watson Milkov, of Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason,
Anello & Bohrer, P.C., for Warren E. Turk.
Susan Light, Julie Han Broderick, Marianne Paoli, and Allen D. Boyer, for the Division
of Enforcement, New York Stock Exchange, Inc.
Appeal filed: August 14, 2006
Last brief received: November 27, 2006
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I.

Warren E. Turk, a former member of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. ("NYSE" or
the "Exchange") and a former specialist with NYSE member firm Van der Moolen Specialists
USA LLC ("Van der Moolen"), appeals from NYSE disciplinary action. The NYSE found that
Turk failed to comply with requests by the NYSE that Turk provide testimony in connection with
an NYSE investigation concerning matters that occurred while he was a specialist at Van der
Moolen, in violation ofNYSE Rule 477, and that Turk was, therefore, subject to discipline
pursuant to NYSE Rules 476(a) and 477.1/ The NYSE censured Turk and permanently barred
him from membership, allied membership, approved person status, and from employment or
association in any capacity with any member or member organization. For the reasons given
below, we have determined to remand the proceeding to the NYSE for further consideration
consistent with this opinion. To the extent we make findings, we base them on an independent
review of the record.
II.

On September 17, 2004, the NYSE Division of Enforcement ("NYSE Enforcement")
requested that Turk appear for testimony in connection with NYSE Enforcement's investigation
into allegations of improper trading practices by NYSE specialists during the period from 1999
to 2003. Turk initially agreed to testify before NYSE Enforcement, and his testimony was
scheduled for November 22, 2004. Our Division of Enforcement also issued a subpoena to Turk
in connection with a Commission investigation of improper trading practices by NYSE
specialists. On November 8, 2004, Turk appeared before Commission staff and testified.
According to Turk, he "testified for a full day before the SEC and answered every question he
was asked."
On November 12,2004, Vander Moolen informed Turk that it was removing him from
the NYSE trading floor and placing him on administrative leave. According to Turk, a Van der
Moolen official told Turk that Van der Moolen was acting at the request of the office of the
United States Attorney for the Southern District ofNew York (the "United States Attorney'').
Soon thereafter, Turk informed the NYSE that he would not be appearing for testimony as
scheduled. On November 19, 2004, Turk's counsel sent an email to an NYSE staff attorney that

1!

NYSE Rule 476(a) provides that NYSE members and employees ofNYSE members who
violate any provision of any NYSE rule are subject to the imposition of disciplinary
sanctions, including censure and bar, by the NYSE. NYSE Rule 477 states that NYSE
members, or employees ofNYSE members, who do not comply with an NYSE request to
provide testimony, while they are a member or an employee of an NYSE member and
during the one-year period after the termination of membership or employment by an
NYSE member, are subject to the imposition of disciplinary sanctions, including a bar.

3
read, in its entirety, "I am writing to confirm that Warren Turk will not appear for testimony on
Monday, November 22, 2004." 2/
On April12, 2005, the Commission instituted proceedings against Turk and nineteen
other NYSE specialists, charging Turk with violations of the antifraud provisions of the
securities laws by inter-positioning orders in Vander Moolen's proprietary account between
customer orders and by trading ahead of customer orders using Vander Moolen's proprietary
account. 'Jj Also on April12, 2005, the NYSE announced the issuance of charges resulting from
its investigation of Turk. 11 The NYSE press release stated, ''The illegal conduct engaged in by
the specialists, namely inter-positioning and trading ahead of customer orders, resulted in publiccustomer orders being disadvantaged and a riskless profit for their firms' dealer accounts."~ By
letter dated December 21, 2006, Turk informed the NYSE that, because it "now appears" that no
criminal charges will be brought against Turk, he would be willing to "appear before NYSE
Enforcement and testify on the record." Qj

2/

It is unclear how or when Turk first informed the NYSE that he would not testify, or

whether he told the NYSE that he would not testify because, as Turk asserts here, Van der
Moolen's action "ma[de] it clear to Mr. Turk that he was a focus of the government's
investigation."
Vander Moolen subsequently filed a Form U-5 Uniform Termination Notice for
Securities Industry Registration pertaining to Turk, in which it stated that Turk's date of
termination from Van der Moolen was December 31, 2004.
J.j

The Commission's Order Instituting Proceedings charged Turk with violations of Section
17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Sections 10(b) and ll(b) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, and Exchange Act Rules 10b-5 and 11b-1, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a), 15 U.S.C.
§ 78j(b), 15 U.S.C. § 78k(b), 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, and 17 C.F.R. § 240.11b-1,
respectively.

1/

The record includes the NYSE's press release announcing the issuance of the charges
against Turk and against sixteen other NYSE specialists, but does not include the
charging document itself.

~

The NYSE charged Turk and the other specialists with violations of Exchange Act
Section lO(b), Exchange Act Rule lOb-S, and various NYSE Rules.

9./

As Turk's letter indicates, the United States Attorney has not brought criminal charges
against Turk, although the United States Attorney did bring criminal charges against
fifteen other NYSE specialists on AprillS, 2005. In a January 10, 2007letter to Turk's
counsel, the NYSE staff acknowledged, but did not accept, Turk's offer to testify,
describing the offer as "empty and illusory." In that letter, NYSE Enforcement stated that
"the relevant investigation has been completed."
(continued ... )
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III.

In order to sustain disciplinary action by a self-regulatory organization ("SRO") such as
the NYSE, we must determine whether Turk engaged in the conduct found by the NYSE,
whether the conduct violated the NYSE rules he was found to have violated, and whether those
rules were applied in a manner consistent with the purposes of the Exchange Act. 71 As
discussed below, we have concluded that we are unable to make all ofthe findings required to
sustain the NYSE's action against Turk and have determined, therefore, to remand the case to the
NYSE for further proceedings.
Turk acknowledges that he failed to appear for testimony, as alleged and found by the
Exchange. Such a failure establishes a prima facie violation ofNYSE Rules 476 and 477. '§)
Turk argues, however, that he could not be forced to testify at the NYSE because he could invoke
the Fifth Amendment's right against self-incrimination. 2/ Turk argues that the right against selfincrimination applied to the NYSE because the Exchange is a "state actor" generally or,
alternatively, because, under the particular circumstances of this case, the Exchange engaged in
"state action" in conducting its investigation of Turk.
According to Turk, the NYSE and other SROs are state actors, subject to the right against
self-incrimination, because "Congress has effectively required that anyone who wants to work in
the securities business must be a member of a self-regulatory organization or must be employed
by a member of a self-regulatory organization." Numerous courts and we have repeatedly held,
however, that the SROs generally are not state actors, and we see no basis for deviating from that

Qj

( ... continued)
According to Turk, "both [the Commission and NYSE] proceedings have been stayed
pending resolution of the criminal proceedings." There is nothing else in the record
regarding the current status of the Commission and NYSE proceedings against Turk
based on allegations of inter-positioning and trading ahead of customer orders.

11

See Exchange Act Section 19(e)(1), 15 U.S.C. § 78s(e)(l); Justin F. Ficken, Securities
Exchange Act Rel. No. 54,699 (Nov. 3, 2006), 89 SEC Docket 685.

fl../

See, e.g. Louis F. Albanese, 53 S.E.C. 294, 297-98 (1997) (sustaining NYSE disciplinary
action for violation ofNYSE Rule 477 where respondent failed to cooperate immediately
with NYSE investigation); Wallace E. Lin, 50 S.E.C. 196 (1990) (sustaining NYSE
findings of violation of Rule 477 where respondent refused to testify in Exchange
investigation). Cf. Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 690-91 ("The failure to respond to NASD's
requests for testimony demonstrates a prima facie violation of [analogous NASD Rule]").

2/

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that no person shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself. U.S. Const. amend. V.
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established precedent. 10/ As the Secopd Circuit has held, in articulating a standard that would
apply equally to other SROs, including the Exchange, "The NASD is a private actor, not a state
actor. It is a private corporation that receives no federal or state funding. Its creation was not
mandated by statute, nor does the government appoint its members or serve on any NASD board
or committee." 1Jj
Alternatively, Turk argues that the NYSE engaged in state action under the circumstances
of this specific case because, according to Turk, "NYSE Enforcement has worked in concert with
the SEC and the United States Attorney's office in investigating specialists and coordinating the
civil and criminal charges brought against them." We recently addressed the question of whether
an SRO, although not generally a state actor, can, under certain circumstances, engage in state
action such that it becomes subject to the right against self-incrimination. In Frank P.

10/

See United States v. Solomon, 509 F.2d 863, 869 (2d Cir. 1975) ("NYSE's inquiry ...
was in pursuance of its own interests and obligations, not as an agent of the SEC. It is not
enough to create an agency relationship that Solomon's conduct violated both a rule of
NYSE, thereby subjecting him to disciplinary action by that body, and federal law, with
consequent liability to civil and criminal enforcement proceedings by the Government");
Marchiano v. National Ass'n of Sees. Dealers, Inc., 134 F. Supp.2d 90, 95 (D.D.C. 2001)
("[T]he court is aware of no case ... in which NASD Defendants were found to be state
actors either because of their regulatory responsibilities or because of any alleged
collusion with criminal prosecutors"); Vladislav Steven Zubkis, 53 S.E.C. 794, 797 n.2
(1998) (stating that privilege against self-incrimination does not apply in SRO
disciplinary proceedings).

1Jj

D.L. Cromwell Invs., Inc. v. NASD Regulation, Inc., 279 F.3d 155, 162 (2d Cir. 2002)
(citing Desiderio v. National Ass'n of Sees. Dealers, Inc., 191 F.3d 198, 206 (2d Cir.
1999), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 1069 (2001)). See also Perpetual Sees., Inc. v. Tang, 290
F.3d 132, 138 (2d Cir. 2002) (citing Desiderio and stating, "It is clear that NASD is not a
state actor ... ").
Turk further argues, "The Supreme Court of the United States has repeatedly ruled that a
witness cannot be deprived of his or her employment for declining to provide testimony
that could be used against the witness in a criminal prosecution," citing Lefkowitz v.
Cunningham, 431 U.S. 801 (1977); Lefkowitz v. Turley, 414 U.S. 70 (1973); Gardner v.
Broderick, 392 U.S. 273 (1968); Uniformed Sanitation Men Assoc. v. Comm'r of
Sanitation, 392 U.S. 280 (1968); Garrity v. State ofNew Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967); and
Spevack v. Klein, 385 U.S. 511 (1967). However, those cases all involved the
goveinment, rather than a private entity such as the NYSE, forcing an individual to
choose between testifying and losing his employment. This precedent has possible
relevance to the NYSE only to the extent that it engages in state action.

6

Quattrone, 12/ where we set aside NASD's action based on procedural deficiencies, we noted
that the Fifth Amendment restricts only governmental conduct, and will constrain a private entity
only insofar as its actions are found to be "fairly attributable" to the government. ]]/ A violation
of the Fifth Amendment, therefore, requires "state action" on the part of the private entity whose
actions are being challenged. 14/
Although SROs are not, as discussed above, generally state actors, under certain limited
circumstances, they may engage in state action. As we noted in Quattrone, the Supreme Court
has held that private parties' actions may constitute state action ifthere is such a "close nexus
between the State and the challenged action" that the seemingly private behavior "may be fairly
treated as that of the State itself." 15/ According to the Court, "no one fact can function as a
necessary condition across the board for finding state action; nor is any one set of circumstances
absolutely sufficient, for there may be some countervailing reason against attributing activity to
the government." 1..& The Court has identified certain facts "that can bear on the fairness of such
an attribution," such as whether a challenged activity "results from the State's exercise of its
'coercive power"'; whether "the State provides 'significant encouragement, either overt or
covert"'; or whether "a private actor operates as a 'willful participant in the joint activity with the
State or its agents."' 17I Some courts have described this last fact pattern as the "joint action"
test, and have focused on inquiries such as whether "the state has so far insinuated itself into a
position of interdependence with the private entity that it must be recognized as a joint
participant in the challenged activity'' or whether "the particular actions challenged are
inextricably intertwined with those of the government." lY

12/

Exchange Act Rel. No. 53547 (Mar. 24, 2006), 87 SEC Docket 2155.

llf

Id., 87 SEC Docket at 2163 n.22 (citing D.L. Cromwell Invs., Inc. v. NASD Regulation,
Inc., 279 F.3d 155, 161 (2d Cir. 2002) (citing Lugar v. Edmondson Oil Co., 457 U.S. 922,
937 (1982))).

121

Brentwood Acad. v. Tennessee Secondary Sch. Ath. Ass'n, 531 U.S. 288, 295 (2001).

16/

Id. at 295-296.

17/

Id. at 296.

18/

See, e.g., Kirtley v. Rainey, 326 F.3d 1088, 1092, 1094 (9th Cir. 2003) (stating that "joint
action" test and "government compulsion" test are separate tests for establishing state
action and under the former considering whether "the state has so far insinuated itself into
a position of interdependence with the private entity that it must be recognized as a joint
participant in the challenged activity'' and under the latter considering whether "the
coercive influence or 'significant encouragement' of the state effectively converts the
(continued ... )
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In D.L. Cromwell Invs .. Inc. v. NASD Regulation. Inc., the court found that NASD
Enforcement issued certain requests for information "as a product of its private investigation"
and accepted NASD testimony that "none of the demands [for information] was generated by
governmental persuasion or collusion .... " 19/ However, the court also observed that, although
NASD Enforcement had not acted in concert with government regulators when NASD
Enforcement issued its information requests in that case, NASD could nevertheless, in certain
circumstances, be deemed a state actor. The court noted that NASD's Criminal Prosecution
Assistance Unit, which, at the time, was a self-contained group within NASD Enforcement, "was
in fact working with the government, and when it does it may well be a state actor." 20/

In another recent decision involving the question of whether NASD can become subject
to the right against self-incrimination by engaging in state action, Justin F. Ficken, we
determined to remand the case to NASD for further development of the evidentiary record where
the applicant had been limited in his ability to introduce evidence on that question . .£1/ In
re~anding that case to NASD, we noted, among other things, that the case had been considered
by NASD prior to the issuance of our decision in Quattrone.
Turk argues that our decisions in Quattrone and Ficken support setting aside the
Exchange's action against him or, at a minimum, justify remanding the case to the Exchange for
further proceedings. The record shows that the parties did not litigate extensively the issue of
state action before the Exchange and introduced only limited evidence regarding this issue. Turk
notes, however, that the evidentiary hearing in this case occurred before either Quattrone or
Ficken had been decided.

1.8/

(... continued)
private action into a government action"); Bass v. Parkwood Hospital, 180 F.3d 234, 241242 (5th Cir. 1999) (similar); Mathis v. PG&E, 75 F.3d 498, 503, 504 (9th Cir. 199o) (in
discussing "inextricably intertwined" inquiry, stating, in dicta, that had a private entity's
internal investigation produced a coerced confession•and been conducted in close
cooperation with a county task force, that would likely support a finding of state action on
a joint action theory); cf. People v. Sporleder, 666 P.2d 135, 138-39 & n.3 (Col. 1983)
(stating, in dicta, that the installation of a pen register on defendant's telephone line by a
telephone company in the context of a joint investigation by the telephone company and
the district attorney's office of harassing telephone calls strongly suggested state action).

1.2/

D.L. Cromwell, 279 F.3d at 163.

20/

Id.

21/

Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 696. In Quattrone, we concluded that NASD's grant of
summary disposition on the issue of liability against Quattrone was inappropriate and not
in accordance with its rules. Quattrone, 87 SEC Docket at 2166. ·.

(
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The evidence Turk identifies to support his contention that the Exchange engaged in state
action includes: (1) that the Commission and the NYSE requested Turk's testimony concerning
his activities as a specialist within one month of each other; (2) that the Commission and the
NYSE brought charges in connection with their respective investigations ofNYSE specialists on
the same day in April 2005 and that the United States Attorney brought criminal charges against
other NYSE specialists three days after the Commission and the NYSE brought their
proceedings; 22/ (3) that press releases issued by the Commission, the NYSE, and the United
States Attorney in connection with their investigations indicated that the regulators cooperated
with and assisted each other; 23/ and (4) that Vander Moolen told Turk, at the time that Vander
Moolen informed Turk that it placed him on administrative leave, thus removing him from the
NYSE trading floor, that it was §lCting upon a request by the United States Attorney's office.
Turk has also indicated at various points in the proceeding that he hoped to develop additional
unspecified evidence beyond what he has cited on appeal if the proceeding were remanded to the
NYSE for further fact-finding.
We have held that the burden of demonstrating joint activities sufficient to render an SRO
a state actor is high, and that burden falls on the party asserting state action. 24/ The evidence
Turk has presented to date does not meet that standard. That evidence by itself indicates that, in
investigating Turk, government and NYSE personnel cooperated to some extent. We have
observed previously that cooperation and information sharing between the Commission and an
SRO will rarely render the SRO a state actor, and the mere fact of such cooperation is generally

22/

As noted above, the United States Attorney has not brought charges against Turk.

23/

The press releases to which Turk refers were issued on April12, 2005. The
Commission's press release, announcing the institution of proceedings against twenty
NYSE specialists including Turk, states, in relevant part, "The staff acknowledges the
assistance of the U.S. Attorney's office, the FBI, and the NYSE Division of
Enforcement." The NYSE press release states, in relevant part, "NYSE Regulation
worked cooperatively in this matter with the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission. The Exchange acknowledges their substantial
support and assistance." In its press release announcing the indictments of fifteen NYSE
specialists (as noted, not including Turk), the United States Attorney's office thanked the
NYSE, "which has been cooperating with the Government in its continuing
investigation." Turk included these press releases as exhibits to his reply brief to us.
NYSE Enforcement has submitted no objection to the inclusion of the press releases in
the record, nor has NYSE Enforcement sought to question the authenticity of the press
releases Turk has adduced. We have therefore determined to include the press releases in
our consideration ofTurk's appeal.

24/

Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 695.

-,
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insufficient, standing alone, to demonstrate state action. 25/ We also note that the court in D.L.
Cromwell found no state action where NASD and government regulators "pursued similar
evidentiary trails" in their parallel investigations because "their independent investigations were
proceeding in the same direction .... " 26/
Nevertheless, while the evidence Turk identifies is insufficient to establish state action, he
should have a further opportunity to develop and present his state action claim. Because the
evidence presented to date might be the product of more than cooperation, and because Turk's
NYSE evidentiary hearing occurred before the issuance of our decisions in Quattrone and
Ficken, 27/ we believe it is appropriate to provide Turk an opportunity to develop a full
evidentiary record on the state action question.
On remand, Turk may seek discovery in connection with his efforts to prove that the
NYSE engaged in state action. As we noted in Ficken, a party must be afforded "a full
opportunity to conduct discovery'' to obtain the "affirmative evidence" that is "essential to his
opposition" to summary judgment, 28/ but he "may not use the discovery process to go on a
fishing expedition in the hopes that some evidence will tum up to support an otherwise
unsubstantiated theory." 29/ Not every defense of state action deserves discovery and a hearing.
A respondent must provide a reasonable and credible basis to conclude that the SRO's
relationship with the government in the case suggests such a "close nexus between the State and

25/

Quattrone, 87 SEC Docket at 2165. See also Scher v. NASD, 386 F. Supp. 2d 402, 408
(S.D.N.Y. 2005) (finding, where an NASD investigator shared information with the
district attorney's office with which he once worked approximately one year after
plaintiff's testimony, that "such collaboration," which ultimately led to plaintiff's
criminal prosecution, "does not in itself demonstrate that a 'close nexus' existed between
the challenged conduct of the NASD and a state actor").

26/

D.L. Cromwell, 279 F.3d at 162-63.

27I

We wish to observe that, as noted, the burden of establishing state action is on the
applicant and that, normally, an applicant's failure to introduce sufficient evidence on this
point will justify the dismissal of his appeal if a claim of state action represents his sole
defense. We nevertheless have determined to remand here because of the unusual posture
of this appeal. Moreover, we expect that, in the future, parties will seek to introduce any
evidence related to the state action issue during the initial evidentiary hearing, so that the
record is fully developed in the first instance when the case is before the SRO.

28/

Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 695 n. 35 (citing Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 477 U.S. 242,
250 n.5 & 256-257 (1986)).

29/

Id. at 695 n. 36 (citing G.K. Scott & Co., Inc., 51 S.E.C. 961, 973 (1994); accord John
Montelbano, Exchange Act Rei. No. 47227 (Jan. 22, 2003), 79 SEC Docket 1474, 1493).
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the challenged action" that the seemingly private behavior "may be fairly treated as that of the
State itself." 30/
Turk will be required on remand to state "the precise manner in which [the facts he does
possess] support[] his claims," to explain "why he needs additional discovery," to "state with
some precision the materials he hope[ s] to obtain with further discovery," and to explain "exactly
how" the further information would support his claims. W Turk must be able to satisfy these
standards to obtain discovery in opposition to a properly supported motion for summary
judgment. To the extent that Turk meets this burden, the NYSE will be expected to give due
consideration to any requests Turk makes for additional discovery. 32/ We do not intend to
suggest any view on the outcome of this remand.
An appropriate order will issue. 33/
By the Commission (Chairman COX and Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS,
NAZARETH and CASEY).

N~~~~;~

•

Secretary

r
11/

Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 695-96 n. 37 (citing Krim v. BancTexas Group, Inc., 989 F.2d
1435, 1442-1443 (5th Cir. 1993)).

32/

See Ficken, 89 SEC Docket at 696.

33/

We have considered all of the parties' contentions. We have rejected or sustained them to
the extent that they are inconsistent or in accord with the views expressed in this opinion.
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c/o Lawrence Iason, Esq.
Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason, Anello & Bohrer, P.C.
565 Fifth A venue
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For Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
the New York Stock Exchange, Inc.

ORDER REMANDING DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING TO NATIONAL SECURITIES
EXCHANGE
On the basis of the Commission's opinion issued this day, it is
ORDERED that this disciplinary proceeding with respect to Warren E. Turk be, and it
hereby is, remanded to the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. for further consideration.
By the Commission.
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Secretary
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR Parts 230 and 239
(Release No. 33-8813; File No. S7-11-07)
RIN 3235-AH13
REVISIONS TO RULE 144 AND RULE 145 TO SHORTEN HOLDING PERIOD
FOR AFFILIATES AND NON-AFFILIATES
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
SUMMARY: Rule 144 under the Securities Act of 1933 creates a safe harbor for the
sale of securities under the exemption set forth in Section 4(1) of the Securities Act. We
are proposing a six-month holding period requirement under Rule 144 for "restricted
securities" of companies that are subject to the reporting requirements of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. The proposed six-month holding period for restricted securities
of reporting companies would be extended, for up to an additional six months, by the
amount of time during which the security holder has engaged in hedging transactions.
Restricted securities of companies that are not subject to the Exchange Act reporting
requirements would continue to be subject to a one-year holding period prior to any
public resale. We also propose to substantially reduce the restrictions on the resale of
securities by non-affiliates. In addition, we propose to simplify the Preliminary Note to
Rule 144, eliminate the manner of sale restrictions with respect to debt securities,
increase the Form 144 filing thresholds, and codify several staff interpretive positions
that relate to Rule 144. We also solicit comment on how best to coordinate Form 144 and
Form 4 filing requirements. Finally, we propose amendments to Securities Act Rule 145,
which establishes resale limitations on certain persons who acquire securities in business

combination transactions, to eliminate the presumptive underwriter position in Rule
145(c), except for transactions involving a shell company, and to revise the resale
requirements in Rule 145(d). We believe that the proposed changes will increase the
liquidity of privately sold securities and decrease the cost of capital for all companies
without compromising investor protection.
DATES: Comments should be received on or before [insert date 60 days after publication

in the Federal Register].
ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:

Electronic comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://www .sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml); or

•

Send an E-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number
S7-11-07 on the subject line; or

•

Use the Federal eRulemaking Portal (http://www.regulations.gov). Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.

Paper comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities
and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number S?-11-07. This file number should be
included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your
comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all
comments on the Commission's Web site (http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml).

2

Comments are also available for public inspection and copying in the Commission's
Public Reference Room, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. All comments
received will be posted without change; we do not edit personal identifying information
from submissions. You should submit only information that you wish to make available
publicly.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Katherine Hsu, Special Counsel, and
Ray Be, Special Counsel, Office of Rulemak:ing, Division of Corporation Finance, at
(202) 551-3430, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission is proposing amendments to
Rule 144! Rule 145,2 Rule 190,3 Rule 701 4 and Form 1445 under the Securities Act of
1933. 6

17 CFR 230.144.
2

17 CFR 230.145.

3

17 CFR 230.190.

4

17 CFR 230.701.
17 CFR 239.144.

6

15 U.S.C. 77a !e! ~-
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I.

Background and Overview
The Securities Act requires registration of all offers and sales of securities in

interstate commerce or by use of the U.S. mails, unless an exemption from the
registration requirement is_available. 7 Section 4(1) of the Securities Act provides such an
exemption for transactions by any person other than an issuer, underwriter or dealer. 8
The definition of the term "underwriter" is key to the operation of the Section 4( 1)
exemption. Section 2(a)(l1) of the Securities Act defines an underwriter as "any person
who has purchased from an issuer with a view to, or offers or sells for an issuer in
connection with, the distribution of any security, or participates or has a direct or indirect
participation in any such undertaking." 9 The Securities Act does not, however, provide
specific criteria for determining when a person purchases securities "with a view to ...
the distribution" of those securities. In 1972, the Commission adopted Rule 144 to
provide a safe harbor from this definition of"underwriter" to assist security holders in
determining whether the Section 4( 1) exemption is available for their resale of
securities. 10 If a selling security holder satisfies all of Rule 144's applicable conditions in
connection with a transaction;he or she is deemed not to be an "underwriter," and the
Section 4(1) exemption would be available for the resale of the securities.
Since its adoption, we have reviewed and revised Rule 144 several times. We last
made major changes in 1997. 11 At that time, we shortened the required holding period

7

See 15 U.S.C. 77e.

8

15 U.S.C. 77d(1).

9

15 U.S.C. 77b(a)(ll).

10

Release No. 33-5223 (Jan. 14, 1972) [37 FR 591].

II

See Release No. 33-7390 (Feb. 28, 1997) [62 FR 9242].

6

for securities that are defined as "restricted securities." 12 Before the 1997 amendments,
affiliates and non-affiliates could resell restricted securities, subject to limitation, after
two years, and non-affiliates (who had not been affiliates during the prior three months)
could resell restricted securities without limitation after three years. 13 The 1997
amendments changed these two-year and three-year periods to one-year and two-year
periods, respectively.
At the time we adopted those changes, we proposed and solicited comment on
several possible additional changes to Rule 144, Rule 145 and Form 144, including
reducing the holding period further. 14 We received 38 comment letters on those proposed
changes. As discussed more fully below, most commenters were divided between
supporting further shortening of the holding period and waiting to see the results of the
1997 amendments. We have not taken further action to adopt the 1997 proposals.
Rule 144 regulates the resale of two categories of securities - restricted securities
~md control securities. Restricted securities are securities acquired pursuant to one of the

transactions listed in Rule 144(a)(3). 15 Although it is not a term defined in Rule 144,

'

...

12

See 17 CFR 230.144(a)(3).

13

The term "affiliate" is defined in 17 CFR 230.144(a)(1) as "a person that directly, or indirectly
through one or more intermediaries, controls, or is controlled by, or is under common control with,
[the] issuer."

14

Release No. 33-7391 (Feb. 28, 1997) [62 FR 9246] ("the 1997 proposing release"). In that
release, we proposed to (I) revise the Preliminary Note to Rule 144 to restate the intent and effect
of the rule, (2) add a bright-line test to the Rule 144 definition of"affiliate," (3) eliminate the Rule
144 manner of sale requirements, (4) increase the Form 144 filing thresholds, (5) include in the
defmition of"restricted securities" securities issued pursuant to the Securities Act Section 4(6)
exemption, (6) clarify the holding period determination for securities acquired in certain
exchanges with the issuer and in holding company formations, (7) streamline and simplify several
Rule 144 provisions, and (8) eliminate the presumptive underwriter provisions of Rule 145. We
also solicited comment on (I) further revisions to the Rule 144 holding periods, (2) elimination of
the trading volume tests to determine the amount of securities that can be resold under Rule 144,
and (3) several possible regulatory approaches with respect to certain hedging activities.

15

·17 CFR 230.144(a)(3).
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"control securities" is used commonly to refer to securities held by affiliates of the issuer,
regardless of how the affiliates acquired the securities. 16 Therefore, if an affiliate
acquires securities in a transaction that is listed in Rule 144(a)(3), those securities would
be both restricted securities and control securities.
Rule 144 states that a selling security holder shall be deemed not to be engaged in
a distribution of securities and therefore not an underwriter with respect to such
securities, thus making available the Section 4(1) exemption from registration, if the
resale meets particular criteria. If the security holder is an affiliate of the issuer, or a nonaffiliate that has held the restricted securities for less than two years, 17 these criteria
include the following:
•

There must be available adequate current public information about the
issuer· 18
'

•

If the securities being sold are restricted securities, the seller must have
held the security for a specified holding period; 19

•

The resale must be within specified sales volume limitations; 20

•

The resale must comply with the manner of sale conditions; 21 and

•

The selling security holder may be required to file a Form 144. 22

16

See the 1997 proposing release.

17

See 17 CFR230.144(k).

18

17 CFR 230.144(c).

19

17 CFR 230.144(d).

20 .

17 CFR230.144(e).

21

17 CFR 230.144(f) and (g).

22

17 CFR 230.144(h).
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Under the current rule, a non~affiliate may publicly resell restricted securities without
being subject to the above limitations if he or she has held the securities for two years and
ifhe or she is not, and for the prior three months has not been, an "affiliate" of the
issuer?3
We now are proposing amendments that would:
•

Simplify the Preliminary Note to Rule 144 and text of Rule 144, using
plain English principles; 24

•

Amend the Rule 144 holding period requirement for restricted securities of
companies that are required to file reports under the Securities Exchange
Act of 193425 to provide for a six-month holding period if the security
holder has not engaged in certain hedging transactions;26

•

Require that security holders toll, or suspend, the holding period during
the time they enter into certain hedging transactions, although under no
circumstance would the holding period extend beyond one year; 27

•

Substantially reduce the requirements for non-affiliates so that they can
resell securities freely after the holding period (except that non-affiliates
of reporting companies would be subject to the current public information
requirement until one year after the acquisition of the securities); 28

23

17 CFR 230.144(k).

24

See the proposed Preliminary Note, proposed paragraph (b), proposed paragraph (c) and related
note, and proposed paragraphs (d)(3)(i), (e)(l), (e)(2)(vii) and (f).

25

15 U.S.C. 78a ~seq.

26

See proposed Rule 144(d).

27

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(xi).

28

See proposed Rules 144(b)(l) and (d).
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29

•

Eliminate the "manner of sale" limitations with respect to debt securities;

•

Increase the thresholds that would trigger a Form 144 filing requireme~t; 30

•

Codify the staffs positions, as they relate to Rule 144, concerning the
following issues:
0

Inclusion of securities acquired under Section 4(6) of the Securities
Act in the definition of"restricted securities," 31

0

The effect that creation of a holding company structure has on a
security holder's holding period/

0

2

Holding periods for conversions and exchanges of securities, 33

0

Holding periods for the cashless exercise of options and warrants,

0

Aggregation of a pledgee's resales with resales by other pledgees

34

of the same security, 35
0

The extent to which securities issued by "reporting and nonreporting shell companies" are eligible for resale under Rule 144,
and

0

Representations required from security holders relying on Rule
10b5-l(c);

37

and

29

See proposed Rule 144(f).

30

See proposed Rule 144(h).

31

See proposed Rule 144(a)(3)(viii).

32

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(ix).

33

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(ii).

34

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(xi).

35

See proposed note to Rule 144(e)(2)(ii).

36

See proposed Rule 144(i).

37

17 CFR 240.10b5-l(c). See proposed amendments to Form 144.
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36

•

Eliminate the presumptive underwriter provision in Securities Act Rule
145, except for transactions involving a shell company, and harmonize the
resale requirements in Rule 145 with the resale provisions for the
securities of shell companies in Rule 144.38

We also solicit comment on delaying the Form 144 filing deadline to coincide with the
deadline for filing a Form 4 39 under Section 1640 of the Exchange Act and permitting
persons who are subject to Section 16 to meet their Form 144 filing requirement by filing
a Form 4. 41
The following table briefly compares some of the most significant proposed
amendments to the current regulatory scheme:

38

See proposed Rule l45(d).

39

17 CFR 249.104.

40

15 u.s.c. 78p.

41

Section 16 applies to every person who is the beneficial owner of more than l 0% of any class of
equity securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act, and each officer and director
(collectively, "reporting persons" or "insiders") of the issuer of such security. Section 16(a) of the
Exchange Act requires that reporting persons report changes in their beneficial ownership of all
equity securities of the issuer on Form 4 before the end of the second business day following the
day on which the subject transaction (which caused the change in beneficial ownership) was
executed.
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Current Regulations
-Limited resales after holding
restricted securities for one
year.
-Unlimited resales after holding
restricted securities for two
years if they have not been
affiliates during the prior three
months.
Resales of
Restricted
Securities by NonAffiliates Under
Rule 144

-Unlimited resales after holding
restricted securities of nonreporting companies for one year
if they have not been affiliates
during the prior three months.
-No tolling of holding period as
a result of hedging transactions.

-Limited resales after holding
restricted securities for one
year.

-Specific provision tolling the
holding period when engaged in
certain hedging transactions.
Maximum one-year holding
period.
-Limited resales after holding
restricted securities of Exchange
Act reporting companies for six
months.
-Limited resales after holding
restricted securities of nonreporting companies for one
year.

Resales by
Affiliates Under
Rule 144
-No tolling ofholding period as
a result of hedging transactions.

Manner of Sale
Restrictions

Proposed Amendments
-Unlimited resales after holding
restricted securities of Exchange
Act reporting companies for six
months if they have not been
affiliates during the prior three
months, except that such resales
would be subject to the current
public information requirement
between the end of the sixmonth holding period and one
year after the acquisition date of
the securities.

-Apply to resale of any type of
security under Rule 144.

12

-Specific provision tolling the
holding period when engaged in
certain hedging transactions.
Maximum one-year holding
period.
-Would not apply to resale of
debt securities by affiliates or to
any resale by non-affiliates.

Current Regulations
-Filing threshold at 500 shares
or $10,000.
Form 144

-Presumptive underwriter
provision applies to all Rule
145(a) transactions.

Rule 145

II.

Proposed Amendments
-With respect to affiliates, filing
threshold at 1,000 shares or
$50,000.
-No Form 144 filing required for
non-affiliates.
-Presumptive underwriter
provision applies only to Rule
145(a) transactions involving
shell companies, with revised
resale requirements in Rule
145(d).

Discussion of Proposals
A.

Simplification of the Preliminary Note and Text of Rule 144

As in the 1997 proposing release, we again are proposing amendments to simplify
and clarify the Preliminary Note to Rule 144 and to incorporate plain English
principles. 42 The current Preliminary Note is complex and may be confusing to many
security holders. These proposed amendments to the Preliminary Note are not intended
to alter the substantive operation of the rule. The revised Preliminary Note would briefly
explain the benefits of complying with the rule. It also would clarify that any person who
sells restricted securities, and any affiliate or any person who sells restricted securities or
other securities on behalf of an affiliate, shall not be deemed to be engaged in a
distribution of such securities and therefore not an underwriter with respect to such
securities if the sale in question is made in accordance with all the applicable provisions
of the rule. The Preliminary Note would further clarify that, although Rule 144 provides
a safe harbor for establishing the availability of the exemption provided by Section 4(1),
it is not the exclusive means for reselling securities without registration. Therefore, it

42

In 1997, all commenters to such amendments favored the simplification of the Preliminary Note.
We note, however, that the current proposal would result in a significantly shorter note than the
Preliminary Note proposed in 1997.
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does not eliminate or otherwise affect the availability of any other exemption for
resales. 43
In the original adopting release for Rule 144, we stated:
In view of the objectives and policies underlying the Act, the rule shall not
be available to any individual or entity with respect to any transaction
which, although in technical compliance with the provisions of the rule, is
part of a plan by such individual or entity to distribute or redistribute
securities to the public. In such case, registration is required. 44
Consistent with this statement, we propose to add a statement to the Preliminary Note
that the Rule 144 safe harbor is not available with respect to any transaction or series of
transactions that, although in technical compliance with the rule, is part of a plan or
scheme to evade the registration requirements of the Act. 45
In addition, we are proposing changes throughout the rule to attempt to make the
rule less complex and easier to read.
Request for Comment

•

Should we adopt the simplified Preliminary Note? Should we keep more
detail in the Preliminary Note than proposed? Does the Preliminary Note
need further revision? If so, how should we revise it?

•

Does the proposed language of the Preliminary Note delete or omit any
information that should be addressed? Does the proposed language
change the meaning of any information in the existing Preliminary Note?

43

Because we make this clarification in the Preliminary Note, we propose to delete current Rule
144(j)~ which currently provides that Rule 144 is a non-exclusive safe harbor.

44

Release No. 33-5223.

45

See proposed Preliminary Note to Rule 144. Similar language can also be found in other rules
such as in the Preliminary Note to Securities Act Rule 144A [17 CFR 230.144A].
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•

Should we not make any changes to the Preliminary Note? Does the
existing Preliminary Note provide useful background information on Rule
144, the Section 2(a)(11) definition of an underwriter, or the Section 4(1)
exemption? Is the Preliminary Note necessary or helpful? Should we
eliminate it entirely?

•

We also have streamlined and proposed plain English changes to various
portions of the rule other than the Preliminary Note. Would any of the
proposed language inadvertently change the substantive requirements of
the rule? Do any of the changes create ambiguity with respect to settled
issues?

B.

Amendments to Holding Period Requirement in Rule 144(d) for
Restricted Securities and Reduction of Requirements Applicable to
Non-Affiliates

1.

Background

As stated above, in 1997, we reduced the Rule 144 holding periods for restricted
securities for both affiliates and non-affiliates. 46 Before the 1997 amendments, under
Rule 144(d), security holders could sell limited amounts of restricted securities after
holding their securities for two years if they satisfied all other conditions imposed by
Rule 144.47 Under 144(k), non-affiliates could sell restricted securities without limitation
and be subject to no other conditions after holding their securities for three years. The
1997 amendments to Rule 144 reduced the two-year Rule 144(d) holding period to one

46

Release No. 33-7390 (Feb. 28, 1997) [62 FR 9242]. See 17 CFR 230.144(d) and (k).

47

These other conditions included the availability of current public information, the volume of sale
limitations, the manner of sale limitations, and the filing of a notice. See 17 CFR 230.144(c), (e),
(f) and (h).
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year and amended Rule 144(k) so that non-affiliates could freely sell an unlimited
amount of securities after two years, instead of three.
In the 1997 proposing release, we solicited comment on whether these holding
periods should be reduced even further, with a focus on six months for the Rule 144(d)
holding period. We received numerous comments on this issue. Twelve commenters
recommended that we further reduce the holding period to six months. 48 Two other
commenters thought that we should maintain the holding periods adopted in 1997.49
Eight commenters recommended that we gain more experience with the new holding
periods created in 1997 before proposing further amendments to those holding periods. 5°

2.

Amendments to Holding Period in Rule 144(d)

a.

Six-Month Holding Period for Exchange Act Reporting Companies

We now propose amendments to provide for a reduced holding period under
Rule 144(d) for restricted securities of Exchange Act reporting companies held by
affiliates and non-affiliates. Under the proposed revisions to Rule 144(d), affiliates and
non-affiliates would both be permitted to resell restricted securities of Exchange Act
reporting companies 51 publicly after holding the securities for six months, subject to other

48

See letters from American Society of Corporate Secretaries (ASCS); Association for Investment
Management & Research (AIMR); Association of the City Bar of New York (NY City Bar);
Baltimore Gas & Electric (BG&E); Investment Company Institute (ICI); Charles Lilienthal
(Lilienthal); Loeb & Loeb; New York Bar Association (NY Bar); Schwartz Investments; Sullivan
& Cromwell; Testa, Hurwitz & Thibeault (Testa Hurwitz); and Willkie, Farr & Gallagher (Willkie
Farr).

49

See letters from Argent and The Corporate Counsel (Corporate Counsel).

50

See letters from ABA; joint letter from Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley and Salomon
Brothers (Four Brokers); Lehman Brothers; Merrill Lynch; Morgan Stanley; Regional Investment
Bankers Association (Regional Bankers); Securities Industry Association (SIA); and Smith
Barney.

51

As proposed, the six-month holding period would apply to securities of the issuer that is, and has
been for <).t least 90 days before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or
15(d) of the Exchange Act. As proposed, a non-reporting issuer would be an issuer that is not, or
has not been for at least 90 days immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements .
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conditions of Rule 144, when applicable, if they have not engaged in hedging
transactions with respect to the securities. 52 We believe that shortening the holding
period in this way would increase the liquidity of privately sold securities and decrease
the cost of capital for reporting companies without compromising investor protection. 53
By reducing the holding period for restricted securities, the proposed amendments could
enable companies to raise capital more often through the issuance of securities in
unregistered transactions, such as offshore offerings under Regulation S54 or other
transactions not involving a public offering, rather than through financing structures such
as extremely dilutive convertible securities.
The fundamental purpose of Rule 144 is to provide objective criteria for
determining whether an investor is an underwriter or has acquired securities for
distribution. At the same time, we do not want the holding period to be longer than
necessary or impose any unnecessary costs or restrictions on capital formation.
Assumption of the economic risk of investment is a critical factor in determining whether
a security holder purchased the securities for distribution. 55 After observing the operation
ofRule 144 since the 1997 amendments, with regard to reporting companies, we believe

of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act. This delineation between reporting and non-reporting
companies and the 90-day waiting period for reporting companies are similar to the provisions in
Rule 144(c).
52

See proposed Rule 144(d)(l)(i). These proposed amendments would not change the Rule 144(d)
requirement that, if the acquiror takes by purchase, the holding period will not commence until the
full purchase price is paid.

53

See Section VI. of this release.

54

17 CFR 230.901 through 230.905 and Preliminary Notes.

55

See Release No. 33-5223 (Jan. 14, 1972) [37 FR 591].
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that holding securities for six months is a reasonable indication that an investor has
assumed the economic risk of investment in those securities. 56
Because we are concerned that the market does not have sufficient information
and safeguards with respect to non-reporting companies, we propose that the holding
period for restricted securities in non-reporting companies would remain at one year for
affiliates and non-affiliates. 57 However, as discussed below, we propose to eliminate the
resale restrictions imposed on non-affiliates of non-reporting companies after the oneyear holding period. Non-affiliates of non-reporting companies would be subject to no
other Rule 144 condition after meeting the one.:. year holding period under the proposals. 58

b.

Tolling Provision

In 1990, we eliminated a Rule 144 provision that tolled the holding penod of a
security holder maintaining a short position in, or any put or other option to dispose of,
securities equivalent to the restricted securities owned by the security holder. 59 We
eliminated this provision in conjunction with an amendment to broaden a security

56

See also letter to John W. White, Director, SEC Division of Corporation Finance, from Keith F.
Higgins, Chair, Committee on Federal Regulation of Securities, ABA Section of Business Law
(Mar. 22, 2007) ("the 2007 ABA Letter"), available at
http://www.abanet.org/buslaw/committees/CUI OOOOpub/comments/200703 22000000 .pdf. The
2007 ABA Letter recommended that the Commission reconsider the 1997 proposals and shorten
the Rule 144(d) holding period to six months and the Rule 144(k) period to one year. The letter
pointed out that, in light of the increased volatility of today' s marketplace, holding periods of six
months and one year represent greater economic risk than they did when the current holding
periods were adopted, and they are more than long enough to ensure that a purchaser has assumed
the economic risk of investment.

57

See proposed Rule 144(d)(l)(ii). The 2007 ABA letter also recommended that in the case of nonreporting companies, the Commission should consider permitting resales without restriction under
Rule 144 after a one-year holding period.

58

The proposals would delete paragraph (k) of Rule 144 and permit non-affiliates to resell restricted
securities of non-reporting companies freely after one year.

59

See Release No. 33-6862 (Apr. 23, 1990) [55 FR 17933].
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holder's ability to tack the holding periods of prior owners to the security holder's own
holding period. 60
Despite the prior elimination of the tolling provision, we are concerned about the
effect ofhedging activities designed to shift the economic risk of investment away from
the security holder with respect to restricted securities to be resold under Rule 144.61 It
becomes more difficult to conclude that the security holder who engages in hedging
transactions, and thereby transfers the economic risk of the investment to a third party,
soon after acquiring the security, has held the security for investment purposes and not
with a view to distribution.
For example, prior to the expiration of the required holding period, a security
holder may enter into an equity swap agreement with a third party, under which the
security holder exchanges the dividends received on the restricted securities for the
dividends on, for example, a securities index. In addition, that shareholder may agree to
exchange, at a set date, any price change in the security since the date of the agreement
for any price change in the securities index. The effect of such a transaction would be the
economic equivalent of selling the restricted securities before the holding period has
expired and purchasing the securities index.
The concern regarding hedging transactions is particularly acute if we provide for
a six-month holding period requirement, as proposed. At the time of the 1990
amendments, Rule 144 provided for a two-year holding period before a security holder

60

We reasoned that, "a single period running from the date of the purchase from the issuer or an
affiliate of the issuer is sufficient to prevent the distribution by the issuer of securities to the
public." Release No. 33-6862.

61

For a discussion on hedging arrangements in prior releases, see Section IV.B of the 1997
proposing release and Section II.A of Release No. 33-7187 (Jul. 10, 1995) [60 FR 35645].
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could sell limited amounts of restricted securities, and a three-year period before a nonaffiliate security holder could sell an unlimited amount of the securities. The proposed
six-'month holding period requirement could make the entry into such hedging
arrangements significantly easier and less costly because they would cover a much
shorter period.
The 1997 proposing release proposed several alternatives for addressing these
concerns. 62 Seven commenters recommended that we adopt measures to eliminate or
restrict hedging activities during the holding period. 63 Six commenters recommended
maintaining the status quo. 64 Six commenters suggested that we adopt a safe harbor for
certain hedging activities that would be deemed permissible under Rule 144. 65 Because
the proposed shortening of the holding period requirement would make hedging
arrangements significantly easier, we believe that it is appropriate to reintroduce a tolling
provision to Rule 144. Therefore, we propose to add a new paragraph to Rule 144 to toll
the holding period for restrictetl securities of Exchange Act reporting companies while an
affiliate or a non-affiliate is engaged in certain hedging transactions. 66

62

See the 1997 proposing release. In that release, we proposed five different alternatives. These
were the following: ( 1) make the Rule 144 safe harbor unavailable to persons who hedge during
the restricted period; (2) independent of Rule 144, promulgate a rule that would define a sale for
purposes of Section 5 to include specified hedging transactions; (3) adopt a shorter holding period
during which hedging could not occur without losing the safe harbor; (4) reintroduce a tolling
provision in Rule 144 similar to the provision that was included prior to 1990; or (5) maintain the
status quo with no specific prohibition against hedging. We believe that the proposed tolling
provision in this release offers a balanced approach to addressing hedging activities in Rule 144.

63

See letters from ABA; AIMR; Argent; ASCS; Constantine Katsoris; Corj:lorate Counsel; and
Schwartz Investments.

64

See letters from Bear Stearns; BG&E; Intel; Paine Webber; Wilkie Farr; and XXI Securities.

65

See letters from Four Brokers; NY Bar; SIA; Merrill Lynch; Citibank; and Lehman Brothers.

66

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(xi).
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We also propose to expand the scope of the earlier tolling provision, which
covered only short sales and options. Since 1990, many new risk-hedging products such
as equity swaps and single stock futures have been introduced into the market that also
have the effect of limiting or eliminating risk. We are proposing to exclude from the
holding period any period in which the security holder had a short position, or had
entered into a "put equivalent position," as defined by Exchange Act Rule 16a-1 (h), 67
with respect to the same class of securities (or in the case of nonconvertible debt, with
respect to any nonconvertible debt securities of the same issuer).
Given that the proposed tolling provision would work in conjunction with the
Rule 144 provisions that permit tacking ofholding periods, 68 a selling security holder
would be required to determine whether a previous owner of the securities had engaged
in hedging activities with respect to the securities, if the holding period includes a period
in which a previous owner held the securities. Accordingly, we propose to provide that
the holding period should not include any period in which the previous owner held a
short position or put equivalent position with respectto the securities. There would be no
tolling of the previous owner's holding period, if the security holder for whose account
the securities are to be sold reasonably believes that no such short or put equivalent
position was held by the previous owner. 69 In other words, the proposed provision would

67

17 CFR 240.16a-l(h). Rule 16a-1(h) defines a "put equivalent position" as a derivative security
position that increases in value as the value of the underlying equity decreases, including, but not
limited to, a long put option and a short call option position.
"Tacking" the holding period is the ability of the security holder to count the period that the
securities are held by a previous owner as part of his or her own holding period for the purposes of
Rule 144(d). Further discussion about tacking is located in Section II.E.2 of this release.

69

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(xi)(C). If the security holder relying on Rule 144 is unable to
determine that the previous owner did not engage in hedging activities with respect to the
securities, then the security holder should omit the period in which the security holder is not able
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permit a security holder to tack the period d~1ring which the security holder reasonably
believes that the previous owner did not engage in hedging activities to his or her holding
period. We are proposing a "reasonable belief' standard, because it may be difficult for a
selling security holder to determine definitively whether a previous owner had engaged in
hedging activities with respect to the securities.
Also, we believe that the proposed tolling provision should not result in a longer
holding period than under the current rule. Because the fact that the current rule does not
toll the one-year holding period while the security holder has engaged in hedging
activities has not raised concerns, we believe, on balance, that one year between the
acquisition date of the securities from the issuer or affiliate of the issuer and the resale
date sufficiently protects against the indirect distribution of the securities by the issuer to
the public. The proposed rule would therefore impose a ceiling on the proposed tolling
provision so that, regardless of the security holder's hedging transactions, the holding
period, as computed under all other paragraphs in Rule 144(d), would in no event extend
beyond one year. 70 Under the proposed rules, security holders who wish to rely on Rule
144 to resell restricted securities of non-reporting companies already would be required
to hold their securities for at least one year, and therefore would not be subject to the
tolling provision.
In concert with the proposed tolling provision, we also propose other related
changes to Rule 144. First, we propose to require that information be provided in Form
144 regarding any short or put equivalent position held with respect to the securities prior

to determine whether the previous owner had a short position or a put equivalent position when
calculating the holding period under Rule 144(d).
70

See proposed note to Rule 144(d)(3)(xi).
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to the resale of the securities. A similar requirement was part of Form 144 before the
tolling provision was eliminated in 1990.71
The second related change concerns the manner of sale requirements in Rule
144(£), which we propose to retain for equity securities of affiliates~ One option to meet
the manner of sale requirements is to sell the securities through "brokers' transactions"
within the meaning of Section 4(4) of the Securities Act. 72 Rule 144(g) specifies
transactions by a broker that are deemed to be included as "brokers' transactions." One
criteria for these "brokers' transactions" is that the broker, after reasonable inquiry, is not
aware of circumstances indicating that the person for whose account the securities are
sold is an underwriter with regard to the securities or that the transaction is a part of a
distribution of the securities of an issuer. Existing Note (ii) of Rule 144(g)(3)73 contains
a list of some questions that brokers should ask in order to satisfy this inquiry. We are
proposing to amend Note (ii) to Rule 144(g)(3) to explain that in order to satisfy the
reasonable inquiry requirement, a broker should also inquire into, if the securities have
been held for less than one year, the existence and character of any short position or put
equivalent position with regard to the securities held by the person for whose account the
securities are to be sold, whether such person has made inquiries into the existence and
character of any short position or put equivalent position held by the previous owner of
the securities, and the results of such person;s inquiries. 74 We believe that an inquiry into
such positions would not impose an undue burden on brokers as part of their existing

71

See Release No. 33-5223.

72

15 U.S.C. 77d(4).

73

17 CFR 230.144(g)(3).

74

See proposed Paragraph 2 of Note 2 to Rule 144(g)(3).
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mqmry. We believe that this proposed amendment would be a valuable compon~nt in
determining and monitoring whether security holders have met their holding period
requirement under Rule 144.
3.

Significant Reduction of Requirements Applicable to Non-Affiliates

Non-affiliates currently are required to hold their restricted securities for one year
under Rule 144(d). During this one-year period, non-affiliates are not permitted to resell
any securities under the rule. When selling restricted securities that have been held for
between one and two years, non-affiliates, like affiliates, are subject to all other
applicable conditions of Rule 144, including the requirement that current information be
publicly available about the issuer of the securities, limitations on the amount of
securities that can be sold in any three-month period, manner of sale limitations and Form
144 filing requirements. 75 We believe that, for the most part, holding the securities for
the length of the holding period should be a sufficient indication that these non-affiliates
have assumed the economic risk of investment in those securities. 76 As such, we believe
that it is appropriate to reduce the complexity of resale restrictions that may inhibit sales
by, and impose costs on, non-affiliates. 77

15

See 17 CFR 230.144(b) and (d). A person who has held restricted securities for more than two
years and has not been an affiliate for at least the most recent three months may resell those
securities without complying with Rule 144's other requirements. See 17 CFR 230.144(k).

76

We have concerns, however, about the indirect distribution of securities through resales by nonaffiliates when those non-affiliates hold securities in shell companies. As discussed below, we
propose to codify the statrs interpretive position that security holders cannot rely on Rule 144 in
the resale of securities of reporting and non-reporting shell companies.

77

While the SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies did not specifically address
Rule 144 in its final report, the Coriunittee acknowledged the need to reduce the complexity of our
rules for the benefit of smaller companies. See Final Report of the Advisory Committee on
Smaller Public Companies to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (Apr. 23,
2006), available at http://www.sec.gov/info/smallbus/acspc.shtml. See also Report on the
Advisory Committee on the Capital Formation and Regulatory Process (Jul. 24, 1996) (suggesting
that the SEC minimize the resale restrictions on restricted securities), available at
·
http://VIww.sec.gov/newslstudieslcapform.htm.
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Because Rule 144 is relied upon by many individuals to resell their restricted
securities, we believe that it would be particularly helpful to streamline and reduce the
complexity of the rule as much as possible while retaining its integrity. We therefore
propose to reduce the restrictions for a person who is not an affiliate of the issuer at the
time of the sale of the securities and has not been an affiliate during the three months
prior to the sale of the securities. These non-affiliates with restricted securities of
reporting companies would be permitted to resell their securities after their holding
period, subject only to the requirement in Rule 144(c) that current information regarding
the issuer of the securities be publicly available. 78 We preliminarily believe that retaining
the current public information requirement would continue to be important in this
instance so that the market has adequate information regarding the issuer of the securities
and also would not impose an undue burden on a non-affiliate selling security holder.
Non-affiliates ofboth reporting and non-reporting companies would be able to freely
resell their restricted securities publicly one year after the acquisition date of the
securities (as computed under Rule 144(d)) and without having to comply with any of the
other conditions of the rule. 79
The proposed requirements for the resale of restricted securities held by affiliates
and non-affiliates under Rule 144 can be summarized as follows:

78

See proposed Rule 144(b)(I)(i). As set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d) of the proposed rules, a
reporting company is an issuer that is, and has been for at least 90 days immediately before the
sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act A nonreporting company is an issuer that is not, or has not been for at least 90 days immediately before
the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

79

See proposed Rule 144(b)(l).
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Restricted
Securities
of Reporting
Companies

Affiliate or
Person Selling on Behalf
of an Affiliate
During six-month holding Qeriod*
- no resales under Rule 144
permitted.

Non-Affiliate (and Has Not Been
an Affiliate During the Prior
Three Months)
During six-month holding Qeriod*
- no resales under Rule 144
permitted.

After six-month holding geriod*may resell in accordance with all
Rule 144 requirements including:
• Current public information,
• Volume limitations,
• Manner of sale for equity
securities, and
Filing
of Form 144 .
•

After six-month holding Qeriod*
but before one year - may resell in
accordance with the current public
information requirement.

During one-year holding geriod no resales under Rule 144
permitted. Tolling provision does
not apply.
Restricted
Securities of
NonReporting
Companies

After one-year holding geriod may resell in accordance with all
Rule 144 requirements except
holding period, including:
• Current public information,
• Volume limitations,
• Manner of sale for equity
securities, and
• Filing of Form 144.

After one year - unlimited public
resale under Rule 144; need not
comply with other Rule 144
requirements.
During one-year holding geriod no resales under Rule 144
permitted. Tolling provision does
not apply.
After one-year holding Qeriodunlimited public resale under Rule
144; need not comply with other
Rule 144 requirements

* Such holding period may be longer than six months (but not longer than one year),
depending on hedging activities.
Request for Comment

•

Should the holding period requirement for restricted securities of reporting
companies be shortened to six months? Is six months sufficient time to
indicate that the affiliate has not acquired the securities for distribution?
Are there any concerns that six months would lead to an increase in abuse
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with regard to the resale of restricted securities? Should a six-month
holding period requirement apply to restricted securities of reporting
companies held by non-affiliates as well as affiliates? If you suggest that
either affiliates or non-affiliates should be required to comply with a
holding period that is shorter than six months, what objective criteria
demonstrate that such holding period is sufficient to indicate that the
security holder has not acquired the securities for distribution?
•

Should the one-year holding period requirement continue to apply to
restricted securities of non-reporting companies held by non-affiliates as
well as affiliates? Should the holding period for restricted securities of
· non-reporting companies also be shortened to six months? .Should
affiliates and non-affiliates of non-reporting companies be subject to the
same holding period, or should they be required to comply with a longer
or shorter holding period?

•

For the purposes of the holding period, is it appropriate that a reporting
company is an issuer that is, and has been for at least 90 days immediately
before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or
15(d) of the Exchange Act? Is there a more appropriate formulation?

•

Should we amend Regulation S to conform the one-year distribution
compliance period in Rule 903(b)(3)(iii) 80 to the proposed six-month
holding period? When RegulationS was amended in 1998,81 the

80

17 CFR 230.903(b)(3)(iii).

81

Offshore Offers and Sales, Release No. 33-7505 (Feb. 17, 1998).
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distribution compliance period applicable to U.S. companies (Category 3
issuers) was conformed to the one-year holding period under Rule 144.
The purpose of the distribution compliance period in Regulation S is to
ensure that during the offering period and the subsequent aftermarket
trading that takes place offshore, the persons relying on the Rule 903 safe .
harbor (issuers, distributors and their affiliates) are not engaged in an
unregistered, non-exempt distribution into the United States capital
markets. We are now proposing to shorten the Rule 144 holding period
for the resale of restricted securities of Exchange Act reporting companies
to six months. Should we amend Regulation S to conform the one-year
distribution compliance period for reporting U.S. companies under Rule
903(b)(3)(iii) to the proposed six-month holding period under Rule 144?
In light of problematic practices with respect to offerings ofU.S.
companies under Regulation S, should the distribution compliance period
for reporting U.S. companies remain one year consistent with the longest
distribution compliance period that would be applicable to securities
offered under RegulationS and with the default one-year holding period
under Rule 144?
•

Is it appropriate to retain the current public information requirement for
non-affiliates with restricted securities in reporting companies during the
period between the end of the six-month holding period (which may be
longer depending on hedging activities) and one year after the securities
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~ere

acquired? Should non-affiliates be subject to the current public

information condition for a longer period of time? If so, how long?
•

Should non-affiliates with restricted securities of non-reporting companies
remain subject after the holding period to all conditions of Rule 144 for an
additional year, as under the current rule? Are there any specific
conditions to which non-affiliates with restricted securities of reporting
companies should still be subject after the holding period, other than the
current public information requirement? Are there any specific conditions
to which non-affiliates with restricted securities of non-reporting
companies should still be subject after the holding period? For example,
should non-affiliates continue to be subject to volume limitations during a
specified period of time after the holding penod? What should that
specified time be {~, six months, one year)? Should non-affiliates be
subject to some sort of notice requirement when they have made a sale
above the specified threshold amount? What are the benefits if nonaffiliates are still subject to such requirements or concerns if they are not?

•

Is the proposed language requiring that the security holder toll the holding
period if the holder had "a short position, or had entered into a 'put
equivalent position' as defined by Exchange Act Rule 16a-1{h)"
appropriate? Does the proposed tolling provision sufficiently cover the
hedging transactions that would result in the circumvention of the
purposes of Rule 144? Does it cover too few or too many hedging
transactions? If too many, what specific forms of hedging transactions
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should be excluded and why? Iftoo few, what other forms of hedging
transactions should be covered?
•

Given that the proposed tolling provision is not applicable if the security
holder has held the securities for one year, would a security holder be able
to determine whether and how long previous owners entered into hedging
transactions in order to properly calculate the holding period? Would the
proposed tolling provision make it too difficult to determine whether a
security holder has complied with the holding period requirement? By
what other methods could we ensure that persons do not attempt to skirt
the purposes of Rule 144 by engaging in hedging transactions?

•

Should security holders be held to a "reasonable belief' standard with
regard to the previous owner's hedging activities, or is a "bona fide belief'
or some other standard more appropriate? Should we specify what
statements or documentation could security holders rely upon in order to
formulate a reasonable belief that the previous owner has not engaged in
hedging activities in the securities? If so, what documentation should they
be permitted to rely upon?

•

Is it unnecessarily restrictive to require tolling if the security holder has
engaged in hedging transactions with respect to any of his or her securities
of the same class (or, in the case of nonconvertible debt, with respect to
any nonconvertible debt securities of the same issuer)? Are there any
circumstances in which the proposed tolling provision would not be
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appropriate? If so, describe the circumstances and explain why the
proposed tolling provision would not be appropriate.
•

Should we address hedging in a different manner? For example, should
we preclude security holders who hedge securities during the holding
period from relying on Rule 144? Should we treat such hedging
transactions as "sales" of the securities?

•

Should the tolling provision apply only during the first year after the date
of the acquisition of the securities from the issuer or affiliate? Is one year
the appropriate time period, or should the period be longer than one year?

•

Is there any reason why we should not amend Note (ii) to Rule 144(g)(3)
to add that if the securities have been held for less than one year, the
broker's reasonable inquiry should also include an inquiry into the
existence and character of any short position or put equivalent position
with regard to the securities held by the person for whose account the
securities are to be sold and whether that person has made inquiries into
the existence and character of any short position held by a previous owner
with regard to the securities? Is the proposed amendment sufficiently
clear? Does the proposed amendment place an undue burden on the
broker or the holder of the securities? What level of inquiry should the
brokers be required to conduct into the security holder's hedging
transactions or the previous owner's hedging transactions? What
statements or documentation, if any, regarding hedging transactions
should security holders be required to provide to brokers?
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•

What level of due diligence did brokers conduct to determine compliance
with the holding period requirement before we eliminated the Rule 144
tolling provision in 1990? Were there any problems with tracking hedging
positions when the tolling provision was in place, especially in relation to
the limited provisions that permitted tacking that existed prior to 1990?

•

Is there any reason we should not amend Form 144 to require disclosure of
hedging transactions? Is the proposed disclosure appropriate and should it
be changed in any way?

C.

Elimination of Manner of Sale Limitations for Debt Securities

Rule 144(f) currently requires that securities be sold in "brokers' transactions," 82
or in transactions directly with a "market maker," as that term is defined in
Section 3(a)(38) of the Exchange Act. 83 Additionally, the rule prohibits a seller from:
(1) soliciting or arranging for the solicitation of orders to buy the securities in anticipation
of, or in connection with, the Rule 144 transaction; or (2) making any payment in
connection with the offer or sale of the securities to any person other than the broker who
executes the order to sell the securities. These manner of sale limitations do not apply to
securities sold for the account of a non-affiliate of an issuer after the two-year period in
Rule 144(k) has'elapsed. 84
The limitations on manner of sale were intended to assure that special selling
efforts and compensation arrangements usually associated with a distribution are not

82

Current Rule 144(g) defmes the term for purposes of Rule 144.

83

15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(38).

The manner of sale requirements also do not apply to· securities sold for the account of the estate
of a deceased person or for the account of a beneficiary of such estate, provided the estate or
beneficiary is not an affiliate of the issuer.
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present in a Rule 144 sale. 85 In the 1997 proposing release, we proposed to eliminate the
manner of sale requirement entirely, Commenters were split as to that proposal. Eleven
commenters supported the proposal, 86 while seven commenters opposed it. 87
Commenters who opposed the proposal noted that brokers act as gatekeepers to ensure
selling shareholders are complying with the requirements ofRule 144. Two commenters
supported the proposal because transfer agents would not transfer shares without a release
from the issuer. 88
We agree that, as financial intermediaries, brokers serve an important function as
gatekeepers for promoting compliance with Rule 144, 89 and we are concerned that
eliminating the manner of sale limitations for equity securities may lead to abusive
transactions. However, we believe that the fixed income securities market does not raise
the same concerns, and that the manner of sale provision may place an unnecessary
burden on the resale qf such securities. 90 Such securities generally are traded in dealer
transactions in which the dealer seeks buyers for securities to fill sell orders instead of
through the means prescribed in Rule 144(f). Thus, we are proposing that the manner of
sale limitations would not apply to resales of debt securities. 91 This would allow holders
of debt securities greater flexibility in the resale of their securities, including, as
85

Release No. 33-5186 (Sept. 10, 1971) [36 FR 18586].

86

See letters from ABA; AT&T; ASCS; Intel; BG&E; Lehman Brothers; Morgan Stanley; NY Bar;
NY City Bar; Sullivan & Cromwell; and Testa Hurwitz.

87

See letters from Corporate Counsel; Matthew Crain; Constantine Katsoris; Merrill Lynch;
Regional Bankers; SIA; and Smith Barney.

88

See letters from ASCS and BG&E.

89

Brokers also must comply with the criteria set forth in Rule 144(g) in order to claim the "brokers'
transactions" exemption under Section 4(4) of the Securities Act.

90

See also the 2007 ABA Letter.

91

See proposed Rule 144(f). As discussed above, we also propose to eliminate the manner of sale
limitations for resales by non-affiliates.
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discussed in the 1997 proposing release, the option to privately negotiate the resale of the
securities. 92
In addition, we believe that non-participating preferred stock, which has debt-like
characteristics, and asset-backed securities, where the predominant purchasers are
institutional investors, including financial institutions, pension funds, insurance
companies, mutual funds and money managers, 93 should be treated similarly to debt
securities. Thus, we have included these securities in the "debt securities" category for
the purpose of the proposed revisions to the manner of sale limitations in Rule 144.94
Request for Comment
•

Would eliminating the manner of sale requirement be appropriate for debt
securities, as proposed? Is there a need for brokers to serve as an
intermediary for such a secondary market? Would transfer agents be able
to adequately confirm compliance with Rule 144?

•

Should we eliminate the manner of sale requirement for equity securities
as well? If so, why? What problems or abuses may arise if the proposal
were extended to equity securities? Would removal of the manner of sale
requirements for equity securities diminish security transaction
transparency by encouraging more privately negotiated transactions? If
so, would the markets be adversely affected, particularly for stocks of
smaller companies and more thinly traded securities?

92

Section III. C. of the 1997 proposing release. .

93

See Release No. 33-8518 (Dec. 22, 2004) [70 FR 1506].

94

See proposed Rule 144(f). This proposal is for Rule l44(f) purposes only and does not affect the
classification of these securities as debt or equity for other purposes. This treatment is consistent
with the treatment of such securities under RegulationS. See Release No. 33-7505.
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•

Are there other purposes served by the manner of sale requirements that
justify retaining those requirements? How would the removal of the
manner of sale requirements affect participants, such as transfer agents,
•
brokers and market makers, in Rule 144 transactions? Would transfer
agents assume a greater role in determining compliance with the resale
provisions? How would removing the manner of sale limitations affect
brokers' obligations with respect to their ability to qualify for the
"brokers' transactions" exemption under Section 4(4) of the Securities
Act?

•

Is it appropriate to include asset-backed securities and non-participating
preferred stock as debt securities for the purposes of this rule? Are there
any other types of securities to which the limitations on manner of sale
should not apply? If so, why?

•

Are there any other conditions in Rule 144 to which debt securities should
not be subject? For example, should we raise the volume limitations in
Rule 144(e) for debt securities, or eliminate the volume limitations for
debt securities altogether?95

D.

Increase of the Form 144 Filing Thresholds

Rule 144(h) requires a selling security holder to file Form 144 if the security
holder's intended sale exceeds either 500 shares or $10,000 within a three-month
period. 96 These filing thresholds have been in place since 1972. 97 In the 1997 proposing

95

See discussion in 2007 ABA Letter.

96

17 CFR 230.144(h).
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release, we proposed to increase the filing thresholds to 1,000 shares or $40,000.
Thirteen commenters supported raising the filing threshold and no commenters opposed

it. 9 ~ Si~ commenters suggested that we eliminate Form 144.99 One commenter suggested
raising the threshold to $100,000. 100 Another commenter suggested raising it to
$250,000. 101
As discussed above, under the proposed rules, only affiliates of the issuer would
be required to file a notice of proposed sale on Form 144 when relying on Rule 144. We
now are proposing to increase the Form 144 filing thresholds to trades of 1,000 shares or
$50,000 within a three-month period for affiliates. 102 The purpose of raising the dollar
threshold to $50,000 is to adjust for inflation since 1972. 103 We believe that the I ,000
share threshold is an appropriate alternate threshold that would capture trades which
merit notice but for which the dollar amount of the trades may not be as significant. In
addition to this proposed amendment to Rule 144(h), we solicit comment below on how
best to coordinate the filing deadline for Form 144 with the filing deadline for Form 4
and permit affiliates subject to Section 16 filing requirements to, at their option, satisfy
97

The 500 share and $IO,OOO thresholds have remained constant since Rule l44's inception in 1972.
However, in I 978, we shortened the relevant time period during which sales volume is to be
calculated from six months to three months to conform to a change shortening the time period in
which sale volume should be calculated for the purposes of the Rule I 44 volume limitation
condition from six months to three months. Release No. 33-5995 (Nov. 8, 1978) [43 FR 54229].

98

See letters from ABA; ASCS; AT&T; BG&E; Corporate Counsel; Merrill Lynch; Morgan
Stanley; NY Bar; NY City Bar; Regional Bankers; SIA; Smith Barney; and Sullivan & Cromwell.

99

See letters from ABA; Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aranoff (Benesch Friedlander); NY Bar;
NY City Bar; and Sullivan & Cromwell.

100

See letter from ABA.

101

See letter from NY Bar.

102

See proposed Rule 144(h).

103

The adjustment would be approximately $42,000 if based on the Personal Consumption
Expenditures Chain-Type Price Index, as published by the Department of Commerce. In addition,
if based on the Consumer Price Index, the adjustment would be approximately $50,000. To
achieve a round number, we are proposing to raise the filing threshold to $50,000.
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their Form 144 filing requirements by timely filing a Form 4 to report the sale of their
securities.
Request for Comment

•

Should the dollar threshold be higher or lower than proposed (e.g.,
$25,000, $75,000, or $100,000)? Should the threshold based on the
number of shares be higher or lower than proposed

(~,

500, 1,500, 2,000

or 2,500 shares)?
•

Should the threshold be based solely on the number of shares sold, or
solely on the dollar amount of the transaction? Should it be based on a
formula using both variables? Should we allow for adjustments to the
dollar amount threshold every five years that would reflect changes due to
inflation?

•

Should thresholds be based on a different number such as a percentage of
the company's public float, or a different self-adjusting index?

•

If you believe the thresholds should be different, please explain why your
suggested threshold would be appropriate, including information and data
to support your beliefs.

E.

Codification of Several Staff Positions

The following are proposed codifications of staff positions issued by the Division
of Corporation Finance. These codifications should simplify the rule by making these
staff positions more transparent and readily available to the public. The first three
proposals were included in the 1997 proposing release. The last four proposals are new
proposed codifications of existing staff positions.
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1.

Securities acquired under Section 4(6) of the S.ecurities Act are
considered "restricted securities"

The 1997 proposing release proposed to codify the Division of Corporation
Finance's interpretive position that securities acquired from the issuer pursuant to an
exemption from registration under Section 4(6) of the Securities Act

104

are considered

"restricted securities" under Rule 144(a)(3). 105 We did no.t receive any comments on this
proposal.
Section 4(6) provides for an exemption from registration for an offering that does
not exceed $5,000,000 that is made only to accredited investors, that does not involve any
advertising or public solicitation by the issuer or anyone acting on the issuer's behalf and
for which a Form D has been filed. 106 Because the resale status of securities acquired in
Section 4(6) exempt transactions should be the same as securities received in other nonpublic offerings that are included in the definition of restricted securities, we believe that
securities acquired under Section 4(6) should be defined as restricted securities for
purposes ofRule 144. Therefore, we are proposing anamendment to Rule 144 to codify
the staffs position that securities acquired under Section 4(6) of the Securities Act are
"restricted securities" under Rule 144(a)(3). 107

104

15 U.S.C. 77d(6). Section 4(6) was included in the Securities Act pursuant to the Small Business
Investment Incentive Act of 1980 [Pub. L. No. 96-477 (Oct. 21, 1980)].

lOS

17 CFR 230.144(a)(3). See the Division of Corporation Finat;1ce;s Compliance and Disclosure
Interpretations on Rule 144 (Updated April2, 2007), at Section 104 (Rule 144(a)(3)), Question
No. 104.03.

106

See 15 U.S.C. 77d(6).

107

See proposed Rule 144(a)(3)(viii).
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2.

Tacking of holding periods when a company reorganizes into a
holding company structure

The 1997 proposing release also proposed codifying the Division of Corporation
Finance's interpretive position that holders may tack the Rule 144 holding period in
connection with transactions made solely to form a holding company. 108 In "tacking,"
holders may count the period that the securities are held before the transaction made to
form a holding company as part of period they hold the securities used to meet the Rule
144(d) requirement. We did not receive any comments on this proposal.
We are proposing again to codify that interpretive position. 109 This provision
would permit tacking of the holding period if the following three conditions are satisfied:
•

The newly formed holding company's securities are issued solely in
exchange for the securities of the predecessor company as part of a
reorganization of the predecessor company into a holding company
structure;

•

Security holders receive securities of the same class evidencing the same
proportional interest in the holding company as they held in the
predecessor company, and the rights and interests of the holders of such
securities are substantially the same as those they possessed as holders of
the predecessor company's securities; and

•

Immediately following the transaction, the holding company has no
significant assets other than securities of the predecessor and its existing

108

Morgan Olmstead (Jan. 8, 1988).

109

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(ix).
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subsidiaries and has subst'!lltially the same assets and liabilities on a
consolidated basis as the predecessor had before the transaction.
In such transactions, tacking would be appropriate because the securities being
exchanged are substantially equivalent, and there is no significant change in the
economic risk of the investment in the restricted securities. We believe that the
codification of this interpretation and as well as the codification of the following two
interpretations below would assist security holders in determining whether they have met
the Rule 144(d) holding period requirement.
3.

Tacking of holding periods for conversions and exchanges of
securities

The 1997 proposing release proposed codifying the Division of Corporation
Finance's position that

~fthe

securities sold were acquired from the issuer solely in

exchange for other securities of the same issuer, the newly acquired securities shall be
deemed to have been acquired at the same time as the securities surrendered for
conversion or exchange, even ifthe securities surrendered were not convertible or
exchangeable by their terms. 110 As noted in the 1997 release; Rule 144 does not state
whether the surrendered securities must have been convertible by their terms in order for
tacking to be permitted, which led to some confusion on how to calculate the Rule 144
holding period. We did not receive any comments on this proposal.
We are proposing again these amendments to Rule 144(d)(3 )(ii). 111 In addition,
we are proposing a note to this provision that clarifies the Division's position that if:

110

See Planning Research Corp. (Dec. 8, 1980).

Ill

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(ii).
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•

The original securities do not permit cashless conversion or exchange by
their terms;

•

The parties amend the original securities to allow for cashless conversion
orexchange;and

•

The security holder provides consideration, other than solely securities of
the issuer, for that amendment,

then shares will be deemed to have been acquired on the date that the original securities
were so amended. 112
4.

Cashless exercise of options and warrants

Several commenters responding to the 1997 release suggested that we codify the
Division of Corporation Finance's position that, upon a cashless exercise of options or
warrants, the newly acquired underlying securities are deemed to have been acquired
when the corresponding options or warrants were acquired, even if the options or
warrants originally did not provide for cashless exercise by their terms. 113 We are
proposing to revise Rule 144 to codify that position in response to those comments. 114
In addition, we are proposing to add two notes to this new paragraph. The first
note would codify the Division's position that if:
•

The original options or warrants do not permit cashless exercise by their
terms; and

•

The holder provides consideration, other than solely securities of the
issuer, to amend the options or warrants to allow for cashless exercise,

112

See Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc. (June 30, 1993).

113

See the Division of Corporation Finance's Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations on Rule 144
(Updated April2, 2007), at Section 212 (Rule l44(d)(3)), Interpretation No. 212.01.
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then the options or warrants would be deemed to have been acquired on the date that the
original options or warrants were< so amended. 115 This treatment is analogous to our
treatment of conversions and exchanges.
The second note would codify the Division's position that the grant of certain
options or warrants that are not purchased for cash or property does not create any
investment risk in the holder in a manner that would justify identification of the holding
period of the securities received upon exercise of the options or warrants with that of the
options or warrants. 116 This is the case for employee stock options. The note would
clarify that in such instances, the holder would not be allowed to tack the holding period
of the option or warrant and would be deemed to have acquired the underlying securities
on the date the option or warrant was exercised, if the conditions of Rule 144(d)(l) and
Rule 144(d)(2) are met at the time of exercise.
5.

Aggregation of pledged securities

In response to suggestions from commenters, we are proposing to add a note to
Rule 144(e)(2)(ii) 117 that would address calculation of the volume of securities that a
pledgee of securities may sell. 118 It would codify the Division of Corporation Finance's
position that, so long as the pledgees are not the same "person" under Rule 144(a)(2), a
pledgee of securities may sell the pledged securities without having to aggregate the sale
with sales by other pledgees of the same securities from the same pledgor, as long as

114

See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(x).

115

See Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc. (June 30, 1993).

116

See Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc. (June 30, 1993) and Malden Trust Corporation (Feb. 21, 1989).

117

17 CFR 230.144(e)(2)(ii).

118 .

If the proposed amendments eliminating certain requirements for non-affiliates are adopted, then
the volume limitations in Rule 144(e) would apply only to affiliates.
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there is no concerted action by those pledgees. 119 As an example, assume that a security
holder (the pledgor) pledges the securities he owns in Company A to two banks, Bank X
and Bank Y (the pledgees). If the pledgor defaults:
•

Upon default, Bank X does not have to aggregate its sales of Company A
securities with Bank Y' s sales of Company A securities unless Bank X
and Bank Y are acting in concert, but

•

Bank X individually still must aggregate its sales with the pledgor's sales,
and

•

Bank Y individually still must aggregate its sales with the pledgor's sales.

Provided that the loans and pledges are bona fide transactions and there is no
concerted action among pledgees and no other aggregation provisions under Rule 144(e)
apply, we do not believe that extra burdens on pledgees to track and coordinate resales by
other pledgees are warranted.
6.

Treatment of securities issued by "reporting and non-reporting shell
companies"

A blank check company is a company that:
•

Is in the development stage;

•

Has no specific business plan or purpose, or has indicated that its business
plan is to merge with or acquire an unidentified third party; and

•

Issues penny stock. 120

119

See the Division of Corporation Finance's Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations on Rule 144
(Updated April2, 2007), at Section 216 (Rule 144(e)(3)), Interpretation No. 216.ot. See also
Standard Chartered Bank (June 22, 1987).

120

17 CFR 230.419. The term "penny stock" is defmed in 17 CFR 240.3a51-l.
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Such companies historically have provided opportunity for abuse ofthe federal securities
laws, particularly by serving as vehicles to avoid the registration requirements of the
securities laws. 121 Rule 419 under the Securities Act 122 was adopted in 1992 to control
the extent to which such companies are able to access funds from a public offering.
In 2005, we amended Securities Act Rule 405 to define a "shell company" to
mean a registrant, other than an asset-backed issuer, that has:
( 1)

no or nominal operations; and

(2)

either:

•

no or nominal assets;

•

assets consisting solely of cash and cash equivalents; or

•

assets consisting of any amount of cash and cash equivalents and nominal
other assets. 123

On January 21, 2000, the Division of Corporation Finance concluded in a letter to
NASD Regulation, Inc. that Rule 144 is not available for the resale of securities issued by
companies that are, or previously were, blank check companies.

124

In an effort to curtail

misuse of Rule 144 by security holders through transactions in the securities ofblank

121

See Release No. 33-6932 (Apr. 28, 1992) [57 FR 18037].

122

17 CFR 230.419.

123

See 17 CFR 230.405 and Release No. 33-8587 (Jul. 15, 2005) [70 f.R42234].

124

Ken Worm, NASD Regulation, Inc. (Jan. 21, 2000). In that letter, the Division stated that
"transactions in blank check company securities by their promoters or affiliates ... are not the
kind of ordinary trading transactions between individual investors of securities already issued that
Section 4( 1) [of the Securities Act] was designed to exempt." The Division stated its view that
"both before and after the business combination or transaction with an operating entity or other
person, the promoters or affiliates of blank check companies, as well as their transferees, are
'underwriters' of the securities issued .... Rule 144 would not be available for resale transactions
in this situation, regardless of technical compliance with that rule, because these resale
transactions appear to be designed to distribute or redistribute securities to the public without
compliance with the registration requirements of the Securities Act."
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check companies, we. are proposing to codify this position with some modifications. 125
First, we propose to modify the staff interpretation to address securities of all companies,
other than asset-backed issuers, that meet the definition of"shell company." 126 These
companies would include any company, including a blank check company, that meets the
definition. The category of companies to whom the staff interpretation is proposed to
apply would be broader than the definition of"shell company" in Rule 405, however, as
it would apply to any "issuer" meeting that standard, whereas the Rule 405 definition
refers only to "registrants." We believe that this provision better describes the companies
that are the subject of the abuse that the staff interpretation is designed to address. For
the purposes of the discussion in this release only, we call these companies, "reporting
and non-reporting shell companies." Under the proposed rule, a person who wishes to
resell securities issued by a company that is, or was, a reporting or a non-reporting shell
company, other than a business combination related shell company, 127 would not be able
to rely on Rule 144 to sell the securities.
Second, because the reasons for prohibiting reliance on Rule 144 do not appear to
be present after a reporting company has ceased to be a shell company and there is
adequate disclosure in the market that would serve to protect against further abuse, 128 we
propose to permit the availability of Rule 144 for resales under provisions that are similar

125

See proposed Rule 144(i).

126

See proposed paragraph (i)(l) of Rule 144.

127

"Business combination related shell company" is defmed in Securities Act Rule 405.

128

We are not proposing a comparable provision for security holders of non-reporting companies that
have ceased to be shell companies because they have business operations or more than nominal
non-cash assets. We have not proposed a comparable provision for these companies, because we
preliminarily believe that the information that a non-reporting company would provide to the
market does not adequately protect against potential abuse in those situations.
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to our provisions that permit the use of a Securities Act Form S-8 129 registration
statement by reporting companies that were formally shell companies. 130 We propose to
permit reliance on Rule 144 for resales by a security holder when:
•

the issuer of the securities that was formally a reporting or non-reporting
shell company has ceased to be a shell company;

•

the issuer of the securities is subject to the reporting requirements of
Section I3 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act;

•

the issuer of the securities has filed all reports and material required to be
filed during the preceding I2 months (or for such shorter period that the
registrant was required to file such reports and materials); and

•

at least 90 days have elapsed from the time the issuer files current "Form
I 0 information" with the Commission reflecting its status as an entity that
is not a shell company.

Form I 0 information is equivalent to information that a company would be required to
file if it were registering a class of securities on Form I 0, Form 10-SB, or Form 20-F
under the Exchange Act, 131 and such information is ordinarily filed on Form 8-K. 132
Under the proposed amendments, an affiliate security holder selling control
securities would have to wait at least 90 days before being permitted to resell the

.t

129

17 CFR 239 .l6b.

130

See Release No. 33-8587. These provisions are consistent with the Form S-8 provisions for shell
companies, except that Form S-8 requires a former shell company to wait 60 days, rather than 90
days, before it is able to use the .form to register securities.

131

17 CFR 249.210; 17 CFR 249.2l0b; and 17 CFR 249.220f.

132

17 CFR 249.308. Items 2.0l(f) and 5.01(a)(8) of Form 8-K require a company in a transaction
where the company ceases being a shell company to file a current report on Form 8-K containing
the information (or identifying the previous filing in which the information is included) that would
be required in a registration statement on Form 10 or Form 10-SB to register a class of securities
under Section 12 of the Exchange Act.
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securities, and a security holder selling restricted securities would be required to wait the
duration of the holding period before being permitted to resell the securities. 133 The 90day delay or the duration of the holding period would provide the market with time to
absorb the Form 10 information filed with the Commission regarding the company, and
the 90-day delay here is consistent with the 90-day waiting period in Rule 144(c) and
proposed Rule 144(d).
7.

Representations required from security holders relying on Exchange
Act Rule 10b5-l(c)

Rule I ObS-1 134 under the Exchange Act defines when a purchase or sale
constitutes trading "on the basis of' material nonpublic information in insider trading
cases brought under Exchange Act Section IO(b) 135 and Rule 1Ob-5. 136 Specifically, a
purchase or sale of a security of an issuer is "on the basis of' material nonpublic
information about that security or issuer if the person making the purchase or sale was
aware of the material nonpublic information when the person made the purchase or sale.
However, Rule I ObS-1( c) provides an affirmative defense that a person's purchase or sale
was not "on the basis of' material nonpublic information. For this defense to be
available, the person must demonstrate that:

133

For the purposes of computing the holding period under the proposed rule, the securities shall be
deemed to have been acquired either at the time the securities were acquired from the issuer or
affiliate of the issuer, or at the time the "Form 10 information" is filed with the Commission,
whichever is the latest date. See proposed Rule 144(d)(3)(xii).

134

17 CFR 240.1 Ob5-l.

135

15

136

17 CFR 240.10b-5. As stated in Rule l0b5-l(a), the "manipulative and deceptive devices" .
prohibited by Section lO(b) and Rule lOb-5 include, among other things, the purchase or sale of a
security of any issuer, on the basis of material nonpublic information about that security or issuer,
in breach of a duty of trust or confidence that is owed directly, indirectly, or derivatively, to the
issuer of that security or the shareholders of that issuer, or to any other person who is the source of
the material nonpublic information.

usc 78j(b).
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•

before becoming aware of the material nonpublic information, he or she
had entered into .a binding contract to purchase or sell the securities,
provided instructions to another person to execute the trade for the
instructing person's account, or adopted a written plan for trading the
securities;

•

the contract, instructions or written trading plan satisfy the conditions of
Rule l0b5-l(c); and

•

the purchase or sale that occurred was pursuant to the contract instruction
or plan.

Currently, Form 144 requires a selling security holder to represent, as of the date
that the form is signed, that he or she "does not know any material adverse information in
regard to the current and prospective operations of the issuer of the securities to be sold
which has not been publicly disclosed." The Division of Corporation Finance has
indicated that a selling security holder who satisfies Rule 1Ob5-1 (c) may modify the
Form 144 representation to indicate that he or she had no knowledge of material adverse
information about the issuer as of the date on which the holder adopted the written
trading plan or gave the trading instructions, specifying that date and indicating that the
representation speaks as ofthat date. 137
In order to reconcile the Form 144 representation with Rule 1Ob5-1, we are
proposing to codify this interpretive position. Under the proposed amendments, Form
144 filers would be able to make the required representation as of the date that they
adopted written trading plans or gave trading instructions that satisfy Rule 10b5-l(c).
137

See the Division of Corporation Finance Manual ofPublicly Available Telephone Interpretations,
Fourth Supplement (May 30, 2001), at Rule 10b5-1; Form 144, Interpretation No.2.
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. Reguest for Comments

•

Should we codify all of the above staff positions? Is the codification of
the staff position on securities acquired under Section 4(6) appropriate and
consistent with the purposes ofRule 144? Would codification of the staff
positions on the Rule 144 holding period help to resolve any confusion
regarding how to calculate the holding period? Would codification of the
position on the aggregation of pledgees securities assist security holders in
determining their volume limitations? If you believe we should not codify
any of these positions, which one or ones should we not codify? If so,
why?

•

Should we revise any of the staff's existing positions on these matters? If
so, which position and why? Does the wording of any of the proposed
language suggest a change, or create ambiguity, in the staff's position?

•

Would codification of the staff position on the treatment of securities
issued by blank check companies protect against abuse relating to the
resale of such securities? Should we expand the staff position to preclude
reporting and non-reporting shell companies from relying on Rule 144?

•

Should we permit reliance on Rule 144 for the resale of securities of
former shell companies if the company is a reporting company, the
company is no longer a shell company, the company has filed Form 10
information reflecting its status as an entity that is not a shell company,
and either 90 days have elapsed since the filing of the Form 10
information or the holding period has been met? Is 90 days an appropriate

49

amount of time? Should the delay be longer(~ 180 days or one year)?
Are there any reasons not to adopt such an amendment? Should we
expand the proposed revision to permit reliance on Rule 144 also for the
resale of securities of non-reporting companies that were formerly nonreporting shell companies where there is publicly available information
(provided under Rule 15c2-11) 138 reflecting that such companies have
obtained business operations or more than nominal assets?
F.

Amendments to Rule 145

Securities Act Rule 145 provides that exchanges of securities in connection with
reclassifications of securities, mergers or consolidations or transfers of assets that are
subject to shareholder vote constitute sales of those securities. Rule 145(c) deems
persons who were parties to such a transaction, other than the issuer, or affiliates of such
parties to be underwriters. Rule 145(d) sets forth the restrictions on the resale of
securities received in such transactions by persons deemed underwriters. In the 1997
proposal, we proposed to eliminate the presumed underwriter and resale provisions in
Rule 145(c) and (d). Many commenters supported the 1997 proposa1. 139
After reviewing comments on the proposal, we believe it is appropriate to
eliminate the presumptive underwriter provision in Rule 145, as it is no longer necessary
in most circumstances. However, based on our experience with business combinations
involving shell companies that have resulted in abusive sales of securities, we believe that
there continues to be a need to apply the presumptive underwriter provision to shell
138

17 CFR 240.15c2-ll.

139

See letters from ABA; ASCS; AT&T; BG&E; Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, LLP (Brobeck);
Corporate Counsel; Intel; NY Bar; NY City Bar; SIA; Smith Barney; Sullivan & Cromwell; and
Testa Hurwitz.
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companies and their affiliates and promoters. Accordingly, we propose amendments to
Rule 145(c) and (d) that would: 140
•

Eliminate the presumed underwriter status provision in Rule 145(c) except
with regard to Rule 145(a) transactions that involve a shell company
(other than a business related shell company); 141 and

•

Harmonize the requirements in Rule 145(d) with the proposed provisions
in Rl}le 144 that would apply to securities of shell companies.

142

Under the proposed rule, parties to the transaction in Rule 145(a), other than the issuer,
and their affiliates, where a party to the transaction is a shell company, other than a
business combination related shell company, could resell securities acquired in
connection with the transaction only in accordance with Rule 145(d).
Under proposed Rule 145(d), the persons and parties that are deemed presumed
underwriters would be permitted to resell their securities to the same extent that affiliates
of a shell company would be permitted to resell their securities under Rule 144, as
proposed. The securities could be only sold after any company that was a shell company
and a party to the transaction has ceased to be a shell company and at least 90 days have
elapsed since the securities were acquired in the transaction, subject to Rule 144
conditions. 143 The 90 day-delay is consistent with the 90-day delay that we are
140

We also propose to add the definition of"affiliate" to paragraph (e) and transfer the definition of
"party'' from paragraph (c) to paragraph (e).

·141

See proposed Rule 145(c). The terms, "shell company" and "business combination related shell
company," are defined in Securities Act Rule 405. See also Release No. 33-8587 (Jul. 15, 2005)
[70 FR 42233].

142

See proposed Rule 145(d).

143

The securities acquired by the parties and persons deemed presumed underwriters would be
acquired pursuant to an effective registration statement. As in the proposed Rule 144
amendments, this 90-day delay would allow the market extra time to absorb the information in the
registration statement before these persons and parties can publicly resell the securities.
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proposing in paragraph (i) ofRule 144 relating to the use ofRule 144 for the resale of
securities of a former shell company. As in the proposed amendments to Rule 144, after
six months have elapsed since the securities were acquired in the transaction, the persons
and parties would be permitted to resell their securities, subject only to the current public
information condition in Rule 144, provided that the sellers are not affiliates of the issuer
at the time of sale and have not been affiliates during the three months before the sale.
As in the proposed amendments to Rule 144, one year after the securities were acquired
in the transaction the persons and parties would be permitted to freely resell their
securities, provided that they are non-affiliates at the time of sale and have not been
affiliates during the three months before the sale.
In addition, similar to the proposal for the Preliminary Note in Rule 144, we
propose to add a note that Rule 145(c)and (d) are not available with respect to any
transaction or series of transactions that, although in technical compliance with the rule,
is part of a plan or scheme to evade the registration requirements of the Act. 144 We also
propose to clarify language in Rule 145(d) regarding the securities that were acquired in a
transaction specified in paragraph Rule 145(a). 145

Request for Comment
•

Should we limit the Rule 145 presumptive underwriter provision only to
transactions involving shell companies? Are there any other transactions
for which the presumptive underwriter provision should continue to

144

See proposed Note to Paragraphs (c) and (d) of Rule 145.

145

We propose to revise the phrase in Rule 145(d) relating to "registered securities" to say instead
"securities acquired in a transaction specified in paragraph (a) that was registered under the Act,"
which we believe is a more accurate description.
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apply? Should we eliminate this provision with respect to transactions
involving shell companies?
•

Are the proposed amendments to Rule 145(d) appropriate? Should we
retain the requirement that the issuer of the securities must meet the
current public information requirements of Rule 144(c) for a prescribed
period of time before the party is permitted to resell freely its securities in
the issuer?

•

Are the time periods that the parties and their affiliates must wait before
being permitted to resell the securities in proposed Rule 145(d)
appropriate? Is it appropriate to require those deemed underwriters to wait
at least 90 days before being permitted to resell their securities? Should
the requirement be shorter or longer (M,., 30, 60, 120, or 180 days, or one
year)? If so, why?

•

Should we add the note that Rule 145(c) and (d) are not available with
respect to any transaction or series of transactions that, although in
technical compliance with the rule, is part of a plan or scheme to evade the
registration requirements of the Act?

G.

Conforming and Other Amendments

1.

Underlying Securities in Asset-Backed Securities Transactions

The proposals we make today necessitate consideration of proposed changes to
other rules that refer to Rule 144. In particular, we are proposing changes to the assetbacked rules. We adopted Securities Act Rule 190 to clarify when registration of the sale
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of underlying securities in asset-backed securities transactions is required. 146 One of the
basic premises underlying ABS offerings is that an investor is buying participation in the
underlying assets. Therefore, if the assets being securitized are themselves securities
under the Securities Act (commonly referred to as a "resecuritization"), the offering of
the underlying securities must itselfbe registered or exempt from registration under the
Securities Act. Rule 190 provides the framework for determining if registration of the
sale of these underlying assets is required at the time of the registered ABS offering.
One of the requirements of Rule 190 is that the depositor would be free to
publicly resell the securities without registration under the Securities Act.

147

This

provision currently notes as an example that if the underlying securities are Rule 144
restricted securities, they must meet the condition of 144(k) (~, a two-year holding
period by non-affiliates). Because of the manner of sale restrictions on asset-backed
securities, this example means that in order to meet this condition under Rule 190, at least
two years must have elapsed from the date the securities were acquired from the issuer of
the underlying securities, or an affiliate, and the date they are pooled and resecuritized
pursuant to Rule I 90.
Our proposed revisions to Rule 144 with no concurrent revision to Rule 190
would allow privately placed debt or other ABS to be publicly resecuritized in as little as
six months after their original issuance without registration of the underlying
securities. 148 Given that that Rule 190 addresses the public distribution of privately

146

17 CFR 230.190 and Release No. 33-8518 (Dec. 22, 2004) [70 FR 1506].

147

17 CFR 230.190(a)(3).

148

Although the ABS securities we are discussing may be privately placed, the issuing trust will have
also registered the sale of other ABS and may have a reporting obligation under Section 15(d) for
some time.
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placed securities via resecuritization transactions, we are proposing revisions to Rule 190
in order to keep the current two-year period for resecuritizations that do not require
registration of the underlying securities. 149
A particular issuance of asset-backed securities often involves one or more
publicly offered classes(~, classes rated investment grade) as well as one or more
privately placed classes(~, non-investment grade subordinated classes). In most
instances, the subordinated classes act as structural credit enhancement for the publicly
offered senior classes by receiving payments after, and therefore absorbing losses before,
the senior classes. These unregistered asset-backed securities are typically rated below
investment grade or are unrated and as such could not be offered on Form S-3. They
typically are not fungible with registered securities from the same offering and are held
by very few investors. Further, the trust or issuing entity usually ceases reporting under
the Exchange Act with respect to the publicly offered classes after its initial Form 10-K is
filed. We understand the privately placed subordinated securities in these transactions
are often the types of securities that are pooled and resecuritized into new asset-backed
securities. 150
Due to the particular circumstances of asset-backed securities and the established
experience with a two-year period under both the ABS rules and the prior staff positions
that were codified by those rules, we are not persuaded at this time that we should shorten
the current two-year holding period for restricted securities that are to be sold into

149

This proposed change would not in any way impact the disclosure requirements for
resecuritizaitons.

ISO

See Saskia Scholtes, Left in the Dark on Debt Obligations, FT.com (Mar. 27, 2007) (descnbing
privately placed collateralized debt obligations (COOs) vehicles used to repackage portfolios of
other debt and noting that "the biggest category of deals, at 44%, consisted ofCDOS backed by
asset-backed securities such as those backed by subprime mortgages").
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publicly-registered securitizations. As a result, we are proposing to amend Rule 190 to
provide that if the underlying securities are Rule 144 restricted securities, Rule 144 must
be available for the sale of the securities in the resecuritization, except that at least two
years must have elapsed since the later of the date the securities were acquired from the
issuer of the underlying securities or from an affiliate of the issuer of the underlying
securities. Of course, the underlying securities could still be resecuritized if they do not
meet this requirement; their sale would just need to be concurrently registered with the
offering of the asset-backed securities on a form for which the offering of the class of
underlying securities would be eligible. In addition, nothing in Rule 190 as we propose
to amend it would lengthen the holding period of the underlying securities for resales
other than in connection with publicly registered resecuritizations.
2.

Securities Act Rule 701(g)(3)

Securities Act Rule 701(g)(3) 151 outlines the resale limitations for securities
issued under Rule 701. The limitations for resales by non-affiliates includes references to
paragraphs (e) and (h) of Rule 144, which under the proposed rules, would no longer
apply to resales by non-affiliates. Accordingly, it is appropriate to propose a conforming
amendment to remove references to Rule 144(e) and (h) from Rule 701. 152
. Request for Comment

•

Is the revision to Rule 190 appropriate? Are we correct in understanding
that privately placed securities that are resecuritized pursuant to Rule 190
typically were acquired from the issuer two or more years ago? Should
we shorten the two-year period for resecuritizations, but to not as short as

151

17 CFR 230.70l(g)(3).
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the six months we propose for certain other resales under Rule 144? What
interim length would be appropriate~' one year)?
•

Should we limit our revision to just underlying securities that are assetbacked securities and allow non-asset-backed securities such as corporate
debt to be securitized without registration in the revised Rule 144 periods?

•

Are there other instances where our rules reference Rule 144 or Rule 145
that would ~arrant change as a result of our proposed revisions to those
rules?

•
III.

Is the proposed change to Rule 701 appropriate?

Coordination of Form 144 Filing Requirements with Form 4 Filing
Requirements

Rule 144 requires a seller to transmit a Form 144 for filing concurrently with
either the placing with a broker of an order to execute a sale of securities in reliance upon
Rule 144 or the execution directly with a market maker of such a sale, if the sale has
ex.ceeded certain filing thresholds. 153 The proposed amendments above eliminate the
Form 144 filing requirement for non-affiliates, and therefore, the Form 144 filing
requirements would apply only to affiliates of the issuer. 154
Many affiliates of an issuer under Rule 144 are also insiders of the issuer under
Section 16 of the Exchange Act. 155 Pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 16a-3, 156 insiders are
152

See proposed Rule 701(g)(3).

153

See Rule 144(h). As noted above, we are proposing to raise the thresholds that trigger the Form
144 filing requirement.

154

See Section II.B above.

155

Section 16 requirements apply to every person who is directly or indirectly the beneficial owner of
more than l 0% of any class of any equity security (other than an exempted security) which is
registered pursuant to Section .12, or who is a director or an officer of the issuer.

156

17 CFR 240.16a-3.
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required to report changes in beneficial ownership, including purchases and sales of
securities, on Form 4. 157 Some of the items required by Form 144 are duplicative of the
requirements on Form 4. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 158 changed the Form 4 filing
deadline to two business days after the transaction is executed. As a result, affiliates
selling securities under Rule 144 often are required to file a Form 4 just a few days after
they file a Form 144 to report information regarding the same sale of securities.
In order to reduce duplicative requirements on individuals who are subject to both
the Form 144 filing requirements and the Section 16 filing requirements, we solicit
comment on how best to coordinate the Form 144 filing requirement with the filing
requirements under Section 16 of the Exchange Act for an affiliate who wishes to rely on
Rule 144 and is subject to the Section 16 filing requirements. 159 Specifically, we solicit
comment on the following:
•

Revising the filing deadline for Form 144 to coincide with the filing
deadline for Form 4 (before the end of the second business day following
the day on which the subject transaction was executed); 160

•

Permitting affiliates subject to Section 16 filing requirements to, at their
option, satisfy their Form 144 filing requirements by timely filing a Form
4 to report the sale of their securities; and

157

17 CFR249.104 and 17 CFR274.203.

158

P. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745.

159

See also letter from Corporate Counsel.

160

See Exchange Act Rule 16a-3(g).
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•

Revising Item 701 ofRegulations S-B and S-K 161 to require additional
disclosure about the resale status of securities issued in unregistered
transactions at the time the company first issues the securities.

While Form 144 and Form 4 both provide information regarding the title of the
class of securities sold, the number of shares subject to sale, the aggregate market value
of those shares, and the date of sale, there are, however, some differences in the
disclosure required by Form 144 and Form 4 with respect to sales of securities. For
example, Form 4 does not request some information that is required to be provided in
Form 144, including:
•

the date that the securities were acquired;

•

the nature of the acquisition transaction;

•

the name of the person from whom the securities were acquired;

•

the amount of securities acquired;

•

the date of payment for the securities; and

•

the nature of payment.

In addition, while Form 144 requires disclosure regarding securities sold in the three
months prior to the sale, if a person has not been subject to the Section 16 reporting
obligations for three months, that person's Section 16 reports would not provide complete
information regarding sales of securities in the last three months. Also, Form 4 does not
contain the proposed representation that is given by security holders that they do not

161

17 CFR 228.701 and 229.701. We recently proposed to integrate Regulation S-B disclosure
requirements into Regulation S-K disclosure requirements. See SEC Press Release No. 2007-102
(May 23, 2007), available at http://www.sec.gov/news/press.shtml.
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know material adverse information about the company as of the date that they adopted a
plan under Exchange Act Rule 1Ob5-1 or gave trading instructions, as applicable. 162

0

We preliminarily believe that if we permit a security holder to satisfy a Form 144
filing requirement by filing a Form 4, Form 4 should be amended to require the security
holder that wishes to satisfy a Form 144 filing requirement to provide the following
information regarding Rule 144 compliance in Form 4:
•

the date that the securities were acquired (for purposes of the holding
period calculation under Rule 144(d)); 163

•

the name of the person from whom the securities were acquired;

•

the date of payment for the securities; and

•

the nature of the payment.

Regarding the items in Form 144 relating to the nature of the acquisition transaction and
the amount of securities acquired, we believe that such information or similar information
could be available in a previously filed Form 4 reporting the purchase of the securities,
unless the security holder was not subject to Section 16 requirements at the time the
securities were acquired. We solicit comment on which Form 144 disclosure items we
should preserve and transfer from Form 144 to Form 4, if we were to permit security
holders to satisfy their Form 144 obligations with a Form 4.
We also solicit comment on whether Form 4 should be expanded to include these
additional disclosure items. Wehave concerns, however, that simply combining the

162

See Section II.E. 7 of this release.

163

We believe that this item should be added to Form 4, because if the security holder was deemed to
have acquired the securities on an earlier date under the tacking provisions in Rule 144(d), the date
that the security holder acquired the securities for Rule 144 purposes could differ from the date
that would have been previously reported on the Form 4 covering the acquisition transaction.
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required disclosures on the two forms into Form 4 may be confusing to filing persons as
well as other market participants. For example, because some of the information required
on Form 144 is not relevant to all persons filing Form 4, a person filing a Form 4 who is
not required to file a Form 144 should not be required to provide that information.
Similarly, the two forms also can report different events. Form 4 reports both purchases
and sales, while Form 144 reports only sales. In short, much of the information in each
form may not be relevant to filers of the other form and may cause confusion among
filers of the forms and investors.
Because Form 4 is an electronic filing on the Commission's Electronic Data
Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval System (EDGAR), one alternative may be to
implement programming changes to EDGAR to modify the user interface for Form 4 in
such a way as to provide access to the portion of that form that would request Rule 144
information only if the filer affirmatively asserts that he or she wishes to satisfy his or her
Rule 144 notice obligations on Form 4. Programming changes also could be made to
enable a filer to enter all relevant information on one user interface which would
automatica.lly create two separate filings, one on Form 4 and the other on Form 144. To
the extent possible, we seek to reduce filing requirements without losing important
disclosure or causing confusion to filers and users of Form 4 and
Form 144.
Such coordination also would require a revision to the statement in Rule 144(g)
that the broker would deemed to be aware of any facts or statements contained in the
notice required by Rule 144(h).

164

164

If a security holder has filed a Form 4 to satisfy his or

Existing Note (i) of Rule 144(g)(3) also states that the broker, for his own protection, should
obtain and retain in his files a copy of the notice required by paragraph (h).
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her Form 144 filing requirement, we preliminarily believe that a broker should also be
deemed to be aware of any facts contained in a Form 4 that are relevant to Rule 144, if·
this is the approach we adopt in the end. We request comment on this point and how to
best address this issue.
Because some information on Form 144 would no longer be provided if we were
to adopt theseamendments, we believe that additional disclosure in registration
statements or periodic reports filed by the issuer of the securities may help to inform the
market about the number of restricted securities available for resale. We solicit comment
on a possible amendment to Item 701 of Regulations S-K and S-B that would require
disclosure regarding: (1) whether the securities issued in unregistered transactions were
restricted securities, as defined in Rule 144(a)(3); (2) if the securities were not restricted
securities, the resale status of such securities under Rule 144; and (3) if the securities
were restricted securities, the first date when such securities could be deemed to meet the
holding period requirement in Rule 144(d).
Request for Comment

•

Should we permit persons who are subject to Section 16 reporting
obligations to provide the disclosure required by Form 144 on Form 4
instead? Is there any particular information currently disclosed on Form
144 that would otherwise not be disclosed on Form 4 which industry
participants or security holders want or find material? If so, what is that
information?

•

Could relevant information be reported elsewhere? Should we revise
Item 701 ofRegulations S-K and S-B to require added disclosure in a
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company's registration statement or periodic reports about the resale status
of securities issued in unregistered transactions at the time when the
company first sells the securities? What other types of disclosure
regarding restricted securities (other than the resale status of the securities)
would be useful to the market? Would disclosure regarding the securities
at the time they were first issued be beneficial, or would such disclosure
be premature and speculative?
•

If we permit persons subject to Section 16 reporting obligations to file a
Form 4 in lieu of a Form 144, is it appropriate to delay the filing deadline
ofForm 144 to two business days after the transaction is completed? 165 Is
there a benefit to having this information at an earlier time, rather than two
business days after the transaction is completed? How do market
participants use the information in Form 144 today?

•

If we expand Form 4 by adding requirements from Form 144, would Form
144 information contained in Form 4 be more difficult to find? Should we
provide a means to allow persons searching on EDGAR to determine
whether a Form 4 is being used to disclose Form 144

information(~,

a

checkbox on Form 4)?
•

Should we mandate that Form 144 be filed electronically on EDGAR
when the form relates to the securities of a reporting company?

165

Such an amendment would also necessitate revising the rule to modify or delete the requirement in
proposed Rule l44(h) that the security holder filing the notice shall have a bcina fide intention to
sell the securities referred to therein within a reasonable time after the filing of such notice.
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•

Should we expand Form 4 to add disclosure requirements from Form 144
for these purposes? If so, which disclosures from Form 144 should we
retain? Should we modify Form 4 to incorporate them or should this
information be provided as a supplemenf to Form 4? For example, should
Form 144 information be in a new separate table? Would a combined
Form 4/Form 144 be confusing to investors, other persons using the forms,
or persons submitting the forms?

•

Should we require only persons that seek to satisfy both their Rule 144
and Form 4 requirements with one form to fill out all of the questions on a
combined Form 4/Form 144? If so, what mechanisms can we use to
prevent confusion and assist filers in providing only the information that
they are required to provide? For example, should we implement
programming changes to EDGAR that would electronically filter out any
filers not seeking to report information pursuant to Rule 144 on their Form
4 by withholding questions relevant to Rule 144 unless the filer indicates
that he or she intends to provide such information on Form 4?

•

Would combining the forms and delaying the Rule 144 filing date make it
more difficult for brokers to perform the inquiries required in order to
qualify the transaction as a "brokers' transaction"? Do brokers and
transfer agents need to see Form 144 information prior to executing the
transaction? Is there a better way for these parties to obtain this
information prior to executing the transaction other than a separate filing?
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Should brokers be deemed to be aware of facts contained in Form 4 to the
extent that the form is filt:id for Rule 144 purposes?
•

Should we implement programming changes to EDGAR that would
enable security holders to create two separate filings, one Form 4 and one
Form 144, at the same time by completing only one submission to
EDGAR? Would this lessen the probability of confusion that would result
if items on Form 144 were transferred to Form 4?

IV.

General Request for Comments

We request and encourage any interested person to submit comments regarding:
•

The proposed rule changes that are the subject of this release;

•

Additional or different changes; or

•

Other matters that may have an effect on the proposals contained in this
release.

We request comment from the point of view of registrants, investors and other
users of information about the resale of restricted securities and securities owned by
affiliates of the issuer.
V.

Paperwork Reduction Act
A.

Background

Our proposals contain "collection of information" requirements within the
· meaning of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 ("PRA"). 166 We are submitting the
proposed revisions to Form 144 to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for

166

44 u.s.c. 3501

~~
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review in accordance with the PRA. 167 The title for the information collection is "Notice
of Proposed Sale of Securities Pursuant to Rule 144 under the Securiti~s Act of 1933"
(OMB Control No. 3235-0101 ). An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is
not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a current valid
control number.
B.

Summary of Proposed Amendments

The proposed amendments would eliminate the need for non-affiliates of the
issuer to file Form 144. In addition, the proposal would raise the filing threshold for
Form 144 to 1,000 shares or $50,000 worth of securities during a three-month period.
/

Currently, the Form 144 filing threshold is 500 shares and $10,000. Form 144 may be
filed in paper or electronically using the EDGAR filing system. The proposed
amendments also include·two limited changes to Form 144. 168 The primary purpose of
this collection of information is the disclosure of a proposed sale of securities by security
holders deemed not to be engaged in the distribution of the securities. The filings are
publicly available. Persons reselling securities in reliance on Rule 144 are the
respondents to the information required by Form 144. The information collection
requirements imposed by Form 144 are mandatory.
Currently, an estimated 60,500 notices on Form 144 are filed annually for a total
burden of 121,000 hours. 169 If adopted, the amendments would eliminate the need for
non-affiliates to ever file a Form 144. We currently estimate that approximately 45%, or

167

See 44 U.S.C. 3507 and 5 CFR 1320.11.

168

We propose to amend Form 144 to include information regarding security holders' hedging
activities and to allow security holders to represent that they do not know of material adverse
information about the company as of the date they adopt a plan under Exchange Act Rule 1Ob5-l.

169

This reflects current OMB estimates.
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27,127, of the total60,500 filings ate filed by non-affiliates. 170 Under the proposals,
these filings would no longer be required. In addition, we estimate that increasing the
Form 144 filing thresholds from 500 shares or $10,000 to 1,000 shares or $50,000 would
reduce the number of filings by affiliates by approximately 5%, or 3,025 filings. 171 We
estimate that each notice on Form 144 imposes a burden for purposes of the Paperwork
Reduction Act of two hours. 172 Therefore, we estimate that the proposals would reduce
the burden on selling security holders by approximately 60,300 burden hours. 173
C.

Solicitation of Comments

Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3506(c)(2)(B), we request comments to (1) evaluate
whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance
of the functions of the agency, including whether the information would have practical
utility; (2) evaluate the accuracy of our estimate of the burden of the proposed collection
of information; (3) determine whether there are ways to enhance the quality, utility and
clarity ofthe information to be collected; and (4) evaluate whether there are ways to
minimize the burden of the collection of information on those who are to respond,
including through the use of automated collection techniques or other forms of
information technology.
Persons submitting comments on the collection of information requirements
should direct the comments to the Office of Management and Budget, Attention: Desk
Officer for the Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of Information and
170

The Office ofEcononiic Analysis obtained data from the Thomson Financial Wharton Research
Database. The estimate is based on information contained in notices on Form 144 filed in 2005.

171

This estimate is based on information contained in notices on Form 144 filed in 2005.

172

This is the same as the current OMB estimate.

173

(27,127 filings+ 3,025 filings)* 2 hours/filing= 60,304 hourS.
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Regulatory Affairs, Washington, DC 20503, and should send a copy to Nancy M. Morris,
s·ecretary, Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC
20549-9303, with reference to File No. S7-11-07. Requests formaterials submitted to
OMB by the Commission with regard to these collections of information should be in
writing, refer to File No. S7-11-07, and be submitted to the Securities and Exchange
Commission, Records Management, Office ofFilings and Information Services, 100 F
Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. OMB is required to make a decision concerning the
collection of information between 30 and 60 days after publication of this release ..
Consequently, a comment to OMB is best assured of having its full effect if OMB
receives it within 30 days of publication.
VI.

Cost-Benefit Analysis
A.

Background

Rule 144 under the Securities Act of 1933 creates a safe harborfor the sale of
securities under the exemption set forth in Section 4(1) of the Securities Act.
Specifically, a selling shareholder is deemed not an underwriter under Section 2(a)(11),
and therefore may take advantage of the Section 4( 1) exemption and need not register its
sale of securities, if the sale complies with the provisions of the rule. Rule 145 requires
Securities Act registration of certain types of business combination transactions. Rule
145 contains a safe harbor provision similar to Rule 144 for presumed underwriters who
receive securities in such a business combination transaction. Form 144 is required to be
filed by persons intending to sell securities in reliance on Rule 144 if the amount of
securities to be sold in any three-month period exceeds 500 shares or other units or the
aggregate sales price exceeds $10,000. The primary purpose of the form is to publicly
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disclose the proposed sale of securities by persons not deemed to be engaged in the
distribution of the securities.

B.

Description of Proposal

We are proposing amendments to Rule 144, Rule 145, and Form 144 that would
accomplish the following:
•

Simplify the Preliminary Note to Rule 144 and text of Rule 144, using
plain English principles;

•

Reduce the Rule 144(d) holding period for restricted securities of
reporting companies to six months for both affiliates and non-affiliates;

•

Significantly reduce requirements

applicabl~

to non-affiliates of reporting

and non-reporting companies so that:
0

Non-affiliates of reporting companies would be subject only to the
current public information requirement after meeting the six-month
(or more depending on hedging activities) holding period and up
until one year since the date they acquired their securities; and

0

Non-affiliates of non-reporting companies would be able to resell
freely after the one-year holding period;

•

Require that security holders toll the holding period during the time they
enter into certain hedging transactions, but in no event would the holding
period extend beyond one year;

•

Eliminate the "manner of sale" limitations with respect to debt securities;

•

Increase the thresholds that would trigger a Form 144 filing requirement;
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•

Codify the staffs positions, as they relate to Rule 144, concerning the
following issues:
0

Inclusion of securities acquired in a transaction under Section 4( 6)
of the Securities Act in the definition of"restricted securities,"

0

The effect that creation of a holding company structure has on a
security holder's holding period,

0

Holding periods for conversions and exchanges of securities,

0

Holding periods for cashless exercise of options and warrants,

0

Aggregation of a pledgee's resales with resales by other pledgees
of the same security for the purpose of determining the amount of
securities sold,

0

The extent to which securities issued by reporting and nonreporting shell companies are eligible for resale under Rule 144,
and

0

Representations required from security holders relying on Rule
10b5-1(c); and

•

Eliminate the presumptive underwriter status in Securities Act Rule 145,
except for transactions involving a shell company, and harmonize the
resale requirements in that rule with the proposed resale requirements for
securities of shell companies in Rule 144.

We also solicit comment on how best to coordinate the Form 144 filing deadline with the
Form 4 filing deadline and permit persons who are subject to Section 16 to meet their
Form 144 filing requirement by filing a Form 4.
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C.

Benefits

If adopted, the proposed amendments should reduce the cost of complying with
Rules 144 and 145. We have examined the Forms 144 that have been filed with the
Commission since 1997. 174 In 2006, the volume of transactions filed under Rule 144
exceeded $71 billion, and more than 50% of U.S. public companies, large and small
alike, have reported every year at least one transaction on Form 144. Reducing the
burden associated with these transactions can reduce the cost of capital to these
compames.
One item on Form 144 requires security holders to provide information on the
nature of the acquisition transaction. Some Form 144 filers acquire their securities from
the company as a private investment, while others receive the securities as part of their
employee awards, or as a form of payment for services to the company. Reducing the
burden associated with selling these securities not only can reduce the cost of raising
capital, but also may increase the value of these securities in·non-cash transactions and
reduce the cost of services and employment.
For the most part, transactions that were filed on Form 144 have been small. In
2006, about 90% of the transactions had a market value ofless than $2 million and 99%
of these transactions had a market value of less than $20 million. More than half of the
investors report total annual transactions of a market value of less than $240,000 with any
specific company. Thus, reducing the costs associated with filing Form 144 and raising
the thresholds that trigger a Form 144 filing requirement are likely to affect many small
investors.
174

These filings were obtained through Thomson Financial's Wharton Research Database which
inchides Forms 144 filed from 1996 through 2007.
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We expect that the increase in the value of these securities would come from
several sources under the proposed rule. The first is the increase in the liquidity of the
securities. Investors, suppliers, or employees who are restricted from selling securities
· and who cannot hedge their positions are generally exposed to more risk than those who
are not subject to such limitations, and generally require higher compensation (or a larger
discount) for this risk. 175 We should also expect that the longer the non-trading period,
the higher the premium that investors charge for their lack ofliquidity. 176 Thus, reducing
the time limit for selling these securities in the market is likely to reduce the discount that
investors will charge for these securities, or the amount of securities that the company
will need to provide for services. The actual reduction in this cost of capital will depend
on the extent to which the six-month limit has a binding impact on security holders'
decisions to resell their securities, and the extent to which investors, employees, or
service providers can protect themselves against such exposure.
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There is also evidence that the non-trading period is associated with the premium that investors
charge for lack of liquidity. See, for example, Silber, W.L., Discounts on restricted stock: The
impact of illiquidity on stock prices, Financial Analysts Journal, 47, 60-64 ( 1991 ). Several studies
have attempted to separate the discount associated with the non-transferability of the shares from
other factors that affect the discount. See, for example, Wruck, K. H., Equity Ownership
Concentration and Firm Value, Evidence from Private Equity Financings, Journal of Financial
Economics, 23, 3-28 (1989); Hertzel, M., and R. L. Smith, Market Discounts and Shareholder
· Gains for Placing Equity Privately, Journal of Finance, 459-485 (1993); Bajaj, M., Denis, D.,
Ferris, S.P., and A. Sru:in, Firm Value and Marketability Discounts, Journal ofCorponite Law, 27,
89-115 (2001); Finnerty, J.D., The Impact of Transfer Restrictions on Stock Prices (Fordham U.
Working Paper, 2002). The average discounts attributed to lack of transferability across these
studies is estimated between 7% and 20%. Other factors that could affect the discount are the
amount of resources that private investors heed to expend to assess the quality of the issuing firm
or to monitor the firm, the ability of the investors to diversify the risk associated with the
investment, whether the investors are cash constrained, the financial situation of the firm, etc.
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We are not aware of any empirical work that examines the effect of shortening the holding period
in Rule 144 on the discount. Longstaff ( 1995) calculates an upper bound for percentage discounts
for lack of marketability. According to his model, drops in a restriction from two years to one
year and from one year to 180 days are associated each with a 30% drop in the discount.
Longstaff, F. A., How Much Can Marketability Affect Security Values? Journal of Finance, 50,
1767-1774 {1995).
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Also, resale transactional costs for non-affiliate selling security holders should
decrease as a result of the removal of all conditions other than the holding period and the
current public information condition applicable to non-affiliates. Reducing restrictions
on resales by non-affiliates would streamline the rule and reduce the complexity of the
rule. This and other simplifications of the rule and Preliminary Note to Rule 144 should
make it easier to understand and follow, reducing the time that investors must spend
analyzing whether or not they can rely on the rule as a safe harbor from the requirement
to register the resale of their securities. However, because we are proposing to shorten
the holding period only with respect to securities of reporting companies, the proposals
would add some additional complexity that would diminish the effect of simplifying the
other aspects of the rule.
If the proposals are adopted, non-affiliates would no longer have to file a Form
144. Therefore, they would save the cost of preparing and filing this form, as well as the
transactional costs related to Rule 144' s manner of sale requirements and volume of sale
limitations. The increase in the Form 144 filing thresholds should further reduce the
number of transactions for which a Form 144 needs to be filed for affiliates of the issuer.
This would eliminate the cost of filing the form for transactions that fall below the
thresholds.
The elimination of the manner of sale limitations would reduce costs for debt
security holders. It is difficult to estimate the amount of reduction. Among the Forms
144 filed in 2005, we found at least 200 filings covering a sale of debt securities,
although we believe the actual number of debt securities resales relying on Rule 144 may
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be higher than this. 177 The elimination of the manner of sale limitation may also reduce
brokers' fees, and therefore result in a reduction of revenue for brokers.
The codification of existing staff positions should create no added cost to
companies or investors because, substantively, there is no expected change in practice.
However, these codifications should provide substantial benefit to the investing
community by clarifying and better publicizing the staffs positions. Greater clarity and
transparency of our rules should reduce security holders' transactional costs by
eliminating uncertainty and reducing the need for legal analysis.
The proposed amendments to Rule 145 remove what we preliminarily believe are
unnecessary restraints on the resale of securities by parties or their affiliates to a merger,
recapitalization, or other transaction listed in Rule 145(a). The proposed amendments to
Rule 145 would reduce costs incurred by companies, parties to the transaction, and their
affiliates to comply with the resale and other restrictions of the rule. Retaining the
presumptive underwriter provision for transactions involving shell companies is intended
to afford investors with additional protection against manipulative practices or abusive
sales by parties to the transaction and their affiliates after the completion of the Rule 145
transaction.
The primary benefit of permitting an affiliate to satisfy a Form 144 filing
. requirement by timely filing a Form 4 reporting the sale of securities would be to reduce
duplicative paperwork costs incurred by these individuals. We solicit comment on a
. number of alternatives to address this point, including which items on Form 144 could be
transferred to Form 4 in order to ascertain which items on Form 144 are more important
177

We base the estimate on number of filings that indicated that the securities were debt securities in
the section of the Form 144 that requests information on the nature of the acquisition transaction.
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to the market and should therefore be preserved. While the market would receive the
information later if the Form 144 filing deadline were to be revised to coincide with the
Form 4 filing deadline, the information that would have been contained on Form 144 may
be more easily accessible to users of the information, if transferred to Form 4, which is
filed electronically.
D.

Costs

The proposal to reintroduce a provision that tolls the holding period if the
shareholder had entered into a transaction that hedges the economic risk of ownership of
the securities may increase the cost of a private offering. The proposal provides that
regardless of the presence of such hedging, the holding period would not extend beyond
one year, which is the current holding period before security holders may begin to sell
their restricted securities. After one year, affiliates would be able to trade subject to the
conditions to which they are subject under the current rules. However, the tolling
provision may add a layer of complexity to calculating whether the holding period
requirement has been met between the six-month and one-year marks because subsequent
purchasers must determine whether previous owners of the securities have entered into
such hedging transactions. We seek to minimize the burden on security holders of
making this determination by providing, under the proposed rules, that the holding period
need not be suspen<;fed if the security holder reasonably believes that the previous owner
has not engaged in hedging transactions. We also believe that the ceiling on the proposed
tolling provision minimizes burdens. For example, a security holder who wishes to rely
on proposed Rule 144 but is unable to determine the previous owner's hedging activities
would be able to omit the period in which the previous owner held the securities in the
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calculation of the holding period or be subject to a maximum one-year holding period, as
under the current rule, and a non-affiliate security holder would be permitted to resell the
securities after one-year, regardless of any hedging activities in connection with the
securities. Also, as provided under the proposed revision to Note (ii) of Rule 144(g)(3),
brokers would also be required to inquire into security holders' hedging transaction
which may increase some costs for them, although we preliminarily believe such costs
would not be significant.
Under the proposed amendments, after one year, non-affiliates would be
permitted to sell their restricted securities freely without being subject to any other
condition. One concern is whether, in cases of the securities of a non-reporting company,
relieving non-affiliates from compliance with Rule 144' s existing conditions, including
the current public information condition requiring that there be adequate available current
information with respect to the issuer of the securities, would lead to abuse.
Reducing the requirements under Rule 144 might also cause a substitution effect,
where companies might choose to rely more on private transactions than on public
transactions to raise capital. There is also the risk that the market would not be informed
about the nature of these transactions, given that these transactions would not need to be
registered and given the changes to the Form 144 filing requirements. The market may
also be less informed, given that restricted securities of reporting companies could be
resold by non-affiliates earlier without complying with the condition that current
information on the issuer of the securities be publicly available, and restricted securities
of non-reporting companies could be resold by non-affiliates without ever complying
with the current public information condition. This, in return, could lead to a less
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efficient price formation. Direct negotiated deals with companies could also lead to
informational advantage of some investors. -Reducing the requirements could also lead to
movement of certain investors from public transactions to private transactions. The
effect of the proposed rule on these movements and their effect on investor wealth are
thus subject to many factors.
While these are potential costs, we believe that they are justified by the potential
benefits of the proposal and may not be significant in the aggregate. First, there is some
evidence that, on average, the announcement of resales under Rule 144 by security
holders has no adverse effect on stock prices, suggesting that the market does not
attribute an information advantage to these security holders at the time of selling. 178
Second, the rule provides several barriers to selling restricted securities by affiliated
investors to alleviate these concerns. Third, to the extent that privately negotiated deals
give private investors lucrative terms at the expense of public investors, public investors
may avoid such companies, and these companies may eventually be worse off. We
solicit comment as to whether information regarding the resale status of an issuer's
securities should be provided by other means such as pursuant to Item 701 of Regulation
S-K or RegulationS-B.
As noted above, the proposed amendments to Rule 145 would reduce costs
incurred by companies, parties to the transaction, and their affiliates to comply with the
resale and other restrictions of the presumed underwriter provision. The magnitude of
such reduction may vary.

178

Osborne, Alfred E., Rule 144 Volume Limitations and the Sale of Restricted Securities in the
Over-The-Counter Market, Journal of Finance, 37,505-523 (1982).
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E.

Request for Comments

We seek comments and empirical data on all aspects of this Cost-Benefit
Analysis. Specifically, we ask the following:
•

What would be the effect on the liquidity discount for privately issued
securitie~

of reducing the holding period for securities of reporting

companies to six months? Would this effect significantly increase a
company's ability to raise capital in private securities transactions?
Would the reduced holding period have ari impact, in particular, on the
ability of smaller businesses to raise capital?
•

Would shortening the holding period to six months for reporting
companies increase the frequency of abusive transactions where the
security holder has not taken a sufficient economic risk of investment?
What if the holding period for non-reporting companies is shortened to six
months as well?

•

What is the impact of eliminating the conditions to which non-affiliates
are currently subject for a period of time prior to free public resale (i.e.,
the current public information requirement, the volume limitations, the
manner of sale limitations, and the notice requirement)? Do any of the
current conditions to which non-affiliates are subject provide a measurable
benefit to the market? For example, would buyers of restricted securities

-

of non-reporting companies be disadvantaged because seTI"ers relying on
Rule 144 are no longer subject to the condition requiring that current
information of the issuer be publicly available?
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•

Who uses the information filed on Form 144? Would the proposed
elimination of the requirement to file a Form 144 by non-affiliates and the
proposed filing thresholds result in a loss of important information for
these individuals?

•

What would be the effect of reintroducing the tolling concept to Rule 144?
How would ifaffect a company's ability to raise capital? Would the
tolling provision impose undue costs on brokers and security holders due
to the additional duties relating to tracking the security holders' or
previous owners' hedging transactions? Would the tolling provision
impose costs on transfer agents?

•

What would be the impact of the proposed elimination of the limitations
on the manner of sale for debt securities? How much would debt security
holders save in fees that they would no longer incur under the proposed
amendments? What impact would the elimination have on brokers?
Would this proposal increase the burden on transfer agents?

•

What are the benefits and costs of codifying the staffs existing
interpretations under Rule 144?

•

What is the effect of the elimination of the presumptive underwriter
provision in Rule 145 for all transactions except those involving a shell
company?
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VII.

Consideration of Burden of Competition and Promotion of Efficiency,
Competition and Capital Formation

Securities Act Section 2(b) 179 requires us when engaging in rulemaking that
requires us to consider or determine whether an action is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, to consider, in addition to the protection of investors, whether the action
will promote efficiency, competition, and capital formation.
The proposed amendments are intended to reduce regulatory requirements for the
resale of securities and simplify the process of reselling such securities. Currently, a
shareholder owning restricted securities must wait until at least one year after the
securities are last sold by the issuer or an affiliate before that shareholder can rely on
Rule 144 safe harbor to resell those securities. The amendments would reduce this
holding period to as little as six months for restricted securities of Exchange Act
reporting companies if the security holder did not engage in hedging transactions with
respect to the securities. The holding period would extend past six months to the extent
the security holder engaged in hedging transactions, but in no event would the holding
period extend beyond one year. Restricted securities of non-reporting companies would
continue to be subject to a one-year holding period. A shorter holding period for
restricted securities of reporting companies may increase the liquidity of securities sold in
private transactions. This could result in increased efficiency in securities offerings
because companies will be able to sell securities in private offerings at prices closer to
prices that they may obtain in public markets, without the need to register those
securities, and otherwise obtain better terms in private offerings. We also believe that
this would promote capital formation, particularly for smaller companies, because the
179

15 U.S.C. 77b(b).
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proposals would increase the liquidity of securities sold in private transactions. The
amendments should increase a company's ability to raise capital in private securities
transactions, which may improve the competitiveness of those companies, particularly
smaller businesses that do not have ready access to public markets.
We do not believe that the proposed tolling provision that suspends the holding
period while a security holder is engaged in hedging transactions places an undue burden
on competition. The proposed tolling provision also may decrease efficiency somewhat
by discouraging security holders from engaging in hedging with respect to their
securities, however this effect should not be significant, as the proposed tolling provision
would apply only for up to six months.
The otherproposed amendments to Rule 144 generally should increase efficiency
and assist in capital formation. We believe that the proposed elimination of most of the
Rule 144 conditions applicable to non-affiliates may further increase the liquidity of
privately sold securities. We anticipate that the proposed elimination of the manner of
sale limitations for debt securities would provide security holders with greater flexibility
in the resale of their securities, thereby increasing efficiency. Raising the Form 144 filing
thresholds, as proposed, should also improve efficiency by reducing security holders'
paperwork burden.
Under the proposed amendment to Rule 145, individuals and small entities
owning stock in companies that engage in transactions specified in Rule 145(a) would no
longer be subject to the presumptive underwriter provision, except in the case of
transactions involving a shell company. These proposed amendments should improve
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competitiveness of many small entities by permitting them to resell securities without the
restrictions imposed by the current rule.
We request comment on whether the proposals, if adopted, would promote
efficiency, competition, and capital formation. Commenters are requested to provide
empirical data and other factual support for their views, if possible.
Section 23(a)(2) of the Exchange Act 180 requires us, when adopting rules under
the Exchange Act, to consider the impact that any new rule would have on competition.
In addition, Section 23(a)(2) prohibits us from adopting any rule that would impose a
burden on competition not necessary or appropriat~ in furtherance of the purposes of the
Exchange Act. We do not believe that the proposed coordination of the Form 144 filing
requirements with Form 4 filing requirements, if implemented, would cause a burden on
competition. We request comment on whether such amendments would have
competitively harmful effects, and how we can minimize those effects.
VIII. Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis

We have prepared this Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis in accordance with
Section 603 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 181 This analysis relates to the proposed
amendments to Rules 144 and 145 and Form 144 under the Securities Act.
A.

Reasons for, and Objectives of, Proposed Action

Rule 144 creates a safe harbor for the sale of securities under the exemption set
forth in Section 4(1) of the Securities Act. If a selling security holder satisfies its
conditions, that selling security holder may-resell his or her securities publicly without
registration and without being deemed an underwriter.
180

15 U.S.C. 78w(a)(2).
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Rule 145 governs the offer and saleof certain securities received in connection
with reclassifications, mergers, consolidations and asset transfers. It imposes restrictions
similar to Rule 144 on a party to such transactions and to persons who are affiliates of
that party at the time the transaction is submitted for vote or consent, with regard to
securities acquired in that transaction. Rule 145 contains holding period requirements
similar to those in Rule 144.
Form 144 is required to be filed by persons intending to sell securities in reliance
on Rule 144 if the amount of securities to be sold in any three-month period exceeds 500
shares or other units or the aggregate sales price exceeds $10,000. The primary purpose
ofthe form is to publicly disclose the proposed sale of securities by persons deemed not
to be engaged in the distribution of the securities.
We are proposing amendments that would make Rule 144 easier to understand
and apply. We propose to streamline both the Preliminary Note to Rule 144 and the rule.
In addition to codifying several staff interpretive positions, the proposals would reduce
the Rule 144 holding period and substantially reduce requirements for non-affiliates. The
proposals would reintroduce a provision tolling the holding period but only up to one
year after the acquisition of the securities from the issuer or an affiliate of the issuer,
which is the holding period under the current rules.
The reduction of the Rule 144 holding periods for restricted securities of reporting
companies for affiliates and non-affiliates should increase the liquidity of pii.vately issued
securities, enabling companies to raise private capital more efficiently. An increase in
the Form 144 filing threshold would take into account the effects of inflation since the

181

5 u.s.c. 603.
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last amendment to that provision in i 972. Although the codification of several staff
interpretive positions is not intended to substantively change the rules, they should
simplify analyses under Rule 144 by compiling these interpretations in one readily
accessible location. The objectives of the proposed amendments are to simplify Rule
144, to reduce its burdens on investors where consistent with investor protection, and to
facilitate capital formation.
The release solicits comment on how best to coordinate the Form 144 filing
deadline with the Form 4 filing deadline and permit a person who is subject to Section 16
of the Exchange Act to meet a Form 144 filing requirement with a Form 4 filing, to the
extent possible. Such amendments could simplify filing requirements for Section 16
persons even further by allowing them to file only one form to meet the requirements of
both Rule 144 and Form 4.
B.

Legal Basis

The amendments are proposed pursuant to Sections 2(a){ll), 4(1), 4(4), 7, 10,
19(a) and 28 ofthe Securities Act, as amended.
C.

Small Entities Subject to Rule

The proposed rules would affect both small entities that issue securities and small
entities that hold such securities. An issuer, other than an investment company, is
considered a "small business" for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act if that
issuer:
•

Has assets of $5 million or less on the last day of its most recent fiscal
year, and
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•

Is engaged or proposing to engage in a small business financing. 182

An issuer is considered to be engaged in a small business financing if it is conducting or

proposes to conduct an offering of securities that does not exceed the dollar limitation
prescribed by Section 3(b) 183 of the Securities Act. This dollar amount is currently $5
million. When used with reference to an issuer or person, other than an investment
company, Exchange Act Rule 0-10 184 defines small entity to mean an issuer or person
that, on the last day of its most recent fiscal year, had total assets of $5 million or less.
We are aware of approximately 1,1 00 Exchange Act reporting companies that
currently satisfy the definition of"small business" and may be affected by the proposed
amendments as issuers. 185 The proposed amendments also may affect companies that are
small businesses, but that are not subject to Exchange Act reporting requirements. As
noted above, we currently estimate that approximately 60,500 notices on Form 144 are
filed annually. 186 The Commission does not collect information about the size of private
companies about which a Form 144 is filed, but some of these non-reporting issuers may
be "small." The proposed tolling provision and the proposals to eliminate the manner of
sale limitations may also affect brokers that qualify as small entities. We estimate that
910 broker-dealers registered with the Commission are small entities for the purposes of
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17 CFR230.157. See 5 U.S.C. 601((2).

183

15 U.S.C. 77c(b).

184

17 CFR240.0-10.
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The estimated number of reporting small entities is based on 2007 data including the
Commission's EDGAR database and Thomson Financial's Worldscope database. This represents
an update from the number of reporting small entities estimated in prior rulemakings. See, for
example, Executive Compensation and Related Disclosure, Release No. 33-8732A (Aug. 29,
2006) [71 FR 53158] (in which the Commission estimated a total of 2,500 small entities, other
than investment companies).

186

This reflects current OMB estimates.
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the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 187 We ask for comments regarding an estimate of the
number of small entities that may be affected if the proposed amendments are adopted.
D.

Reporting, Recordkeeping and Other Compliance Requirements

·We expect several of the proposed amendments to reduce the number of Form
144 filings made to the SEC by selling security holders. These proposed amendments
are:
•

Elimination of all Rule 144 requirements, other than the holding period
and the current public information requirement for six months, for nonaffiliates; and

•

Increased share number and dollar amount thresholds for filing Form 144.

As a result of the elimination of all requirements for non-affiliate security holders,
other than the holding period and the current public information requirement, nonaffiliates no longer would have to file a Form 144, regardless ofthe amount of securities
sold. We estimate that 45% of the Form 144 filings that we currently receive are from
non-affiliates. Therefore, this particular amendment should result in a corresponding
reduction in Form 144 filings.
The increase in the filing threshold for Form 144 should decrease the number of
Form 144 filings filed by affiliates. Based on studies by the Commission's Office of
Economic Analysis, we expect the number of Form 144 filings to decrease by
approximately 5%, or 3,025 filings, if the thresholds are increased to 1,000 shares or
$50,000 in sales price.
187

For purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, a broker or dealer is small entity if it (i) had total
capital ofless than $500,000 on the date in its prior fiscal year as of which its audited financial
statements were prepared or, if not required to file audited financial statements, on the last
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Clerical skills are necessary to complete Form 144.
Also, because the proposed amendments would significantly reduce the
conditions in Rule 144 to which non-affiliates are subject, non-affiliates would also no
longer be required to keep track of compliance with those conditions. Non-affiliates with
securities of both reporting companies and non-reporting companies would no longer be
required to

com~ly \\:'~1h· _t-anner

of sale limitations and volume limitations. Non-

affiliates of non-reporting companies would no longer be required to comply with the
requirement that there be current information regarding the issuer that is publicly
available.
The reintroduction of the tolling provision would require the security holder and
brokers to determine whether the security holder or a previous owner had engaged in
hedging transactions with respect to the securities, which may require them to maintain
some additional documentation. However, the holding period need not be suspended if
the security holder reasonably believes that the previous owner had not engaged in
hedging transactions in the securities. Also, a determination regarding hedging activities
would only need to be made where the issuer of the securities is a reporting company and
the securities are sold before a year has passed since the date the securities were acquired
from the issuer or affiliate.
The proposal to eliminate the manner of sale limitation for debt securities would
also obviate the need for security holders to determine whether such condition has been
met in the resale of their debt securities. The amendments to Rule 145 eliminate the need
for parties to a Rule 145(a) transaction or their affiliates to determine whether they have

business day of its prior fiscal year, and (ii) is not affiliated with any person that is not a small
entity and is not affiliated with any person that is not a small entity. 17 CFR 240.0-1.
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met the resale provisions of Rule 145, except when the transaction involves a shell
company.

E.

Overlapping or Conflicting Federal Rules

No current federal rules duplicate, overlap or conflict with the rules and forms
that we are proposing, except that persons subject to the reporting requirements under
Section 16 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 may need to file reports on Form 4 as
well as Form 144 under certain circumstances. However, the class of Form 144 filers is
different than that for Form 4 filers because affiliates of companies not subject to the
Exchange Act reporting requirements must file Form 144, but not Form 4. Further,
persons who may be deemed affiliates under Rule 144 may not necessarily be the same
persons who also are subject to Section 16. Also, Form 144 is required to be filed earlier
than Form 4 and Form 144 contains some information that is not required to be included
on Form 4. As noted above, the release also solicits comment on whether Form 4 and
Form 144 filing requirements should be coordinated to delay the Form 144 filing
deadline to match the Form 4 filing deadline and so that persons subject to Section 16
could be exempt from filing a Form 144 regarding a particular transaction if they have
already filed a Form 4 with respect to that transaction.
F.

Significant Alternatives

We considered different compliance standards for small entities that would be
affected by the proposed amendments. In the 1997 proposing release, we solicited
comment regarding the possibility of different standards for small entities. However, we
believe that such differences would be inconsistent with the purposes of the rules.
Commenters on this issue in the 1997 proposing release unanimously agreed that
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different standards would not be feasible and would only add to the complexity and
difficulty of applying the rules.
We also considered the other types of alternatives set forth in the Regulatory
Flexibility Act to minimize the economic impact of the amendments on small entities.
These included the following:
•

the clarification, consolidation, or simplification of compliance and
reporting requirements for small entities;

•

the use of performance rather than design standards; and

•

an exemption from some or all of the proposed amendments for small
entities.·

Because the proposed amendments would benefit all companies and holders of
restricted securities, differing compliance timetables or standards for small entities would
not be appropriate. In addition, the proposed holding period would likely have a
favorable impact on small entities by increasing a company's ability to raise capital in
private securities transactions, which may improve the competitiveness of those
companies, particularly smaller businesses that do not have ready access to public
markets. The amendments which clarify and streamline Rule 144 should benefit all
companies, including small entities. We continue to beli~ve that further changes such as
the use of performance standards or other exemptions with regard to small entities would
overly complicate the rule, which would be contrary to our stated purpose. The proposed
hedging provision seeks to ensure that any security holder relying on Rule 144 has taken
sufficient economic risk of investment in the securities and the prohibition against
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security holders of reporting and non-reporting shell companies protect against abuses
relating to the resale of privately issued securities. ·
The proposed changes to Rule 145 would eliminate presumptive underwriter
provision and resale restrictions on parties to a transaction specified in Rule 145(a) and
their affiliates, including small entities and their affiliates, except when the transaction
involves a shell company. We believe that retaining the presumptive underwriter
provision when the transaction involves a shell company is necessary, given the potential
for abuse relating to such transactions.
G.

Solicitation of Comments

We encourage you to submit written comments with respect to any aspect of this
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. In particular, we seek comment on: (a) the
number of small entities that would be affected by the proposed rule; (b) the expected
impact on small entities of the proposals as discussed above; and (c) a reliable means to
· quantify the number of small entities that would be affected by the proposed rules and the
rules' impact on small entities.
We ask commenters to describe the nature of any impact and provide empirical
data supporting the extent of the impact. We will consider comments when we prepare
the Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis if the proposed revisions are adopted. Persons
wishing to submit written comments should file them with: Nancy M. Morris, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549. All
comments received will be available for public inspection and copying at the SEC's
Public Reference Room at the same address.
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IX.

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act

For purposes of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement F aimess Act of
1996, 188 a rule is "major" if it has resulted, or is likely to result in:
•

An annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more;

•

A major increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual industries;
or

•

Significant adverse effects on competition, investment or innovation.

We request comment on whether our proposals would be a "major rule" for
purposes ofSBREFA. We solicit comment and empirical data on:
•

The potential effect on the U.S. economy on an annual basis;

•

Any potential increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual
industries; and

•
X.

Any potential effect on competition, investment or innovation.

Statutory Basis and Text of Proposed Amendments

We are proposing to adopt the amendments pursuant to Sections 2(a)(l1), 4(1),
4(4), 7, 10, 19(a) and 28 ofthe Securities Act, as amended.
List of Subjects

17 CFR Part 230
Advertising, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
17 CFR Part 239
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.

188

Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 {1996).
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For the reasons set out above, title 17, chapter II of the Code ofF ederal
Regulations is proposed to be amended as follows:

PART 230 -- GENERAL RULES AND
1933
1.

REGULATIONS~

SECURITIES ACT OF

Revise the authority citation for Part 230 to read, in part, as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77b, 77c, 77d, 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77r, 77s, 77z-3, 77sss,
78c, 78d, 78j, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78w, 78fi(d), 78mm, 78t, 80a-8, 80a-24, 80a-28, 80a29, 80a-30, and 80a-37, unless otherwise noted.

* * * * *
2.

Amend §230.144 by:

a.

Revising the preliminary note;

b.

Revising paragraphs (a)(3)(vi) and (a)(3)(vii), and adding paragraph

(a)(3)(viii);
c.

Revising paragraphs (b), (c), (d)( I), (d)(3)(i), (d)(3)(ii), and (d)(3)(viii);

d.

Adding paragraphs (d)(3)(ix) through paragraphs (d)(3)(xii);

e.

Revising the heading and the introductory text to paragraphs (e) and

f

Removing paragraphs (e)(2), (j) and (k);

g.

Redesignating existing paragraph (e)(3) as paragraph (e)(2);

h.

Revising newly redesignated paragraph (e)(2); and

1.

Revising paragraphs (f), the notes to paragraph (g)(3), paragraph (h) and

(e)(l);

paragraph (i).
The revisions and additions read as follows:
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§ 230.144 Persons deemed not to be engaged in a distribution and therefore not
underwriters.

PRELIMINARY NOTE
Rule 144 creates a safe harbor from the definition of the term "underwriter" found
in Section 2(a)(ll) of the Securities Act. If a sale of securities complies with all ofthe
applicable provisions of Rule 144:
1.

Any person who sells restricted securities will be deemed not to be
engaged in a distribution and therefore not an underwriter for that
transaction;

2.

An affiliate or any person who sells restricted or other securities on behalf
of an affiliate of the issuer will be deemed not to be engaged in a
distribution and therefore not an underwriter for that transaction; and

3.

The purchaser will receive securities that are not restricted securities.

This means that someone entitled to claim the safe harbor would be able to sell his or her
securities under Section 4(1) of the Act.
Rule 144 is not an exclusive safe harbor. This means that a person who does not
meet all the requirements of Rule 144 still may claim any other available exemption for
resales under the Act. The Rule 144 safe harbor is not available with respect to any
transaction or series of transactions that, although in technical compliance with the rule,
is part of a plan or scheme to evade the registration requirements of the Act.
(a)

* * *

(3)

* * *

(vi)

Securities acquired in a transaction made under §230.801 to the same

extent and proportion that the securities held by the security holder of the class with
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respect to which the rights offering was made were, as of the record date for the rights
offering, "restricted securities" within the meaning of this paragraph (a)(3);
(vii)

Securities acquired in a transaction made under §230.802 to the same

extent and proportion that the securities that were tendered or exchanged in the exchange
offer or business combination were "restricted securities" within the meaning of this
paragraph (a){3); and
(viii)

Securities acquired from the issuer in a transaction subject to an

exemption under section 4(6) (15 U.S.C. 77d(6)) of the Act.
(b)

Conditions to be met. Subject to paragraph (i) of this section, the

following conditions must be met:
(1)

Non-Affiliates.

(i)

If the issuer of the securities is, and has been for at least 90 days

immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d)
of the Exchange Act, any person who is not an affiliate of the issuer, and has not been an
affiliate during the preceding three months, who sells restricted securities of an

~ssuer

for

his or her own account shall be deemed not to be an underwriter of those securities within
the meaning of section 2(a)(ll) of the Act if all of the conditions of paragraphs (c)(1) and
(d) of this section are met. The requirements of paragraph (c)(l) of this section shall not
apply to restricted securities sold for the account of a person who is not an affiliate of the
issuer at the time of the sale and has not been an affiliate during the preceding three
months, provided a period of one year has elapsed since the later of the date the securities
were acquired from the issuer or from an affiliate of the issuer.
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(ii)

If the issuer ofthe securities is not, or has not been for at least 90 days

immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d)
of the Exchange Act, any person who is not an affiliate of the issuer, and has not been an
affiliate during the preceding three months, who sells restricted securities of an issuer for
his or her own account shall be deemed not to be an underwriter of those securities within
the meaning of section 2(a)(11) ofthe Act if the condition 9fparagraph (d) of this section
is met.
(2)

Affiliates. Any affiliate who sells restricted securities or any other

securities of an issuer for his or her own account shall be deemed not to be an underwriter
of those securities within the meaning of section 2( a)( 11) of the Act if all of the
conditions of this section are met.
(3)

Persons selling on behalf of affiliates. Any person who sells restricted or

any other securities for the account of an affiliate of the issuer of such securities shall be
deemed not to be an underwriter of those securities within the meaning of section
2(a)(11) of the Act if all of the conditions of this section are met.
(c)

Current public information. Adequate current public information with

respect to the issuer of the securities must be available. Such information will be deemed
to be available only if at least one of the following conditions is met:
( 1)

Reporting Issuers. The issuer is, and has been for at least 90 days

immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of section 13 or 15(d)
of the Exchange Act and has filed all required reports under section 13 or 15(d) during
the 12 months preceding such sale (or for such shorter period that the issuer was required
to file such reports), other than Form 8-K reports (§249.308 of this chapter); or
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(2)

Non-reporting Issuers. If the issuer is not subject to the reporting

requirements of section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, there is publicly available the
information concerning the issuer specified in paragraphs (a)(5)(i) to (xiv), inclusive, and
paragraph (a)(5)(xvi) of §240.15c2-ll of this chapter, or, if the issuer is an insurance
company, the information specified in section 12(g)(2)(G)(i) of the Exchange Act (15
U.S.C. 78!(g)(2)(G)(i)).
Note to §230.144(c). With respect to paragraph (c)(l), the person can rely upon:
1.

A statement in whichever is the most recent report, quarterly or annual,

required to be filed and filed by the issuer that such issuer has filed all reports required
under section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act during the preceding 12 months (or for
such shorter period that the issuer was required to file such reports), other than Form 8-K
reports (§249.308 of this chapter), and has been subject to such filing requirements for
the past 90 days; or
2.

A written statement from the issuer that it has complied with such

reporting requirements.
3.

Neither type of statement may be relied upon, however, if the person

knows or has reason to believe that the issuer has not complied with such requirements.
(d)

* * *

(1)

General rule.

(i)

If the issuer of the securities is, and has been for at least 90 days

immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d)
of the Exchange Act, a minimum of six months must elapse between the later of the date
of the acquisition of the securities from the issuer, or from an affiliate of the issuer, and
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any resale of such securities in reliance on this section for the account of either the
acquiror or any subsequent holder of those securities.
(ii) , If the issuer of the securities is not, or has not been for at least 90 days
immediately before the sale, subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d)
of the Exchange Act, a minimum of one year must elapse between the later of the date of
the acquisition of the securities from the issuer, or from an affiliate of the issuer, and any
resale of such securities in reliance on this section for the account of either the acquiror or
any subsequent holder of those securities.
(iii)

If the acquiror takes the securities by purchase, the holding period shall

not begin until the full purchase price or other consideration is paid or given by the
person acquiring the securities from the issuer or from an affiliate of the issuer.

* * * * *
(3)

* * *

(i)

Stock dividends, splits and recapitalizations. Securities acquired from the

issuer as a dividend or pursuant to a stock split, reverse split or recapitalization shall be
deemed to have been acquired at the same time as the securities on which the dividend or,
if more than one, the initial dividend was paid, the securities involved in the split or
reverse split, or the securities surrendered in connection with the recapitalization.
(ii)

Conversions and exchanges. If the securities sold were acquired from the

issuer solely in exchange for other securities of the same issuer, the newly acquired
securities shall be deemed to have been acquired at the same time as the securities
surrendered for conversion or exchange, even if the securities surrendered were not
convertible or exchangeable by their terms.
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Note to §230.144(d)(3)(ii). If the surrendered securities originally did not provide
for cashless conversion or exchange by their terms and the holder provided consideration,
other than solely securities of the same issuer, in connection with the amendment of the
surrendered securities to permit cashless conversion or exchange, then the newly acquired
securities shall be deemed to have been acquired at the same time as such amendment to
the surrendered securities, so long as the conversion or exchange itself meets the
conditions of this section.

* * * * *
(viii)

Rule 145(a) transactions. The holding period for securities acquired in a

transaction specified in §230.145(a) shall be deemed to commence on the date the
securities were acquired by the purchaser in such transaction, except as otherwise
provided in paragraphs (d)(3)(ii) and (ix) of this section.
(ix)

Holding company formations. Securities acquired from the issuer in a

transaction effected solely for the purpose of forming a holding company shall be deemed
to have been acquired at the same time as the securities of the predecessor issuer
exchanged in the holding company formation where:
(A)

The newly formed holding company's securities were issued solely in

exchange for the securities of the predecessor company as part of a reorganization of the
predecessor company into a holding company structure;
(B)

Holders received securities of the same class evidencing the same

proportional interest in the holding company a:s they held in the predecessor, and the
rights and interests of the holders of such securities are substantially the same as those
they possessed as holders of the predecessor company's securities; and
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(C)

Immediately following the transaction, the holding company has no

significant assets other than securities of the predecessor company and its existing
subsidiaries and has substantially the same assets and liabilities on a consolidated basis as
the predecessor had before the transaction.
(x)

Cashless exercise of options and warrants. If the securities sold were

acquired from the issuer solely upon cashless exercise of options or warrants issued by
the issuer, the newly acquired securities shall be deemed to have been acquired at the
same time as the exercised options or warrants, even if the options or warrants exercised
originally did not provide for cashless exercise by their terms.
Notes to §230.144(d)(3)(x).
Note 1 to §230.144(d)(3)(x). If the options or warrants originally did not provide
for cashless exercise by their terms and the holder provided consideration, other than
solely securities of the same issuer, in connection with the amendment ofthe options or
warrants to permit cashless exercise, then the newly acquired securities shall be deemed
to have been acquired at the same time as such amendment to the options or warrants.
Note 2 to §230.144(d)(3)(x). If the options or warrants are not purchased for cash
or property and do not create any investment risk to the holder, as in the case of employee
stock options, the newly acquired securities shall be deemed to have been acquired at the
time the options or warrants are exercised, so long as the conditions of Rule 144(d)(l)
and Rule 144(d)(2) are met at the time of exercise.
(xi)

Short sales and hedging transactions. In computing the six-month holding

period the following periods shall be excluded:
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(A)

If the securities sold are equity securities, as defined in §230.405, there

shall be excluded any period during which the person for whose account they are sold
had a short position, or had entered into a "put equivalent position" (as defined in
§240.16a-l(h) of this chapter), with respect to any equity securities ofthe same class or
any securities convertible into securities of such class; and
(B)

If the securities sold are nonconvertible debt securities, there shall be

excluded any period during which the person for whose account they are sold had a short
position, or had entered into a "put equivalent position" (as defined in §240.16a-l (h) of
this chapter}, with respect to any nonconvertible debt securities of the same issuer.
(C)

If the holding period is based on a period that a previous owner has held

the securities, there shall be excluded any period during which the previous owner had a
short position or had entered into a "put equivalent position" (as defined in §240.16a-l (h)
of this chapter), with respect to any equity securities of the same class or any securities
convertible into securities of such class, if the securities sold are equity securities, or with
respect to any nonconvertible debt securities of the same issuer, if the securities sold are
nonconvertible debt securities, unless the person for whose account the securities are sold
reasonably believes that no such position was held by a previous owner.
Note to §230.144(d){3){xi).
This paragraph shall not apply if the holding period computed under paragraph (d)
of this rule (excluding this paragraph) has been twelve months or more.
(xii)

Securities sold under paragraph {i)(2). For the purposes of computing the

holding period of securities sold under paragraph (i)(2} of this rule, securities of an issuer
that has ceased to be an issuer described in paragraph (i)(l)(i) shall be deemed to have
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been acquired at the time the securities were acquired from the issuer, at the time they
were acquired from an affiliate of the issuer, or at the time the "Form 10 information"
regarding the issuer is filed with the Commission, whichever is the latest date.
(e)

Limitation on amount of securities sold by or for affiliates. Except as

hereinafter provided, the amount of securities which may be sold by or for affiliates in
reliance upon this rule shall be determined as follows:
( 1)

If any securities are sold for the account of an affiliate of the issuer,

regardless of whether those securities are restricted, the amount of securities sold,
together with all sales of securities ofthe same class sold for the account of such person
within the preceding three months, shall not exceed the greatest of:

* * * * *
(2)

Determination of amount. For the purpose of determining the amount of

securities specified in paragraph (e)(l) of this section, the following provisions shall
apply:
(i)

Where both convertible securities and securities of the class into which

they are convertible are sold, the amount of convertible securities sold shall be deemed to
be the amount of securities of the class into which they are convertible for the purpose of
determining the aggregate amount of securities of both classes sold;
(ii)

The amount of securities sold for the account of a pledgee of those

securities, or for the account of a purchaser of the pledged securities, during any period of
three months within six months after a default in the obligation secured by the pledge,
and the amount of securities sold during the same three-month period for the account of
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the pledgor shall not exceed, in the aggregate, the amount specified in paragraph (e)(1) of
this section;
Note to §230.144(e)(2)(ii): Sales by a pledgee of securities pledged by a
borrower will not be aggregated under paragraph (e)(2)(ii) with sales of the securities of
the same issuer by other pledgees of such borrower in the absence of concerted action by
such pledgees.
(iii)

The amount of securities sold for the account of a donee of those securities

during any three-month period within six months after the donation, and the amount of
securities sold during the same three-month period for the account of the donor, shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the amount specified in paragraph (e)(l) of this section;
(iv)

Where securities were acquired by a trust from the settlor of the trust, the

amount of such securities sold for the account of the trust during any three-month period
within six months after the acquisition of the securities by the trust, and the amount of
securities sold during the same three-month period for the account of the settlor, shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the amount specified in paragraph (e)(l) of this section;
(v)

The amount of securities sold for the account of the estate of a deceased

person, or for the account of a beneficiary of such estate, during any three-month period
and the amount of securities sold during the same three-month period for the account of
the deceased person prior to his death shall not exceed, in the aggregate, the amount
specified in paragraph (e)(1) ofthis section; provided, that no limitation on amount shall
apply if the estate or beneficiary of the estate is not an affiliate of the issuer;
(vi)

When two or more affiliates or other persons agree to act in concert for the

purjJose of selling securities of an issuer, all securities of the same class sold for the
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account of all such persons during any period of three months shall be aggregated for the
purpose of determining the limitation on the amount of securities sold;
(vii)

The following sales of securities need not be included in determining the

amount of securities sold in reliance upon this rule:
(A)

Securities sold pursuant to an effective registration statement under the

(B)

Securities sold pursuant to an exemption provided by Regulation A

ACt;

(§230.251 through §230.263) under the Act;
(C)

Securities sold in a transaction exempt pursuant to section 4 of the Act (15

U.S.C. 77d) and not involving any public offering; and
(D)

Securities sold offshore pursuant to RegulationS (§230.901 through

§230.905, and Preliminary Notes) under the Act.
(f)

Manner of sale.

(1)

The securities shall be sold in brokers' transactions within the meaning of

section 4(4) of the Act or in transactions directly with a market maker, as that term is
defined in section 3(a)(38) of the Exchange Act, and the person selling the securities shall
not:
(i)

Solicit or arrange for the solicitation of orders to buy the securities in

anticipation of or in connection with such transaction, or
(ii)

Make any payment in connection with the offer or sale of the securities to

any person other than the broker who executes the order to sell the securities.
(2)

Paragraph (f)(l) shall not apply to:
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(i)

Securities sold for the account of the estate of a deceased person or for the

account of a beneficiary of such estate provided the estate or estate beneficiary is not an
affiliate of the issuer; or
(ii)

Debt securities.

Note to §230.144(f)(2)
For the purposes of paragraph (f)(2), "debt securities" is defined to mean:
1.

Any security other than an equity security as defined in §230.405;

2.

Non-participatory preferred stock, which is defined as non-convertible

capital stock, the holders of which are entitled to a preference in payment of dividends
and in distribution of assets on liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the issuer, but
are not entitled to participate in residual earnings or assets of the issuer; and
3.

Asset-backed securities, as defined in §229.1101 ofthis section.

(g)

* * *

(3)

* * *

Notes to §230.144(g)(3 ).
Note 1 to paragraph (g)(3 ). The broker, for his own protection, should obtain and
retain in his files a copy ofthe notice required by paragraph (h) of this section.
Note 2 to paragraph (g)(3). The reasonable inquiry required by paragraph (g)(3)
of this section should include, but not necessarily be limited to, inquiry as to the
following matters:
1.

The length of time the securities have been held by the person for whose

account they are to be sold. If practicable, the inquiry should include physical inspection
of the securities;
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2.

If the securities have been held for less than one year, the existence and

character of any short position or put equivalent position with regard to the securities held·
by the person for whose account they are to be sold and whether such person has made
inquiries about the existence and character of any short position or put equivalent
position with regard to the securities held by the previous owner of the securities and the
results of such person's inquiries;
3.

The nature of the transaction in which the securities were acquired by such

4.

The amount of securities of the same class sold during the past 3 months

person;

by all persons whose sales are required to be taken into consideration pursuant to
paragraph (e) ofthis section;
5.

Whether such person intends to sell additional securities of the same class

through any other means;
6.

Whether such person has solicited or made any arrangement for the

solicitation of buy orders in connection with the proposed sale of securities;
7.

Whether such person has made any payment to any other person in

connection with the proposed sale of the securities; and

8.

The number of shares or other units of the class outstanding, or the

relevant trading volume.
(h)

Notice of proposed sale.

( 1)

If the amount of securities to be sold in reliance upon this rule during any

period of three months exceeds 1,000 shares or other units or has an aggregate sale price
in excess of$50,000, three copies of a notice on Form 144 (§239.144 of this chapter)
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shall be filed with the Commission at its principal office in Washington, DC. If such
securities trade on any national securities exchange, one copy of such notice also shall be
transmitted to the principal exchange on which such securities are traded.
(2)

The Form 144 shall be signed by the person for whose account the

securities are to be sold and shall be transmitted for filing concurrently with either the
placing with a broker of an order to execute a sale of securities in reliance upon this rule
or the execution directly with a market maker of such a sale. Neither the filing of such
notice nor the failure of the Commission to comment on such filing shall be deemed to
preclude the Commission from taking any action that it deems necessary or appropriate
with respect to the sale of the securities referred to in such notice. The person filing the
notice required by this paragraph shall have a bona fide intention to sell the securities
referred to therein within a reasonable time after the filing of such notice.
(i)

Inapplicability to issuers with no or nominal operations and no or nominal

non-cash assets.
(1)

A selling security holder may not rely on this section to resell securities if

the issuer of the securities is:
(i)

An issuer, other than a business combination related shell company, as

defined. in §230.405, or an asset-backed issuer, as defined in Item llOl(b) ofRegulation
AB (§229.110l(b) of this chapter), that has:
(A)

No or nominal operations; and

(B)

Either:

W

No or nominal assets;

(2)

Assets consisting solely of cash and cash equivalents; or
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Q)

Assets consisting of any amount of cash and cash
equivalents and nominal other assets; or

(ii)

An issuer that has been at any time previously an issuer described in

paragraph (i)(l )(i).
(2)

Notwithstanding paragraph (i)(l), if the issuer ofthe securities previously

had been an issuer described in paragraph (i)(l )(i) but has ceased to be an issuer
described in paragraph (i)(l)(i); is subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or
15(d) of the Exchange Act; has filed all reports and other materials required to be filed by
such requirements during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the
registrant was required to file such reports and materials); and has filed current "Form 10
information" with the Commission reflecting its status as an entity that is no longer an
issuer described in paragraph (i)( 1)(i), then a security holder may resell those securities
subject to the requirements of this rule 90 days after the "Form 10 information" is filed.
(3)

The term "Form 10 information" means the information that is required by

Form 10, Form 10-SB, or Form 20-F (§249.210, §249.210b, or §249.220fofthis
chapter), as applicable to the issuer of the securities, to register under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 each class of securities being sold under this rule. The issuer may
provide the Form 10 information in any issuer filing with the Commission.
3.

Remove the authority citation following §230.144.

4.

Amend §230.145 by revising paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) to read as follows:
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§230.145 Reclassification of securities, mergers, consolidations and acquisitions of
assets.

* * * * *
(c)

Persons and parties deemed to be underwriters. For purposes of this

section, if any party to a transaction specified in paragraph (a) of this section is a shell
company, other than a business combination related shell company, as those terms are
defined in §230.405, any party to that transaction, other than the issuer, or any person
who is an affiliate of such party at the time such transaction is submitted for vote or
consent, who publicly offers or sells securities of the issuer acquired in connection with
any such transaction, shall be deemed to be engaged in a distribution and therefore to be
an underwriter thereof within the meaning of Section 2(a)(ll) of the Act
(d)

Resale provisions for persons and parties deemed underwriters.

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (c), a person or party specified in that
paragraph shall not be deemed to be engaged in a distribution and therefore not to be an
underwriter of securities acquired in a transaction specified in paragraph (a) that was
registered under the Act if: .
Any shell company specified in paragraph (c) is no longer a shell

(1)

company; and
(2)
(i)

One of the following three conditions is met:
. Such securities are sold by such person or party in accordance with the

provisions of paragraphs (c), (e), (t), and (g) of§230.144 and at least 90 days have
elapsed since the date the securities were acquired from the issuer in such transaction; or
(ii)

Such person or party is not, and has not been for at least three months, an

affiliate of the issuer, and a period of at least six months, as determined in accordance
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with paragraph (d) of §230.144, have elapsed since the date the securities were acquired
from the issuer in such transaction, and the issuer meets the requirements of paragraph (c)
of §230.144; or
(iii)

Such person or party is not, and has not been for at least three months, an

affiliate of the issuer,

~d

a period of at least one year, as determined in accordance with

paragraph (d) of §230.144, has elapsed since the date the securities were acquired from
the issuer in such transaction.
Note to paragraphs (c) and (d)
Paragraphs (c) and (d) are not available with respect to any transaction or series of
transactions that, although in technical compliance with the rule, is part of a plan or
scheme to evade the registration requirements of the Act.
(e)

Definitions.

(1)

The term affiliate as used in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section shall

have the same meaning as the definition of that term in §230.405.
(2)

The term Qill1y as used in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section shall mean

the corporations, business entities, or other person, other than the issuer, whose assets or
capital structure are affected by the transactions specified in paragraph (a).
(3)

The term person as used in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section, when

used in reference to a person for whose account securities are to be sold, shall have the
same meaning as the definition of that term in paragraph (a)(2) of §230.144.
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5.

Remove the authority citatio~ following §230.145.

6.

Amend§230.190by:
a.

Revising paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3); and

b.

Adding paragraph (a)(4).

The revisions and addition read as follows:
§230.190 Registration of underlying securities in asset-backed securities .
transactions.
(a)

* * *

(1)

* * *

(2)

Neither the issuer of the underlying securities nor any of its affiliates is an

affiliate of the sponsor, depositor, issuing entity or underwriter of the asset-backed
securities transaction;
(3)

If the underlying securities are restricted securities, as defined in

§230.144(a)(3), §230.144 must be available for the sale of the securities, provided
however, that notwithstanding any other provision of §230.144, §230.144 shall only be so
available if at least two years have elapsed since the later of the date the securities were
acquired from the issuer of the underlying securities or from an affiliate of the issuer of
the underlying securities; and
(4)

The depositor would be free to publicly resell the underlying securities

without registration under the Act. For example, the offering of the asset-backed security
does not constitute part of a distribution of the underlying securities. An offering of assetbacked securities with an asset pool containing underlying securities that at the time of
the purchase for the asset pool are part of a subscription or unsold allotment would be a
distribution of the underlying securities. For purposes of this section, in an offering of
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asset-backed securities involving a sponsor, depositor or underwriter that was an
Underwriter or an affiliate of an underwriter in a registered offering of the underlying
securities, the distribution of the asset-backed securities will not constitute part of a

--

distribution of the underlying securities if the underlying securities were
purchased at
....._
.

__

--

-~

arm's length in the secondary market at least three months after the last saje of any
unsold allotment or subscription by the affiliated underwriter that participated in the
registered offering of the underlying securities.
7.

Amend §230.701, paragraph (g)(3), to revise the phrase "without

compliance with paragraphs (c), (d), (e), and (h) of §230.144" to read "without
compliance with paragraphs (c) and (d) of §230.144".
PART 239--FORMS PRESCRIBED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
8. -

The authority citation for part 239 continues to read in part as follows:
fl:'""~'""-~

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77sss, 78c, 781, 7'8in, 78n,

.

78o(d), 78u-5, 78w(a), 78ll(d), 79e, 79f, 79g, 79j, 791, 79m, 79n, 79q, 79t, 80a-8, 80a-24,
80a-29, 80a-30 and 80a-37, unless otherwise noted.

* * * * *
9.

Amend §239.144 by revising paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§239.144 Form 144, for notice of proposed sale of securities pursuant to §230.144 of
this chapter.

* * * * *
(b)

This form need not be filed if the amount of securities to be sold during

any period of three months does not exceed 1,000 shares or other units and the aggregate

Ill

sale price does not exceed $50,000.

* * * * *
10.

Form 144 (referenced in §239.144) is revised as set forth in the Appendix.

By the Commission.
Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

June 22, 2007

Note:

This Appendix to the Preamble will not appear in the Code ofF ederal
Regulations.
Appendix
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STATES
ANGE COMMISSION
n, D.C. 20549

SECURITIES

FORM 144
NOTICE OF PROPOSED SALE OF SECURITIES
PURSUANT TO RULE 144 UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
CUSIP

R

ATTENTION: Transmit forflling 3 copies of this form concurrently with either placing an order with a broker to execute sale
or executing a sale directly with a market maker.

·
(b) IRS !DENT. NO.

I (a) NAME OF ISSUER (Please type nr print)

I (d) ADDRESS OF ISSUER
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INSTRUCTION: The person filing this notice should contact the issuer to obtain the I.R.S. Identification Number and the S.E.C. File Number.
3 (a)

SEC USE ONLY

(b)

Title of the
Class of
Securities To Be Sold

Name and Address of Each Broker Through Whom the
Securities an· to be Offered or Each Market M•k<·t·

Broker-Denier
File Number

(d)

(c)

Aggregate
Market
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or Other Units
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(See instr. J(c})

(See instr. J(d))

(See instr. J(e))
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(See instr. 3(/))
(MO. DAY YR.)

Name of Each
Securities
Exchange
(See instr. J(g})

INSTRUCTIONS:
I. (a) Name of issur:r
(b) Issuer's I.R.S. Identification Number
(c) Issuer's S.E.C. file number, if any
(d) Issuer's address, including zip code
(c) Issuer's telephone number, induding. nrc11 cod~:

2. (a) Name of person for whose account the :-ccuritics nrc to he sold
(b) Such person's I.R.S. identification number, ifsLH.:h person is an entity
(c) Such pcrson'g relationship to the issuer (e.g., officer. director, J()H:,
stockholder. or member of imrncdi<ltc f<11nily of nny nf the foregoing)
(d) Such person's address, including zip c·ndc

.1. (a) Title of the class of securities to be sold
(h) Name nnd nddress of each broker through whom the securities ore intended to be sold
(c) Number of shores or other units to be sold (if debt securities, give the aggregate face amount)
(d) Aggrcgntc 111<1rkct value of the securities to be sold as of a specified date within \0 days prior to filing of this notiCe
(c) Numh~r or shares or other units nf the class outstanding, or if debt securities the face amount thereof outstanding, as shown
hy the most recent report or Statement published by the issuer
(f) Approxi111atc dntc on which the securities arc to be sold
(g) Name of each ~ccuritics c.xchnngc. if any. on which the securities arc intended to be sold

Potential persons who arc to respond to the collection of information contained in this form are not
required to respond unless the form displays a currently valid OMB control number.
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TABLE I - SEC

ES TO BE SOLD

Furnish the following information with resp(!ll!lllflll'fo the acquisition of the securities to be sold
and with respect to the payment of all o; any part of the purchase price or other consideration therefor·
Title of
the Class

INSTRUCTIONS:

Nature of Acquisition Transact ion

Nature of Payment

( 1) If the sct.:uritics \\·ere pllrchascd and full payment therefor wns not made in cash nt the time

of purchase, cxplu1n in the whlc or in a note thereto the nature of the consideration given. If
the consideration l.:Onsistcd or uny note or othc.:r obligation, or if p11ymcnt was made in
installments describe the arrangement and "'~1tr.· when the note or other ohligation was
discharged in full or the IO>t installment paid.

(2) If the person for whose account the securities arc to be sold has held the securities for less than a year and has
entered into a shot·t position or a put equivalent position (as defined in Exchange Act Rule 16a·l (h)) with respect
to the same class of securities, provide a description of that position, including the dates during which such
position was held. lnfor111ntion regarding a short position or put equivalent position held by any previous owner
should be provided to the extent known.

TABLE l l - SECURITIES SOLD DURING THE PAST 3 MONTHS
Furnish the following information as to all securities ojthe issuer sold during the past 3 months by the person for whose account the securities are to be sold.
A111ountof
Securities Sold

Title ofSecurittcs Sold

Name and Address of Seller

-------

Gross Proceeds

------

REMARKS:

INSTRUCTIONS:
See the definition of"person" in paragraph (a) of Rule 144. Information is to be given not only as
to the person for whose account the securities are to be sold but also as to all other persons included
in that definition. In addition, information shall be given as to sales by all persons whose sales are
required by paragraph (e) of Rule 144 to be aggregated with sales for the account of the person filing
this notice.

Q,\T[ OF NOTil'[

(SIGNATURE)

DIITtDF-P[AN711JOPTION OR lHYING OF INSTRUCTION.
IF RELYING ON RUL[ ttlBS-t

[~-ATTENTfON:Trltentionalmisstatements

ATTENTION:
The pe•·son for whose account !he securities to which this notice relates are to be sold hereby represents
hy signing this notice that he does not know any material adverse information In regard to the currenr
and prospective operations of the lssuer of the securities to be sold which has not been publicly disclosed.
If such person has adopred a writren lrading plan or given trading instructions to satisfy Rule 10b5- I
under the Exchange Act. by signing the form and indicating the date !hat the plan was adopted or the
ins/rue lion given. that person makes such respresentation as of the plan adoption or instruction date.

The no/ice shall be signed by rhe person for whose account the securities are to be sold. At least one
copy ofrhe notice shall be manually signed. Any copies not manually signed shall bear typed or printed signalures.

or omissTon offacts constitute Federal Criminal Vi0fa-tions-(See--18-u:s.c~1-001)
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UNITEDSTATESOF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

.

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55946 I June 25, 2007
INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940
Release No. 2610 I June 25,2007
INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT OF 1940
Release No. 27872 I June 25,2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12664
ORDER INSTITUTING ADMINISTRATIVE
AND CEASE-AND-DESIST PROCEEDINGS,
MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING
REMEDIAL SANCTIONS AND A CEASEAND-DESIST ORDER PURSUANT TO
SECTION 15(b) OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, SECTIONS 203(e)
.AND 203(k) OF THE INVESTMENT
ADVISERS ACT OF 1940, AND SECTIONS
9(b) AND 9(f) OF THE INVESTMENT
COMPANY ACTOF1940

In the Matter of
John Hancock Investment
Management Services, LLC,
·John Hancock Distributors
LLC, John Hancock Advisers,
LLC, and John Hancock
Funds, LLC,
Respondents.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate
and in the public interest that public administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings be,
and hereby are, instituted against: (1) John Hancock Investment Management Services,
LLC, pursuant to Sections 203( e) and 203(k) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
("Advisers Act"), and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) ofthe Investment Company Act of1940
("Investment Company Act"); (2) John Hancock Distributors LLC pursuant to Section
15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), Sections 203(e) and
203(k) of the Advisers Act, and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) ofthe Investment Company Act; (3)
John Hancock Advisers, LLC pursuant to Sections 203(e) and 203(k) ofthe Advisers Act,

and Se6tions 9(b) and 9(f) of the Investment Company Act and (4) Jolm Hancock Funds,
· LLC, pursuant to Section 15(b) of the Exchange Act, Sections 203(e) and 203(k) of the
Advisers Act, and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) ofthe Investment Company Act (collectively
"Respondents") ..

II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondents have submitted
Offers of Settlement (the "Offers") which the Commission has determined to accept.
Solely for the purpose of these proceedings .and any other proceedings brought by or on
. behalf of the Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or
denying the findings herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over them and the
subject matter of these proceedings, which are admitted, Respondents consent to the entry
of this Order instituting Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Making
Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions and a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to
Section 15(b) the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Sections 203(e) and 203 (k) of the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) ofthe Investment Compa:Qy
Act of 1940 ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offers, the Commission finds 1 that:

Summary
I.
From at least 2001 until as late as 2004 (the "relevant period"), certain
investment advisers ·and broker-dealers owned by Manulife Financial Corporation
("Manulife Financial") and John Hancock Financial Services, Inc. ("John Hancock''),
which Manulife Financi_al acquired in 2004 in a stock-for-stock merger, violat~d the federal
securities laws when the investment adviser respondents failed to disclose their use of
brokerage commissions to pay for their affiliated distributors' marketing expenses
concerning the sale of mutual fund and variable annuity products offered by related
· Manulife Financial and John Hancock entities.
2.
Respondents John Hancock Investinent Management ServiCes, LLC ("John
Hancock Management") (known during the relevant period as Manufacturers Securities
Services, LLC) and John tfail.cock Advisers, LLC ("John Hancock Advisers"), advisers
respectively to the Manulife Financial variable annuity trust portfolios and the John
Hancock retail mutual funds, directed brokerage commissions from transactions in the trust
portfolios and retail mutual funds they advised to pay for marketing expenses their
affiliated distributors incurred under the distributors' own marketing arrangements with
broker-dealers. These marketing arrangements are known as "revenue sharing"
arrangements. The commissions were trust portfolio and retail mutual fund assets, and
1

The findings herein are made pursuant to Respondents' Offers of Settlement and are not binding on any
other person or entity in this or any other proceeding.
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were in addition to the distribution-related expenses that the variable series trust and mutual
fund boards had authorized, but the investment adviser respondents did not disclose to the
trust or retail mutual fund boards the use of these assets to pay their affiliates' revenue ·
sharing obligations, in breach of their fiduciary duty to the trust and retail mutual funds.
John Hancock Distributors LLC ("John Hancock Distributors") (known during the relevant
period as Manulife Financial Services, LLC) and John Hancock Funds, LLC ("John
Hancock Funds"), the broker-dealer affiliates that distributed the Manulife Financial
variable annuity products and John Hancock's retail mutual funds, negotiated and were
obligated under the marketing arrangements. They knew or shouldhave known tJ?.at John
Hancock Management and John Hancock Advisers failed to disclose to the trust and retail
mutual fund boards the use of brokerage commissions to pay for these revenue sharing
obligations.
Respondents

3.
. John Hancock Management is a Delaware corporation with its headquarters ·
in Boston, Massachusetts. During the relevant period, John Hancock Management WaS
called Manufacturers Securities Services, LLC ("MSS") and was owned and controlled by
Manulife Financial. John Hancock Management is the investment adviser to the series
investment company containing the investment options for Manulife Financial's variable
annuity products. John Hancock Management was registered with the Commission as an
investment adviser throughout the relevant period and was registered as a broker-dealer
during the relevant period UQ.til2002. After Manulife Financial completed a stock-forstock merger with John Hancock in April2004, Manulife Financial changed MSS's name
to John Hancock Investment Management Services, LLC.
4.
John Hancock Distributors is a Delaware Corporation with its headquarters
in Toronto, Canada and is registered with the Commission as a broker-dealer. During the
relevant period John Hancock Distributors was called Manulife Financial Services, LLC
("Manulife Services"). John Hancock Distributors was the principal underwriter and
distributor of the variable annuity products issued by Manulife Financial. Manulife
Financial owned and controlled Manulife Services during the relevant period.
5.
John Hancock Advisers is a Delaware corporation with its headquarters in .
Boston, Massachusetts and is registered with the Commission as an investment adviser.
John Hancock Advisers is the investment adviser to John Hancock mutual funds. John
Hancock owned and controlled John Hancock Advisers_during the relevant period.
6.
John Hancock Funds is a Delaware corporation with its headquarters in
Boston, Massachusetts and is registeredwith the Commission as a broker-dealer. John
Hancock Funds is the underwriter and distributor of the mutual fund products offered by
John Hancock. John Hancock owned and controlled John Hancock Funds during the
relevant period.
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Other Relevant Entities
7.
During the relevant period, John Hancock was a Delaware corporation with
·its headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts. Its common stock traded on the New York Stock
Exchange. Jolm Hancock oWiled and controlled Jolm Hancock Funds and Jolm Hancock
Advisers. In April 2004 Manulife .Financial, a Canadiari. corporatjon with its headquarters in
Toronto, Canada acquired Jolm Hancock in a stock-for-stockmerger. Manulife Financial
common stock trades on the New York Stock Exchange. Since the merger John Hancock
has operated as a Manulife Financial subsidiary.
·
8.
During the relevant period, Manulife Financial owned directly or indirectly
John Hancock Management, then known as MSS, John Hancock Distributors, then known
as Manulife Financial Services and John HancockTiust, then known as Manufacturers
Investment Trust.
9.
Jolm H~cock Trust is a Massachusetts business trust with its headquarters
in Boston, Massachusetts. During the relevant period, John Hancock Trust was called
Manufacturers Investment Trust ("MIT"). It was a series investment company containing
the investment options for Manulife Financial's variable annuity products and was
registered with the Commission as an investment company. After the Manulife
Financial/John Hancock merger, MIT changed its name to John Hancock Trust.

· John Hancock Management's and John Hancock Distributors'
Directed Brokerage and Revenue Sharing
. 10.
John Hancock Management provided investment advisory and portfolio
management services to John Hancock Trust. This included oversight of the sub-advisers
Jolm Hancock Trust used to manage its assets. The sub-advisers made investment
decisions and placed orders for them through broker-dealers, some of whom were selected
by John Hancock Management. John Hancock Distributors distributed the variable annuity
products issued by John Hancock Trust.
11.
During the relevant period, Jolm Hancock Distributors negotiated and was
obligated under revenue sharing arrangements with certain broker-dealers to compensate
these broker-dealers to promote the sale of John Hancock Trust products. Under these
arrangements, the broker-dealers agreed to provide special marketing services, such as the
opportunity for John Hancock Management and John Hancock Distributors to participate in
conferences and meetings in· which John Hancock Trust products were presented to selling
brokers and providing preferred placement of John Hancock Trust products in marketing
programs or other favorable marketing of John Hancock Trust products. The fees ranged
from 4 to 35 basis points (or 0.04% to 0.35%) on sales and up to 10 basis points (or 0.00%
to 0.10%) on assets. In some instances, these broker-dealers agreed to accept brokerage
commissions as payments under these revenue sharing arrangements.
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12.
During the relevant period, John Hancock Management stated in its filings
with the Commission and in materials provided to the trust board that it may consider a
, broker or dealer's sales in directing its brokerage commissions. For example, the
Statement of Additional Information ("SAl") for the relevant period stated that

Sales Volume Considerations. Consistent with the foregoing considerations and the
Ru1es of Fair Practice of the NASD, sales of insurance contracts which offer Trust
portfolios may be considered as a factor in the selection of brokers or dealers. _
13.
Also, John Hancock Management stated in filings with the Commission and
in materials provided to the trust board that John Hancock Distributors paid its own
distribution costs. For example, a variable annuity prospectus for the relevant period said
. that John Hancock Distributors may
pay broker-dealers additional compensation or reimbursement for their efforts in
selling contracts
14.
However, John Hancock Management knew that a portion of John Hancock
Distributors' revenue sharing expenses was satisfied when John Hancock Management
directed brokerage commissions to the broker-dealers providing marketing services to John
Hancock Distributors under the arrangements. The broker-dealers, John Hancock .
Management and John Hanc-ock Distributors considered these commissions to be payments
under the revenue sharing arrahgements. -John Hancock Management never disclosed this use of fund assets to the trust board.
15.
Without knowledge of this use of trust brokerage commissions, the trust
board was unaware of the conflict of interest it created and was unable adequately to
evaluate the trust's overall marketing expenses.
(

16.
As a fidueia.r}r, John Hancock Management had a duty to disclose to the trust
this use of trust portfolio assets. John Hancock Management made no such disclosure.
17.
John Hancock Management was primarily responsible for ensuring that the
trust's prospectuses and SAis were in compliance with the requirements of Form N-1A in
describing John Hancock Management's trading practices for the John Hancock Trust. The
information the Commission requires investment companies to disclose in its prospectuses
and SAis is set forth in Form N .. 1A. Specifically, Item 16(c) of the Form N-1A required a
description in the SAl of "how the Fund will select brokers to effect securities transactions"
and required that "if the Fund will consider the receipt of products or services other than
brokerage or research services in selecting brokers, [the Fund should] specify those
products or services." During the relevant period, the SAis disclosed that John Hancock
Management may consider sales of shares of the Trust as a factor in selecting brokers or
- dealers, to execute the Trust's portfolio transactions. The SAis did not make the distinction
between directing commissions "in consideration of fund sales" and using brokerage ·
commissions to reduce its affiliate's revenue sharing obligations. The SAis failed to 5
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disclose that John Hancock Management directed brokerage commissions to pay its
affiliate's revenue sharing obligations.
18.
John Hancock Distributors knew when it offered and sold trust products that
the brokerage commissions John Hancock Management directed to revenue sharing brokerdealers offset John Hancock-Distributor's own revenue sharing obligations and knew, or
should have kno~ that John Hancock Management did not disclose this use of fund
·
assets to the trust board.
19.
John Hancock Management and John Hancock Distributors failed to ensure
that the commissions were used only for the benefit of the funds that generated them. As a
result, these commissions.were used to pay revenue sharing obligations across the entire
Manulife Financial complex.
.20.
John Hancock Management and John Hancock Distributors benefited from
this use of trust portfolio assets. If the revenue sharing arrangements increased fund sales,
John Hancock Management would benefit from an increase in its compensation, which was
calculated as a percentage of net assets under management. John Hancock Distributors
benefited from not having to pay for the marketing services provided under these
arrangements from its own resources.
·

21.
In total, John· Hancock Management directed $14,838,943.65 in brokerage
commissions to 55 broker-dealers during the relevant period as payment for John Hancock
Distributors' obligations under the revenue sharing arrangements.
John Hancock Advisers' and John Hancock Funds'
Directed-Brokerage and Revenue Sharing
22.
John Hancock Funds marketed and distributed John Hancock retail mutual
funds through a number of broker-dealers. John Hancock Advisers provided investment
·advisory and portfolio management services to John Hancock's retail mutual funds.·
During the relevant period, John Hancock Funds entered into r~venue sharing arrangements ·
with certain broker-dealers pursuant to which John Hancock Funds agreed to compensate
these broker-dealers to promote the sale of John Hancock retail mutual funds. For
example, these broker-dealers placed John Hancock mutual funds on "preferred lists" of
mutual funds and gave John Hancock Funds increased access to registered representatives
and sales conferences. In return John Hancock Funds agreed to make payments to the:se
broker-dealers equal to a set ·percentage of gioss sales and/or assets under management.
. These fees ranged from 10 to 25 basis points (or 0.1% to 0.25%) on sales and from 5 to 10
basis points (or 0.05% to 0.10%) on assets. In some instances, these broker-dealers agreed
to accept brokerage commissions as payments under the revenue sharing arrangements.·

23.
In calculating the amount ofbrokerage commissions used.to reduce revenue
sharing payments, in some instances, broker-dealers used a formula that required John·
Hancock Funds to spend a higher amount in brokerage commissions than it would have
6

paid in cash. In these instances, John Hancock Funds and the broker-dealers used a ratio to
convert br~kerage commission amounts into a cash equivalent amount.
24.
During the relevant period, John Hancock Advisers stated in its filings with
the Commission and materials provided to the mutual fund boards and shareholders that
John Hancock Funds may have paid broker-dealers from its own resources for services·
they provided in connection with their sales of John Hancock mutual fund products. For
example, the prospectus for the funds stated that:
[John Hancock Funds] may pay significant compensation out of its own resources
to your broker-dealer.
. Also, during the relevant period, the SAl for the funds stated that:
[John Hancock Funds], at its expense, and without additional cost to the Fund or its
shareholders may provide significant additional compensation to Selling Firms in
connection with their promotion of.the Fund or sale of shares of the Fund.
25. · However, John Hancock Advisers knew that a portion of John Hancock
Funds' revenue sharing expenses was satisfied when John Hancock Advisers directed
brokerage commissions for fund portfolio transactions to certain broker-dealers. John
Hancock Advisers never disclosed to the retail mutual fund boards this use of fund assets.
26.
As a fiduciary,John Hancock Advisers had a duty to disclose to the retail
mutual funds this use of fund assets. John Hancock Advisers made no su~h disclosure.
27.
John Hancock Advisers was primarily responsible for ensuring that the John
Hancock retail mutual fund prospectuses and SAis were in compliance with the
requirements of Form N-lA in deseribing John Hancock Funds' trading practices for the
John Hancock retail mutual funds. The information the Commission required investment
. companies to disclose in their prospectuses and SAls is set forth in Form N •1 A.
Specifically, during the relevant period, Item 16(c) ofthe Form N-lA requires a description
in the SAl of"how the Fund will select brokers to effect securities transactions" and
required that "if the Fund will consider the receipt of products or services ·other than ·
brokerage or research services in selecting brokers, [the Fund should] specify those
products or services." During the relevant period, the SAis.disclosed that John Hancock
Advisers may consider sales of shares of the Funds as a factor in selecting brokers or
dealers to execute the Fund's portfolio transactions. The SAls did not make the distinction
between directing commissions "in consideration offund sales" and using brokerage
commissions to reduce revenue sharing obligations. The SAls failed to disclose that John
Hancock Advisers directed brokerage commissions to pay its affiliate's revenue sharing
obligations.
·28.
John Hancock Funds knew when it offered and sold these products that the
brokerage commissions John Hancock Advisers directed to revenue sharing broker-dealers
7
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offset John Hancock Funds' own revenue sharing obligations and knew, or should have
known, that John Hancock Advisers did not disclose this use of fund assets to the fund
boards.
Nor did John Hancock Funds or John Hancock Advisers ellSure that the
29.
commissions were used only in connection with-revenue sharing expenses associated with
the funds that generated them. As a result, commissions generated by particular funds were
used to pay revenue sharing obligations relatihg to the marketing of other funds in the John
Hancock mutual fund complex.
In total, John Hancock Advisers _directed $2,899,907 in brokerage
30.
commissions to 12 broker-dealers during the relevant period as payinent for John Hancock
Funds' payment obligations under the revenue sharing arrangements. Based. on the
application of ratios that converted brokerage commissions into cash, John Hancock Funds
received credit against revenue sharing obligations of approximately $2,087,477.46, which
is the amount it benefited from the use of these commissions to satisfY its revenue sharing
arrangements.

Violations
31.
As a result of the conduct described above, Respondents John Hancock
Advisers and John Hancock Management willfullf violated Section 206(2) of the Advisers
Act in that they engaged in transactions, practices or courses of buSiness which operated or
would operate as a fraud or deceit upon clients or prospective clients. Specifically, John
Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Management failed to disclose to the trust and retail
mutual fund boards the conflict of interest created by the use of brokerage commissions,
which were assets of the funds and trusts they advised, to pay revenue sharing· expenses
incurred by John Hancock Funds and John Hancock Distributors.
32.
As a result of the conduct described above, John Hancock Distributors and
John Hancock Funds willfi.dly aided and abetted and caused violations of Sections 206(2)
of~e Advisers Act, which prohibits fraudulent conduct by an investment adviser, when
they offered products while knowing that brokerage commissions generated by John
Hancock Management and John Hancock Advisers'. transactions in the trust portfolios and
retail mutual funds they advised were used to pay John Hancock Distributors' and John
Hancock Funds' revenue sharing obligations and knew, or should have known, that John
2

"Willfully" as used with respect to direct violations in this Order means intentionally committing the act
which constitutes the violation. See Wonsover v. SEC, 205 F.3d 408, 414 (D.C. Cir: 2000); Tager v. SEC,
344 F.2d 5, 8 (2d Cir. 1965). There is no requirement that the actor also be aware that it is violating one of
the Rules or Acts.
·
3

"Willfully" as used with respect to aiding and abetting violations in this Order means knowingly
committing the act which constitutes the violation. See Wonsover v. SEC, 205 F.3d 408,414 (D.C. Cir.
2000); Tager v. SEC, 344 F.2d 5, 8 (2d Cir. 1965). Thete is no requirement that the actor also b~ aware
that it is violating one of the Rules or Acts.
·

·
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Hancock Management and John Hancock Advisers failed to disclose this use of fund assets
to the trust and retail mutual fund boards.

33.
As a result of the conduct described above, John Hancock Management and
John Hancock Advisers willfully violated Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act in
that they made untrue statements of material fact in a registration statement, application,
report, account, record, or other document filed or transmitted pursuant to the Investment
Company Act, or omitted to state therein, any fact necessary in order to prevent the
statements made therein, in the light of the circumstances under Which they were made,
from being materially misleaditi.g.
As a result of the conduct described above, John Hancock Management,
34.
John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Funds willfully
violated Section 17(d) of the Investment Company Act and Rule 17d-1 thereunder, which
provide in pertinent part that it is unlawful for any "affiliated person of or principal
underwriter for any registered investment company ... , acting as principal, [to] participate
in, or effect any transaction in connection with, any joint enterprise or other joint
arrangement or profit-sharing plan in which any such registered company ... is a
participant ... unless an application regarding such joint enterprise or profit-sharing plan has
been filed with the Commission and has been granted by an order entered prior to the
·submission of such plan[.]"

Respondents' Cooperation
35.
In determining to accept the Offers, the Commission considered the
cooperation afforded the Commission staffby the Respondents.

· Undertakings
36.

The Respondents undertake the following:

a
Written Compliance Policies and Procedures. Each Respondent shall, .
within 90 days from the entry ·of the Order, require a senior level employee to implement
and maintain the following written compliance policies and procedures:
i.
Procedures designed to ensure that when Respondent's traders place
trades with a broker-dealer that also sells Respondent's mutual fund or variable
annuity products, the person responsible for selecting such broker-dealer is not
informed of, and does not take into account, the broker-dealer's promotion or sale
of fund shares or variable annuity products;
ii.
Procedures requiring the documentation of all revenue sharing
arrangements and requiring each Respondent to enter into written contracts
memorializing revenue sharing arrangements between Respondent and the brokerdealer or other intermediary. The documentation of each revenue sharing
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arrangement will set forth the payment schedule and the services that the brokerdealer or other intermediary will provide and include a provision preventing the
broker-dealer or other intermediary from accepting compensation for promoting or
selling Respondent' s· fund shares or variable annuity products in the form of
commissions for brokerage transactions directed to it from a Respondent's portfolio
transactions;
m;
All revenue sharing arrangements concerning the sale of John
Hancock retail fund shares must be approved in writing by the Respondent's Chief
Compliance Officer and the form of any such arrangements, or any material
deviation therefrom, presented to the fund boards prior to implementation;
iv.
All revenue sharing arrangements concerning the sale of variable
annuities offered through John Hancock registered separate accounts that invest in
the John Hancock Trust must be approved in writing by the Respondent's Chief
Compliance Officer and the form of any such arrangements, or any material
deviation therefrom, presented to the trust board no later than the next regularly
scheduled meeting;
v.
Each Respondent will supplement its compliance manual to
establish guidelines for entering into revenue sharing arrangements which shall not ·
be inconsistent with the terms of this order;
vi.
Subject to the approval of the Respondents' boards, Respondents .
will prepare disclosures for the mutual funds and variable series trust portfolios to
include in their prospectuses or SAis information about .payments made. by
Respondents to broker-dealers or other intermediaries in respect ofthe sate of fund
shares in addition to dealer concessions, shareholder servicing payments, and
payments for services that Respondents or an affiliate otherwise would provide,
such as sub-accounting, and state that such payments are intended to compensate
broker-dealers for various services, including without limitation, placement on the
broker-dealer's preferred or recommended list, access to the broker-dealers'
registered representatives, assistance in training and education of personnel,
marketing support and other specified services;
vii.
Respondents shall cause there to be a senior level employee whose
responsibilities shall include compliance matters regarding conflicts of interest
relating to the Respondents' businesses, as the case may be;
vm. Respondents shall develop policies and procedures to ensure that
fund brokerage expenses are not used to finance distribution of funds;
ix.
At least once per year, John Hancock Management and John
Hancock Advisers will make a presentation to the boards, including an overview of
their revenue sharing arrangements and policies, including any material changes to
10

such policies, the number and types of such arrangements, the types of services
received, the identity of participating broker-dealers and the total dollar amounts
paid. John Hancock Management and John Hancock Advisers will also provide the
Boards with a summary quarterly report setting forth amounts paid by Respondent
for revenue sharing arrangements and the broker-dealers that received such
paym~nts.

37.
Certification. No later than twenty-four months after the entry date of the
Order; the chief executive officer of each Respondent shall certify to the Commission in
writing that the Respondent has fully adopted and complied in all material respects with
the undertakings set forth in this section, or in.the event of material non-adoption or noncompliance, shall describe s.uch material non-adoption or non-compliance.
·38.
Recordkeeping. Respondents ·shall preserve for a period not less than six
years from the end of the fiscal year last used, the first two years in an easily accessible
place, any record of Respondents' compliance with the undertakings set forth in
paragraph 36.
39.
Deadlines. For good cause shown, the Commission's staff may extend
any of the procedural dates set forth above.

IV..
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public
interest to impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondents' Offers.·
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that:·

A.
Pursuant to Section,20J(e) of the Advisers Act, Respondents John Hancock
Advisers and John Hancock Management are hereby ,.censured,
B.
Pursuant to Section 15(b)(4) of the Exchange Act, Respondents John
·Hancock Funds and John Hancock Distributors are hereby censured.
C.
Pursuant to Section 203(k) of the AC.visers Act, and Section 9(f) of the
Investment Company Act, Respondents John Hancock Management, John Hancock
Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Funds shall cease and desist from
committing or causing any violations and any future violations of Sections 206(2) of the
Advisers Act, Respondents John Hancock Management and John Hancock Advisers shall
cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and any future violations of
Section 34(b) ofthe Investment Company Act, and Respondents John Hancock
Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Funds
shall cease and desist from cpmmitting or causing any violations and any future violations of
Section 17(d) of the Investment Company Act and Rule 17d-1 thereunder;
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D.·

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that:

1.
John Hancock Management and John Hancock Distributors shall, within 30
days from the date of entry of the Order, on a joint and several basis, pay disgorgement of
$14,838,943.65 and prejudgment interest of$2,001,999.21 to the John Hancock Trust
portfolios,4 based upon the amount of cash payments that the Respondents avoided paying
under revenue sharing arrangements by using portfolio brokerage commissions to pay for
revenue sharing obligations. John Hancock Management and John Hancock Distributors
shall also provide evidence of a wife transfer that is acceptable to the Securities and
Exchange Commission staffas proof of such payment. The amounts that will be paid to ·
each John Hancock Trust portfolio are detailed below:
·
Fund

All Cap Core
All Cap Growth
All Cap Value
Blue Chip Growth
Capital Appreciation
Dynamic Growth
Emerging Growth
· Emerging Small Company
Equity:OJncome
Financial Services Trust
Fundamental Value
Global
Global Allocation
Health Sciences
Income& Value
International Core
International Equity Index A
Intetnational Small Cap
International Value
Large Cap Trust
Large Cap Value
Mid Cap Index
Mid Cap Stock
Mid Cap Value

~.

~aturaiFtesources

Quantitative All Cap
Quantitative Mid Cap
Fteal Estate Securities
Science & Technology
Small Cap Opportunities

;

4

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
.$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount
655,372.00
731,112.07
176,133.60
708,820.67
725,943.97
146,759.93
13,181.32
333,109.47
417,364.61
36,472.87
136,967.18
806,885.41
13,405.03
70,129.00
441,367.45
355,158.90
55,798.31
422,206.61
1,147,276.86
2,789,923.76
185,990.04
155,880.34
798,213.56
459,569.65
21,208.73
I, 141.27
232,155.25
161,839.32
505,747.40
187,019.04

The disgorgement and _prejudgment interest amounts will be paid to the affected portfolios or their
successors,
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..

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Small Company Value
Special Value
U.S. Core
U.S. Global Leaders Growth
U.S. Large Cap
Utilities Trust
Value

Total

83,600.86
15,855.45
2,116,692.27
293,517.27
857 469.77
69,129.97
512,523.65

16,840,942.86

2.
John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Funds shall, within 30 days from
the date of entry of the Order, on a joint and several basis, pay disgorgement of
$2,087,477.46 and prejudgment interest of$359,460.63 to the John Hancock mutual
funds, s based upon the amount of cash payments .that the Respondents avoided paying
under revenue sharing·arrangemeilts by using fund brokerage commission to pay for
revenue sharing obligations. John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock Funds shall also
provide evidence of a Wire transfer that is acceptable to the Securities and Exchange
Commission staff as proof of such payment. The amounts that will be paid to each fund
are detailed below:
Fund I Account

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Balanced
Bank & Thrift Opportunity
Classic Value
Financial Industries
Financial Trends
Focused Equity
Growth Trends
Health Sciences
High Yield
Institutional Accounts
JHT Blue Chip Growth"
JHT Financial Services".
JHT Growth & Income"
JHT Mid Cap Stock"
JHT Small Cap Growth"
Large Cap Equity
Mid Cap Growth
Multi-Cap Growth
Patriot Global Dividend
Patriot Preferred Dividend
Patriot Premium Dividend I
Patriot Premium Dividend II

5

Amount
3,144.97
129,567.26
4,200.25
442,27326
19,769.61·
1,867.79
45,78l.l7
31,056.08
1,529.79
99,623.67
808.82
16,180.36
20,949.10
1,248.95
18,374.57
614,955.42
172,696.75
928.07
2,512.96
1,058,00.
1,913.63
3,197.36

The disgorgement and prejudgment interest amounts will be paid to the affected portfolios or their
successors.
6
This fund was formerly a John Hancock mutual fund, but has since merged into a portfolio of the John
Hancock Trust. Thus, the payment will be made to the appropriate portfolio of the John Hancock Trust.
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Patriot Select Dividend
Preferred Income III
Regional Bank
Small Cap Equity
Sovereign Investors.
Technology
U.S. Global Leaders Growth
Total

..

'

$
$
$
$
$
.$
$
$

2,202.52
1,050.07
221,684.29
229,809.55
68,817.75
45,535.23
244,200.86
2,446,938.09 .

3.
Within 30 days from the date of the entry of the Order, John Hancock
Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John Hancock
Funds shall each pay a civil monetary penalty in the amount of$500,000 to the United
States Treasury. All such payments shall be made by United States postal money ordet(s),
wfre transfer, certified check(s), bank cashier's check(s) or bank money order(s); made
payable to the Securities and Exchange Commission; hand-delivered or mailed io the
Office of Financial Management, Securities and Exchange Commission, Operations
Center, 6432 General Green Way, Alexandria, Stop 0-3, VA 22312; and submitted under
one or more cover letters that identify John Hancock Investment Management Services,
LLC, John Hancock Distributors, LLC, John Hancock Funds, LLC and John Hancock
Advisers, LLC as Respondents in these proceedings and the file number of these
proceedings. A copy of the cover letter(s), wire transfer instructions, money order(s) or
check(s) shall be sent to David Bergers, Director, Boston Regional Office, 23rd Floor, 33
Arch Street, Boston, MA 02110.
E.

Respondents shall comply with the undertakings set forth in paragraph 36.

By the Commission..

B1~ J. Lynn Tay or

jt.

. Assistant Secretaf\/
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 8816 I June 25,2007
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55947 I June 25,2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12664

In th'e Matter of
John Hancock Investment
Management Services, LLC, John
Hancock Distributors LLC, John
Hancock Advisers, LLC and John
Hancock Funds, LLC
Respondents.

ORDER UNDER SECTION 27A(b) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND SECTION
21E(b) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934, GRANTING WAIVERS OF
THE DISQUALIFICATION PROVISIONS OF
SECTION 27A(b)(l)(A)(ii) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND SECTION
21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

John Hancock Investment Management Services, LLC ("John Hancock Management"),
John Hancock Distributors LLC ("John Hancock Distributors"), John Hancock Advisers LLC
("John Hancock Advisers") and John Hancock Funds, LLC ("John Hancock Funds"),
.
collectively, "Respondents", have submitted a letter, dated December 1, 2006, on behalf of
themselves and their affiliate, Manulife Financial Corporation, whose stock is traded on the New
York Stock Exchange, requesting a waiver of the disqualification provisions of Section
27 A(b )(1 )(A)(ii) of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") and Section 21E(b)(1 )(A)(ii) of
. the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") arising from the Respondents' settlement
of an administrative proceeding instituted by the Commission.
On June 25, 2007, pursuant to the Respondents' Offers of Settlement, the Commission
issued an Order Instituting Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuant to
Sections 15(b) of the Exchange Act, Sections 203(e), and 203(k) of the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940, and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) ofthe Investment Company Act of 1940 ("Order") against
Respondents. Under the Order, the Commission found that:
1.
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Advisers and
John Hancock Management willfully violated Section 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of

,.i.

1940 ("Advisers Act") and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("Investment
Company Act").
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Distributors and
2.
John Hancock Funds willfully aided and abetted and caused John Hancock Management and John
Hancock Advisers; violations of Sections 206(2) ofthe Advisers Act.
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Management, John
3.
Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John HancOck Funds willfully
violated Section 17(d) of the Investment Company Act and Rule 17d-1 thereunder.
The Order requires, among other things:
1.
Respondents to pay a total of approximately $21,287,880.95 million in
disgorgement, including pre-judgment interest and civil penalties; and
2.
John Hancock Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers
and John Hancock Funds to comply with certain undertakings concerning compliance oversight.
The safe harbor provisions of Section 27A(c) of the Securities Act and Section 21E(c) of
the Exchange Act are not available for any forward looking statement that is "made with respect to
the business or operations of an issuer, if the issuer ... during the 3-year period preceding the date
on which the statement was first made ... has been made the subject of an ... administrative
decree or order arising out of a governmental action that (I) prohibits future violations of the ·antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws; (II) requires that the issuer cease and desist from
violating the antifraud provisions of the securities laws; or (III) determines that the issuer violated
the antifraud provisions of the securities laws[.]" Section 27A(b)(1)(A)(ii) ofthe Securities Act
and Section 21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) of the Exchange Act. The disqualifications may be waived ''io the
extent otherwise specifically provided by nile, regulation, or order of the Commission., Section
27A(b) of the Securities Act and Section 21E(b) of the Exchange Act.
Based on the representations set forth in Respondents' request, the Commis~ion has
determined that, under the circumstances, the request for a waiver of the disqualifications resulting
from the entry of the Order is appropriate and should be granted.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Section 27A(b) of the Securities Act and
Section 21 E(b) of the Exchange Act, that a waiver from the disqualification provisions of Section
27A(b)(l)(A)(ii) ofthe Securities Act and Section 21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) ofthe Exchange Act as to John
· ·Hancock Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers, John Hancock Funds
and Manulife Financial Coq)oration and their affiliates resulting from the entry of the Order is
hereby grnnted.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

B9~

3

J. Lynn Taylor

Assistant Secretary
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Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 8816 I June 25,2007
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
ReleaseNo. 55947 I June 25,2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12664

In th·e Matter of
John Hancock Investment
Management Services, LLC, John
Hancock Distributors LLC, John
Hancock Advisers, LLC and John
Hancock Funds, LLC
Respondents.

ORDER UNDER SECTION 27A(b) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND SECTION
21E(b) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934, GRANTING WAIVERS OF
THE DISQUALIFICATION PROVISIONS OF
SECTION 27A(b)(1)(A)(ii) OF THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND SECTION
21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

John Hancock Investment Management Services, LLC ("John Hancock Management"),
John Hancock Distributors LLC ("John Hancock Distributors"), John Hancock Advisers LLC.
("John Hancock Advisers") and John Hancock Funds, LLC ("John Hancock Funds"),
collectively, "Respondents", have submitted a letter, dated December 1, 2006, on behalf of
themselves and their affiliate, Manulife Financial Corporation, whose stock is traded on the New
York Stock Exchange, requesting a waiver of the disqualification provisions of Section
27A(b )(1 )(A)(ii) of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") and Section 21E(b)(1 )(A)(ii) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") arising from the Respondents' settlement
of an administrative proceeding instituted by the Commission.
. On June 25, 2007, pursuant to the Respondents' Offers of Settlement, the Commission
issued an Order Instituting Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuant to
Sections 15(b) ofthe Exchange Act, Sections 203(e), and 203(k) ofthe Investment Advisers Act
of 1940, and Sections 9(b) and 9(f) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("Order") against
Respondents. Under the Order, the Commission found that:
1.
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Advisers and
John Hancock Management willfully violated Section 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of
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1940 ("Advisers Act") and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("Investment
Company Act").
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Distributors and
2.
John Hancock Funds willfully aided and abetted and caused John Hancock Management and John
Hancock Advisers' violations of Sections 206(2) ofthe Advisers Act.
3.
As a result of the conduct described in the Order, John Hancock Management, John
Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers and John Hancbck Funds willfully
violated Section l7(d) ofthe Investment Company Act and Rule 17d-1 thereunder.
The Order requires, among other things:
1.
Respondents to pay a total of approximately $21,287,880.95 million in
disgorgement, including pre-judgment interest and civil penalties; and

2.
John Hancock Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers
.and John Hancock Funds to comply with certain undertakings concerning compliance oversight.
The safe harbor provisions of Section 27A(c) of the Securities Act and Section 21E(c) of
the Exchange Act are not available for any forward looking statement that is "made with respect to
ihe business or operations of an issuer, if the issuer ... during the 3-year period precediilg the date on which the statement was first made ... has been made the subject of an ... administrative
decree or order arising out of a governmental action that (I) prohibits future violations of the -antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws; (II) requires tliat the issuer cease and desist from
violating the antifraud provisions of the securities laws; or (Ill) determines that the issuer violated
the antifraud provisions ofthe securities laws[.]" Section 27A(b)(l)(A)(ii) of the Securities Act
and Section 21E(b)(1)(A)(ii) ofthe Exchange Act. The disqualifications may be waived ''to the
extent otherwise specifically provided by rule, regulation, or order of the Commission." Section
27A(b) of the Securities Act and Section 21 E(b) of the Exchange Act.
Based on the representations set forth in Respondents' request, the Commis~ion has
determined that, under the circumstances, the request for a waiver of the disqualifications resulting
from the entry of the Order is appropriate and should be granted.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Section 27A(b) of the Securities Act and
Section 21E(b) of the Exchange Act, that a waiver from the disqualification provisions of Section
27A(b)(l)(A)(ii) ofthe Securities Act and Section 21E(b)(l)(A)(ii) ofthe Exchange Act as to John
· Hancock Management, John Hancock Distributors, John Hancock Advisers, John Hancock Funds
and Manulife Financial Coq)oration and their affiliates resulting from the entry of the Order is
hereby grnnted.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

s~~
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J. Lynn Taylor
Assistant Sect'etafY
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SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55954 I June 25, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2623 I June 25, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12666

ORDER INSTITUTING CEASE-ANDDESIST PROCEEDINGS, MAKING
FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING A CEASE
AND-DESIST ORDER PURSUANT TO
SECTION 21 C OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In the Matter of

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORPORATION,
Respondent.

I.
The United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it
appropriate that cease-and-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section
21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), against International Business
Machines Corporation ("IBM" or "Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Comniission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over it and the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Ceaseand-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to
Section 21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds 1 that:

A.

SUMMARY

In 2000 and 2001, IBM assisted Dollar General Corporation's commission of accounting
fraud through a sham transaction. The transaction was conceived by an IBM Business Unit
Executive (the "IBM BUE") and was designed to achieve a particular accounting result for Dollar
General. In addition, IBM maintained inaccurate books and records in 2000 and 2001 that resulted
from, among other things, revenue recognition errors by various IBM business units in a number of
countries around the world that departed from Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
("GAAP").

In 1999, IBM and Dollar General agreed that Dollar General would lease new electronic
cash registers from IBM to replace Dollar General's old Omron-brand cash registers. As originally
planned, Dollar General would phase out the old registers and purchase the new IBM equipment
over a multi-year period. In the second half of 2000, however, IBM, through the IBM BUB,
suggested that Dollar General accelerafe the roll-out of new IBM equipment by leasing for
approximately $10 million all of the new equipment by the end of 2000. This would have the
result of increasing IBM's revenue for fiscal year 2000. Dollar General initially rejected the
proposal, however, due to an accounting problem. Specifically, if Dollar General replaced all of
the Omron equipment, it would be required to write off the book value of that equipment as an
expense. This "book loss" problem, as it became known, in turn, would have a negative impact on
Dollar General's earnings for its fiscal year 2000, which ended February 2, 2001.
IBM, through the IBM BUB, devised a way to solve Dollar General's "book loss" problem.
Specifically, the IBM BUB proposed that IBM would purchase the old Omron equipment for
approximately $11 million. By selling the equipment at that price, Dollar General would avoid
most of the negative consequences of having to write off the book value of the equipment that
would have occurred if it simply replaced the old registers with the new IBM equipment. The
proposed "purchase," however, was not a bona fide transaction because, among other reasons,
IBM's purchase price for the Omron equipment was repaid to IBM by an offsetting increase in the
amount that Dollar General was to pay for the new IBM equipment. In addition, although IBM
agreed to buy the Omron equipment for more than Dollar General was going to pay for the new
IBM registers, IBM knew that the Omron equipment was worthless, IBM intended to destroy it,
and ultimately IBM never took possession of any of the sales registers. Nevertheless, the

The findings herein are made pursuant to Respondent's Offer of Settlement and are not binding on any
other person or entity in this or any other proceeding.
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"purchase" occurred and Dollar General removed the Omron equipment from its books and
minimized the negative impact on its earnings in fiscal year 2000.

In addition, IBM in 2000 and 2001 maintained inaccurate books and records as a result of
numerous discrete revenue recognition errors (many of which were errors with respect to the
timing of recognition as between quarters and which were discovered and corrected by IBM)
totaling approximately $577 million in revenues over that two-year period.
B.

RESPONDENT AND RELATED ENTITY

IBM, headquartered in Armonk, New York, and incorporated in New York, manufactures
and sells computer services, hardware and software. IBM stock is registered under Section 12(b)
ofthe Exchange Act and is listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
Dollar General Corporation, a. Tennessee corporation headquartered in Goodlettsville,
Tennessee, is a discount retailer of general merchandise. Dollar General's common stock is
registered under Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act and is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange. 2
C.

THE OMRON TRANSACTION
1.

IBM Proposal For An Accelerated Roll-Out Is Rejected

In 1999, Dollar General decided to lease new electronic cash registers from IBM's Retail
Store Solutions business unit to replace Dollar General's old Omron-brand cash registers over a
multi-year roll-out period. In November of 2000, IBM, through the IBM BUE, suggested that
Dollar General accelerate the roll-out of the new electronic cash registers by leasing all the 4,224
remaining registers under the agreement before December 31, 2000. IBM offered to lease the new
equipment to Dollar General for approximately $10 million, which included a one million dollar
discount to encourage Dollar General to agree to the deal. After receiving the proposal, Dollar
General concluded that the negative impact on Dollar General's earnings for its fiscal year 2000
from writing off the remaining book value for the Omron registers would outweigh the benefit of
the transaction.
2

On April 7, 2005, the SEC filed a settled enforcement action against Dollar General and certain of its
former officers and employees in the United States District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee. Securities
and Exchange Commission v. Dollar General Corp., et al., Civil Action No. 3:05-0283. Dollar General consented to
the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining it from violating the antifraud, internal controls, books and
records, and periodic reporting provisions of the federal securities laws, specifically, Section 17(a) of the Securities
Act of 1933 and Sections IO(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act and Rules lOb-5, 12b-20,
13a-ll, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. The Commission's complaint included allegations relating to the Dollar
General transaction with IBM that is one of the subjects of this Order.
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Dollar General rejected IBM's offer on November 29, 2000, explaining to the IBM BUE.
that it was not worth it to Dollar General to acquire the new registers in 2000 because of the
additional expense Dollar General would incur in writing off the remaining book value of the
company's old equipment. Internal communications at IBM make clear that IBM understood
Dollar General's accounting issue, specifically the write-off of the remaining book value, was a
significant obstacle to completing the December 2000 roll-out of the IBM equipment.

2.

IBM Proposes "Purchase" of Omron Registers To Solve Dollar General's
Accounting Concern

On behalf of IBM, the IBM BUE devised and proposed a solution to, as he wrote in an email, "help fix [Dollar General's] Omron book value issue." Specifically, IBM offered to
"purchase" the Omron registers from Dollar General to accomplish the goal of helping Dollar
General to minimize the impact of writing off the book value of Dollar General's Omron registers.
On November 30, 2000, the IBM BUE contacted Dollar General's Treasurer and Dollar General's
vice president of information services to discuss a proposal to address Dollar General's
"accounting concerns." The proposal was that Dollar General lease, by December 31,2000, all of
the new equipment then currently scheduled to be leased in future years. If Dollar General agreed,
IBM would "purchase" the Omron registers for a specified amount and would offset that purchase
price by increasing the price Dollar General would pay to lease the new IBM registers by
approximately the same amount. Initially, the proposal was that the Omron purchase price would
be repaid immediately by Dollar General; ultimately, IBM agreed that its "purchase price" would
be repaid over time by Dollar General as part of the financing arrangements for the new
equipment.
At the same time that IBM agreed to "purchase" the Omron registers, the IBM BUE and
various other IBM personnel knew that the Omron equipment was worthless. For example, an
IBM Asset Manager had determined by December 5, 2000, that the Omron registers had no value
to IBM and communicated this to an IBM Client Manager. The IBM Client Manager also
understood that IBM was going to dispose of the Omron equipment it was planning to purchase
from Dollar General. In addition, an IBM Business Operations Manager for the North American
sales team for IBM's Retail Store Solutions checked with an IBM contractor to see ifthere was any
market value for the Omron registers. The contractor told the IBM Business Operations Manager
that there was no domestic resale value for the equipment. Finally, the IBM BUE ultimately told
Dollar General that the Omron registers were worthless to IBM and that IBM intended to destroy
them.
IBM allowed Dollar General to set the "purchase" price for the equipment. After
considering the book value of the Omron registers, Dollar General determined that the best price
4

...
would be between $10 million and $11 million and communicated that to IBM. Thus, IBM was
asked to pay as much or more for the worthless Omron registers as IBM had proposed Dollar
General would pay for the new IBM equipment.
The IBM BUB and others at IBM also understood from the outset that the purchase price it
proposed to pay for the older registers would not be at risk because it would be repaid by Dollar
General in the form of an increased lease price for the new equipment. In effect, there was no
"purchase" of Omron equipment; instead the amount was to be a loan from IBM to Dollar General.
Internal IBM documents make clear the relationship between the Omron purchase price and the
offsetting price increase for IBM equipment. For example, in a December 3, 2000, email, the IBM
BUB described the new price for the IBM equipment as $20,530,000 - over double the
approximately $10 million originally contemplated. The new purchase price now took into
account the price of the Omron equipment, which, at that time, was specified in the email as
$10,030,000.
The entire transaction was to be financed by IBM. The financing terms for Dollar General
were to involve "one payment of $10,030,000 in February 2001, and the rest [of the $20,530,000]
deferred with a payment start date of August 2001." Under these terms, the portion of the purchase
price attributed to the Omron equipment would be promptly reimbursed, while the amount Dollar
General owed on the new IBM equipment would be financed over a longer period, Moreover,
during the course of negotiations, there was a nexus between the price of the Omron equipment
and the final price. For example, in a December 15, 2000 email written by the IBM BUB, he
explained that since Dollar General was "now asking for the $10,030,000 to go to $11,030,000, we
will need to do a similar analysis for $19,620,480 + $1,000,000 more in Omron for a new total of
$20,620,480 financed,"
It was clear to certain IBM and Dollar General personnel that the only reason for the
purported purchase of the Omron equipment was to solve Dollar General's accounting issues. The
IBM BUE, for example, wrote in a December 3, 2000 email that "a buyback of the Omron
equipment will erase the book loss issue, removing this as an obstacle to a more rapid roll-out." In
the same email, the IBM BUE also stated that the proposed purchase should "significantly reduce
or eliminate any negative P&L issues, and remove the lurking book loss issue." In turn, as Dollar
General evaluated the offer, the company was seeking to determine whether the new proposal put
Dollar General in a better position than it would have been if it held to the original roll-out
schedule. In a December 5, 2000 email, the IBM BUE wrote: "The Customer is evaluating two
things. Can we help fix their Omron book value issue (which we can and have already agreed to)
and what is the comparative [net present value] of our best offer in December versus their current
plan of acquiring [the equipment] .... "
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In addition, completing the Omron "purchase" would increase IBM's earnings for the
quarter by allowing it to close the accelerated roll-out transaction. The IBM BUE wrote in an
email that "this would be quite a nice deal to put this much business this far forward at a time when
IBM desperately needs to show revenue growth." In addition, the IBM BUE had a direct incentive
to close the deal. His annual bonus was based in part on the total revenue from the sales "price"
for the new IBM equipment (which was artificially inflated to offset the purchase price for the
Omron transaction). Specifically, almost 50% of the IBM BUE's bonus for 2000 was attributable
to the Dollar General transaction.

3.

IBM and Dollar General Finalize Contract Terms

After negotiating the terms of the financing and other arrangements over the course of a
few weeks, IBM and Dollar General finalized the two-part transaction by agreements dated
December 22, 2000. Under one agreement, IBM agreed to purchase 14,070 Omron registers from
Dollar General for $11,098,672, with payment to be made to Dollar General no later than January
31, 2001 -just two days before the end of Dollar General's fiscal year 2000. On the same day,
Dollar General signed a separate agreement committing the company to lease 4,224 new 1BM
registers for approximately $21 million. That purchase price was to be financed by 1BM Credit
Corporation and would be repaid by Dollar General over five years, starting in January 2001.

4.

IBM "Buys" the Omron Registers

1BM and the 1BM BUE understood that Dollar General needed to receive the check for the
sale of the Omron registers by the end of January 2001 to achieve the desired accounting result.
The written agreement also required that 1BM make the payment to Dollar General no later than
January 31, 2001. On January 17, 2001, the 1BM BUE sent an internal email to several 1BM
employees seeking to have the check for the Omron registers issued. In the email, he stated: "It is
critical that this check gets cut ASAP to Dollar General for $11,216,995. Their fiscal year ends
01131/01 and this must be in house at DG."
Notably, the $11.2 million amount referenced in the IBM BUE's email includes both the
purchase price of $11,098,672 and an additional $118,323 that IBM was paying to cover the cost
of disposal of the very equipment that it was purchasing. Although various 1BM personnel saw the
check request and one individual noted that the whole transaction seemed "a little peculiar and may
be worth asking ... questions [about]," the check request was approved and the check was issued
to Dollar General shortly before January 31, 2001, two days before the end of Dollar General's
fiscal year 2000.
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Despite the purchase agreement, almost two years later in late 2002, none of the Omron
registers pmportedly purchased by IBM had left Dollar General's custody, nor were they
destroyed. They were stored in Dollar General distribution centers awaiting disposal.
5.

IBM and Dollar General's Respective Accounting for the Transaction

Dollar General received significant accounting benefits from the Omron transaction.
Dollar General utilized the Omron purchase payment from IBM to improperly reduce certain
expenses for its fiscal year 2000, thereby inflating its reported pre-tax income. Specifically,
Dollar General improperly reduced the loss on Omron registers accounted for as having been
removed from service in 2000.
The Omron transaction also served to enable Dollar General to avoid addressing an
unrelated accounting issue pertaining to the Omron equipment - specifically, the fact that Dollar
General had not sufficiently depreciated the Omron equipment during fiscal year 2000. At the
time Dollar General entered into the multi-year. agreement with IBM to replace the Omron
equipment, Dollar General should have reassessed the remaining useful lives of the Omron
equipment and accelerated the depreciation on that equipment consistent with the equipment
removal and replacement schedule. In the fourth quarter 2000, at the time Dollar General
entered into the Omron transaction with IBM, Dollar General had not. depreciated the Omron
equipment sufficiently (by approximately $7.9 million) during fiscal year 2000. The Omron
transaction, which removed the assets from the books, alleviated the need for Dollar General to
face this problem. Utilizing the cash received from IBM for the Omron equipment, Dollar
General instead minimized the loss on disposal of Omron registers and did not incur a substantial
depreciation charge.
By improperly reducing expenses that Dollar General should have recognized, the net
effect of Dollar General's accounting for the sham payment from IBM was to increase Dollar
General's pretax income for fiscal 2000 by $7.1 million, or 6.5% of Dollar General's restated
pretax fiscal year 2000 income.
IBM, in contrast, ultimately accounted for the transaction by netting out the impact of the
"purchase" of Omron equipment. IBM treated the purchase price for the Omron registers as a
trade-in credit against the full purchase price of the new IBM equipment. IBM, however, did have
to undertake unusual journal entries in order to accomplish this task because the transactions were
separately documented. Consequently, as the IBM BUB wrote in a December 21, 2000 email, the
"[l]edger amount to IBM Retail Store Solutions" was the net of the full purchase price, less the
Omron price, for a total of approximately $10.1 million. As structured, however, certain IBM
employees received credit for the full $21 million purchase price for pmposes of bonus
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calculations. Consequently, certain IBM employees, including the IBM BUB, received bonuses
that were higher than they would have been but for the fraudulent Omron transaction.

D.

IBM'S INACCURATE BOOKS AND RECORDS

As a result of numerous discrete incidents taking place in various IBM units, divisions, and
wholly-owned subsidiaries in the United States, and in at least 23 other countries, IBM made at
least $200 million in revenue recognition errors in its fiscal year 2000, and at least $377 million in
revenue recognition errors in its fiscal year 2001.
At least $281 million ofthis revenue involved the use of side letters, a substantial portion of
which were side letters in which IBM granted rights of return. For example, in December 2000,
several executives, managers, and employees of IBM Retail Store Solutions (the same unit
involved in the Omron transaction) and Business Partner units caused IBM to improperly
recognize $9.3 million in revenue in connection with the sale of 22,680 printers to a business
partner. Revenue recognition was improper at the time because, among other reasons, IBM Retail
Store Solutions employees had granted a full right of return for the equipment in a side letter to the
business partner.3 This $9.3 million in improperly recognized revenue allowed the Retail Store
Solutions unit to exceed its full-year sales target by $2 million.
At least $171 million of this revenue recognized in error for IBM's fiscal years 2000 and
2001 related to premature revenue recognition of product stored in warehouses not controlled by
IBM's customers. At least $100 million of this amount related to IBM's Retail Store Solutions
unit and its use of IBM-controlled warehouses to store merchandise that had not been shipped to
the end-customer but for which IBM nonetheless recognized revenue. 4

The mere fact that a side letter was used to grant a right of return to a customer and that the right is termed
a "full right" indicates a more-than-normal likelihood that the sale might be reversed and the product returned. In
such a situation, the probability that the product will be returned and the amount of returns cannot be reasonably
estimated, and thus the sale cannot be recognized. Financial Accounting Standard ("FAS") No. 48, Revenue
Recognition When Right of Return Exists, includes, as a criterion for recognizing revenue when the right of return
exists, that "the amount of future returns can be reasonably estimated."
4
SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 101, Revenue Recognition in Financial Statements, states, "The staff
believes that revenue generally is realized or realizable and earned when . . . [among other criteria] delivery has
occurred or services have been rendered." See also Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5, Recognition
and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises (stating that "if a sale or cash receipt (or both)
precedes ... delivery ... , revenues may be recognized as earned by production and delivery"). Under the
circumstances in this case, it was improper for IBM to recognize revenue at a time when it had not actually delivered
the product.
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The revenue recognition errors were, in many cases, errors with respect to the timing of
recognition as between quarters. In most cases, the revenue recognition errors were discovered and
corrected by IBM in advance of the Commission's investigation.
E.

LEGAL DISCUSSION
1.

IBM Caused Dollar General's Fraud

Section 21 C of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission may order any person who
is or was a cause of a violation of any provision of the Exchange Act, due to an act or omission the
person knew or should have known would contribute to the violation, to cease and desist from
causing such violations. Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder proscribe a
variety of fraudulent practices in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. Violations of
Section 1O(b) and Rule 1Ob-5 occur when an issuer makes material misstatements or omissions in
periodic reports filed with the Commission, including financial statements, and trading thereafter
occurs in the issuer's securities. SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur, 401 F.2d 833, 860-862 (2d Cir. 1968),
cert. denied, 394 U.S. 976 (1969); SEC v. Great American Indus., 407 F.2d 453 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 395 U.S. 920 (1968).
The Supreme Court, in interpreting the securities laws, has held that a fact is material if
there is a "substantial likelihood that the . . . fact would have been viewed by the reasonable
investor as having significantly altered the 'total mix' of information made available." TSC Indus.
v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 449 (1976); see also Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988).
Information regarding the financial condition of a company is presumptively material. SEC v.
Blavin, 760 F.2d 706, 711 (6th Cir. 1985). Even financial misstatements that are not large in
magnitude may be material if they are made intentionally to manage a company's income, hide a
failure to meet analysts' expectations or sustain an earnings trend. See Ganino v. Citizens Utility
Co., 228 F.3d 154, 166 (2d Cir. 2000).
Dollar General violated Section IO(b) and Rule lOb-5 thereunder by fraudulently
overstating its fiscal year 2000 income with the benefit of the Omron transaction. IBM was a
cause of Dollar General's violations because IBM knew or should have known that its creation of
and participation in the Omron transaction to solve Dollar General's "book loss" problem would
contribute to Dollar General's securities fraud. IBM knew the Omron purchase transaction was not
a bona fide sale because the Omron equipment was worthless, would be destroyed, and that the
purchase "price" was really a loan from IBM to Dollar General that would be repaid through the
inflated price for IBM's new equipment. In addition, IBM knew explicitly that it was an
accounting impact on Dollar General's earnings that was the obstacle in completing the transaction
- and IBM agreed to participate in a transaction that would solve that accounting problem. By
engaging in the transaction with Dollar General, IBM was a cause of Dollar General's fraud.
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2.
IBM Caused Dollar General's Books and Records and
Reporting Violations
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act requires issuers with securities registered under Section
12 of the Exchange Act to file with the Commission such information and documents as required
to keep reasonably current the information and documents required to be included in or filed with
an application or registration statement. The requirement that issuers file such information and
documents necessarily embodies the requirement that such reports be true and correct. See Great
Sweet Grass Oils, Ltd., 37 S.E.C. 683, 684 n.1 (1957), aff'd, 256 F.2d 893 (D.C. Cir. 1958); see
also SEC v. fMC Int'l, 384 F. Supp. 889, 893 (N.D. Tex. 1974) ("The reporting provisions of the
Exchange Act are clear and unequivocal, and they are satisfied only by the filing of complete,
accurate, and timely reports."), aff'd, 505 F.2d 733 (5th Cir. 1974). Rule 13a-11 requires issuers to
file current reports on Form 8-K. Rule 12b-20 further requires that such reports contain any further
material information necessary to make the required statements, in the light of the circumstances
under which they are made, not misleading. Financial statements in Commission filings that do
not comply with GAAP are presumed to be misleading. Regulation S-X, 17 C.F.R. § 210.401(a)(1). No showing of scienter is required to violate Section 13(a). See SEC v. McNulty, 137
F.3d 732, 740-741 (2d Cir. 1998). A person may be a cause ofa non-scienter based violation
through negligent conduct that contributes to the violation. See KPMG, LLP v. SEC, 289 F.3d
109, 120 (D.C. Cir. 2002).
Dollar General violated Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 13a-11 and 12b-20
thereunder by filing inaccurate Forms 8-K on January 23, 2001 and February 28, 2001 relating to
Dollar General's fiscal 2000 earnings. These reports were inaccurate because they included
overstated earnings as a result of the Omron transaction. IBM was a cause of Dollar General's
violations because it knew or should have known that it was contributing to Dollar General's
reporting of inaccurate financial statements by participating in the sham Omron transaction.
Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act requires Section 12 registrants to "make and keep
books, records, and accounts, which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the
transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer." Dollar General violated Section
13(b)(2)(A) by failing to make and keep books, records, and accounts, which accurately and fairly
reflected the Omron transaction in reasonable detail. IBM was a cause of Dollar General's
violations of Section 13(b)(2)(A) because it knew or should have known that it was contributing to
Dollar General's participation in and inaccurate recording of the Omron transaction.
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3.

IBM Violated the Books and Records Provisions of the Securities Laws

IBM violated Section 13(b)(2)(A) by failing to make and keep books, records, and
accounts, which accurately and fairly reflected transactions in reasonable detail, in IBM's own
books, records, and accounts for its fiscal year 2000 and fiscal year 2001, as described in section D
above.

F.

UNDERTAKING

IBM undertakes, within ten (10) business days of the date ofthe issuance of this Order, to
pay $7,000,000 to the Clerk of the United States District Court for the Middle District of
Tennessee together with a cover letter specifying that this payment shall be deposited and joined
to the funds currently held in SEC v. Dollar General Corporation, eta/., C.A. No. 3:05-0283.
IBM has agreed to refer to this administrative proceeding in the cover letter and to transmit
photocopies of such payment and letter to Kevin M. Loftus, Branch Chief, Division of
Enforcement, Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C.
20549. IBM has agreed not to seek the return of any portion of its payment.

IV.
In determining to accept the Offer, the Commission considered the Undertaking in Section
III. F. and remedial acts that were undertaken by Respondent.

v.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondent IBM's Offer.

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that Respondent IBM cease and desist from
committing or causing any violations and any future violations of Sections lO(b), 13(a), and
13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act, and Rules lOb-5, 12b-20 and 13a-11 thereunder.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
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·. Assistant Soc~ry
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before th\_ .
SECURITIES AND EXCHA~ ;GE COMMISSION
_.(.-'

INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940
Release No. 2611 I June 26, 2007

'\

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12669
ORDER INSTITUTING
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
PURSUANT TO SECTION 203(f) OF THE
INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940,
MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING
REMEDIAL SANCTIONS

In the Matter of
RAJEEV JOHAR,
Respondent.

I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate and in the
public interest that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to
Section 203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 ("Advisers Act") against Rajeev Johar
("Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and the subject matter of these
proceedings, and the findings contained in Section III.2 below, which are admitted, Respondent
consents to the entry of this Order Instituting Administrative Proceedings Pursuant to Section
203(f) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial
Sanctions ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission fmds that
1.
Joh.ar was a principal in Entrust Capital Management, LLC ("Entrust"), an
investment adviser not registered with the Commission, from at least October 2000 through April
2005~ Johar is 34 years old and is a resident of West Monroe, Louisiana.

2.
On June 4, 2007, a final judgment was entered by consent against the Respondent,
· permanently enjoining him from future violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933
("Securities Act"), Section 1O(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") and
Rule lOb-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act, in the civil action
entitled, SEC v. Amit Mathur et al., Civil Action No. 05-cv.:.10729 (MLW) in the United States
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.
·
·
3.
.The Commission's complaint alleged, among other things, that during the period
starting in October 2000 through April2005, Johar, his partner, and their investment advisory fum
engaged in a scheme to defraud investors in a pUrported hedge fund they ran at Entrust. Johar and.
other defendants made material misrepresentations to clients and prospective clients concerning the
number of Entrust's clients, its assets under management, and the returns that the hedge fund
generated. Approximately twenty clients placed over $16 million with Johar and the other
defendants to fund investments in publicly traded securities. Johar and his partner, through
Entrust, dissipated nearly all of their clients' assets through undisclosed trading losses in Entrust's
brokerage accounts, unauthorized use of investor funds to support Entrust's operating expenses,
and misappropriation of client funds for personal use. Johar misappropriated at least $450,000 in
investor funds for his own personal gain. Johar and the other participants in the fraud hid their
wrongdoing from investors using a variety of schemes, misrepresentations, and fraudulent business ·
practices.
IV.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondent's Offer.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED:
Pursuant to Section 203(f) of the Advisers Act, that Respondent Johar be, and hereby is
barred from association with any investment adviser;
Any reapplication for association by the Respondent will be subject to the applicable laws
and regulations governing the reentry process, and reentry may be conditioned upon a number of
factors, including, but not limited to, the satisfaction of any or all of the following: (a) any
disgorgement ordered against the Respondent, whether or not the Commission has fully or partially
waived payment of such disgorgement; (b) any arbitration award related to the conduct that served
as the basis for the Commission order; (c) any self-regulatory organization arbitration award to a
2

customer, whether or not related to the conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order;
and (d) any restitution order by a self-regulatory organization, whether or not related to the conduct
that served as the basis for the Commission order.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

.

Q;u}h ~

By: fli'll M. Peterson ·
Assistant Secretary
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55956 I June 26, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12667
ORDER INSTITUTING CEASE-AND-DESIST
PROCEEDINGS, MAKING FINDINGS, AND
IMPOSING A CEASE-AND-DESIST ORDER
PURSUANT TO SECTION 21 C OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In the Matter of
GLG PARTNERS, LP,
Respondent.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that ceaseand-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") against GLG Partners, LP ("GLG" or "Respondent").
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondent has submitted an Offer
of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf ofthe
Commission or to which the Commission is a party arising out of or related to these proceedings,
and without admitting or denying the findings herein except as to the Commission's jurisdiction
over it and the subject matter of these proceedings, which are admitted, Respondent consents to the
entry of this Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and Imposing a
Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission fmds 1 that

Respondent
GLG is one of the largest hedge fund managers in Europe. GLG manages thirty hedge
funds with total assets in excess of$12 billion. GLG is headquartered in London, United
Kingdom, and subject to regulation by the Financial Services Authority of the United Kingdom.
Several ofGLG's funds trade in securities through United States markets.
Summary
'This matter involves multiple violations of Rule 105 ofRegulation M under the Exchange
Act by GLG. On sixteen occasions from July 2003 through May 2005, GLG violated Rule 105.
During the period, GLG did not have any policies, procedures or training with respect to Rule 105.
With respect to each violation, GLG sold securities short during the five business days
before the pricing of public offerings and then covered the short positions with securities purchased
in the offerings. These transactions occurred in four of GLG' s Funds: GLG Market Neutral Fund;·
GLG North American Opportunity Fund; GLG Technology Fund; and GLG European Long Short
Fund (collectively, the "GLG Funds"). GLG made over $2 million in profits for the GLG funds on
these transactions. 2
·

Violative Trades
· Rule 105 of Regulation M, "Short Selling in Connection With a Public Offering," prohibits
covering a short sale with securities obtained in a public offering if the short sale occurred within
five business days before the pricing of the offering (the "Restricted Period"). The Commission
adopted Rule 105 of Regulation Min an effort to prevent manipulative short selling prior to a
public offering by short sellers who cover their short position by purchasing securities in the
offering, thus largely avoiding exposure to market risk. Anti-manipulation Rules Concerning
Securities Offerings, Release Nos. 33-7375,34-38067 (Dec: 20, 1996). The Rule is prophylactic
and prohibits the conduct irrespective of the short seller's intent in effecting the short sale. Short
Sales, Final Rule, Release No. 34-50103 (July 28, 2004).
During the relevant period, GLG violated Rule 105 on sixteen occasions in fourteen
different public offerings involving the following securities: ChipMos Technologies (Bermuda)
Ltd. (Nasdaq: IMOS), Petco Animal Supplies, Inc. ( Nasdaq: PETC), Nextel Partners, Inc.
(Nasdaq: NXTP), Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: CME), AU Optronics, Inc.

1

The findings herein are made pursuant to Respondent's Offer and are not binding on any
other person or entity in this or any other proceeding.
2

In a related civil action, GLG consented to entry of a final judgment ordering it to pay a
penalty, See SEC v. GLG Partners, LP (D.D.C. 2007).
2
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(NYSE: AUO), Lipman Electronic Engineering Ltd. (Nasdaq: LPMA), Hewitt Associates, Inc.
E: HEW), Spectrasite, Inc. (NYSE: SSI), Estee Lauder Cos., Inc. (NYSE: EL), Lubrizol
Corp. (NYSE: LZ), Taiwan Semiconductor ManufactUring Company (NYSE: TSM) and CMS
Energy Corp. (NYSE: CMS). lbree examples ofGLG's conduct are described in detail below.

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. Ltd. {"Taiwan"}
On October 21, 2003, Taiwan announced a secondary offering of 100 million ADSs
representing 500 million common stock shares. The underwriters priced the ADSs at $10.77 after
the market closed on November 10, 2003. Accordingly, the Restricted Period was Tuesday
November 4, 2003 through Monday November 10,2003.
During the Restricted Period, from November 5, 2003 through November 10,2003, GLG,
on behalf of GLG Market Neutral Fund, on nine occasions sold short a total of 2.548 million
Taiwan ADSs. On November 10, 2003, GLG, on behalf ofGLG Market Neutral Fund, purchased
7 million Taiwan ADSs in the secondary offering at a price of$10.77. In violation of Rule 105,
GLG used the ADSs purchased in the offering to cover the fimd's outstanding short position in
Taiwan, realizing profits for the fund of $651,111.20.

Spectrasite, Inc. {"Spectrasite")
On April 23, 2004, Spectrasite announced a secondary offering of over 10 million shareS of
. its common stock, which was subsequently amended to over 9 million shares. The underwriters
priced the offering after the market closed on May 10,2004. Accordingly, the Restricted Period
was Tuesday May 4, 2004 through Monday May 10, 2004.
During the Restricted Period, from May 4, 2004 through May 7, 2004, GLG, on behalf of
GLG North American Opportunity Fund, on six occasions sold short a total of 152,490 shares of
Spectrasite. On May 10, 2004, GLG, on behalf of GLG North American Opportunity Fund,
purchased 266,535 shares of Spectrasite in the secondary offering at a price of $36.25. In violation
ofRUle 105, GLG used the shares purchased in the offering to cover the fimd's outstanding short
position in Spectrasite, realizing profits for the fimd of $217,871.78.

AU Optronics, Inc. ("AU Optronics")
On May 7, 2004, AU Optronics announced a secondary offering of30 million ADSs
representing 300 million shares of common stock. The ADSs in the offering would be temporary
shares for seven business days, after which time they would automatically convert to ADSs
exchangeable for common stock. The underwriters priced the offering after the market closed on
June 17,2004. Accordingly, the Restricted Period was Friday June 11,2004 through Thursday
June 17,2004.
On June 17, 2004, within the Restricted Period, GLG, on behalf of GLG Market Neutral
Fund, sold short 400,000 ADSs for $16.8208 per share and I 00,000 ADSs for $16:90 per share.
On June 18, 2004, GLG, on behalf of GLG Market Neutral Fund, purchased 9,000 AU Optronics
ADSs in the market On June 18, 2004, GLG, on behalf ofGLG Market Neutral Fund, purchased
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2,427,500 temporary AU Optronics ADSs in the secondary offering at a price of$16. In violation
of Rule 105,GLG used the ADSs purchased in the offering to cover the fund's outstanding short
position in AU Optronics (491,000 ADSs) once the shares converted from temporary ADSs,
realizing profitS for the fund of$418,979;70.
In each of the above trades related to the fourteen offerings, GLG sold securities short
during the five busineSs days before the pricing of public offerings and then covered the short
positions with securities purchased in theofferings. GLG made a total of$2,214,180 in profits for
the GLGfunds on these transactions.
As a result of the conduct described above, GLG violated Rule I 05 of Regulation M under
the Exchange Act which makes it ''unlawful for any person to cover a short sale with offered
securities purchased from an underwriter or broker or dealer participating in the offering, if such
short sale occurred during the ... period begilming five business days before the pricing of the
offered securities and ending with the pricing."·

GLG's Remedial Efforts
In determining to acceptthe Offer, the Commission considered remedial acts undertaken by
Respondent and cooperation afforded the Commission staff.

Undertakings
GLG has undertaken to:
a. adopt, implement and maintain written compliance policies and procedures
reasonably designed to prevent violations of Rule 105 ofRegulation M of the
Exchange Act. and, commencing in 2008, review those policies and procedures
annually;
b. provide training on Rule 105 ofRegulation M to all new and existing
employees of GLG who participate in or supervise trades or trading decisions,
and all compliance and legal personnel;
c~ designate a senior level GLG employee with responsibility for overseeing
GLG's compliance with Rule 105 and these undertakings; and
d. certify in writing to the Commission no later than forty five (45) days after the
entry of this Order that it has adopted the policies and procedures described in
paragraph (a) above.
IV.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the·sanctions
agreed to in GLG's Offer.

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that:
A.
Pursuant to Section 21 C of the Exchange Act, GLG cease and desist from
committing or causing any violations and any future violations ofRule 105 ofRegulation M~
4

I.

B.
IT IS FURTHERED ORDERED that GLG shall, within 10 days of the entry of this
Order, pay disgorgement of$2,214,180 and prejudgment interest of$489,455.94 for a total amount
of$2,703,635.94 to the United States Treasury. Such payment shall be: (A) made. by United States
postal money order, ceitified check, bank cashier's check or bank money order; (B) made payable
to the Seeurities and Exchange Commission; (C) hand-delivered or mailed to the Office of
Financial Management, Securities and Exchange Commission, Operations Center, 6432 General
Green Way, Stop 0-3, Alexandria, VA 22312; and (D) submitted Wlder cover letter that identifies
GLG Partners, LP as a Respondent in these proceedings, the file number of these proceedings, a
copy of which cover letter and money order or check shall be sent to Antonia Chion, Associate
Director, Division ofEnforcement, Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F St., N.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20549-8549B.
C:

GLG shall comply with the undertakings enumerated in Section III above..

. By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

Qw Jilt .~-~--)

sy?Ji1l, M. Peterson

.·

Assistant Secretary

r
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
[Release Nos. 33-8817; 34-55969
File No. 265-24]

SUBJECT:

Advisory Committee on Improvements to Financial Reporting

AGENCY:

Securities and Exchange Commission

ACTION:

Notice of Federal Advisory Committee Establishment and Notice of

Meeting

SUMMARY: The Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") intends to establish the Securities and Exchange Commission Advisory
Committee on Improvements to Financial Reporting ("Committee").
The first meeting of the Committee will be held on August 2, 2007 in the
Auditorium, Room L-002, at the Commission's main offices, 100 F Street, NE,
Washington, DC beginning at 10:00 am. The meeting will be open to the public. The
public is invited to submit written statements with the Committee.

ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic Statements
•

Use the Commission's Internet submission form
(http://www.sec.gov/rules/other.shtml); or

•

Send an e-mail message to rule-comments(r/)sec.gov. Please include File Number
265-24 on the subject line; or

Paper Comments

:

~/·

•

•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Monis, Federal Advisory
Committee Management Officer, Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F
Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File No. 265-24. This file number should be included on
the subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your comments more
efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all comments on its
Web site(http://www.sec.gov/rules/other.shtrnl). Comments also will be available for
public inspection and copying in the Commission's Public Reference Room, 100 F Street,
NE, Washington, DC 20549, on official business days between the hours of 10:00 am and
3:00pm. All comments received will be posted without change; we do not edit personal
identifying information from submissions. You should submit only infonnation that you
wish to make available publicly.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: James L. Kroeker at (202) 551-5360
Deputy Chief Accountant, Office of the Chief Accountant, Securities and Exchange
Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-6561.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In accordance with the requirements ofthe
Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. 2 §§ 1-16, as amended, the Securities
a11d Exchange Commission ("Commission") is publishing this notice that the Chaitman
of the Commission intends to establish the Securities and Exchange Commission
Advisory Committee on Improvements to Financial Reporting (the "Committee"). The
Committee's objective is to examine the U.S. financial reporting system, with a view to
providing specific recommendations as to how unnecessary complexity in that system
could be reduced and how that system could be made more useful to investors.
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To achieve the Committee's goals, between 14 and 18 members will be appointed
who can effectively represent the varied interests affected by the range of issues to be
considered. The Committee's membership may include officers of public companies;
board and audit committee members of public companies; accountants and securities
lawyers who provide professional services to public companies; and investors, among
others. The Committee's n1embership will be fairly balanced in terms of the points of
view represented and the functions to be performed.
The Committee may be estab1ished 15 days after the publication of this notice by
filing a charter for the Committee complying with the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
with the Committee

Oi1

Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the United States Senate

and with the Committee on Financial Services of the United States House of
Representatives. A copy of the chmier will be filed with the Chairman of the
Commission, fumished to the Library of Congress, placed in the Public Reference Room
at the Commission's headquarters, and posted on the Commission's Web site at
www.sec.gov. The Committee's charter would direct it to consider the following areas:
•

the current approach to setting financial accounting and reporting
standards, including (a) principles-based vs. rules-based standards, (b) the
inclusion within standards of exceptions, bright lines, and safe harbors,
and (c) the processes for providing time1y guidance on implementation
issues and emerging issues;

•

the cunent process of regulating compliance by registrants and financial
professionals with accounting and reporting standards;

3
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•

the current systems for delivering financial information to investors and
accessing that information;

• . other environmental factors that may drive unnecessary complexity,
including the possibility of being second-guessed, the structuting of
transactions to achieve an accounting result, and whether there is a
· hesitance of professionals to exercise judgment in the absence of detailed
rules;

•

whether there are current accounting and reporting standards that do not
result in useful infonnation to investors, or impose costs that outweigh the
resulting benefits (the Committee could use one or two existing
accounting standards as a "test case," both to assist in fonnulating
recommendations and to test the application of proposed recommendations
by commenting on the manner in which such standards could be
improved); and

•

whether the growing use of international accounting standards has an
impact on the relevant issues relating to the complexity of U.S. accounting
standards and the usefulness ofthe U.S. financial reporting system.

The Committee vmuld be directed to conduct its work with a view to enhancing
financial reporting for the benefit of investors, with an understanding that unnecessary
4

/

•

complexity in financial reporting can be harmful to investors by reducing transparency
and increasing the cost of preparing and analyzing financial reports. Our expectation is
that the advisory committee would provide

~pecific

recommendations and action steps

that can be implemented both in the near tenn and the long term.
The Committee will operate for approximately 12 months from the da:te itis
established, unless, before the expiration of that time period, its charter ·is extended or
renewed in accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act or unless the
Commission detennines that the Committee's continuance is no longer in the public
interest.
The Committee will meet at such intervals as are necessary to carry out its
functions. The chatier will provide that i11eetings of the full Committee are expected to
occur no more frequently than twelve times per year. Meetings of subcommittees of the
full Committee may occur more fi·equently.
The chatier will provide that the duties of the Committee are to be solely
advisory. The Commission alone will make any determinations of actjon to be taken and
policy to be expressed with respect to matters within the Commission's authority with
t'espect to which the Committee provides advice or makes recommendations.
The Chairman ofthe Commission affinns that the establishment ofthe Committee
is necessary and in the public interest.
Furthermore, upon establishment of the Committee, and in accordance with
section 1O(a) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. I Oa, notice is
hereby given that the first meeting of the Committee will be held on Aue,rust 2, 2007 in
the Auditorium, room L-002 at the Commission's main offices, 100 F Street, NE,
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Washington, DC, beginning at 10:00 am. The meeting will be open to the public. The
purpose of this meeting will be to discuss general organizational matters, to plan the
progression of the Committee's work, and to begin discussions about the sources of
unnecessary complexity and the bartiers to investor transparency in the U.S. financial
repmiing system.

By the Commission

Nancy M. Morris
Committee Management Officer
Dated: June 27, 2007

•
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR PARTS 240 and 242
[Release No. 34-55970; File No. S7-21-06]
RIN 3235-AJ76
Regulation SHO and Rule 10a-1
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") is amending

the short sale price test under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act").
The amendments are intended to provide a more consistent regulatory environment for
short selling by removing restrictions on the execution prices of short sales ("price tests"
or "price test restrictions"), as well as prohibiting any self-regulatory organization
("SRO") from having a price test. In addition, the Commission is amending Regulation
SHO to remove the requirement that a broker-dealer mark a sell order of an equity
security as "short exempt," if the seller is relying on an exception from a price test.
DATES: Effective Date: [Insert date of publication in the Federal Register].

Compliance Date: July 6, 2007.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: James A. Brigagliano, Associate

Director, Josephine J. Tao, Assistant Director, Lillian Hagen, Special Counsel, Victoria
L. Crane, Special Counsel, Office of Trading Practices and Processing, Division of

Market Regulation, at (202) 551-5720, at the Securities and Exchange Commission, 100
F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-6628.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission is removing Rule 10a-1 [17
CFR 240.10a-1], amending Rule 200 ofRegulation SHO [17 CFR 242.200], and adding
Rule 201 ofRegulation SHO [17 CFR 242.201] under the Exchange Act.

I.

Introduction
A.

Executive Summary

In December 2006, the Commission proposed amendments to remove the price
test ofRule 10a-1 and add Rule 201 ofRegulation SHO to provide that no price test,
including any price test of any SRO, shall apply to short sales in any security.

1

In

2

addition, we proposed to prohibit any SRO from having a price test. We also proposed
to amend Rule 200(g) of Regulation SHO to remove the requirement that a broker-dealer
mark a sell order of an equity security as "short exempt" if the seller is relying on an
exception from a price test.

3

The proposed amendments were designed to modernize and simplify short sale
regulation and, at the same time, provide greater regulatory consistency by removing
restrictions where they no longer appear effective or necessary.
We received twenty-seven comment letters in response to the proposed
amendments. Commenters included individual investors, attorneys, an academic,
individual traders, brokerage firms, the New York Stock Exchange LLC ("NYSE"), the
International Association of Small Broker-Dealers and Advisors ("IASBDA"), the
Securities Traders Association ("STA"), the Managed Funds Association ("MFA"), the

1

See Exchange Act Release No. 54891 (Dec. 7, 2006), 71 FR 75068 (Dec. 13, 2006) ("Proposing
Release").

2

Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA") and the American
Stock Exchange LLC ("Amex"). While most commenters supported the Commission's
proposals, some expressed concerns regarding particular provisions. 4 We discuss
specific comments below in connection with the discussion of the amendments.
After carefully considering the comments, we are adopting the amendments as
proposed. In particular, we are removing Rule 10a-1 and adding Rule 201 ofRegulation
SHO to provide that no price test, including any price test by any SRO, shall apply to
short selling in any security. In addition, Rule 201, as adopted, will prohibit any SRO
from having a price test.
Because we are adopting our proposal to remove all current price test restrictions,
as well as prohibit any SRO from having its own price test, we are also amending Rule
200(g) of Regulation SH0 5 to remove the requirement that a broker-dealer mark a sell
order of an equity security as "short exempt" if the seller is relying on an exception from
the price test of Rule 10a-1, or any price test of any exchange or national securities
association. 6

4

A number of comment letters received in response to the proposed amendments discussed issues umelated
to the Proposing Release. We have included a summary of these comment letters in Section IV. Other
Comments, below.
5

17 CFR 242.200(g).

6

These amendments affect price tests and related marking requirements only. They do not relate to other
provisions of Regulation SHO. We note, however, that on June 13, 2007, at an Open Commission
Meeting, we approved amendments to eliminate the "grandfather" provision of Regulation SHO, and
proposed amendments to eliminate the options market maker exception of Regulation SHO. These
amendments do not alter the amendments to eliminate the grandfather provision, or the proposal to
eliminate the options market maker exception.

3

B.

Background

The Commission originally adopted Rule 1Oa-1 in 1938 to restrict short selling in
7

a declining market. Paragraph (a) ofRule 10a-1 covers short sales in securities
registered on, or admitted to unlisted trading privileges ("UTP") on, a national securities
exchange ("listed securities"), if trades of the security are reported pursuant to an
"effective transaction reporting plan" and information regarding such trades is made
available in accordance with such plan on a real-time basis to vendors of market
transaction information. 8
Rule 10a-l(a)(1) provides that, subject to certain exceptions, a listed security may
be sold short (A) at a price above the price at which the immediately preceding sale was
effected (plus tick), or (B) at the last sale price if it is higher than the last different price
(zero-plus tick). 9 Short sal~s are not permitted on minus ticks or zero-minus ticks,
subject to narrow exceptions. The operation of these provisions is commonly described
as the "tick test."
The core provisions of Rule 1Oa-1 have remained virtually unchanged since its
adoption almost 70 years ago. Over the years, however, in response to changes in the
securities markets, including changes in trading strategies and systems used in the
marketplace, the Commission has added exceptions to Rule 1Oa-1 and granted numerous

7

See Exchange Act Release No. 1548 (Jan. 24, 1938), 3 FR 213 (Jan. 26, 1938).

8

Rule 1Oa-1 uses the term "effective transaction reporting plan" as defmed in Rule 600 of Regulation NMS
(17 CFR 242.600) under the Exchange Act. See 17 CFR 240.10a-1(a)(1)(i).
9

The last sale price is the price reported pursuant to an effective transaction reporting plan, i.e., the
consolidated tape, or to the last sale price reported in a particular marketplace. Under Rule 1Oa-1, the
Commission gives market centers the choice of measuring the tick of the last trade based on executions
solely on their own exchange rather than those reported to the consolidated tape. See 17 CFR 240.1 Oal(a)(2).

4

written requests for relief from the rule's restrictions. 10 These requests for exemptive
relief have increased dramatically in recent years in response to significant developments
in the securities markets, such as the increased use of matching systems that execute
trades at independently derived prices during random times within specific time intervals
and the spread of fully automated markets. Also, decimal pricing increments have
substantially reduced the difficulty of short selling on an uptick. In addition, under
current price test regulation, different price tests apply to different securities trading in
different markets and apply generally only to large or more actively-traded securities. 11
In 2004, we adopted Rule 202T of Regulation SHO, 12 which established
procedures for the Commission to temporarily suspend price tests so that the Commission
could study the effectiveness of these tests.

13

Pursuant to the process established in Rule

202T of Regulation SHO, we issued an order ("First Pilot Order") creating a one year

10

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75071-75072 (discussing exceptions to Rule lOa-1 added by the
Commission and relief granted by the Commission from the rule's restr:ictions in recent years).
11

Rule 1Oa-1 's tick test is based on the last reported sale and applies to securities listed on a national
securities exchange. The NASD's and Nasdaq's bid tests are based on the last bid rather than the last
reported sale and apply only to short sales in Nasdaq Global Market securities. See NASD Rule 5100,
available !!.!
http://nasd.complinet.com/nasd/display/display.html?rbid= 1189&record_id= 1159007939&element_id= 115
90060 14&highlight=51 OO#rll59007939; Nasdaq Rule 3350, available.!!.!
http://nasdaq.complinet.com/nasdaq/display/display.html? rbid=l705&element_id=l6. Thus, under the
current market structure, Nasdaq Global Market securities traded on Nasdaq or the over-the-counter
("OTC") market and reported to an NASD facility are subject to Nasdaq's or the NASD's bid tests; other
listed securities traded on an exchange, or otherwise, are subject to Rule lOa-! 'stick test. Nasdaq-listed
securities traded on exchanges other than Nasdaq are not subject to any short sale price test restrictions. In
addition, smaller and more thinly-traded securities, such as Nasdaq Capital Market securities and securities
quoted on the OTC bulletin board ("OTCBB") and pink sheets, are not subject to any price test restrictions
wherever traded.
12

17 CFR 242.202T.

13

See id.; see also Exchange Act Release No. 50103 (July 28, 2004), 69 FR 48008,48012-48013 (Aug. 6,
2004) ("Regulation SHO Adopting Release").
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pilot ("Pilot") temporarily suspending the provisions of Rule 1Oa-1 (a) and any price test
of any exchange or national securities association for short sales of certain securities.

14

The Pilot was designed to assist the Commission in assessing whether changes to
current short sale regulation are necessary in light of current market practices and the
purposes underlying short sale regulation. 15 The Commission stated in the Regulation
SHO Adopting Release that conducting a pilot pursuant to Rule 202T would "allow us to
obtain data on the impact of short selling in the absence of a price test to assist in
determining, among other things, the extent to which a price test is necessary to further
the objectives of short sale regulation, to study the effects of relatively unrestricted short
selling on market volatility, price efficiency, and liquidity, and to obtain empirical data to
help assess whether a price test should be removed, in part or in whole, for some or all
securities, or if retained, should be applied to additional securities." 16 As noted in the
Regulation SHO Adopting Release, the empirical data from the Pilot was to be obtained
and analyzed "as part of [the Commission's] assessment as to whether the price test

14

Exchange Act Release No. 50104 (July 28, 2004), 69 FR 48032 (Aug. 6, 2004). Specifically, the First
Pilot Order suspended price tests for: ( 1) short sales in the securities identified in Appendix A to the First
Pilot Order; (2) short sales in the securities included in the Russell 1000 index effected between 4:15p.m.
EST and the open of the consolidated tape on the following day; and (3) short sales in any security not
included in paragraphs (1) and (2) effected in the period between the close of the consolidated tape and the
open of the consolidated tape on the following day. In addition, the First Pilot Order provided that the Pilot
would commence on January 3, 2005 and terminate on December 31, 2005, and that the Commission might
issue further orders affecting the operation of the First Pilot Order. Id. at 48033. On November 29, 2004,
we issued an order resetting the Pilot to commence on May 2, 2005 and end on April 28, 2006 to give
market participants additional time to make systems changes necessary to comply with the Pilot. Exchange
Act Release No. 50747 (Nov. 29, 2004), 69 FR 70480 (Dec. 6, 2004). On April20, 2006, we issued an
order ("Third Pilot Order") extending the termination date of the Pilot to August 6, 2007, the date on which
temporary Rule 202T of Regulation SHO expires. Exchange Act Release No. 53684 (April20, 2006), 71
FR 24765 (Aptil26, 2006). The purpose of the Third Pilot Order was to maintain the status quo with
regard to price tests for Pilot securities while the staff completed its analysis of the Pilot data and the
Commission conducted any additional short sale rulemaking.
15

69 FRat 48032.

16

Regulation SHO Adopting Release, 69 FRat 48009.
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should be removed or modified, in part or whole, for actively-traded securities or other
securities." 17
Thus, the Commission's Office of Economic Analysis ("OEA'') gathered the data
made public during the Pilot, analyzed this data and provided the Commission with a
summary report on the Pilot. 18 The OEA Staffs Summary Pilot Report examined several
aspects of market quality including the overall effect of price tests on short selling,
liquidity, volatility and price efficiency. The Pilot data was also designed to allow the
Commission and members of the public to examine whether the effects of price tests. are
similar across stocks. 19
In addition, the Commission encouraged outside researchers to examine the Pilot.
In response to this request, the Commission received four completed studies (the

17
Id. at 69 FRat 48013. In the Regulation SHO Adopting Release we noted that "the purpose of the [P]ilot
is to assist the Commission in considering alternatives, such as: (1) Eliminating a Commission-mandated
price test for an appropriate group of securities, which may be all securities; (2) adopting a uniform bid test,
and any exceptions, with the possibility of extending a uniform bid test to securities for which there is
currently no price test; or (3) leaving in place the current price tests." Id. at 69 FRat 48010.
18

See Office of Economic Analysis U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Economic Analysis of the
Short Sale Price Restrictions Under the Regulation SHO Pilot (Feb. 6, 2007) (the "OEA Staffs Summary
Pilot Report"), available at https://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2007/regshopilot020607.pdf. See also Office
of Economic Analysis U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Economic Analysis of the Short Sale
Price Restrictions Under the Regulation SHO Pilot (Sept. 14, 2006) (the "OEA Staffs Draft Summary Pilot
Report"), available at htip://wv,w.sec.gov/about/economic/shopilot091506idraft reg sho pilot report. pdf.
Prior to the publication of the Proposing Release, OEA made available on the Commission's Internet Web
site, the OEA Staffs Draft Summary Pilot Report. The conclusions reached in the OEA Staffs Summary
Pilot Report do not differ from those in the OEA Staffs Draft Summary Pilot Report.
19

In the Regulation SHO Adopting Release, the Commission stated its expectation that data on trading
during the Pilot would be made available to the public to encourage independent researchers to study the
Pilot. See Regulation SHO Adopting Release, 69 FRat 48009, n.9. Accordingly, nine SROs began
publicly releasing transactional short selling data on January 3, 2005. The nine SROs were the AMEX,
ARCA, BSE, CHX, NASD, Nasdaq, National Stock Exchange, NYSE and Phlx. The SROs agreed to
collect and make publicly available trading data on each executed short sale involving equity securities
reported by the SRO to a securities information processor. The SROs publish the information on a monthly
basis on their Internet Web sites.
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"Academic Studies") from outside researchers that specifically examine the Pilot data. 20
The Commission also held a public roundtable (the "Regulation SHO Roundtable") that
focused on the empirical evidence learned from the Pilot data (the OEA Staffs Draft
Summary Pilot Report, Academic Studies, and Regulation SHO Roundtable are referred
to collectively herein as, the "Pilot Results"). 21 The Pilot Results contained a variety of
observations, which we considered in determining whether or not to propose removal of
current price test restrictions and whether to adopt the amendments today. Generally, the
Pilot Results supported removal of current price test restrictions. 22
Based on our review of the Pilot Results and of the status of current price test
restrictions, we proposed to remove Rule 1Oa-1 and add Rule 201 of Regulation SHO to
provide that no price test, including any price test of any SRO, shall apply to short sales
in any security. Rule 201 would also prohibit any SRO from having a price test. In
addition, because we proposed to remove all current price test restrictions, and prohibit
any price test by any SRO, we proposed to amend Rule 200(g) of Regulation SHO to
remove the requirement that a broker-dealer mark a sell order of an equity security as
"short exempt" if the seller is relying on an exception from the price test of Rule 1Oa-1,
or any price test of any exchange or national securities association.

20

See Karl Diether, Kuan Hui Lee and Ingrid M. Werner, It's SHO Time! Short-Sale Price-Tests and
Market Quality, June 20, 2006; Gordon J. Alexander and Mark A. Peterson, The Effect of Price Tests on
Trader Behavior and Market Quality: An Analysis of Reg. SHO (forthcoming in Journal of Financial
Markets); J. Julie Wu, Uptick Rule, short selling and price efficiency, August 14, 2006; Lynn Bai, The
Uptick Rule of Short Sale Regulation- Can it Alleviate Downward Price Pressure from Negative Earnings
Shocks? 2006 ("Bai").
21

A transcript from the roundtable ("Roundtable Transcript") is available at
http://www. sec.gov/about/economic/shopilottrans091506.rdf.
22

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75072-75075 (discussing the Pilot Results).
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II.

Removal of Price Test Restrictions

We proposed to remove Rule lOa- I and add Rule 201 ofRegulation SHO to
provide that no price test, including any price test of any SRO, shall apply to short sales
in any security. In addition, we proposed to prohibit any SRO from having a price test.
We are adopting the amendments, as proposed.
A.

Comments Summary

The comments on the proposed amendments varied. Most commenters (including
individual traders, academics, broker-dealers, MFA, STA, NYSE, and SIFMA)
advocated removing all price test restrictions. 23 These commenters believe that price test
restrictions are no longer necessary in today's markets, which are more transparent and
where there is real-time regulatory surveillance that can easily monitor for and detect any
short sale manipulation? 4 In addition, these commenters noted that market
developments, such as technological innovations and decimalization, have transfonned
the trading landscape since Rule I Oa-1 was first adopted and has changed the impact of
.

.

.

pnce test restnctwns.

25

See,~. letter from Howard Teitelman, CSO, Trillium Trading (Feb. 6, 2007) ("Teitelman Letter");
Jetter from S. Kevin An, Deputy General Counsel, E*TRADE (Feb. 9, 2007) ("E*TRADE Letter"); letter
from Carl Giannone (Feb. 11, 2007) ("Giannone Letter"); letter from David Schwarz (Feb. 12, 2007)
("Schwarz Letter"); letter from John G. Gaine, President, MFA (Feb. 12, 2007) ("MFA Letter"); letter from
Lisa M. Utasi, Chairman of the Board and John C. Giesea, President and CEO, ST A (Feb. 12, 2007) ("ST A
Letter"); Jetter from Gerard S. Citera, Executive Director, U.S. Equities, UBS (Feb. 14, 2007) ("UBS
Letter"); Jetter from Mary Yeager, Assistant Secretary, NYSE (Feb. 14, 2007) ("NYSE Letter"); letter from
James J. Angel, Ph.D., CFA, Associate Professor of Finance, McDonough School of Business, Georgetown
University (Feb. 14, 2007) ("Angel Letter"); letter from Ira D. Hammerman, SIFMA Managing Director
and General Counsel (Feb. 16, 2007) ("SIFMA Letter").
23

See,~. Giannone Letter, supra note 23; E*TRADE Letter, supra note 23; STA Letter, supra note 23;
UBS Letter, supra note 23.

24

25

See,~. MFA Letter, supra note 23.

9

In supporting the proposal, one commenter expressed its view that "short selling

enhances market liquidity and contributes to stock pricing efficiency, and thus is an
important part of our securities markets, and that the existing restrictions on the execution
prices of short sales ... inhibit the free-market price discovery mechanism of an efficient
market." 26 In addition, this commenter noted the significant financial, technology and
human resources it expends on ensuring compliance with price test restrictions. 27 This
commenter believes that the compliance costs and loss of market benefits created by
short sales (such as, added liquidity and price efficiency) outweigh any potential or
theoretical regulatory benefits of price tests. 28
In expressing its support for prohibiting SROs from having their own price tests,

SIFMA noted that without this prohibition SROs "could feel pressured to maintain a
price test as a marketing tool for attracting issuer listings. This would lead to an
environment, as exists today, where there would be disparate price tests, or even no price
test, depending on the market on which a security trades. Such a result imposes
unnecessary compliance costs upon broker-dealers (without also providing real benefits
to investors) and leads to regulatory arbitrage." 29

26
E*TRADE Letter, supra note 23. See also, MFA Letter, supra note 23 (stating that the MFA regards
short selling as an essential method by which investors, including fiduciaries managing others' assets, can
manage risk, hedge their portfolios, and reflect their view that the current market price of a security is
higher than it should be).
27

See E*TRADE Letter, supra note 23.

28

See iQ. See also, UBS Letter, supra note 23 (noting that there are substantial programming,
implementation, and ongoing compliance costs associated with maintaining price test restrictions).

29

SIFMA Letter, supra note 23. See also, E*TRADE Letter, supra note 23 (commenting that allowing
SROs to have their own price tests would increase compliance and systems change costs to market
participants, including broker-dealers executing customer short sales). In addition, in its letter, SIFMA
commented that allowing SROs to have their own price tests could raise best execution concerns for
broker-dealers determining how best to route short sale orders, i.e., in that a broker-dealer would need to

10

Similarly, the STA commented that eliminating price test restrictions and
prohibiting SROs from implementing the same would eliminate regulatory arbitrage in
short sale regulation and would allow marketplaces to compete with each other on the
basis of execution quality, rather than on regulatory disparities, which it believes, would
increase public investor confidence in the markets. 30 The NYSE stated its belief that all
equity markets should be regulated equally, noting that "[i]t is inappropriate that the
federal securities laws, through the application of Rule 1Oa-1, requires trading of NYSElisted securities to be held to a different standard than those listed on other markets." 31
The NYSE further noted that it believes the "practical effect of the proposed amendments
will be to level the playing field in the area of short sales and establish a more consistent
and unifonn regulatory regime across all markets."

32

Two commenters (both individual investors) opposed the proposed amendments
noting the need for price tests to prevent "bear raids." 33 Other commenters (including
individual traders and E*Trade), however, noted that sharp market declines, such as those
induced by "bear raids," are highly unlikely to occur in today's markets which are

consider whether to route short sale orders received to a market that has a price test, as opposed to a market
which does not and which could thus perhaps provide a faster execution. See SIFMA Letter, supra note 23.
30

See STA Letter, supra note 23.

31

NYSE Letter, supra note 23.

32

Id.

See,~' letter from Jim Ferguson (Dec. 19, 2006); letters from David Patch (Jan. 1, 2007; Jan. 12, 2007)
("Patch Letters"). A "bear raid" involves the active selling of a security short to drive down the security's
price in the hopes of convincing less informed investors of a negative material perception of the security,
triggering sell orders. Falling prices could trigger margin calls and possibly forced liquidations of the
security, depressing the price further. This unrestricted short selling could exacerbate a declining market in
a security by eliminating bids, and causing a further reduction in the price of a security by creating an
appearance that the security's price is falling for fundamental reasons. At the time, many people blamed
"bear raids" for the 1929 stock market crash and the market's prolonged inability to recover from the crash.
See 8 Louis Loss & Joel Seligman, Securities Regulations, § 8-B-3 (3d ed. 2006).
33

II

characterized by much smaller spreads, higher liquidity, and greater transparency than
when the rule was adopted almost 70 years ago. 34
One commenter, although generally in support of removing all price test
restrictions, believes that at some level unrestricted short selling should be collared.

35

This commenter supported having a 10% circuit breaker to prevent panic in the event
there is a major market collapse. 36 The NYSE also noted its concern about unrestricted
short selling during periods of unusually rapid and large market declines. This
commenter stated that the effects of an unusually rapid and large market decline could
not be measured or analyzed during the Pilot because such decline did not occur during
the period studied. Accordingly, the NYSE commented that it believes SROs should be
permitted to propose rules to be applied in such situations should they deem it
appropriate. 37
As an alternative to removing all price test restrictions, one commenter suggested
extending the Pilot to include more securities to better evaluate the benefits of completely
eliminating current price test restrictions. 38 Another cornmenter, the IASBDA, noted that
while it believes that the staff makes a compelling case for the removal of price test
See,~, E*Trade Letter, supra note 23; Giannone Letter, supra note 23; Schwarz Letter, supra note 23.
In addition, we note that panelists at the Regulation SHO Roundtable stated the belief that price test
restrictions do not provide protection from bear raids. See Roundtable Transcript.
34

35

See Giannone Letter, supra note 23.

37

See NYSE Letter, supra note 23. The NYSE also noted that it believes that SROs should be permitted to
maintain existing rules consistent with this concept, such as NYSE Rule 80(A)(a) (requiring the entry of
any index arbitrage order to sell any component stock of the S&P 500 Stock Price IndexsM with the
instruction "sell plus" on any trading day when the NYSE Composite Index® declines below its closing
value on the prior trading day by at least the "two-percent" value, as calculated according to the
methodology found in NYSE Rule 80A.l 0). See iQ.
38

See Teitelman Letter, supra note 23.
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restrictions for the Russell 3000 securities, it fails to address whether the issuers of other
securities should have some choice in whether they want their stock subject to a price
test. 39 IASBDA commented that "[b]y insisting that it must be all or none the staff may
unnecessarily force small issuers to accept an environment which is most unkind to their

°

securities." 4 Furthermore, IASBDA criticized the Pilot .for not including OTCBB stocks
and other small stocks. 41 This commenter noted that "[t]he Russell 3000 is a broad based
index in terms of capitalization but there are roughly 9000 stocks in the publicly reporting
universe. The Russell 3000 Index offers investors access to the broad U.S. equity
universe representing approximately 98% of the U.S. market, but roughly 33% of
individual stocks. The SEC's Advisory Committee Report on Small Public Companies
Final report concluded there were 9,428 companies listed including the otcbb. Report at
p.5."42 Thus, IASBDA stated that there may be an argument for phasing in the
elimination by starting with the larger stocks and concluding with the OTCBB and
smaller segments of the market. IASBDA suggested that this methodology might allow
the Commission to learn something from its observance of the large stocks without a tick
test. 43

39

See letter from Peter Chepucavage, General Counsel, Plexus Consulting, on behalf of International
Association of Small Broker-Dealers and Advisors (Dec. 19, 2006) ("IASBDA Letter").
40

Id.

43

See id.
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Similarly, Amex believes that it is premature to remove price tests from smaller
securities pending further analysis. 44 In its comment letter, Amex stated that it has "noted
numerous statements in the Proposing Release, the OEA Staff's Draft Summary Pilot
Report, and the Roundtable Transcript that suggest that the impact of eliminating short
sale price tests may differ between large capitalization and small capitalization securities.
Such a differential impact would obviously be of great concern to the Amex, which has a
large concentration of small capitalization issuers."

45

Thus, Amex commented that while

it is not suggesting that price test restrictions be extended to additional securities, nor is it
adamantly opposing the ultimate removal of price test restrictions from small
capitalization securities to which price tests currently apply, it is advocating additional
study before such action is taken in connection with small capitalization securities. 46
We noted in the Proposing Release that in connection with the Pilot, nine
reporting markets have been making public information about short selling transactions, 47
and we requested comment regarding whether it would be in the public interest to request
that markets continue to release this information. 48 In response, the NYSE expressed its
objection to the Commission continuing to require the markets to collect and make this

44

See letter from Claire P. McGrath, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Amex (Feb. 16, 2007)
("Amex Letter").

45

Id.

46

See id.

47

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75069; see also, supra note 19.

48

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75077. Specifically, we sought comment regarding whether requesting
the markets to continue to release such information would improve transparency of short selling. In
addition, we asked whether it would help the Commission monitor the markets for potential abuses if the
Commission were to approve the removal of price tests. We also asked for comment regarding how costly
it would be for the markets to continue to produce the data and whether there are any less costly
alternatives to the current information being released by the markets.
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information publicly available, noting that collecting and producing such information has
proven to be costly and time-consuming. 49 The MFA commented that it believes such
information should only be made available to law enforcement authorities. 50 Another
commenter, however, urged the Commission to work with the SROs to ensure that data
similar to that made publicly available during the Pilot, continues to be available to
researchers after the Pilot. 51
In its letter, the NYSE stated that it believes that "the stated purpose for publicly
releasing such data during the pilot- i.e., encouraging independent researchers to study
the pilot's effects- has already been successfully accomplished, as evidenced by the
academic studies published and public roundtable held concerning the results of the pilot
data." 52 The NYSE also did not believe that we should request that the SROs submit
periodic reports regarding the effects of the removal of price test restrictions at regular
intervals, such as on a semi-annual or annual basis, stating that such a requirement, in
addition to collecting and making publicly available data on short sale transactions,
would "greatly exacerbate costs."

B.

53

Response to Comments

We have carefully considered all the comments we received regarding the
proposed amendments. In particular, we note the comments regarding the need for price
49

See NYSE Letter, supra note 23.

50

See MFA Letter, supra note 23. The MFA commented that it is "concerned that public transactional
short selling data may fuel frivolous issuer lawsuits against market participants with a legitimate but
different view of the value of an issuer's securities." Id.
51

See Angel Letter, supra note 23.

52

NYSE Letter, supra note 23.
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test restrictions to prevent the use of short selling to drive down the market in "bear
raids." One ofthe Commission's stated objectives when it adopted Rule 10a-1 in 1938
was to prevent short sellers from accelerating a declining market by exhausting all
remaining bids at one price level, causing successively lower prices to be established by
long sellers. 54 In addition, in the Proposing Release, we noted that although short selling
serves useful market purposes, such as increasing market liquidity and price efficiency, it
also may be used to illegally manipulate stock prices. 55 Because of the Commission's
stated objective when it adopted Rule lOa-1 and our concerns about the potential use of
short sales to manipulate stock prices, OEA examined the Pilot data for any indication
that there is an association between extreme price movements and price test restrictions.
OEA, however, did not find any such association. 56 We also note th~t although we are
removing current price test restrictions, today's markets are characterized by high levels
of transparency and regulatory surveillance. These characteristics greatly reduce the risk
of undetected manipulation and permit regulators to monitor for the types of activities
that current price test restrictions are designed to prevent. In addition, we note that the
general anti-fraud and anti-manipulation provisions of the federal securities laws continue.
to prohibit activity designed to improperly influence the price of a security. 57
In addition, with respect to comments regarding the Commission allowing SROs

to adopt price test restrictions in the event of unusually rapid and large market declines,

54

See Exchange Act Release No. 13091 (Dec. 21, 1976), 41 FR 56530 (Dec. 28, 1976).

55

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75070.

56

See OEA Staff's Summary Pilot Report at 56, supra note 18.

See,~, Securities Act of 1933 Section 17(a), Exchange Act Section 9(a), 10(b), and 15(c), and Rule
1Ob-5 thereunder.

57
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we have determined not to take such action at this time. 58 We believe that allowing
SROs to adopt price test restrictions under such circumstances could undermine a
primary objective of the proposed amendments of achieving regulatory uniformity and
simplicity. 59 For the same reasons, we do not believe that we should implement a circuit
breaker for short sales at this time.
We note, however, that pursuant to Section 36 of the Exchange Act, in the future
the Commission could determine that circumstances have arisen that justify the issuance

•

of an exemption from the provisions of Rule 201. 60 Should an SRO request the
Commission issue such an exemption in conjunction with the filing of an SRO proposed
rule change to establish a price test restriction, when considering any such request, the
Commission would consider, among other things, whether the proposed rule change is
consistent with the objectives of today' s amendments of providing regulatory simplicity
and consistency. In addition, to issue an exemption pursuant to Section 36, the
Commission would have to find that such an exemption is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, and is consistent with the protection of investors. 61

58

See NYSE Letter, supra note 23._

59
We note, however, that Section 12(k)(2) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission, "in an
emergency, may by order summarily take such action to alter, supplement, suspend, or impose
requirements or restrictions with respect to any matter or action subject to regulation by the Commission or
a self-regulatory organization under the securities laws, as the Commission determines is necessary in the
public interest and for the protection of investors (i) to maintain or restore fair and orderly securities
markets (other than markets in exempted securities); (ii) to ensure prompt, accurate, and safe clearance and
settlement of transactions in securities (other than exempted securities); or (iii) to reduce, eliminate, or
prevent the substantial disruption by the emergency of (I) securities markets (other than markets in
exempted securities), investment companies, or any other significant portion or segment of such markets, or
(II) the transmission or processing of securities transactions (other than transactions in exempted
securities)." In addition, SROs may also continue to have rules consistent with the concept of circuit
breakers.
60

See 15 U.S.C. 78mm.
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In response to IASBDA's comment regarding allowing issuers to have a choice as

to whether or not they want their stock to be subject to a price test, we have determined
not to take such action at this time. A primary goal of the amendments is to bring
uniformity to, and simplify, short sale regulation. To allow issuers to have a choice as to
whether or not their stock is subject to a price test would undermine this primary
objective. In addition, we note that in the Proposing Release we specifically requested
comment from issuers regarding their views of the impact of the proposed amendments
. secuntles.
. . 62
on th eir

63
we d"d
. any comments from Issuers.
.
I not, however, receive

In addition, with respect to IASBDA's comment regarding the universe of
securities subject to the Pilot and, in particular, that the Pilot did not include securities
quoted on the OTCBB, we note that the Pilot did not include this class of securities
because securities quoted on the OTCBB are not currently subject to any price test
restrictions.
Both the IASBDA and Arnex suggested removing price tests from larger
securities first to allow time to study the impact of the permanent removal of price test
restrictions before such action is taken for smaller securities. We do not believe that such
an approach would provide new results relevant to smaller securities. 64 As we noted in
the Proposing Release, while there is some evidence supporting the application of price
test restrictions to smaller securities, the evidence is not strong enough to warrant the

62

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75076.

63

We note that the IASBDA is an advocacy group for small broker-dealers and advisers (including lawyers
and hedge funds).
64

See IASBDA Letter, supra note 39; Amex Letter, supra note 44. We note that many smaller or thinlytraded securities, such as Nasdaq Capital Market securities and securities quoted on the OTCBB and pink
sheets, are not currently subject to any price test restrictions.
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continuation of current price test restrictions to any subset of securities. 65 Su~h
continuation would also undermine a primary goal of these amendments of providing
greater uniformity and simplicity to short sale regulation.
In connection with whether we should request that SROs continue to make public
information regarding short sale transactions similar to that obtained during the Pilot, we
note that the SROs have provided such information during the Pilot at our request so that
researchers could provide the Commission with their own empirical analyses of the
Pilot. 66 We have determined at this time not to propose to require the SROs to make
information similar to that obtained during the Pilot publicly available on a regular basis.
With respect to whether the SROs should submit periodic reports regarding the
effects of the removal of price tests, and in response to commenters concerns that traders
may have been on "good behavior" during the Pilot, 67 we note that while we believe that
current price test restrictions are no longer effective or necessary, we intend to closely
monitor for potentially abusive trading activities. We expect that the markets will
similarly continue to surveil for trading abuses. To the extent we obtain evidence of

65

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75076. In addition, we note that academics have previously examined
short selling in a matched sample ofNasdaq National Market stocks, which were subject to price test
restrictions, and Nasdaq SrnallCap stocks, which were not, during a period of high volatility and rapidly
declining stock prices (September 2000 to August 2001). In this study's sample of2,275 observations, the
study found no significant differences in the overall level of short selling, or the frequency of days with
abnormally negative returns and abnormally high short selling. See Michael G. Ferri, Stephen E.
Christophe, and James J. Angel, A short look at bear raids: Testing the bid test, 2004.
66

See Regulation SHO Adopting Release, 69 FRat 48009.

67

For example, in its letter, Amex noted a comment by OEA in the OEA Staffs Draft Summary Pilot
Report that it is possible that traders might behave differently if a rule were permanently and completely
removed than if it is only temporarily and incompletely removed, and that traders with manipulative
intentions might be on good behavior if they believe that heightened scrutiny during the Pilot increases
their chances of getting caught. See Amex Letter, supra note 44.
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possible violations of the federal securities laws, we will pursue investigations and law
enforcement actions as warranted.
We have carefully considered the comments and continue to believe that the
amendments are appropriate in light of market developments that have occurred in the
securities industry since the Commission adopted Rule 1Oa-1 in 1938, such as
decimalization, the increased use of matching systems that execute trades at
independently derived prices during random times within specific time intervals, and,
most recently, the spread of fully automated markets. We believe the amendments will
bring increased uniformity to short sale regulation, level the playing field for market
participants, and remove an opportunity for regulatory arbitrage.
In addition, we note that only one commenter questioned the economic evidence

supporting the amendments, but we believe that the critique is inapplicable. 68 The Pilot
was designed to assist the Commission in assessing whether changes to current short sale
regulation are necessary in light of current market practices and the purposes underlying
price test regulation. 69 During the comment period, we received one additional study
examining the results of the Pilot. 70 This study found results that are consistent with

68

One commenter expressed concern about the methodologies used in the Pilot studies. See Patch Letters,
supra note 33 (stating that "the methods in which the OEA conducted their analysis (specifically the
duration of time) is flawed. Bear raids do not last for months but over days or weeks and such analysis by
the OEA, looking over large windows of time without looking at micro trading, is a flawed approach").
But see, OEA Staff's Summary Pilot Report at 9, supra note 18 (stating that OEA focused its investigation
on price patterns that might indicate manipulative behavior at a daily or intraday frequency). In addition,
we note that panelists from the Regulation SHO Roundtable were asked to critique the studies and all
panelists generally agreed with the results. See Roundtable Transcript at 49-57, 72-80, supra note 21.
69

69 FRat 48032. See also, Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75068-75069, 75072-75073 (discussing the Pilot
and the Pilot Results).
70

See Bai, supra note 20. See also, OEA Staff's Summary Pilot Report at 85, supra note 18.
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other Pilot studies previously submitted to, and discussed by, the Commission, which
generally found that current price test restrictions do not enhance market quality. 71
Thus, after carefully considering the comments received, we are adopting the
amendments, as proposed.

III.

Removal of "Short Exempt" Marking Requirement

Because we proposed to remove Rule 1Oa-1 and prohibit any SRO from having a
price test, we also proposed to amend Rule 200(g) of Regulation SH072 to remove the
requirement that a broker-dealer mark a sell order of an equity security as "short exempt"
if the seller is relying on an exception from the tick test of Rule 10a-1, or any price test of
any exchange or national securities association. 73 We are adopting the amendment as
proposed.
Rule 200(g) of Regulation SHO provides that a broker-dealer must mark all sell
orders of any security as "long," "short," or "short exempt."74 Further, Rule 200(g)(2) of
Regulation SHO provides that a short sale order must be marked "short exempt" if the
seller is "relying on an exception from the tick test of 17 CFR 240.1 Oa-1, or any short
sale price test of any exchange or national securities association." 75 The "short exempt"
marking requirement provides a record that short sellers are availing themselves of the

71

Bai found that the Pilot had no effect on stock price reactions to negative earnings shocks. See Bai, supra
note 20. See also, Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75072-75075 (discussing the Pilot Results).
72

17 CFR 242.200(g).

73
Broker-dealers would, however, continue to be required to mark sell orders as either "long" or "short" in
compliance with Rule 200(g).
74

See 17 CFR 242.200(g).

75

See id. at 242.200(g)(2).
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various exceptions to, or exemptions from, the application of the restrictions ofRule lOa1 or of any price test of any exchange or national securities association.
A.

Comments Summary

We received five comment letters, from the MFA, STA, UBS, NYSE, and
SIFMA in response to the proposed amendment. 76 Generally, the commenters supported
the Commission's proposal to remove the "short exempt" marking requirement. 77
Although the STA stated that it supports the proposal to remove the "short
exempt" marking requirement in Regulation SHO, the STA commented that it believes
that securities currently marked "short exempt" pursuant to Rule 203(b)(2)(ii) of
Regulation SH078 should be marked "long" rather than "short" because marking such
orders "short" "does not accurately describe the customer's ownership of the same and
could cause confusion and anger from public investors when they receive confirmation of
the sale of a security they understood they owned." 79 Similarly, SIFMA commented that

76

See MFA Letter, supra note 23; STA Letter, supra note 23; UBS Letter, supra note 23; NYSE Letter,
supra note 23; SIFMA Letter, supra note 23.
77
See MFA Letter, supra note 23; STA Letter, supra note 23; UBS Letter, supra note 23. In its letter, the
MFA noted that it believes broker-dealers are in the best position to raise compliance issues related to their
systems and the "short exempt" marking requirement. Thus, the MFA urged the Commission to carefully
consider any compliance concerns raised by broker-dealers in considering this proposal. See MFA Letter,
supra note 23.

78

17 CFR 242.203(b)(2)(ii). Rule 203(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation SHO excepts from the locate requirement of
Regulation SHO any sale of a security that a person is deemed to own pursuant to Rule 200 of Regulation
SHO, provided that the broker-dealer has been reasonably informed that the person intends to deliver such
security as soon as all restrictions on delivery have been removed. If the person has not delivered such
security within 35 days after the trade date, the broker-dealer that effected the sale must borrow securities
or close out the short position by purchasing securities oflike kind and quantity. Such circumstances could
include the situation where a convertible security, option, or warrant has been tendered for conversion or
exchange, but the underlying security is not reasonably expected to be received by settlement date.
Another situation could be where a customer owns stock that was formerly restricted, but pursuant to Rule
144 under the Securities Act of 1933, the security may be sold without restriction. In connection with the
sale of such security, the security may not be capable of being delivered on settlement date due to
processing to remove the restricted legend.
79

STA Letter, supra note 23.
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its member firms would encourage the Commission to amend the definition of a "long"
sale to include these types of sales "to avoid unintended consequences and mistaken
perceptions by issuers and others as to the nature of the sale." 80
In addition, SIFMA commented that rather than removing the "short exempt"

marking requirement, SIFMA firms generally would prefer that the Commission preserve
the "short exempt" marking requirement, specifically amending Regulation SHO to
indicate that a sale should be marked "short exempt" if effected in reliance on an
exception from the "locate" requirement, pursuant to Rule 203(b)(2) of Regulation
SH0. 81 According to SIFMA, firms "generally are of the view that preserving "short
exempt" marking for such situations should assist their compliance efforts by identifying
short sales for which a locate is not required to be obtained." 82
The MFA and NYSE responded to our request for comment in the Proposing
Release regarding whether, in the absence of price test restrictions, the marking of sell

80

SIFMA Letter, supra note 23.

81

Id. Rule 203(b)(2) provides an exception from the locate requirement of Rule 203(b)(l) for: "(i) A
broker or dealer that has accepted a short sale order from another registered broker or dealer that is required
to comply with paragraph (b)( 1) of this section, unless the broker or dealer relying on this exception
contractually undertook responsibility for compliance with paragraph (b)( 1) of this section; (ii) Any sale of
a security that a person is deemed to own pursuant to §242.200, provided that the broker or dealer has been
reasonably informed that the person intends to deliver such security as soon as all restrictions on delivery
have been removed. If the person has not delivered such security within 35 days after the trade date, the
broker-dealer that effected the sale must borrow securities or close out the short position by purchasing
securities oflike kind and quantity; (iii) Short sales effected by a market maker in connection with bonafide market making activities in the security for which this exception is claimed; and (iv) Transactions in
security futures."
82

SIFMA Letter, supra note 23. SIFMA noted in its letter that, if the Commission decides not to amend the
definition of a "long" sale in Rule 200(g) as suggested by SIFMA, it would strongly urge the Commission
to continue to allow firms to mark sales "short exempt," in reliance on the exception from the Regulation
SHO "locate" requirement in Rule 203(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation SHO. Id. UBS also commented that we
should retain the "short exempt" marking requirement to "identify certain short sale transactions as exempt
from the affirmative determination requirements for regulatory and compliance requirements." UBS
Letter, supra note 23.
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orders would continue to need to be transparent to market makers and specialists. 83
Currently, to facilitate the application of price test restrictions, market makers and
specialists receive information allowing them to distinguish short sales from other sales.
In its comment letter, the MFA stated that "[i]n protecting the confidentiality of
customer orders and maintaining a level playing field for all market participants, MFA
supports the idea of availing order marking information only to brokers preparing order
tickets." 84 The MFA believes that the "best safeguard for maintaining the integrity of
order information is by limiting order marking information to those necessary in carrying
out compliance functions." 85
NYSE, on the other hand, expressed its belief that it is "necessary that the overall
short interest in a security, as well as information on whether a particular sell order
introduced to the Exchange is long or short, continue to be transparent intra-day to
specialists in the securities in which they are registered." 86 NYSE noted that "[f]or a
specialist, making the correct determination regarding the necessity of a dealer
transaction at any given moment includes an understanding of the general market
conditions in a particular security, including the actual or reasonably anticipated needs of
the market. The intra-day short interest position in a security as well as whether
83

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75078. Specifically, in the Proposing Release we stated that: "To
facilitate the application of Rule lOa-1, NASD Rule 5100, and Nasdaq Rule 3350, market makers and
specialists receive information allowing them to distinguish short sales from other sales. In other words,
the information on whether an order is marked "long," "short," or "short exempt" is made transparent to
market makers and specialists but not to other market participants or the public. In the absence of price test
restrictions, would the marking of sell orders need to be transparent to market makers and specialists?
Would there be any systems or market quality costs/benefits associated with not revealing this information
to specialists and market makers?"
84

MFA Letter, supra note 23.

85

Id.

86

NYSE Letter, supra note 23.
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particular orders are long or short are critical pieces of information in the overall mix of
factors that combine to form the "market" in that security." 87 The NYSE believes that the
absence of such information would result in poorer overall market quality. 88

B.

Response to Comments

We have carefully considered all the comments we received. In response to the
STA's and SIFMA's comments regarding revising the definition of when an order should
be marked "long" to include sales of securities excepted from the locate requirement
pursuant to Rule 203(b)(2)(ii) ofRegulation SHO, we have determined not to take such
action at this time. Although these are sales of securities that a person is "deemed to
own" pursuant to Rule 200 of Regulation SH0, 89 the securities will not be delivered in
time for settlement of the transaction and, therefore, we believe that such sales are more
appropriately marked as "short" rather than "long" sales. 90
In addition, in response to STA's comment that the marking ofthese orders as
"short" does not accurately describe the customer's ownership of the same and could
cause confusion and anger from public investors when they receive confirmation of the
sale of a security they understood they owned, we note that the order marking
requirements are to facilitate the surveillance and monitoring of compliance with other
provisions of Regulation SHO, such as the borrowing and delivery requirements for long
87

Id.

88

See id.

89

17 CFR 242.200(a)-(f).

90

Regulation SHO provides that an order can only be marked "long" if the seller is deemed to own the
security being sold pursuant to paragraphs (a) through (f) of Rule 200 of Regulation SHO and either: (i)
The security to be delivered is in the physical possession or control of the broker or dealer; or (ii) It is
reasonably expected that the security will be in the physical possession or control of the broker or dealer no
later than settlement of the transaction. See 17 CFR 242.200(g). Thus, Regulation SHO contemplates that
only those sell orders that will be available for delivery on settlement date can be marked "long."
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sales under Rule 203(a), 91 and the locate requirements for short sales under Rule
203(b). 92 Regulation SHO does not require that a broker-dealer reveal an order marking
to its customer. Nor do we believe at this time that it is necessary for a customer to
receive such information.
In addition, we have determined not to retain the "short exempt" marking

requirement or revise the definition of when an order should be marked "short exempt" to
include those circumstances in which a short sale is excepted from the locate
requirements ofRule 203(b)(2) ofRegulation SH0. 93 The "short exempt" marking
requirement has only ever applied if the seller is relying on an exception from a price test.
It has never applied to sales that do not have to comply with the locate requirement of

Regulation SH0. 94 Today's amendment to remove the "short exempt" marking
requirement is necessitated by the fact that we are removing current price test restrictions
and prohibiting any SRO from having a price test. Thus, we do not believe that it is
appropriate at this time to re-define the order marking requirements of Regulation SHO
as suggested by cornrnenters. We will, however, consider separately whether furthet:
action in this area is necessary or warranted.
With respect to the MFA's and NYSE's comments regarding the transparency of
order markings to market participants other than those broker-dealers with responsibility
for compliance with the marking requirements of Regulation SHO, we have determined
at this time to not take any action to limit the transparency of order markings in this
91

17 CFR 242.203(a).

92

17 CFR 242.203(b).

93

17 CFR 242.203(b)(2).

94

See id.
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way. 95 We will continue, however, to review whether further action by the Commission
on this matter is necessary or warranted.
After carefully considering the comments received, we are adopting the proposed
amendment without modification.

IV.

Other Comments
We received eight comment letters from individual investors discussing other

provisions of Regulation SH0, 96 most notably the grandfather provision of that rule. 97 In
addition, these commenters expressed concerns about naked short selling. This release
discusses amendments that will affect price tests and related marking requirements only.
They do not relate to other provisions of Regulation SHO or naked short selling, which
are the subject of other Commission rulemaking. 98

V.

Paperwork Reduction Act
The adopted amendments to Regulation SHO impose a "collection of

information" within the meaning of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995; 99 however,
the collection of information is covered by the approved collection for Exchange Act

95

Currently, which market participants are able to see the marking for a sell order is established by SRO
rule and varies among the SROs.
96

See 17 CFR 242.200 m; ~-

97

See letter from Joan Oleary (Jan. 22, 2007); letter from Candice Grant (Jan. 21, 2007); letter from Roland
L. Pitts (Dec. 28, 2006); letter from Charles P. Bennett, M.D. (Jan. 18, 2007); letter from Carlos Molina
(Jan. 17, 2007); Jetter from Lars D. Roose (Feb. 11, 2007); letter from Hillary Thomas (Feb. 11, 2007);
letter from H. Glenn Bagwell, Jr. (Feb. 12, 2007). These comment letters relate to File No. S7-12-06
regarding proposed amendments-to Regulation SHO and were considered in connection with that
rulemaking.
~

99

.·

w

See Regulation SHO Amendments Proposing Release, 71 FR 4171 0; see also, supra n.'[6].
44 U.S.C. 3501

m; ~-
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Rule 19b-4. 100 Rule 201(a) ofRegulation SHO provides that no price test, including any
price test of any SRO, shall apply to short sales in any security. In addition, Rule 201 (b)
of Regulation SHO prohibits any SRO from having a price test. Thus, to the extent that
any SRO currently has a price test, that SRO is required to amend its rules to compiy with
these amendments to Regulation SHO. Any such amendments will need to be filed with
the Commission as proposed rule changes, pursuant to Section 19(b) ofthe Exchange
Act 101 and Rule 19b-4 thereunder. This collection of information, however, will be
collected pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 19b-4 and, therefore, will not be a new
collection of information for purposes of the amendments.
VI.

Consideration of Costs and Benefits of Proposed Amendments to Rule 1Oa-1
and Regulation SHO

The Commission is sensitive to the costs and benefits that result from our rules.
Thus, in the Proposing Release, we solicited comments related to the costs and benefits
associated with the proposed amendments. 102 We explicitly requested that commenters
provide supporting empirical data for any positions advanced. In addition, we
specifically requested comment regarding the costs and benefits of unrestricted short
selling activity and any costs associated with complying with the proposed amendments, if
the Commission were to adopt the proposed amendments. We also requested comment
regarding any costs relating to the removal of price test restrictions adopted by the SROs. In
addition, we requested comment on the potential costs for any modification to both
computer systems and surveillance mechanisms and for information gathering,
100

17 CFR 240.19b-4.

101

15 U.S.C. 78s(b).

102

See Proposing Release, 71 FRat 75078-75079.
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management, and recordkeeping systems or procedures, as well as any potential benefits
resulting from the proposals for registrants, issuers, investors, brokers or dealers, other
securities industry professionals, regulators, and other market participants.
Four commenters, the STA, UBS, SIFMA, and Amex provided comments related to
the costs and benefits ofthe proposed rule amendments. 103 We discuss these comment
letters below.

A.

Removal of Price Test Restrictions
1.

Benefits

In the Proposing Release, we solicited comment on any benefits that could be
realized if the Commission adopts the proposed amendments, including both short-term
and long-term benefits. In addition, we solicited comment regarding benefits to market
efficiency, pricing efficiency, market stability, market integrity, and investor protection.
Only the STA submitted comments noting benefits of the proposed amendments. 104
In its comment letter, the STA noted that it does not believe that the proposed

amendments would result in higher trading costs or wider spreads. 105 In addition, the
STA stated that it believes the proposed amendments would lead to a reduction in
surveillance and compliance costs. 106
We believe that this is an appropriate time to remove existing price test
restrictions because current price test regulation is inconsistent across markets,
potentially creates an unlevel playing field, allows for regulatory arbitrage and has not
103

See STA Letter, supra note 23; UBS Letter, supra note 23; SIFMA Letter, supra note 23; Amex Letter,
supra note 44.
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See STA Letter, supra note 23.
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See id.
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kept pace with the types of trading systems and strategies currently used in the
marketplace. In addition, today's markets are characterized by high levels of
transparency and regulatory surveillance. These characteristics greatly reduce the risk of
undetected manipulation and permit regulators to monitor for the types of activities that
Rule 1Oa-1 and other price tests are designed to prevent.
We believe that the removal of current price test restrictions will benefit market
participants by providing market participants with the ability to execute short sales in all
securities in all market centers without regard to price test restrictions. In addition,
market centers will be competing for executions on a level playing field because they will
not be affected by the existence or non-existence of price test restrictions.
We also believe that removing all current price test restrictions is preferable to
applying different tests in different markets, which can require market participants to
apply different rules to different securities depending on which market the trade is
executed. Thus, we believe that the amendments will reduce confusion and compliance
difficulties for market participants.
We also believe that the amendments will benefit exchanges and other market
centers because market participants will no longer be able to select a market on which to
execute a short sale based on the applicability of price test restrictions. The amendments
will remove a competitive disadvantage purportedly experienced by some market centers
because market participants will no longer route orders to avoid application of a market
center's price test. Nor will market centers that do not have a price test be able to use that
factor to attract order flow away from market centers that have a price test.

30

In addition, the amendments will result in benefits associated with systems and
surveillance mechanisms because these systems and mechanisms will no longer need to
be programmed to account for price test restrictions based on last sale and last bid
information. We also note that in the absence of price test restrictions, new staff
(compliance personnel, associated persons, etc.) will no longer need to be trained
regarding rules relating to price tests. Over the long run, we believe this will likely lead
to decreased training and compliance costs for market participants.
We also believe that the amendments will lead to a reduction in costs because
market participants and their lawyers, both in-house and outside counsel, will no longer
need to make either informal (phone calls) or formal (letters) requests for exemptions
from Rule 1Oa-1.
In addition, we anticipate that the removal of price test restrictions may result in
increased price efficiency because prices will be determined by buy and sell interest,
without any artificial restraints on short selling.

2.

Costs

We recognize that the amendments may result in some costs to market
participants. As an aid to evaluating the costs of the proposed amendments, we solicited
comment in the Proposing Release. In particular, we sought comment regarding the costs
of the proposed amendments to market participants, including broker-dealers and SROs,
related to systems changes to computer hardware and software, reprogramming costs, and
surveillance and compliance costs, including whether these costs would be incurred on a
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one-time or ongoing basis. 107 Four commenters, the STA, UBS, SIFMA and Amex
submitted comments regarding costs associated with the proposed amendments.

108

In their comment letters, the STA, UBS and SIFMA noted potential
reprogramming costs that market participants may incur if the Commission does not act
on the proposed amendments prior to market participants reprogramming their systems in
response to the new regulatory framework created by Regulation NMS 109 and the desire
of investors and other market participants for more automated and efficient trading
services. 110 On January 24, 2007, we extended the date for all automated trading centers
(both SRO trading facilities and Alternative Display Facility participants) to have fully
operational Regulation NMS-compliant trading systems to July 9, 2007 (the "Regulation
NMS Compliance Date"). 111 In meeting the Regulation NMS Compliance Date, market
participants have been developing new systems or modifying existing systems to be
Regulation NMS-compliant.
In their comment letters, STA, UBS, and SIFMA urged the Commission to act on

the proposed amendments prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date. 112 In its letter,
STA noted that "[i]fthe SEC's proposal is implemented subsequent to the operation of
Regulation NMS to certain securities, it will require industry-wide reprogramming of
Regulation NMS compliance systems during the infancy of the Rules implementation, a
107
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most sensitive time period. As a result, the immediate success of Regulation NMS could
be compromised." 113 As discussed in Section IX below, these amendments will be
effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register. Thus, market
participants will have notice and time prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date to
reprogram their systems without regard to current price test restrictions.
In its comment letter, Amex stated that "[w]hile it is difficult to predict future
trading activities and the resultant need for new or different regulatory programs, [its]
best estimate is that there would probably be no material impact on [its] regulatory
costs."

114

Amex noted that although staff time and technology resources would no longer

be required to monitor compliance with price tests, surveillance by Amex staff of order
marking violations would still be required . .In addition, Amex commented that "the
absence of a tick test to discourage potential "bear raids" and other manipulative
activities could result in the need to devote additional resources to such regulatory
programs than is currently the case." 115
We believe that costs associated with the amendments will be minimal because
the infrastructure necessary to comply with the amendments are, for the most part,
already be in place. Market participants have needed to establish or modify their systems
and surveillance mechanisms to exempt those securities included in the Pilot from all
113

STA Letter, supra note 23. In addition, in its comment letter, SIFMA urged the Commission to take
steps to eliminate price test restrictions prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date to alleviate the
necessity for firms to, in the course of instituting programming changes to meet the new requirements of
Regulation NMS, program systems to comply with price test restrictions, only to be required to reverse
such programming costs shortly thereafter. SIFMA stated that cost estimates for firms to program for such
changes varied, from as low as approximately $200,000 for some firms to as high as $2 million for others.
See SIFMA Letter, supra note 23.
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price test restrictions. 116 In addition, any further changes to systems and surveillance
mechanisms or procedures will be relatively minor because the amendments will remove
all price test restrictions rather than, for example, impose a modified price test. We also
believe that market participants will not need to incur costs to purchase new systems, or
increase staffing based solely on the implementation of the amendments.
Although we recognize that market participants may incur costs to modify,
establish or implement existing or new supervisory and compliance procedures due to the
amendments, these costs will be minimal because market participants already have in
place supervisory or compliance procedures to monitor for trading activity that current
price test restrictions are designed to deter.
We recognize that SROs that have adopted price tests will incur costs associated
with removing such price tests. For example, the NASD and Nasdaq have their own bid
tests that, under the amendments, will no longer be applicable. 117 In addition, some
exchanges have adopted rules in conformity with the provisions ofRule lOa-1, which
will no longer be applicable. SROs may incur costs associated with the processes to
remove such rules, including filing rule changes with the Commission, as well as
reprogramming systems designed to enforce these rules. Although we requested
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The Pilot exempts a select group of securities from price test restrictions during regular trading hours.
Between the close of the consolidated tape and the open of the consolidated tape on the following day,
however, all equity securities are exempted from price test restrictions. See 69 FRat 48033.
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See NASD Rule 5100, available ill
http://nasd.complinet.com/nascl/display/display.htrnl?rbid= 1189&record_id=1159007939&element_id=115
9006014&highlight=5100#r1159007939; Nasdaq Rule 3350, available ill
http://nasdaq.complinet.com/nasdaq/display/display.html? rbid=1705&element_id=16.
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comment regarding these costs, including costs relating to preparing and filing any
necessary rule changes with the Commission, 118 we did not receive any comments.
We also recogriize that the amendments may increase transaction costs, decrease
quoted depth, and increase intraday price volatility, particularly in small stocks. The
Pilot results suggest, however, that these changes are small in magnitude and would not
significantly increase costs or reduce liquidity. 119

B.

Removal of "Short Exempt" Marking Requirement
1.

Benefits

We are amending Rule 200(g) ofRegulation SHO to remove the "short exempt"
marking requirement. 120 Rule 200(g)(2) of Regulation SHO provides that a short sale
order must be marked "short exempt" if the seller is "relying on an exception from the
tick test of 17 CFR 240.1 Oa-1, or any short sale price test of any exchange or national
securities association." 121 Thus, because we are removing all current price test
restrictions, as well as prohibiting any SRO from having a price test, the "short exempt"
marking requirement will no longer be applicable. In addition, we note that removing the
"short exempt" marking requirement will promote regulatory simplification because the
marking requirement will no longer be applicable.
2.

Costs

Although we sought public comment on costs, we did not receive any such
comments relating to this proposed amendment. We recognize, however; that there may
118
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be some costs associated with removing the "short exempt" marking requirement. Some
market participants, including broker-dealers and SROs, may have to reprogram systems
and update supervisory procedures due to the removai of the "short exempt" marking
requirement. Sales of securities previously marked "short exempt," however, will
continue to be marked either "long" or "short." Thus, we believe that such costs will be
mmor.

VII.

Consideration of Burden on Competition and Promotion of Efficiency,
Competition, and Capital Formation
Section 3(f) of the Exchange Act requires the Commission, whenever it engages

in rulemaking and whenever it is required to consider or determine if an action is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest, to consider whether the action would
promote efficiency, competition, and capital formation.

122

In addition, Section 23( a)(2)

of the Exchange Act requires the Commission, when making rules under the Exchange
Act, to consider the impact such rules would have on competition.

123

Exchange Act

Section 23(a)(2) prohibits the Commission from adopting any rule that would impose a
burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the
Exchange Act.

In the Proposing Release, we solicited comment on the proposed amendments'
effects on efficiency, competition, and capital formation. In addition, we requested, but
did not receive, comments regarding the impact of the proposed ·amendments on the
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economy generally pursuant to the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act
ofl996. 124
We have considered the proposed amendments to Rule 1Oa-1 and Regulation
SHO in light of the standards of Section 23(a)(2) of the Exchange Act and believe the
adopted amendments will not impose any burden on competition not necessary or
appropriate in furtherance of the Exchange Act.
The amendments will remove the price test restrictions ofRule lOa- 1125 and
provide that no price test, including any price test of any SRO, shall apply to short sales
in any security. The amendments will also prohibit any SRO from having a price test. In
addition, the amendments will remove the "short exempt" marking requirement of Rule
200(g) of Regulation SHO because this marking requirement applies only if the seller is
relying on an exception from the tick test of Rule 1Oa-1 or any short sale price test of any
exchange or national securities association.
Current short sale regulation is inconsistent. For example, Rule 1Oa-1 applies
only to short sale transactions in listed securities. The NASD's and Nasdaq's bid tests
apply only to Nasdaq Global Market securities. No price tests apply to short sales in
Nasdaq Capital Market securities or securities quoted on the OTCBB or pink sheets. In
addition, no price test applies to short sales ofNasdaq Global Market securities executed
on exchanges trading Nasdaq securities on a UTP basis, unless the market on which the
securities are being traded has adopted its own price test. Moreover, the current
exceptions to, and exemptions from, the price tests for a wide range of short selling
activities have limited the applicability of the restrictions contained in these rules. The
124
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end result is inconsistent short sale regulation of securities, depending on the market
where the securities are trading, and the type of short selling activity. Thus, the
amendments are intended to promote regulatory simplification and uniformity by no
longer permitting the current price test restrictions on short selling.
We believe that the amendments will not harm efficiency because the empirical
evidence from the Pilot Results shows that the Pilot did not adversely impact price
efficiency. Further, market participants will no longer have to apply different price tests
to securities trading in different markets.
In addition, we believe that the amendments will not have an adverse impact on

capital formation because the empirical evidence from the Pilot Results shows that the
price tests have very little impact on overall market quality and, particularly in large
securities, may be harmful to overall market quality.
We believe that the amendments will promote competition among exchanges and
other market centers because market participants will no longer be able to select a market
on which to execute a short sale based on the applicability of price test restrictions. The
amendments will remove a purported competitive disadvantage experienced by some
market centers because market participants will no longer route orders to avoid
application of a market center's price test. Nor will market centers that do not have a
price test be able to use that factor to attract order flow away from market centers that
have a price test. Moreover, the amendments will level the playing field for all market
participants by requiring that no price test shall apply to any short sale in any security in
any market. 126
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Although we recognize there could conceivably be a need in the future for SROs to propose new price
test restrictions, in considering whether to approve any such proposals, the Commission would, among
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VIII. Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
The Commission has prepared the Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
("FRF A"), in accordance with the provisions of the Regulatory Flexibility Act
("RF A"), !2_7 regarding the proposed amendments to Rule 1Oa-1 and Regulation SHO,
Rules 200 and 201, under the Exchange Act.

A.

Need for the Amendments

Based on the Pilot Results as well as our review of the status of short sale
regulation in the context of the current application ofRule lOa-1 and other price tests,
including the exceptions to the current rules and grants of relief from Rule 1Oa-1 by the
Commission for a wide range of short selling activities, we believe it is necessary to
remove Rule 1Oa-1 and to amend Regulation SHO to provide that no price test, including
any price test by any SRO, shall apply to short selling in any security. In addition, the
amendments will prohibit any SRO from having a price test. These amendments are
designed to modernize and simplify short sale regulation in light of current short selling
systems and strategies used in the marketplace, while providing greater regulatory
consistency to short selling. We are also removing the "short exempt" marking
requirement of Regulation SHO because this requirement only applies if a seller is
relying on an exception to a price test.

other things, determine whether or not such proposals are consistent with the objectives of today's
amendments. Additionally, in order for an SRO to adopt new price test restrictions pursuant to Section
19(b) of the Exchange Act, an exemption from the provisions ofRule 201 pursuant to Section 36 of the
Exchange Act would be necessary.
127
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B.

Significant Issues Raised by Public Comment

The Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis ("IRF A") appeared in the Proposing
Release. 128 We requested comment in the IRF A on the impact the proposed amendments
would have on small entities and how to quantify the impact. We received two comment
letters generally discussing the impact of the proposed amendments to remove price test
restrictions on small issuers, 129 which we discuss below.
C.

Small Entities Subject to the Rule

The entities covered by the amendment will include small broker-dealers, small
businesses, and any investor who effects a short sale that qualifies as a small entity.
Although it is impossible to quantify every type of small entity that may be able to effect
a short sale in a security, Paragraph (c)(l) ofRule 0-10 under the Exchange Act 130 states
that the term "small business" or "small organization," when referring to a broker-dealer,
means a broker or dealer that had total capital (net worth plus subordinated liabilities) of
less than $500,000 on the date in the prior fiscal year as of which its audited financial
statements were prepared pursuant to §240.17a-5( d); and is not affiliated with any person
(other than a natural person) that is not a small business or small organization. In the
JRFA in the Proposing Release, we estimated that as of2005, there were approximately
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See IASBDA Letter, supra note 39; Amex Letter, supra note 44. IASBDA expressed concern that the
proposed amendments might "unnecessarily force small issuers to accept an environment which is most
unkind to their securities." See IASBDA Letter, supra note 39. In its letter, Amex advocated for additional
study of the effects of price test restrictions on small capitalization securities before the Commission
removes such restrictions on these securities. See Amex Letter, supra note 44.
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910 broker-dealers that qualified as small entities as defined above. 131 Presently, we
estimate that as of2006 there are approximately 894 broker-dealers that qualify as small
entities, as defined above. 132
Paragraph (e) ofRule 0-10 under the Exchange Act 133 states that the term "small
business" or "small organization," when referring to an exchange, means any exchange
that: (1) has been exempted from the reporting requirements of Rule 11Aa3-1 under the
Exchange Act; and (2) is not affiliated with any person (other than a natural person) that
is not a small business or small organization, as defined by Rule 0-10. No national
securities exchanges are small entities because none meets these criteria. There is one
national securities association (NASD) that is subject to these amendments. NASD is not
a small entity as defined by 13 CFR 121.201.
Any business, however, regardless of industry, will be subject to the amendments
ifit effects a short sale. The Commission believes that, except for the broker-dealers
discussed above, an estimate of the number of small entities that fall under the
amendments is not feasible.

D.

Reporting, Recordkeeping, and other Compliance Requirements

We recognize that the amendments may impose some new or additional reporting,
recordkeeping, or compliance costs on any affected party, including broker-dealers, that
are small entities.

131
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As discussed above, three commenters noted potential reprogramming costs that
market participants may incur if the Commission does not act on the proposed
amendments prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date. In meeting the Regulation
NMS Compliance Date, market participants have been developing new systems or
modifying existing systems to be Regulation NMS-compliant. In their comment letters,
STA, UBS, and SIFMA urged the Commission to act on the proposed amendments prior
to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date. 134 In its letter, STA noted that "[i]fthe SEC's
proposal is implemented subsequent to the operation of Regulation NMS to certain
securities, it will require industry-wide re-programming of Regulation NMS compliance
systems during the infancy of the Rules implementation, a most sensitive time period. As
a result, the immediate success of Regulation NMS could be compromised."

135

As

discussed in Section IX below, these amendments will be effective immediately upon
publication in the Federal Register. Thus, market participants will have notice and time
prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date to reprogram their systems without regard
to current price test re!;>trictions.
In order to comply with the Pilot when it became effective on May 2, 2005, small
entities needed to modify their systems and surveillance mechanisms to exempt those
securities included in the Pilot from current price test restrictions. Thus, the systems and
surveillance mechanisms required to comply with the amendments are already be in
place. We believe that any necessary additional systems and surveillance changes will be
small because, due to the Pilot, systems are currently programmed to exempt many
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securities from price test restrictions prior to the close of the consolidated tape and
exempt all securities from price test restrictions between the close of the consolidated
tape and the open of the consolidated tape on the following day.
We believe that any reprogramming costs or updating of surveillance mechanisms
associated with the removal of the "short exempt" marking requirement will be minimal
because sales of securities will continue to be required to be marked either "long" or
"short." The amendments will merely remove an alternative marking requirement.

E.

Agency Action to Minimize the Effect on Small Entities

The RF A directs the Commission to consider significant alternatives that will
accomplish the stated objective, while minimizing any significant adverse impact on
small entities. Pursuant to Section 3(a) ofthe RFA, 136 the Commission considered the
following types of alternatives in connection with the amendments: (a) the establishment
of differing compliance or reporting requirements or timetables that take into account the
resources available to small entities; (b) the clarification, consolidation, or simplification
of compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small entities; (c) the use of
performance rather than design standards; and (d) an exemption from coverage of the
rule, or any part thereof, for small entities.
The amendments are intended to modernize and simplify price test regulation by
removing restrictions on the execution prices of short sales contained in current price
tests, such as Rule 1Oa-1. As such, we believe that imposing different compliance
requirements, and possibly a different timetable for implementing compliance
requirements, for small entities would undermine the goal of the amendments. ln

.
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particular, the request by IASBDA and Arnex for a gradual phase-in of the amendments
to permit price test restrictions to continue for small securities pending further study,
would cause considerable uncertainty, such as how to treat securities that episodically
move between the definition of small and large capitalization. Moreover, we do not
believe that such an approach would provide new results relevant to smaller securities.
As we noted in the Proposing Release, while there is some evidence supporting the
application of price test restrictions to smaller securities, the evidence is not strong
enough to warrant its continuation in any subset of securities. 137 In addition, we note that
many smaller or thinly-traded securities, such as Nasdaq Capital Market securities, and
securities quoted on the OTCBB and pink sheets, are not currently subject to any price
test restrictions.
Thus, we have concluded that it would be inconsistent with the goal of the
amendments to phase-in small capitalization securities or to further clarify, consolidate,
or simplify the amendments for small entities. Finally, the amendments will impose
performance standards rather than design standards.

IX.

Administrative Procedure Act
Section 553(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act ("AP A") generally provides

that a substantive rule may not be made effective less than 30 days after notice is
published in the Federal Register. 138 Two exceptions to the 30-day requirement, among
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others, are (i) for a substantive rule that relieves a restriction, and (ii) an agency's finding
of good cause for providing a shorter effective date. 139
The amendments will remove all current restrictions on the price at which a
security can be sold short. Because the amendments relieve a restriction on short selling,
these amendments may be made effective less than 30 days after notice is published in
the Federal Register.
In addition, we note that a number of commenters to the proposed amendments
discussed potential reprogramming costs that market participants may incur if the
proposed amendments are not effective prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date.

140

In meeting the Regulation NMS Compliance Date, market participants have been
developing new systems or modifying existing systems to be Regulation NMS-compliant.
Immediate effectiveness of these amendments is necessary to provide market participants
with sufficient notice and time prior to the Regulation NMS Compliance Date to
reprogram their systems without regard to current price test restrictions.
Specifically, immediate effectiveness ofthe amendments is expected to
alleviate any necessity for market participants to, in the course of instituting
programming changes to meet the requirements of Regulation NMS, program systems to
comply with price test restrictions, only to be required to reverse such programming
shortly thereafter. Absent immediate effectiveness, market participants may expend
unnecessary time and resources programming systems to comply with price test
restrictions that are being removed. Thus, the Commission finds that there is good cause
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for making the amendments effective immediately upon publication in the Federal
Register.
X.

Statutory Authority and Text of the Amendments
Pursuant to the Exchange Act and, particularly, Sections 2, 3(b), 6, 9(a), 10(a),

llA, 15, 15A, 17, 17A, 23(a) thereof, 15 U.S.C. 78b, 78c(b), 78f, 78i(a), 78j(a), 78k-1,
78o, 78o-3, 78q, 78q-1, 78w(a), theCommissionisremovingRu1e 10a-1, § 240.10a-1,
and amending Regulation SHO, §§ 242.200 and 201.
Text of the Amendments to Rule 10a-1 and Regulation SHO
List of Subjects in 17 CFR Parts 240 and 242
Brokers, Fraud, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.
For the reasons set out in the preamble, Title 17, Chapter II, of the Code of
Federal Regulations is amended as follows.
PART 240- GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
1. The authority citation for part 240 continues to read in part as follows:
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77c, 77d, 77g, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77eee, 77ggg, 77nnn,
77sss, 77ttt, 78c, 78d, 78e, 78f, 78g, 78i, 78j, 78j-1, 78k, 78k-1, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78p,
78q, 78s, 78u-5, 78w, 78x, 7811, 78mm, 80a-20, 80a-23, 80a-29, 80a-37, 80b-3, 80b-4,
80b-11, and 7201 et. seq.; and 18 U.S.C. 1350, unless otherwise noted.

*****
2. Section 240.1 Oa-1 is removed and reserved and the undesignated heading
preceding the section is removed.

PART 242- REGULATIONS M, SHO, ATS, AC AND NMS, AND CUSTOMER
MARGIN REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITY FUTURES
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3. The authority citation for part 242 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77g, 77q(a), 77s(a), 78b, 78c, 78g(c)(2), 78i(a), 78j, 78kl(c), 78L 78m, 78n, 78o(b), 78o(c), 78o(g), 78q(a), 78q(b), 78q(h), 78w(a), 78dd-1,
78mm, 80a-23, 80a-29, and 80a-37.
4. Section 242.200 is amended by revising the introductory text of paragraph (g)
and removing and reserving paragraph (g)(2) to read as follows:

§ 242.200

Definition of "short sale" and marking requirements.

*****
(g) A broker or dealer must mark all sell orders of any equity security as "long" or
"short."

*****
5. Section 242.201 is added to read as follows:

§ 242.201

Price test.

(a) No short sale price test, including any short sale price test of any selfregulatory organization, shall apply to short sales in any security.
(b) No self-regulatory organization shall have any rule that is not in conformity

with, or conflicts with, paragraph (a) of this section.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
Dated: June 28, 2007
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

· SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rel. No. 55978 I June 28, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12482
In the Matter of the Application of
FLORENCE SARAH POLLARD
c/o McColloch & Campitiello, LLP
5900 LaPlace Court, Suite 100
Carlsbad, California 92008
For Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
NASD

ORDER DISMISSING APPEAL
Florence Sarah Pollard, formerly a registered representative at Equitrade Securities
Corporation ("Equitrade"), has appealed from an NASD Hearing Pan'el decision fining her
$5,00? and suspending her for six months in a principal capacity.
In December 2005, NASD's National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC") issued an opinion
reversing an earlier Hearing Panel decision in favor of Pollard. The NAC found that Pollard had
violated NASD Conduct Rules 2460 and 2110 1/ by procuring payments for Equitrade from
issuers in exchange for making markets in the issuer's stock (the "December 2005 Decision").
The NAC remanded the case to the Hearing Panel to determine the appropriate sanction.
In September 2006, the Hearing Panel issued its decision imposing the sanctions set forth
above (the "Remand Decision"). The transmittal letter accompanying service of the Remand
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NASD Conduct Rule 2460 provides, in relevant part, that "[n]o ... person associated
with a member shall accept any payment or other consideration, directly or indirectly,
from an issuer of a security ... for publishing a quotation, acting as market maker in a
security, or submitting an application in connection therewith."
NASD Conduct Rule 2110 provides that "[a] member, in the conduct of its business, shall
observe high standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade."

.•J
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Decision on Pollard informed her that she could "appeal to the NAC if [she] disagree[ d] with this
Remand Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal within 25 calendar days after service of the
Remand Decision upon [her] [in accordance with the procedures] set forth in Conduct Rule
9311." 2/ NASD further advised Pollard that the Hearing Panel decision would "become the
final decision ofNASD 45 days after service of the Remand Dedsion upon [her] unless ... [she]
appeal[ ed] to the ... NAC, or the NAC calls the Remand Decision for review."}/ Instead,
Pollard applied for Commission review of the Remand Decision on November 14, 2006.
Pollard's appeal must be dismissed because she failed to exhaust her administrative
remedies by not first appealing the Hearing Panel's sanction determination to the NAC. Under
NASD Rule 9311(a), Pollard had twenty-five days after service of the Remand Decision to
appeal its sanction determination to the NAC. Pollard was informed by NASD of her right to
appeal to the NAC. She was further informed that the Remand Decision would "become the
final decision ofNASD ... unless ... [she] appeal[ed] to the ... NAC." Pollard chose not to
appeal the Hearing Panel's sanction determination to the NAC.
The precedent on this issue is well settled: "It is clearly proper to require that a statutory
right to review be exercised in an orderly fashion, and to specify procedural steps which must be
observed as a condition to securing the review." 1/ NASD's rules are designed to provide for a
timely reexamination by the NAC of decisions of various hearing panels before NASD's action
can be brought before us for review. To allow the bypassing of the NAC in cases such as that
presented here, "would tend to destroy the effectiveness of these procedures." ~

2/

NASD Rule 9311 (a) provides, in relevant part, that a respondent "may file a written
notice of appeal within 25 days after service of a decision issued" by an NASD Hearing
Panel." Rule 9311 (b) directs that this appeal be made to the NAC.

'J./

Evidence submitted by NASD, including copies of a fax receipt and a Federal Express
airbill, establishes that NASD sent copies of the Remand Decision to Pollard's attorney on
September 18, 2006. Pollard does not dispute this.

1:1

Royal Sees. Corp., 36 S.E.C. 275, 277 (1955). See also Jeffrey A. King, Securities
Exchange Act Rel. No. 52,571 (Oct. 7, 2005), 86 SEC Docket 1439, 1443 (emphasizing
that we "will not consider an application for review if the applicant failed to follow
NASD procedures"); David I. Cassuto, 56 S.E.C. 565 (2003) (same); Gary A. Fox, 55
S.E.C. 1147 (2002) (same); see also Calvin David Fox, Exchange Act Rei No. 54,840
(Nov. 30, 2006), 89 SEC Docket 1282, 1284 (appeal dismissed for failing to exhaust New
York Stock Exchange remedies); MFS Sees. Corp., 56 S.E.C. 380 (2003), affd, 380 F.3d
611 (2d Cir. 2004) (same).

~

Royal Sees. Corp., 36 S.E.C. at 277.
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Pollard states that she is not seeking review of the Hearing Panel's sanction determination
but, rather, the December 2005 Decision finding liability. Pollard argues, however, that, "[s]ince
no party has appealed the sanction award within the applicable appeal period, the decision on
remand constitutes a final disciplinary sanction in this action ... [and, therefore,] [t]his matter is
subject to review by the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to NASD Rule 9370 QJ
and SEC Rule 420." 7J
Pollard misconstrues the scope of our jurisdiction. Exchange Act Section 19(d)(1)
authorizes us to hear appeals of "final disciplinary sanctions" imposed by self-regulatory
organizations, including NASD, on its members or associated persons. '§_I Exchange Act Rule
19d-3 2/ directs that "[a]pplications to the Commission for review of any final disciplinary·
sanction ... shall be made pursuant to Rule 420 ofthe Commission's Rules of Practice." Rule of
Practice 420(a)(I) provides that "[a]n application for review by the Commission may be filed by
any person who is aggrieved by a determination of a self-regulatory organization with respect to
any ... final disciplinary sanction." The December 2005 Decision did not impose a final
disciplinary sanction but merely made findings that Pollard had violated NASD rules. As Pollard
concedes, the Remand Decision imposed the final disciplinary sanction against her, not the
December 2005 Decision. Before filing her appeal with the Commission, Pollard was required to
appeal the Remand Decision to the NAC.
Pollard argues, however, that NASD Rule 9370(a) permits a respondent to apply for
review to the Commission if he or she was aggrieved by "final disciplinary action pursuant to the
Rule 9200 Series [Hearing Panel actions] or the Rule 9300 Series [NAC review proceedings]"
(emphasis added). Pollard notes that the "Rule 9200 Series" refers to hearing panel disciplinary
proceedings, and that the "Rule 9300 Series" applies to NAC reviews of hearing panel decisions.
Because Rule 9370(a) is written in the disjunctive, Pollard argues, a party may apply to the
Commission for review when aggrieved by a final decision issued pursuant to either set of rules.
Since the Remand Decision became final once she failed to appeal it, and the NAC failed to call
it for review within the requisite time period, Pollard reasons, she had the option under Rule
93 70 of appealing directly to the Commission.

QJ

NASD Procedural Rule 9370(a) states, in relevant part, that "[a] Respondent aggrieved by
final disciplinary action pursuant to the Rule 9200 Series [Hearing Panel actions] or the
Rule 9300 Series [NAC actions] may apply for review by the Commission pursuant to
Section 19(d)(2) ofthe Act."

11

Rule of Practice 420, 17 C.P.R. § 201.420, sets out the procedures for appealing a selfregulatory organization decision to the Commission.

'§_I

15 U.S.C. §78s(d)(l).

2/

17 C.P.R. § 240.19d-3.
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Such a reading of Rule 9370 would fly inthe face of the long-standing Commission
precedent discussed above. It is also an unnecessary reading. The use of the disjunctive in Rule
93 70 clarifies that a party may appeal to the Commission whether they were aggrieved by a
decision in the Rule 9200 Series (because a hearing panel found against such party and the party's
· appeal to the NAC was unsuccessful) or by the Rule 9300 Series (because, although the party
prevailed before the hearing panel and therefore was not aggrieved during the Rule 9200 Series
proceeding, Enforcement appealed the decision to the NAC or the NAC called it for review and
the party was aggrieved by a subsequent decision pursuant to the Rule 9300 Series).
We decline to construe NASD rules in a way that would disturb the long-settled and welljustified policy of requiring people to exhaust the full administrative process at NASD. Prior to
any appeal here, Pollard was required to appeal the Remand Decision to the NAC. If she had
then decided to appeal the NAC's ruling to us, she could have, at that time, raised any issue raised
in the course of the proceeding, including her challenge to the December 2005 Decision. As
NASD correctly pointed out in its motion to dismiss Pollard's appeal, Pollard's failure to follow
this established procedure frustrates "an essential goal of an orderly appeal process: allowing the
lower body to articulate its rationale or correct mistakes."
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the appeal by Florence Sarah Pollard be, and it
hereby is, dismissed.
By the Commission (Chairman COX and Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS, and
NAZARETH); Commissioner CASEY not participating.

NancyM. Morris
Secretary

'::!~ fJ A~v-By. Fl,orence E_ Harmon
Deputy Secretary
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In the Matter of
TRAUTMAN WASSERMAN & COMPANY, INC.,
GREGORY 0. TRAUTMAN,
SAMUELM. WASSERMAN,
MARK BARBERA,
JAMES A. WILSON, JR.,
JEROME SNYDER,
and
FORDE H. PRIGOT

ORDER DENYING
PETITION FOR
INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

I.
Pending before an administrative law judge are proceedings against Trautman Wasserman
& Company, Inc., Gregory 0. Trautman, Samuel M. Wasserman, Mark Barbera, James A.
Wilson, Jr., Jerome Snyder, and Forde H. Prigot (together, "Respondents"). We issued an interim
stay on April 17, 2007 to preserve the status quo ante of the matter while we considered the
merits of three motions filed before the Commission.l/ Having granted the first two motions in
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See Trautman Wasserman & Co .. Inc., Order Granting Interim Stay, Adnrin. Proc. File
No. 3-12559 (April17, 2007).
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in separate orders, Y we now consider respondent Barbera's interlocutory request to dismiss th~
proceedings against him.
II.
The Order Instituting Proceedings ("OIP") in this case was issued on February 5, 2007
and alleged that Respondents engaged in late trading and deceptive market timing that resulted in
numerous violations of the securities laws. The OIP authorized public administrative
proceedings against Respondents pursuant to Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, Section 9(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and Section 203(f) of the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940. 'Jj Cease-and-desist proceedings against Respondents under Section 8A of
the Securities Act of1933, Section 21C ofthe Exchange Act, and Section 9(f) ofthe Investment
Company Act were also authorized. ~/
On March 13, 2007, the law judge granted an earlier application by the New York
Attorney General ("NYAG"), made pursuant to Rule of Practice 210(c)(3), 'jj to stay the
proceeding until the conclusion of parallel criminal proceedings against Scott A. Christian, who
is expected to appear as a witness in this administrative proceeding, and respondent Wilson.
However, the law judge lifted the stay by order dated March 23, 2007 in response to a motion by
respondent Barbera in which he pointed out that the cease-and-desist provision in Exchange Act
Section 21 C(b) provides that "[t]he notice instituting proceedings ... shall fix a hearing date not
earlier than 30 days nor later than 60 days after service of the notice unless an earlier or later date

Y

See Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc., Order Dismissing Cease-and-Desist Proceedings
Against Barbera, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 55848, _SEC Docket_ (June 1,
2007); Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc., Order Granting Stay, Admin. Proc. File No.312559 (June 1, 2007).

'Jj

15 U.S.C. §§ 78Q(b), 80a-9(b), 80b-3(f).

1/

15 U.S.C. §§ 77h-1, 78u-3, 80a-9(f). The OIP seeks cease-and-desist relief under
Securities Act Section 8A and Exchange Act Section 21 C against Trautman Wasserman
& Company, Inc.; under Securities Act Section 8A, Exchange Act Section 21C, and
Investment Company Act Section 9(f) against Trautman, Wasserman, and Wilson; and
under Exchange Act Section 21 C against Snyder and Prigot. Cease-and-desist
proceedings against Barbera under Securities Act Section 8A, Exchange Act Section 21 C,
and Investment Company Act Section 9(f) were dismissed. See Trautman Wasserman &
Co., Inc., Order Dismissing Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Against Barbera, supra note 2.
The proceedings instituted against Barbera pursuant to Exchange Act Section 15(b) and
Investment Company Act Section 9(b) remain.

'jj

17 C.F.R. § 201.210(c)(3).
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is set by the Commission with the consent of any respondent so served." Q! In her March 23
order, the law judge set a hearing date for all respondents of Aprill3, 2007, a date sixty days
after Barbera was served with the OIP.
·
On March 28, 2007, the Division of Enforcement ("Division") notified the law judge by
letter that it intended to file a motion with the Commission to withdraw those portions of the OIP
that seek cease-and-desist relief against Barbera. On March 30, 2007, following a prehearing
conference, the law judge denied the NYAG's request to reconsider her refusal to stay the case.
However, the law judge noted in her order that all Respondents except Barbera objected during
the conference to commencing the hearing within sixty days and that they voiced concerns that
the April 13 hearing date would not allow them sufficient time to review the large number of
documents they expected to receive from the NYAG and to prepare their defenses. The law
judge ordered that the Aprill3, 2007 hearing be rescheduled to June 4, 2007.
On April 5, 2007, the Division stated in a letter to the law judge that, given her ruling to
postpone the hearing until June 4, the Division had decided not to move the Commission to
withdraw the cease-and-:desist proceedings against Barbera. The same day, the NYAG notified
the law judge by letter that Wilson and Christian had both entered guilty pleas in the NYAG's
parallel criminal cases and that sentencing for both defendants was expected to be completed by
June 25, 2007; 1/ the NYAG therefore asked that the administrative hearing be conducted no
sooner than June 25,2007. On April6, 2007, Barbera filed a motion with the law judge arguing
again that he was entitled to a hearing within sixty days of service of the OIP.
On April9, 2007, the law judge issued an order denying the NYAG's request to postpone
the hearing, stating that Wilson's guilty plea eliminated the NYAG's strongest support for a stay.
The law judge therefore also ordered that the Division make its complete investigative file
available to respondents. She also clarified that her postponement of the hearing date to
June 4, 2007 was dependent upon the Division filing a motion to withdraw those portions of the
OIP that sought cease-and-desist relief against Barbera. Her order stated that unless the Division
filed such a motion by April11, 2007, a hearing as to Barbera would begin April13, 2007.
On April 10, 2007, the Division filed a motion before the Commission seeking to
withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings against Barbera, arguing that withdrawal of those
proceedings would permit the Division to proceed against all respondents at one hearing, thereby

9_1

15 U.S.C. § 78u-3(b). The cease-and-desist provisions in Securities Act Section 8A(b),
15 U.S.C. § 77h-1(b), and Investment Company Act Section 9(f)(2), 15 U.S.C. § 80a9(f)(2), contain identical requirements.
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Court records indicate that sentencing of both defendants was, in fact, completed by this
date. See People v. James A. Wilson, Jr., Indictment No. 01488-2006 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. County, Crim. Term); People v. Scott A. Christian, No. 03409-2005 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. County, Crim. Term).
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avoiding substantial prejudice to the Division's case-in-chief. The same day, the law judge
issued an order cancelling Barbera's April 13 hearing and confirming that a hearing as to all
respondents would commence on June 4, 2007. Also on April10, 2007, the NYAG filed a
motion with the Commission requesting that these proceedings be stayed pending the outcome of
its criminal cases against Wilson and Christian.
As noted above, on April 17, 2007, we issued an interim stay of these proceedings while
we· awaited the filing of any opposing and reply briefs. Barbera opposed both pending motions
and in his opposition to the Division's motion simultaneously moved to dismiss the entire
proceeding against him. We granted the Division's motion to dismiss the cease-and-desist
proceedings against Barbera. ?!./ We also granted the NYAG's motion, staying the proceedings
until June 25, 2007 but requiring the Division in the interim to make its investigative file
available to Respondents, with the exception of those documents identified as potentially
prejudicial to the NYAG's criminal cases. 21

III.
Commission Rule of Practice 400( a) provides that "[p]etitions by parties for interlocutory
review are disfavored." 10/ The Commission adopted this language "to make clear that petitions
for interlocutory review ... rarely will be granted." ll! When a law judge, prior to publication of
the initial decision, issues a ruling in a case with which a party takes issue, the Commission will
review that ruling "only in extraordinary circumstances." 12/ Where, as here, there is no ruling
by the law judge to consider, the Commission will consider a party's interlocutory petition for
review only if the petition meets the same stringent standard. For the reasons articulated below,
we find that Barbera has not presented the Commission with sufficient reason to warrant our
intervention at this early stage in the proceeding.

?!./

See supra notes 2 & 4.

21

Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc., Order Granting Stay, supra note 2.

10/

17 C.F.R. § 201.400(a). But cf. Rule ofPractice 210(c)(3), 17 C.F.R. § 201.210(c)(3)
(providing that the Commission may grant criminal prosecutorial authorities leave to
participate in a proceeding on a limited basis for the purpose of requesting a stay during
the pendency of a criminal investigation or prosecution arising out of the same or similar
facts at issue in the administrative proceeding, and noting that, " [u ]pon a showing that
such a stay is in the public interest or for the protection of investors, the motion for a stay
shall be favored").

lll

Adoption of Amendments to the Rules ofPractice and Delegations of Authority of the
Commission, Exchange Act Rei. No. 49412, 82 SEC Docket 1744, 1749 (Mar. 12, 2004).

12/

Rule of Practice 400(a), 17 C.F.R. § 201.400(a).
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In his petition, Barbera argues that "[t]he Division's pattern of improper behavior
throughout this investigation and in prosecution of this OIP warrants dismissal" of the
proceedings against him. Barbera alleges that this "pattern of improper behavior" is
demonstrated by three things, which we discuss in tum . .lll
Barbera alleges that Division attorneys questioned three witnesses in on-the-record
interviews in a manner that was "improper, over-the-top and intended to intimidate witnesses."
Barbera adduced excerpts of transcripts of the testimony of respondents Forde Prigot and Jerome
Snyder and a third witness not named as a respondent, which purportedly demonstrated that
Division counsel engaged in questionable handling of witnesses. The Division, in tum, adduced
an additional transcript excerpt that it claims demonstrates the opposite. Barbera has neither
alleged nor shown how any of the Division's alleged misconduct resulted in prejudice to him, and
our own review of the transcripts adduced thus far does not lead us to conclude that the
Division's questioning of witnesses caused Barbera to suffer any prejudice. The testimony
adduced does not indicate, and Barbera does not argue, that the witnesses made statements that
were adverse to Barbera; nor does Barbera claim that any witness changed his or her testimony
because of the Division's questioning. 14/ Barbera has not demonstrated either by analysis or
citation to any legal authority that dismissal of the entire proceeding against him is the necessary
or appropriate sanction even if such prejudice existed.
Barbera also alleges that the Division misled the law judge as to its intentions with regard
to withdrawing the cease-and-desist proceedings against Barbera. He points out that the Division
advised the law judge twice that it intended to "promptly file a motion with the Commission"
seeking to amend the OIP and withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings. Barbera argues that,
in ultimately denying his request for an April 13 hearing date, the law judge placed "full reliance
and trust" on the stated intention of the Division.
Our review of the record indicates that the law judge's March 30 order was unclear
whether the Division's withdrawal of the cease-and-desist provisions was a predicate to her
decision. The law judge herself recognized that her order may have lacked clarity on this point,
noting in her April 9, 2007 order, "I apologize to the Division because my March 30, 2007 order

.lll

In a footnote to his motion, Barbera raises an additional argument. He notes, without
further elaboration, that dismissal is warranted because "[t]he OIP, on its face, fails to
allege facts demonstrating that Mr. Barbera acted with fraudulent intent or severe
recklessness." We find no merit to this argument. The OIP alleges a number of facts
that, if proven at the hearing, could support a finding that Barbera acted with scienter.
See, M,_, ~~ 4, 31, 38, 40, 44,60- 64,Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc., Order Instituting
Proceedings, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12559 (Feb. 5, 2007).

14/

We note, too, that neither Prigot nor Snyder have taken issue with the manner in which
their testimony was taken.

,/
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was not clear that the cease-and-desist provisions must be stricken at least as to Barbera." .121
The Division promptly filed its motion to withdraw the cease-and-desist proceedings after the
law judge clarified her position. In any event, even if we accepted Barbera's characterization of
the Division's conduct, Barbera has failed to explain, and we fail to see, why such conduct would
warrant dismissal of the entire proceeding.
Barbera next argues that the Division engaged in improper conduct in connection with the
institution of an investigation of his former counsel, Leon Borstein, by the Commission's Office
of the General Counsel ("OGC") and by the subsequent subpoena of Borstein by the Division to
appear as a witness against Borstein's current client, respondent Gregory Trautman. In his
motion to dismiss, Barbera argues that the investigation and subpoena created a conflict of
interest that "initially deprived and subsequently limited Mr. Barbera's access to counsel of his
own choosing."
According to party filings, the alleged conflict between Barbera and Borstein apparently
first arose on May 9, 2006, when two witnesses, Jeffrey and Lisa Augen, testified in interviews
conducted by the Division that Borstein had attempted to tamper with their prospective
testimony. In discussing this evidence, we express no view as to the ultimate veracity of the
testimony, or to its admissibility or probative value in any proceeding. OGC contacted Borstein
on January 17, 2007 and requested that he appear for an interview pursuant to Rule of
Practice 102(e). 16/ Borstein withdrew from representing Barbera shortly before the OIP was
filed in this matter on February 5, 2007. On April13, 2007, the Division sent Borstein a letter

.121

Barbera speculates that the law judge's apology was intended as a "polite rebuke" and to
"soften the blow and her criticism." The language of the March 30 order does not support
this speculation.
Given the pace at which certain parties have importuned the law judge, and the tenor of
their submissions, it is not surprising that one of the law judge's rulings may have been
ambiguous. Moreover, our review of the pleadings related to the motions before us
suggests that the law judge may have been burdened additionally by arguments that failed
to articulate legal theories, cite relevant legal authority, or marshal relevant facts, and that
introduced copious amounts of extraneous materials as exhibits. Such tactics are not an
appropriate use of the Commission's adjudicatory processes, and we note that Rules of
Practice 111 and 180, 17 C.F .R. §§ 201.111 and 201.180, grant the law judges wide
latitude to regulate the course of the proceeding and the conduct of the parties and their
counsel.

16/

17 C.P.R.§ 201.102(e). Rule 102(e) authorizes the Commission to deny persons
temporarily or permanently the privilege of appearing or practicing before the
Commission if they are found (i) not to possess the requisite qualifications to represent
others; or (ii) to be lacking in character or integrity or to have engaged in unethical or
improper professional conduct; or (iii) to have wilfully violated the securities laws or
regulations.
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informing him that it intended to call Borstein as a witness in this matter seeking his testimony
with regard to his communications with the Augens and with Gregory Trautman. 17I
Barbera argues in his moving papers that the Division is at fault for "causing" OGC to
initiate an investigation into the allegations against Borstein. We note first that the Division did
not "cause" the investigation. On the facts before us, it appears that the investigation was
prompted by the Augens' statements. Moreover, OGC - not the Division - is the office charged
with responsibility "for the conduct of administrative proceedings relating to the disqualification
of lawyers from practice before the Commission." 1..8/ OGC discharges that responsibility by
conducting an investigation and then making a recommendation to the Commission. We bear the
ultimate responsibility for deciding whether to authorize Rule 102( e) proceedings against an
attorney. 19/
With respect to Barbera's argument that he was "initially deprived" of counsel of his
choosing, we note that respondents in Commission proceedings do not enjoy an absolute right to
counsel of their original choosing when a conflict of interest with that attorney threatens the
integrity of Commission processes. 20/ Although Barbera asserts that his "access to counsel"
was limited, this assertion appears to be inconsistent with representations made by Barbera's
current attorney, who has had access to Borstein and who has been in contact with Borstein,
gathering information with which to prepare this motion. 21/

17I

On the facts before us here, it is not entirely clear that a conflict exists between Borstein
and his former client, Barbera. The Augens' testimony adduced before us does not refer
to Barbera; it focuses on alleged discussions with Borstein regarding his current client,
Gregory Trautman. The Division's subpoena anticipates Borstein's testimony as to the
"conduct and scienter of Mr. Trautman." The relationship between Borstein and
Trautman, however, is not currently before us.

18/

17 C.P.R.§ 200.21(a).

19/

See Rule ofPractice 200(a)(1), 17 C.P.R. § 201.200(a)(1).

20/

See Clarke T. Blizzard, Advisers Act Rei. No. 2032, 77 SEC Docket 1515, 1520 (Apr.
24, 2002) ("[W]e are sensitive to the rights of individuals to be represented by the
attorney of their choice. However, this is not an absolute right. Here, the right to counsel
of one's choice is outweighed by the necessity of ensuring that our administrative
proceeding is conducted with a scrupulous regard for the propriety and integrity of the
process.") (citing Wheat v. United States, 486 U.S. 153, 164 (1988)).

21/

For example, Barbera's current counsel represented in Barbera's reply brief that he
contacted Borstein and asked him "what he said during his investigative testimony."
Barbera's counsel deduced that Borstein's testimony is unlikely to be useful to the
(continued ... )

..
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In his reply brief, Barbera switched course and introduced new theories as to how the
Division's conduct with respect to OGC's investigation and the Division's issuance of a subpoena
harmed Barbera. Because these theories are raised for the first time in Barbera's reply brief, the
Division has not had an opportunity to address them. Nevertheless, our review of these theories
leads us to conclude that they lack merit.
In his reply, Barbera argues that, during the "Wells" process 22/ in August and September
of 2006, the Division engaged in misconduct by purposefully concealing the alleged conflict of
interest between Barbera and Borstein that had been raised by the Augens' testimony. The
Division's failure to disclose the alleged conflict, Barbera argues, deprived him of the effective
assistance of counsel generally because, Barbera believes, the Division must have viewed
Borstein as "untrustworthy." According to Barbera, the Division omitted "any reference to Mr.
Augen in the Wells call to avoid tipping offMr. Borstein about the Augens' testimony and
previewing the Division's belief that Mr. Borstein had engaged in witness tampering and
obstruction."

Barbera's assertion is speculative. Even if we accepted it for the sake of argument, parties
in adversarial proceedings may view with skepticism the position asserted by opposing counsel.
In the absence of a clear showing of bad faith, courts must presume that all parties, and in
particular government officials, conduct themselves in good faith. 23/ Barbera has not made any
showing that the Division acted in bad faith.

21/

( ... continued)
Division at the hearing and argues that the Division, therefore, has no motive to subpoena
Borstein as a witness other than to remove Borstein from the case. Whether Borstein's
testimony is useful is an issue that the law judge will decide after having an opportunity
to consider the testimony and its probative value in the full context of the proceeding.

22/

Title 17, Part 202 of the Code of Federal Regulations provides that persons involved in
preliminary or formal investigations by the Commission may request that the Division
inform them of the general nature of the investigation and "may, on their own initiative,
submit a written statement to the Commission setting forth their interests and position in
regard to the subject matter of the investigation." 17 C.F.R. § 202.6(c). The Division
forwards such submissions to the Commission if it recommends that the Commission
commence an enforcement proceeding. Id. This is known as the "Wells" process.

23/

See United States v. Chern. Found., 272 U.S. 1, 14-15 (1926) ("[I]n the absence of clear
evidence to the contrary, courts presume that [public officers] have properly discharged
their official duties."); Alaska Airlines v. Johnson, 8 F.3d 791,795 (Fed. Cir. 1993)
(stating that the presumption of good faith "stands unless there is 'irrefragable proof to the
contrary"') (citing Tomcello v. United States, 681 F.2d 756, 770 (Ct. Cl. 1982)).

9
Barbera also misconstrues the nature of the Wells process when he argues that he
somehow was deprived improperly ofthe effective assistance of his counsel when the Division
failed to refer to the Augens in inviting Barbera to submit a Wells filing. As the governing
regulations make clear, a person involved in an investigation may- but need not- submit a
written statement to the Commission setting forth his position regarding the subject matter of the
investigation. 24/ The Division may, in its discretion, "advise such persons of the general nature
of the investigation .... " 25/ The Division was under no obligation to inform Barbera of every
relevant allegation; the Division's decision during the Wells process to withhold information
about certain facts, such as the Augens' testimony, does not give rise to any right or remedy. 26/
Barbera's right to notice of the charges against him commences only after proceedings are
authorized and the OIP is issued. 27/ Barbera has retained new counsel to represent him in his
defense of these proceedings, curing any alleged harm he may have suffered because of

24/

See 17 C.F.R. § 202.6(c).

25/

Id.

26/

Barbera cites United States v. Stringer, 408 F. Supp. 2d 1083, 1092 (D. Or. 2006), in
support of his argument that the Division deserves chastisement "for taking advantage of
a counsel's conflict of interest to the detriment and prejudice of individuals being
investigated." However, Stringer is inapposite. The Stringer court found that, in certain
circumstances, "[g]ovemment interference with a defendant's relationship with his
attorney may render the counsel's assistance so ineffective as to violate the defendant's
Fifth Amendment right to due process oflaw." 408 F. Supp. 2d at 1092. However, this
right is violated only when "'the intrusion substantially prejudices the defendant."' Id.,
citing United States v. Irwin, 612 F.2d 1182, 1185 (9th Cir. 1980). As examples of
government conduct that can cause such substantial prejudice, the Stringer court cites
"using evidence gained through the interference against the defendant at trial, using
confidential information pertaining to defense plans and strategy, causing the defendant to
lose confidence in his or her attorney, and other actions intended to give the prosecution
an unfair advantage at trial." 408 F. Supp. 2d at 1092-93. Barbera has not demonstrated
that the Division engaged in any analogous conduct or that he suffered substantial
prejudice as a result.

27/

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 551, 554 (stating that persons are entitled to notice of an agency hearing,
including the matters of fact and law asserted, in an agency adjudication, which is defined
as an agency process resulting in an order of final disposition); Rule ofPractice 200(a),
17 C.P.R. § 201.200(a) ("Whenever an order instituting proceedings is issued by the
Commission, appropriate notice thereof shall be given to each party to the
. .....
")
proceedmg

10
Borstein's alleged conflict. 28/ Even if Barbera had shown that he had been prejudiced by the
alleged conflict between Borstein and himself, he has not demonstrated that the appropriate
remedy for that prejudice is complete dismissal of the case against him.
Barbera raises other issues in his reply brief that were not introduced in his original
motion and that the Division has not had an opportunity to address. He alleges that the Division
withheld "critical information" about the request for a stay filed by the NYAG; specifically, he
notes that the Division had been producing some Trautman Wasserman documents to
respondents in a related case, Warren Lammert, 29/ and therefore should not have opposed
disclosure of those same documents to the respondents in this case. Barbera also alleges that for
a total of four business days in March and six business days in April, the Division "flouted" the
law judge's order to produce its entire investigative file.
These allegations fail to offer support for his argument that the proceedings against him
must be dismissed. It is not clear from the record that the Division espoused contrary positions
regarding the release of documents in the current case and in the related Lammert case. 30/
Moreover, given the volume of available discovery in the Division's investigative file and the
pace and number of motions and orders filed in this case regarding discovery and other matters,
the record does not demonstrate that the Division acted in bad faith with respect to making its
investigative file available to Respondents. In addition, Barbera has not shown how the alleged

28/

Borstein informed the Commission on February 9, 2007 that "[s]hortlybefore the Order
[Instituting Proceedings]" he had resigned from representing Barbera. Barbera's current
counsel appeared on the service list of a Division filing on February 14, 2007.

29/

Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12386 (OIP filed July 31, 2006).

30/

In order to clarifY which documents the NYAG sought to protect from disclosure
pursuant to its stay request, we issued an order to the respondents in this case and in the
Lammert case, as well as to the NYAG and the Division, directing them to advise us as to
what documents had been made available to respondents in both cases and what
documents the NYAG sought to temporarily sequester. See Warren Lammert and
Trautman Wasserman & Co;, Inc., Order Directing Additional Briefing, Admin. Proc.
File Nos. 3-12386, 3-12559 (Apr. 27, 2007). We determined that the NYAG does not
generally object to sharing the Trautman Wasserman file with both sets of respondents,
but seeks to protect from disclosure a "small segment" of documents in the Division's file
that have not yet been disclosed to any respondent, disclosure of which the NYAG
believes could prejudice its criminal cases. The Division does not appear to have
misrepresented its position, which was generally to support the NY AG's request for a stay
in whatever capacity the NYAG believed would best protect its cases from prejudice.

·
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Division misconduct harmed him. W We stayed the proceeding until June 25, 2007 with the
exception that the Division must make its entire investigative file available to Respondents, but
for the small segment of materials the NYAG identified as potentially prejudicial to its parallel
criminal cases. 32/
In sum, based upon our review of Barbera's motion and accompanying documentation, we
find that Barbera has not shown that any of the alleged misconduct he attributes to the Division
warrants dismissal. Barbera argues that the "pattern of misconduct justifies a dismissal of all
allegations against Mr. Barbera," suggesting that although no single incident of alleged
misconduct may be enough to support his motion, the aggregate of many such incidents might be
sufficient. However, Barbera has not shown that any single example of alleged misconduct, even
if it occurred as he alleges, resulted in any harm at all; thus, even if we consider his allegations in
the aggregate, Barbera still has not demonstrated any prejudice to himself, much less that such
prejudice is sufficient to justify the extreme remedy of dismissal of all proceedings. We find that
Barbera has not presented the Commission with a sufficient basis to overcome the substantial
disfavor with which we view interlocutory motions, especially during this early stage of the
proceeding. We therefore deny Barbera's petition to dismiss the proceedings instituted against
him pursuant to Exchange Act Section 15(b) and Investment Company Act Section 9(b).
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that Barbera's interlocutory motion to dismiss the
administrative proceedings against him is denied.
By the Commission (Chairman COX and Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS, and
NAZARETH; Commissioner CASEY not participating).

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

~~ tJf/u~.___
By: Florence E Harmon
Deputy Secretary
W

See Rule ofPractice 230(h), 17 C.P.R.'§ 20L230(h) (providing that, if the Division is
required to make available to respondent a witness statement and fails to do so, "no
rehearing or redecision of a proceeding already heard or decided shall be required unless
the respondent establishes that the failure to tum over the statement was not harmless
error").

32/

See Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc.; Order Granting Stay, Admin. Proc. File No. 312559 (June 1, 2007).
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rel. No. 55987 I June 29, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Rel. No. 2627 I June 29, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12208

In the Matter of
KEVIN HALL, CPA and
ROSEMARY MEYER, CPA

CORRECTED ORDER DENYING
RESPONDENTS' MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY DISPOSITION
AND ORAL ARGUMENT

Kevin Hall and Rosemary Meyer move for summary disposition. Respondents assert that
the Commission should dismiss this proceeding without prejudice because they did not have
effective representation of counsel during the investigation and Wells process and that, in part as a
result, the Division overlooked exculpatory evidence in recommending that we institute this
proceeding. Respondents also complain that the Division was tardy in producing to them certain
portions of its investigatory file. They further ask for an extension of time to review these lateproduced documents.
Summary disposition does not lie. Rule of Practice 250(b) provides that a "hearing officer
may grant the motion for summary disposition if there is no genuine issue with regard to any
material fact afl:d the party making the motion is entitled to a summary disposition as a matter of
law." 11 Rule of Practice 250(a) further provides that "[i]fthe interested division has not
completed presentation of its case in chief, a motion for summary disposition shall be made only
with leave of the hearing officer." 2/ Respondents have failed to demonstrate that there is no
genuine dispute with respect to any material fact alleged in the Order Instituting Proceedings or
that they are entitled to an order as a matter of law.
Moreover, a motion for summary disposition.generally should be made to the hearing
officer, and, in any event, cannot be made before the Division finishes its case in chief, absent
leave of the hear'ing officer. Respondents have not sought such leave. Respondents suggest that

ll

17 C.F.R. § 201.250(b).

2/

17 C.F.R. § 201.250(a).

2
the law judge stated in a pre-hearing conference that they would have to file this motion with the
Commission. However, our review of the transcript indicates the law judge observed that she did
not have the power to dismiss the proceeding prior to a hearing.
Most critically, Rule of Practice 400(a) states that the "exclusive remedy for review of a
hearing officer's ruling prior to Commission consideration of the entire proceeding" is a petition
for interlocutory review. 'Jj Rule 400( a) further states that "[p]etitions by parties for interlocutory
review are disfavored, and the Commission ordinarily will grant a petition to review a hearing
·
officer ruling prior to its consideration of an initial decision only in extraordinary
circumstances." _4/ Rule of Practice 400(c) requires that a "ruling submitted to the Commission
for interlocutory review must be certified in writing by the hearing officer." 21
Respondents did not seek or obtain certification of any of the law judge's rulings. Nor
have they demonstrated extraordinary circumstances warranting acceptance of their petition.
Moreover, we see no basis for the Commission to take the matter up on its own motion.
Respondents' motions with respect to efficacy of counsel during the investigation and their
complaints about production of documents do not warrant our interference with the orderJy
hearing process. We believe that it would be inappropriate to separate these issues from any
future consideration of the entire proceeding. Q./
In particular, once we have exercised our prosecutorial discretion to institute a
proceeding, the appropriate remedy for any challenge to that exercise of discretion is to litigate
the proceeding to a final decision. None of the authorities cited by Respondents contradicts that
view; they affirm the unremarkable principle that agency decisions to institute enforcement
proceedings may be subject to review without conceding that any such review may be sought
prior to the issuance of a final order by the agency in that proceeding.
Beverly Health & Rehab. Servs., Inc. v. Feinstein, 1/ cited by Respondents, supports our
determination here. In that case, plaintiff brought an action in district court challenging the
decision of the General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") to institute an
administrative proceeding against the plaintiff while that proceeding was still pending before the

'Jj

17 C.P.R. § 201.400(a).

21

17 C.P.R. § 201.400(c).

Q./

See Trautman Wasserman & Co., Inc., Order Denying Petition for Interlocutory Review,
Exchange Act Rei. No. 55989 (June 29, 2007), _SEC Docket_ (with respect to
representation by counsel during investigations).

11

103 F.3d 151 (D.C. Cir. 1996).

3
NLRB. In affirming the district court's dismissal of the action, the court stated that the issuance
of the complaint at issue
is a quintessential example of a prosecutorial decision. It involves a balancing of
culpability, evidence, prosecutorial resources, and the public interest. The
weighing of all those considerations factors into the issuance of a complaint. The
formulation of the proper contours of a complaint is a critical first step in the
prosecutorial journey and Beverly's attempt to segregate the framing of the
complaint from the enforcement process does not wash. 'B/
The court ultimately concluded that plaintiff would be entitled to challenge the decision to bring
the complaint in the course of defending against it, and in any ensuing appeal to a Court of
Appeals, observing that the plaintiff would, if necessary, "have its day in court on the charging
issue, but not today." 21
We further do not believe that review of the law judge's decision not to postpone the
proceeding is appropriate. Rule of Practice 111 (d) grants the hearing officer broad authority to
"regulate the proceeding." 10/ The law judge has concluded that no postponement of the hearing
date is warranted, a determination that a hearing officer must make as part of the regulation of the
course of the proceeding. We do not believe that Respondents have shown extraordinary
circumstances justifying review of this decision. 1J/
We believe that Commission review benefits from having the entire record developed
before the law judge. We stress that, absent extraordinary circumstances, we will not entertain
motions, no matter how styled, for interlocutory review.
Respondents have requested oral argument. Our Rule of Practice 154(a) states that "[n]o
oral argument shall be heard on any motion unless the Commission or the hearing officer

'B/

Id. at 153.

21

Id. at 156.

10/

17 C.F.R. § 201.111(d).

ll/

Respondents have further asked that, pursuant to Rule of Practice 322,
17 C.F.R. § 201.322, their motion and the accompanying submissions be kept under seal.
We will consider this request by separate order. Pending a determination of this motion,
the documents will be kept under seal pursuant to Rule of Practice 322(d).

/

/
4
othetwise directs." 12/ We have determined that the presentation in the briefs and the decisional
process would not be significantly aided by oral argument. .U/
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that Respondents' Motion for Summary Disposition be,
and it hereby is, denied; and it is further
ORDERED that Respondents' Motion for Oral Argument be, and it hereby is, denied.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

~£~ ~.dlCtu(Ch-_
By: Florence E Harmon
Deputy Secretary

12/

17 C.F.R. §201.154(a).

Ul

See 17 C.F.R. § 201.451(a) (stating that "[t]he Commission will consider appeals,
motions and other matters properly before it on the basis of the papers filed by the parties
without oral argument unless the Commission determines that the presentation of facts
and legal arguments in the briefs and record and the decisional process would be
significantly aided by oral argument"):
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55996 I June 29,2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2628 I June 29, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12674

ORDER INSTITUTING CEASE-ANDDESIST PROCEEDINGS, MAKING
FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING A CEASEAND-DESIST ORDER PURSUANT TO
SECTION 21 C OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In the Matter of

DWIGHT J. GOSLEE and
HARRY J. HILL,
Respondents.

I.
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that public
cease-and-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21 C of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") against Dwight J. Goslee and Harry J. Hill
("Respondents").

n.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondents have submitted Offers
of Settlement ("Offers") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the purpose
of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of the Commission, or to
which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings herein, except as
to the Commission's jurisdiction over them and the subject matter of these proceedings, which are
admitted, Respondents consent to the entry of this Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings,
Making Findings, and Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to Section 21C of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Order"), as set forth below.

---------- ··------

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondents' Offers, the Commission finds 1 that:

RESPONDENTS
1.
Dwight J. Goslee ("Goslee"), age 56, is a resident of Elkhorn, Nebraska. From
1992 to 1994, he was ConAgra Foods, Inc.'s ("ConAgra" or "Company") Corporate Controller.
From 1994 to 2001, he was a Vice President at ConAgra and held other senior management
positions, including serving as the head of mergers and acquisitions. In around February 2001,
Goslee was promoted to Executive Vice President of Operations and Control. In that position, he
assumed supervisory responsibilities over ConAgra's Corporate Controller's group and Internal
Audit department. From May 2004 to October 2005, Goslee held the position of Executive Vice
President for Strategic Development. On October 1, 2005, Goslee resigned from ConAgra, and
since that time, he has served as a consultant to the Company. He was licensed as a Certified Public
Accountant ("CPA") in Minnesota, however that license has lapsed.
2.
Harry J. Hill ("Hill"), age 66, resides in Omaha, Nebraska. From 1983 until his
retirement in 2004, Hill was employed as ConAgra's Director of Corporate Accounting. From '!994
to 2002, Hill reported directly to ConAgra's Controller, first to Kenneth W. DiFonzo, and then to
Jay D. Bolding ("Bolding"). Hill was licensed as a CPA in Nebraska, but that license has expired.

OTHER RELEVANT ENTITY AND PERSONS
'

3.
ConAgra Foods, Inc. ("ConAgra"), is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in
Omaha, Nebraska. ConAgra's common stock is registered with the Commission pursuant to
Section 12(b) ofthe Exchange Act, and trades on the New York Stock Exchange. At all times
relevant to this Order, ConAgra was a diversified international food company. ConAgra's fiscal
year ("FY") ends on the last Sunday in May of each year.

James P. O'Donnell ("O'Donnell"), age 59, is a resident of Omaha, Nebraska.
4.
O'Donnell joined ConAgra in 1978. From 1995 until he retired on April 30, 2004, he served as
ConAgra's Executive Vice President and ChiefFinancial Officer. Since his retirement, O'Donnell
has acted as a consultant to the Company.
5.
Jay D. Bolding ("Bolding"), age 47, is a resident of Omaha, Nebraska. From
January 1997 to March 1999, he was the head ofConAgra's Internal Audit department. From
March 1999 until approximately April2004, he served as ConAgra's Corporate Controller. Until
his resignation on June 1, 2006, he held the position of Senior Vice President for Capital and Market
Investment Effectiveness. He was licensed as a CPA in Kansas and Tennessee; however, both
licenses have lapsed.
1

The findings herein are made pursuant to Respondents' Offers and are not binding on any other person
or entity in this or any other proceeding.
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6.
Kenneth W. DiFonzo ("DiFonzo"), age 55, a resident ofNewport Beach,
California, was ConAgra's Corporate Controller from May 1994 through February 1999. From
February 1999 until May 2004, he held other senior positions with the Company. From May 2004
to September 2005, DiFonzo served in an advisory capacity at ConAgra regarding various
operational/management issues. Since September 1, 2005, he has been a consultant to the
Company. DiFonzo was a CPA licensed in Illinois; however, his license has become inactive.
ACCOUNTING AT CONAGRA DURING THE THIRD QUARTER OF FY 2001
A.

Goslee Caused ConAgra to Improperly Account for the Reduction
of At Least $23.8 Million of Prior Period Excess Reserves

ConAgra Improperly Kept Prior Period Excess Reserves on Its Books
7.
As outlined in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards ("SFAS") No.5,
Accounting for Contingencies, at paragraph 8, Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
("GAAP") requires that a reserve be created, and that a charge to income be taken, if it is both
probable that a liability has been incurred and the amount of the liability can be reasonably
estimated. Conversely, when a liability is no longer probable and reasonably estimable, a
reserve should be removed from the books and income should be increased. In addition,
paragraph 14 of SFAS No. 5 specifically prohibits the accrual of "reserves for general
contingencies" or for "[g]eneral or unspecified business risks."
8.
In its year-end "Summary of Uncorrected Financial Statement Misstatements" for
FY 2000, ConAgra's outside auditor identified a potential overstatement oflegal and
environmental reserves in the range of about $23.8 million to $51.5 million. 2 The outside auditor
informed O'Donnell and Bolding about this potential overstatement at the end ofFY 2000 and
provided them with the summary. Contrary to the requirements of SFAS No.5, O'Donnell and
Bolding declined to reduce any of the excess legal and environmental reserves at the end of FY
2000. These prior-period excess reserves remained on ConAgra's books in the first and second
quarters ofFY 2001.

Goslee Reduces ConAgra 's Prior Period Excess Reserves
9.
On February 13,2001, as ConAgra was approaching the end of its third quarter of
FY 2001, the Company issued a press release, which it filed with the Commission on Form 8-K, in
which it lowered its near-term earnings outlook due to "sharply higher energy costs and a slowing
economy." In this press release, ConAgra disclosed that it expected its earnings per share for the
third quarter of FY 200 I to be in the range of $0.18 to $0.20. ConAgra' s stock price dropped
almost 20% on the day after it issued this press release.

2

ConAgra' s attorneys and other Company personnel provided the outside auditor with the exposure
estimates and reserve account balances used in making this calculation.
3

10.
Also in the third quarter ofFY 2001, after he assumed responsibility for accounting
at ConAgra, Goslee learned that ConAgra's outside auditor had identified legal and environmental
reserves that were potentially overstated in the range of $23.8 million to $51.5 million at least as
early as the end ofFY 2000 and in the first two quarters ofFY 2001. Goslee made the decision to
reverse $35 million ofConAgra's excess legal and environmental reserves to income in the third
quarter of FY 2001. 3
11.
Paragraph 13 of Accounting Principles Board ("APB") Opinion No. 20,
Accounting Changes, states that "[e]rrors in financial statements result from mathematical
mistakes, mistakes in the application of accounting principles, or oversight or misuse of facts that
existed at the time the financial statements were prepared." Paragraphs 36 through 38 of APB
Opinion No. 20 require the correction of an error to be reported as a prior period adjustment where
the correction has a material effect on current period income before the effect of the change or on
the trend of earnings. In addition, paragraph 18 of APB Opinion No.9, Reporting the Results of
Operations, requires a prior period adjustment to be reflected by adjusting the opening balance of
retained earnings in the current period, and accordingly, to be excluded from current period
mcome.
12.
At a minimum, $23.8 million of the $35 million ofCoriAgra's legal and
environmental reserves that Goslee directed be reduced had been in excess since at least the end of
FY 2000. Goslee knew, or should have known, that the accounting for this portion of the excess
reserves reduction was not in accordance with SFAS No.5 and improperly increased ConAgra's
reported income before income taxes for the third quarter ofFY 2001 by nearly 15%. The
earnings estimates from the analysts covering ConAgra ranged from $0.18 to $0.21 earnings per
share during that period. ConAgra' s reported earnings of $0.19 in earnings per share for the third
quarter ofFY 2001, met the consensus estimate of$0.19 per share. Without the $23.8 million
reversal to income of the prior period excess reserves, ConAgra would have earned only $0.16 per
share.
13.
Goslee knew, or should have known, that ConAgra should have treated the removal
of at least $23.8 million of prior period excess reserves from its books as a correction of an error
and reported the correction as a prior period adjustment because the $23.8 million excess should
have been reduced by no later than the end ofFY 2000. Also, the $23.8 million reduction was
material to the Company's reported income before income taxes, net income, earnings per share
and trend of earnings at least by the third quarter ofFY 2001, if not earlier. As a result, the $23.8
million prior period excess reserves reduction should have been excluded from ConAgra's reported
income before income taxes, net income and earnings per share for the third quarter of FY 2001.
14.
Goslee's decision to reverse the $23.8 million of prior period excess reserves
caused ConAgra to fail to make and keep books, records, and accounts which accurately and fairly
reflected its transactions; circumvented any system of internal accounting controls that ConAgra
had to provide reasonable assurances that, among other things, its transactions were recorded as
3

O'Donnell and Bolding were aware of Goslee's decision to reduce the excess legal and environmental
reserves by $35 million.

4
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necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP; and caused
ConAgra' s books, records or accounts to be falsified.
15.
The Company's Form 10-Q for the third quarter ofFY 2001, which was filed on
April11, 2001, disclosed that the Company's financial results were positively impacted by the $35
million reserve reduction and negatively impacted, in part, by a significantly higher bad debt
expense at its Agricultural Products subsidiary (which included UAP). The disclosure regarding
the reserve reduction was misleading because ConAgra failed to disclose that at least $23.8 million
of these reserves were in excess in prior periods.
16.
As a result ofConAgra's inaccurate accounting for, and improper disclosure about,
the excess legal and environmental reserves reduction, ConAgra's Form 10-Q for the third quarter
ofFY 2001 was materially inaccurate. Goslee reviewed ConAgra's Form 10-Q for the third
quarter ofFY 2001, including the disclosure related to the excess reserves reduction. 4 As a result
of the conduct described above, Goslee caused ConAgra to file a materially inaccurate Form 10-Q
for the third quarter of FY 2001.

B.

Hill Caused ConAgra to Improperly Account for Its
Reductions of Various Reserves in FY 1999, FY 2000 and FY 2001

17.
ConAgra acquired Beatrice Company ("Beatrice") in FY 1991. Prior to the
acquisition, Beatrice estimated that it had hundreds of millions of dollars of liabilities arising from
tax disputes with federal and state authorities. Beatrice recorded these tax liabilities as tax reserves
on its books and ConAgra inherited these reserves as part of the acquisition. After the Beatrice
acquisition, ConAgra increased the tax reserves it had inherited from Beatrice by adding tens of
millions of dollars of post-acquisition interest.
18.
Although ConAgra reduced the Beatrice reserves in years at various times prior to
1998, by no later than the end ofFY 1998, ConAgra no longer had any probable and reasonably
estimable tax liabilities that justified maintaining the remaining Beatrice acquisition-related tax and
interest reserves on the Company's books. At that time, these reserves exceeded $181 million. At
various times during FY 1999, FY 2000 and FY 2001, at the request of either DiFonzo or Bolding,
Hill completed and signed journal entries that improperly reversed to income or reallocated certain
of the excess Beatrice acquisition-related tax and interest reserves. For example, during the first
and second quarters ofFY 1999, DiFonzo and Hill signed accountingjoumal entries improperly
reducing the excess Beatrice-related post-acquisition interest reserves to offset, dollar-for-dollar,
additional unrelated, unplanned-for and unreserved-for inventory losses arising from ConAgra's
attempted sale of meat and poultry into Russia by over $33 million.
19.
In addition, from at least as early as the end ofFY 1998 through the third quarter of
FY 2001, ConAgra fraudulently and improperly used the Company's Estimated Liabilities account
as a general, or "cookie jar," reserve which was not in conformity with GAAP. During this time
period, ConAgra increased this reserve by millions of dollars by transferring into it miscellaneous
4

O'Donnell, Bolding and others reviewed, and they both signed, the Form 10-Q.
5
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excess reserves and accruals, and gains from the sale of certain ConAgra assets. In addition, at the
same time, ConAgra improperly used this reserve to offset current period operating expenses.
By no later than the end ofFY 1998, ConAgra no longer had any probable and
20.
reasonably estimable liabilities that justified maintaining the balance in the Estimated Liabilities
account on its books. On several occasions in FY 1999, FY 2000 and FY 2001, at the request of
either DiFonzo or Bolding, Hill completed journal entries that improperly reduced the balance in
this account to income or to offset current period operating expenses. For example, in the first
quarter ofFY 1999, DiFonzo directed Hill to use the Estimated Liabilities account for claims
arising out of a legal settlement for which no reserve had previously been created. DiFonzo and
Hill signed a journal entry reducing the account by over $9.6 million for the bulk of these
expenses. Also, after the end of the third quarter ofFY 2000, Bolding and Hill signed a journal
ehtry offsetting $6 million of unplanned-for and unreserved-for losses arising from a joint venture
in South Africa in that quarter with a dollar-for-dollar reduction of the Estimated Liabilities
account.
21.
Finally, ConAgra recorded certain reserves in connection with a restructuring
charge in FY 1996. In FY 1999, ConAgra transferred more than $24.4 million of unused FY 1996
restructuring reserves from the books of certain of its subsidiaries to the ConAgra Corporate
ledger. ConAgra, however, failed to remove these excess reserves from its books by the end ofFY
1999 as required by SFAS No.5. By no later than the end ofFY 1999, at least $24.4 million of the
remaining FY 1996 restructuring reserves were no longer needed and should have been reversed.
In the fourth quarter ofFY 2000, at Bolding's request, Hill drafted and signed the journal entry that
improperly reduced over $24.4 million of the excess FY 1996 restructuring reserves by lowering
the Company's FY 2000 restructuring charge by an identical amount, and thus increased income
by that amount.
22.
Hill knew or should have known that ConAgra no longer had any probable and
reasonably estimable liabilities that justified maintaining the remaining Beatrice acquisition related
tax and interest reserves, the balance of the Estimated Liabilities account, and the at least $24.4
million of the FY 1996 restructuring reserves on its books and that each of these journal entries
was not in conformity with GAAP. For example, many of the journal entries reversing prior
period excess reserves to increase current period income or decrease current period operating
expenses were not in accordance with SFAS No. 5, APB Opinion No. 9 and APB Opinion No. 20.
Also, many of these journal entries had the effect of improperly increasing ConAgra' s income
before income taxes, net income and earnings per share.
23.
Accordingly, as a result of the journal entries he made, Hill caused ConAgra to
include financial statements that were materially false and misleading in the Company's Quarterly
Reports filed on Forms 10-Q for the first, second and third quarters of FY 1999, in its Form 10-K
for FY 1999, in its Quarterly Report filed on Form 10-Q for the third quarter ofFY 2000, in its
Annual Report filed on Form 10-K for FY 2000, and in its Form 10-Q for the third quarter ofFY
2001. Also, by signing the improper journal entries, Hill caused ConAgra to fail to make and
keep books, records, and accounts which accurately and fairly reflected its transactions;
circumvented any system of internal accounting controls that ConAgra had to provide reasonable
6
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assurances that, among other things, its transactions were recorded as necessary to pennit
preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP; and caused ConAgra's books,
records or accounts to be falsified.

FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW VIOLATIONS

C.

Goslee and Hill Caused ConAgra to
Violate the Reporting Provisions of the Exchange Act

24.
Section 13(a) ofthe Exchange Act, and Rules 13a-1 and 13a-13 thereunder, require
issuers whose securities are registered with the Commission pursuant to Section 12 of the
Exchange Act to file annual and quarterly reports with the Commission containing such
information as the Commission's rules prescribe. These reports must be complete and accurate.
United States v. Bilzerian, 926 F.2d 1285, 1298 (2d Cir. 1991); SEC v. Savoy Indus., 587 F.2d
1149, 1165 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 913 (1979). Rule 12b-20 of the Exchange Act
requires that an issuer's periodic reports include any additional information "as necessary to make
the required statements, in the light of the circumstances under which they are made, not
misleading." No showing of scienter is required to establish an issuer's violation of the corporate
reporting provisions. SEC v. McNulty, 137 F.2d 732, 740-41 (2d Cir. 1998). Information is
material where there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable investor would consider the
information important in making an investment decision. Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224,
231-32 (1988).
Section 21C of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission may issue a
25.
cease-and-desist order against a person who is "a cause of [another person's] violation, due to an
act or omission the person knew or should have known would contribute to such violation."
Where the primary violations underlying a finding that a person is "a cause of' violations do not
themselves require a finding of scienter, the standard of liability for being "a cause of' such
violations under Section 21C of the Exchange Act is negligence. See KPMG LLP v. SEC, 289 F.
3d 109, 112 (DC Cir. 2002).
26.
As a result of the conduct described above, Goslee caused ConAgra to violate
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20 and 13a-13. Goslee's
'improper accounting for, and disclosure of, the reversal of at least $23.8 million of prior period
excess reserves caused ConAgra's financial statements in its Quarterly Report for the third quarter
ofFY 2001, filed on Form 10-Q with the Commission on April11, 2001, to be materially false and
misleading.
27.
As a result of the conduct described above, Hill caused ConAgra to violate Section
13(a) of the Exchange Act and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20, 13a-1 and 13a-13. Hill's signing of
journal entries reversing various excess reserves caused ConAgra to include financial statements
that were materially false and misleading in the Company's Forms 10-Q for the first, second and
third quarters of FY 1999, in its Form 10-K for FY 1999, in its Form 10-Q for the third quarter of
FY 2000, in its Form 10-K for FY 2000 and in its Form 10-Q for the third quarter ofFY 2001.
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D.

Goslee and Hill Violated, and Caused ConAgra to
Violate, the Books and Records Provisions of the Exchange Act

28.
Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act requires reporting companies to make and
keep books, records, and accounts which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect their
transactions and dispositions of their assets. Rule 13b2-1 of the Exchange Act prohibits any person
from, directly or indirectly, falsifying or causing to be falsified, any book, record or account
subject to Exchange Act Section 13(b)(2)(A). No showing of scienter is required to support a
violation ofthese provisions. See SEC v. WorldWide Coin Investments, Ltd., 567 F. Supp. 724,
749 (N.D. Ga. 1983); McNulty, 137 F.3d at 740-41.
29.
As a result of the conduct described above, Goslee caused ConAgra to violate
Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and he violated Exchange Act Rule 13b2-l. Goslee
caused ConAgra's violation of Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and violated Exchange
Act Rule 13b2-1, when he directed the reduction of at least $23.8 million of ConAgra' s excess
legal and environmental reserves in a manner not in conformity with GAAP. The resulting
adjustments to ConAgra' s reserve accounts and related books and records were false because they
did not accurately reflect changes in the Company's probable and reasonably estimable liabilities,
or the Company's current period income before income taxes, net income, and earnings per share.
30.
As a result of the conduct described above, Hill caused ConAgra to violate Section
13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and he violated Exchange Act Rule 13b2-1. Hill caused
ConAgra's violation of Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and violated Exchange Act Rule
13b2-1, when he completed journal entries reducing various ConAgra excess reserves in the first
and second quarters ofFY 1999, the third and fourth quarters ofFY 2000, and the third quarter of
FY 2001 in a manner not in conformity with GAAP. These journal entries, and the resulting
adjustments to related accounts, books and records, were false because they did not accurately
reflect changes in the Company's probable and reasonably estimable liabilities, or the Company's
current period income before income taxes, net income and earnings per share.
E.

Goslee and Hill Caused ConAgra to
Violate the Internal Controls Provisions of the Exchange Act

31.
Section 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act requires reporting companies to devise
and maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to reasonably assure that
transactions are recorded and financial statements are prepared in conformity with GAAP. No
showing of scienter is required to support a violation of these provisions. See WorldWide Coin
Investments, Ltd., 567 F. Supp. at 749.
32.
As a result of the conduct described above, Goslee and Hill caused ConAgra to
violate Section 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act.
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UNDERTAKINGS
In connection with this action and any judicial or administrative proceeding or
investigation related to or arising out of any of the facts, events or transactions alleged in the Order,
which is commenced by the Commission or to which the Commission is a party, each of the
Respondents undertakes to cooperate with the Commission staff and: (i) agrees to appear and be
interviewed by Commission staff at such times and places as the staff requests upon reasonable
notice; (ii) will accept service by mail or facsimile transmission of notices or subpoenas issued by
the Commission for documents or testimony at depositions, hearings, or trials, or in connection
with any related investigation by Commission staff; (iii) appoints his or her attorney as agent to
receive service of such notices and subpoenas; (iv) with respect to such notices and subpoenas,
waives the territorial limits on service contained in Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
and any applicable local rules, provided that the party requesting the testimony reimburses his or
her travel, lodging, and subsistence expenses at the then-prevailing U.S. Government per diem
rates; and (v) consents to personal jurisdiction over him or her in any United States District Court
for purposes of enforcing any such subpoena.
In determining whether to accept the Offers, the Commission has considered these
undertakings.
IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondents' Offers.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that:
A.
Respondent Goslee cease and desist from committing or causing any violation and
any future violations ofRule 13b2-1 of the Exchange Act, and cease and desist from causing any
violation and any future violations of Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) ofthe Exchange
Act and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20 and 13a-:-13.
B.
Respondent Hill cease and desist from committing or causing any violation and any
future violations of Rule 13b2-1 of the Exchange Act, and cease and desist from causing any
violation and any future violations of Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange
Act and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20, 13a-1 and 13a-13.
By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
[Release No. 34-55991 I File No. S?-12-01]
June 29, 2007
Order Extending Temporary Exemption of Banks from the Definition of "Broker"
under Section 3(a)(4) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934

I. Background
T-he Grarnm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLBA") repealed the blanket exception ofbanks
from the definitions of "broker" and "dealer" under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Exchange Act") 1 and replaced it with functional exceptions incorporated in amended
definitions of"broker" and "dealer." Under the GLBA, banks that engage in securities
activities either must conduct those activities through a registered broker-dealer or ensure
that their securities activities fit within the terms of a functional exception to the amended
definition of "broker."
The GLBA provided that the amended definitions of "broker" and "dealer" were
to become effective May 12, 2001. Starting on May 11,2001, in connection with various
rulemaking proposals, 2 the Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission")
extended, most recently until July 2, 2007, a temporary exemption that gave banks time .

As defined in Exchange Act Sections 3(a)(4) and 3(a)(5) [15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(4) and 78c(a)(5)].
See Definition of Terms in and Specific Exemptions for Banks, Savings Associations, and Savings
Banks Under Sections 3(a)(4) and 3(a)(5) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Exchange Act
Release No. 44291 (May. II, 2001 ), 66 FR 27760 (May 18, 2001) (the "Interim Rules"). See also
Exchange Act Release No. 49879 (June 17, 2004), 69 FR 39682 (June 30, 2004) ("Regulation B").
In the Interim Rules, the Commission adopted Exchange Act Rule 15a-7, 17 CFR 240.15a-7,
which, as proposed to be amended, would provide banks and other fmancial institutions until
January 1, 2006, to begin complying with the GLBA. In proposing Regulation B, the Commission
proposed Rule 781 as are-designation ofRule 15a-7. See 17 CFR 242.781.

to come into full compliance with the more narrowly-tailored exceptions from bro]<:erdealer registration under the GLBA. 3
On October 13, 200~, President Bush signed into law the Financial Services
4

Regulatory Relief Act of2006 ("Regulatory Relief Act"). Among other things, the
Regulatory Relief Act requires the Commission and the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve ("Board") jointly to adopt final rules implementing the bank broker
exceptions in Section 3(a)(4) ofthe Exchange Act. 5 It also requires the Commission and
the Board jointly to issue proposed rules within 180 days of passage of the Regulatory
Relief Act. 6

See Exchange Act Release No. 44570 (July 18, 2001); Exchange Act Release No. 45897 (May 8,
2002); Exchange Act Release No. 46751 (Oct. 30, 2002); Exchange Act Release No. 47649 (April
8, 2003); Exchange Act Release No. 50618 (Nov. 1, 2004); Exchange Act Release No. 51328
(March 8, 2005); Exchange Act Release No. 52405 (Sept. 9, 2005); Exchange Act Release No.
54544 (September 29, 2006), 71 FR 58891 (October 5, 2006) (extending the exemption from the
definition of"broker" until January 15, 2007); and Exchange Act Release No. 34-54948 (Dec. 18,
2006), 71 FR 247 (Dec. 18, 2006)(extending the exemption from the definition of"broker" until
July 2, 2007); During this time, the Commission also extended the temporary exemption from the
defmition of"dealer" to September 30, 2003. See Exchange Act Release No. 47366 (Feb. 13,
2003). On February 13, 2003, the Commission adopted amendments to certain parts of the
Interim Rules that define terms used in the dealer exceptions, as well as certain dealer exemptions
("Dealer Release"), see Exchange Act Release No. 47364 (Feb. 13, 2003), 68 FR 8686 (Feb. 24,
2003). Therefore, this order is limited to an extension of the temporary exemption from the
definition of"broker."
4

Pub. L. No. 109-351, 120 Stat. 1966 (2006).

5

The Regulatory Relief Act also directs the Commission and the Board to consult with and seek the
concurrence of the other Federal banking agencies on the content of the rulemaking. Section
I Ol(c) of the Exchange Act defines the term "Federal banking agencies" as "the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation." In another provision of the Regulatory Relief Act, Congress extended the bank
exceptions and exemptions to thrifts by amending the definition of "bank" in Exchange Act
Section 3(a)(6).

6

Under the Regulatory Relief Act, a fmal single set of rules or regulations jointly adopted in
accordance with that Act shall supersede any other proposed or final rule issued by the
Commission on or after the date of enactment of Section 201 of the GLBA with regard to the
definition of"broker" under Exchange Act Section 3(a)(4).

2

Consistent with the Regulatory Relief Act, on December J 8, 2006, the
Commission and the Board jointly proposed implementing rules, which were designated
as Regulation R. 7 At that time, the Commission also granted banks 8 an exemption from.
compliance with the definition of broker until July 2, 2007 in order to permit the
Commission and the Board time to receive and evaluate comments and to take final
action on the implementing rules.
T.o date, the Commission and the Board have received over 70 comments on

proposed Regulation R. The Commission and the Board are carefully considering the
comments, in consultation with the other Federal banking agencies, and expect to take
final action on proposed Regulation R shortly.
II. Extension ofTemporary Exemption from Definition of"Broker"
ill light of the need to carefully consider, together with the Board and the other

Federal banking agencies, the comments on proposed Regulation R, the Commission
finds that extending the temporary exemption for banks from the definition of "broker"
until September 28, 2007 is necessary and appropriate in the public interest, and is
consistent with the protection of investors. The extension of this temporary exemption
will prevent banks from incurring interim business disruption, as well as interim
implementation and compliance costs before the Comniission and the Board jointly adopt
final implementing rules. It will also provide the Commission and the Board time fully to

7

See Exchange Act Release No. 54946 (Dec. 18, 2006), 71 FR 77522 (Dec. 26, 2006).
Section 401 of the Regulatory Relief Act also amended the definition of"bank" in Section 3(a)(6)
of the Exchange Act to include any Federal savings association or other savings association the
deposits of which are insured by the FDIC. Accordingly, as used in this order, the term "bank"
includes any savings association that qualifies as a "bank" under Section 3(a)(6) of the Exchange
Act, as amended.

3

eonsider the comments, consult with and seek the concurrence of the other Federa]
banking regulators, and take final action on !he proposal.

III. Conclusion
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 36 of the Exchange Act, 9
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that banks are exempt from the definition of the term
"broker" under the Exchange Act until September 28, 2007.

Ry the Commission.

Florence E. Hannon
Deputy Secretary
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15 u.s.c. 78min.
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington D. C.
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SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Rei. No. 55988 I June 29, 2007
Admin. Proc. File No. 3-12402
In the Matter of the Application of
RICHARD F. KRESGE
c/o Lawrence R. Gelber, Esq.
The Vanderbilt Plaza
34 Plaza Street - Suite 1107
Brooklyn, NY 11238
for Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
NASD
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
REGISTERED SECURITIES ASSOCIATION-- REVIEW OF DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS
Violations of Conduct and Membership and Registration Rules
Failure to Supervise
Failure to Report Customer Complaints
Failure to Comply with Membership and Registration Requirements
Conduct and Alleged Conduct Inconsistent with Just and Equitable Principles of Trade
Alleged Antifraud and Suitability Violations
President of former member firm of registered securities association failed to establish and
maintain a system of supervision that was reasonably designed to achieve compliance with
applicable securities laws and regulations and with applicable association rules; failed to
report customer complaints; and failed to comply with membership and registration
requirements. Held, association's findings of violations are sustained in part, sanctions are
vacated, and proceedings are remanded for redetermination of sanctions.

-~

2
APPEARANCES:
Lawrence R. Gelber. Esq., for Richard F. Kresge.
Marc Menchel, Alan Lawhead, and Michael J. Garawski, for NASD.
Appeal filed: August 29, 2006
Last brief received: November 29, 2006
I.

Richard F. Kresge, formerly the president ofYankee Financial Group, Inc. (''Yankee
Financial" or the "Firm"), a former NASD member firm, appeals from NASD disciplinary action.
NASD found that Kresge violated NASD Conduct Rules 3010 and 2110 by failing to supervise a
branch office and failing to establish or enforce a supervisory system.lf
r

NASD also found that Kresge violated NASD Conduct Rules 3070(c) 2/ and 2110 by
failing to report to NASD eleven customer complaints. NASD further found that Kresge violated
NASD Membership and Registration Rules 1021(a), 1031(a), and IM-1000-3, and Conduct Rule
211 0 by failing to register Joseph F erragamo as a representative and principal of Yankee
Financial, and NASD Membership and Registration Rule IM-1000-1 and Conduct Rule 2110 by
failing to disclose on the Firm's Uniform Application for Broker-Dealer Registration ("Form
BD") Ferragamo's financial support of a branch office ofthe Firm. J./ NASD also found that
Kresge was liable for violations by certain Yankee Financial registered representatives of Section

ll

Conduct Rule 3010 provides; among other things, that an NASD member shall establish,
maintain, and enforce "a system to supervise the activities of each registered
representative and associated person that is reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations, and with the rules of [NASD]." NASD
Manual at 4831-36 (2000); Conduct Rule 2110 requires NASD members to observe high
standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade. Id. at 4111.

2/

Conduct Rule 3070(c) requires member firms to report to NASD on a quarterly basis
statistical and summary information regarding customer complaints. Id. at 4863_.

Jj

Membership and Registration Rules 1021(a) and 1031(a) require that individuals who
function as principals and/or representatives be registered as such. Id. at 3171, 320L IM1000-3 provides that failure to register an employee who should be so registered may be
deemed conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade. Id. at 3111. IM1000-1 prohibits the filing of misleading information as to membership or registration.
Id. at 3111.

3
lO(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, ~and NASD
Conduct Rules 2120,2310, IM-2310-2, and 2110. ~
NASD barred Kresge in all capacities, ordered restitution to the customers at issue in the
amount of$3,866,426, plus interest, Q/ and assessed costs of$9,519.61. We base our findings on
an independent review of the record.
II.

Failure to Supervise
A. Kresge entered the securities industry in 1978 and formed Yankee Financial in 1986.
Throughout the Firm's existence, Kresge was its president, chief executive officer, limited
principal-financial and operations, and ninety-five percent owner. Kresge also was the Firm's
compliance director through January 2002, resuming that position in July 2002. Until January
2001, Yankee Financial primarily engaged in transactions in bonds, mutual funds, and listed
equities. The Firm employed approximately ten individuals, who operated out of the Firm's
headquarters in Bay Shore, New York.
Yankee Financial Opens an Office in Melville, New York.
· In January 2001, Yankee Financial acquired a branch office of Glenn Michael Financial,
Inc. ("Glenn Michael") that operated out of Melville, New York. As of the acquisition date,
Glenn Michael employed approximately fifty registered representatives. Its business activity
generally mirrored Yankee Financial's, although Glenn Michael effected a few transactions in
penny stocks. In connection with obtaining NASD's approval of Melville as an office of
supervisory jurisdiction ("OSJ"), Kresge provided to NASD a set of written supervisory

~

15 U.S.C. § 78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5.

~

Conduct Rule 2120 prohibits NASD members from effecting any transaction in, or
inducing the purchase or sale of, any security by means of any manipulative, deceptive or
other fraudulent device or contrivance. NASD Manual at 4141. Conduct Rule 2310
requires that, "[i]n recommending to a customer the purchase, sale or exchange of any
security, a member shall have reasonable grounds for believing that the recommendation
is suitable for such customer." ld. at 4261. Conduct Rule IM-2310-2 imposes on
members and registered representatives the responsibility for fair dealing with customers.
Id. at 4261-62.
·

Q/

In its decision in this proceeding, NASD also expelled Yankee Financial and ordered it to
pay restitution jointly and severally with Kresge. Yankee Financial has not appealed the
NASD decision.

4
procedures ("January 2001 Written Procedures").l/ Kresge testified that he created the January
2001 Written Procedures by substituting Yankee Financial's name on Glenn Michael's existing
written procedures and reducing the section dealing with options transactions. ?J
Kresge assigned Kenneth Gliwa, a former Glenn Michael principal, the responsibility for
handling the Firm's trading, technology, and operations. 21 Gliwa continued to service his own
clients. Kresge supervised Gliwa and Robert Stelz, the Melville branch manager, although
initially Kresge continued to operate out of the Bay Shore office. In March 2002, Kresge moved
into the Melville branch office on a full-time basis.

Yankee Financial Opens an Office in Brooklyn; New York.
In August 2001, Gliwa told Kresge that Joseph Masone, a client, knew "some reps that
[we]re looking for a new home." Masone introduced Kresge to Joseph Ferragamo, among
others. 10/ Kresge testified at the hearing that Ferragamo represented to Kresge "that he was the
spokesperson for a group ofbrokers [who wantedto relocate], that he was the person that
organized this attempt to move, [and] that he would be the contact person, ... the chief as far as
these five or six people." Kresge also testified that Ferragamo told him that he was licensed at,
and owned, a branch office of Valley Forge Securities, Inc., which, according to Ferragamo,
engaged primarily in listed equities transactions.
There was no written agreement memorializing the arrangements between Yankee
Financial and the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge and Ferragamo agreed upon the site for the

7J

Under Conduct Rule 301 O(g), an OSJ means "any office of a member at which any one or
more of the following functions take place," including order execution and/or market
making; structuring of public offerings or private placements; maintaining custody of
customers' funds and/or securities; final acceptance (approval) of new accounts on behalf
of the member; review and endorsement of customer orders; final approval of advertising
or sales literature for use by persons association with the member; or responsibility for
supervising the activities of persons associated with the member at one or more other
branch offices of the member.

?J

The record does not contain a copy of the January 2001 Written Procedures.

21

On June 30, 2003; in connection with the events at issue in this proceeding? Gliwa
consented to NASD's entry of findings that he violated Membership and Registration
Rules IM-1000-3, 1021(a), and 1031(a), and Conduct Rules 3010(a), 3010(b), and 2110.
NASD barred Gliwa in all capacities from association with any NASD member.

10/

On April22, 2003, NASD barred Ferragamo in all capacities from association with any
NASD member following a default decision. Ferragamo failed to respond to an NASD
request, pursuant to Investigations Rule 8210, to appear for an on-the-record interview.

5

Brooklyn branch office and that the Brooklyn branch office would pay all of its own expenses.
Ferragamo further represented that he would make up any shortfall if the branch office could not
generate enough revenue to cover expenses. The Brooklyn branch office would pay to Yankee
Financial $25 per order ticket plus a fifteen percent override on all gross commissions generated
by the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge and Ferragamo further agreed that the Firm would issue a
monthly check payable to the Brooklyn branch office's manager for the branch's share of the
commissions it generated. Kresge admitted that he did not know how or in what amounts the
branch manager would pay the registered representatives in the Brooklyn branch office from
Yankee Financial's monthly check. Ferragamo and Kresge also agreed that the Brooklyn branch
office would be permitted to direct trades with certain third-party broker-dealers that did not
routinely do business with the Firm.
Staffing and Training in the Brooklyn Branch Office.
In September 2001, Kresge hired Gary Giordano 111 to be the Brooklyn branch office
manager at Ferragamo's recommendation. Giordano had worked for six firms in the five years
before joining Yankee Financial. Kresge had not heard of any of Giordano's former employers,
and there is no evidence that he contacted any of them. Giordano had passed his general
securities principal examination only six months before being hired as the Brooklyn branch
manager. Kresge interviewed Giordano, reviewed his Form U-4, and "felt he was adequate to be
in the branch manager position" if Giordano were monitored by Gliwa.

Kresge never provided Giordano with a compliance manual, and the record does not
indicate that Giordano ever received any training of any kind. Kresge assigned Giordano
responsibility for supervising all aspects of the Brooklyn branch office, including the review and
approval of new accounts, review of all order tickets, confirmation with customers regarding all
aspects of their orders, including suitability review, and placement of orders to the Melville
branch office.
Kresge testified that he believed that a securities representative who changed firms
frequently within a short period of time was a red flag for potential compliance issues. However,
at Giordano's recommendation, Kresge hired David Anderson, Eric Cenname, and Lawrence
Dugo to be general securities representatives in the Brooklyn branch office. Anderson had
worked for four different firms during the eighteen months before he joined Yankee

111

On January 6, 2004, in connection with the events at issue in this proceeding, Giordano
consented to NASD' s entry of findings that he violated Exchange Act Section 1O(b) and
Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Conduct Rules 2110,2120,2130, IM-2310-2, and 3010.
NASD barred Giordano in all capacities from association with any NASD member.

.6

Financial. 12/ Cenname had worked for ten different firms in the eight years before joining
Yankee Financial. Dugo had worked for eight different :fimis in the seven years before joining
Yankee Financial and was the subject of a pending arbitration action alleging a mishandling of an
account. Kresge testified that he did not know whether he interviewed Dugo, that he was aware
that Dugo may have had "disclosure" information related to a felony conviction for cocaine
possession, and that Giordano "convinced" him to hire Dugo. Kresge also hired Adam Klein,
who had worked for seven different firms in the six years before joining Yankee Financial, and
Cesar Ramos, who had worked for four different firms in the four years before joining Yankee
Financial. 13/
Kresge testified that none of the Brooklyn branch office registered representatives
received a compliance manual. Kresge stated that he did not know whether any of those
registered representatives received training on sales practices or suitability.

12/

Kresge complains that NASD inappropriately criticized him for not discovering that
Anderson was a party to an arbitration proceeding. We agree with Kresge that the
arbitration was initiated after the facts at issue and have not considered that allegation in
our resolution of this proceeding.

.lll

NASD found that Klein, Cenname, Dugo, Anderson, and Ferragamo previously worked
for firms that, as of September 2001, either were (1) "disciplined firms" that had been
expelled or had their broker-dealer registrations revoked for violations of sales practice ·
rules, or (2) were subject to the Taping Rule, which requires members to establish special
supervisory procedures, including the tape recording of conversations, when they have
hired more than a specified percentage of registered persons from disciplined firms.
NASD submitted a printout of firms subject to the Taping Rule dated July 14, 2004.
There is no indication, however, that that information was the same or available when
Kresge was considering hiring those individuals in 2001. NASD further cites printouts,
dated August 7, 2001 and September 6, 2001, of firms that had been disciplined within
.the last three years. According tp the Forms U-4 of Klein, Cenname; Dugo, Anderson,
and Ferragamo that are in the record, only Cenname and Dugo worked for firms that
appear on those lists. However, Cenname's and Dugo's tenure with those firms preceded
the time periods covered by the printouts submitted by NASD. We therefore do not
consider these documents or the resulting allegations.

7
Supervisory System in the Brooklyn Branch Office.
The Brooklyn branch office qpened in October 2001. 14/ At that time, hundreds of
accounts were transferred to Yankee Financial's Brooklyn branch office from L.H. Ross, the
previous employer of Anderson and Cenname, as well as Valley Forge Securities, Inc. Although
Ferragamo had represented to Kresge that Ferragamo and his associates engaged primarily in
transactions in listed equities, the Brooklyn branch office immediately began to sell speculative
penny stocks.
Until February 2002, Kresge remained the Firm's compliance director. Kresge admitted
that he was ''ultimately'' responsible for overall supervision. Beyond having a few casual
conversations about the financial progress of the Brooklyn branch office with Gliwa and
Giordano, Kresge did nothing to monitor Gliwa's or Giordano's supervision.
Kresge testified at the hearing that he visited the Brooklyn branch office only six times to
conduct presentations on potential business lines, such as bonds. While in Brooklyn, Kresge did
not ask Giordano about his performance ofhis supervisory duties. Kresge did not review any of
the Brooklyn branch office records, such as customer complaints, customer accounts, or order
tickets. Kresge admitted that the information available in these records would have raised
serious questions about the propriety of certain of the penny stock sales activity.
Kresge claimed that Gliwa was responsible for supervising Giordano. However, Kresge
also acknowledged in his investigatory testimony that Gliwa "was overwhelmed." Gliwa already
had responsibility for the Firm's trading, technology, and operations, as well as servicing his own
customers. Kresge testified at the hearing that he knew that Gliwa "almost never" visited the
Brooklyn branch office (perhaps two or three times in total). ·Kresge admitted that he never
specifically asked Gliwa about compliance matters in that office, such as whether Gliwa

14/

Kresge never sought approval to operate the Brooklyn branch office as an OSJ, although
he knew that Giordano would be approving new accounts on behalf of the Firm. Under
Conduct Rule 301 O(g), an OSJ includes any office of a member at which "final
acceptance (approval) of new accounts on behalf of the member'' occurs.
While the record is somewhat unclear, it appears that the Brooklyn branch office had
between six to ten registered representatives.

8
performed his review ofBrooklyn branch office order tickets. 15/ Kresge knew that Gliwa did
not assess the suitability of customer trades from the Brooklyn branch office.

Revision of the Firm's Written Procedures.
In Janu,ary 2002, Kresge hired Joseph Korwasky as a compliance consultant and
subsequently made Korwasky the Firm's Director of Compliance in February 2002. Kresge
admitted in NASD investigative testimony that he hired Korwasky 16/ because "Brooklyn was
becoming overwhelming." Among other things, Kresge assigned Korwasky responsibility for
revising the Firm's written supervisory procedures. Kresge recognized that the January 2001
Written Procedures were not sufficiently tailored to the Firm's then-current activities. Although
the January 2001 Written Procedures are not in the record, Kresge concedes that these procedures
did not establish a supervisory chain of command.
Korwasky determined that the January 2001 Written Procedures were so deficient that he
had to start from scratch. Korwasky provided Kresge, Gliwa, and Stelz with a draft of new
written procedures on March 15, 2002 ("March 2002 Written Procedures"). Although Korwasky
considered the document to be a ''work in progress," he was given clearance by Kresge to
distribute the draft. Korwasky testified that he provided Giordano with the March 2002 Written
Procedures "sometime in April."
The March 2002 Written Procedures covered business activity related to mutual funds,
but not to penny stocks or bonds. The March 2002 Written Procedures contained a list of
prohibited activities, but they did not provide procedures to detect violations or ensure
compliance. For example, the March 2002 Written Procedures provided that "[n]o person shall
effect any transaction in, or induce the purchase or sale of, any security by means of any

15/

At the hearing, Kresge refuted his on-the,.record testimony before NASD that, among
other things, he had not asked Gliwa about compliance matters in the Brooklyn branch
office and that he knew Gliwa was already overwhelmed when Kresge assigned Giordano
to Gliwa. The Hearing Panel found Kresge's hearing testimony not credible given that
his earlier contradictory statements, including Gliwa's lack of supervisory involvement,
were supported by record evidence. As we have held, "credibility determinations of an
initial fact finder are entitled to considerable weight." Joseph Abbondante, Securities
Exchange Act Rei. No. 53066 (Jan. 6, 2006), 87 SEC Docket 203, 209 & n.21, petition
denied, 2006 WL 3623490 (2d Cir. 2006) (unpublished); Laurie Jones Canady, 54 S.E.C.
65, 78 n.23 (1999) (citing Anthony Tricarico, 51 S.E.C. 457, 460 (1993)), petition denied,
230 F.3d 362 (D.C. Cir. 2000). We find no reason to reject NASD's credibility
determination.

16/

On December 10,2004, NASD's Hearing Panel found that Korwaskyviolated Conduct
Rules 3070(c)and 2110 by failing to file one customer complaint and issued him a Letter
of Caution.
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manipulative, deceptive, or other fraudulent device or contrivance," hut they did not set forth any
specific procedures that a supervisor could use to detect or prevent those practices. Moreover,
the March 2002 Written Procedures did not set forth a detailed supervisory chain of command or
describe the division of duties and responsibilities amongst the supervisors.
It appears that none of the registered representatives in the Brooklyn branch office
received the January 2001 Written Procedures. Korwasky testified that he provided Dugo with
the March 2002 Written Procedures "sometime in April." There is no evidence that anyone with
supervisory authority ever implemented either set of written procedures.

Korwasky 's Recommendations About Brooklyn 's Operations.
Based on the testimony of Kresge, Gliwa, Korwasky, and Giordano, no one had a clear
understanding ofKorwasky's responsibility. Korwasky did not have hiring or firing authority.
Korwasky also repeatedly told Kresge that he had inadequate office space and rio access to hack
office operations or the Central Registration Depository ("CRD") system.
Korwasky first visited the Brooklyn branch office in February 2002, and less than ten
times thereafter until he resigned from the Firm in June 2002. Following his first visit,
Korwasky recommended that Kresge install a telephone monitoring system for the Brooklyn
branch office, but that installation never occurred. Korwasky also recommended banning sales
scripts and "rebuttal books" and use of customer activity letters. Kresge ignored these
suggestions. In March 2002, NASD staff began an investigation ofYankee Financial. By
Aprill, 2002, Kresge knew that Yankee Financial had received an NASD request for
information.

In April 2002, Kresge was informed of the possibility that Dugo and another Brooklyn
branch office registered representative, previously ''unbeknownst to anyone," were operating out
of an unauthorized office in Staten Island, New York. 17I Kresge immediately instructed
Korwaslcy to conduct an investigation. It is unclear how long the two registered representatives
operated from the Staten Island office. Kresge testified that it could have been for four to six
weeks, and Korwasky testified that it probably was "only a couple of weeks" because he had seen
the two registered representatives in the Brooklyn branch office shortly before the investigation.
Upon Korwasky's recommendation, Kresge closed the office and ordered the two registered
representatives to return to the Brooklyn branch office because it "was an unauthorized hybrid of
Brooklyn." In May 2002, Kresge accepted Korwasky's recommendation that Kresge place Dugo
and Anderson on heightened supervision after determining that customers had made written
complaints about their sales practices. Korwasky resigned in June 2002.

17I

The record does not explain how Kresge learned about the Staten Island office ..
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Fraudulent and Unsuitable Recommendations in the Brooklyn Branch Office.
Between October 2001 (when the Brooklyn branch office opened) and April2002 (a few
months before it closed in September 2002), Anderson, Cenname, and Dugo engaged in serious
sales practice violations in connection with sales to customers of penny stocks of Silver Star
Foods, Inc. ("Silver Star''), Western Media Group, Corp. ("Western Media"), and Golden Chief
Resources, Inc. ("Golden Chief'). 18/
Silver Star was a distributor of pre-packaged frozen pasta products. Its Form 10-QSB
filed with the Commission for the period ended June 30, 2001 reported no revenues, total current
assets of$100,883, total current liabilities of$974,480, and a net loss of$67,890. The filing also
disclosed a "going-concern" opinion issued by Silver Star's independent accountants that
expressed concerns about the continued viability of the company. Silver Star disclosed that it
essentially had ceased doing business and that its survival depended upon a "contemplated
offering." Silver Star also disclosed two outstanding legal judgements against it totaling
$372,924 owed to vendors. Subsequent filings showed no improvement in Silver Star's financial
condition.
Western Media operated through three diverse, wholly-owned subsidiaries. Its quarterly
filing for the period ended September 30,2001 reported total current assets of$46,284, of which
$3,494 was cash. It had liabilities of$6,452. The Form 10-QSB also noted that Western Media
had relied almost exclusively on one customer for its revenue. The filing disclosed a "goingconcern" opinion issued by Western Media's independent accountants. The independent
accountants projected that Western Media had only enough revenue to continue operating for
twelve months, unless it obtained additional capital or could acquire and integrate another
technology service company. Western Media reported no improvement in its finaricial condition
in subsequent Commission filings.
Golden Chiefheld gas and oil interests in Texas and Louisiana. On its Form 10-QSB for
· the period ended June 30, 2001, Golden Chief reported that it had no operations from 1986 to
1999, re-entered the development stage, and was entirely dependent on raising new capital,
which it doubted being able to do. The company reported total current assets of$23,802,
including $102 in cash, total current liabilities of$717,316, and a net operating loss of$994, 678.
In that filing, Golden Chief's independent accountants expressed doubt as to the company's

18/

In connection with theevents at issue in this proceeding, Anderson and Cenname each
consented, on October 25, 2002 and January 30, 2003, respectively, to NASD's entry of
findings that they failed to appear and provide testimony pursuant to Procedural Rule
8210. On July 24, 2003, in connection with the events at issue in this proceeding, Dugo
consented to NASD's entry of findings that he violated Exchange Act Section 10(b) and
Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder and Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, and 2310. NASD barred
Anderson, Cenname, and Dugo in all capacities from association with any NASD
member.
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ability to continue as a going concern. Subsequent Commission filings showed no improvement
in the company's financial condition.
From October 2001 through April2002, at least Anderson, Cenname, and Dugo solicited
Y rulkee Financial customers to purchase over eight million shares of Silver Star, Western Media,
and Golden Chief worth $6.3 million, $1.6 million, and $500,000, respectively, for a total of
$8,377,270. During that time, Anderson, Cenname, and Dugo enthusiastically recommended the
purchase of these companies to at least ten Yankee Financial customers, who testified before
NASD. Anderson, Cenname, and Dugo made unfounded claims about the merits ofthe
investments and predicted rising stock prices without disclosing the poor financial condition of
the companies. Many of the customers were retirees, and none expressed an interest in, or had a
history of, investing in speculative stocks.
For example, one customer, who was eighty years old and caring for an ailing wife (who
subsequently died during the period at issue), purchased $757,576.58 worth of Golden Chief
after Anderson told him that his purchase price of $0.88 ''would go up in the neighborhood of
from $8 to $15," and that Anderson was "conservative, and ... putting [the estimation] on the
low side." Another customer, who had three teenage children and wanted a "steady'' portfolio in
order to save for impending college expenses and retirement, purchased $228,000 worth of Silver
Star after Cenname told him that "he was putting all the money he could put his hands on and his
parents' money into it, and he felt it would be losing the opportunity of a lifetime not to do it." A
third customer, who was fifty-three years old, self~employed after being laid off from his job of
twenty-two years, and saving for retirement, purchased $10,000 worth ofWestern Media after
Dugo ''was very forceful in telling [him that he] needed to~ .. invest in this because [the stock
price] was going to double or triple, and [he] could make some decent money."
Before NASD, Kresge did not dispute that registered representatives in the Brooklyn
branch office violated antifraud and suitability requirements in connection with sales of Silver
Star, Western Media, and Golden Chief Before us, Kresge claims that the "stories" of the
customers ''were never truly tested by meaningful cross-examination" because none "ever
brought any action against Yankee or against Kresge to recover their alleged losses." 19/

19/

On appeal, Kresge claims that one customer witness, James Cassanos, falsely testified
"that Anderson never advised him ofthe risks in Silver Star."· Kresge asserts that
Cassanos "settled all his litigated claims with Yankee." Kresge seeks to adduce
additional evidence in the form of a "Penny Stock Acknowledgment Form" and a
confirmation statement dated January 31, 2002, in the amount of$32,861.50. Kresge has
not shown that these documents are material or that there are reasonable grounds for his
failure to adduce the evidence previously, as required by Commission Rule of Practice
452. 17 C.F.R. § 201.452. The acknowledgment form, which has not been authenticated,
is dated after Cassanos' transactions in Silver Star. The confirmation statement merely
(continued ... )
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However, each of the customers testified at the hearing, and Kresge had ample opportunity to
cross-examine, and did cross-examine, them. 20/ We conclude that the record supports NASD's
findings that the representatives violated Exchange Act Section 1O(b), Exchange Act Rule 1Ob-5,
and Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-231 0-2.
Kresge stated in investigative testimony before NASD that he knew that the Brooklyn
branch office was selling penny stocks. Kresge testified at the hearing that he received
commission reports from a clearing firm every couple of days and that the reports specified the
transactions effected for each registered representative of the Firm. 21/ From October 2001 to
January 2002, while Kresge was the Firm's compliance director, the Brooklyn branch office sold
$3 million in Silver Star stock. Kresge also testified that the Firm did not regularly conduct any
sort of analysis to determine whether the Firm was in compliance with any requirements related
to penny stock activity. 22/
B. Assuring proper supervision is a critical component of broker-dealer operations. 23/
Conduct Rule 3010(a) requires a member to "establish and maintain a system for supervising the
activities of each registered and associated person that is reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and with applicable NASD Rules." Conduct
Rule 301 O(b) further requires that a member "establish, maintain, and enforce written procedures
to supervise the types of business in which it engages and to supervise the activities of registered
representatives and associated persons that are reasonably designed to achieve compliance with
applicable securities laws and regulations, and with the applicable Rules ofNASD." Whether a

19/

( ... continued)
reports the purchase of 2,000 shares of a security labeled "EMC" at $16.35 per share. We
therefore will not accept these documents.

20/

Below, Kresge complained that the registered representatives never testified. However,
NASD introduced the customers' testimony, and Kresge was free to call the
representatives. Kresge did not do so.

21/

Kresge also testified that he was unaware of the level of penny stock activity conducted in
the Brooklyn branch office. Given the evidence above, however, we are not persuaded by
this statement.

22/

See, e.g., 17 C.F.R. §§ 240.15g-2- 240.15g-100 (rules with respect to penny stock
transactions). Kresge admitted that neither he nor anyone else in the Firm had any real
understanding of any of the requirements related to penny stock activity and that the Firm
had violated certain penny stock rules as a result.

23/

See Rita H. Maim, 52 S.E.C. 64, 68 n.13 (1994) (citing Gary E. Bryant, 51 S.E.C. 463,
470-71 (1993)).
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particular supervisory system or set of written procedures is in fact "reasonably designed to
achieve compliance" depends on the facts and circumstances of each case. 24/
Until January 2001, Yankee Financial operated out of one office that employed
approximately ten registered representatives who engaged primarily in bond, mutual fund, and
listed equities transactions. In 2001, the Firm experienced a major change to its organizational
structure and business. The Firm added two new branch offices and acquired a substantial
number of new personnel, including supervisory personnel, in those offices. The Brooklyn
branch office engaged in a new line of business, penny stocks, and had permission to direct
trades to third-party broker-dealers. 25/
We have frequently emphasized that the president of a brokerage firm is responsible for
the firm's compliance with all applicable requirements unless and until he or she reasonably
delegates a particular function to another person in the firm, and neither knows nor has reason to
know that such person is not properly performing his or her duties. 26/ Kresge, as the Firm's
president, chief executive officer, financial and operations principal, and, at least until February
2002, the compliance director, admittedly had ultimate responsibility for the Firm's
operations. 27I Kresge argues that he reasonably delegated supervisory responsibility to Gliwa,
Giordano, and Korwasky, and that he had no reason to doubt their supervisory skills. We reject
these contentions for the reasons set forth below.
We have often stressed ''the obvious need to keep [a] new office with ... untried
personnel under close surveillance." 28/ The Brooklyn personnel were new to the Firm, and their

24/

La Jolla Capital Corp., 54 S.E.C. 275, 281 & n.l5 (1999), (citing Christopher J. Benz, 52
S.E.C. 1280, 1284 & n.19 (1997) (citing cases), affd, 168 F.3d 478 (3d Cir. 1998)
(Table)). ''Regardless of its size and complexity, each member must adopt and
implement a supervisory system that is tailored specifically to the member's business and
must address the activities of all its registered representatives and associated persons."
NASD Notice to Members 99-45 at 294 (June 1999).

25/

Courts have recognized that directed trades may be evidence of manipulation. Sharon M.
Graham, 53 S.E.C. 1072, 1082 & n.29 (citing United States v. Corr, 543 F.2d 1042, 1046
(2d Cir. 1976); United States v. Cohen, 518 F.2d 727, 734-35 (2d Cir.).

26/

Rita H. Maim, 52 S.E.C. at 69 & n.15 (citing Universal Heritage Invs. Corp., 47 S.E.C.
839, 845 (1982); Gary E. Bryant, 51 S.E.C. at 471); Consol. Inv. Servs., Inc., 52 S.E.C.
582, 590 & n.30 (1996) (citations omitted).

27/

See Rita H. Maim, 52 S.E.C. at 69.

28/

La Jolla Capital Corp., 54 S.E.C. at 282 & n.l8 (citing SECO Sees., Inc., 49 S.E.C. 873,
876 (1988)); see also Consol. Inv. Servs .. Inc., 52 S.E.C. at 586 (recognizing "obvious
(continued ... )
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Forms U-4 suggested particular compliance issues. Kresge admitted that changing firms
frequently within a short period of time was a red flag for potential compliance issues. At least
five of the registered representatives Giordano was to supervise in the Brooklyn branch office
had worked at numerous firms within a short period of time. One registered representative had
less than two years of experience in the securities industry. Another representative had a prior
felony conviction and a pending arbitration. Kresge did not direct that this registered
representative be subject to heightened supervision in the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge
testified that none of the Brooklyn branch office registered representatives received a compliance
manual and that he did not know whether any of those registered representatives received
training on sales practices or suitability.
Kresge hired Giordano to be the Brooklyn branch office manager on Ferragamo's
recommendation. However, Giordano had passed his principal's examination only six months
earlier. Giordano also had repeatedly changed firms in the five years before joining Yankee
Financial. The record does not indicate that Kresge spoke with any of Giordano's previous
employers to discuss Giordano's qualifications. Conduct Rule 3010(a)(6) provides that, as part
of its supervisory system, each member shall make "reasonable efforts to determine that all
supervisory personnel are qualified by virtue of experience or training to carry out their assigned
responsibilities." Under the circumstances, Kresge did not make "reasonable efforts" to
determine that Giordano was qualified.
Nonetheless, Kresge assigned to Giordano responsibility for supervising all aspects of the
Brooklyn branch office, including the review and approval of new accounts, review of all order
tickets, confirmation with customers regarding all aspects of their orders, including suitability
review, and placement of orders to the Melville branch office. 29/ Kresge also gave Giordano
unfettered discretion on the amounts of commissions paid to Brooklyn branch office
representatives. Kresge never provided Giordano with a compliance manual, and the record does
not indicate that Giordano ever received any training of any kind. While Kresge visited the
Brooklyn branch office a few times, he did not review Giordano's performance ofhis supervisory
duties or review any of the Brooklyn branch office records.

28/

( ... continued)
need" to keep untried personnel under close surveillance); Comad C. Lysiak, 51 S.E.C.
841, 845 (1993) (quoting SECO Sees., Inc., 49 S.E.C. at 876), aff'd, 47 F.3d 1175 (9th
Cir. 1995) (Table).

29/

Because Giordano had authority for approving new accounts, Kresge was required to seek
approval to operate the Brooklyn branch office as an OSJ under Conduct Rule 3010(a)(3).
Under Conduct Rule 3010(g), an OSJ includes any office of a member at which "final
acceptance (approval) of new accounts on behalf of the member" occurs. Kresge failed to
obtain this approval.
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Kresge notes that Gliwa was Giordano's direct supervisor. However, Gliwa had worked
at the Firm for approximately six months when he was assigned responsibility for Giordano and
the Brooklyn branch office. At that time, Gliwa already had a wide range of duties, as well as his
own customers. Kresge knew that Gliwa was "overwhelmed" with his other responsibilities and
"almost never'' visited the Brooklyn branch office (perhaps two or three times in total). Kresge
did not ask Gliwa how he performed his review of order tickets placed by Brooklyn. Moreover,
Kresge knew that Gliwa did not conduct suitability reviews for the Brooklyn customer
accounts. 30/
Based on the testimony of Kresge, Gliwa, Korwasky, and Giordano, no one had a clear
understanding ofKorwasky's responsibilities. Korwasky had no hiring or firing authority. Thus,
it is unclear whether Korwasky was a supervisor. 31/ Korwasky first visited the Brooklyn branch
office in February 2002, and less than ten times thereafter until he resigned from the Firm in June
2002. He repeatedly told Kresge that he had inadequate office space and no access to back office
operations or the CRD system. Following his first visit, Korwasky recommended that Kresge
install a telephone monitoring system for the Brooklyn branch office, but that installation never
occurred.
Kresge argues that Gliwa, Giordano, and Korwasky were ''NASD approved supervisory
personnel." NASD has stated that even if an individual has passed the principal's examination,
that fact "does not in and of itself qualify a supervisor. Members should determine that
supervisors understand and can effectively conduct their requisite responsibilities." 32/ Morever,

30/

Kresge claims that Gliwa and Giordano deliberately concealed evidence of misconduct
from him that prevented him from taking action sooner. Kresge maintains that he
received constant reassurances from Gliwa and Giordano that the Brooklyn branch office
''was operating appropriately." Even if Kresge's statements about Gliwa and Giordano
are true, his passive reliance on their general reassurances was not reasonable under the
circumstances. Kresge knew that the Brooklyn branch office was active in penny stocks
because he received commission reports from a clearing firm every couple of days.
However, as described above, he did nothing to monitor the office's operations.

W

See Arthur James Huff, 50 S.E.C. 524, 535 (1991) (finding that respondent was not a
supervisor because he neither was "in the line of authority ... to hire, fire, reward or
punish" the salesperson who engaged in misconduct, nor "knew or should have known
that he had the authority and responsibility within the administrative structure of [the
Firm] to exercise such control over [the salesperson's] activities that he could have
prevented [the salesperson's] violations").

32/

NASD Notice to Members 99-45 at 297.
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we have repeatedly held that members and their associated persons "cannot shift their burden of
compliance to the NASD." 33/
Even if Giordano, Gliwa, and Korwasky were highly qualified, "[i]t is not sufficient for
the person with overarching supervisory responsibilities to delegate supervisory responsibility to
a subordinate, even a capable one, and tlien simply wash his hands of the matter until a problem
is brought to his attention... Implicit is the additional duty to follow up and review that
delegated authority to ensure that it is being properly exercised." 34/ Kresge did not discharge
that duty. As discussed above, beyond having a few casual conversations about the financial
progress of the Brooklyn branch office with Giordano and Gliwa, Kresge did nothing to follow
up and review their performances.
Kresge argues that he "diligently enforced the [Firm's supervisory] system." In support
ofhis argument, he contends that (1) when he became aware ofKorwasky's concern about the
conduct of Anderson and Dugo, he instructed K,orwasky to place them on heightened supervision
and required Giordano to document it; when Kresge later became aware of customer complaints
against Dugo, Kresge caused the Firm to fire him; (2) when Kresge became aware of the
possibility of the operation of an unauthorized office in Staten Island, he dispatched Korwasky to
investigate and, following Korwasky' s recommendation, ordered the registered representatives to
return to the Brooklyn branch office; (3) Kresge ''banned" Ferragamo from the Brooklyn branch
office on Korwasky's recommendation; and (4) Kresge also banned Masone from the Melville
office after Korwasky told him that Masone had been answering telephones and carrying
documents between the Melville and Brooklyn offices. However, Kresge's actions occurred
months after the misconduct at issue already had transpired and after NASD had begun its
investigation.
Kresge argues that no type of supervisory system could have prevented the vast
misconduct carried out in the Brooklyn branch office because he was "duped and victimized by
Ferragamo," who, he claims, "contrived and planned secretive actions, by which he alone

33/

34/

B.R. Stickle & Co., 51 S.E.C. 1022, 1025 (1994); see also Michael G. Keselica, 52 S.E.C.
33, 37 (1994) ("attempts to blame others for his misconduct ... demonstrate that
[respondent] fails to understand the seriousness of ... violations").
Rita H. Maim, 52 S.E.C. at 73 (quoting Stuart K. Patrick, 51 S.E.C. 419,422 (1993)
(footnote omitted), affd, 19 F.3d 66 (2d Cir. 1994)); Castle Sees. Corp., 53 S.E.C. 406,
. 412 (1998) (citations omitted); La Jolla Capital Corp., 54 S.E.C. at 284 & n.24 (citations
omitted); Harry Gliksman, 54 S.E.C. 471,485 & n.30 (1999), aff'd, 24 Fed. Appx. 702
(9th Cir. 2001) (unpublished).
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controlled and supervised the wrongful activities ... unbeknownst to Kresge." 35/ While it is
possible for serious misconduct to· occur despite the existence of a reasonably designed
supervisory system, for the reasons discussed above, Yankee Financial's supervisory system was
not reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable federal securities laws and
regulations and NASD rules. The record indicates instead that Kresge turned a blind eye to the
activity that occurred.
Kresge argues that the Firm's supervisory procedures, including the January 2001 Written
Procedures and the March 2002 Written Procedures, met the standards set forth in Conduct Rule
3010(a) and (b). However, we find the Firm's written procedures deficient. Kresge created the
January 2001 Written Procedures by substituting Yankee Financial's name on Glenn Michael's
existing written procedures, with minor amendments. Conduct Rule 301 O(b)(4) provides that
"[ e]ach member shall amend its written supervisory procedures as appropriate within a
reasonable time ... as changes occur in its supervisory system, and each meml;>er shall be
responsible for communicating amendments through its organization." When the Brooklyn
branch office opened, Yankee Financial's activity in penny stocks increased dramatically. As
noted above, the January 2001 Written Procedures are not in the record. However, Kresge
offered no evidence that he amended the January 2001 Written Procedures to cover the addition
of the Brooklyn branch office or the increased penny stock activity. There is no dispute that the
January 2001 Written Procedures did not s_et forth a supervisory chain of command or describe
the division of supervisory duties at each office.
Kresge argues that NASD's approval of the January 2001 Written Proce4ures
demonstrates their adequacy. However, Kresge received NASD approval of the January 2001
Written Procedures well before opening the Brooklyn branch office. 36/ Kresge conceded that it
was critical for Korwasky to update the January 2001 Written Procedures because they did not
cover sufficiently the Firm's activities. In tum, Korwasky concluded the January 2001 Written
Procedures were so inadequate that he had to start from "scratch."

35/

In support of this contention, Kresge seeks to adduce additional evidence in the form of
(1) a criminal indictment against Ferragamo filed by the United States Attorney in the
United States District Court for the Southern District ofNew York on December 30,2004
regarding an alleged scheme to defraud Yankee Financial customers through the sale of
certain penny stocks, and (2) Ferragamo's related plea agreement in which he admits to
being the "manager or supervisor of the relevant criminal activity;" We take official
notice of these documents pursuant to Rule ofPractice 323, 17 C:F.R. § 201.323.

36/

As we already have made clear, Kresge cannot shift his burden of compliance to NASD.
See Kirk A. Knapp, 50 S.E.C. 858, 862 n.l5 (1992) (applicant "cannot shift his
responsibility for compliance with regulatory requirements to ... NASD)" (internal
citations omitted).
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In March 2002, Kresge approved Korwasky's distribution of the draft 2002 March
Written Procedures. Even though Korwasky considered the document to be a ''work in
progress," the March 2002 Written Procedures were far from adequate. They addressed business
activity related to mutual funds, but not to penny stocks (the chiefbusiness of the Brooklyn
office) or bonds (a traditional line ofYankee Financial's business). The March 2002 Written
Procedures contained a list of certain prohibited activities (M, fraudulent representations, but
not unsuitable recommendations). However, they did not identify procedures for detecting and
preventing such activities. Moreover, the March 2002 Written Procedures did not adequately set
forth a supervisory chain of command or describe the division of duties and responsibilities
among the Firm's supervisors.
Kresge admitted that none of the registered representatives received any compliance
manual. Korwasky testified that he provided Dugo with the March 2002 Written Procedures
"sometime in April." There is no evidence that anyone at the Firm ever implemented either set
of written. procedures. 37I
We conclude that neither the January 2001 Written Procedures nor the March 2002
Written Procedures met the Conduct Rule 301 O(b) standard. Accordingly, we find that Kresge
failed to maintain and enforce written procedures that were reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with applicable federal securities laws and regulations and NASD rules. It is well
settled that a violation of a rule promulgated by the Commission or by NASD also violates
Conduct Rule 2110. 38/ We accordingly sustain NASD's findings that Kresge violated Conduct
Rules 3010 and 2110.

III.
Failure to Report Customer Complaints
A. In response to a request to the Firm for information under NASD Investigations Rule
8210, Giordano provided NASD with eighteen customer complaints. Yankee Financial was
required to report these complaints by January 15, 2002, April15, 2002, and July 15, 2002,
which would have covered the complaints received during the· quarters ending December 31,

37/

Even if the Firm's written procedures were adequate, "the presence of procedures alone is
not enough. Without sufficient implementation, guidelines and strictures do not assure
compliance." Rita H. Malm, 52 S.E.C. at 69 & n.17.

38/

See, e.g., Joseph Abbondante, 87 SEC Docket at 219 & n.54; Chris Dinh Hartley,
Exchange Act Rei. No. 50031 (July 16, 2004), 83 SEC Docket 1239, 1244; Stephen J.
Gluckman, 54 S.E.C. 175, 185 (1999). See also Gerald James Stoiber, 53 S.E.C. 171,
180 n.22 (1997), petition denied, 161 F.3d 745 (D.C. Cir. 1998).
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2001, March 31, 2002, and June 30, 2002, respectively. 39/ There is no dispute that the Firm
received these compiaints and that Yankee Financial did not report them to NASD.
Kresge was the Firm's compliance director, except between February 19,2002 and
June 30, 2002 when Korwasky was the Firm's compliance director. While compliance director,
Kresge was responsible for reporting customer complaints, but did not review any customer
complaint files or discuss with Giordano whether customer complaints were received.
B. Conduct Rule 3070(c) requires a member firm to report to NASD on a quarterly basis
statistical and summary inforination regarding customer complaints. 40/ The requirement that
member firms file reports on customer complaints is intended to protect public investors by
helping to identify potential sales practice violations in a timely manner. 411 That protection is
undermined when member firms do not file such reports.
Kresge, as the Firm's compliance director, was responsible for filing the reports due on
January 15, 2002 (Korwasky was not yet the Firm's compliance director) and July 15, 2002
(Korwasky resigned on June 30, 2002), covering eleven of those complaints. 42/ Kresge claims

39/

Conduct Rule 3070(c).

40/

A "complaint" includes "any written grievance by a customer involving the member or
person associated with a member." Conduct Rule 3070(c).

41/

See Order Approving Proposed Rule Change and Notice ofFiling and Order Granting
Accelerated Approval to Amendment No. 1 to the Proposed Rule Change by the Nat'l
Assoc. of Sees. Dealers. Inc. Relating to Supervision and Record Retention Rules,
Exchange Act Rei. No. 39510 (Dec. 31, 1997), 66 SEC Docket 663, 665 ("[P]roviding
for the reporting of customer complaints in compliance with NASD Rule 3070(c) may
help firms to identify potential sales practice problems."); Notice of Filing of Proposed
Rule Change and by the National Association of Sees. Dealers. Inc. Amending NASD
Rule 3070 Concerning the Reporting of Criminal Offenses by Members and Persons
Associated with a Member to the NASD, Exchange Act Rei. No. 45493 (Mar. 1, 2002),
77 SEC Docket 99, 100 (" ... NASD Rule 3070 assists the NASD in the timely
identification and investigation of problem members, branch offices, and registered
representatives that may pose heightened risks to public investors.").

42/

As we have already stated, the president of a brokerage firm is responsible for the firm's
compliance with all applicable requirements unless and until he or she reasonably
delegates a particular function to another person in the firm, and neither knows nor has
reason to know that such person is not properly performing his or her duties. Rita H.
Maim, 52 S.E.C. at 69 & n.l5 (citing Universal Heritage Invs. Corp., 47 S.E.C. at 845;
Gary E. Bryant, 51 S.E.C. at 471); Consolidated Inv. Services. Inc., 52 S.E.C. at 590 &
(continued ... )
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that he did not receive any customer complaints between October 2001 and February 2002.
There is no dispute, however, that the Firm received those complaints. Kresge's lack of
awareness of the complaints evidences the inadequacy of the Firm's supervisory system and his
abdication ofhis supervisory responsibilities. 43/ Accordingly, we sustain NASD's finding that
Kresge violated ConductRules 3070(c) and 2110.
IV.

Failure to Register Ferragamo
A. As described above, Ferragamo initiated contact with Kresge andYankee Financial
about opening the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge negotiated the terms under which the
Brooklyn branch office was opened solely with Ferragamo. Ferragamo appeared on the list of
"Brokers Who Will Be Receiving Calls for the New York Office" that he provided to Kresge
prior to the opening of the Brooklyn branch office. Ferragamo also received an office tracking
number, "B01," for his anticipated role as a registered representative of the Firm.
Once the office opened, Ferragamo often was present there. He attended Kresge's
introduction ofKorwasky to office staff as the new compliance director in February 2002.
Ferragamo was again present in the Brooklyn branch office when Korwaskymade his second
visit approximately two weeks later. When Korwasky inquired about Ferragamo's role in the
Firm, Kresge said that Ferragamo was "somehow involved in the organization" and had funded
the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge also disclosed that he agreed to postpone Ferragamo's
registration with the Firm because Ferragamo wanted to avoid being financially responsible for a
pending arbitration at his former firm. When Korwasky met with Dugo in March 2002,
Ferragamo "burst in and just hung out," which Korwasky found very unusual. On the day that
Korwasky visited the Staten Island office, Ferragamo again was present.
· Kresge admits that he should have, but did not, amend the Firm's Form BDto disclose
that Ferragamo was financing the operation of the Brooklyn branch office. Kresge also admits
that he ''was after Mr. Ferragamo to get licensed, to get registered," and that Ferragamo's
unregistered status "became very weird." Kresge further admits that he never registered
Ferragamo with the Firm based on Ferragamo's request that his registration be postponed.

42/

( ... continued)
n.30 (citations omitted). NASD found that Kresge reasonably delegated the responsibility
to Korwasky to file the April15, 2002 report and had no reason to know that Korwasky
was not fulfilling this obligation.

43/

Kresge argues that Giordano "deliberately hid" from Kresge the complaints received after
Korwasky's resignation. Kresge does not offer any evidence to substantiate his claim.
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·B. Membership and Registration Rules 1021(a) and 103l(a) require that all persons who
act as a principal or as a representative of an NASD member firm be properly registered as a
principal or representative, respectively, with NASD. Rule 1021 (b) defines a "principal" as a
sole proprietor, officer, partner, branch manager, or director of an NASD member firm who is
"actively engaged in the management of the [member firm's] investment banking or securities
business," including supervision, solicitation, conduct of business, or training of associated
persons. Rule 1031 (b) defines "representative" as any person associated with an NASD member
firm who is "engaged in the investment banking or securities business for the [member firm],"
ihcluding supervision, solicitation, conduct of business, or training of associated persons. Kresge
never registered Ferragamo as either a principal or a representative of the Firm. Kresge failed to
register Ferragamo in any capacity.

Kresge argues that he was told that Ferragamo would not engage in any securities
business activities and that Ferragamo was neither functioning as a Firm representative nor
supervising the Brooklyn branch office. While other individuals were present during discussions
about opening the Brooklyn branch office, Kresge negotiated solely with Ferragamo. Kresge
testified that Ferragamo represented that he was licensed. at, and owned, a branch office ofValley
Forge Securities, Inc. Ferragamo also told Kresge "that he was the spokesperson for a group of
brokers [who wanted to relocate], that he was the person that organized this attempt to move, that
he would be the contact person, he was the chief as far as these five or six people."
The agreement between Kresge and Ferragamo covered the site for the Brooklyn branch
office, the division of revenue and expenses, the power to direct trades to third-party brokerdealers, and payment of a monthly check payable to the branch manager of the Brooklyn branch
office for the commissions generated by the Brooklyn branch office. Ferragamo undertook to
pay for any expenses that were not covered by the Brooklyn branch office revenues.
Moreover, Kresge hired Giordano, the branch manager of the Brooklyn branch office, and
two registered representatives who had worked with Ferragamo at Valley Forge Securities, Inc.
on Ferragamo's recommendation. Ferragamo often was present in the Brooklyn branch office
and made himself present during compliance meetings with the office's registered
representatives. Under the circumstances, Ferragamo actively engaged in the management ofthe
Firm's securities business. 44/ He provided financial support to the office, played a substantial
role in the finances of the office, was actively involved in hiring, participated in meetings, and

44/

Cf. Vladislav Steven Zubkis, 53 S.E.C. 794, 799-800 (1998) (finding that applicant was
an "associated person" and "engaged in the [firm's] securities business" based, in part, on
his financial support of a branch office); Kirk A. Knapp, 50 S.E.C. 858, 860-861 (1992)
(finding that applicant actively engaged in the management ofthe firm's securities
business based on, among other things, his participation in firm meetings and hiring firm
personnel); Samuel A. Sardinia, 46 S.E.C. 337, 343 (1976) (finding that applicant was a
principal based, in part, on his having "spent a substantial amount of time in connection
with the affairs of the firm").
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acted as the leader of the personnel initially opening the office. Accordingly, we sustain NASD's
finding that Kresge violated Membership and Registration Rule 1021(a) by permitting Ferragamo
to act as a principal of the Firm without being so registered.
We also find that Kresge violated Membership and Registration Rule 1031(a) by
permitting Ferragamo to act as a representative of the Firm without being so registered. By
acting as a principal, Ferragamo also acted as a representative. 45/ Ferragamo also was assigned
a sales number and was authorized to receive calls for the office. Kresge described Ferragamo's
unregistered status as ''very weird," and Kresge admits that he never registered Ferragamo with
the Firm at Ferragamo's request. Kresge further admits that he should have, but did not, amend
the Firm's Form BD to disclose that Ferragamo was financing the operation of the Brooklyn
branch office.
· As the president of the Firm, Kresge was responsible for ensuring that the Firm registered
Ferragamo as a registered representative pursuant to Membership and Registration Rule IM1000-3 and disclosing on the Firm's Form BD Ferragamo's financial support of the Brooklyn
branch office pursuant to Membership and Registration Rule IM-1000-1. 46/ Kresge did not
fulfill his responsibilities. Accordingly, we sustain NASD's finding that Kresge also violated
Membership and Registration Rules IM-1000-3 and IM-1000-1, as well as Conduct Rule 2110.

v.
Secondary Liability
A. NASD found that Kresge was liable, under Exchange Act Section 20(a), 47/ for
violations by certain registered representatives ofYankee Financial ofExchange Act Section

45/

See Membership and Registration Rule 1022(a) (requiring that, in order to be registered
as a general securities principal, one must first be registered as a general securities
representative.); L.H. Alton & Co., 53 S.E.C. 1118, 1125-26 (1998) (finding that
individual who acted as a principal also acted as a representative).

46/

See Rita H. Maim, 52 S.E.C. at 69. Kresge does not claim to have delegated these
responsibilities.

47/

15 U.S. C. § 78t(a). Exchange Act Section 20(a) provides that:
Every person who, directly or indirectly, controls any person liable under any
provision of this title or of any rule or regulation thereunder shall also be liable
jointly and severally with and to the same extent as such controlled person to any
person to whom such controlled person is liable, unless the controlling person
acted in good faith and did not directly or indirectly induce the act or acts
constituting the violation or cause of action.
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1O(b) and Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder: We conclude that the record does not support a finding of
liability under Exchange Act Section 20(a). Accordingly, we set aside NASD's finding.
B. With respect to Kresge's liability for the registered representatives' violations of
Conduct Rules 2120,2310, IM-2310-2, and 2110, NASD determined not to "address whether a
president of a broker-dealer may be held responsible pursuant to Section 20(a) for firm
representatives' violations ofNASD rules alone." We concur with this decision. We have held
that Section 20(a)'s coverage "is limited to persons 'who ... control []any person liable under
any provision of [the Exchange Act] or of any rule or regulation thereunder .... " 48/
C. NASD found Kresge liable for the registered representatives' violations ofNASD's
rules on the basis that "Kresge was president of his firm and accordingly ha[ d] an overarching
responsibility for his firm's regulatory obligations. It is axiomatic that 'the president of a
brokerage firm is responsible for his firm's compliance with all applicable requirements unless
and until he reasonably delegates a particular function to another person in the firm, and neither
knows nor has reason to know that such person is not properly performing his or her duties.'
(citing Kirk A. Knapp, 51 S.E.C. 115 (1992) and William H. Gerhauser, Sr., 53 S.E.C. 933
(1998)."
However, in Gerhauser, we found that the president made misrepresentations to the firm's
limited principal-financial and operations that resulted in the firm's net capital violation. In
Knapp, the president orchestrated transactions to circumvent the financial responsibility rules.
Accordingly, we found that each president directly violated Conduct Rule 2110 as a result of his
participation in the underlying violation. The record does not demonstrate Kresge's participation
in the conduct that led to NASD's finding that the registered representatives violated NASD's
antifraud and suitability provisions or the requirement that the representatives observe high
standards of commercial honor and "just and equitable principles of trade." Consistent with
Knapp and Gerhauser, we set aside NASD's findings of violation.
VI.
Kresge claims that the Hearing Panel inappropriately discredited his testimony about his
conversation with the compliance officer at Valley Forge Securities, Inc., Robert Montani.
Kresge had testified that Montani had said that Ferragamo had "no issues." However, Montani
testified that he had been silent as to whether Ferragamo had any disciplinary issues, during his
conversation with Kresge. Kresge states that NASD should not have credited Montani's
testimony because Montani was then under criminal investigation. Kresge also complains that
the Hearing Panel discredited Kresge's own testimony that he did not know that "federal
prosecutors had issued an indictment alleging that Valley Forge's New York City office was
controlled by organized crime figures," because "[t]here was no evidence of such indictment," or

48/

SIG Specialists, Inc., Exchange Act Rei. No. 51867 (June 17, 2005), 85 SEC Docket
2679, 2695.
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that he failed to discover a second pending arbitration against Ferragamo. NASD's National
Adjudicatory Council (''NAC") made clear that it did not rely on this portion of the Hearing
Panel's conclusions. Nor have we considered them. 49/
Kresge also claims that a dismissal is warranted based on a "conflict of interest" that
applies to the chairman ofthe NAC panel that heard Kresge's appeal below because he also
authored NASD's opposition brief on appeal to the Commission. We have approved the rule that
permits NASD staff to sit on the NAC. We do not see a conflict in the fact that staff works on a
brief defending its earlier decision.

VII.
Exchange Act Section 19(e)(2) 50/ provides that we will sustain NASD's sanctions
unless we find, having due regard for the public interest and the protection of investors, that the
sanctions are excessive or oppressive or impose an unnecessary or inappropriate burden on
competition. 51/
NASD barred Kresge in all capacities, ordered restitution to the customers at issue in the
amount of$3,866,426, plus interest, and assessed costs of$9,519.61. NASD stated, "[W]e
aggregate respondents' misconduct for purposes of imposing sanctions because such misconduct
emanated from a single, underlying problem: respondents' addition of, and failure to monitor, the
Brooklyn office." We have sustained NASD's findings that Kresge violated Conduct Rules
2110, 3010, and 3070(c) and Membership and Registration Rules 1021(a), 1031(a), IM-1000-1,
and IM-1000-3. However, we have set aside NASD's findings that Kresge was liable for

49/

Even if Kresge's claims that these Hearing Panel findings somehow tainted theNAC
opinion were true, our de novo review ofNASD's findings ensures that Kresge has been
treated fairly. See Cathy Jean Krause Kirkpatrick, 53 S.E.C. 918, 930 & n.20 (1998)
(citations omitted) (finding that the Commission's de novo review ofNASD's findings
ensured fair treatment of applicant in addition to finding that NASD's cross examination
of applicant's history regarding a misdemeanor charge for stolen property, employment
termination, and customer complaints was appropriate).

50/

15 U.S.C. § 78s(e)(2).

511

ld. Kresge does not claim, and the record does not show, that NASD's action imposed an
undue burden on competition.
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violations by certain registered representatives of Yankee Financial of Exchange Act Section
10(b), Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, and Conduct Rules 2120, 2310; and IM-2310-2. Under the
circumstances, we deem it appropriate to remand this proceeding to NASD for a redetennination
of the sanctions to be imposed upon Kresge. We do not intend to suggest any view as to a
particular outcome.
An appropriate order will issue. 52/
By the Commission (Chairman COX and Commissioners ATKINS, CAMPOS, and
NAZARETH); Commissioner CASEY not participating.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

By: Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

52/

We have considered all ofthe arguments advanced by the parties. We have rejected or
sustained them to the extent that they are inconsistent or in accord with the views
expressed in this opinion.
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for Review of Disciplinary Action Taken by
NASD
ORDER REMANDING DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING
On the basis of the Commission's opinion issued this day, it is
ORDERED that the findings byNASD that Richard F. Kresge violated NASD Conduct
Rules 3010, 3070(c), and 2110 and Membership and Registration Rules 1021(a), 1031(a), IM1000-3, and IM-1000-1 be, and they hereby are, sustained; and it is further
ORDERED that the findings by NASD that Kresge was liable for violations by certain
registered representatives ofYankee Financial Group, Inc. of Section 1O(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, Exchange Act Rule 1Ob-5, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310,
and IM-231 0-2 be, and they hereby are, set aside; and it is further
ORDERED that the sanctions and costs imposed by NASD on Kresge in this proceeding
be, and they hereby are, vacated; and it is further
ORDERED that this proceeding be, and it hereby is, remanded to NASD for further
proceedings in accordance with that opinion.
By the Commission.

~Iorence

E Harmon

Oeputy Secretary

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12559

In the Matter of
ORDER MAKING FINDINGS AND
IMPOSING REMEDIAL SANCTIONS
AND A CEASE-AND-DESIST ORDER
PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 15(b) AND
21C OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934 AND SECTION 9(b) OF
THE INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT
OF 1940 AS TO JEROME SNYDER

TRAUTMAN WASSERMAN &
COMPANY, INC.,
GREGORY 0. TRAUTMAN,
SAMUEL M. WASSERMAN,
MARK BARBERA,
JAMES A. WILSON, JR.,
JEROME SNYDER, AND
FORDE H. PRIGOT,
Respondents.

I.
On February 5, 2007, the Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") instituted
public administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings pursuant to Sections 15(b) and 21 C of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") and Sections 9(b) of the Investment Company
Act of 1940 ("Investment Company Act") against respondents including Jerome Snyder
("Respondent").

n.
Respondent has submitted an Offer of Settlement (the "Offer") which the Commission has
determined to accept. Solely for the purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings
brought by or on behalf of the Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without
admitting or denying the fmdings herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over him and

the subject matter of these proceedings, Respondent consents to the entry of this Order Making
Findings and Imposing Remedial Sanctions and a Cease-and-Desist Order Pursuant to Sections
15(b) and 21 C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Section 9(b) of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 as to Jerome Snyder ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis ofthis Order and Respondent's Offer, the Commission finds' that:
Summary
1.
This matter concerns a scheme to defraud mutual funds through, among other ·
conduct, deceptive market timing of mutual funds through Trautman Wasserman & Company, Inc.
("TWCO"), a registered broker-dealer. TWCO employed deceptive tactics to evade mutual funds'
efforts to restrict TWCO's hedge fund customers' market timing of mutual funds. This illegal
conduct generated significant revenues for TWCO and harmed mutual fund investors by diluting
the value of their investment.
TWCO's mutual fund trading department consisted principally of two registered
2.
representatives ("RRs''), James A. Wilson, Jr. ("Wilson") and Scott A. Christian ("Christian").
Numerous mutual funds notified Wilson, Christian, and others at TWCO that frequent trading by
TWCO's customers violated prohibitions in the mutual funds' prospectuses, and the mutual funds
instructed TWCO to stop permitting its customers to trade those funds. Christian and others,
acting at Wilson's direction, then employed deceptive tactics to continue trading the mutual funds
that had requested TWCO's customers to stop.
TWCO's former chief administrative officer, Snyder, also participated in TWCO's
3.
fraudulent market timing. Snyder took steps to deceive mutual fund companies about TWCO's
customers' market timing to evade the mutual fund companies' efforts to curtail the practice.
Respondent
4.
Snyder, age 66, is a resident of Lakewood, NJ. Snyder was chief administrative
officerofTWCO from 1999 until December 31,2002, and he has served as a consultantto TWCO
between May 14, 2004 and the present. During 2002, Snyder was the de facto chief compliance
officer ofTWCO. At all relevant times, Snyder was associated with TWCO. Snyder holds or has
held Series 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 15, 24, 40, 53, 55, 63, and 65 licenses.
Related Entity

The fmdings herein are made pursuant to Respondent's Offer of Settl~ment and are not binding on any
other person or entity in this or any other proceeding.
1

2

5.
TWCO, based in New York, New York, was at all relevant times a broker-dealer
registered with the Commission.

Market Timing
6.
Market timing includes (a) frequent buying and selling of shares of the same mutual
fund or (b) buying or selling mutual fund shares in order to exploit inefficiencies in mutual fund
pricing. Market timing, while not illegal per se, can harm other mutual fund shareholders because it
can dilute the value of their shares. Market timing can also disrupt the management of the mutual
fund's investment portfolio and cause the targeted mutual fund to incur costs borne by other.
shareholders to accommodate frequent buying and selling of shares by the market timer.
Snyder Participated in TWCO's Deception of Mutual
Funds That Sought To Curtail Market Timing
7.
In March 2001, as TWCO began large-scale market timing for its customers, mutual
fund complexes began notifying TWCO that the funds restricted or prohibited such transactions.
For example, on March 16,2001, a fund complex wrote Christian to warn him about excessive
trading by customer accounts in one of the complex's mutual funds. The letter explained that
excessive trading could hurt the mutual fund's performance and that the fund's prospectus
therefore reserved to the fund complex the right to refuse an exchange request if there were more
than two exchanges from the same fund in any three-month period. The letter notified Christian
that "exchange activities in your client's account have become excessive and we are writing you in
an effort to have you and your clients adhere to the guidelines stated in our Prospectus," and
warned that further excessive trading would result in a trading freeze in the accounts.
8.
In total, during the period March 2001 through April2003, TWCO, Wilson, and
Christian received 307 "kick out" letters from 40 mutual fund families that addressed trading
activity in 113 accounts.
9.
In response, Wilson and Christian attempted to deceive mutual fund companies and
evade their restrictions. Wilson had learned many of these techniques from his hedge fund
customers while Wilson was working at other broker-dealers. Wilson explained these techniques
to Christian, and directed him to employ them.
10. Based on Wilson's instructions, Christian opened multiple accounts for TWCO's
market timing customers and entered transactions using one of numerous RR numbers. Christian
did this because he understood that mutual fund companies would be less likely to detect market
timing by a customer if the customer's trades occurred in numerous accounts with different
account numbers, account names, or RR identification numbers.
11. More specifically, TWCO "cloned" accounts to evade mutual funds' restrictions.
For example, a fund complex sent a letter to TWCO on February 22, 2002 concerning ac.count
riumber 70087, an account that TWCO maintained for Hedge Fund A, warning that the account
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was approaching the limit on exchanges. On March 4, 2002, Christian opened two new accounts,
each with a new account nwnber (70089 and 7011 0), for the same entity, and two days later
entered a market timing trade in one of the mutual fund complex's mutual funds. Similarly, on
June 4, 2002, the same fund complex sent to TWCO a letter imposing restrictions on trading by
account number 70104, an account that TWCO maintained for Hedge Fund B. On June 7, 2002,
Christian opened a new account for the same entity with a new account nwnber (70 139), and less
than three weeks later began trading the fund complex's mutual funds using the new account.
12. Consistent with this deceptive practice, TWCO opened a total of 140 accounts for
eleven institutional customers. These included 68 accounts for its customer Hedge Fund A; 35
accounts for Hedge Fund B; nine accounts for Hedge Fund C; 15 accounts for Hedge Fund D; and
five accounts for Hedge Fund E. Christian prepared the new account forms, which he then
submitted to Snyder or others for approval and signature.
13. Christian, assisted by Snyder and/or others, also established 16 different RR
identification nwnbers at TWCO for use in mutual fund trading, as a means of evading restrictions
imposed by mutual funds that tracked excessive trading through RR nwnbers.
14. Snyder supervised Wilson and Christian during much of the time period that TWCO
engaged in deceptive market timing. Snyder received numerous warning or kick out letters from
mutual funds. Snyder received a nwnber of these letters from funds during the approximately
seven-month period that he acted as chief compliance officer in addition to serving as chief
administrative officer. Despite receiving these letters, Snyder failed to act to stop Wilson and
Christian from market timing as the funds requested.
15. During the period he was chief administrative officer, Snyder was responsible for
obtaining RR identification numbers for TWCO RRs by calling B of A and getting numbers
assigned. Snyder obtained numerous RR ID nwnbers for Wilson and Christian, which they then
used to engage in deceptive market timing.
16. Snyder also signed numerous account opening forms as the firm's principal,
including during the period he was serving as TWCO's chief compliance officer. This enabled
TWCO to create duplicate accounts for customers and continue to market time mutual funds
without the funds' knowledge. For instance, between June 25 and June 29,2001, Snyder signed
new account forms to create four accounts for Hedge Fund A, and on August 30,2001, he signed
new account forms to create an additional five accounts for Hedge Fund A.
17.
Further, on at least one occasion Snyder misrepresented the purpose of mutual fund
trades to a representative of a mutual fund complex. The representative of the mutual fund
complex asked Snyder if he knew who were the TWCO RRs attached to accounts that had recently
made fourteen mutual fund trades worth $500,000 each. Snyder responded that it was probably a
"house account." When the representative asked who handled those accounts, Snyder responded
that he did. In fact, Snyder knew that the RRs attached to the trades were Wilson and Christian,
who were using a so-called "house account" to conceal their identities and thus to evade the mutual
fund complex's restrictions on trading. The representative ofthe mutual fund complex then
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informed Snyder that there was a potential problem with the accounts because they appeared to be
set up for market timing. Although Snyder knew that all of Wilson's and Christian's business
related to market timing of mutual funds, Snyder falsely stated that, to his knowledge, the accounts
were not being used for market timing.

Violations ·
18. By virtue ofthe conduct of its officers and employees as discussed above, TWCO
violated, and Snyder aided and abetted and caused violations of, Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act
and Rule 10b-3 thereunder. Section IS(c) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-3 thereunder
prohibit fraudulent conduct by brokers or dealers in connection with the purchase or sale of
securities. TWCO violated Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-3 when TWCO and
its RRs misrepresented and concealed the identities ofTWCO's RRs and customers, as well as the
nature of their customers' market timing activity, from the mutual funds. Snyder substantially
assisted this violation. Snyder received numerous warning or kick out letters from mutual funds
requesting TWCO to stop market timing, but Snyder did not stop the market timing as the funds
requested. Instead, Snyder signed numerous account opening forms for TWCO and assisted in
procuring multiple RR numbers for Wilson and Christian. Wilson and Christian then used the
multiple RR numbers and accounts to market time mutual funds. After at least one mutual fund
questioned whether certain trades were market timing trades, Snyder falsely told a representative of
the mutual fund that money invested at the mutual fund belonged to a TWCO house account and
that the trades were not market timing trades. Snyder was generally aware that his conduct was
wrongful.
19. As a result of the conduct described above, TWCO, Wilson, Christian, and their
customers violated, and Snyder willfully aided and abetted and caused violations of, Section lO(b)
of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 thereunder. Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act and R.ule lObS prohibit fraudulent practices in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. Among other
things, TWCO, Wilson, Christian, and their customers engaged in deceptive market timing.
Snyder and others substantially assisted this conduct. For example, Snyder received numerous
warning or kick out letters from mutual funds, but Snyder failed to stop the market timing as the
funds requested. Moreover, Snyder created multiple RR numbers for Wilson and Christian.
Snyder also signed numerous account opening forms for TWCO. Wilson and Christian then used
the multiple RR numbers and accounts to deceive mutual funds about the identity of their
customers in order to market time mutual funds. Additionally, after at least one mutual fund
contacted Snyder and asked if particular trading was market timing, Snyder falsely told a
representative of the mutual fund that money invested at the mutual fund belonged to a TWCO
house account. Snyder was generally aware that his conduct was wrongful.

Undertakings
20. Respondent undertakes to cooperate fully with the Commission in any and all
investigations, litigations or other proceedings brought by the Commission relating to or arising
from the matters described in the Order and agrees:
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a.
To comply with any and all reasonable requests by the Commission's staff
for documents or other information;
b.
To be interviewed at such times as the Commission's staffreasonablymay
direct;
c.
To appear and testify in such investigations, depositions, hearings or trials
as the Co:rmnission's staff reasonably may direct; and
d.
That in connection with any (i) testimony of Respondent to be conducted by
testimony session, deposition, hearing or trial, or (ii) requests for documents or
other information, that any notice or subpoena for such may be addressed to
Respondent's counsel, and be served by mail or facsimile.

IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest to
impose the sanctions agreed to in Respondent Snyder's Offer.
Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 15(b) and 21C ofthe Exchange Act and Section 9(b) of
the Investment Company Act, it is hereby ORDERED that:
A.
Respondent Snyder cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and
any future violations ofSection lO(b) of the Exchange Act and Ru1e lOb-5 thereunder;

B.
Respondent Snyder cease and desist from causing any violations and any future
violations of Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-3 thereunder;
C.
Respondent Snyder be, and hereby is barred from association with any broker or
dealer, and is prohibited from serving or acting as an employee, officer, director, member of an
advisory board, investment adviser or depositor of, or principal underwriter for, a registered
investment company or affiliated person of such investment adviser, depositor, or principal
underwriter;
.
Any reapplication for association by the Respondent will be subject to the
D.
applicable laws and regulations governing the reentry process, and reentry may be conditioned
upon a number of factors, including, but not limited to, the satisfaction of any or all of the
following: (a) any disgorgement ordered against the Respondent, whether or not the Commission
has fully or partially waived payment of such disgorgement; (b) any arbitration award related to the
conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order; (c) any Self-regulatory organization
arbitration award to a customer, whether or not related to the conduct that served as the basis for
the Commission order; and (d) any restitution order by a self-regu1atory organization, whether or
not related to the conduct that served as the basis for the Commission order; and .
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E.
It is further ordered that Respondent shall, within ten days of the entry of this
Order, pay a civil money penalty in the amount of$50,000 to the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Such payment shall be: (A) made by United States postal money order, certified
check, bank cashier's check or bank money order; (B) made payable to the Securities and
Exchange Commission; (C) hand-delivered or mailed to the Office of Financial Management,
Securities and Exchange Commission, Operations Center, 6432 General Green Way, Stop 0-3,
Alexandria, VA 22312; and (D) submitted undercover letter that identifies Jerome Snyder as a
Respondent in these proceedings, the file number of these proceedings, a copy of which cover
letter and money order or check shall be sent to Helene Glotzer, Associate Regional Director,
Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Regional Office, 3 World Financial Center, New
York, NY 10281.
By the Commission.

Nancy A. Morris
S.ecretary
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Assistant
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 8815 I June 29, 2007
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 55982 I June 29, 2007
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT
Release No. 2626 I June 29, 2007
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-12673
ORDER INSTITUTING PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATIVE AND CEASEAND-DESIST PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT
TO SECTION SA OF THE SECURITIES
ACT OF 1933, SECTION 21C OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
AND RULE 102(e) OF THE
COMMISSION'S RULES OF PRACTICE,
MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING
REMEDIAL SANCTIONS AND A CEASEAND-DESIST ORDER

In the Matter of
CVS CAREMARK
CORPORATION, PHILIP C.
GALBO, AND LARRY
SOLBERG
Respondents.

I.
The ·securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that public
administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted against CVS
Caremark Corporation ("CVS"), Philip C. Galbo ("Galbo"), and Larry Solberg, CPA ("Solberg")
(collectively, "Respondents") pursuant to Section 8A of the Secm·~ties Act of 1933 ("Securities
Act") and Section 21 C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") and, as to
Respondent Solberg, Rule 102(e)(ii) ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice. 1

1

Rule 102( e)(1 )(ii) provides, in pertinent part, that:

II.
In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, each of the Respondents has
submitted an Offer of Settlement (collectively, the "Offers") which the Commission has
determined to accept. 2 Solely for the purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings
brought by or on behalf of the Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without
admitting or denying the findings herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over them and
the subject matter of these proceedings, which are admitted, Respondents consent to the entry of
this Order Instituting Public Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuant to Section
8A of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 21C ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule
102(e) ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial
Sanctions and a Cease-and-Desist Order ("Order"), as set forth below.

III.
On the basis of this Order and Respondents' Offers, the Commission finds that:

A.

SUMMARY

This case concerns incorrect accounting by CVS, a national chain of pharmacy and retail
merchandise stores and a pharmaceutical benefits management company, for a transaction (the
"Transaction") that senior executive Phil Galbo negotiated and the accounting for which Larry
Solberg approved. As accounted for, the book value of the excess plush toy inventory, such as
seasonal stuffed animals, was not reduced in connection with the Transaction. As a result of
recording the Transaction in this manner, CVS materially overstated its pretax earnings for the third
quarter of2000 by approximately $18.1 million (approximately $10.8 million after tax), or
approximately 7% of net income for the third quarter of2000.
During the late spring and summer of2000, Galbo and Solberg became aware that CVS was
carrying the plush toy inventory on its books at $32 million, a value higher than $13.9 million, the
inventory's approximate market value at the time. Instead of writing down the value of the
inventory to market value, CVS entered into the Transaction with a barter company pursuant to
which CVS contracted to exchange the plush toy inventory for credits with a face value of$42.5
million. CVS then replaced the $32 million toy inventory on its books with the credits at a value of
$42.5 million.

The Commission may ... deny, temporarily or permanently, the privilege of appearing or
practicing before it ... to any person who is found ... to have engaged in ... improper
professional conduct.
2
As part of a final resolution of the Commission's claims against them, Galbo and Solberg have
also agreed to consent to the entry of a district court judgment ordering Galbo to pay a civil
monetary penalty of $30,000 and Solberg to pay a civil monetary penalty of $30,000.
2

Rather than exchange a set of goods or services with CVS, the barter company received no
goods or services from CVS. It received $12.5 million in cash. Under the terms of the deal, the
barter company transferred the $42.5 million in credits and CVS liquidated the inventory in its
capacity as agent for the barter company while guaranteeing the barter company $12.5 million. CVS
valued the credits on its books at their full face value of $42.5 million.
Evidence existed that the credits should not have been recorded at their face value. The
credits consisted of$18.8 million in telecommunications credits and $23.7 million of credits with
the barter company. Although CVS could have theoretically applied the telecommunications credits
to pay its own telecommunications bills, CVS used a different telecommunications provider,
thereby making the credits harder for CVS to utilize, and arguably oflesser value. The terms ofthe
Transaction also were such that CVS could not use the $23.7 million in barter company credits
alone to purchase more goods from the barter company. Rather, the terms of the barter credit
agreement were such that the ratio ofbarter credits in each transaction would vary from transaction
to transaction, subject to mutual agreement between CVS and the barter company, but would
generally be a 60-75% cash and 25-40% barter credit configuration.
Finally, even if CVS had properly transferred the toy inventory to the barter company,
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP") required (a) that the toys be written down to
their fair market value prior to entering the Transaction and (b) that CVS disclose the existence and
certain details ofthe Transaction. CVS neither recorded the required write-down in the value ofthe
toys nor properly disclosed the Transaction in its financial statements. Failing to reduce the book
value of the toys to their market value had a material effect on CVS 's financial results for the third
quarter of2000 (although not on CVS's financial results for the 2000 fiscal year).

B.

RESPONDENTS

1.
CVS Caremark Corporation is a Delaware corporation headquartered in
Woonsocket, Rhode Island. Its primary business is the operation of over 6,200 retail stores that sell
pharmacy and consumer products and the operation of a pharmaceutical benefits management
company headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee. Its shares are registered under Section 12(b) of
the Exchange Act and traded on the New York Stock Exchange. CVS files periodic reports with the
Commission pursuant to the Exchange Act. For the year 2000, its fiscal year ended December 30
and its fiscal third quarter ended September 30.
2.
Philip C. Galbo, age 56, is a resident of Gladwyn, Pennsylvania. Galbo, who is not
an accountant, was treasurer of CVS during the relevant period.
3.
Larry Solberg, age 58, is a resident of Holmes Beach, Florida, and former
controller ofCVS. He is a certified public accountant whose license in the state of Minnesota is
inactive. He was the principal accounting officer at CVS during the relevant period.
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C.

FACTS
CVS Discovers Sales of Excess Plush Toy Inventory Are Down,
Which Poses a Threat to the Company's Achieving Its Financial Goals

1.
At year-end 1999, CVS determined that its plush toys should be held over for the
following year at full book value. Subsequently, in April and May 2000, CVS analyzed the status
of its plush toy programs, which it had determined to terminate. The analysis revealed, among other
things, that projected sales were less than the cost at which CVS was carrying the toys on its books
and that the rate at which certain lines of plush toys were selling was low in comparison to historical
rates and sales rates on other products. One then CVS vice president (the "CVS vice president")
informed Solberg, the then controller, that poor sales were a potential threat to CVS achieving its
gross margin goals for 2000.
2.
During the summer of2000, the value of the plush toys continued to decline
according to some internal reports. Both Solberg and Galbo were sent a written analysis on August
25, 2000 that projected sales of$13.9 million for the $32 million (at cost) of plush toy inventory. In
addition, in September, CVS agreed to liquidate 18% ofthe inventory at fourteen cents per dollar of
cost. Ultimately, CVS realized approximately $12 million on the liquidation of the plush toy
inventory.
3.
Throughout the summer of2000, Solberg received documents indicating several
threats, including the plush toys, to CVS achieving its fmancial goals. Galbo stated to his contact at
the barter company that CVS' s independent outside auditors had indicated that if the plush toy
inventory were not sold, CVS may be facing some possible write-downs.

CVS Does Not Take a Charge to Reflect the Toys' Impaired
Value, But Instead Enters Into the Transaction
4.
To address the potential plush toy issue, Galbo, who was not involved in accounting
for the Transaction, began negotiating the Transaction on CVS's behalf in or around May 2000.
Galbo received an email from another then CVS executive which stated that avoiding markdowns
on the plush toys through the proposed Transaction was "a major element of fixing (CVS's]
significant profit gap." The value ofthe toys as reflected on CVS's books was $32 million, but
reports circulated to Galbo and Solberg indicated that their actual fair market value was much less.
Solberg also reviewed and presented periodic reports to senior management that suggested the
failure to close the Transaction was a potential threat to CVS 's financial goals. Indeed, some of
these reports, generated in September 2000, stated that there was "no margin for error" in achieving
the consensus target for the third quarter 2000 and that management was to continue to "manage
and monitor" a number of risk areas, including the proposed Transaction. Galbo received at least
one such copy of the September 2000 report.
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CVS Exchanges Credits With a $42.5 Million Face Value for $12.5
Million Cash, And Accounts for the Transaction As If CVS
Had Transferred the Risks and Rewards of the Toy Inventory
5.
On the last business day ofCVS's third quarter 2000, after evaluating and presenting
various transaction alternatives involving multiple entities, Galbo executed a letter of intent
concerning the plush toy inventory with a barter company with which CVS had previously done
business. Pursuant to this Transaction, CVS paid the barter company $12.5 million (referred to as a
guaranteed liquidation fee) in return for (a) a coupon entitling CVS to $18.8 million of phone
services with a vendor that CVS did not use and (b) barter credits entitling CVS to $23.7 million of
discounts off purchases of future unspecified goods and services from the barter company. In the
Transaction, CVS also undertook to transfer title of the toys to the barter company, but the
agreement left CVS with the risks and rewards of, and responsibility for, selling the plush toys, and
CVS at all times retained physical possession of them?
6.
Nonetheless, CVS accounted for the Transaction as if it had transferred the toys to
the barter company. Through a series of journal entries, CVS effectively replaced the $32 million
plush toy inventory with coupon/barter credit inventory at its face value of $42.5 million. The effect
of replacing toy inventory with coupon/credit inventory was that - at least on its books - CVS no
longer owned a plush toy inventory that had a market value that was less than its book value.
Accordingly, it did not take the appropriate impairment charge. In addition, on September 30, 2000,
CVS reversed $3.5 million of markdown expenses it had taken on a portion of the plush toy
inventory during the summer months. By doing so, CVS not only retained the benefit of the cash
generated by the summer sales of some of this inventory at marked down prices, but also, for
purposes of markdown expense, treated the previously sold toys as if they had been exchanged to
the barter company in return for credits. Solberg was aware of the reversal of markdown expense,
but he did not know that a portion ofthe markdown reversal had been applied to previously sold
toys. In connection with the year-end audit for 2000, Solberg discussed the Transaction with CVS's
independent outside auditors. Based on the internal reports he received earlier in the year, Solberg
should have known of the decline in the toys' value relative to their cost and discussed that with the
independent outside auditors, but he did not.

Galbo and Solberg Should Have Known That the Toys Should
Have Been Written Down at the End of the Third Quarter
7.
Both Galbo and Solberg should have known that not taking an impairment charge to
the plush toy inventory was incorrect. Each was exposed to red flags that signaled the error of not
taking that charge. For example, each reviewed the contracts that showed that CVS retained
responsibility for liquidating the plush toys, retained the risk of their loss, and retained to some
extent the rewards of their sale. Moreover, based on the internal reports that were circulated to them,
each should have known that CVS's internal estimates of plush toy sales were far less than the pre-
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Although CVS referred to the Transaction as a "barter transaction," in economic substance it
involved a payment of cash for credits and was not an exchange ofnon-monetary goods or
services.
5
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September 2000 book value and far less than the combined face value of the credits and phone
services coupon received from the barter company. Just days prior to the Transaction, Galbo wrote
a memo which Solberg received, in which he acknowledged, "We need to cover $41.5 MM of
margin with only $12MM of inventory market value." Indeed, the CVS vice president, who was
not an accountant, expressed to Solberg and Galbo that she thought the Transaction was "a little
screwy" because it seemed to allow CVS not to take markdowns to inventory. The CVS vice
president also expressed to Solberg her lack of understanding ofhow anyone would pay CVS so
much for something the CVS vice president could not see value in.
8.
With respect to Solberg, there were other red flags. The CVS vice president asked
Solberg whether it would not be more appropriate to reduce the book value ofthe plush toy
inventory first and then engage in the Transaction. Solberg should have known that CVS had not
yet identified any uses for the barter credits or phone services coupon, should have known CVS had
no experience retrading credits or coupons to third parties, and received other information casting
doubts on the idea that the coupon and credits were worth their face value.
9.
Galbo, too, was exposed to a number of red flags from which he should have known
that the credits were not worth their face value. For example, the phone service coupon was issued
by a telecommunications provider CVS could not use due to its contractual commitments to its own
provider and therefore would need to be retraded to achieve value for CVS. Although Galbo was
reassured by his barter company contact that the telephone credits could be placed, Galbo knew that
(a) CVS had no history retrading coupons, (b) no CVS vendor had committed to accepting the
coupon, and (c) only four of CVS 's top fifty vendors were current users of the telecom provider
(and those four in very small amounts). CVS nevertheless recorded the coupon at face value.
Furthermore, in July 2000, Galbo acknowledged that absent assurance of current or future vendors'
acceptance of them, trade credits offered by a different barter company would most likely have to be
"significantly discounted" if CVS elected to pursue a transaction with that company. Though no
such guarantee existed with respect to the barter credits that CVS ultimately acquired from another
company, and although his contact at that barter company informed Galbo that it did not normally
issue barter credits and noted some potential risks ofbarter credits versus a direct asset exchange,
CVS also recorded the barter credits at face value. CVS ultimately utilized a majority ofthe credits
and wrote down the balance in 2003.

Galbo and Solberg Cause CVS to File False Financial Results for the Third
Quarter 2000 That Are Repeated in Year-End Results And
Incorporated by Reference in Filings Related to a June 2001 Offering
10.
As a result of the foregoing, CVS did not provide in its financial results for the third
quarter of2000 for the reduction in value of the toys from their book value of$32 million to their
projected market value of$13.9 million. Accordingly, its pretax earnings for the third quarter were
overstated by approximately $18.1 million (the amount of the impairment), and after tax earnings
were overstated by approximately $10.8 million, or approximately 7% of net income. These
overstated results were also made part ofCVS's filing for the year-end 2000 which were in turn
incorporated by reference in filings in connection with a June 2001 secondary offering of securities
by CVS. As principal accounting officer, Solberg signed the year-end 2000 filings.
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11.
Both Galbo and Solberg received bonuses for year-end 2000 that were tied to CVS's
financial results. The failure to reflect the reduction of the value ofthe toys therefore caused each to
receive a higher bonus than he otherwise would have. In addition, Galbo received additional
discretionary bonuses explicitly tied in part to work on the Transaction and its benefit to CVS 's
bottom line.

D.

VIOLATIONS

1.
Section 17(a)(2) ofthe Securities Act prohibits a person, in the offer or sale of a
security, "directly or indirectly ... to obtain money or property by means of any untrue statement of
a material fact or any omission to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements
made, in light ofthe circumstances in which they were made, not misleading." Section 17(a)(2) has
no scienter requirement. Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 686 n.5 (1980). Negligent conduct can
violate Section 17(a)(2). See, e.g, SEC v. Hughes Capital Corp., 124 F.2d 449,453 (3d Cir.
1997); In the Matter ofRaymond James Financial Services, Inc., Exchange Act Release No.
49234 (Feb. 12, 2004).
As described above, Solberg violated Section 17(a)(2) by causing untrue statements
2.
of fact concerning third quarter 2000 results to be incorporated by reference in filings related to
CVS's June offering. Although Solberg should have been aware that CVS's financial accounting
for the Transaction was incorrect and that CVS should have written the plush toys down to their
market value in the third quarter of2000, Solberg reviewed the erroneous accounting for the
Transaction, which was incorporated by reference in filings related to the June 2001 offering of
securities.
3.
As described above, Galbo violated Section 17(a)(2) by causing untrue statements of
fact concerning third quarter 2000 results to be incorporated by reference in filings related to CVS' s
June offering. Although Galbo should have been aware that CVS's financial accounting for the
Transaction was incorrect and that CVS should have written the plush toys down to their market
value in the third quarter of2000, Galbo nevertheless negotiated the Transaction, the erroneous
accounting for which was incorporated by reference in filings related to the June 2001 offering of
securities .
. 4.
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 thereunder require
issuers with securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act to file quarterly and annual
reports with the Commission and to keep this information current. The obligation to file such
reports embodies the requirement that they be true and correct. See, e.g., SECv. Savoy Indus., Inc.,
587 F.2d 1149, 1165 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 913 (1979).
5.
As discussed above, Solberg caused CVS to file a false and misleading quarterly
report with the Commission that misrepresented the financial results of CVS, overstating operating
income and earnings. By his conduct described above, Solberg caused CVS's violations of Section
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13(a) ofthe Exchange Act and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 thereunder, and CVS violated Section 13(a)
of the Exchange Act and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 thereunder.
6.
As discussed above, Galbo caused CVS to file a false and misleading quarterly
report with the Commission that misrepresented the financial results of CVS, overstating operating
income and earnings. By his conduct described above, Galbo caused CVS's violations of Section
13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 thereunder, and CVS violated Section 13(a)
of the Exchange Act and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 thereunder.
7.
Section 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act requires Section 12 registrants to make and
keep books, records, and accounts that accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions
of their assets.
8.
As a result of the actions taken by Solberg as described above, CVS's books and
records reflecting the transactions and dispositions of its plush toy assets were not accurate. Based
on the conduct described above, Solberg caused CVS's violation ofSection 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe
Exchange Act, and CVS violated Section 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act.
9.
As a result of the actions taken by Galbo as described above, CVS's books and
records reflecting the transactions and dispositions of its plush toy assets were not accurate. Based
on the conduct described above, Galbo caused CVS's violation of Section 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe
Exchange Act.
10.
Rule 102(e)(l)(ii) ofthe Commission's Rules ofPractice provides, in relevant part,
that the Commission may deny the privilege of appearing or practicing before the Commission to
any person who is found by the Commission to have engaged in improper professional conduct,
which includes negligent conduct consisting of"[r]epeated instances of unreasonable conduct, each
resulting in a violation of applicable professional standards, that indicate a lack of competence to
practice before the Commission." Rule 102(e)(l)(iv)(A)(2). As described above, Solberg engaged
in repeated instances of unreasonable conduct, each resulting in a violation of applicable
professional standards, that indicate a lack of competence to practice before the Commission.

E.

FINDINGS

1.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that Solberg (a) violated Section
17(a)(2) ofthe Securities Act; and (b) caused CVS's violations of Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) of
the Exchange Act, and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 promulgated thereunder.
2.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that Galbo (a) committed a violation
of Section 17(a)(2) ofthe Securities Act; and (b) caused CVS's violations of Sections 13(a) and
13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 promulgated thereunder.
3.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that CVS committed violations of
Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act, and Rules 13a-l and 13a-13 promulgated
thereunder.
8
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4.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that Solberg engaged in improper
professional conduct within the meaning ofRule 102(e)(l)(ii) ofthe Commission's Rules of
Practice.

IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in each ofthe Respondents' Offers of Settlement.

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, effective immediately, that:
A.
Respondents Solberg and Galbo shall cease and desist from committing or causing
any violations and any future violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, and from causing
any violations and any future violations of Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act, and
Rules 13a-1 and 13a-13 promulgated thereunder.

B.
Respondent Solberg is denied the privilege of appearing or practicing before the
Commission as an accountant.
C.
After one year from the date of this order, Respondent Solberg may request
that the Commission consider his reinstatement by submitting an application (attention: Office
of the Chief Accountant) to resume appearing or practicing before the Commission as:
'

1.
a preparer or reviewer, or a person responsible for the preparation or
review, of any public company's financial statements that are filed with the Commission. Such
an application must satisfy the Commission that Respondent Solberg's work in his practice
before the Commission will be reviewed either by the independent audit committee of the public
company for which he works or in some other acceptable manner, as long as he practices before
the Commission in this capacity; and/or
2.
Commission that:

an independent accountant. Such an application must satisfy the

(a)
Respondent Solberg, or the public accounting firm with which he
is associated, is registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("Board") in
accordance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and such registration continues to be effective;
(b)
Respondent Solberg, or the registered public accounting firm with
which he is associated, has been inspected by the Board and that inspection did not identify any
criticisms of or potential defects in the respondent's or the firm's quality control system that
would indicate that Respondent Solberg will not receive appropriate supervision;
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(c)
Respondent Solberg has resolved all disciplinary issues with the
Board, and has complied with all terms and conditions of any sanctions imposed by the Board
(other than reinstatement by the Commission); and
(d)
Respondent Solberg acknowledges his responsibility, as long as
Respondent Solberg appears or practices before the Commission as an independent accountant,
to comply with all requirements of the Commission and the Board, including, but not limited to,
all requirements relating to registration, inspections, concurring partner reviews and quality
control standards.
D.
The Commission will consider an application by Respondent Solberg to resume
appearing or practicing before the Commission provided that his state CPA license is current and
he has resolved all other disciplinary issues with the applicable state boards of accountancy.
However, if state licensure is dependent on reinstatement by the Commission, the Commission
will consider an application on its other merits. The Commission's review may include
consideration of, in addition to the matters referenced above, any other matters relating to
Respondent Solberg's character, integrity, professional conduct, or qualifications to appear or
practice before the Commission.

E.
Respondent CVS shall cease and desist from committing or causing any violations
and any future violations of Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) ofthe Exchange Act, and Rules 13a-1
and 13a-13 promulgated thereunder.
F.
IT IS FURTHERED ORDERED that Respondent Galbo shall, within ten days of
the entry of this Order, pay disgorgement of$22,000 and prejudgment interest of$8,727.62 to the
United States Treasury. Such payment shall be: (A) made by United States postal money order,
certified check, bank cashier's check or bank money order; (B) made payable to the United States
Treasury; (C) hand-delivered or mailed to the Office of Financial Management, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Operations Center, 6432 General Green Way, Stop 0-3, Alexandria, VA
22312; and (D) submitted under cover letter that identifies Galbo as a Respondent in these
proceedings, the file number of these proceedings, a copy of which cover letter and money order or
check shall be sent to John T. Dugan, Associate District Administrator, Division of Enforcement,
Securities and Exchange Commission, Boston District Office, 33 Arch Street, 23rd Floor, Boston
MA02110.
G.
IT IS FURTHERED ORDERED that Respondent Solberg shall, within ten days of
the entry of this Order, pay disgorgement of$16,000 and prejudgment interest of$6,476.21 to the
United States Treasury. Such payment shall be: (A) made by United States postal money order,
certified check, bank cashier's check or bank money order; (B) made payable to the United States
Treasury; (C) hand-delivered or mailed to the Office of Financial Management, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Operations Center, 6432 General Green Way, Stop 0-3, Alexandria, VA
22312; and (D) submitted under cover letter that identifies Solberg as a Respondent in these
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proceedings, the file number of these proceedings, a copy of which cover letter and money order or
check shall be sent to John T. Dugan, Associate District Administrator, Division of Enforcement,
Securities and Exchange Commission, Boston District Office, 33 Arch Street, 23rd Floor, Boston,
MA02110.

By the Commission.

Nancy M. Morris
Secretary

/
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
17 CFR Parts 230, 232, and 239
[RELEASE NOS. 33-8814; 34-55980; 39-2446; IC-27878;
FILE NO. S7-12-07]
RIN 3235-AJ87
ELECTRONIC FILING AND SIMPLIFICATION OF FORM D
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
SUMMARY: The Securities and Exchange Commission is publishing for comment proposals that
would mandate the electronic filing of information required by Securities Act of 1933 Form D. We
also are proposing revisions to Form D and to Regulation Din connection with the electronic filing
proposals. The revisions would simplify and restructure Form D and update and revise its
information requirements. The information required by Form D would be filed with us
electronically through a new online filing system that would be accessible from any computer with
Internet access. The data filed would be available on our Web site and would be interactive and
easily searchable by regulators and members of the public who choose to access it.

DATES: Comments should be submitted on or before [insert date 60 days after publication in the
Federal Register].

ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic Comments:
•

Use the Commission's Internet comment form
(http://www. sec. gov /rules/proposed. shtml); or

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number S7-12-07 on the
subject line; or

•

Use the Federal eRulemaking portal (http://www.regulations.gov). Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.

Paper Comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, Securities and
Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number S7-12-07. This file number should be included on the
subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your comments more efficiently,
please use only one method. We will post all comments on our Internet Web site
(http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed.shtml). Comments also are available for public inspection and
copying in our Public Reference Room, 100 F Street, NE, Room 1580, Washington, DC 20549, on
official business days between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 3:00p.m. All comments received will
be posted without change; we do not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You
should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Questions about this release should be
addressed to Gerald J. Laporte, Chief, Corey A. Jennings, Attorney-Advisor, Office of Small
Business Policy, Division of Corporation Finance, or Mark W. Green, Senior Special Counsel
(Regulatory Policy), Division of Corporation Finance, Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F
Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-3628, (202) 5 51-3460.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We are proposing revisions to Rules 100, 1 101,2 104,3
201, 4 and 202 5 of Regulation S-T, 6 Rules 502 7 and 503 8 of Regulation D, 9 and Form D 10 under the
Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act"). 11
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17 CFR 230.501-508.
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17 CFR 239.500.

II

15 U.S.C. 77a ~ _llil.

3

4.

5.
6.

III.

Indication of Type of Filing
a.
Proposed Amendments
b.
Amendments to Form D
Information About Offering
Signature and Submission

B.

Required Electronic Filing of Form D

C.

General Solicitation and General Advertising Issues.Presented by Electronic
Filing of Form D

ELECTRONIC FILING PROCEDURE
A.

Mechanics

B.

Database Capabilities of Electronic Form D Repository

C.

System Implementation

IV.

GENERAL REQUEST FOR COMMENT

V.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT ANALYSIS

VI.

COST -BENEFIT ANALYSIS

VII.

CONSIDERATION OF IMPACT ON COMPETITION AND PROMOTION OF
EFFICIENCY, COMPETITION AND CAPITAL FORMATION

VIII. INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT ANALYSIS
IX.

SMALL BUSINESS REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT FAIRNESS ACT

X.

STATUTORY BASIS AND TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

I.

BACKGROUND
A.

History and Purpose of Form D

Form D serves as the official notice of an offering of securities made without registration
under the Securities Act in reliance on an exemption provided by Regulation D. 12 Both public and
nonpublic companies file information using this form.

12

Regulation D contains several separate exemptions for limited offerings. Form D also is to be used by issuers
making offerings of securities without registration in reliance on the exemption contained in Section 4(6) of the

4

Regulation D was part of a Commission initiative in the early 1980s to provide a more
coherent pattern of exemptive relief from the registration requirements of the Securities Act, and
· particularly to address the capital formation needs of small business. 13 At the time, we intended the
Form D filing requirement in Rule 503 of Regulation D to serve an important data collection
objective. 14 We expected that the empirical data provided in the Form D filings would enable us to
evaluate the effectiveness of Regulation D as a capital raising device and eventually to further tailor
our rules to provide appropriate support for both capital formation, especially as it relates to small
business, and investor protection. 15
We modified the requirements relating to Form Din 1986, making Form D a uniform
notification form that could be filed with state securities regulators. 16 This effort was undertaken
with the cooperation of the North American Securities Administrators Association, the organization
of state securities regulators, as part of the Commission's efforts to reduce the costs of capital
formation for small business and to promote uniformity between federal and state securities
regulation. We also eliminated the requirement to amend a Form D filing for an offering every six
Securities Act [15 U.S.C. 77d(6)]. Although we primarily discuss Regulation Din this release, the revised
Form D also would continue to apply to Section 4(6) offerings. Regardless of the type of offering to which
revised Form D would apply, it would be required to be filed electronically.
13

We adopted Form D and Regulation Din 1982. Release No. 33-6389 (Mar. 8, 1982) [47 FR 11251] (adopting
Form D as a replacement for Forms 4(6), 146, 240 and 242). They had been proposed in the previous year.
Release No. 33-6339 (Aug. 7, 1981) [46 FR 41791] (proposing Regulation D and Form D).

14

We stated in the proposing release:
"An important purpose of the notice ... is to collect empirical data which will provide a basis for
further action by the Commission either in terms of amending existing rules and regulations or
proposing new ones .... Further, the proposed Form would allow the Commission to elicit
information necessary in assessing the effectiveness of Regulation D as a capital raising device for
small businesses."
·

15

Release No. 33-6339 (Aug. 7, 1981) [46 FR 41791].

16

Release 33-6663 (Oct. 2, 1986) [51 FR 36385].

5

months during the course of the offering and the requirement to make a final Form D filing within
30 days of the final sale in the offering. We left intact the requirement to file a Form D notification
within 15 days after the first sale of securities in an offering, leaving that as the sole current explicit
requirement for a Form D filing.

17

In 1989, we amended the Regulation D exemptions to eliminate the filing of Form D
information as a condition to the availability of the exemptions. 18 At that time, we also added Rule
507 to Regulation D to provide an incentive for issuers to make a Form D filing, even though it was
no longer a condition to the availability of the exemptions. 19 Specifically, Rule 507 disqualifies an
issuer from using a Regulation D exemption in the future if it has been enjoined by a court for
violating Rule 503 by failing to file the information required by Form D. Consequently, an issuer
has an incentive to make a Form D filing to avoid the possibility that a court would enjoin the issuer
for violating Rule 503 and, as a result, disqualify the issuer from using a Regulation D exemption in
the future.
In 1996, we proposed to eliminate the Form D filing requirement and replace it with an issuer
responsibility to complete a Form D and retain it for a period oftime. 20 At the time, our Task Force
on Disclosure Simplification had suggested that the Commission consider the continued need for a
Form D filing requirement. 21 · After reviewing comments on the proposal, we determined that the
information collected in Form D filings was still useful to usin conducting economic and other

17

17 CFR230.503.

18

Release No. 33-6825 (Mar. 15, 1989) [54 FR 11369].

19

20

Release No. 33-7301 (May 31, 1996) [61 FR 30405].

21

SEC Task Force on Disclosure Simplification, Final Report 17 (Mar. 5, 1996), available at
http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/smpl.txt.
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analyses of the private placement market and retained the requirement. 22 In 1998, we solicited
public comment on, but did not propose, requiring electronic filing of the Form D notice. 23
Commenters generally favored electronic filing in principle but expressed concern about Form D
filers needing to follow the same procedures as then were required generally for filings with the
Commission's electronic filing system, called the Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval
or "EDGAR" system.

In summary, our previous statements on Form D have suggested that, at the federal regulatory
level, the Form D filing serves primarily as a notification document that serves two primary
purposes:
•

collection of data for use in the Commission's rulemaking efforts; and

•

enforcement of the federal securities laws, including enforcement of the exemptions in
Regulation D. 24

The information submitted in Fonil D filings also is useful for other purposes. The staffs of state
securities regulators and NASD, formerly the National Association of Securities Dealers, also use
Form D information to enforce federal and state securities laws and the rules of securities selfregulatory organizations. Form D filings also have become a source of disclosure for investors.
Our Web site advises potential investors in Regulation D offerings to check whether the company
making the offering has filed a Foirn D notice and advises that "[i]fthe company has not filed a
Form D, this should alert you that the company might not be in compliance with the federal
securities laws." 25 Our staff suggests that investors considering an investment in a Regulation D
22

Release No. 33-7431, at 5 (July 18, 1997) [62 FR 39755, 39756].

23

Release No. 33-7541 (May 21, 1998) [63 FR 29168].

24

Release No. 33-6389 (Mar. 8, 1982) [47 FR 11251]; Release No. 33-7431 (July 18, 1997) [62 FR 39755].

25

See http://www.sec.gov/answers/formd.htm.
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offering check the issuer's Form D filing if they are seeking a public source of information about
the issuer and the offering. In addition, the information in Form D filings serves as a source of
business intelligence for commercial information vendors, as well as for practitioners in the venture
capital, private equity, and other industries that rely on Regulation D offerings and for competitors
of issuers who file Form D information. Academic researchers use Form D information to conduct
empirical research aimed at improving the workings of these industries. 26 Journalists use Form D
information to report on capital-raising in these industries? 7
B.

Need to Update Form D and Require Electronic Filing

Currently, much of the information required by Form D appears to be useful and justified in
the interests of investor protection and capital formation. 28 It also appears that some useful
information that could be required by Form D currently is not required. On the other hand, Form D
currently requires some information that may no longer be useful. Our staff receives many inquiries
from market participants suggesting that Form D could be clarified and simplified. Moreover, the
absence of an electronic system for filing Form D information prevents issuers from filing through
efficient modern methods and limits the usefulness of the information collected on Form D. The
rules we propose today would address deficiencies in the Form D data collection requirements. 29

26

For a discussion of how academic researchers are using available data on private investments to improve the
workings of the venture capital industry, see A Ginsberg, Truth, or Consequences: Academic Researchers are
Helping Policy Makers and Practitioners Understand the Problems Facing the Venture Capital Industry,
Innovation Review 8 (Berkley Center for Entrepreneurial Studies, Fall 2002).

27

See, e.g., R.J. Terry and B. Hammer, NEA Closes $2.5 Billion Fund, Baltimore Bus. Journal, July 10,2006.

28

For example, information provided in response to the requirement to check the applicable specified exemptions
from registration claimed by the issuer helps the Commission monitor and evaluate use of the claimed
exemptions in order to protect investors and facilitate the development of a private market
in which to raise capital.

29

Additional changes to Regulation D are being proposed in a companion release on Regulation D which, if
adopted, would result in exemption disqualification provisions in a new subparagraph (e) of Rule 502 and a
new exemption under a revised Rule 507 of Regulation D. On May 23,2007, the Commission approved for
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1.

Eased Filing Burdens

Our proposed rules are intended to ease the costs and burdens of preparing and filing
Form D information. The informational requirements would be streamlined and updated. The
instructions would be clarified and simplified. Issuers would file the Form D information
electronically through a new online filing system that would be accessible from any computer with
Internet access. Issuers would provide the information in data fields by responding to a series of
discrete questions. It is expected that the fields would be checked automatically for appropriate
characters and consistency with other fields and the questions would be accompanied by easily
accessible links to instructions and other·helpful information. We believe these system features,
among others, would help facilitate a relatively easy-to-use filing process that would deliver
accurate information quickly, reliably, and securely. 30 The Form D filing would continue to be
required within 15 days of an issuer's first sale in an offering without Securities Act registration in
reliance on one or more of the exemptions provided in Regulation D, and the rules would clarify
when amendments are required. Paper filing of Form D would be eliminated. Currently, our rules
require issuers to file five paper copies of the Form D with us by mail or physical delivery to
Commission headquarters. 31 Our goal is to make filing Form D information as easy as many tasks
commonly performed by people using the Internet today.

issuance the companion proposing release. The proposed new Form D reflects that proposed exemption.
30

31

The new online filing system is discussed in further detail in Part III of this release.
17 CFR 230.503(a). The Commission received 25,239 Form D filings in it most recently ended fiscal year,
fiscal year 2006.
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2.

Better Public Availability of Form D Information

Requiring the electronic filing of Form D data would make the information filed more
readily available to regulators and members of the public who choose to access it. 32 The
information would be available on our Web site and, because the online filing system would
automatically capture and tag data items, the data would be interactive and easily searchable. The
system would enable users to view the information in an easy-to-read format, download the
information into an existing application, or create an application to use the information.
Unlike forms filed with us electronically, paper filings are available from us only in person
in our Public Reference Room or by means of a mail request. We charge a nominal fee for copies
of Form D filings. Some Form D filings are available at higher cost through private vendors
through the Internet and telephone requests.

3.

Federal and State Uniformity and Coordination

For over 20 years, Form D has served as a means to promote federal and state uniformity in
securities regulation by providing a uniform notification form that can be filed with the Commission
and with state securities regulators. 33 The contemplated electronic filing system for Form D
information would continue that tradition and could enhance the utility of Form D as a means to
promote uniformity between federal and state securities regulation. The system would include an
electronic database that could be more easily searched for information needed by both federal and

32

Most filings made with us currently are filed through our EDGAR system. We began to make EDGAR filing
mandatory in 1993. Initially, a number of forms- including Form D- were excluded from mandated
electronic filing. Since the.launch of the EDGAR system, we have increased the number of forms that are
required to be filed on the EDGAR system, but Form D remains a paper-only filing.

33

According to a unit of the American Bar Association, 48 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the
U.S. Virgin Islands accept filings on Form D. New York prescribes its own Form 99. Florida does not require
any filing for the types of transactions other jurisdictions require to be reported on Form D. See Report on
Blue Sky Survey of the NSMIA Subcommittee, Committee on State Regulation of Securities, American Bar
Association Business Law Section (Feb. 2006).
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state securities regulators to monitor the exempt securities transaction markets. The system also
would permit improved coordination among federal and state regulators, which is essential to ·
efficient and effective capital formation through exempt transactions, especially by smaller
companies, and to investor protection. State securities regulators would be able to access the
information on our Web site to learn if new Form D information of interest to them has been filed.
It is our hope that state securities regulators would permit "one-:stop" filing with the Commission

and rely on Commission filings as satisfying state law filing requirements for offerings covered by a
federal Form D filing. 34 This would reduce significantly the costs and burdens of preparing and
filing Form D information with the Commission and with state securities regulators. This could
represent a substantial savings for small businesses and others filing Form D information.

4.

Improved Collection of Data for Commission Enforcement and
Rulemaking Efforts

The proposed conversion to electronic filing of F9rm D information in an interactive data
format would result in creation of a database and allow us and others to better aggregate data on the
private securities markets and the use of the various Regulation D exemptions. Further, the
software we intend to use for the Form D electronic filings would require that filers address each
required data field in the form, thus reducing incomplete filings. Because of these and other
features, the Form D electronic filing system should assist in our enforcement efforts and ease our
ability to make use of filed Form D information. The Form D information database would allow us
to evaluate our exemptive schemes on a continuing basis inorder to facilitate capital formation in a
manner consistent with investor protection. The evaluation could lead to improvements that would

34

The contemplated electronic filing system would not, however, collect any fee a state might charge on behalf
ofthe state.
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result in significant benefits to companies that rely on the Regulation D exemptions, especially
smaller companies, as well as benefits to investors.

II.

DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
As noted above, we believe today's proposal would have a positive effect in many areas of

interest to the Commission, state securities regulators, investors, and companies that rely on
Regulation D exemptions. The proposed revisions generally involve simplifyingForm D, easing
the burdens of complying with the requirements of the form, and modernizing the information
capture process.
For each offering of securities that is made without Securities Act registration in reliance on
a claimed exemption under Regulation D, the issuer must file the information required by Form D
with the Commission no later than 15 days after the first sale of securities. The form calls for
issuers to provide basic identifying information and fundamental information about the offering.
Some of the requirements of Form D have become outdated with the passage of time since
the Commission adopted them. Further, some of the form's requirements and instructions could be
clarified and made less burdensome. The revisions we propose today would address these issues.
In addition, the move to electronic filing necessitates several modifications.

A.

Proposed Amendments to the Substantive Content of Form D

Currently, Form D requires presentation of preliminary information and other information
required by five sections designated "A" through "E." The proposed revisions organize the
information requirements around 14 numbered "items" or categories of information. Instructions at
the end of the form would explain the requirements for each item. On the online form, we plan that
terms and items at the front of the form would be linked to the instructions at the back of the form
which would be immediately available by clicking on a particular term or item. In this regard, we

12

propose to add to the General Instructions a sentence that provides that terms used but not defined
in the form that are defined in Regulation D or Rule 405 35 have the meanings given to them in
Regulation D and Rule 405. The sentence would make explicit staff interpretive advice regarding
Regulation D and, to the extent it defines the term "promoter," Rule 405.
1.

Basic Identifying and Contact Information

Item 1 would require basic identifying information, such as the name of the issuer of the
securities, any previous names, type of legal entity and the issuer's year and place of incorporation
or organization. 36 Item 2 would require issuers to provide place of business and telephone contact
information:. 37 Item 3 would require information about related persons (executive officers,
directors, and promoters). 38 These requirements primarily are carried over from the current
Form D, with restructuring to reflect the electronic form of the filing. We would, however, revise
the form to provide specifically for the identification of multiple issuers in multiple issuer offerings.
Form D currently does not provide for this, leading to confusion as to how multiple issuer offerings
should be reported. 39 In addition, the form would ask for the Commission file number, if
applicable.

35

17 CFR 230.405.

36

Issuers would specify their legal entity type (e.g., corporation or limited partnership) from a dropdown menu.

37

Some information of the type that Items 2 and 3 would require might automatically appear in appropriate
places when the filer accesses the new online filing system. The system may replicate information
provided by the filer in the course of obtaining the codes needed to access the new online filing system or
in updating such information. The issuer would be able to make changes to such information.

38

The instructions to Item 3 would clarify that disclosure would be required of each person who has
functioned as a promoter of the issuer within the past five years of the later of the first sale of securities or
the date upon which the Form D filing was required to be made.

39

Currently, in multiple issuer offerings, there is uncertainty as to whether all issuers can be listed in the same
Form D or whether each issuer must submit essentially the same Form D. In this situation, the staff currently
advises each issuer to submit a separate Form D notice because the forms are retrievable only by reference to
the name of one fssuer. The proposed changes would clarify the requirements of this item and eliminate the
burden on issuers to file what are essentially duplicate forms in order to comply with the requirement to file

13

The revised form would include instructions to clarify that post office box numbers and
"care of' addresses are not acceptable as place of business information. The purpose of this
information is to allow securities enforcement authorities to determine the location of the issuer's
operations and personnel responsible for the offering. Post office box numbers and "care of'
addresses do not provide this·information.' The proposed form would not provide for submission of
more than one place of business or telephone number in multiple issuer offerings. Issuers in
multiple-issuer transactions typically have the same place of business, and we generally do not need
more than one address to contact the responsible personnel for enforcement purposes.
We propose to delete the current requirement that issuers identify owners of 10 percent or
more of a class of their equity securities as "related persons." Investors will continue to have access
to this information, if it is material, in the private placement memorandum customarily supplied to
them or in other information made available through the issuer. 40 We believe we can collect
sufficient information to satisfy the regulatory objectives of Form D by requiring only the
identification of executive officers, directors, and promoters. Moreover, issuers that are not
reporting companies have raised privacy concerns with respect to the requirement to identify 10
percent equity owners who are not executive officers, directors, or promoters when the issuers are
private companies, because they do not already have to disclose this information. From time to
time issuers have asked us to grant confidential treatment to this information under Securities Act

Form D information. The new online filing system would be designed to support multiple issuer filings. As a
result, all issuers easily could be identified in a single filing.
40

Under some circumstances, an issuer must provide, rather than merely make available, beneficial holder
information. For example, an issuer that offers securities to non-accredited investors without registration under
the Securities Act in reliance on an exemption provided by Rules 505 [17 CFR 230.505) or 506 [17 CFR
230.506] must provide beneficial holder information under the circumstances specified by Rule 502(b) [17
CFR 230.502(b)].
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Rule 406,41 but we have denied such requests consistently because the information currently is
required by Form D. We estimate that about 95% of the companies filing Form D notices last year
were private companies. With the electronic filing of the Form D information, the widespread
availability of such data on our Web site may r~ise additional privacy concerns of issuers seeking to
raise capital through a private offering.
We also propose to delete the requirement that issuers provide the name of the offering,
because naming offerings reported on Form Dis not as common today as it was before the 1986 tax
reforms, 42 when the current Form D requirement was adopted. As such, we understand issuers have
found this requirement to be unclear. The proposed form also would omit the current requirement
to indicate whether a limited partnership issuer already has been formed or is in formation. We
believe sufficient information will be obtained from the requirement to provide an issuer's year of
incorporation or organization.

2.

Information About Issuer

The form would ask for basic information about the issuer in Items 4 and 5. Issuers would
identify their industry group and their revenue range from dropdown menus. 43 The industry group
information would replace the current requirement in Form D to provide a description of the
issuer's business. We believe simply selecting an industry group classification from

a

pre-established list is less burdensome for issuers and more useful for the regulatory purposes
underlying the Form D filing requirement. The industry group classifications will provide us better,

41

17 CFR 230.406.

42

Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2085 (Oct. 22, 1986).

43

As proposed, the revenue range would be for the most recently completed fiscal year. Where an issuer has
been in existence for less than a year, it would identify its revenues to date.
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and more easily retrievable, information about industries and offerings where we may have
identified policy issues. 44
Information on revenues was required in Form D before 1986. 45 Because Form D was
submitted on paper, however, "that information was not able to be efficiently used for rulemaking
purposes. We propose to include revenue range information in the Form D.filing to help determine
the types and sizes of issuers that rely on the Regulation D and Section 4(6) exemptions. For
instance, this information would increase significantly the effectiveness of the data collected as a
tool for assessing the use of the Regulation D exemptions for small businesses and other different
sizes of issuers. The proposed item does, however, provide a "Decline to Disclose" option, which
might be used if a private company considered its revenue range to be confidential information.

3.

Identification of Claimed Exemptions and Exclusions

Item 6 would require the issuer to identify the exemption or exemptions being claimed for
the offering, from among Rule 504's46 paragraphs and subparagraphs, Rule 505, Rule 506, Rule 507
and Section 4(6), as applicable. This requirement, in general, is carried over from the current
Form D requirement, but with a reference to proposed Rule 507 47 and added specificity, requiring
the issuer to identify the specific paragraph or subparagraph of any Rule 504 exemption being

44

The instruction to Item 4 would provide that an issuer or issuers that could be categorized in more than one
industry group should be categorized based on the industry group that most accurately reflects the use of the
bulk of the offering proceeds. The instruction also would provide that, for purposes of responding to Item 4,
the issuer should "use the ordinary dictionary and commonly understood meanings of the terms identifying the
industry groups." If an issuer selected the checkbox for "Pooled Investment Fund," pop-ups would require the
issuer also to select from among lower level checkboxes designating a specific type of pooled investment fund
and to select between "yes" and "no" checkboxes as to whether the issuer is registered as an investment
company under the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("Investment Company Act") [15 U.S.C. 80a-l ~ ~.].
Release No. 33-6663 (Oct. 2, 1986) [51 FR 36385].

46

17 CFR 230.504.

47

As previously noted, a companion release proposes a new exemption under a revised Rule 507.
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claimed as well as any specific paragraph of Investment Company Act Section 3(c)48 which the
issuer claims for an exclusion from the definition of "investment company" under the Investment
Company Act. 49 We propose to require this increased level of specifiCity and additional type of
information because of the need for data to assist our policymaking and rulemaking efforts in
various areas. Identification of a claimed exemption or exclusion often is key to analysis of the
appropriateness ofthe claim. State securities regulators also need this information to determine the
extent of their jurisdiction over the offering. 5° Unlike current Form D, however, Item 6 would not
enable the issuer to check a box to indicate a claim to the Uniform Limited Offering Exemption
(ULOE) from state securities law requirements. We are inclined to believe that the ULOE box
causes confusion and burdens for companies completing Form Ds without resulting in a significant
amount ofuseful information. Most, if not all, companies claiming a ULOE exemption also will
check the Rule 505 box, because Rule 505 is the Commission's companion exemption to the ULOE
exemption. 5 1 Similarly, revised Form D would omit all other references to ULOE and the
provisions that, in general, require specified information on a state-by-state basis in an appendix to

48

15 U.S.C. 80a-3(c).

49

The issuer would be able to select all the exclusions on which it relies. Regulation D provides an
exemption from the Securities Act and not an exclusion from the definition of the term "investment company"
under the Investment Company Act. Some companies that use a Regulation D exemption, however, also are
excluded from the definition of investment company under the Investment Company Act.

50

Section 102(a) of the National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996 ("NSMIA") [Pub. L. No. 104-290,
110 Stat. 3416 (Oct. 11, 1996)] enacted new Section 18 ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. 77r], which limits the
authority of the states to regulate offerings exempt under Commission "rules or regulations issued under
section 4(2)" of the Act [15 U.S.C. 77d(2)], which includes Rule 506 but not Rules 504 or 505, and offers and
sales to "qualified purchasers" as defined by the Commission under the Securities Act, which term would
include-persons specified in proposed Rule 146(c) of our companion release in which revised Rule 507 is
proposed.

51

See Release No. 33-7644 (Feb. 25 , 1999) [64 FR 11090].
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the form and require specified representations and undertakings. We are inclined to believe that this
information is burdensome to.provide without sufficient benefits. 52

4.

Indication of Type of Filing
a.

Proposed Amendments

We propose to carry over in new Item 7 the current Form D requirement to indicate whether
the filing is a new filing or an amendment. Item 7 also would be used to designate the states to
which the Form Dis directedY Including identification of a filing as new or an amendment is
appropriate, because the form permits amendments and issuers may have valid reasons to wish to
update or correct information previously provided in a Form D filing through an amendment. In
addition, as discussed immediately below, we intend to clarify the circumstances where
amendments are required.

b.

Amendments to Form D

We recognize that some uncertainty may exist about when, how, and why an amendment to
a Form D mayor must be filed because those issues are not expressly addressed in the form. While
both Rule 503 and the instructions to the current Form D discuss the information that is required
when an amendment is filed, 54 neither explicitly requires the filing of an amendment. In certain

52

We note, however, that Section 18(c)(2)(A) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. 77r(c)(2)(A)] generally provides
that nothing under Section 18 prohibits "any State from requiring the filing of any document filed with the
Commission [under the Securities Act], together with annual or periodic reports of the value of securities sold
or offered to be sold to persons located in the State (if such sales data is not included in documents filed with
the Commission), solely for notice purposes and the assessment of any fee, together with a consent to service
of process and any required fee."

53

We propose to permit issuers to designate the states to which the Form Dis directed, on the assumption that
some states would adopt one-stop filing and allow filings that specify that they are directed to those states to
constitute filings with those states.

54

Rule 503(d) states that amendments to Form D "need only report the issuer's name and the information
required by Part C and any material change in the facts from those set forth in Parts A and B." The instructions
to Form D set forth the information required in an amendment as only "the name of the issuer and offering, any
changes thereto, the information requested in Part C, and any material changes from the information previously
supplied in Parts A and B."
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offerings and situations, however, an issuer may have made a mistake of fact in the filed Form D.
Situations also arise where changes occur and the initially filed Form D may not be an accurate
expression of the current facts in an ongoing offering. Our staff currently interprets Rule 503 and
the Form D instructions to require amendments in ongoing offerings where there has been a
material change in information filed about the offering and where basic information previously
submitted about the issuer has materially changed.
The staff has received questions regarding offerings of extended duration, and how to
.

-

determine whether and how to file Form D amendments. For example, when offerings are expected
to continue for an extended period, the Commission's staff often is asked to assist issuers in
determining how to calculate an offering's aggregate offering price and when an amendment to the
Form D should be filed. The staffs practice in this regard has been to advise issuers to use a good
faith and reasonable belief standard to calculate the aggregate offering price and to amend the
Form D annually.
We propose to revise Rule 503 and the instructions to and description of Form D to require
amendments to Form Din the following three instances only:
•

to correct a mistake of fact in the previously filed notice (as soon as practicable after
discovery ofthe mistake);

•

to reflect a change in the information provided in a previously filed notice (as soon as
practicable after the change), except that no amendment would be required to reflect a
change that occurs after the offering terminates or a change that occurs in the following
only: 55

55

We believe the specified changes should not require an amendment because changes of this type are expected
to occur in the course of an offering. It is not necessary to report them for Form D to serve its primary function
as a notice of an exempt offering.
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o

an issuer's revenues;

o the amount of securities sold in the offering;
o the total offering amount, if the change, together with all other changes in that
amount since the previously filed notice, does not result in an increase of more
than 10%;
o the number of accredited investors who have invested in the offering;
o the number of non-accredited investors who have invested in the offering (as
long as the change does not increase the number to more than 35);
o

in offerings that last more than a year, information on related persons, if the
change was due solely to the filling of a vacant position upon the death or
departure in the ordinary course ofbusiness of the previous occupant ofthe
position; and

•

in offerings that last more than a year, annually, between January 1 and February 14, to
reflect information about the offering on or before its termination since the later of the
filing of the Form D or the filing of the most recent amendment.

Rule 503 also would require an issuer that files an amendment to provide current
information in response to all requirements of Form D regardless of why the amendment is filed.
We believe it would be relatively easy to provide such current information in most instances due to
the form's streamlined information requirements, the likelihood that much of the information would
not require change, and the expectation that the new online filing system would make available to
the issuer the v~rsion of the Form D to be amended to enable the issuer to respond only to the
changed items.
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5.

Information About Offering

Items 8 through 14 would require factual information about the offering itself. Most of the
information sought currently is required by Sections Band C of Form D.
Duration of Offering. Item 8 would require the issuer to indicate whether it intends that the
offering will last over a year. Such information currently is not specifically required by Form D.
The absence of an information requirement of this type has presented compliance questions because
regulators may not know whether an offering may span an extended period of time based on the
information currently required by Form D.
Type of Securities Offered. Item 9 would carry over the current requirement to specify the
type of securities being offered, such as debt or equity, with additional categories of securities
added. Some of the additional categories would provide more clarity. The rest of the additional
categories would identify types of securities, the specification of which we believe would help
facilitate our rulemaking efforts. 56 The issuer would be required to specify all categories that apply
to the securities that are the subject of the exemption(s) specified in response to Item 6. 57
Business Combination Transaction, Form D currently requires that the issuer indicate only
whether the offering is an exchange offer. Item 10, however, would require the issuer to indicate
whether the offering is being made in connection with a business combination transaction such as a
merger, acquisition or exchange offer regardless ofthe type of offering. We believe that, for

56

The new categories would be "Security to be Acquired Upon Exercise of Option, Warrant or Other Right to
Acquire Security," "Pooled Investment Fund Interests," "Tennant-in-Common Securities," and "Mineral
Property Securities."

57

If, for example, an issuer were filing a Form D as to the offering of both immediately exercisable options
and their underlying common stock, the issuer would specify the categories "Option, Warrant or Other
Right to Acquire Another Security" and "Security to be Acquired Upon Exercise of Option, Warrant or Other
Right to Acquire Security." In contrast, if the issuer were filing a Form D as to the offering of options
exercisable over a year after purchase but not as to the offering of the underlying common stock, the issuer
only would specify the category "Option, Warrant or Other Right to Acquire Another Security."
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purposes of Form D, it is important to identify whether an offering is being made in connection with
a business combination transaction, whether structured as an exchange or in some other manner,
· because such transactions often give rise to policy concerns.
Minimum Investment Amount. Item 11 would carry over the requirement in Form D to
specify the minimum investment amount per investor. We are maintainingthis requirement
because offerings that have low minimum investment amounts have presented particular
enforcement challenges in the past.
Sales Compensation. Item 12 generally would carry over but reformat and, as a result,
simplify the response to the requirements in Form D related to information on sales compensation.
It would, however, add a requirement to provide the CRD number of each recipient named in
response to Item 12. A CRD number corresponds to a broker or broker-dealer's record located in
the Central Registration Depository, a computer database of brokers and broker-dealers owned
jointly by state regulators and NASD. We believe it should be relatively easy for an issuer to obtain
the CRD numbers from the brokers and broker-dealers it retains. Requiring disclosure of the CRD
numbers would facilitate checking the brokers or broker-dealers' records. 5 8
Offering and Sales Amounts. Item 13 would carry over the current requirements to provide
the amount of total sales and the total offering amount, but in a restructured, simplified format.
Instructions would be added to clarify interpretive issues that have arisen in completing the form,
such as how to respond to this requirement if the amount of an offering is undetermined when the
Form D filing is made.

58

Issuers and investors can check a broker's CRD record by accessing http://brokercheck.nasd.com or by calling
a state regulator or the NASD's public disclosure hotline at 800-289-9999. See
http://www.nasaa.org/lnvestor_Education/Investor_Alerts_Tips/292 .cfin.
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Investors. Item 14 would elicit information on whether the issuer intends to sell securities to
persons who do not qualify as accredited investors and the number of such persons, as well as the
number of accredited investors who already have purchased securities in the offering. The form
currently requires this information because it affects how we and state securities evaluate claimed
exemptions.
Other Information. We propose to eliminate the items requiring information on use of
proceeds and expenses of the offering because they do not yield information necessary for an
evaluation of the claimed exemption or for rulemaking efforts. Many, if not most, Form D filings
do not provide information that serves the form's purposes, because they specify only that the
majority of proceeds will be used for "general corporate purposes." In addition, because ofthe
diversity in use of proceeds in Regulation D offerings, attempting to standardize responses to
provide searchable data may be challenging and not worthwhile.

6.

Signature and Submission

We propose to combine the federal and state signature requirements currently in Sections D
and E of Form D into one signature requirement. This would simplify the filing and make it
consistent with other signature requirements of Commission forms. We propose to incorporate into
the signature block the consent to service currently in Form U-2, which is required to be filed
separately but simultaneously with a Form D by many states. We are mindful in making these
changes that the signature block continues to be of significance to state securities regulators. Our
intention with these proposed changes is to maintain this usefulness in a manner that is consistent
with easing burdens on filers.
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The combined signature requirement, in general, would provide that each issuer signing the
revised Form D 59 has read the Form D, knows the contents to be true, has duly caused the Form D
to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned duly authorized person, and is 60
•

notifying the Commission and the states in which the Form Dis filed of the offering and
undertaking to furnish to them, on written request, the information provided by each
issuer to offerees;

•

consenting to service of process on individuals holding specified positions; and

•

certifying that it is not disqualified from relying on Regulation D for one of the reasons
stated in proposed Rule 502(e). 61

In undertaking to furnish to the states in which the Form Dis filed, on written request, the
information provided to offerees, the issuer would not be affecting any limits NSMIA imposes on
the ability of these states to require information. 62
The proposed signature requirement would be more extensive than the current federal
signature requirement and would differ in various ways from the current state and Form U-2
signature requirements. The proposed signature requirement would be more extensive than the
current state signature requirement, for example, by requiring a consent to service of process. The
proposed signature requirement would be less extensive than the current state· signature requirement

59

Each issuer in a multiple-issuer offering would be required to sign the Form D. If all issuers authorized the
same person to sign on their behalf, however, only that person would need to sign.

60

Both the current federal and state signature requirements expressly provide that the issuer has duly caused the
Form D to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned duly authorized person. Only the current state signature
requirement, however, expressly provides that the issuer has read the Form D and knows the contents to be
true.

61

As previously noted, a companion release proposes that exemption disqualification provisions appear in a new
subparagraph (e) of Rule 502. If the new subparagraph were not adopted, the certification would address the
current disqualification provisions in Regulation D, as applicable.

62

See Section 18 under the Securities Act.
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principally because it would not ask whether any party described in Rule 262 63 currently was
subject to any of the disqualification provisions of that rule. 64 The principal difference between the
proposed signature requirement and the Form U-2 signature requirement is that Form U-2 requires
the notarized signature of a corporate officer (or that person's equivalent in the case of other
entities) and requires a consent to jurisdiction and venue as well as a consent to service. 65
Request for Comment:

•

~ould

the proposed presentation of the revised Form D, together with linked

instructions, be generally understandable, sensible, and helpful to individuals completing
the form? Should all terms that need to be defined to facilitate compliance with the
form's requirements, such as the term "promoter," appear in Regulation D?
•

Should other items of information be required to be submitted in a Form D filing?
Would requiring the CUSIP number of securities that have a CUSIP number be
appropriate? Would requiring the trading symbol of securities that have a trading
_symbol be appropriate? Should we provide for the submission of a separate address for
each issuer in multiple-issuer offerings to help assure securities regulators can contact
the responsible personnel? Should we require issuers to provide information on ten
percent or greater holders? Is such information useful to the public and other regulators

63

17 CFR 230.262.

64

The proposed signature requirement, unlike the current state signature requirement, would omit both an
undertaking to provide a Form D to specified state administrators and a representation regarding ULOE. As
noted above, however, under the proposed signature requirement, issuers would undertake to furnish to the
states in which the Form Dis filed, on written request, the information provided by each issuer to offerees.
Also as noted above, revised Form D would omit all references to ULOE and the provisions that, in general,
require specified information on a state-by-state basis in an appendix to the form and require specified
·
representations and undertakings.

65

The proposed signature requirement's addressing consent to service but not consent to jurisdiction or
venue would be consistent with the signature requirement in Form ADV [17 CFR 279.1],which can satisfy
both federal and state filing requirements for investment adviser registration.
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and does it serve the purposes of the Form D filing requirement? If multiple types of
securities are offered, should we require information about each type of security?
Should we permit issuers to check an exemption box for ULOE or "None" and, if so,
why? Should we require or permit issuers to provide the items of information current
Form D requires on a state-by-state basis in an appendix to the form? Should we require
or permit issuers to describe potential waivers to minimum investment amounts or
minimum investment amounts based on the identify of the offeree? 66 Should we
require issuers that are pooled investment vehicles to disclose whether their advisers are
registered as investment advisers under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940? 67 Should
we require such issuers to disclose the number of their knowledgeable employees
purchasing in the offering? 68
•

Should we eliminate any items of information that we propose to request in the revised
Form D? Should we not require specified information because it does not provide
sufficiently useful information or because providing it is unnecessarily burdensome?
Should we retain any information requirements from the current Form D that we propose
to eliminate? For example, should we retain, because it would provide useful
information, the part of the current state signature requirement that asks whether any
party described in Rule 262 currently was subject to any of the disqualification
provisions of that rule? Should we require information that we have not proposed to
require? For example, should we require an issuer to disclose information about the

66

For example, an issuer might set a lower minimum investment amount for its management than it would for an
offeree with no prior relationship to the issuer.

67

15 U.S.C. 80b-1 etseq.

68

We use the term "knowledgeable employees" as defined in Rule 3c-5 [17 CFR 270.3c-5] under the Investment
Company Act.
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value of its assets such as the range of the value of its total assets or whether the value of
its total assets was $5 million or less on the last day of its most recently ended fiscal
year? 69 Is requiring a reporting company's Commission file number appropriate or
might it be unduly burdensome without resulting in the collection of significant, useful
information?
•

Are the revised instructions on filing amendments to a Form D filing clear and
appropriate? For example, should the proposed requirements to file an amendment to
correct a mistake of fact or reflect specified changes be limited to material matters
explicitly? Should amendments be required under other circumstances? For example,
should an amendment be required to report the termination of an offering that lasts more
than a year? Should the obligation to amend for a mistake end at a specified time and, if
so, when? For offerings that last more than a year, should an issuer be permitted to wait
at least a year since the later ofthe filing of the Form D or the filing of the most recent
amendment if, as proposed, it otherwise would be required to file an annual amendment
between January 1 and February 14? Should an issuer that files an amendment be
permitted to provide responses only to some items of proposed Form D? If an issuer
were permitted to respond to only some items, to which items should the issuer be
required to respond?

•

Should Form D filings for offerings that last more than a year be required to be updated
. over time? Should the proposed annual update requirement apply to offerings that have

69

An issuer other than an investment company that had total assets of $5 million or less on the last day of its
most recently ended fiscal year is, as further described in Part VIII, a small entity under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") [15 U.S.C. 78a ~~.]and may be under the Securities Act for
purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act [5 U.S.C. 603]. As a result, our receipt of such information may
facilitate our regulatory flexibility analysis in future rulemaking.
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not lasted over a year as of the proposed February 14 annual update due date? Should an
annual update be required within a specified number of days of the anniversary of an
offering rather than by February 14?
•

Would the proposed requirement that an issuer identify its industry group(s), in lieu of
providing a description of its business, provide data useful to the public and other
regulators regarding the types of businesses that rely upon Regulation D?

•

Would the proposed addition of Item 5 requiring an issuer to specify its revenue range
provide useful data to the public and other regulators regarding the sizes of businesses
that rely upon Regulation D? Is it necessary to provide an option to decline to disclose
their revenue range for both companies that are and are not reporting companies under
the Exchange Act? 70

•

Would the proposed addition in Item 12 of a requirement to provide each broker's CRD
number provide useful information to the public and other regulators with minimal
burden on the issuer?

•

Should proposed Item 13 permit an issuer to state that the amount of total sales and total
offering amount are undetermined rather than, as proposed, provide a good faith
estimate, where the securities are offered in exchange for property other than cash and
the value of the property cannot be determined without unreasonable effort or expense?

•

Should we include language in Form D clarifying that an issuer's undertaking in the
signature block to furnish information to states in which the Form Dis filed does not
affect any limits NSMIA imposes on the ability of these states to require information?

70

A reporting company is a company that files reports under Section 13(a) [ 15 U .S.C. 78o] or 15(d) [15 U .S.C.
78m] of the Exchange Act.
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•

Do the current requirements for information on use of proceeds and expenses in the
Form D, which would be eliminated, provide useful information to the public and other
regulators?

•

Would the proposed combined federal and state signature requirement be adequate to
replace the current state signature requirement and make it unnecessary for issuers to file
Form U-2?

•

Do issuers and others have an interest in "one-stop" filing with the Commission, in
which states would rely on Commission filings as satisfying state law filing
requirements for an offering covered by a Form D filing? Should such a one-stop filing
service include the centralized collection of state filing fees? Would issuers be willing
to pay a fee to the Commission or to an organization of state regulators for one-stop
filing, if the collection of such a fee were properly authorized? How much would issue·rs
be willing to pay for one-stop filing services?

B.

Required Electronic Filing of Form D

We propose to amend Regulation S-T/ 1 Rule 503 of Regulation D, and Form D to
implement a requirement for issuers to file the information required by Form D with us
electronically through an online filing system. 72
Rule 101(c)(6) ofRegulation S-T73 currently requires the information required by Form D to
be filed in paper. The proposed amendments would delete the reference to Form D from Rule

71

RegulationS-Tis the Commission's general regulation governing electronic filing.

72

The online filing system would automatically capture and tag data items and is discussed in further detail in
Part III of this release.

73

17 CFR 232.10l(c)(6).
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101(c)(6) and would revise subparagraph (a)(1) ofRule 101 74 to add a new subparagraph (xiii}that
would add Form D to the rule's list of documents required to be filed electronically.
Rule 100 ofRegulation S-T/5 which specifies the persons or entities subject to the
electronic filing requirements of Regulation S-T, expressly includes, among others, Exchange Act
reporting companies whose filings (such as Form D) are subject to review by the Division of
Corporation Finance. In order to assure that Rule 100 also would apply to non-reporting companies
that would file Form D, the proposed amendments would revise paragraph (a) ofRule 100 of
RegulationS-T 76 to add a reference to entities that are not Exchange Act reporting companies but
whose filings are subject to review by the Division of Corporation Finance.
We also propose to amend Regulation S-T to make hardship exemptions unavailable to
Form D filings. The proposed amendments would revise subparagraph (a) ofRules 201 77 and 202 78
to exclude Form D from the filings for which hardship exemptions are available. We believe
hardship exemptions should not be available for Form D filings because of the relative ease of
electronic filing and the limited value of paper filings. In proposing the conversion of the Form D
filing from a paper system to an electronic system, we assume that issuers will have access to a
t

1
':

computer and the Internet. In the absence of an issuer's having a personal or office computer and
Internet access, public libraries around the country often have computer and Internet access that an

~\

74

17 CFR 232.101(a)(l).

75

17 CFR 232.100.

76

17 CFR 232.1 00( a).

77

17 CFR 232.201(a).
17 CFR 232.202(a).
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issuer could use. We therefore do not envision the need for a hardship exemption to permitpaper
filing. 79
The proposed amendments would revise Rule 503 of Regulation D and Form Din several
ways related to electronic filing. The proposed amendments would delete from Rule 503 references
to the paper-based concept of copies in subparagraphs (a) and (b) and a manual signature in
subparagraph (b). Subparagraph (a) would continue to specify when a notice on Form D initially
must be filed 80 and would be revised to specify also when an amendment to a Form D filing must or
could be filed. 81
Subparagraph (b) would continue to require a signature. Rule 302 ofRegulation S-T82
would specify the manner of signature for Form D as it does for electronic filings generally. 83 The
proposed amendments also would add to subparagraph (b) a statement that electronic Form D filing
through our new online filing system is mandatory. In addition, the proposed amendments would
delete subparagraphs (c), (d), and (e). Subparagraph (c) requires an issuer that makes sales under
79

We also propose an amendment to Rule 104(a) of Regulation S-T [17 CFR 232.104(a)] to make it clear
that unofficial PDF copy submissions are unavailable to Form D notices. The new online filing system, further
described below, is expected to make filed Form D information available on our Web site in an easy-toread format similar to that which could be provided through an unofficial PDF copy.

80

As proposed, Rule 503(a)(l) generally would provide that an issuer offering or selling securities in reliance on
Rule 504, 505 or 506 must file a Form D for each new offering of securities no later than 15 calendar days after
the first sale of securities in the offering. As previously noted, a companion release proposes a new exemption
under a revised Rule 507. If that proposal were adopted, Rule 503(a)(l) would be revised to specify Rule 507
as well.

81

Subparagraph (a) would continue to provide that an issuer must file the Form D no later than 15 calendar
days after the first sale of securities in the offering. As currently, an issuer could, however, file the Form D at
any time before that if it has determined to make the offering. Also as currently, a mandatory capital
commitment call would not constitute a new offering, but would be made under the original offering, so no
new Form D filing would be required solely as a result. See Part II.A.4.b of this release for a discussion of
when an amendment must or could be filed.

82

17 CFR 232.302.

83

Rule 302 requires, in general, that electronic filings contain typed signatures, that each signer manually
sign a signature page or other document confirming the typed signature by the time the filing is made, and
that the issuer maintain the manually signed document for five years and make it available to the
Commission and its staff upon their request.
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Rule 505 to provide an undertaking on its Form D to provide specified information to the
Commission upon the staffs written request. This paragraph no longer would be necessary
because, as noted above, the proposed signature requirement would provide that each issuer signing
the Form D would be undertaking to furnish to the Commission and the states specified on the Form
D, on written request, the information provided by each issuer to offerees. Subparagraph (d),
regarding amendments, no longer would be necessary because subparagraph (a) would address
when to file amendments and it is expected that the new online filing system would make available
to the issuer the version of the Form D to be amended to enable the issuer to key in only the
changes. Subparagraph (e), regarding the date a Form D filing is considered filed, no longer would
be necessary because Rule 13 of Regulation S-T 84 would specify the way to .determine the filing
date for a Form D filing as it does for electronic filings generally. 85 Finally, the proposed
amendments similarly would revise the General Instructions of Form D regarding copies required,
manual signatures, amendments, mandatory electronic filing and filing date.

Request for Comment:
•

Would Form D filers of all sizes have easy access to the Internet?

•

Is it necessary or appropriate to provide for a hardship exemption? 86

•

Are the proposed amendments intended to mandate electronic filing of Form D clear and
appropriate?

84

17 CFR 232.13. Rule 13 generally provides that a filing by direct transmission beginning on or before 5:30
p.m. Eastern time on a business day is deemed filed that day and, if such a filing were to begin after that
time, it would be deemed filed on the next business day.

85

The description of Form D at 17 CFR 239.500 is similar to Rule 503 and would be amended similarly. In this
regard, if the proposed new exemption under a revised Rule 507, as proposed in the companion release, is
adopted, the form description also would be amended to add revised Rule 507 to the list of Regulation D rules
providing exemptions in the same manner as previously discussed above with respect to proposed Rule
503(a)(l ).
·

86

See Part III of this release for details on the contemplated electronic filing procedure.
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General Solicitation and General Advertising Issues Presented by Electronic
Filing of Form D

C.

Rule 502(c) of Regulation D 87 sets forth the prohibition on general solicitation and general
advertising applicable to most Regulation D offerings. Specifically, issuers and persons acting on
the issuer's behalf are prohibited from offering or selling securities by any form of general
solicitation or general advertising. Information filed using Form D has up to now been available to
the general public. 88 The electronic filing and availability of Form D information, however, may
present the concern that it is being used as a marketing document to generate interest in offerings
because the information would be easily and broadly available. This, in turn, may raise concerns
regarding

complian~e

with Regulation D's prohibition on the use of general solicitation and general

advertising. To address these compliance concerns, we propose to revise Rule 502(c) to include a
safe harbor from the prohibition on "general solicitation" and "general advertising" for information
provided in a Form D filed electronically with the Commission if the information was provided in
good faith and the issuer made reasonable efforts to comply with the requirements of Form D. An
issuer that complied with the terms of the safe harbor would be assured that the electronic
availability of its Form D filing would not, in and of itself, cause the issuer to have violated this
prohibition.
Such a safe harbor would not be warranted if it merely shielded activity that is, in fact,
intended to generate interest in the offering. Accordingly, we propose to limit the amount of

87

17 CFR 230.502(c).

88

In 1998, we issued a release soliciting comment on a proposal to require the filing of an exhibit to certain
Form D filings on a nonpublic basis. Release No. 33-7541 (May 21, 1998) [63 FR 29168]. We recognized
that adoption of the proposal would raise issues under the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. 552 ~ ~.,
Id. [63 FR 29168, 29171]. Some of the proposals made in that release were adopted in 1999, but the nonpublic
filing proposal was not acted upon. Release No. 33-7644 (Feb. 25, 1999) [64 FR 11090].
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information submitted on the form 89 and limit the application of the safe harbor to where the
information has been provided with a good faith and reasonable effort to comply with the
requirements of Form D. Electronic Form D would not contain any place where "free writing"
could occur. When submitting a paper filing, filers may insert information that is not required by
the form, but that could be a vehicle for attracting investors. The electronic form would not permit
such misuse. Limiting the safe harbor to information provided with a good faith arid reasonable
effort to comply with the requirements of Form D would be consistent with Preliminary Note 690 to
Regulation D, and Rule 508, 91 and the "notification" nature of Form D's requirements.

Request for Comment:
•

How should the Commission address any general solicitation and general advertising
issues related to filing Form b information electronically or the widespread availability
of such information?

•

Do filers anticipate that the proposed omission from Form D of any place to provide
information customarily placed in footnotes or otherwise to engage in "free writing"
would inhibit their ability to file the information required by the form in accordance with
applicable requirements? If so, are there particular types of additional information Form
D could permit or require that would enable issuers to respond adequately consistent

89

Similarly, current Rule 502(c) includes a safe harbor from the prohibition on general solicitation and general
advertising for a notification in compliance with Rule 135c of an unregistered offering by an issuer required to
file reports under Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act. The information allowed to be included in a Rule
135c notification is limited to very basic identifying information about the issuer and the offering.

90

Preliminary Note 6 to Regulation D provides, in part, that "Regulation Dis not available to any issuer for
any transaction or chain of transactions that, although in technical compliance with the these rules, is part
of a plan or scheme to evade the registration provisions of the [Securities] Act."

91

17 CFR 230.508. Rule 508 provides, in part, that "A failure to comply with a term, condition or
requirement of [specified rules under Regulation D] will not result in the loss of [an] exemption ... if the
person relying on the exemption shows ... [a] good faith and reasonable attempt was made to comply with
all applicable terms, conditions and requirements of [such rules]."
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with our goal of not allowing Form D filings to be used as marketing documents that
would raise issues of compliance with an applicable ban on general solicitation and
general advertising?
•

Is the proposed safe harbor from the prohibition on general solicitation and general
advertising necessary and appropriate?

III.

ELECTRONIC FILING PROCEDURE
We propose to mandate electronic filing of the Form D notice through an online filing

system expected to be developed, which would be accessible from any computer with Internet
access. The information filed would be available on our Web site and, because the online filing
system would automatically capture and tag data items, the data would be interactive and easily
searchable, The system would enable users to view the information in an easy-to-read format,
download the information into an existing application, or create an application to use the
information. 92 As discussed above, our objectives in converting Form D filings to an electronic
format include lessening the burden on issuers of filing the Form D notice, enhancing federal and
state coordination, increasing the information available regarding the effectiveness of our Securities
Act exemptions and increasing the information available to researchers using Form D data to
conduct empirical research aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of our private
markets. We believe our approach to filing and dissemination formats would make it relatively
easy to file, access and analyze Form D information.

92

Using this system would result in the Form D information being filed in the standard
format of XML. We would disseminate the information in two formats- normal textual and
XMLtagged.
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A.

Mechanics

We expect that the new online filing system for Form D in'formation would be accessible
from any computer with Internet access. An issuer could both submit and amend its Form D filing
through this system. The new online system would permit an issuer, in Item 7, to designate the
states to which the Form Dis directed. The Form D itself would include drop-down menus and
other guidance functions to assist in completing the form.
In order to file, we expect that issuers would need the same codes as are required to file on
our electronic filing system, EDGAR, today. An issuer that does not already have EDGAR filing
codes, and to which the Commission has not previously assigned an identification numbyr, which
we call a "Central Index Key (CIK)" code, would obtain the codes by filing electronically a Form
ID 93 at www.filermanagement.edgarfiling.sec.gov and filing, in paper by fax within two business
days before or after filing the Form ID, a notarized authenticating document. The authenticating
document would be manually signed by the applicant over the applicant's typed signature, include
the information contained in the Form ID, confirm the authenticity ofthe Form ID 94 and, if filed
after electronically filing the Form ID, include the accession number assigned to the electronically
filed Form ID as a result of its filing. 95 Under the online system, if the Form D filing is made on
behalf of multiple issuers, each issuer most likely would be required to have its own CIK code and a
confirming code, which we call a "CIK Confirmation Code (CCC)" for validation.

93

17 CFR 239.63, 249.446, 269.7 and 274.402.

94

An issuer could confirm the authenticity of a Form ID by, for example, stating that "[name of issuer]
hereby confirms the authenticity of the Form ID [filed] [to be filed] on [specify date] containing the
information contained in this document."

95

17 CFR 232.1 O(b ). An "accession number" is a unique number generated by EDGAR for each electronic
submission. Assignment of an accession number does not mean that EDGAR has accepted a submission.
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To access and file a Form D through the new online system, issuers would begin by having a
valid identification number, confirming code and password, which we call a "Password (PW)" and
logging on to the system. The identification number, confirming code and password, together with
a password modification authorization code, which we call a "Password Modification Authorization
Code (PMAC)," we call "EDGAR access codes." The issuer should have all necessary information
available before going online to file. 96 Data entry would be required to be performed quickly
enough to avoid time-outs that end the session. A time-out most likely would occur one hour
following the user's last activity on the system. Time-outs would be implemented due to cost and
technical limitations. The system would not provide a way to save an incomplete form online from
session to session.
An issuer most likely would be able to prepare an amendment based on the content of a

previously filed form. 97 The system would validate as many fields as possible for data type and
required fields while the filer fills in the fields on the screen. Issuers would have an opportunity to
correct errors and verify the accuracy of the information before submitting the filing. An online
help function likely would be available. 98

96

Some information provided by the filer in the course of obtaining EDGAR access codes or updating such
information might automatically appear in appropriate places when the filer accesses the new online filing
system. As a result, in order to make changes to such information, it might be necessary to do so through an
updating process through the main EDGAR system rather than the Form D online filing system. The updating
process is a well-established typically online process applicable to EDGAR filers generally that would be
relatively easy to complete.

97

When an issuer files an amendment to a Form D filing, it most likely would access its Form D filing on the
online filing system and type over the inaccurate information. In that case, the online filing system would
replace the inaccurate information with the new information, save the revised version of the Form D filing in
its amended state causing it be an amendment and a new filing, and record the date of amendment. The
information in the Form D that was accessed for purposes of the amendment would, however, remain
unchanged on the system accessible to the public.

98

The new online filing system technically would be part of EDGAR but would be similar to the online
filing system for Forms 3 [17 CFR 249.103 and 274.202], 4 [17 CFR 249.104 and 274.203], and 5 [17 CFR
249.105] filed under Section 16(a) [15 U.S.C. 78p(a)] of the Exchange Act, in general, by officers, directors
and principal security holders of reporting companies that have a class of equity securities registered under
Section 12 [15 U.S.C. 781] of the Exchange Act. Form D filers would access the
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The issuer would be able to download and print the filing before and after submission. Once
the filing is submitted, the system would indicate receipt of the filing. In many cases, the system
would display a unique number assigned to the submission, which we call an "accession number"
but, in any event, the accession number would follow in an e-mail notification to the filer. A filer
would be able to see the filing on our Web site shortly after filing.
Consistent with our prior goals for the Form D and interaction with the states, upon filing of
the Form D notice with the Commission, state securities regulators would be able to identify on our
Web site Form D filings that specify their states. 99 Filers generally would specify one or more
states in response to proposed Items 1 Gurisdiction of incorporation or organization), 2 (principal
place ofbusiness and contact information), 3 (related person addresses), 7 (states to which Form D
directed) and 12 (addresses of recipients of sales compensation) ofForm D. State specification
information would be interactive and easily searchable because the new online filing system would
automatically capture and tag that information as it would other Form D filing information.
Most Form D filings currently are made by law firms on behalf ofissuers. 100 We expect that
the simplification and restructuring of Form D and the conversion of Form D filings to an electronic
system may decrease legal fees to make Form D filings and perhaps allow more issuers to file a
Form D notice themselves without the assistance of a law firm.

online filing system and, essentially, prepare the filing by responding to questions and filling in blanks.
The Form D online filing system, unlike the online filing system for Forms 3, 4 and 5, likely would not,
however, provide Form D filers the alternative of preparing their Form D filings before accessing the
system and then submitting them through, rather than preparing them on, the online system.
99

In Release No. 33-6339 (Aug. 18, 1981) [46 FR 41791], the Commission stated the following in its discussion
of Rule 503: "It should be noted that, although the revised filing requirements do not require that the user also
file a notice with the state(s) in which the offering is to be sold, it is anticipated that the Commission wiU
routinely furnish copies of the notice forms to the appropriate state commissions."

100

Our Division of Corporation Finance conducted a one-month review of Form D filings and determined that,
based primarily on the cover letters that accompany most Form D filings, about 75% of the forms were filed by
law firms on behalf of issuers.
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B.

Database Capabilities of Electronic Form D Repository

A review of Form D filings by our Division of Corporation Finance uncovered errors and
omissions in the information provided. 101 In an effort to enhance the quality of the data collected by
the proposed electronic Form D, we anticipate including internal checks in the new online system
that would decrease the number of errors and omissions in Form D filings. Such a system would
prevent an issuer from submitting Form D information electronically unless all necessary data fields
were completed in a manner consistent with the nature of each field 102 and the logical relationships
between or among the fields. 103 This would not only promote the integrity of the data collected by
the Form D repository, but would also make it easier for issuers to complete or amend their filings.
C.

System Implementation

We expect that the new online system would begin receiving mandated filings on a specified
date if we were to adopt a final rule mandating electronic filing of Form D information. We are
considering a period before that date during which we would permit voluntary electronic filing of
Form D information using the new online filing system and form to enable issuers to become
familiar with them. This period also would help alert us to any problems in the electronic Form D
filing process. Issuers that chose not to file electronically during the transition period could use the
current paper form. Although the information in proposed new Form D is somewhat different from

101

Some of the most frequent errors were failures to indicate whether a filing is an amendment or a new filing and
claims that do not match the facts described (for example, issuers claiming that an offering is limited to
accredited investors and then including information regarding participation of non-accredited investors in the
offering).

102

The system would check, for example, to make sure that number characters were used in responding to the
field in proposed Item 13 for the offering and sales amounts.

103

The system would check, for example, whether the filer has specified Rule 505 or Rule 506 as a claimed
exemption in response to proposed Item 6 but also has specified that there have been over 35 nonaccredited investor purchasers in response to proposed Item 14. If the filer has done so, a pop-up would
warn that only 35 non-accredited investors are permitted in these types of offerings and would require the
filer to select "OK" before proceeding.
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that in current paper Form D, we believe a short period when either version of the form could be
used may be appropriate.

Request for Comment:
•

Do filers of Form D anticipate any burdens of filing electronically that we have not
addressed in this release and should consider?

•

What information, if any, included on the Form D filing should be unavailable for
the public to view online?

•

We would like comments regarding the availability of technology required to
complete the form online. We also would like comments on any possible additional
burdens an electronic filing requirement may place upon issuers that may prevent
them from making Form D filings.

•

Should any field in the proposed Form D be optional because it may not be
applicable to certain issuers or offerings?

•

What types of data should the database be able to sort and ascertain about the use of
Form D and reliance upon Regulation D?

•

Would a voluntary period be needed for electronic Form D filing? Would the need
depend upon the length of time between any adoption and effectiveness of mandated
electronic filing? If a voluntary period were needed, how long should it last? Would
issuers be likely to volunteer during this period?

•

Should public companies be phased in to mandated electronic filing of Form D
sooner than private companies?

•

Where a Form Dis filed on behalf of multiple issuers, would it be unduly
burdensome to require all of the issuers to have EDGAR access codes and, if they do
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not already have them, require them to file a Form ID authenticated by a faxed ·
notarized document? Should only one issuer specified in such a filing be required to
obtain EDGAR access codes?
•

Is the Form. ID authenticating process unduly burdensome for the purpose of filing a
Form D notice? Would other less burdensome processes provide adequate security
measures? Should issuers that only file Form D with the Commission be able to
authenticate a Form ID by providing to the Commission a copy of a local business
license rather than by faxing the otherwise required notarized authenticating
document? Would this be easier for issuers?

•

In the future, should public companies be exempted from the Form D filing
requirement in Rule 503 and instead be required to file Form D information as part
of their periodic annual and quarterly reports? Should these companies be exempted
from the Form D filing requirement and instead be required to include that
information on a current report on Form 8-K? 104 If these companies were required to
include that information as part of their periodic annual and quarterly reports or on a
current report on Form 8-K, should the companies also be required to tag the
information in a manner consistent with the automatic tagging that would occur as to
Form D filings made on the new online system in order to realize the benefits of
uniformly tagged Form D information?

IV.

GENERAL REQUEST FOR COMMENT
The Commission is proposing these revisions to Form D and Regulation D to improve the

functioning and efficiency of Regulation D. We welcome your comments. We solicit comment,

104

17 CFR 249.308.
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both specific and general, upon each component of the proposals. We request and encourage any
interested person to submit comments regarding:
•

the proposals that are the subject of this release;

•

additional or different changes relating to Form D; and

•

other matters that may have an effect on the proposals contained in this release.

Comment is solicited from the point of view of both issuers and investors, as well as of capital
formation facilitators, such as brokers-dealers, and other regulatory bodies, such as state securities
regulators. Any interested person wishing to submit written comments on any aspect of the
proposal is requested to do so.

V.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT ANALYSIS
The proposed amendments would affect two forms that contain "colle~tion of information"

requirements within the meaning of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 ("PRA"). 105 The titles
of the affected information collections are Form D (OMB Control No. 3235-0076) and Form ID
(OMB Control No. 3235-0328). The purposes of the proposed amendments are, in general, to
clarify, simplify and update the information requirements of Form D and modernize the related
information capture process. We are submitting the revisions to the Form ID collection of
information to the Office of Management and Budget ("OMB") for review under 44 U.S.C. 3507(d)
and 5 CFR 1320.11. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not r~quired to
respond to, a collection of infom1ation requirement unless it displays a currently valid control
number. Compliance with the collections of information as proposed to be revised would be
mandatory. The information required by the collection of information in Form D as proposed to be

105

44 U.S.C. 3501

~§.llil.
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revised would not be kept confidential by the Commission; the information required by Form ID
would be kept non-public, subject to a request under the Freedom of Information Act. 106
Fonn Dis filed by issuers as a notice of sales without registration under the Securities Act
based on claims of exemption under Regulation D and Section 4(6) of the Securities Act.
Form ID is filed by registrants, individuals, third-party filers or their agents to request the
assignment of access codes that permit the filing of securities documents on EDGAR. 107 This form
enables the Commission to assign an identification number (CIK), confirmation code (CCC),
password (PW) and password modification authorization code (PMAC) to each EDGAR filer, each
of which is essential to the security of the EDGAR system.
We expect that, if adopted, the proposed amendments would not affect the number ofF onn
D filings made and, on balance, would obligate issuers to report on Form D essentially the same
amount of information as they are required to report on Form D today. We therefore believe that
the overall information collection burden of Form D would remain approximately the same as it is
today. 108
We estimate that approximately 196,800 respondents file Form ID each year at an estimated
burden of .15 hours per response, all of which is bome intemally by the respondent for a total
annual burden of 29,520 hours. We expect that, if adopted, the proposed amendments would cause
an additional 18,600 respondents to file a Form ID each year and, as a result, would cause an
additional annual burden of2790 hours. 109

106

5 U.S. C. 552. The Commission's regulations that implement that statute are at 17 CFR 200.80

107

17 CFR 239.63, 249.446, 269.7 and 274.402.

108

We estimate the burden of Form D to be 4.0 hours per response of which one hour is borne internally and three
hours are borne externally

109

We arrived at our estimate that an additional 18,600 respondents would file a Form ID each year
based on the following information and analysis. In 2006, 16,829 companies made 25,239 Form
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We solicit comment on the expected Paperwork Reduction Act effects of the proposed rule
amendments, including the following:
•

the accuracy of our estimates of the additional burden hours that would result from
adoption of the proposed amendments;

•

whether the proposed changes to the collections of information are necessary for the
proper performance of the functions of the Commission, including whether the
information will have practical utility;

•

ways to enhance the quality, utility and clarity of the information to be collected;

•

ways to minimize the burden of the collections of information on those who respond,
including through the use of automated collection techniques or other forms of
information technology; and

•

any effects of the proposed amendments on any other collections of information not
previously identified.

D filings. Of these companies, 15,914 (94.6%) did not report under the Exchange Act and 915 (5.4%)
did report under the Exchange Act. The annual number of Forms D filings rose from 17,390 in
2002 to 25,239 in 2006 for an average increase of approximately 2000 Form D filings per year.
Assuming the number of Form D filings continues to increase by 2000 filings per year for each of
the next three years, the average number of Form D filings in each of the next three years would be
about 29,300. Assuming that the ratio of the number of companies that make a Form D filing to the
number of Form D filings in 2006 remains constant over the next three years, an average of about
19,600 companies would make Form D filings in each of the next three years. Assuming also that the ratio
between the number of non-reporting and reporting companies under the Exchange Act that made
Form D filings in 2006 remains constant over the next three years, an average of about 18,600 nonreporting and 1000 reporting companies would make Form D filings in each of the next three years.
Assuming further that all non-reporting companies that would make a Form D filing would not already have
EDGAR access codes and, as a result, would be required to file a Form ID, the number of companies that
would need to file a Form ID as a result of the proposed amendments would on average be about 18,600 per
year over the next three years. Because each Form ID filing is estimated to require .15 hours, the total
additional burden would, on average, be about 2790 hours per year over the next three years (18,600 Forms ID
x .15 hours per Form ID). We consider the average number of Form ID filings expected to be made per year
over the next three years because the PRA requires that our estimates represent the average yearly burden over
a three-year period.
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Any member of the public may direct to us any comments concerning these burden
estimates and suggestions for reducing the burdens. Persons submitting comments on the collection
of information requirements should direct their comments to the OMB, Attention: Desk Officer for
the Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Washington, DC 20503, and send a copy of the comments to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-9303, with
reference to File No. [S7-12-07]. Requests for materials submitted to OMB by the Commission
with regard to thesecollections of information should be in writing, refer to File No. [S7-12-07],
and be submitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC
20549. OMB is required to make a decision concerning the collection of information between 30
and 60 days after publication of this release. Consequently, a comment to OMB is best assured of
having its full effect if OMB receives it within 30 days of publication.

VI.

COST -BENEFIT ANALYSIS
A.

Background

The proposed amendments, if adopted, would restructure and mandate the electronic filing
of the information required by Form D. Currently, much of the information required by Form D
appears to be useful and justified in the interests of investor protection and capital formation. It also
appears that some useful information that could be required by Form D currently is not required.
On the other hand, Form D currently requires some information that may no longer be useful. Our
staff receives many inquiries from market participants suggesting that Form D could be clarified .
and simplified. Moreover, the absence of an electronic system for filing Form D information
prevents issuers from filing through efficient modem methods and limits the usefulness of the
information collected on Form D. The rules we propose today would address deficiencies in the
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Form D data collection requirements. We believe the amendments, in general, would provide
benefits by clarifying, simplifying and updating the information requirements of Form D and
modernizing the related information capture process.

B.

Benefits

The proposed amendments should benefit issuers, regulators and members of the public who
choose to access Form D information. In particular, the proposed amendments should
•

ease filing burdens;

•

result in better public availability of Form D information;

•

enhance the utility of Form D as a means to promote federal and state uniformity and
coordination; and

•

improve collection of data for Commission enforcement and rulemaking efforts.

The proposed amendments should ease filing burdens because filers would find it easier to
respond to the revised information requirements of Form D and easier to file the responsive
information. 110 It should be easier to respond to the revised information requirements of Form D
because they would be clarified, simplified and updated. It should be easier to file the responsive
information because issuers could use efficient modem methods of information transfer through
electronic filing. Issuers would provide the information in data fields by responding to a series of
discrete requests for information. It is expected that the fields would be checked automatically for
appropriate characters and consistency with other fields and the questions would be accompanied by
easily accessible links to clear instructions and other helpful information. It is intended that that
these system features, among others, would help to facilitate a relatively easy-to-use filing process
that would deliver accurate information quickly, reliably, and securely.
110

Although we believe it would be easier to respond to the revised information requirements of Form D, as
discussed in Part V regarding the PRA, we believe the overall collection of information burden ofForm D
would remain approximately the same as it is today.
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Requiring the electronic filing of Form D data would result in increased public availability
of Form D information because it would make the information filed more readily available to
regulators and members of the public who choose to access it. The information would be available
on our Web site and, because the Form D filing system would automatically capture and tag data
items, the data would be interactive and easily searchable. The filing system would enable users to
view the information in an easy-to-read format, download the information into an existing
· application, or create an application to use the information. Unlike information filed with us
ele.ctronically, paper filings are available from us only in person in our Public Reference Room or
by means of a mail request. We charge a nominal fee for copies of Form D filings. Some Form D
filings are available at higher cost through private vendors over the Internet and through telephone
requests.
The required electronic filing of Form D information could enhance the utility of Form D as
a means to promote federal and state uniformity and coordination. For over 20 years, Form D has
served as a means to promote federal and state uniformity in securities regulation by providing a
uniform notification form that can be filed with the Commission and with state securities regulators.
The electronic filing system would include an electronic database that could be more easily
searched for information needed by both federal and state securities regulators to monitor the
exempt securities transaction markets. The system also would permit improved coordination among
federal and state regulators, which is essential to efficient and effective capital formation through
exempt transactions, especially by smaller companies, and to investor protection. State securities
regulators would be able to access the information on our Web site to learn if new Form D
information of interest to them has been filed. It is our hope that state securities regulators would
permit "one-stop" filing with the Commission and rely on Commission filings as satisfying state
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Form D information. 111 In order to file a Form ID, an issuer would need to learn the related
electronic filing requirements, obtain access to a computer and the Internet, use the computer to
access the Commission's EDGAR Filer Management Web site, respond to Form ID's information
requirements and fax to the Commission a notarized authenticating document. 112 Similarly, in order
otherwise to prepare to make an initial electronic filing of Form D information, an issuer would
need to learn about the revised Form D information content and electronic filing requirements,
obtain access to a cqmputer and the Internet, use the computer to access the Form D filing system
and respond to Form D's information requirements.
Ongoing costs are those associated with maintaining the framework developed through the
initial costs (for example, updating information required by Form ID) and additional costs arising
from each subsequent filing of Form D information.
We expect that the vast majority of issuers would need to incur few, if any, additional costs
related to obtaining computer and Internet access. We believe that the vast majority of issuers
already would have access to a computer and the Internet. 113

Ill

Issuers that already have EDGAR access codes would not need to file a Form ID. As further
discussed in Part V, however, we assume that about 95% of Form D filers would not already
have the codes.

112

As discussed in Part V regarding the PRA , the Commission estimates that approximately 196,800
respondents file Form ID each year at an estimated burden of .15 hours per response, all of which is borne
internally by the respondent, for a total annual burden of29,520 hours. As also discussed in Part V, we
expect that, if adopted, the proposed amendments would cause an additional 18,600 respondents to tile a Form
ID each year and, as a result, cause an additional annual burden of2790 hours. Assuming a cost of$175 per
hour for in-house professional staff~ we estimate the current Form ID burden cost at $5,166,000 per year
(29,520 hours per year x $175 per hour), the additional Form ID burden cost that would result from adoption of
the proposed amendments at $488,250 per year (2790 hours per year x $175 per hour) and the total Form lD
burden cost that would result from adding the estimated additional Form ID burden cost to the estimated
current Form lD burden cost would be $5,654,250 per year ((29,520 hours per year+ 2790 hours per year)=
32,310 hours per year; 32,310 hours per year x $175 per hour= $5,654,250 per year).

113

A person from an issuer that did not already own a computer with Internet access could, for example, go to a
public library to use its computer and obtain Internet access.
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D.

Requests for Comments ·

We request comment on all aspects of the cost-benefit analysis, including identification of
any additional costs or benefits of, or suggested alternatives to, the proposed amendments. We also
request that those submitting comments provide empirical data and other factual support for their
views to the extent possible.

VII.

CONSIDERATION OF IMPACT ON COMPETITION AND PROMOTION OF
EFFICIENCY, COMPETITION AND CAPITAL FORMATION
Section 23(a)(2) ofthe Exchange Act 114 requires us, when adopting rules under the

Exchange Act, to consider the impact that any new rule would have on competition. In addition,
Section 23(a)(2) prohibits us from adopting any rule that would impose a burden on competition not
necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Exchange Act. Furthermore, Section
2(b) of the Securities Act, 115 Section 3(f) of the Exchange Act, 116 and Section 2(c) of the Investment
Company Act 117 require us, when engaged in rulemaking where we are required to consider or
determine whether an action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, to consider, in
addition to the protection of investors, whether the action will promote efficiency, competition and
capital formation.
The proposed amendments, if adopted, would restructure and mandate the electronic filing
of the information required by Form D. We believe the amendments, in general, would provide
benefits by clarifying, simplifying and updating the information requirements of Form D and

114

15 U.S.C. 78w(a)(2).

115

15

116

15 U.S.C. 78c(f).

117

15 U.S.C. 80a-2(c).

u.s.c. 77b(b).
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modernizing the related information capture process. In particular, as discussed in further detail
above, the proposed amendments should
•

ease filing burdens;

•

result in better public availability of Form D information;

•

enhance the utility of Form D as a means to promote federal and state uniformity and
coordination; and

•

improve collection of data for Commission enforcement and rulemaking efforts.

We understand that private sector businesses currently make Form D information available
J

to the public for a fee. Although the ready accessibility of this information at no cost would affect
these businesses, we believe that the interactive online system that would be used for Form D
information would not discourage the development by private sector businesses of additional
features that the new online system would not provide. Consequently, we believe that the proposed
amendments would not have a burden on competition that is not necessary or appropriate and might
promote competition in providing Form D information through additional features including those
related to the tagged data aspect of the system.
Eased filing burdens and better public availability of information resulting from the
proposed amendments would promote efficiency. For example, the expected online system would
enable issuers to provide Form D information with modem, rapid and accurate methods and would
enable users of the system to access Form D information more quickly and easily than through a
review of paper documents.
Improved collection of data for Commission enforcement and rulemaking efforts resulting
from the proposed amendments would create a Form D information database that would allow us to
evaluate our exemptive schemes on a continuing basis in order to facilitate capital formation in a
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manner consistent with investor protection and the evaluation could lead to improvements that
would promote our capital markets. Similarly, the enhanced utility of Form D as a means to
promote federal and state uniformity and coordination resulting from the proposed amendments
could lead to improved coordination which would promote capital formation.
We request comment on whether the proposed amendments, if adopted, would impose a
burden on competition. We also request comment on whether the proposed amendments, if
adopted, would promote efficiency, competition and capital formation. Finally, we request
commenters to provide empirical data and other factual support for their views if possible.

VIII. INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT ANALYSIS
This Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis has been prepared in accordance with 5 U.S.C.
603. It relates to proposed amendments regarding the content and mandated electronic filing of
information required by Form D.

A.

Reasons for, and Objectives of, the Proposed Action

The main purpose of the proposed amendments is to address deficiencies in the Form D data
collection process. Currently, much of the information required by Form D appears to be useful and
justified in the interests of investor protection and capital formation. It also appears that some
useful information that could be required by Form D currently is not required. On the other hand,
Form D currently requires some information that may no longer be useful. Our staff receives many
inquiries from market participants suggesting that Form D could be clarified and simpllfied.
Moreover, the absence of an electronic system for filing Form D information prevents issuers from
filing through efficient modem methods and limits the usefulness of the information collected on
Form D. We believe the amendments, in general, would address the deficiencies in the Form D
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data collection process by clarifying, simplifying and updating the information requirements of
Form D and modernizing the related information capture process.

B.

Legal Basis

We areproposing the amendments under the authority in Sections 2(a), 3(b), 4(2), 19(a),
19(d) and 28 ofthe Securities Act, 118 Sections 3(b), 23(a) and 35A ofthe Exchange A.ct, 119 Section
319(a) ofthe Trust Indenture Act, 120 and Section 38 ofthe Investment Company Act. 121

C.

Small Entities Subject to the Proposed Rules

The proposed amendments would affect issuers that are small entities. Exchange Act Rule
0-1 O(a) 122 defines an issuer, other than an investment company, to be a "small business" or "small
organization" for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act if it had total assets of $5 million or
less on the last day of its most recent fiscal year. 123 Investment Company Act Rule 0-1 O(a) defines

an investment company as a "small business" or "small organization" for purposes of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act if it, together with other investment companies in the same group of

118

15 U.S.C. 77b(a), 77c(b), 77d(2), 77s(a), 77s(d) and 77z-3.

119

15 U.S.C. 78c(b), 78w(a) and 78ll..

120

15 U.S.C. 77sss(a).

121

15 U.S.C. 80a-37.

122

17 CFR 240.0-IO(a).

123

Securities Act Rule I 57( a) [ 17 CFR 230.157(a)] generally defines an issuer, other than an investment
company, to be a "small business" or "small entity" for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act if it had
total assets of $5 million or less on the last day of its most recent fiscal year and it is conducting or proposing
to conduct a securities offering of $5 million or less. For purposes of our analysis of issuers other than
investment companies in this Part VIII of the release, however, we use the Exchange Act definition of"small
business" or "small entity" because that definition includes more issuers than does the Securities Act definition
and, as a result, assures that the definition we use would not itselflead to an understatement of the impact of
the proposed amendments on small entities.
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related investment companies, had net assets of $50 million or less as of the end of its most recent
fiscal year. 124 The proposed amendments would apply to all issuers that file Form D.
As previously noted, in 2006, 16,829 issuers filed a Form D. We believe that many of these
issuers are small entities but we currently we do not collect information on total assets to determine
if they are small entities for purposes of this analysis. 125

D.

Reporting, Recordkeeping and Other Compliance Requirements

Currently, issuers must file Form D information in paper. The proposed amendments would
require all issuers, including small entities, to submit somewhat different Form D information
online using the Internet. These issuers also would need to file a Form ID electronically to obtain
the access codes needed to use the Form D filing system if they did not already have the codes. 126
The only additional professional skills required would be those required to file electronically. 127
We expect that filing electronically would increase initial and ongoing costs incurred by
some small entities. We also expect, however, that many small entities would not bear the full
range of costs that would result from the amendments for the reasons described below.
Initial costs are those associated with filing a Form ID in order to obtain the access codes
needed to file Form D information electronically and otherwise preparing to make an initial filing of
Form D information. In order to file a Form ID, an issuer would need to learn the related electronic

124

17 CFR270.0-10(a).

125

We do, however, solicit comment in Part II on whether proposed Form D should require an
issuer to disclose whether the value of its total assets was $5 million or less on the last day of its
most recently ended fiscal year.

126

As further discussed in Part V, however, we assume that about 95% of Form D filers would
not already have the codes.

127

Although we believe it would be easier to respond to the revised information requirements of
Form D, as discussed in Part V, we believe the overall collection of information burden of the form would
remain approximately the same.
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filing requirements, obtain access to a computer and the Internet, use the computer to access the
Commission's EDGAR Filer Management Web site, respond to Form ID's information
requirements and fax to the Commission a notarized authenticating document. 128 Similarly, in order
otherwise to prepare to make an initial electronic filing of Form D information, an issuer would
need to learn about the revised Form D information content and electronic filing requirements,
obtain access to a computer and the Internet, use the computer to access the Form D filing system
and respond to Form D's information requirements.
Ongoing costs are those associated with maintaining the framework developed through the
initial costs (for example, updating information required by Form ID) and additional costs arising
from each subsequent filing of Form D information.
We expect that the vast majority of small entities would need to incur few, if any, additional
costs related to obtaining computer and Internet access. We believe that the vast majority of small
entities already would have access to a computer and the Internet. 129

E.

Duplicative, Overlapping or Conflicting Federal Rules

We believe that the proposed amendments would not duplicate, or overlap or conflict with,
other federal rules.

F.

Significant Alternatives

The Regulatory Flexibility Act directs us to consider significant alternatives that would
accomplish the stated objective, while minimizing any significant adverse impact on small entities.
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As discussed in Part V, the Commission has estimated the collection of information burden of Form ID as
.15 hours per response, all ofwhich is borne internally by the respondent.
A person from a small entity that did not already own a computer with Internet access could, for example, go to
a public library to use its computer and obtain Internet access.
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In connection with the proposed amendments, we considered several alternatives, including the
following:
•

establishing different compliance or reporting requirements or timetables that take into
account the resources available to small entities;

•

further clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the proposed requirements;

•

using performance rather than design standards; and

•

providing an exemption from the proposed requirements, or any part of them, for small
entities.

We believe that, as to small entities, differing compliance, reporting or timetable
requirements, a partial or complete exemption from the proposed requirements or the use of
performance rather than design standards would be inappropriate because these approaches would
detract from the completeness and uniformity of the Form D database and, as a result, reduce the
expected benefits of better public availability of Form D information, enhanced utility of Form D as
a means to promote federal and state uniformity and improved collection of data for Commission
enforcement and rulemaking efforts. Further, we believe the proposed Form D filing system would
be relatively easy to use. 130 We solicit comment, however, on whether differing compliance,
reporting or timetable requirements, a partial or complete exemption, or the use of performance
rather than design standards would be consistent with our described main goal of addressing
deficiencies in the Form D data collection process. 131

130

As discussed in Part III.C, we are considering a period during which we would permit voluntary electronic
filing of Form D information using the new electronic filing system and form to enable issuers to become
familiar with them. Small entities would be able to take advantage of any such period.

131

In this regard, in Part III of this release, we solicit comment on the availability of
technology to complete Form D online and whether public companies should be phased in to
mandated electronic Form D filing sooner than private companies (presumably, many of the
small entities that would file Form D would be private companies).
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We considered further clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the proposed Form D
information and electronic filing requirements. During 2003, the Commission's Office of Small
Business Policy ("OSBP") reviewed the types of errors, omissions, and misstatements more
commonly found in Form D filings, as well as the types of questions typically received through
phone calls from the public associated with the form. We also have considered the electronic filing
requirements related to Exchange Act Forms 3, 4 and 5, the manner in which their online filing
system has operated and the suitability of that system as a model for the expected online system for
Form D information. Based in part on OSBP.'s review and our consideration of the electronic filing
of Forms 3, 4 and 5, we believe that the proposed Form D information and electronic filing
requirements are clear and straightforward (although, we seek comment on this).

G.

Solicitation of Comment

We encourage comments with respect to any aspect of this Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis. In particular, we request comments regarding:
•

the number of small entities that may be affected by the proposed amendments;

•

the existence or nature of the potential impact of the proposed amendments on small
entities as discussed in this analysis; and

•

how to quantify the impact of the proposed amendments.

We ask those submitting comments to describe the nature of any impact and provide empirical data
supporting the extent of the impact. These comments will be considered in the preparation of the
Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, if the proposed amendments are adopted, and will be placed
in the same public file as comments on the proposed amendments themselves.
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IX.

SMALL BUSINESS REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT FAIRNESS ACT
For purposes of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, 132 a rule

is "major" if it has resulted, or is likely to result in:
•

an annual effect on the economy of$100 million or more;

•

a major increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual industries; or

•

significant adverse effects on competition, investment or innovation.

In connection with this analysis, we solicit comment and empirical data on:
•

the potential effect of the proposals on the U.S. economy on an annual basis;

•

any potential increase in costs or prices for consumers or individual industries resulting
from the proposals; and

•

X.

any potential effect of the proposals on competition, investment or innovation.

STATUTORY BASIS AND TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
We are proposing the amendments to Rules 100, 101, 104,201, and 202 of Regulation S-T,

Securities Act Rules 502 and 503 and the description and content of Securities Act Form D under
the authority in sections 2(a), 3(b), 4(2), 19(a), 19(d), and 28 ofthe Securities Act, 133 sections 3(b),
23(a), and 35A ofthe Exchange Act, 134 section 319(a) ofthe Trust Indenture Act, 135 and section 38
of the Investment Company Act. 136

132

Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 (1996).

133

15 U.S.C. 77b(a), 77c(b), 77d(2), 77s(a), 77s(d), and 77z-3.

134

15 U.S.C. 78c(b), 78w(a), and

135

15 U.S.C. 77sss(a).

136

15 U.S.C. 80a-37.

78ll.
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List of Subjects
17 CFR Parts 230, 232 and 239
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Securities.

TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
For the reasons set out in the preamble, we propose to amend Title 17, Chapter II of the
Code of Federal Regulations as follows:

PART 230-- GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
1. The general authority citation for Part 230 continues to read in part as follows:
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77b, 77c, 77d, 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77r, 77s, 77z-3, 77sss, 78c, 78d,
78j, 781, 78m, 78n, 78o, 78t, 78w, 78ll(d), 78mm, 80a-8, 80a-24, 80a-28, 80a-29, 80a-30, and
80a-37, unless otherwise noted.

*****
2. Amend § 230.502 by revising paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§ 230.502 General conditions to be met.

*****
(c) Limitation on manner of offering. Except as provided in § 230.504(b)(1 ), neither the
issuer nor any person acting on its behalf shall offer or sell the securities by any form of general
solicitation or general advertising, including, but not limited to, the following:
(1) Any advertisement, article, notice or other communication published in any

newspaper, magazine, or similar media or broadcast over television or radio; and
(2) Any seminar or meeting whose attendees have been invited by any general
solicitation or general advertising; Provided, however, that publication by an issuer of a notice in
accordance with§ 230.135c or filing with the Commission by an issuer of a notice of sales on Form
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D (17 CFR 239.500) in which the issuer has made a good faith and reasonable attempt to comply
with the requirements of such form, shall not be deemed to constitute general solicitation or general
advertising for purposes of this section; Provided further, that, if the requirements of§ 230.135e are
satisfied, providing any journalist with access to press conferences held outside of the United States,
to meetings with issuer or selling security holder representatives conducted outside of the United
States, or to written press-related materials released outside the United
.. States, at or in which a
present or proposed offering of securities is discussed, will not be deemed to constitute general
solicitation or general advertising for purposes of this section.

*****
3. Revise§ 230.503 to read as follows:

§ 230.503 Filing of notice of sales.
(a) When notice of sales on Form D must be filed.
(1) An issuer offering or selling securities in reliance on § 230.504, § 230.505, or
§ 230.506 must file with the Commission a notice of sales on Form D (17 CFR 239.500) for each
new offering of securities no later than 15 calendar days after the first sale of securities in the
offering.
(2) An issuer may file an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D at any
time.
(3) An issuer must file an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D for an
offering:
(i) To correct a mistake of fact in the previously filed notice of sales on Form D, as soon as
practicable after discovery of the mistake;
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(ii) To reflect a change in the information provided in the previously filed notice of sales on
Form D, as soon as practicable after the change, except that no amendment is required to reflect a
change that occurs after the offering terminates or a change that occurs in the following only:
.(A) an issuer's revenues,
(B) the amount of securities sold in the offering,
(C) the total offering amount, if the change, together with all other changes in that amount
since the previously filed notice of sales on Form D, does not result in an increase of more than
10%,
(D) the number of accredited investors who have invested in the offering,
(E) the number of non-accredited investors who have invested in the offering; as long as the
change does not increase the number to more than 35, or
(F) in offerings that last more than a year, information on related persons if the change was
due solely to the filling of a vacant position upon the death or departure in the ordinary course of
business of the previous occupant of the position; and
(iii) in offerings that last more thana year, annually, between January 1 and February 14, to
reflect information about the offering on or before its termination since the later of the filing of the
notice of sales on Form D or the most recent amendment to the notice of sales on Form D.
(4) An issuer that files an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D must
provide current information in response to all requirements of the notice of sales on Form D
regardless of why the amendment is filed.
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(b) How notice of sales on Form D must be filed and signed.
(1) A notice of sales on Form D must be filed with the Commission in electronic format by
means of the Commission's Electronic Data Gathering Analysis

an~

Retrieval System (EDGAR) in

accordance with EDGAR rules set forth in Regulation S-T (17 CFR Part 232).
(2) Every notice of sales on Form D must be signed by a person duly authorized by the
issuer.

PART 232- REGULATION S-T- GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR
ELECTRONIC FILINGS
4. The general authority citation for Part 232 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77s(a), 77sss(a), 78c(b), 781, 78m, 78n, 78o(d),
78w(a), 78ll(d), 80a-8, 80a-29,80a-30, and 80a-37, and 7201 et seq.; and 18 U.S.C. 1350.

5. Amend§ 232.100 by revising paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§ 232.100 Persons and entities subject to mandated electronic filing.
(a) Registrants and other entities whose filings are subject to review by the Division of Corporation
Finance;

*****
6. Amend§ 232.101 by:
a. Removing the word "and" at the end of paragraph (a)(l)(xi);
b. Removing the period and adding "and" at the end of paragraph (a)(l)(xii); ·
c. Adding paragraph (a)(l )(xiii); and
d. Removing", Regulation D (§§ 230.501-230.506 ofthis chapter)" from paragraph
(c)(6).
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- - ---

·-·

-----

(§§ 239.65, 249.447, 269.10 and 274.404 of this chapter), in paper format no later than one business
day after the date on which the filing was to be made.

*****
9. Amend§ 232.202 by revising paragraph (a) introductory text to read as follows:

§ 232.202 Continuing hardship exemption.
(a)

An electronic filer may apply in writing for a continuing hardship exemption if all or

part of a filing or group of filings, other than a Form ID (§§ 239.63, 249.446, 269.7 and 274.402 of
this chapter) or a Form D (§ 239.500 of this chapter), otherwise to be filed in electronic format
cannot be so filed without undue burden or expense. Such written application shall be made at least
ten business days prior to the required due date of the filing(s) or the proposed filing date, as
appropriate, or within such shorter period as may be permitted. The written application shall
contain the information set forth in paragraph (b) of this section.

*****
PART 239 -FORMS PRESCRIBED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
10. The general authority citation for Part 239 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77f, 77g, 77h, 77j, 77s, 77z-2, 77z-3, 77sss, 78c, 78j, 781, 78m, 78n,
78o(d), 78u-5, 78w(a), 78ll(d), 78mm, 80a-2(a), 80a-3, 80a-8, 80a-9, 80a-10, 80a-13, 80a-24,
80a-26, 80a-29, 80a-30, and 80a-37, unless otherwise noted.

*****
11. Revise§ 239.500 to read as follows::

§ 239.500 Form D, notice of sales of securities under Regulation D and section 4(6) of the
Securities Act of 1933.
(a) When notice of sales on Form D must be filed.
(1) An issuer offering or selling securities in reliance on§ 230.504, § 230.505, or
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§ 230.506 of this chapter or section 4(6) of the Securities Act of 1933 must file with the
Commission a not~ce of sales on Form D (17 CFR 239.500) for each new offering of securities no
later than 15 calendar days after the first sale of securities in the offering.
(2) An issuer may file an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D at any
time.
(3) An issuer must file an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D for an
offering:
(i) To correct a mistake of fact in the previously filed notice of sales on Form D, as soon as
practicable after discovery of the mistake;
(ii) To reflect a change in the information provided in the previously filed notice of sales on
Form D, as soon as practicable after the change, except that no amendment is required to reflect a
change that occurs after the offering terminates or a change that occurs in the following only:
(A) an issuer's revenues,
(B) the amount of securities sold in the offering,
(C) the total offering amount, if the change, together with all other changes in that amount
since the previously filed notice of sales on Form D, does not result in an increase of more than
10%,
(D) the number of accredited investors who have invested in the offering,
(E) the number of non-accredited investors who have invested in the offering, as long as the
change does not increase the number to more than 35, or
(F) in offerings that last more than a year, information on related persons if the change was
due solely to the filling of a vacant position upon the death or departure in the ordinary course of
business of the previous occupant of the position; and
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(iii) in offerings that last more than a year, annually, between January 1 and February 14, to
reflect information about the offering on or before its termination date since the later ofthe filing of
the notice of sales on Form D or the most recent amendment to the notice of sales on Form D.
( 4) An issuer that files an amendment to a previously filed notice of sales on Form D must
provide current information in response to all requirements of the notice of sales on Form D
regardless of why the amendment is filed.
(b) How notice of sales on Form D must be filed and signed.
( 1) A notice of sales on Form D must be filed with the Commission in electronic format by
means of the Commission's Electronic Data Gathering Analysis and Retrieval System (EDGAR) in
accordance with EDGAR rules set forth in Regulation S-T (17 CFR Part 232).
(2) Every notice of sales on Form D must be signed by a person duly authorized by the
Issuer.
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12. Revise Form D (referenced in§ 239.500) to read as follows:
Note- The text of Form D does not and this amendment will not appear in the Code of
Federal Regulations.
Form D Notice of Exempt Offering of Securities
FormD
UNITED STATES,
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549
FORMD
NOTICE OF EXEMPT OFFERING OF SECURITIES
Intentional misstatements or omissions of fact constitute federal criminal violations. See 18 U.S.C. 1001.

You must follow the accompanying instructions in submitting this notice,

ftj
i

1.

Issuer's Identity

'"'--'

I
!

Name of Issuer

----------------------------

Previous Name(s) - - - - - - - - - D None
Jurisdiction of Incorporation/Organization (dropdown)
Entity Type (dropdown)
Year of Incorporation/Organization (dropdown giving last five years and "Before 2002")
SEC File N o . - - - - - - - - D None

I Add Issuer I
(for each additional issuer, a signature block will appear)
2.
Principal Place of Business and Contact Information
Street Address

----------~----------------

State/Province

City

Zip/Postal Code _ __

(dropdown)

Country 0 U.S. 0 Canada 0 Other
(dropdown of countries if answer is "Other" than U.S. or
Canada)_
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-----·----------------------------------------------

9.

Type(s) of Securities Offered (select all that apply)
[]Equity
[]Debt
[ ] Option, Warrant or Other Right to Acquire Another Security
[ ] Security to be Acquired Upon Exercise of Option, Warrant or Other
Right to Acquire Security
[ ] Pooled Investment Fund Interests
[ ] Tenant-in-Common Securities
[ ] Mineral Property Securities
[ ] Other (Describe: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

10.

Business Combination Transaction
Is this offering being made in connection with a business combination transaction, such as a
0 Yes 0 No
merger, acquisition or exchange offer?

11.

Minimum Investment
Minimum investment accepted from any investor

12.

$_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sales Compensation
Individual
Recipient

CRD
Number

Associated
Broker or Dealer

Street Address

State(s) of
Solicitation
(dropdown)

I Add Recipient
13.

Offering and Sales Amounts
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _or [] Indefinite
Total Offering Amount
$_ _ _ _ _ __
Total Amount Sold
Total Remaining to be Sold $[auto subtract]
or [ ] Indefinite

14.

Investors
[ ] Select if securities in the offering have been or may be sold to persons who do not qualify
as accredited investors and enter the number of such non-accredited investors who
2
already have invested in the offering:
Enter the number of accredited investors who already have invested: _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature and Submission
Terms of Submission:

Please verify the information you have entered and review the Terms of
Submission below before signing and clicking SUBMIT below to file
this notice.

2

If the filer selects Rule 505 or Rule 506 in Item 6 above and enters a number above 35 in this field, a pop-up will
warn that only 35 non-accredited investors are permitted in this type of offering and require the filer to select "OK"
before proceeding.
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Printable Version
[Material in this box will be placed in scrollbox online.]
In submitting this notice, each issuer named above is :
•
Notifying the SEC and/or each State in which this notice is filed of
the offering of securities described and undertaking to furnish them,
upon written request, the information furnished to offerees.
•
Irrevocably appointing each of the Secretary of the SEC and, the
Securities Administrator or other legally designated officer of the
State in which the issuer maintains its principal place of business
and any State in which this notice is filed, as its agents for service of
process, and agreeing that these persons may accept service on its
behalf, of any notice, process or pleading, and further agreeing that
such service may be made by registered or certified mail, in any
Federal or state action, administrative proceeding, or arbitration
brought against it in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States, if the action, proceeding or arbitration (a) arises out
of any activity in connection with the offering of securities that is
. the subject ofthis notice, and (b) is founded, directly or indirectly,
upon the provisions of: (i) the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, the
Investment Company Act of 1940, or the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940, or any rule or regulation under any of these statutes, or (ii)
the laws of the State in which the issuer maintains its principal place
of business or any State in which this notice is filed.
•
Certifying that the issuer is not disqualified from relying on any
Regulation D exemption it has identified in Item 6 above for one of
the reasons stated in Rule 502(e).
Each issuer identified above has read this notice, knows the contents to be true, and has duly caused
this notice to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned duly authorized person.
Signature
Signature: --------------- Title: ---------------- Date:---------------By clicking on SUBMIT below, you are agreeing to the Terms of Submission above.
SUBMIT
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OMB Approval
OMB No. 3235-0076
Expires: _ _ _, 20
Estimated Average Burden Hours per Response:__!ill!

Persons who respond to the collection of information contained in this form are not required to
respond unless the form displays a currently valid OMB control number.
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Instructions for Submitting Notice
General Instructions
•

•

•

Who must file:
o Each issuer of securities that sells its securities in reliance on an exemption
provided in Regulation D or Section 4(6) of the Securities Act of 1933 must file
this notice containing the information requested with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and with the state(s) requiring it. If more than one
issuer has sold its securities in the same transaction, all issuers should be
identified in one filing with the SEC, but some states may require a separate filing
for each issuer or security sold.
When to file:
o An issuer must file a new notice with the SEC for each new offering of securities
no later than 15 calendar days after the first sale of securities in the offering. An
issuer may file the notice at any time before that if it has determined to make the
offering. An issuer must file a new notice with each state that requires it at the
time set by the state. For state filing requirements, go to www.NASAA.org. A
mandatory capital commitment call does not constitute a new offering, but is
made under the original offering, so no new Form D filing is required.
o An issuer may file an amendment to a previously filed notice at any time.
o An issuer must file an amendment to a previously filed notice for an offering:
• to correct a mistake of fact in the previously filed notice, as soon as
practicable after discovery of the mistake; ..
• to reflect a change in the information provided in the previously filed
notice, except as provided below, as soon as practicable after the change;
and
• in offerings that last more than a year, annually, between January 1 and
February 14, to reflect information about the offering on or before its
termination since the later of the filing of the Form D or the latest
amendment to the Form D.
When filing is not required: An issuer is not required to file an amendment to a
previously filed notice to reflect a change in an offering that occurs after the offering
terminates or a change that occurs in the following only:
o an issuer's revenues,
o the amount of securities sold in the offering,
o the total offering amount, if the change, together with all other changes in that
amount since the previously filed notice, does not result in an increase of more
than 10%,
o the number of accredited investors who have invested in the offering,
o the number of non-accredited investors who have invested in the offering, as long
as the change does not increase the number to more than 35, or
o in offerings that last more than a year, information on related persons if the
change was due solely to the filling of a vacant position upon the death or
departure in the ordinary course of business of the previous occupant of the
position.
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•

•

•
•
•

Amendment Content: An issuer that files an amendment to a previously filed Form D
must provide current information in response to all items ofForm D regardless of why
the amendment is filed.
How to File: Issuers must file this notice with the SEC using the process made available
at [insert linked Web address for filing]. For state filing requirements, go to
www.NASAA.org.
Filing Fee: There is no federal filing fee. For information on state filing fees, go to
www.NASAA.org .
Confirmation of Filing: The SEC will send an e-mail message confirming receipt of
this notice to the e-mail address associated with the password used to submit the notice.
Definitions of Terms: Terms used but not defined in this form that are defined in
Regulation D or Rule 405 under the Securities Act of 1933, 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.501 et seq.
and 230.405, have the meanings given to them in Regulation D and Rule 405.

Item-by-Item Instructions

.

1.

Issuer's Identity. Identify each legal entity issuing any securities being reported as
being offered by entering its full name, any previous name used within the past five
years, its jurisdiction and year of incorporation or other organization, its type of legal
entity, and its SEC file number if a reporting company under the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934. If more than one entity is issuing the securities, identify a primary issuer in the
fields shown and add additional issuers by clicking on "Add Issuer."

2.

Principal Place of Business and Contact Information. Enter a full street address of the
issuer's principal place of business. Post office box numbers and "In care of' addresses
are not acceptable. Enter a contact telephone number for the issuer. Where more than
one issuer is named, enter information only for one primary issuer.

3.

Related Persons. Enter the full name and address of each person having the specified
relationships with any issuer and identify each relationship:
• Each executive officer and director of the issuer and person performing similar
functions for the issuer, such as general and managing partners of partnerships
and managing members of limited liability companies; and
• Each person who has functioned as a promoter of the issuer within the past five
years of the later of the first sale of securities or the date upon which the Form D
filing was required to be made.

4.

Industry Group. Select the issuer's industry group. If the issuer or issuers can be
categorized in more than one industry group, select the industry group that most
accurately reflects the use of the bulk of the proceeds of the offering. For purposes of
this filing, use the ordinary dictionary and commonly understood meanings of the terms
identifying the industry group.

5.

Revenue Range. Enter the revenue range of the issuer or of all the issuers for the most
recently completed fiscal year available, or, if not in existence for a fiscal year, revenue
range to date. Domestic SEC reporting companies should state revenues in accordance
with Regulation S-X under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Domestic non._

l

I

l

~

.
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reporting companies should state revenues in accordance with U.S. Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). Foreign issuers should calculate revenues in U.S. dollars
and state them in accordance with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, home
country GAAP or International Financial Reporting Standards. If the issuer(s) declines to
disclose its revenue range, enter "Decline to Disclose." Ifthe business is intended to
produce revenue but did not, enter "No Revenues." If the business is not intended to
produce revenue (for example, the business seeks asset appreciation), enter "Not
Applicable."

6.

Federal Exemption(s) and Exclusion(s) Claimed. Select the appropriate checkbox(es)
to designate the provision(s) being claimed to exempt the offering and resulting sales
from the federal registration requirements under the Securities Act of 1933 and, if
applicable, to exclude the issuer from the definition of "investment company" under the
Investment Company Act of 1940. Select "Rule 504(b)(l) (not (i), (ii) or (iii))" only if
the issuer is relying on the exemption in the introductory sentence of Rule 504 for offers
and sales that satisfy all the terms and conditions ofRules 501 and 502(a), (c) and (d).

7.

Type of Filing/Choosing Notice Recipient. Indicate whether the issuer is filing a new
notice and/or an amendment to a notice that was filed previously. Also select the
appropriate checkbox(es) to choose whether you are directing the notice to the SEC only
or to the SEC and the State(s) you select. If this is a new notice to the SEC or any
recipient State, enter the date of the first sale of securities in the offering with respect to
that recipient or indicate that the first sale has "Yet to Occur" in the pop-up checkbox(es)
that appear. The person submitting this notice is responsible for confirming State
requirements [link to NASAA Web site] to determine whether choosing to direct this
notice to a State by selecting a checkbox in this item satisfies any applicable filing
requirements of that State and whether a separate State filing or payment of a State filing
fee is required.
·

8.

Duration of Offering. Indicate whether the issuer intends the offering to last for more
than one year.

9.

Type(s) of Securities Offered. Select the appropriate checkbox(es) for each of the types
of securities offered the offering of which is the subject of one or more exemptions
specified in Item 6 and as to which this Form Dis filed (if, however, such a security is
debt convertible into another security, the issuer should.check the box(es) for "Debt" and
any other appropriate types of securities except for "Equity"). If, for example, an issuer
specified an exemption in Item 6 and filed this Form D as to the offering ofboth
immediately exercisable options and their underlying common stock, the issuer should
check the boxes for "Option, Warrant or Other Right to Acquire Another Security" and
"Security to be Acquired Upon Exercise of Option, Warrant or Other Right to Acquire
Security." If, however, the issuer specified an exemption in Item 6 and filed this Form D
as to the offering of options exercisable over a year after purchase but not the offering of
the underlying common stock, the issuer should check only the box for "Option, Warrant
or Other Right to Acquire Another Security." For purposes of this filing, use the ordinary
dictionary and commonly understood meanings of these categories. For instance, equity
securities would be securities that represent proportional ownership in an issuer, such as
ordinary common and preferred stock of corporations and partnership and limited
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liability company interests; debt securities would be securities representing money loaned
to an issuer that must be repaid to the investor at a later date; pooled investment fund
interests would be securities that represent ownership interests in a pooled or collective
investment vehicle; tenant-in-common securities would be securities that include an
undivided fractional interest in real property other than a mineral property; and mineral
property securities would be securities that include an undivided interest in an oil, gas or
other mineral property.

10.

Business Combination Transaction. Indicate whether or not the offering is being made
in connection with a business combination, such as a merger, acquisition, exchange offer
or other transaction of the type described in paragraph (a)(l ), (2) or (3) of Rule 145 under
the Securities Act of 1933. Do not include an exchange (tender) offer for a class of the
issuer's own securities.

11.

Minimum Investment. Enter the minimum dollar amount of investment that will be
accepted from any investor. If the offering provides a minimum investment amount that
can be waived, provide the lowest amount below which a waiver will not be granted for
any person. If there is no minimum investment amount, enter "0."

12.

Sales Compensation. Enter the requested information for each individual who has been
or will be paid directly or indirectly any commission or other similar compensation in
connection with sales of securities in the offering, including finders. In addition, in the
last column, enter the State(s) in which the individual has solicited or intends to solicit
investors. If more than five individuals to be listed are associated persons of the same
broker or dealer, enter only the name of the broker or dealer, its street address, and the
State(s) in which its associated persons have solicited or intend to solicit investors.

13.

Offering and Sales Amounts. Enter the dollar amount of securities being offered under
a claim of federal exemption identified in Item 6 above. Also enter the dollar amount of
securities sold in the offering as of the filing date. Select the "Indefinite" box if the
amount being offered is undetermined or cannot be calculated at the present time, such as
if the offering includes securities to be acquired upon the exercise or exchange of other
securities or property and the exercise price or exchange value is not currently known or
knowable. If an amount is definite but difficult to calculate without unreasonable effort
or expense, provide a good faith estimate. The total offering and sold amounts should
include all cash and other consideration to be received for the securities, including cash to
be paid in the future under mandatory capital commitments. In offerings for
consideration other than cash, the amounts entered should be based on the issuer's good
faith valuation of the consideration.

14.

Investors. Indicate whether securities in the offering have been or may be sold to
persons who do not qualify as accredited investors as defined in Rule 50l(a) and provide
the number of such investors who have already invested in the offering and the number of
accredited investors who have already invested.

Signature and Submission. An individual who is a duly authorized representative of each
issuer identified must sign, date and submit this notice for the issuer. The capacity in which the
individual signed should be set forth in the "Title" space.
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•

Entity Type (for Item 1)
[ ] Corporation
[ ] Limited Partnership
[ ] Limited Liability Company
[ ] General Partnership
[ ] Business Trust
[ ] Other (Specify)
Industry Groups (for Item 4)
[ ] Agriculture
Banking & Financial Services
[ ] Commercial Banking
[ ] Insurance
[ ] Investing
[ ] Investment Banking
[ ] Pooled Investment Fund*
[ ] Hedge Fund
[ ] Private Equity Fund
[ ] Venture Capital Fund
[ ] Other Investment Fund
[]Other
Business Services
[ ] Accounting & Consulting
[ ] Advertising
[]Employee Benefits & Compensation
[ ] Environmental Services
[]Human Resources
[ ] Legal Services
[ ] Marketing
[ ] Public Relations
[]Other
Energy
[ ] Electric Utilities
[ ] Energy Conservation
[]Oil & Gas
[]Other
*If the Pooled Investment Fund checkbox is selected, pop-ups also will require the filer to select one of the lower
level check boxes designating a specific type of investment fund and select a "yes" or "no" checkbox as to whether
the filer is registered as an investment company under the Investment Company Act of 1940.
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•

Health Care
[ ] Biotechnology
[ ] Health Insurance
[ ] Hospitals & Physicians
[ ] Pharmaceuticals
[]Other
[ ] Manufacturing

Real Estate
[ ] Commercial
[ ] Construction
[] REITS & Finance
[ ] Residential
[]Other
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( ] Retailing

( ] Restaurants
Technology
[ ] Computers
[ ] Telecommunications
[]Other
Travel
[ ] Airlines & Airports .
[ ] Lodging & ConventiOn~
[]Tourism & Travel Services
(]Other
[]Other

By the Commission.

Florence E. Harmon
Deputy Secretary

Dated: June 29, 2007
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